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ABSTRACT 

Of the Mesopotamian goddess Inanna/8tar, the Sumerologist S. N. Kramer 

wrote, " ... (she) played a greater role in myth, epic and hymn than any other deity, male 

or female". 1 The gigantic stature of her religion among world religions is attested in the 

three millennia during which she was worshipped, from ca. 3200 B.C. to the Christian 

era, under her Sumerian form Inanna and her Semitic forms, Btar and 'A~tart. 

During the proto-historic and early historic periods of the third millennium B.C., 

she occupied a pre-eminent position mainly in south-central Mesopotamia, under the 

Sumero-Akkadians, but also in extended areas such as Asfor in Assyria and Ebia and 

Mari in Syria. In the second millennium, particularly in central ·Mesopotamia, Syria and 

Egypt, evidence of her and of her byform i\~tart emerges. The first millennium records 

her as a powerful goddess among the rising powers of Assyria and Babylonia, but also as 

A.start in the Levant, ultimately migrating westward to Cyprus and later the Mediterranean. 

This history is presented in millennial sections, each recording her iconography 

with textual support for that millennium. From a wide range of cuneiform and related 

texts·(historical, literary, votive and onomastic) and from a varied spectrum of artefacts 

(reliefs, statuary, seals and terra cottas) which are inscribed with her name, or which come 

from her temples, a picture of this complex deity is pieced together. 

Her interwoven natures as astral, martial, sexual and chthonic goddess are 

identified by dated texts referring to her, and by datable, identified icons depicting her. In 

conclusion, the essential natures of the goddess which evolve iconographically over these 

millennia, yet simultaneously re~ain virtually unchanging in terms of faith, are woven 

together in summary, and elucidated by a discussion of the goddess as persona and as 

whole divine entity. 

1 S. N. Kramer, From the Poetry of Sumer, (1979), p. 71. 
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C. Zervos, L'Art de la Mesopotamie de la Fin du Ouatrieme Millenaire au xve 
Siecle avant notre Ere, Paris (1935), pl. unnumbered; caption: "Deesse de la 
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Extraordinary Seal Impression of the Third Dynasty of Ur", lliES. 31 (1972), 
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Fig. 77 Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, pl. XX,g. and E. D. Van Buren, "Mountain-
Gods", Orientalia 12 (1943), pp. 76 ff. 

Fig. 78 Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, pl. XVIII, j. 

Fig. 79 Boehmer, Entwicklung, fig. 378. 
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The Symbolism of the Biblical World: Ancient Near Eastern Iconography and 
the Book of Psalms, (trans. T. J. Hallett), New York: Crossroads (1978), 
figs. 56-57 and from B. R. Youngman, The Lands and Peoples of the Living 
Bible: A Narrative History of the Old and New Testaments, New York: Bell 
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Fig. 97 E. Neumann, The Great Mother: An Analysis of the Archetype, Bollingen 
(Princeton, 1963), fig. 72. 
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Dynasty (Paris: Mouton, 1979), fig. 140. 

Fig. 99 Ibid., fig. 143. 
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Fig. 112 J. Leibovitch, "Kent et Qadech", 38 (1961), p. 26, fig. 1. 
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Iconography of Htar: 

The Iconography of the Goddess Inanna/Btar and her 

Byforms Attested in Three Millennia of Ancient Near 

Eastern Religious Art. 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1. Definition and Scope of the Subject 

The purpose of this dissertation, is to define and understand the nature of the 

divine in ancient Mesopotamia and periphery from ca. 3200 B. C. to the time of Christ, 

through the media of ancient texts and icons of the goddess Inanna/Btar. Despite the 

difficulty of apprehending an ancient deity through two millennia of intervening cultural 

history since the beginning of the Christian era, and over three thousand years prior to that 

time, it is to be hoped that, however dimly, we may still perceive through the glass of 

iconic imagery the remote godhood. 

The extended title, The IconoiP"aphy of the Goddess Inanna/l~tar and her By-

forms Attested in Three Millennia of Ancient Near Eastern Religious Art, requires 

definition of its terms, which are not immediately clear to the reader. Four terms in the 

title require definition. These are: 

(i) Iconography 

(ii) Inanna/ntar 

(iii) By-forms 

(iv) Ancient Near Eastern Religious Art 

Because they are inseparable, let us consider (i) and (iv) together and (ii) and (iii) together. 

We begin by unfolding a definition of iconography and its context in ancient Near 

Eastern religious art, since it serves as our mirror of the ancient Near Eastern conscious. 

The advantage of iconography as a scholarly tool was outlined by Keel as follows: 



"Iconography allows our preunderstanding considerably less latitude 

than does the abstract phoneme [ of language]. It can therefore make 

evident more quickly and effectively than written records, a number of 

very common peculiarities of Near Eastern reasoning and imagination. 

Iconography compels us to see through the eyes of the Ancient Near 

East". 1 

2 

But what do we mean by "iconography"? Depending upon the culture under 

consideration, this is not an easy definition. Among a number of more general possible 

definitions, it may be considerered specifically as: 

(i) "Art representing religious or legendary subjects by conventional 

images and symbols; 

(ii) the imagery selected to convey the meaning of a work of art or the 

identity of its figures and setting, and comprising figures, or 

objects or features often fixed by convention" .2 

The fluidity of these conventions was suggested by A. R. Schulman, who proposed a 

more specific definition, which applies well to iconography of the ancient Near East: 

"I would define iconography as that manner in which a concept is 

characteristically represented visually, and iconographic attributes as 

those individual graphic symbols inherent in, and peculiar to, a 

particular concept which would distinguish it from any similar concept; 

in other words, the iconography is the manner in which the totality of 

the concept is pictured. The iconographic attributes are the individual 

details which may be part of the iconography. These individual details 

1 O. Keel, The Symbolism of the Biblical World: Ancient Nqu: Eastern Iconography and the 
Book of Psalms, tr. T. J. Hallett, (New York: Crossroads, 1978), p. 8. 

2 Webster's Third New International Dictionary. (Springfield Mass.: Merriam, 1976), p. 1121. 



however, were not always present but could also vary from 

representation to representation (by variation and omission)".3 

3 

These iconographic attributes could encompass a multiplicity of approaches and did not 

necessarily allow for, nor did the ancient iconographer intend one to arrive at.,a single 

systematic understanding of the whole. Keel illustrates this flexibility of attributes thus, 

referring to Egyptian iconography merely for illustration: 

"If the deceased, like the sun god, is to be regenerated by the sky, the 

sky is pictured as a woman. If he is to arch protectively over the royal 

palace, he is represented as a pair of wings".4 

Accordingly, different icons could be used to express the same concept and were to be 

read as alternative icons, saying the same thing or identifying the same god. A striking 

parallel is the Near Eastern literary practice of using refrains or paired couplets, repeating 

phrases, to lend power to statements made. Repetition or multiplication of words of 

power or images of power added to the inherent power of the utterance or portrayal. Such 

verbal and iconic repetition served to increase power or efficaciousness, and was not 

intended for "the systematic understanding of the whole", a western way of thinking. 

This flexible multiplicity of iconographic attributes for a particular deity or sacred 

event employs clear and simple artistic "hieroglyphs" to "make us understand rather than 

visualize"5 the deity or event. For this reason, icons avoid naturalism, and employ clarity 

of depiction and composition to enhance comprehension of the figure • Its elements, 

often ritualistic, are juxtaposed, lending themselves to unambiguous representations for 

those who know the conventions. Those initiated into the system respond to iconic 

3 A. R. Schulman, "On the Goddess Plaque Mould from Tell Qarnayim", Journal of the Society 
for the Study of Egyptian Antiguities 14/1, (1984), pp. 76 ff. and n. 10. 

4 Keel, Symbolism, p. 10. 
5 E. H. Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art. (Ithaca, 

New York: Cornell UP, 1979), p. 20. 
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presentation, which can show relations originally not visual, but temporal or logical, 6 

which directly proffer a maximum of visual religious information to a populace of 

restricted literacy. 

Turning from these broader definitions of iconography to a specific comparison, 

we may grasp the system of ancient Near Eastern iconography more readily by reference 

to a European icon system. Because we in western culture are more familiar with icons of 

the Byzantine period than, for example, with Far Eastern, Islamic or ancient Near Eastern 

iconography, and because Byzantine icons had their origin in the Near East, it may be 

useful to consider the general definition of Byzantine icons in the Eastern Christian 

Church. The Byzantine icon, most familiar to us on painted wooden panels, may be 

defined as a representation of some sacred personage in painting, bas-relief or mosaic, 

itself regarded as sacred and honoured with a relative worship. 7 The icon's identity with 

the sacred object or individual is extremely close. John Stuart in his study of Russian 

icons said: 

"The image presupposes the imaged, just as a shadow denotes the 

presence of the figure that casts it; the ikon not only represents the 

shape and the idea but it also participates in the nature of the imaged".8 

The definition of these Christian icons, even though they are much later and 

spread to areas beyond the Near East, is helpful in evolving a working definition of what 

is meant by a Near Eastern icon. The criteria shared by these two bodies of icons, and, 

indeed, most icons, are 

6 E. H. Gombrich, The Image and the Eye: Further Studies in the Psychology of Pictorial 
Representation, (Oxford: Phaidon, 1982), p. 88. 

7 Naturally one cannot categorize the Near Eastern icon with the modem Russian icon, yet, as 
defined by Stuart below, many of the functions and manifestations of icons in both cultures overlap. John 
Stuart, Ikons. (London: Faber and Faber, 1975), p. 31. 

8 llilit., p. 31. 



(i) art representing religious or sacred personages and subjects; 

(ii) use of images and symbols fixed by convention; 

(iii) receipt of relative worship, itself participating in the divine 

nature of what is represented. 

5 

Although we shall return to the subject of how icons function in some depth (infra, pp. 

31 ff.), this working definition of an icon will serve while we turn to the related topic of a 

definition of ancient Near Eastern art itself, the milieu of the icon. 

The icons under consideration can be understood only within the prescriptive 

confines of ancient Near Eastern art. In the ancient Near Eastern theocracies, such as 

Mesopotamia was, virtually all art was primarily sacred and only secondarily political or 

social. Art as we know it, ars gratia artis, was an incidental consideration dependent upon 

the skills of the craftsman creating the work of art. Such works of art included what we 

would normally class as civic, church and private art to-day. It included multi-media art 

from the colossal temple - and palace sculptures or reliefs, to smaller cult votive statuary, 

to votive objects and little mass-produced terracottas, down to miniature amulets and seals 

owned by royalty, temples or private individuals. Yet because the state, itself the 

mightiest proponent of art, was a theocracy whose god/gods dominated all aspects of 

public and private life, divine representations permeated all aspects of religious, civic and 

private art. Herbert Sauren, in the Annual for Religious Iconography, summarized the 

holy nature of all Mesopotamian art in this way: 

"Mesopotamische Kunst ist religiose Kunst ... Der Unterschied 

zwischen sakraler und profaner Kunst kann schon deshalb im Alten 

Vorderen Orient nicht bestehen, weil der Konig selbst stets zur 

Priesterschaft zahlte und weil er im Kult als gottlich angesehen wurde. 

. .. Private Gebrauchskunst, wie etwa die Rollsiegel ist so tief von der 

Lehre des Tempels und von der Propaganda der Dynastie abhangig, 

dass sich kein eigenstandiger Kunstgedanke entwickeln konnte. Es ist 



daher angemessen, die Kunstgegenstande einheitlich als Ausdruck der 

Religion zu betrachten" .9 

6 

From this summary, it is evident that ancient Near Eastern icons were part of a larger body 

of sacred art, and were far more pervasive in their cultural use than, for example, were 

their Byzantine counterparts, as restricted largely to Church art. · 

The Church icon both symbolized the divine individual and received worship as an 

object holy in itself. In the Near East too, worship was accorded to icons in the form of 

cult statues, cult reliefs and cult emblems in temples and occasionally in palaces. The 

icons on some votive objects and terracottas depicting gods were worshipped in private 

home-shrines, while others served as donations to temples, intended by sympathetic 

magic to invoke the appropriate god's help or blessing; divine icons depicted on seals 

were not worshipped but their power lent protection and authority of office to the owner 

of the piece, or guaranteed documents (viz. legal tablets or treaties) on which the seal was 

rolled. This application of divine icons to a wide range of objects differs from the Eastern 

Church icon, restricted primarily to Church walls and screens. 

Importantly, it also reflects a difference in the power of the icon, that of the 

Church being an inward-drawing focus of worship, a window of contemplation whereby 

the worshipper reaches out to the remote divine. The ancient Near Eastern icons, as used 

in cult statues, reliefs or terracottas, were of the individual and community, directing 

worship inward, but they also exercised an outflow of power. For example, the god on a 

plaque could be thought to heal or protect by sympathetic magic. As such, icons received 

a limited worship. The gods or their iconographic elements, such as weapons or 

symbols, were not necessarily worshipped in these uses but their presence could emit 

power to guarantee business documents or treaties on which they were rolled, could 

transfer authority to temple personnel or could ensure land grants when depicted atop 

9Herbert Sauren, "Die Kleidung der Gotter", Visible Religion: Annual for Religious 
Iconography. TI: Re_presentations of Gods. (Leiden: Brill, 1983), p. 95. 
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kudurrus. In this sense, a power was believed to emanate from them, and that power 

could touch most aspects of life, surpassing restricted use in devotional or liturgical 

functions. This important distinction of iconic power in everyday life hinges upon the 

underlying concept of deity as immanent: 

"Those religions which accentuate the immanence of the god~ usually 

do not object to their representation in iconographical objects, which 

have a mediating function for the believers. Important characteristics 

of the gods become manifest in their iconographical representations, 

which can catch the attention of the devotees and evoke experience and 

emotions in them".10 

Seen in this light, icons were not remote two-dimensional pictures, but a sort of two-way 

mirror whereby the worshipper apprehended the immanence of deity otherwise 

transcendental and remote, at the same time as his own spirituality, through ritual or 

prayer, was brought to bear on the image. The icon allowed his spirituality to interact 

with that of the deity on a bilateral basis. 

In our definition, we may now turn to the question of what is meant by the 

goddess Inanna/Btar · and her byforms. Inanna/l~tar or her byforms such as J\~tart is 

generally known as the chief goddess of most of Mesopotamia and the peripheral areas of 

Syria-Palestine for at least three thousand years of recorded history, that is, a millennium 

longer than the religious history of Christ as divinity. Virtually every major centre had a 

temple or temples to lltar or some form of her. She was so important and so deeply 

entrenched in the fabric of ancient Near Eastern life that the words a~taru, i~taru, i~tartu, 

10 Stuart,~. p. 33. Stuart quoted a Russian Orthodox monk, Father Yelchaninov, who 
summarized the power of icons in faith to express immanence: " .. .if ikons be taken from us, faith 
becomes cold and abstract". 
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denominative forms of her name, came to have the force "goddess" by the second 

millennium, and i~tarati, the plural, meant "goddesses" .11 

Inanna/l~tar, being so widely attested, naturally rubbed theological shoulders with 

a pantheon of other goddesses, many of whom became equated with her either by dint of 

an intrinsic similarity of natures, by association with the same consort or circle of divine 

beings, or even by conscious syncretism at the hands of a priesthood wishing to simplify 

a pantheon of over two thousand gods, which had become unwieldy by ca. 20Q0-1800 

B.C. 12 It is fashionable to assume that such types of syncretism have occurred as a sort 

of "gluing together" of originally separate but similar goddesses for some purpose or from 

habituation, yet one is faced with the possibility that certain war-astral-sexual goddesses 

may always have exhibited these qualities in one godhood simply because that is the way 

the peoples of the area thought. The cultures of ancient central America, for example, 

identified the astral Venus of their pantheon with war and destruction 13 using the same 

logic as the Mesopotamians applied to lltar. In our own culture more attention is being 

paid to the role of violence in sexuality than heretofore, so that the Mesopotamian 

association of a sexual goddess with the violence of war and destruction should not 

surprise us altogether. Associations of divine qualities, which may seem incongruous to 

us, may find ·happy expression in other cultures based on different logic. 

While we may never discern which of Inanna/l~tar's byforms, or alternative forms 

considered to be hers, were always identical with her, and which ones gravitated to her by 

syncretism, we must take cognizance of their existence when studying iconography. We 

11 Cf. The Assyrian Dictionary, I & J, 7, ed. A. L. Oppenheim ~; (Chicago: Chicago UP, 
1960), pp. 27lff. 

12 W. G. Lambert, "The Historical Development of the Mesopotamian Pantheon: A Study in 
Sophisticated Polytheism", in Unity and Diversity: Essays in the History, Literature and Reli~ion of the 
Ancient Near East. ed. H. Goedicke and J. J.M. Roberts, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1975), p. 195. 

13 For the destructive Astral Venus in Meso-America, cf. J. E. S. Thompson, "Maya 
Astronomy", in The Place of Astronomy in the Ancient World, ed., D. G. Kendal, .el.Jll., (London: 
Oxford UP, 1974), pp. 87 ff. and A. F. Aveni, Skywatchers of Ancient Mexico. (Austin & London: 
University of Texas Press, 1980), pp. 26 ff. 
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must realize for example that, as ancient cuneiform lexical lists equate them, or as multiple 

names occur in individual Inanna or Btar hymns, so Inanna/Htar answered to many 

names. From such lists, hymns and dedications, we know that the Sumerian Inanna was 

the Akkadian gtar; Annunitum of Sippar, under certain circumstances was the Babylonian 

Htar; Htar of Ebla was also A~tart, and in the Neo-Assyrian period, :Thtar of Nineveh was 

Ninlil of Nineveh under some circumstances, and so on. This does not mean that all of 

these goddesses were always identical with Inanna/Htar in every respect, but merely that 

they were in some manner equivalent to, and like her, and were identified with her in the 

ancient mind. 

Counterbalancing the tendency of these powers and goddesses to centralize in one 

goddess, is the tendency of the goddess herself to have multiple divergent forms, even in 

the same city for the same period, not all of them explicable. Many appear to duplicate 

each other. There can be similar local Btars either as local variants or as separate powers. 

Assyria had an Htar of Arbela, Utar of Nineveh and Htar of A~for all of similar nature, 

but in some cities, conversely, there were double or even triple Btars, e.g. Mari had at 

least three forms of Htar in the Early Dynastic pericxl; A~far in the Middle Assyrian pericxl 

had an Btar of A~Sur and an Htar-Dinitu, each with its centre of worship, albeit adjacent. 

These various Htars' relationships are often unclear and they must be treated on an 

individual basis, while admitting that they often duplicate or overlap one another in many 

ways. 

The significance of such Btar by-forms is that, while they are poorly understood, 

one must be aware of them, in order to cross-check whether the goddess exhibited these 

byforms or syncretisms at the particular time and place from which the icon one is 

considering comes. If one knows the byform or syncretism exists in texts, one may 

expect it to colour the basic iconography of the icon examined. For example, does a 

particular icon of A~tart, normally in Syro-Palestinian guise, wear an Egyptian wig 

because she is to some degree syncretized with, or identified with the Egyptian goddess 
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Hathor? The existence of such byforms is extremely important, since it often explains the 

application of unusual iconographic devices to Htar. It helps one to see that, once the 

byform is understood, it too is consistent with the icon's intrinsic nature, though this 

harmony may not be immediately evident until numbers of icons are examined. 

2. Previous Research and Evaluation of It 

Since the tum of the century, scholars have directed their attention to Inanna/l~tar 

in sporadic books and articles of varying worth. Many are outdated, while others, several 

decades old, are classics still of great value. The bulk are textual studies, viz. editions and 

analyses of hymns, prayers, historical texts and epics or poems in cuneiform or related 

scripts, concerning Inanna/Htar chiefly, or concerning her relationship with king or hero. 

Examples of these larger textual studies are Fran~oise Briischweiler's recent doctoral 

dissertation on the Sumerian Inanna (Faculte des Lettres, Univ. of Geneva, 1979); 

S. N. Kramer's "Inanna and Sulgi: A Sumerian Fertility Song", Irag 31.1 (1969) pp. 18-

23; W. G. Lambert's "The Problem of the Love Lyrics", Unity and Diversity. 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1975, pp. 98-126); S. Perera's Descent to the Goddess, 

(New York: Inner City, 1981); W. Sladek's "Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld," 

(Doctoral Diss., Johns Hopkins, 1974); A. Sjoberg's" In.nin sa.gur4_ra: A Hymn to the 

Goddess Inanna by the rn-Priestess Engeduanna", ZA 65, (1976), pp. 161-253; M. 

Vieyra's "Htar de Ninive", RA 51, (1957), pp. 83-102, 130-138; Ilse Wegner's Gestalt 

und Kult der Btar-Sawu~ka in Kleinasien, AOAT 36, Hurritolo~ische Studien III, 

(Neukirchen-Vluyn, Butzon, 1981) and D. Wolkstein & S. Kramer, Inanna, Queen of 

Heaven: Her Stories and Hymns from Sumer, (New York: Harper and Row, 1983). 

Numerous other publications of literary texts, particularly epics and myths in which she is 

the chief figure, are also available. These include Inanna and Ebig, (A. Falkenstein, 

Bi.Or. 5 [1948], pp. 166 ff. and S. N. Kramer, Sumerian Mythology, [New York, 

1961], pp. 82 ff.). Inanna and the IJuluppu Tree (S. Kramer, "A Blood Plague Motif in 

Sumerian Mythology", Arch. Orient. 17, Pt. I, [1949], pp. 409 ff.); !star and Agusaya 
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(V. Scheil, "Le Poeme d'Agufaya", RA 15, [1918] [not re-edited], pp. 170 ff); the 

Lugalbanda Epic, (C. Wilcke, Das Lugalbandaepos, [Wiesbaden, 1976]; Enmerkar and 

the Lord of Aratta (Y. Majidzadeh, "The Land of Aratta", JNES 35, (1976), pp. 105 ff.) 

the various versions of the Descent of Inanna/Btar and the cycle of the Gilgame~ legends 

in J. B. Pritchard's Ancient Near Eastern Texts and other fuller editions. These are but a 

few of the texts of a literary nature from which I have extracted names and iconographic 

details about the goddess. To these may be added probably two hundred prayers to 

Inanna/Htar, too numerous to enumerate at this point but exemplified by E. Reiner's "The 

Great Prayer to Btar and its Two Versions from Bogazkoy", JCS 21, (1967), pp. 255 ff.; 

0. Gurney, "An Invocation to the Two Assyrian Btars", AfO 11, (1936) (never re-edited), 

pp. 368 ff.; or A. Falkenstein and W. von Soden's, Sumerische und Akkadische Hymnen 
., 

und Gebete, (Zurich-Stuttgart, 1953); or R. Biggs, Sa.zi.ga: Ancient Mesopotamian 

Potency Incantations, TCS 2, (Locust Valley, 1967). 

It must be stressed that many of these texts have never been re-edited, or have 

been re-edited and analyzed only in part, or with respect to some subject which does not 

concern Inanna/Btar. W. G. Lambert, in discussing this subject with me, strongly 

advised that I go back over much of the older materials since nothing had been done with 

them for Btar, and since many were the only sources of their type available. It is 

important to point out at this juncture, that casual perusal of many recent studies in this 

field, even with the advantage of ongoing biblical scholarship, shows that these rely 

heavily on materials whose bulk goes back to the fifties and sixties and even the thirties, 

with relatively fewer pieces from the past decade. This is commonly the case because 

textual scholarship often lags behind excavation, in publication and analysis, and very 

significantly, because hostilities in the Near East, particularly during the past ten years in 

Iraq, have severely restricted contiriuing excavations, barring rescue work. Many of the 

major museums and their artefacts are unavailable now for study since Museums like the 

Iraq Museum are closed. 
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Given the necessity of analyzing the older materials, and given this weighting of 

dated versus recent materials, much time could be spent in extracting information from 

these older sources without cognizance of the current thrust of research. The older 

materials must be used, particularly since their date does not invalidate or alter the basic 

conclusions of this dissertation but one must be aware of the problems in available 

materials. 

Additional limitations of many selected studies are that they, and the larger body of 

literature represented, are purely textual with little or no attempt to discuss iconography of 

the goddess. This imbalance occurs in similar typologies such as E. von Weiher's Der 

Babylonische Gott Nergal, 1971, which presents several hundred pages of text analysis 

and a mere handful of artistic representations of the god. Such textual works on 

Inanna/Btar often become trammelled in extensive excursus of grammar, necessary to 

their literary purposes, but to a large degree extraneous to my subject, once the author has 

reasonably established an accurate text translation. 

Apart from these studies' limitations of source material and of subject, they are 

seen to exhibit limitations of scope. For example, Wegner's excellent work rightly 

concerns only the Hurrian Btar as manifest in Hittite and related texts; accordingly it 

cannot be applied except with limitations to a study of Iltar at Mari for example; the same 

is true of Vieyra's older study on the Ninevite Btar. Others such as Kramer's "Inanna and 

Sulgi" or Sladek's Descent deal textually with specific limited aspects of the goddess, e.g. 

Sacred Marriage and Descent respectively, extensive valid top~cs in themselves, but topics 

only limitedly related to the whole picture of the goddess or her icons. A number of less 

scholarly works, e.g. Perera's Descent to the Goddess, are patently misleading since the 

texts used are mistranslated and hence inaccurate, but, more alarmingly, they are used to 

support pseudo-psychological interpretations, often feminist in slant, which are totally 

foreign to the mentality of the ancient Near East. Even Kramer and Wolkstein's Inanna, 

which attempts an admirable synthesis of text and icons, striving for relevance to modern 
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readers, presents its icons carelessly without proper dating or interpretation. Worse, it 

becomes the "Tale of Everywoman", a personal anthology by Wolkstein,14 which does 

disservice to the source materials and to the ancient concept of deity itself. Between the 

ultra-conservative scholarly text study which is essential but partial, and the imaginative 

and comprehensive but misleading general text work, there is a need for a readable but 

accurate study of the goddess, incorporating both text and icon. 

Turning from textual to iconic research on the art and iconography of Inan~a/Btar, 

one is faced with hundreds of partial studies, a few of them on limited aspects of her 

iconography. There is, for example, M.-Th. Barrelet's "Les Deesses Armees et Ailees", 

Syria 321 (1955), pp. 222 ff.; J. Danmanville's, "The Iconography of Htar-Sau~ga", RA 

56, (1962), pts. I, II; W. Heimpel, "A Catalog of Near Eastern Venus Deities, SMS 4, 

(1982), pp. 59-72; W. F. Leemans, "Btar of Lagaba and her Dress", SLB I, 1, (Leiden, 

1952); J.B. Pritchard's Palestinian Figurines, (New Haven: Yale, 1944). 

One is obliged mainly, however, to consult and extract from dozens of larger 

works on much broader topics, in which there is only a small section on the goddess or 

her iconography, e.g. Barrelet's, Figurines et Reliefs, (Paris: Geuthner, 1968); M. Beek 

(ed.), Symbolae Biblicae et Mesopotamicae, (Leiden: Brill, 1973); C. Clamer, "A Gold 

Plaque from Lachish", Tel Aviv 7, (1980), pp. 152 ff.; S. Downey, "A Goddess on a 

Lion from Hatta", Sumer 30, (1974), pp. 175 ff.; G. F. Dales, "Necklaces, Bands and 

Belts on Mesopotamian Figurines", RA 57, (1963), pp. 61 ff.; R. Du Mesnil du 

Buisson, Le Sautoir d' Atargatis et la Chaine d' Amulets, (Leiden, 1977); B. Goff, 

Symbols of Prehistoric Mesopotamia, (Yale UP, 1963); E. Laroche, "Le Pantheon de 

Yazilikaya", I.cs. 6, (1952), pp. 115-123; 0. Keel, Vogel als Boten, ObO 14, (1977); 

J. Leclant, "Astarte a Cheval d'apres les Representations egyptiennes", Syria 37, (1956), 

pp. 1 ff.; W. F. Leemans, "Ishtar of Lagaba and Her Dress", Studia ad Tabulas 

14 Cf. review by T. Frymer-Kensky, "Inanna: The Quintessential Femme Fatale", Biblical 
Archaeology Review 10/5, (1984), p. 62. 
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Cuneiformas Collectas ab de Liagre Bohl Pertinentia, SLB I (1), (1952); J. Orchard's 

Equestrian Bridle-Harness Ornaments, (Aberdeen, 1967); M. Pope, The Saltier of 

Atargatis Reconsidered in, Near Eastern Archaeology in the Twentieth Century. (New 

York, 1970), pp. 178 ff.; P. Riis, "The Syrian Astarte Plaques and their Western 

Connection", Berytus 9, (1949), pp. 69 ff.; H. Sauren, "Die Kleidung der Gotter", 

Visible Religion, Annual for Religious Iconoiuaphy II, (1983), pp. 95 ff.; T. Solyman, 

Die Entstehung und Entwicklung der Gotterwaffen im alten Mesopotamien, (Bonn: 

Habelt Verlag, 1968); A. Spycket, "Les Statues de Culte dans les Textes 

Mesopotamiens", Cahiers de la Revue Bibligue .9, (1968); E. Van Buren, "The Rain 

goddess as Represented in Early Mesopotamia", An Bib. 12 (1959) pp. 343 ff. and 

"Symbols of the Gods in Mesopotamian Art", An.Or. 23, (1945); and U. Winter's Frau 

und Gottin, Exegetische und Ikonographische Studien zum Weiblichen Gottesbild, 

(Freiburg: Univ. Verlag, 1983). 

Each of these works in turn deals with a limited subject, e.g. motifs or clothing 

(e.g. Barrelet, Solyman, Pritchard, Leemans, Dales). Others deal with icons of specific 

local Htars (e.g. Danmanville, Laroche, Leclant, Leemans). Others such as Winter's 

admirable work, with its 700 pages of text and 520 illustrations, deal with extensive 

goddess-iconographic topics, but naturally cannot focus on one deity, excluding much that 

is necessary to define the subject of lnanna/l~tar clearly. It should be noted, that, as with 

textual material, the above selected iconographic studies represent merely the tip of an 

immense iceberg of information on the broader field of iconography. 

Add to this the fact that one has to comb the overwhelming literature on seals and 

excavation reports from temples of the goddess, and one gains some idea of how scattered 

the relevant materials are. Because the publications on seals, each with a section on Btar's 

iconography, are immense and generally well-known, it is more useful to discuss instead, 

excavation reports germane to finds preserving her icons in Inanna/Htar temples. The 

minimal reading would include those from Uruk, Nippur, Mari, Kish, Nuzi, Nineveh, 
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and Kition, major cult centres where she or her byforms were worshipped. Considering 

that I have worked through the nearly forty volumes of German excavation reports on 

Warka alone, the writer may be forgiven for listing only a few of the chief reports for the 

above sites. For Uruk (Warka), there are preliminary reports after each excavation since 

1930, published under the title Vorlaufiger Bericht Uber die von der Notgemeinschaft der 

deutschen Wissenschaft von der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft / von dem Deutschen 

Archaologischen Institut und der Deutschen Orientgesellschaft aus Mitteln der Deutschen 

Forschungsgemeinschaft in Uruk-Warka, untemommenen Ausgrabungen (UVB). These 

were published largely by E. Heinrich, H. Lenzen and E. Schmidt. See also 

E. Heinrich, "Die Stellung der Uruktempel in der Baugeschichte", ZA 49, (1950), pp. 21 

ff.; H. Lenzen, "Die Tempel der Schicht Archaisch IV in Uruk", ZA 49, (1950), pp. 1 ff. 

and "Die Architektur in Eanna in der Uruk IV Periode", Iraq 36, (1974), pp. 111 ff. For 

Nippur, a major centre of her cult, material is dated and limited, comprising chiefly 

V. E. Crawford's, "Nippur the Holy City", Arch. 12, (1959), pp. 74 ff. and D. Hansen 

& G. Dales, "The Temple of Inanna, Queen of Heaven at Nippur", Arch. 15, (1962), pp. 

75 ff. The extensive reports from Mari include all the preliminary reports in~' (1935-

40, 1952-55; 1962, 1964-72) and volumes of MAM (Mission Archeologigue de Mari), 

viz. A. Parrot, Le Temple d'Ishtar, (1956); Le Palais: Architecture, Vol. 1, (1958); 

Peintures Murales, Vol. 2, (1958); Documents et Monuments, Vol. 3, (1959) and Les 

Temples d'Ishtar et de Ninni.ZA.ZA, (1967). See also Parrot's Mari, Capitale Fabuleuse, 

(1974). For Assur the chief reports are W. Andrae's Die Archaischen Ischtar-Tempel in 

A§sur, WVDOG 39, (1922) and his Die Jilngeren Ischtar-Tempel in As~ur, WVDOG 58, 

(1935). For the separate mounds of Kish, there are only older reports such as H. de 

Genouillac's, Fouilles fran£aises d'El 'Akhymer: Premieres Recherches Archeologiques a 
Kich, Vols, I,II, (1924-25); S. Langdon's Excavations at Kish, Vol. I, (1923-24); 

S. Lloyd's "Back to Ingharra", Iraq 31, (1969), pp. 40 ff; P. R. S. Moorey's "A 

Reconsideration of the Excavations on Tell Ingharra" (E. Kish), 1922-23, Iraq 28, 
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(1966), pp. 18 ff.; L. Watelin and S. Langdon, Excavations at Kish, Vol. III, 1925-27, 

(1930) and McGuire Gibson's later The City and Area of Kish, (Ph.D. Diss., Univ. of 

Chicago, 1968). Although Nuzi has many publications of its archival and legal materials, 

the significant work on the Btar temple is limited mainly to R.F.S. Starr's Nuzi: Report 

on the Excavations at Y organ Tepe near Kirkuk, Iraq, 1927-1931, Vols. I, 11, (Harvard 

UP, 1937-39). Surprisingly, despite the long and extensive excavations on the palaces, 

walls and library of Nineveh since the turn of the century, and despite hundreds of textual 

references to Btar in Ninevite texts, the materials from her temple there are contained 

mainly iri the limited work of R. Campbell-Thompson, Annals of Archaeology and 

Anthropology 18, (1931), pp. 79 ff.; 19, (1932), pp. 55 ff. and 20, (1933), pp. 71 ff. For 

i\.~tart temples, some of the best representatives occur in Cyprus at Kition and Paphos. 

For an overview of these, cf. K. Nikolaou, The Historical Topo~aphy of Kition, Studies 

in Mediterranean Archaeology 43, (1976), pp. 105 ff.; F. G. Maier's, "Excavations at 

Kouklia Palaepaphos ", Report of the Department of Antiquities of Cyprus, ( 197 4) ff. and 

numerous works by V. Karageorghis, such as Excavations at Kition, 1-111, (1974, 

1976, 1977); Cyprus from the Stone Age to the Romans, 1982, pp. 94 ff. and 123 ff.; A 

View from the Bronze Age, (1976), pp. 56 ff. and 107 ff. and "Fouilles a l'ancienne 

Paphos de Chypre: Les premiers colons Grecs", CRAIBL, (1980), pp. 121 ff. 

The difficulties in studying these excavations and their reports have been alluded to 

above, namely that many sites have been abandoned in the Iran-Iraq hostilities over the 

past ten years hindering excavation which could have yielded more information about her 

temples, for example. Many such major sites preserve only a bare foundation of 

Inanna/Btar's temples, or have been only partially uncovered, often excavated up to the 

1930's, but not subsequently. Many of the reports have never been updated, nor even 

analyzed since those decades, despite a crying need. Morever, anyone researching an 

artistic or religious topic will find that the reports, because of stratification, present these 

materials in a fragmented way according to stratum and findspot, rather than motif or 
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significance, as may be expected from standard archaeological method. Finally, although 

the relationship of temple finds ( e.g. votives) to specific deities has been observed for 

other civilizations (e.g. Greek votives) no methodology yet exists for grouping and 

analyzing Mesopotamian temple finds in relation to their divine owners. It is self-evident 

that certain typologies of finds, and their iconic motifs, if they recur over several 

millennia in numerous temples of the same deity, necessarily relate to and reveal 

something of that deity. Put simply, if one finds votive weapons of a similar type and 

decoration repeatedly in Inanna/Btar temples over three millennia, one might reasonably 

conclude that a war goddess was worshipped at these sites even if texts were lacking, 

particularly if similar finds occurred only in temples of other known war gods. Similarly, 

her temples may repeatedly yield gold star- or sexual-motif pendants, reflective of her 

astral or sexual natures. It is not the aim of this dissertation to establish and execute a 

methodology for analyzing a corpus of finds from lnanna/Htar temples, a fit subject for a 

separate thesis in its own right, but rather to utilize some of these finds as auxiliary icons 

to clarify the meaning of our textually identified icons, and to draw attention to the need 

for fuller studies by others to correlate temple finds, other artefacts and texts. We may 

define as textually identified icons those bearing written captions by the manufacturer, 

which name the goddess. We may define as auxiliary, those lacking written captions, but 

related in motifs. These are especially valuable when originating in or near an Btar 

temple. Less valuable are those of similar motif, but lacking caption and temple findspot. 

3. Aims of the Dissertation 

The aims of this dissertation should be presented as (1) General Aims, and (2) 

Specific Technical Aims. 

1. General Aims 

The original motivation in undertaking the study of Inanna/Htar a number of years 

ago was to discover how our ancient forbears outside the biblical tradition, perceived the 

nature of godhood. Anyone embarking on such a search is dismayed to find that no 
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history of Mesopotamian religion has been, or is likely to be written, owing to complexity 

of subject, breadth of geographic area and scope of time. Prof. W . G. Lambert of 

Birmingham, doyen of scholars of Mesopotamian religion, indicated that a study of 

Inanna/Htar, chief goddess of Mesopotamia, her dependencies and cultural satellites for 

three millennia, from ca. 3200 B.C. to the time of Christ, would be a fit topic. He 

indicated that a textual study would serve as the basis, but added that one must keep her 

iconographic repertoire in mind. I began with cuneiform and related texts of a _votive, 

historical, hymnal-literary and onomastic. nature, and having worked through at least two 

thousand such texts, found that the essence of the goddess was still lacking. Ancient 

words were not enough. If one is to perceive the deity as a Mesopotamian believer did, 

one has also to study her images. At length after assembling about 700 representations of 

goddesses identified as, or presumed to be, Btar or her byforms, I found it possible to 

piece together, however patchily, the verbal and iconic picture of Inanna/l~tar. It has been 

an aim of the dissertation to maintain a balance of textual and iconic _materials, which is 

extremely difficult to do, in rounding out this presentation of her divinity. 

2. Technical Aims 

(a) The first is to document as accurately as possible the artistic and textual 

manifestations of the goddess, so that subsequent scholars referring to the subject, may 

know what Inanna/l~tar was like for a certain date and ·place, and indeed, as far as 

possible, have a documented overview of her. So often, before this work, and occasional 

work's like Ilse Wegner's Kult und Gestalt der Btar-Sawu~ka, scholars have had to resort 

to guesswork and supposition as to what is a representation of Btar. Unhappily one is 

often obliged to label figures "an armed goddess", or "a goddess, possibly Btar", when 

the textual and iconographic means of identifying such figures exist. but have not been 

analyzed, documented or assembled in a usable way. What has been documented and 

analyzed is often uncorrelated or inaccurate. 
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One of the chief obstacles in this work has been the fact that, so often, inscribed 

artefacts are published with text and translation separate from the artefact itself, from its art 

history and even from its cultural milieu and findspot. Accordingly, one's perception of 

the object becomes fragmented and artificial. The object ceases to be a dynamic, organic 

piece of communication, which it was originally intended by its maker to be, and is 

relegated to the status of a bit of cataloguing. Without casting aspersions, I cite one 

example of many encountered, viz. the important Nippur temple seal depicting Inanna 

(Icon G). Its contents were published in adjacent articles in JNES 31 (1972), pp. 87 and 

96 ff. respectively. The text was presented by W. Hallo in "The House of Urmeme" 

and the seal illustration and findspot details by B. Buchanan in "An Extraordinary Seal 

Impression of the Third Dynasty of Ur". Hallo discussed the familial connections of the 

seal owner and, despite his position as priest of Inanna at Nippur in the very temple 

where the seal was found, despite the seal's being found in this same Inanna temple, and 

despite the presence of the Inanna-like figure on the seal (all pointers to the identity of the 

goddess as Inanna), Hallo did not concern himself with identifying the divine figure. On 

the other hand, Buchanan dealt with the seal's motifs, but did not comment on the seal 

legend regarding the owner's position, nor on the seal's temple provenance as related to 

the goddess depicted. Nor did he attempt to identify the figure. All of these factors taken 

together, when compared with contemporary likenesses of identified Inannas, indicate 

almost beyond doubt that the figure in Icon G is hers. This sort of recurring lack of 

coordination of text and art needs redressing in such a work as this dissertation. 

Moreover, many individual publications of merit preserve within them errors in 

interpretation both in translation and artistic representation (e.g. Winter, Frau und Gottin, 

fig. 99, where a double lionmace is represented as a ball(?), or P. Amiet's influential Art 

of the Ancient Near East, (1977), p. 589 which calls Inanna's reed bundle a "curved 

staff'!). Minor errors such as these are far outweighed by older major errors which have 

found canonicity in Assyriological thought. For example, it is commonly held that a 
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male Htar existed at Early Dynastic Mari, because the male pictogram US was appended to 

her name, read as gtar.US, "The Male Btar". There is, however, some evidence to 

suggest that US is an allomorph of the dative element _gt5 to be read -i~4 ... and the divine 

name is in no way to be construed as masculine. This accords with my findings that, 

both iconographically and textually, she is never male but merely a female, masculine in 

character. My findings may throw weight behind the alternative view of a purely female 

deity rather than the quasi-male one long canonized in such errors. It is hoped that such 

oversights and errors may be corrected to some measure by this dissertation. 

(b) The second technical purpose of this work relates to the balance of materials. 

Such a study of divinity and of iconography calls for a coordinated, balanced approach. 

One must strive, at least, for an equilibrium of three elements of analysis, viz., textual, 

iconic and religious. It cannot be stressed sufficiently that this study, originally a purely 

textual and religious study about Inanna/Htar, came to consider the working of her 

iconography as of equal importance. Ironically, the writer began by using icons, to gain 

access to the religious ideas about the goddess, and found that a knowledge of the 

goddess in tum helped explain how her elaborate iconography and, indeed, most ancient 

Near Eastern icons, functioned. The study of iconography, a much more complex and 

difficult subject than generally believed, is extremely fruitful in conveying information on 

a culture's system of beliefs. Accordingly, it has to be treated in such a way as to yield 

the most accurate results possible about a deity who represents an incorporation of those 

beliefs. In practice, this goal necessitates developing two technical resources in dealing 

with the icons. These are: a workable methodology to study icons: and, derivatively, 

some understanding of how these icons expressed ancient beliefs. 

1. The establishment of a workable methodology for the study of ancient Near Eastern 

icons involved dating, provenancing, organizing and analyzing representations into 

15 Cf. J. J.M. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon: A Study of the Semitic Deities Attested 
in Mesopotamia Before Ur III. Ph.D. Diss., (Baltmore: Johns Hopkins, 1972), p. 100 ff. 
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chronological and geographical types. This is seldom a simple task since the bulk are 

uninscribed, and it is difficult to determine the provenance of many, such as seals. One 

has a choice of presenting these materials purely by city, e.g. the iconography of Htar of 

Nineveh, Btar of Babylon, Inanna of Uruk, Btar of Mari, etc., which can be profitable, 

but does not help in ascertaining whether there are underlying commonalities of motif. 

Alternatively one can present the topic by motifs alone - viz. the weapons of Btar, the 

birds of Btar, the horse of Btar, Utar unveiling, and so on, but this method is even harder 

in that it goes beyond geographical and chronological bounds. Motifs are very elusive 

without solid underpinnings of date, provenance and artefactual use since they are 

transmutable. It emerged from my studies and from consultation with specialists in textual 

and iconographic interpretation that, before all else, it was imperative (i) to collect a body 

of inscribed or captioned icons which were datable and whose findspots preferably were 

known; and (ii) to divide them into three millennial blocs, reflecting their cultural and 

political milieu (viz. third, second and first millennia). 16 This core should be augmented 

with (iii) a selected group of the most distinctive dated icons from her temples and 

environs which have no caption. (iv) These two small controlled groups mesh together to 

form a fairly solid basis which we can be sure represents Inanna/Btar. To it should be 

added any tertiary related icons lacking textual identification or temple findspot but having 

comparative value. A similar, though not millennial, approach was used, I find, in A. W. 

Eaton's Doctoral Dissertation on ~Anat, entitled The Goddess Anat: The History of Her 

Cult, Her Mythology and Her Iconography, Yale University, (1964). Eaton includes a 

mere seventeen plates, many of whom are not ~nat, concentrating instead on her cult and 

mythology. 

16 Obviously chapters dealing with a millennium each are unwieldy to a degree and are not 
intended to imply a unified cultural and political milieu. They merely allow one to follow a linear 
chronology, and to digress where essential, in discussion, yet to maintain one's place chronologically. 
Neither of these goals can be reached satisfactorily by other methods (e.g.) topographic or motif study. 
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2. The understanding of how icons expressed ancient belief depends on the above 

methodology. In practice, given the methodology used by Wegner, Eaton and the present 

dissertation, some idea can be gained of the religious, cultural and social context of these 

deities' icons. In this way, their icons cease to be just separate catalogued items, and 

begin to fall together into an organic whole resembling the ancient thinking process which 

created them. On the basis of this methodology, one should be able to arrive at an 

understanding of how such icons operated as visible manifestations of religious belief, by 

comparing these findings with what the ancient texts said. They, in fact, corroborate and 

explain the icons to a great extent, and I venture to state that any iconographic study 

without text corroboration is deficient, if not misleading. 

4. Problems in Method and Presentation 

Problem 1: Identity and Nature of the Goddess 

Anyone reading this dissertation for the first time, or coming to it from another 

discipline may reasonably assume from the title that the identity and nature of the goddess 

Inanna/Btar are both clearly defined and understood in the field of Near Eastern studies. 

One could then expect to enter directly upon studying her icons. Such assumptions could 

not Qe further from the truth. The section on byforms (pp. 7 ff.) gives some idea of how 

flexible this deity was even within one city and one period, let alone in many cities over 

three millennia. Most scholars of Near Eastern religions feel that work on defining her 

nature and icons needs to be done, but few will undertake the task, since it is daunting in 

scope and complexity. For example, Prof. D. 0. Edzard, spent a number of years on 

gtar texts alone, but abandoned the work because of the frustrations inherent in the Btar 

materials and in the complexity of the goddess herself. Neither her texts nor 

representations give up their secrets easily, and her nature is further obscured by over two 

millennia of disfavour inherited from the Old Testament writers, a misapprehension 

which has to be overcome. 
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The present dissertation can make no pretence of being a landmark study on !star, 

but it may at least have the virtue of assembling her widely scattered and, thus, 

effectively unusable materials, in turn rendering them usable. One may then reconstruct a 

reliable framework for her, based on ancient textual identifying captions, datable materials 

and known areas of origin. This, in itself, is an achievement which cannot be taken for 

granted as pre-existing in this field. Without such a work, upon which to base similar but 

uncaptioned representations, one can never be sure one is dealing with Btar, n?r what 

byfonn or manifestation may be intended. This dissertation should aid in clarifying both 

the established identity and the attested natures of Inanna/I~tar. 

Problem 2. Scheme of Presentation 

An attempt having been made to identify our goddess, one is then faced with the 

second very difficult problem, that is, according to what scheme should the material be 

presented in order to do justice to the intent of the original iconmaker, and in order to 

maintain a clear flow of materials with as little digression as possible? There are many 

potential methods, each with inherent problems, touched on above, but a few are listed 

here. 

Principle of Divine Function 

One can present materials according to divine function, eg. icons of (i) the warlike 

(ii) sexual (iii) astral (iv) chthonic Inanna/I~tar. This I intended to do originally, but found 

that, most often, she was not one or the other, but a combination of two or more functions 

rolled into one. By breaking down analysis into such artificial categories, one rends 

asunder the very essence of her nature and iconography, namely that these "unrelated" or 

even "diametrically opposed" natures are not simply qualities which accrued to her over 

the centuries by syncretism, for example, but that their very opposition is indeed essential 

to her divine nature. Their juxtaposition was not accidental, historical or syncretistic: it 

was intentional, to express that she was "other", ineffable and unknowable. This 

understanding of how the ideas were framed and formed a dynamic. organic unity came to 
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me only during a study of the Indian Kali, a comparable but later goddess of India. The 

structured analytical-historical approach based on compartmentalizing functions was not 

only unhelpful but contravened the mythographer's and iconographer's original intention, 

and distorted the key concept of what constituted divinity. The very interdependence of 

opposing functions is essential to the nature of the goddess. Separate the functions, or 

limit them to one dimension (e.g. earthly vs. cosmic), and one loses the essence of 

Inanna/Btar. 

Principle of Motif 

The second method, one suggested to me by many scholars, was to present the 

icons by motif, e.g. Inanna/Htar's (i) weapons (ii) jewellery (iii) birds (iv) lions (v) wings 

(vi) stars, and so on. This sensible and tidy approach is useful for example, in presenting 

a single paper on a single such topic, since a topic can usefully, be covered this way. 

Whether the motif separated can be understood in its context, in more than a superficial 

way, is debatable , however. By pigeonholing her iconography into watertight 

compartments, one again dissects in a way not intended by the iconographer, and 

oversimplifies the icon almost as a concrete object, rather than an idea, which it is. Let us 

take the example of her jewellery: one cannot discuss her jewellery simply from votive 

finds in her temples, from temple inventories naming jewels, or from her textual 

descriptions and pictures, though these provide a preliminary basis. One must be able 

also to indicate quite fully the astral nature of the deity, to show how she herself as star, 

was considered to be a jewel in the sky, how her astral twinkling was seen as her 

jewellery twinkling, how her necklace held up in promise after the Flood was a sign from 

her, a symbol of the power of her promise. Unless one can present this complex cosmic, 

mythic and poetic background, with its astral implications, its subtle operation on several 

levels and its poetic realization, one cannot understand the significant levels on which her 

jewellery functioned.. This method is also difficult in a larger, more comprehensive study, 

such as this one, in that many motifs are hard to date or trace and one has constantly to 
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lapse into explanations of chronology and context, as one proceeds, since one cannot 

assume that a particular motif always means the same thing in different places, at different 

periods. 

Local Princi pie 

A third perhaps more useful method, often applied in shorter studies with success, 

is to present deities as local gods, defined by geographic boundaries, eg. to study only 

Btar of Nineveh, Inanna of Uruk or Htar of Mari, for example. This method has the 

advantage of being confinable and comprehensible within those confines, and, indeed, a 

Doctoral thesis could be written simply on any one of these Btars, in much the same way 

as Van Driel studied the god A~~ur. But, because Inanna/I~tar is so farflung over such 

long periods, unlike A~~ur, who had defined chronological and geographical limits, such 

localized studies of her, whatever their merits, are artificially truncated. They often 

obviate questions of cult transfer, e.g. Inanna of Uruk's cult was not limited to Uruk, but 

spread to other cities. These offshoot cults can tell a good deal of the Urukean cult where 

evidence in the home city might be lacking, or require explanation. One should turn to the 

offshoot cults for this elucidation, but often that involves turning to areas outside Uruk 

and, in so doing, overreachirig the defining geographical boundaries which one has set. 

This methcxl also has the disadvantage of not integrating the various forms of the goddess 

which appear to have shared essential common threads. Local studies, while containable, 

and laudable for lesser gods who might remain essentially local, cannot do justice to a 

major deity whose geographic distribution and complexity outweigh the limits of that 

system. Ideally, perhaps, for Inanna/Btar a colloquium should be held in which scholars 

present different local cult forms of the goddess, with summation of the main results 

emerging on the final day. 

The other disadvantage of such limited local studies is that they do not permit 

interpretation of the local god by contemporary outsiders, whose views may be invaluable 

in understanding the closed local system. For example, one can learn a good deal about 
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Btar of Nineveh, not from Assyria itself, but through the eyes of the :tJurro-Hittites who 

consciously borrowed Thtar of Nineveh in formulating their Btar/Sau~ka. The records of 

outsiders serve as mirrors of local cults otherwise understood only from within that cult's 

limited home focus. 

Principle of Identity and Chronology 

The method which I have decided upon is primarily identificatory, securing the 

identities, areas and dates of the goddess' icons, and secondarily, chronological, 

presenting the icons in millennial chapters. There is a chapter for the third, second and 

first millennia respectively. I am keenly aware that history and, more particularly, art and 

religion follow no such neat categories. Certain iconographic ideas will follow 

uninterruptedly through three millennia, while others may exist briefly and be terminated 

or revived according to political or ideological reasons. I have long been critical of 

Jacobsen's Millennial Metaphor used in Treasures of Darkness, 17 for its Procrustean 

treatment of the materials, but I have chosen a similar method because it allows one to 

follow chronologically the developments and evolutions within, and also briefly to give an 

historical, cultural milieu for the pieces, which other systems (e.g. the motif system) 

render difficult. I have done this because I believe these icons functioned in an historic-

cultural medium essential to understanding them, although one must also go beyond the 

historic-cultural approach to comprehend the iconography better. So long as one 

summarizes the thread of iconic motifs at the end of each millennium, and ultimately ties 

the chapter summaries together, I believe one can take the sequence of motifs into account 

reasonably while maintaining the chronology of history, art, text and religion. This 

system allows for syncretism, evolution and change as none of the other systems does. 

So long as one uses a core of textually identified icons, one must employ some sort of 

chronological arrangement such as this. The millennial approach was selected also 

17 T. Jacobsen, The Treasures of Darkness: A History of Mesopotamian Religion, (New Haven: 
Yale UP, 1976). 
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because it allowed for some reflection of the main powerblocs geographically within the 

Near East, which in turn were the chief generators of myths and icons. There is an 

apparent contradiction between Mesopotamian art as essentailly religious art, though 

generated by the patronage of the state. It is less a conundrum than it appears, since all 

states of this area were theocracies, and by definition generators of sacred art, yet also 

engines of political power. 

In rough outline, the third millennium represents Sumer and Akkad, viz. south-

central Mesopotamia; the second millennium, central Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine 

(viz. the east-west bloc), and the first millennium, chiefly Assyria and Phoenicia, the 

northcentral bloc. Finally, despite its disadvantages, the millennial approach allows also 

for the cumulative effect of three thousand years of mythic and iconic tradition which, as 

Lambert pointed out,18 may be more useful than synchronic studies, in understanding 

divinity. 

Problem 3: The Problems of Source Materials 

A third area of problems is that of source materials. In general, it is recommended 

here that similar studies should strive to be as interdisciplinary as possible incorporating 

archaeology (viz. anepigraphic material), ancient texts (viz. literary-historical and votive 

inscribed texts) and thirdly, religious studies with as equal a weighting as possible. Too 

often such studies are greatly overbalanced in one area, either because of the vicissitudes 

of find or publication, or worse, because of the predisposition of the writer. Since the 

18 Lambert, Unity and Diversity, p. 191. The opposite view, that historical distortion is 
implicit in any diachronic study, and thus necessitates that one begin at least with synchronic study, was 
put forth for example by Roberts, Earliest Semitic Pantheon. p. 1. I believe Lambert to be correct, that 
diachronic study is more profitable to the understanding of religion, but heed Roberts' about 
distortion. Consequently, I have attempted to follow the diachronic approach in the millennial 
arrangement, but have juxtaposed synchronic icons within these groups, allowing comparison, for 
example, of mar in Mesopotamia with A~tart in the Levant at the same time. I feel both approaches !IlYfil 
be used hand in hand. although they make for a delicate balance. Although one risks Roberts' historical 
distortion in the diachronic approach, provided that one indicates changing historical factors with each 
icon, the underlying religious conservatism and cultural borrowing through many areas and periods allows 
for more of a religious continuum than may be supposed at first. 
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ancient iconographer functioned within a world where religion and the spoken/written 

cultural word penetrated all his art, any other approach for this type of topic is both 

inadequate and misleading, and can actually hinder a fuller understanding. 

A general word about the problems of some specific materials is in order. The 

texts, particularly literary and hymnal ones, are difficult in the extreme because they are 

often fragmentary, have multiple versions and make obscure reference to context and 

thought now lost to us. Akkadian is easier to read and understand than Sumerian ~ut both 

languages are problematic in vocabulary. Often a word is unknown or uncertain, and 

Sumerian words may not even have reading values established for many signs. The 

depth of our difficulty in understanding even Sumerian grammar is apparent when one 

notes that all Sumerian grammars generally consist of as many exceptions and footnotes as 

they do of known grammar. Moreover, when a text is translated, its true meaning may be 

lost or its subtleties of expression and multiple levels of intended meaning may lie beyond 

us. Many texts are useful, but with limitations: e.g. literary texts may archaize their style 

and content; for literary or political reasons, they may veil underlying propaganda and 

some distortion of hi~tory, or they may be written at a certain date, but reflect much older 

ideas. Thus they must be employed with those reservations in mind. 

In terms of the religious ideas in many texts, we may almost say as much is 

misunderstood as is understood clearly. The sophisticated religions of these areas often 

preserved their complexities in elaborate literary, mythic, philosophical and artistic 

systems which took on the nature of esoteric codes virtually lost to us, partly because our 

methodologies are too simplistic or inadequate for their proper retrieval. 

In the realm of art and artforms, much is understood and written of them, but 

again, because they are sacred art, their significance and context are generally much more 

complex than simple analysis, on the artistic-historic model, allows. The uses of many 

pieces can be varied and unclear (e.g. terra cottas). Other artefacts, such as seals, are 

often lacking in archaeological context, and must be dated on internal criteria. Cult statues 
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and cult reliefs are conspicuously rare, owing to destruction, leaving gaps in our source 

materials. In short, hardly any piece of textual or artistic evidence is without its problems 

and these problems must be understood and indicated to the reader, with each icon, so that 

the reader is aware that no analysis of some seemingly straightforward work of art is as 

simple as it appears. 

Problem 4: The Problems of Per ona, Uniqueness and Exclusive Icons 

The fourth area which is problematic in analysis and presentation is the isolating of 

what is specifically Inanna/Htar's and what is not. Apart from syncretism, similarity and 

so on, one must raise the following questions of exclusivity: 

Exclusivity of Icon 

Is a particular iconographic device "x", exclusive to Inanna/Btar, or do other 

deities share it? If so, in what circumstances? If so, is it diagnostic/characteristic of a 

feature shared by a particular group of gods (eg. wargods)? Is it restricted to goddesses 

alone? This sort of approach, because of sheer bulk of material, lies outside the scope of 

this paper, but the issue should be raised to indicate that one must always be aware of 

lateral comparable phenomena. If certain icons recur among all gods or a large number, 

they are not diagnostic of a particular god, but may be meaningful, e.g. the horned crown 

worn by most gods will indicate that a particular Btarlike figure is indeed a divinity. Its 

horns will indicate her rank, but it is merely a divine marker, not an Btar-marker. 

Importantly it will, however, separate nude women/votaresses from nude goddesses. 

Gender 

In general, one notices that many of her icons resemble those of gods rather than 

goddesses. Quite recently in California 19 a compilation of texts concerning goddesses is 

being undertaken to facilitate a study of the nature of goddesses in general, so that one 

cannot elaborate overly on her relation to other goddesses whose natures still lack study. 

19 Personal communication of Dr. Tova Meltzer, Claremont Graduate School (Summer, 1987). 
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Yet, in my experience, she often shares more features with the gods, e.g. Sama~ and 

Ninurta for example, than with the goddesses e.g. Ningal or Ningursag. This I believe 

reflects, to some extent, her masculine nature. 

Persona, Uniqueness of Divinity 

This raises the greater problem of the goddess as persona. Is she an 

individual who stands out as extraordinary among the gods, or is she rather a divine 

stereotype, a sort of pasteboard figure with a range of varying manipulable iconic 

devices? To some degree, both are true. Is she a nubile girl, a mature woman as 

mother-matron, or is she the liminal unattached female, or all three to some extent? 

Is she indeed feminine or masculine, or is she a masculine woman par excellence? 

All of these questions relate to the persona, and powers also form part of her 

iconographic study. 
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5. Significance of Iconographic Systems 

Encoding 

Before embarking on any study of specific ancient Near Eastern icons, some 

groundwork on ancient Near Eastern icon systems in general needs to be laid. Although 

the basic tools used in this thesis are both texts and icons, which have been identified by 

findspot, analyzed and interrelated, at best these give us only "the facts" about a divinity's 

nature. The images obtained from these sources, however well controlled and analyzed, 

are almost meaningless in themselves unless they are regarded as components of an 

extensive "code" of expression20 not unlike the "codes" o( the elaborate writing systems 

of the ancient Near East. Thinking of their iconic "code" in this way is helpful. 

Like the writing systems, the iconographic code, composed of both verbal and 

artistic manifestations, woven into one dense fabric, needs to be "cracked". This means 

that the icon system, which anciently encoded more complex concepts within the simple 

icon in a systematic way, must be decoded before underlying concepts can become 

accessible. Northrop Frye21 alluded to the fact that many English classics (such as 

Milton's work), are losing their meaning for modern readers simply because the biblical 

images understood and employed by the writer, and indeed based on ancient Near Eastern 

icons in turn, are no longer understood. Similarly, the modern viewer of the ancient 

artistic icons is distanced from them by time, geography and culture. He is faced with a 

bewildering and apparently absurd welter of mythic images which he cannot identify, and 

whose meaning escapes him. Once he knows the underlying myth or religious concept 

2° For this concept cf. Gombrich, The Image and the Eye, pp. 16 ff. 
21 Northrop Frye, The Great Code; The Bible and Literature. (Toronto: Academic Press, 1982), 

p. 163 for example. In a Calgary lecture on The Symbolism of the Sword in the Biblical World, Prof. J .-
G. Heinz illustrated the close interrelationship of verbal metaphor or "verbal icon" and artefactual icon. 
Using the biblical concept "mouth of the sword", he linked the expression to lion swordhilts. He 
conceived of this type of expression as "a thematic density in text and coherence of symbolism" which 
allowed the biblical writers to pass from the simple image to the complex idea, from the mundane to the 
transcendent. This process will be seen to apply also to I~tar's iconographers. 
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which the icon represents and the artistic system which governs the choice and 

representation of that myth's icons, that viewer becomes initiated, as the ancient 

worshipper was, into the icon system, and can tap into its deeper meanings. 

Component Layers 

These deeper meanings are accessible by a peeling back of successive layers, 

namely icon, myth and belief. Just as ritual is enactment (or re-enactment) by symbolic 

deed of a mythological event, so iconography represents by static symbol an underlying 

mythic event; the mythic event, or myth, is itself a symbolic account of an underlying 

perceived truth in the religious system; it is this perceived truth or belief which states 

something about the relationship of man and god, and is vital to the culture concerned. If 

iconographic systems do indeed exhibit this ramified pattern of thinking, what forms do 

these patterns take? 

Ancient religious icons represent a complex thought process, portraying at once 

mythic events/concepts and underlying beliefs of the culture. The icon unlocks this chain 

in the viewer's mind, yet he will simultaneously retain three mental interactive elements, 

viz. icon, myth and core belief. Numerous icons may be juxtaposed or rearranged to 

create new patterns, making new or related symbolic statements and opening new 

windows on myth and, in tum, belief. It is important to the modern viewer to grasp that 

ancient Near Eastern religious icons can open out windows laterally, e.g., evoking mental 

associations, whilst also internally opening windows within windows, e.g. evoking a 

deeper view of the essence of the concept in focus. This is particularly true of Istar, 

whose multifaceted nature and powers are hard to comprehend otherwise. 

An example of lateral function would be: (1) lion icon (2) ferocity (3) war/ 

destruction. That is, these are icons related in underlying idea or function. 

An example of internal cohesion of function would be: (1) sexuality, life force (2) 

dying (3) revivifying, life force, and the viewer must understand that (3) results from (2) 

which arises from (1). By (1), Btar is a goddess of sexuality and supreme life-giving 
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power; by (2) she is thus the most ironically fitted deity to enter the Netherworld where 

sexuality and its lifepower are taboo. She is the antithesis of the Underworld and of 

death. When she enters the Underworld she represents life in the midst of death, the 

epitome of the human condition, yet (by 3), in dying there, she is also revived and the 

power of life triumphs. Hence the mythological internal function is that the power of life, 

(in 1) necessarily or in its very essence, passes through death (in 2), yet emerges 

triumphantly. (1) is incomplete without (2), and (1-2) is incomplete without (3) . . In this 

way, a complex mythological/religious statement is made and the internal cohesion is 

essential to its expression and comprehension. !star's amalgamated iconography as sexual 

(nude, voluptuous) + dying (feathered, birdfooted) + triumphal (rising?) posture neatly 

formulate this mythological function, 1 + 2 + 3, all rolled into one representation. 

Apparently conflicting icons are juxtaposed precisely to express this internal mythic 

function and core belief about the nature of life and death, manifest in Htar's earthly 

powers and descent/"death" as the planet Venus. 

Economy 

In a society, whose populace was largely illiterate, as in Mesopotamia and its 

environs, the icon must function with economy of expression and directness, in order to 

be immediately comprehensible to the viewer. As in Mediaeval cathedrals' portal scenes, 

whose icons reminded peasants of Christ and His Final Judgment, so the Mesopotamian 

icon on exterior orthostats or buildings reliefs, on personal seals, on statues taken on 

journeys, or on terra cottas purchased as votives, would identify the depicted god and his 

powers/deeds for the worshipper. 

This direct perception arose from a reductionist economy of expression whereby 

the clearest representation was achieved at the expense of "realism": the icon was often 

linear, two-dimensional without perspective. It was often rendered in its simplest 

recognizable form or characteristic act, was apocopated in a pars pro toto rendering, or 

was reduced/inflated in scale. Iconographic devices could be combined with a number of 
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other equally "simple" but often apparently conflicting icons in/on the same deity. These 

factors make it difficult for non-initiates to apprehend the god represented, but, for the 

initiate, the god is immediately identified and a number of complicated or profound myths 

and beliefs about him, shared by members of that culture, are evoked. 

This sharing of icons within a culture reflects the community of values across the 

areas dominated by that culture (e.g. Syria under Babylonian domination or tfurri-Mitanni 

influenced by Assyria). It also means that an icon can have local variants, so long as the 

core concepts depicted retain their integrity and meaning. Hypothetically, this means that 

an gtar worshipper travelling from Mari to A~Sur would be able to identify her easily 

with few misgivings. Hence, economy, directness and consistency of iconic 

representation served to identify gods to the worshipper, and to unite worshippers in a 

common pattern of belief. 

Clarity 

One of the chief values of divine icons is the clarity of the message conveyed to the 

initiate. Although linguistic systems with their oral and literary traditions can convey 

complex messages unambiguously, language can also be ambiguous, or mean different 

things to different people. Nietzsche22 believed that words, because of their ambiguity, 

could create a third, intervening or blocking power between speaker and hearer, and, in 

that sense, took on a power of their own which was negative. Icons to the initiate, 

however, are unambiguous and reach the receptor directly, obviating the potential 

blocking convolutions of speech.23 A modem parallel can be observed in the effect of 

many rock videos, whose symbolic images, superimposed, distorted or reinforced by 

22 Cf. The New Nietzsche; Contemporary Styles of Interpretation, ed. D. B. Allison, 
(Cambridge Mass.: MIT Press, 1985), pp. xv ff. 

23 The objection can be raised that both iconic and written signifiers can be equally ambiguous, 
or that an icon is more laconic than the written word. It must be emphasized, however, that (1) this is not 
so in largely illiterate societies and (2) icons are not laconic to those initiated into the ancient iconic 
system, nor to those familiar with chains of variant icons which elucidate single individual specimens 
from that chain. 
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music, can be more psychically impelling or disturbing in their wordless message than the 

most eloquent literature. Icons function directly through the associative emotional 

faculties, by immediate identification and by their ability to function laterally, invoking 

diverse images simultaneously, whereas the spoken or written word, being sequential, 

operates in linear fashion, at best allowing only sequential introduction of images, but its 

ideas cannot be grasped simultaneously in one exposure since only one idea at a time can 

be expressed in lines of writing. On the contrary, icons, used cumulatively in one 

representation, can say numerous things at one time, since the viewer "assembles" the 

pieces by an instantaneous mental effort to yield one multi-faceted picture. This process is 

further intensified by the fact that a single icon can also be multivalent. That is, it 

expresses multiple related, or even opposing ideas in one picture, viz., A can be B, C and 

D all at once. For example, the nudity in Htar icons represents, in one and the same icon, 

sexual power (and hence life) at the same time as it represents the stripping of the 

individual in death (since Htar is stripped and debased to enter the realm of the dead). The 

viewer thought of "Sexuality+ Descent, life+ death" in one glance at the icon. It must be 

stressed that multi valence is not ambiguity, since the viewer is left in no doubt about the 

plural concepts portrayed. They are simply held simultaneously. No text, however 

precise or condensed, could portray the complex mental processes at work here so 

concentratedly. 24 Herein lies the genius of icon systems, particularly in non- literate 

societies or societies whose literacy is limited to the elite. 

Power and Uses 

In addition to their identificatory, evocative purposes, other, more practical 

applications of the icon are extremely important, since they reveal its intrinsic powers and 

raison d'etre. The addition of accoutrements and icons to divine representations (e.g., 

24 Arguably, poetry comes close to this method of evoking an entire set of images and responses 
with few words, yet it too falls short of the power of the icon, since poetry is written in successive lines 
and thus requires a sequential absorption. In poetry, one cannot take in at a glimpse several images 
instantaneously as one can viewing an icon. 
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statuary or reliefs), accompanied by the correct rituals, empowered the representations; 

removal of these iconographic features disempowered the divine representations. This 

explains why divine statues were kidnapped to enemy lands in war, and why their return 

was imperative to the state's welfare, or why divine statues and reliefs were "blinded" by 

defacing enemies. Likewise, it illustrates why Istar was stripped of her iconic 

accoutrements and clothes in the Netherworld: she was disempowered. Without the 

iconic additions, the god's indwelling presence was impossible in his earthly 

representations, indicating the great importance of iconographic elements in the religious 

system. Without them, the god could not function in his temple, nor in his community 

among men. Accordingly, kings were anxious to maintain the correct icons in cult, as, for 

example, Nabonidus who replaced the "wrong" statuary of Htar set up by the Urukeans, 

with her "correct" image and accoutrements.25 

Icons had an even farther-reaching application of their power. When applied to the 

garments, jewellery, regalia and seals of kings and high officials, 26 they appear to have 

placed these individuals under the aegis of the god represented, and to have imbued the 

wearer with some of the powers inherent in the icon. The elaborate iconic detail of 

thrones, crowns, weapons and garments of Assyrian kings, for example, should be seen 

not simply as magnificent applied art, but as a statement of religious and political power of 

the king or official, lent by the god. 

Given this power inherent in the icon, it is hardly surprising that it had practical 

applications. Icons could be used as media to effect the desire of the worshipper, and 

functioned in particular contexts, e.g., to protect a king in battle, to give him victory, to 

secure potency for a man, to lend allure to a woman, to heal the sick and perhaps to 

25 Cf. J. B. Pritchard, Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relatini to the Old Testament, 3rd ed., 
(Princeton: Princeton UP, 1969), p. 309, seep. 24L 

26 An example would be the lending of divine garments bearing iconic applique, to empower the 
wearer. Cf. A. L. Oppenheim, "The Golden Garments of the Gods", lliES. 8, (1949), pp. 172 ff. 
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protect the dead. For this reason, it is imperative to know upon what sort of object the 

icon occurs (e.g., on a shield, on a chariot front, on a votive offering in temple or private 

shrine, or among gravegoods, respectively). It will be seen that certain icons were 

appropriate to certain requirements of the worshipper, e.g., protective uses on a shield 

required a bellicose icon of Btar; potency uses by a man required sexual icons as votives, 

etc. Little cognizance has been taken of these details in most previous iconographic 

studies in this area, so that no concrete evidence of form-and-function has been adduced 

for typologies of icons, nor has findspot been considered a criterion in determining the use 

of large numbers of similar icons. It is hoped that this study will redress the balance 

somewhat. With this resume of the thought processes behind ancient Near Eastern icons, 

of their symbolic and practical applications, and of their powers, one may begin to 

examine specific icons of Btar, which are diagnostic of her. 
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6. Icons Forming a Diagnostic Framework 

The principle upon which this iconographic study rests is the formation of a 

corpus of iconic images, both religio-artistic and textual, which facilitates passage from the 

known to the unknown in the realm of ancient Mesopotamian religious art. Such a 

methodology has as its prerequisite a number of icons (by no means definitive but 

adequately representing the known materials), which are identified by the ancient 

manufacturer's inscription on them, as representing or belonging to the g9ddess 

Inanna/Btar or her named by-forms. These create the nucleus upon which a more 

extended framework of Inanna/Btar icons can safely rest, though themselves lacking 

inscription. The inscribed artefacts surely identifying Inanna/Btar are Icons A-V. 

Auxiliary to these, and at one remove in the corpus, is the larger body of uninscribed 

secondary icons or related illustrations having reasonable confirmation as her icons in 

independent textual sources. These are illustrations designated by Arabic numerals. These 

groups form the corpus of icons diagnostic or characteristic of the goddess and are the 

basis of the research presented here. 

Ideally icons and texts should come from corresponding cities and be of the same 

period, a method adhered to wherever possible. However, owing to the difficulty of 

infallibly dating and provenancing some items, one is also obliged to use in the secondary 

group, items of less sure origin and date. This negative factor is, to some extent, mit~gated 

by the extreme conservatism of Mesopotamian religious practice, which often allowed for 

icons, both graphic and verbal, to be transmitted virtually intact for generations. It must be 

stressed, that, wherever date and provenance are less sure, this study will employ the 

evidence with due caution, and consider it as tertiary evidence. 

For this corpus, findspot of the artistic and verbal icon is important, since one 

cannot automatically assume that the deity had uniform characteristics over the entire Near 

East, especially over such a long span of time. Accordingly, one must seek to establish 

characteristics according to locus on the assumption that the deity may be a numen loci 
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having restricted distribution in, or near a particular city as its local god, without relation to 

other neighbouring local Inanna/I~tars. Initially, in considering the problem, one allows 

that these local Btars may or may not prove to be identical, or even very similar. Htar of 

N uzi, for example, might be quite different from Htar of Nineveh, even in the same 

period. Potential local differences could occur owing to separate evolution under local 

conditions, or because new peoples might bring in their own deity and identify it with a 

local one, yielding a new hybrid goddess quite unlike other local forms. Add to these 

factors the complication that traders often transported, and statesmen often consciously 

established, their local god in other cities under the name and cultic manifestations of their 

home-city. In the latter case, rulers often borrowed prominent gods and their cults from 

other cities, to establish a retroactive religious and political respectability for their dynasty 

or rule, particularly if they were invaders or usurpers. Accordingly, one finds, for 

example, that Inanna had as her earliest and probably most venerable cultsite the temple of 

Eanna in Uruk, yet there later sprang up a number of Eannas in other cities, and the 

Urukean I~tar (as Urkitu, "The Urukean") was worshipped far outside Uruk. Similarly, 

Btar of Kiti (Kititum) is attested in the Diyala basin and as far west as Mari in the Old 

Babylonian period, since the two states had extensive contacts. In such cases, one 

observes the transplanted goddess and cult (and concomitant iconography) may retain its 

original features in its new homeland, often alongside an already-existing form of the 

goddess with her own iconography. There may even be several forms of the goddess with 

potentially different or overlapping icons, many of them imports from several cities. There 

is the added complexity that, for both the Sumerian Inanna (even in her earliest pre-Semitic 

ambience) and Btar (even in her purest Semitic forms, hypothetically without exposure to 

the Sumerian Inanna), an intrinsically complex or multi-faceted nature can be posited. If 

each of these two goddesses (if indeed they were indeed separate deities) had a 

multifaceted nature with multifaceted iconography, how much more complex becomes the 

issue when these two goddesses and their icons amalgamate after the Semitic infiltrations 
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into the heart of Sumer at the start of the Early Dynastic period, and probably before! The 

above outline of just some of the complexities of iconography serves to point up the need 

to deal, where possible, with the icons by city or area, before attempting to identify larger 

patterns, which may or may not extend to other cities or states. Because of the limited 

number of identified, inscribed icons available, one cannot hope to say that a particular one 

of these is the definitive form of Btar worshipped at the site of provenance over the 

centuries, since multiple or variant forms usually exist as well, but these inscribed icons 

serve as initially diagnostic for what one knows is at least minimal to Inanna/Htar. Upon 

this minimal diagnostic basis can be applied the secondary material so that little "islands" 

of diagnostic iconography will emerge, charting what is characteristically Inanna/I~tar. 

The following is a list of the inscribed, identified icons giving date, provenance, and brief 

description. Each will be discussed in detail following the list itself. 
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7. List of Inscribed Icons 

Icons of the Third Millennium 

(A) The Uruk Vase, an alabaster cult vessel from Joanna's temple complex Eanna in 

Uruk. Sumerian, Protoliterate Jemdet Nasr period, ca. 3000-2900 B.C. This 

vase is not inscribed with script, but two of its icons will be seen to have the force 

of writing, identifying Inanna as the owner. 

(B) Fragment of a basalt vase dedicated to Inanna by Entemena of Lagat Sumerian, 

Early Dynastic period, ca. 2480 B.C. 

(C) Inscribed rockface relief of Anubanini, king of the Lullubi, naming lstar. At 

Zohab in the Zagros, east of the Diyala. Akkad Period, ca. 2300 B. C. 

(D) Cylinder seal depicting Htar and naming her in the seal legend. No provenance. 

Akkad period, ca. 2300 B.C. 

(E) Limestone statue depicting and dedicated to Btar/Narunte. Dedicated in Akkadian 

and Elamite for Puzur-Insusinak of Elam. From Susa, ca. 2230 B.C. 

(F) Cylinder seal depicting and referring to Ninibgal, a form of Inanna. Probably 

from Laga~, ca. 2050 B. C. 

(G) Sumerian Seal Naming Inanna, from her Nippur temple, Ur III period, ca. 2047-

2039 B.C. 

(H) 

(I) 

(J) 

Icons of the Second Millennium 

Egyptian stela of Turin depicting and naming '-s-t-fr). No provenance, but from 

Egypt. Ca. 1450-1400 B.C. 

Egyptian stela of Wadi Abbad in the Eastern Desert, depicting and naming 

'=-s-t-fr). Reign of Seti I, ca. 1300 B.C. 

Egyptian relief in the Winchester College Collection depicting and naming Qudsu-

7\nat-~~tart. Theban necropolis, reign of Ramses III, ca. 1182-1151 B.C., but 

representing a type which flourishes ca. 1350-1100 B.C. 
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(K) Syro-Egyptian cylinder seal depicting '-s-t-r-t and a wargod or king. From 

Bethel, Israel, ca. 1300 B. C. 

(L) Hittite seal impression showing two forms of Sau~ka !Star acco.mpanied by 

remains of the initial hieroglyphs of her name. From Ras Shamra, possibly ca. 

1300-1250 B.C. 

(M) Egyptian stele of Ramses II dedicated to the warlike J\~tart. No provenance, ca. 

1250 B.C. 

(N-1, 2) Hittite relief of TudlJaliya IV depicting the Ijurrian Sau~ka (Btar) in two forms. 

From Yazilikaya, Anatolia, ca.1250 B.C. 

(0) Egyptian stela fragment in University College London, naming and depicting Pta};l 

and ~~tart. From Memphis, dated to Merenept~, ca. 1200 B. C. 

(P) Hittite rock relief "Malatya 'I"'; depicting and naming the ljurrian SauSka (Htar). 

From Malatya, Eastern Anatolia, ca. 1100-1000 B.C.? 

Icons of the First Millennium 

(Q) Neo-Assyrian styled seal with Phoenician inscription transcribing Aramaean. The 

. seal scene depicts 'Atarlamain, a:n Aramaean or Arab !star, and the seal legend 

names the owner depicted, as servant of i\.tarlamain. From B yblos, Phoenicia, 

ca. 900-800 B.C. 

(R) Neo-Assyrian stela depicting and naming !star of Arbela. From the palace of the 

Assyrian governor at Aramaean Til•Barsip in North Syria.ca. 800-700 B.C. 

(S) Egypto-Phoenician bronze votive statuette of a nude female, dedicated to the 

tJurrian Astart by two men. From Seville, Spain, ca. 800-750 B.C. 

(T) Stela of Samas-rM-u~ur, viceroy of Suhu and Mari, in the mid-Euphrates area. 

gtar, Adad and a third god are depicted, the former two having their names 

alongside their icons. From Babylon, ca. 760 B.C. 
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(U) Egyptian relief naming and depicting three forms of ':.s-t-{r) from the Temple of 

Amun at Hibis, Khargeh Oasis in the Libyan Desert, ca. 540-404 B.C. 

(V) Egyptian relief depicting ;\~tart and naming her as ruler of horses and mistress of 

chariot. From the outer court of the Horus Temple of Edfu, period of Ptolemy 

XVI, ca. 50 B.C. 



CHAPTER 2: COMMENTARY ON INSCRIBED ICONS. 

Icons of the Third Millennium 

The Uruk Vase, Alabaster Cult Vessel. 

From the Inanna Temple Complex at Uruk, Southern Iraq. 

Protoliterate Sumerian, ca. 3000-2900 B.C. (Icon A) 

Background 

44 

The famous Uruk-Jemdet Nasr period vase1 called the Uruk Vase, is an early 

Sumerian alabaster cult vessel from Eanna, the temple precinct of Inanna in Uruk. It poses 

an intricate and important set of problems in the iconography of Inanna/I~tar and indeed in 

the history of art. The chief issue is whether its central figure (Icon A) is one of the 

earliest depictions of a deity, in anthropomorphic form and identifiable by icon, or whether 

the deity is simply represented by an abstract symbol, the reed bundle ( cf. the entire scene, 

fig. 1 bb + c) which is known to be the pictographic basis of the later Inanna sign in the 

literate period. 2 On that analysis, with the bundle representing the goddess, the female 

figure would be a mere priestess, and Inanna would be represented symbolically rather 

than anthropomorphically. 

In order to unravel this knot of problems, a number of issues must be cleared away 

as groundwork. The first is to identify the reed bundle, particularly in its relation with the 

earliest written form of her name, and the second is to identify the participants in the scene, 

determining whether the central female figure (Icon A = fig. 1 a) is in fact divine. If the 

bundle icon is demonstrably Inanna's for this period and the figure verifiably bears a 

1 On the dating of the Uruk Vase, cf. F. Basmachi, ~3, (1947), pp. 122 ff. 
2 Cf. R. Labat, Manuel d'Epigraphie Akkadienne. (Paris, 1948), sign 103, where it is read 

d.Mll.S. Labat traces its development from reed bundle pictograph to cuneiform sign dMilS = dlnanna. 
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divine icon, one can safely assume the formula of divine icon+ naming icon= named 

divinity, viz. Inanna. Let us deal with the knot piecemeal. 

The Reed Bundle Motif 

On the vase (fig. lbb), two large reed bundles stand behind the large female (fig. 

la), and a third stands behind two figures mounted on Dinka rams (fig.cat extreme right). 

What is the meaning and use of these bundles? As early as the Uruk IV-III and Jemdet 

Nasr periods, a number of pictographic economic tablets found in Eanna, 3 the large 

temple precinct at Uruk (modem Warka), bear among other pictographic signs, a reed-

bundle symbol which later developed into the cuneiform sign MUS used to write the name 

of the goddess Inanna (cf. fig. 2: c, 5-8, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21). These signs provide the 

first datable proof of the goddess' existence in the Near East, most clearly by Uruk Ill, the 

Jemdet Nasr period, since they appear to be the first writings of her name4 and, as such, 

stamp the precinct Eanna as lnanna's at this period. 

The bundles occurs simultaneously on many artefacts (e.g. the vase, troughs, 

seals) found in her complex, and are generally understood either as architectural gateposts 

or as artistic motifs portraying her standard, or symbol. It must be stressed that in this 

protoliterate period, however, the dividing line between "script" and symbol or icon was 

still indistinct in the ancient mind. This is evidenced by the continuing use of clay tokens 

3 Cf. H. Lenzen, "New Discoveries at Warka in South Iraq: Pictographic Tablets", Archaeology 
17 (1964), pp. 122 ff., but mainly A. Falkenstein, Archfilsche Texte aus Uruk. A.llEU 2, (Berlin, 1936), 
figs. 208, 209. 

4 A. Deimel, Orientalia 15 (1925), p. 43; ,SL 103, 1 and Keilschrift Palaomphie p. 34 early on 
identified the "Inanna bundle" pictograph as the sign later to become the cuneiform sign for Inanna, but 
there is no proof that it represented the goddess' name in the early Uruk period, when it possibly 
represented only an abstract idea, or a sound. However, of all the Inanna bundle pictographs recorded in 
Alli by Falkenstein for this period, four are accompanied by the star pictograph, which leads one to ask 
whether the bundle pictograph may not necessarily. at the outset of the protoliterate phase, have represented 
the deity's name, but came to do so during this period at which point the star determinative was set next to 
it in writing, to indicate its divinity. The star determinative should be a divine determinative here, not read 
as the name of the god An, since An is nowhere textually or iconographiccally attested in her Uruk precinct 
for this period. 
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accompanying identical contemporary pictographs on their bullae. 5 In short, for this 

pericxl, pictographs and symbols, whether tokens or icons, were interchangeable markers, 

or identifiers, their format altering only slightly with the material upon which they were 

written ( e.g. clay tablet or stone vase). Thus, the interrelation in the history and meaning 

of the reed bundle pictograph representing Inanna, and the same bundle on artefacts, as 

icon, is inextricably interwoven. One must examine the common origin and attestations of 

the bundle to understand its meaning as a pictograph and as an icon. 

The bundle's cuneiform sign (read MUS) (fig. 2:21) is known to have evolved 

from the pictographic representation of a bundle of Berdi reeds, plants of the southern 

swamps of Iraq.6 It was, and still is,7 the material of building and adorning the 

characteristic reed hut or mudhif of mcxlern southern Iraq (fig. 3). The ancient prototype 

of the mudhif was shown on many votive objects of the Uruk-Jemdet Nasr pericxls (figs. 

5-17) and had parallels in contemporary Elam (fig. 4). The bundles, which formed the 

main lateral supports, roof joints (figs. 7-12) and fa~ade corners (figs. 12, 16) of the huts 

depicted, were made by tying the native reeds together at intervals along their shafts. 

Their soft ends were then twisted into various shaped loops, chiefly three types: there 

were pairs of superimposed loops on both sides of the main shaft (figs. 7, 10-13 ), a single 

loop on the shaft's side (figs. 19, 20) and the third type, pertinent to our study, the 

"Inanna bundle" (figs. 14-18, 22, 50-51), was a loop at the shaft's end, twisted to allow 

the soft reed ends to hang down like ribbons, hence its description as "gatepost with 

5 For the "duplication" of images in tokens and the pictographs on their bullae, cf. D. Schmandt-
Besserat, "Reckoning Before Writing", Archaeolo~y 32, (1979), p. 30. This practice continued 
sporadically, even as late as second millennium Nuzi (cf. her "Earliest Precursor of Writing", Readings 
from Scientific American; Hunters, Fanners and Civilizations: Old World Archaeology. [San Francisco: 
Freeman, 1979]), p. 154. The identity of fonn she stresses thus: (ihul., p. 158): "A number of the 
ideographs on the Uruk tablets almost exactly reproduce in two dimensions, many of the tokens in the 
period" (viz., down to ca. 3100 B.C., which is contemporary with Uruk IV). 

6 I believe that the significance of the bundles of Berdi reed to Inanna may lie outside the 
conventional interpretation as gateposts to huts/shrines (cf. typically, Elisabeth C. L. During Caspers, 
"The Gatepost in Mesopotamian Art", Ex Oriente Lux, Jaarbericht, 22, (1972), p. 212. It may be 
inherent in their seasonal use (cf. n. 23). 

7 Cf. W. Thesiger, The Marsh Arabs. (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1967). 
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streamers"8 or beribboned standard".9 That these bundles spring directly from the hut's 

structure, rather than being added separately, is suggested in figs. 16, 17 and 22, 

although in figs. 23, 24 they look like additions. These three types, the single, paired 

and beribboned loop bundles, must be considered together with respect to geographic 

distribution, artistic context and apparent use. 

Geographic Distribution of the Reed Bundles 

Because excavation for this period has been largely confined to temple areas, and 

much is yet to be published, a distorted view of the areas in which the bundles occur is a 

risk. From the available evidence however, it appears that all thre~ types were used at 

W arka, and, indeed, in the precinct Eanna. There is a marked coincidence in finds pots 

where they are known precisely, since all three types of bundles occur, however 

sporadically, in the specific areas Ne XVI-XVII, 4-5 and others in Nb XVI, 3-5. This is 

the area to the south and southwest of the Great Court dominating the complex of temple 

buildings which lay to its east, in the Uruk IV period. 

Whether the different bundles were intended to denote different gods, or even 

different aspects of Inanna herself, perhaps allotted shrines within Eanna, is unclear from 

the findspots. One can say only that all three types did appear in the same areas of Eanna, 

at Uruk for this period, without recognizably distinctive associations with particular 

buildings. 

Outside Uruk, representations of the single-ringed bundle and the Inanna bundle 

twice appear at Tell Agrab in the Diyala area, in the temple of the god Sara. Whether they 

were transported thither, as votive objects in trade or whether they were part of the Sara 

cult, in which Inanna was later known to be Sara's mother,10 is open to question. If 

8 Cf. .E. D. Van Buren, "Symbols of the Gods in Mesopotamian Art", An Or. 23, (1945), 
pp. 43 ff. 

9 Cf. B. Goff, Symbols of Prehistoric Meso_potamia. (New Haven: Yale UP, 1963), pp. 119 .e.t 
~-

lO On Joanna as ~ara's mother, cf. the Sii-Sin text, A. T. Clay, Miscellaneous Inscriptions, YOS 
I, (1915) pl. XI, No. 17, trans. p. 15. The late Babylonian Anzu Epic preserves the same tradition. 
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Inanna at this period was already Sara's mother at this site, she would have received 

worship there, possibly accounting for the presence of her bundle. 

Of the three types of bundle on artefacts presented here, numerically the most 

impressive evidence comes from the provenances of the Inanna bundles alone. In thirty 

representations, of which twelve have uncertain provenances two are known to come from 

Tell Agrab, and fifteen from Warka. Of the latter, eight are from Eanna's precinct and the 

remainder are of unhelpful provenance, e.g. the Sammelfund in W arka. The nurpber of 

attestations reveal the importance of the Inanna bundle at Eanna, and, until further 

excavations are conducted, they locate it principally in Eanna to the southwest of the Great 

Court, but also in two cases in the so-called "Treasure House of Inanna" levels IVa-II. 

Unfortunately no one of the complex's buildings can be selected as "the temple" of 

Inanna by the location of these objects, but their number and presence at Eanna stamp the 

precinct as hers in this period. To date, no evidence identifies any other deity worshipped 

with her at Eanna for this period, despite the existence of several contemporary temples in 

the precinct. The god An, in later periods stated textually to rule Uruk with Inanna, had 

his own Urukean temple complex at this period. 11 To the best of present knowledge, 

based on distribution of pictographic tablets there, Inanna dominated the complex, Eanna. 

Her reed-bundles on the tablets (as pictograms) and on her cult items (as icons) reflected 

her pre-eminence there, as complementary symbols. 

Evolution of the Bundle? Architecture to Icon 

The icon of the reed bundle of Inanna, occurring on artefacts chiefly in and around 

the main Court of the Eanna complex, must be considered in light of its religio-artistic 

11 On the Uruk complex of An for this period separate from Inanna's, it should be noted that the 
An ziggurat has been traced back to the Ubaid phase, independent of the Inanna precinct temples so far 
uncovered. However, the large north quarter of Eanna is only now coming to light, so that she too may 
have had separate temples/terraces of Ubaid date. An and Inanna both clearly had large religious edifices 
here, apparently separate, in Uruk VI-IV but only further excavation will answer which deity first possessed 
cult buildings before Uruk VI-IV, viz. which god first was the god of Uruk. Both may have ruled Uruk 
from the beginning but independently of each other, not as an espoused couple. Cf. H. Lenzen, "Zur 
Datierung der Anu-Zikkurat in Warka", MDOO 83,Cl95ll, p. 17 and chart; and E. Schmidt~ UVB 26 
(1972), p. 24. 
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context on artefacts, and in light of the uses in these scenes to which it appears to be put. 

All three types of reed bundle appear on artefacts as both architectural features on huts and 

as ·separate icons, but the question is whether they originated as architectural features, 

which became icons, or began as icons which came to be applied to architecture to denote 

it as sacred to a particular deity? If the bundles were not already symbols at their 

inception, prior to this earliest protoliterate phase, they certainly became artistic symbols 

during this period, as evidenced by a development traceable in both Inanna- and paired-

ring bundles. In figs. 7-12, 14-16, 22-24 and 26) both types emerge as central roof 

bundles, integral with the reed hut architecture. In figs . 13, 16, 17, and 24, the side 

bundles have been moved apart from the central roof bundle. This division, into roof 

bundles as opposed to two lateral bundles, becomes clearer on figs. 16-18 and 24, 

illustrating a decreased structural importance of the bundles in the _building. In figs. 18, 

31 and 32, the roof bundles have disappeared, leaving the lateral bundles entirely detached 

from the building. This phase of development also occurs for the one-ringed bundle, e.g. 

figs. 19-20. At this stage the bundles are no longer structural, now being symbolic, but 

still they are shown near the building with which they are associated. 

The logical conclusion of this evolution into symbols is seen on the trough-end 

(fig. 25) where, pars pro toto, only the two bundles remain to represent the hut seen on 

the trough's side (fig. 24). Finally (figs. 27-30) the bundle stands alone with an animal 

file. Two individual Inanna bundles, apparently used as wall decoration, take the form of 

two baked clay reliefs found in disturbed contexts in the Eanna precinct (figs. 50, 51 ), 

but they are purely decorative ·and symbolic, not structural. 

This progression of bundle form on artefacts from her complex, graphically 

illustrates how the Inanna bundle changed, from an originally constructional feature on 

huts, to a detached, freestanding element, and finally to a decorative/symbolic, non-

structural use. What the non-structural, iconic uses are will be seen below, where its use 

flanking temple fa~ades, on altars and votive statuary, with animal files, and in scenes 
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with the priest-king, and even borne by priests, will be discussed. These uses will be 

seen to be clearly symbolic or iconic, rather than structural or practical. 

Meaning of the Inanna Reed Bundle 

That the "beribboned" reed bundle came to represent the goddess Inanna in both 

tablet pictograms and artefact icons from Uruk is clear. Why should such a reed bundle 

represent this deity? A definitive answer probably lies irrecoverable in the prehistory of 

southern Iraq, where reed building must have gone on, much as it does still, from time 

immemorial, but, with the preservation of artefacts of the Uruk period which bear the 

motif, some idea of the significance of the bundle may be posited from context on 

artefacts. These contexts involve being attached to animal huts, standing by temple 

fa~ades or on votive statuary, standing independently near animal files, or in votive 

scenes. 

Bundles On Huts from which Animals Emerge: Use 

The commonest appearance of these bundles has been seen (figs. 14-18, 22-24, 

26) to be roof and fa~ade structures on reed huts. From these issue small-scale paired 

animals surrounded by their kind.12 What do they mean in relation to the bundle? Did the 

Inanna bundle imply her protection, or simply her ownership of the beasts in the hut, as 

part of the livestock common to the temples. of all gods? In the latter hypothesis, the 

livestock would tell us nothing about the intrinsic meaning of the bundle, nor about 

Inanna, since all gods held livestock in their temples, and, in that hypothesis, the bundle 

would be applied to all livestock, male and female, a 'ult and infant, and to all species, 

simply as an ownership marker. If not simply marks of divine ownership, were these 

bundle-huts for calves/lambs in early development, a lying-in hut for pregnant cows and 

ewes? Were all reed-bundle huts special huts for particular species, whose function was 

designated by the appropriate bundle type? 

12 Cf. P. Delougaz, "Animals Emerging from a Hut", INES 27 (1968), pp. 184 ff. 
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No clear-cut answers are available, but certain elements emerge which point to a 

partial answer about the bundle's significance. To begin, we must seek any evidence that 

the Inanna bundle was associated with a particular species or with a particular sex or age-

group of animals. What species are depicted with the bundle? Two huts with her bundle 

(figs. 17, 22, 26?), house sheep, and the bundle is otherwise as·sociated with sheep (figs. 

24, 25, 29, 30) (cf. pp. 64 ff.) in files in several instances, or fed by a priest-king, (figs. 

47, 48). In two known cases, longhomed gazelles, apparently wild, 13 are depicted 

outside temple fa~ades with Inanna bundles ( e.g. fig. 31 ). 14 Likewise, in two cases only, 

does it appear with domestic cattle (fig. 28 and also fig. 32), in the latter both as fa~ade 

bundle and as portable emblem. Four unclear representations (figs. 23, 26, 27, and 48) 

suggest creatures more ovid than bovid with the bundle. 

The small number of representations available, then, suggests her bundle occurs 

mainly, but not exclusively, with sheep, twice with wild/domesticable gazelles (?), and 

twice with cattle. From this admixture of species, even in such a small representative 

body, one suspects that neither species nor livestock domestication was the underlying 

criterion for use of the Inanna bundle, although it is observable (pp. 65 ff.) that sheep files 

by themselves do appear consistently with the Inanna bundle, rather than with other 

bundles, and cattle files appear with several bundles. 

If neither species nor domestication seem consistent criteria for the bundle, the next 

question should be one of gender and stage of development of the beasts depicted 

emerging from the hut. In all cases, of the Inanna bundle, except one with horned cattle 

13 To our illustration, add also H. Frankfort, Stratified Cylinder Seals from the Diyala Region, 
QI£ 72, (Chicago, 1955), pl. 80, fig. 854. 

14 There is evidence that wild animals were still subject to attempts at domestication during this 
period, so the gazelles may represent not wild but potentially domesticable animals. Cf. C. L. Redman, 
referring to wild animal domestication, who says in his Rise of Civilization from Early Farmers to Urban 
Society in the Ancient Near East. (New York: Freeman, 1978), p. 133, that the practice of capturing 
young wild animals to increase the domestic gene pool continued from prehistory into historic times. 
Attempts to domesticate gazelles and other non-domesticable creatures are attested as late as Old Kingdom 
Egypt (cf. S. Cole, The Neolithic Revolution, [London: British Museum, 1970]), p. 21), and appear to be 
attested in Uruk Jemdet Nasr seal scenes where wild cattle are lassoed by men. 
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(fig. 32), the emerging beasts are hornless, but surrounded by homed members of their 

species. Note however, that small homed cattle emerge from ringed-bundle huts (figs. 10, 

12 and 36). Are the beasts emerging from the hut with the Inanna bundle male or female, 

infant or adult? On the basis of diminutive size alone, they cannnot be classified auto-

matically as infants, since Mesopotamian art observes neither perspective nor natural size. 

Zoology, however, provides the clue. Among bovids, bulls are always homed, 

cows shorthomed or hornless, and calves hornless until late infancy when rudimentary 

horns develop. On the basis of lack of horns, the emerging bovids, then, could be cows 

or calves, or, in the two exceptions, even shorthomed cows or late infancy calves. In the 

sheep family as it occurs in Mesopotamia, 15 rams are always horned, ewes and infants are 

hornless. Accordingly, the emerging ovids depicted must be female or infants, as is 

probable in the case of the cattle. 

Several factors point to the emerging beasts as infants. The short legs and frisky 

stride suggest young (figs. 10-12 and 36). The best comparison is a well-known Early 

Dynastic milking scene from Tell Ubaid in which horned members, obviously cows, are 

being milked beside small hornless animals who emerge from the hut. Since the milk 

cows have horns, the hornless beasts must be calves, who must obviously coincide with 

lactation. From this, one concludes that scenes of beasts emerging from reed huts in both 

the Early Dynastic and Uruk-Jemdet Nasr periods are intended to represent infant animals 

somehow associated with the Inanna bundle-huts. 

Infant animals represent a specific designation, so that one can tentatively eliminate 

the hypothesis that temple herds in general, as merely livestock owned by the goddess, are 

intended. What meaning can infant animals have in relation to the bundle? Three possible 

explanations exist. The hackneyed concept of "fertility" of the flocks and reproduction is 

one possibility; apotropaic use of the bundle to protect the huts and animals is a second, 

l5 Cf. E. D. Van Buren, Eall.llil, .A&..Qr. 18 (1939) pp. 65 ff. 
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viz. representing Inanna as "Protectress of Flocks", a supposed characteristic of !~tar 

and J\.start in later periods. 16 The third possibility is that the baby animals are seasonal 

indicators, since calving and lambing occur in the spring, in which case, the bundle would 

appear to accompany a spring phenomenon, namely, the birth cycle of domestic animals. 

What weight can be given to any of these suggestions? Taking the first, that infant 

beasts, and by extension their huts with Inanna bundles, indicate "fertility", one could 

adduce the fact that the pictographic script (fig. 2) suggests an association between the 

writing for the word "birth" (tud) and that for the word "stalVfold" (tur), both signs arising 

from the pictographs of huts and ring bundles. In this development, they are analogous to 

the development of the Inanna (MUS) sign from the "beribboned" bundle on its hut. In a 

number of later Sumerian texts of the literate period Inanna's stall is the House of Birth, 17 

and in other hymnal materials, Inanna is associated with stalls and folds. 18 This later 

evidence coupled with these depictions of small beasts, could, then, point to reproduction 

and "fertility", supported by the impression (fig. 22) to the right of the hut with Inanna 

bundle, where a ram mounts a ewe. Yet extreme caution must be exercised in assuming 

Inanna is a numen fostering reproduction of stalls and folds, since every major temple had 

16 On Istar /A§tart 's special association with flocks, cf. e.g. G. Pettinatof The Archives of Ebia; 
An Empire Inscribed in Clay. (New York: Doubleday, 1981), pp. 147-150, and 317,where the old Eblaite 
calendar' s 11th month was the "month of flocks", replaced in the new calendar by "month of Htar" a 
concept perhaps parallel to the Deuteronomic association of '"A§tart with reproduction of sheep (Cf. 
M. Delcor, "Astarte et la Fecondite des Troupeaux en Deut 7:13 et Parall~les", llE 6, (1974), pp. 7-14. 

17 For the stalVfold as the house of birth cf. W. Hallo and J. Van Dijk, The Exaltation of 
In.anllil, YNER 3, (New Haven: Yale UP, 1968), p. 50, where he identifies sacred stalls as possible lying-
in hospitals, and quotes the unpublished VAT 838L inim,inim.ma a.ru,uh,tum mi,e e,tur amas,ku.~a 
im,da,an.ze eb,ba na e tu ud iala e.tur amas.ku,ia im.da,an.ze.eb,na numun,zi nam,lu,ulu3.s.iL. 
~a.ba,ni,in,ri. "to his wife whom he had impregnated in the stall, the holy sheepfold, whom he had 
impregnated in the birth house, the stall, the holy sheepfold, in her lap he deposited the lifegiving seed". 

18 For examples of the later association of Inanna with stalls and folds, compare an Eanna 
lament in which the heavenly hierodule Inanna is called ~aJa.an tur ama§, "Lady of fold and stall", 
(S. Langdon, BE (Al) 31. Historical and Relii;ious Texts from the Temple Library of NiPJ>ur, (Munich, 
1914), pl. 17 (Ni. 2273), obv. 6; or a bilingual hymn in which Inanna/Istar is described as the one "who 
makes cities, provides stalls", ija e-pi-su tar-ba-~a suk-lu-lu, (C. Frank. Kultlieder aus dem Ischtar-
Tammuz Kreis, (Leipzig, 1939), No. 6 <KAR. 306), rev. 24. As late as the Neo- Assyrian period, a 
.s..uniu incantation (cf. E. Reiner, "Surpu: Collection of Sumerian and Akkadian Incantations", 
Beiheft II (1958), Tab. II, 134-172, esp. line 168, referring to Btar as lady of Eanna), says, "May Btar 
release (from black magic) in Uruk of the Sheepfold (di~tar lip-~ur ina UNUG ki su-w-ri} 
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stalls and folds, as part of its temple economy. When virtually all gods, in the historic 

period at least, possessed stalls and folds, it is extremely difficult to pinpoint Inanna as 

more a numen of her temple beasts than any other divinity, or to distinguish whether 

temple or other herds are intended, since at this time, the temples may have controlled all 

land and livestock of the city-state. 

What of the apotropaic hypothesis? Young beasts, in both primitive _and modern 

agricultural practice, are most often kept in a pen separate from the main herd, both to 

wean them, and to protect them during this vulnerable early stage of development. The 

weaning practice seems to have been followed this way according to the later Tell Ubaid 

milking scene where a muzzled calf stands by, observing his mother being milked. If this 

separation of cows from weaning calves was practised in the Uruk-Jemdet Nasr periods, 

these huts may have been for weaning and protection of the calves. The Mesopotamian 

anxiety to protect flocks against predators is indeed well attested by the seal motifs of 

many periods, including the Uruk period, 19 but is protection the bundle's function on 

these huts with baby animals? 

In no case are predators shown near any of these huts, and in other representations 

where domestic animals are attacked by predators no reed bundles are present. Moreover, 

sheep, commonly depicted with the bundle, are, in practice, not separated into stalls apart 

from their mothers in infancy for weaning, or other protective purposes, as calves are. 

These factors mitigate against the bundle's having strong apotropaic features for sheep at 

least. The unlikelihood of Inanna as protectress of beasts is strongly suggested by two 

exceptional seals, one a Jemdet Nasr period seal, portraying a human figure seated on a 

bed or litter, before an Inanna bundle (fig. 33). Before this arrangement is a longhomed 

gazelle, apparently laid on a table in a way usually reserved for offering victims in later 

periods. The second is a seal scene in which a netskirted ~' in his kingly function, 

19 Cf. H. H. Von der Osten, Ancient Oriental Seals in the Collection of Mr. Edward T, Newell, 
Q1f 22, (1934) pl. XLI, No. 695. 
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shoots apparently wild cattle before an lnanna bundle (fig. 35). These examples, coupled 

with charred bones of domestic animals, obviously offerings in her complex, weigh 

against Inanna at this period, as a protectress of animals, a sort of formerday potnia 

theron. 

Can anything further be made of the repetition of the hut scenes with infant beasts 

emerging? In cultures whose very existence depended on animal husbandry, the recurring 

phenomenon of lambing and calving would have had far more significance than in our 

own urban culture. We can apply vague blanket terms like "fertility" to such natural phe-

nomena at several steps removed from our daily experience, but for agrarian and ani-mal 

husbanding cultures, the seasonal and cyclic nature of such lifegiving events was of more 

immediate importance. In cultures of stock-breeders, calving and lambing are, and always 

were synonymous with spring. and the entire natural reprcxluctive cycle of the year. 

But how does one portray artistically a season such as spring, an abstract concept, 

even in modern times? Manifestations of nature in spring can be represented, e.g. 

flowers, leaves or young animals. Is it possible that these scenes, in fact, portray a season 

by showing the natural cycle, and, if so, associate Inanna's bundle with the cycle and 

season of lambing and calving? This hypothesis must be raised even at this early point, 

since it will remain the burden of proof in subsequent chapters to illustrate that, after the 

Uruk•Jemdet Nasr periods at least, Inanna/Istar/Astart had definite associations with the 

spring season, as astral harbinger of the vernal equinox. 20 How does the hypothesis of 

2° For Venus as herald of the vernal equinox at certain times in her eight-year cycle, cf. 
H. C. Hostetter, "Inanna Visits the Land of the Dead: An Astronomical Interpretation", Griffith Observer 
(Feb., 1982), pp. 9 and 14, in which Hostetter says, "The astronomical interpretation (of the myth of the 
Descent of Inanna/l~tar to the Netherworld) suggests that the myth describes a 584-day synodic period of 
Venus that began with inferior conjunction shortly before the spring equinox .... Once every eight years 
(in its cycle) the planet Venus appears in the eastern sky before the first day of spring, the beginning of the 
New Year in ... Mesopotamia". In brief it may be said that during Venus' synodic revolution period of 584 
days, it presents a complete succession of its possible phases, which are recordable (and thus predictable) 
by observers, as recurring during Venus' five synodic revolutions which make approximately eight years. 
This recurrence of phases and movements over the eight year cycle makes it convenient for prediction of 
most favourable elongations. Thus "the evening star (one aspect of Venus= Inanna/l~tar) shines with 
incomparable brilliance when its greatest eastern elongation occurs around the time of spring equinox" 
C. Flammarion, The Flammarion Book of Astronomy (New York: Simon & Schuster, [1974], p. 28-72). 
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the bundle as a seasonal marker compare with other current theories? Jacobsen saw 

Inanna's bundles as manifestations of her numen. a phenomen which he described as 

follows, 

"Inanna, the numinous power of the storehouse assumed the form of 

the characteristic gatepost emblem of the storehouse", 21 

one is left uneasy with this interpretation. It fails to take into account that there are at least 

three distinctive bundle types, that reed huts held animals not stores, and that reeds 

themselves may have had, as they surely did in the historic period, magic or even seasonal 

significance, now lost to us, but inherent in the nature of the Berdi reed itself. 

Seasonal Significance 

There are a number of reasons for suspecting that the bundles may have had 

seasonal significance. For instance, though no connection is posited, modem Marsh 

Arabs handprint finished reed pillars as foci in their mudhif s, and indeed Thesiger 

observed that "at the New Year ... they adorned the pillars with small bunches of green 

reeds".22 It is entirely possible that the Inanna bundle and related bundles were special 

The elongation is nearly constant for a considerable period, and is thus a poorer temporal marker than 
inferior conjunction is. Hence Hosteller's emphasis on inferior conjunction shortly before spring equinox 
should be taken into consideration with the elongation. 

The risings and settings of Venus were certainly annotated and used for prediction of her 
movements by the Old Babylonian period, but whether this was so as early as Uruk-Jemdet Nasr. is 
unsure. In the period ca. 3200 B.C., the vernal equinox occurred in the rising of Taurus, the Bull (cf. 
W. Hartner, "The Earliest History of the Constellations in the Near East and the Motif.of lthe Lion-Bull 
Combat", JNES 24, [1965], pp. 23 ff.). He cogently argues for the concept of icons representing astral 
phenomena which coincide with earthly patterns, such as the agricultural cycle. I believe that Inanna's 
calling down of the Bull of Heaven in the Epic of Gilgame~ (cf. J. Gardner, J. Maier, Gil~amesh; 
Translated from the Sin- legi-unninni Version. (New York: Vintage, 1984), p. 156, col. iii) which has 
Early Dynastic (and possibly Uruk/Jemdet Nasr) roots, is an association of her heliacal rising with the 
advent of Taurus, marker of the vernal equinox for the period ca. 4000-2200 B.C. Hence, the Inanna-
spring association appears to be attested for the Early Dynastic, only a few centuries after the Uruk-
Jemdet Nasr period. 

If indeed Venus was observed to shine dazzlingly, at the time of the vernal equinox at certain 
points repeated every eight years, her waxing to brilliance would have been a warning of the advent of the 
vernal equinox, and spring, with all that it entails for agricultural/animal husbanding economies. Since 
Inanna was observably at least astral for this period, as demonstrated textually, her links with spring and 
the natural husbanding cycle are possible. 

2l Jacobsen, Treasures, p. 7. 
22 Thesiger, Marsh Arabs. p. 207. 
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symbolically shaped bindings, or even additions of reeds, seasonal to a time of year. 

Their application as, for example, green as opposed to mature reeds, supple as opposed to 

stiff shafts bound in distinct shapes, could similarly mark a certain season or festival. It 

may be significant that the Berdi reed is cut and usable only in August-September, as 

noted by Heyerdahl. This makes it distinctly seasonal in use, a point repeated by the 

Marsh Arabs themselves.23 Presumably its botany was the same in antiquity, so that it 

would have been cut in August and used in September in the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr period as 

well. This hypothesis of seasonal use and autumnal symbolism is put forth as a deterrent 

to unsupported conclusions such as Jacobsen's numen theory, or During Caspars' 

gatepost theory which is limited to practical use only. It also indicates the need for 

scholars to be familiar with the natural e vironment of a culture, since features such as 

seasonal greenness or pliability of reed for binding would be meaningful only to a 

marsh-dweller or inhabitant of southern Iraq. 

23 Heyerdahl, in his expeditions in the marshes of Iraq, used the reed for boatbuilding. Repeatedly 
he was told by locals that the Berdi had to be cut in August, because if cut in any other month, the reeds 
used for boats and dwellings would absorb water and lose buoyancy. Only if cut in August would it float 
for a long time (one to four years) ... "Some (Marsh Arabs) said they did not know why they cut in 
August: It was the custom .... 'In August there is something inside the stalk that keeps water away', said 
one old man. 'We have to harvest our reeds then and let them dry for two or three weeks before we use 
them"' (cf. Thor Heyerdahlr The Tims Expedition: In Search of Our Be&jnnin2s, (Doubleday, 1980]. 
pp. 15 ff.). This means that the reeds would be cut in late August and used in mid-/late September, 
precisely at the time of the date harvest and of the autumnal equinox. September is the month in which the 
maximum brilliance of Venus at certain points (maximum elongation) in her eight-year cycle heralds the 
autumnal equinox. We will note subsequently that dates are associated with lnanna/lstar, and will suggest 
that they are temporal indicators of autumn, since they ripen in September, as does the reed. While one 
cannot prove that the reed too is an autumnal indicator, it seems an unlikely coincidence that both dates 
and reeds, which reach their productivity conspicuously in that month, should not be observed to 
coincide with the regular returning brilliance of Venus. This brilliance can occur just at the autumnal 
equinox, marking the point at which Venus begins to wane in its "descent" to superior conjunction. From 
the Early Dynastic period, we have a text referring to a ritual "before the reed of Inanna of the Underworld" 
(E. Sollberger, "Uman§e Plaque de Diorite", BA 45, (1951], pp. 108 ff.), which despite its obscurity, may 
also indicate that the reed was associated with Inanna/ Istar at this point of brilliance which initiated her 
waning (" descent" ). 

The concept of the reed bundle as symbol of Inanna (Venus) heralding the autumnal equinox, is, 
despite its apparent contradiction with the appearance of spring lambs and calves, exactly a counterpart, 
since Venus also heralds the spring equinox. One cannot prove this hypothesis until a thorough 
investigation is undertaken on seasonal markers in the Near East, but it should suffice to alert scholars to 
other possible interpretations of the meaning of certain iconographic elements beyond the usual 
understandings. 
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The Question of lnanna as Venus 

We have raised the issue of whether Inanna at Uruk may have had seasonal prerogatives 

because of her historical identity with the planet Venus, which manifests its phenomena 

recurrently in certain seasons. Is there any evidence for this period that Inanna at Uruk 

was identified with Venus and could then be an astral harbinger of spring and autumn? 

For an answer, we must turn to the contemporary evidence from tablets found in the 

precinct. 

Pictographic texts of the Uruk and Jemdet Nasr periods are notoriously difficult to 

transcribe, let alone translate. Only three texts known to the writer for this period, may 

offer an epigraphic indication of Inanna's nature at Uruk. Falkenstein24 noted that two 

Uruk III texts (cf. fig. 2, ab, bottom), which he designated as offering lists, bore writings 

of the goddess' name, with the divine determinative. To these were added signs purported 

to refer to the rising and setting of Venus, the astral Inanna. The texts he quoted as 

evincing this evidence were A TU Taf. 63, No. 602, III which line records an 

dinanna(MUS)+babbar, "The Shining Inanna" and Aill.. Taf. 58, No. 606, Rev. 2, which 
' ., I, I s I refers to an dinanna(MUS).~U +U. "The Setting Inanna". The first is clearly 

dinanna(MUS)+babbar, as he suggests, and, indeed, theophoric onomastica of the 

subsequent Early Dynastic period yield several names compounded with the element 

dinanna(MUS}. babbar25 so that the "Shining Inanna" seems quite probable for the Uruk 

. III period also. Falkenstein is incorrect in reading Su +$U as the second element in his 

24 A. Falkenstein, Am p. 51 ff. 
25 Among the Early Dynastic onomastica bearing the element dinanna(M(JS}, babbar, three 

onomastic types of the Early Dynastic period are known to the writer. These are dinanna<MU~} 
babbar(u4.Jl4l "Shining Inanna"; dinanna(MUS}.babbar.bu, "Shining Inanna Lights Up" and 
dinanna(MUS}, babbar,SIG,x, "Shining Inanna ... ". These occur respectively in R.D. Biggs. Inscriptions 
from Tell Abii Salabikh. Qif 99, No. 134, col.iv, 1.4; .illul., No. 254, rev. col. ii, line land A. Deimel, 
Schultexte aus Fara, iro Umschrift Herausgegeben und Bearbeitet. II, wypoo 43, (1923), No. 39, VAT 
12606, col. vii, 1.10. It must be sttessed that the reading of the signs ainGf, MU~ and babbar in 
Falkenstein's groups are open to different interpretations because the order of signs and grammatical 
elements within each case for the Uruk/Jemdt Nasr periods are unfixed. Conceivably the signs could even 
be read "An, Inanna, Utu". 
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dinanna(MU~).~U+Su, however, since the sign which he reads as §u+Su was in fact 

SKi at this period. Until further decipherment of the Uruk texts takes place, the reading of 

SIG must remain problematic, and the "Setting Inanna" must be abandoned for lack of 

evidence at present. However, Falkenstein's "Shining Inanna" finds support in the group 

dfuanna(MUS). + babbar which occurs twice (cf. fig. _2, bottom) also on an unpublished 

contemporary offering list from W arka. 26 The writings, even if considered onomastic, 

contain the theophoric element dinanna+babbar. Dr. Antoine Cavignaux proposed to me 

that the babbar or Y4 may indicate merely a certain day, possibly a festival day of Inanna 

on which the offerings were made, but the signs with the group, (viz. g, "toward", and 

ke4, "of', respectively) suggest the objects in col.i were "X" number of pots "to/toward 

dinanna.babbar" and the final case (col. ii broken) summarized the total of objects "of 

dinanna + babbar". Accordingly, as in the case of the Early Dynastic onomastica referred 

to, babbar does seem to be an element in the divine name here rather than a festival day 

read as YA. 

These three pictographic references from Falkenstein and Cavignaux, then, point to 

the "Shining Inanna" as existing at Uruk in the Uruk III period, contemporary with the 

icons under consideration. While the evidence is slim, it is enough to suggest that an astral 

nature of Inanna existed already in the same precinct Eanna, as did the reedbundle 

pictographs and icons representing Inanna. In this event, the possibility that Inanna was 

already Venus, as in later times, is not out of the question. Its presence at the same site as 

the Inanna bundle icons may alert us to the possibility that already Inanna, as Venus, may 

have been considered herald of the vernal equinox, at her heliacal rising at certain times in 

her eight-year cycle, and to have autumnal reed iconography, possibly as herald of the 

autumnal equinox (cf. nn. 20, 23) in the same capacity. The enigmatic nature of the script 

and icons for the period preclude a definitive formulation, but suggest that Inanna was 

26 An unpublished Warka text, W 24021, obv.(?), col. i, case 6', and col. ii, case l', kindly drawn 
to my attention by Dr. Antoine Cavignaux, fonnerly of the German Archaeological Institute in Iraq. 
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already a multifaceted deity, textually exhibiting astral functions which may explain her 

infant beasts and reed bundles at one stroke. The vernal and autumnal astral roles of 

Inanna/Btar will become more evident in her icons of later periods. 

The Bundle at Temple Fa~ades: Architectural or Symbolic Element? 

For its uses emerging from the second context, at temple fa9ades, we turn to three 

representations of simplified building fa9ades which depict the Inanna bundle standing 

beside, but slightly apart from, the fa9ade itself (figs. 18, 31 and 32). A similar scene 

occurs outside Uruk on a seal from the Diyala.27 In two cases (fig. 31 and the Diyala seal) 

gazelles stand nearby and in the third (fig. 32) cattle emerge from the fa9ade. 

That these are temple f ~ades is clear from the presence in the last representation of 

nude priests bearing belt/beads as offerings, and from the presence of theriomorphic vases 

set up as votives in the scene. Related scenes may be fig. 36 (right scene) and fig. 37, in 

which nude priests also bear reed bundle arrangements to temple fa~ades or hut fa9ades. 

What use did the bundle, apparently a symbol by this stage, serve when depicted beside 

temples? The answer appears to lie in a later artefact which closely parallels these 

depictions (fig. 21). It is an Ur m terracotta from Warka depicting a temple fa9ade, 

presumably at W arka itself. It has a high central door flanked by lower side doors and 

probably, like the remains of Uruk period temple buildings at Eanna, shows cone mosaic 

decoration indicated by clay dot applique. Rising on either side of the doors are two pole-

like objects which are undeniably the cuneiform sign, dinanna(MUS). with divine 

determinative. The signs, like those on contemporary stone building deposits, 28 are in 

mirror image, recording Inanna's name. The identical position of these two signs at the 

fa9ade must surely have developed from Uruk-Jemdet Nasr depictions or architectural 

practice, indicating almost beyond doubt, that they too must have served as identifying 

marks or symbols, showing the temples to be Inanna's. It is interesting to note that in 

27 Also Frankfort, Q!f 72, pl. 80, fig. 854. 
28 Cf. C. Ziegler, Die Ierrakotten von Warka. ADEl 6, (Berlin, 1962). p. 158. 
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later periods an architectural feature, a Mir£, is named in descriptions of temples, 29 and 

one wonders whether some ancient memory of the original reed bundle form, which was 

either a real functional and/or symbolic part of the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr temple, was retained 

in later building traditions, in designation of architectural parts. 

Since artefacts of the period depict these structural-symbolic reed bundles at the 

fa~ades of temples, one may ask whether there is any evidence of them in the excavated 

temple remains. Despite their fragility, reeds have been preserved among brick layers in 

the Ur III ziggurat at Ur for example, so that traces of them could conceivably remain, if 

they were real reed bundles set up at, or built into, the temple fa~ades. An extensive 

search of the Uruk excavation reports by the writer has turned up reference to only traces 

of burnt reed bundles set into the ground in parts of Eanna, and they seem to have been 

merely fuel used in artisans' work in the temple's Jemdet Nasr workshops.30 Traces of 

reed building-reinforcements were found but unfortunately no other bundle traces remain 

to settle the issue of whether real reed bundles were set up at the temple fa~ades (much as 

they had actually been incorporated in the hut structures) or whether, during this period, 

they had become purely symbols on artefacts, in much the same way as they were 

becoming fixed symbols in the pictographs on tablets. 

The Inanna Bundle on Statuary: Symbolic Votive Use 

To what extent the bundle had become purely symbolic during this period becomes 

evident if one examines contemporary representations of a mysterious platform-like 

object, depicted on four seal impressions (figs. 38-41) and on the upper register of the 

Uruk Vase (fig.1 c, rt.). This platform-like object is shown in four of these five cases, 

set on the back of domestic animals and topped by Inanna bundles. What was this object, 

and how was it used? 

29 Cf. A. Sjoberg~. The Collection of the Sumerian Temple Hymns. Ks. 3, (Locust 
Valley, 1969), p. 200, 1. 13. 

30 Cf H. Lenzen tl.al; llYB. 16 (1960), pp. 9, 10. 
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It is fairly certain from statuettes of bulls and sheep found in the Eanna precinct,3 1 

that holes drilled in their backs served to house supports for now-vanished superstructures 

of a perishable material, such as reed or wood. This suggests that the animal statuettes, 

may also have had "platforms", like those shown in figs. 2, 38-40, affixed to their backs. 

That these platforms on the vase and seals were portable is clear from their carrying poles 

(fig.40) and from their transfer by boat (fig. 38). The "platforms" shown on animals in 

seals appear to represent the now lost "platforms" which must have been fitted into the 

holes of the statuettes from the same site. 

The observations from seals suggest that the "platform" was a portable reed and/or 

wood structure bearing Inanna bundles, of a real and possibly symbolic nature, which 

fitted onto the back of such animal sculpture. A seal impression from Uruk of this date 

depicts nude priests bearing jars in an offering scene to such a platform, topped by two 

stylized Inanna bundles,32 but lacking the animal base. Hence the platform and bundles 

could also be used as a unit alone, without sculpture, as in fig. 41. 

What was the function and meaning of this "platform" with Inanna bundle? The 

possibility of either altars or offerings is feasible, but there are better arguments in favour 

of their being offerings. Votive objects, such as vases, accompany the platform. 33 

There is no indication of offerings being brought 1Q it which one would expect if it were 

an altar. If we look at the Uruk Vase (fig.1), we find indeed that the object is placed 

subordinately to face the central female figures (priestess/goddess?), to whom offerings 

are brought The object is approached by neither priests norm but stands subordinately in 

the scene. The platform unit is also subordinated to the females and bundles of the main 

scene by the supplicatory gestures of the human(?) figures on the platform in the Uruk 

31 Cf E. Strommenger, The Art of Mesopotamia. (Munich, 1962) fig. 296 (BM 116686) and 
p. 386; H. Hall, Babylonian and Assyrian Sculptures in the British Museum, (Paris, 1928), pl. VII, 30; 
C. Zervos, L'Art de la M¢SQpotamie, (Paris, 1935), pp. 80-81; A. Parrot,~ (Paris, 1960), fig. 100. 

32 E. Schmidt, llY.B. 26/1 (1972), Taf. 41 e. 
33 Cf. fig. I, behind right c, though not depicted on our illustration. 
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Vase, far right (fig. 1, group c ). This gesture is echoed in the supplicatory gesture of the 

human atop the platform, and recurs on another artefact (fig. 39) where a lion bearing the 

platform, makes a gesture toward the large bundles, as occurs on the Uruk Vase. This 

suggests the large bundles in both scenes, and woman on the vase, rather than the 

platforms are focal. This weighs against their being altars. The above-mentioned 

portability of the "platforms", allowing the priest-king to bring them by boat (fig. 38), is a 

quality more appropriate to offerings than altars. The very multiplicity of forms (lion, bull 

and sheep bases) from the~ site and period, associated with~ goddess, is more 

suited to individual offerings than to an altar or focus of cult of one deity. Finally, the bull 

and sheep statuettes ( cf. n. 31) excavated at the site, whose bore holes appear to have 

supported such platforms, are small enough to have been personal offerings, but probably 

not to have been altars or cult ~. The animal and platform units on the seals may well 

represent these statuettes, indicating that the oore holes originally held such reed platforms, 

and that figs. 2c, 38-40 depict animal statuettes like those excavated at Uruk. 

On the Uruk Vase, where platforms bear Inanna reed bundles, what is the meaning 

of the longhaired human figures mounted on the platform of Dinka rams (fig. 1, c ), who 

seem to have parallels atop the platform of fig. 39? Since we have identified this object 

(animal base+ platform+ Inanna bundle) as a small-scale statuary offering, how can one 

explain the presence of human figures on it? The clue lies in the object borne by the first 

of the Uruk Vase figures, who can be identified as a priestess. She bears a representation 

of the pictograph ~, = lord34 the title of the priest-king of this period, the man shown in 

elaborate netskirt (partially broken), bearing offerings on the far left of the vase (fig.1, d, 

left). The platform group on the right will be seen to parallel, on small scale, the exact 

scene on the left: The lefthand group consists of offering + netskirted m + priesthood 

34 This identification was made by the writer when perusing signlists for this period. 
Independently, Strommenger had made a similar identification. (Cf. E. Strommenger, Five Thousand 
Years of the Art of Mesopotamia. [New York: Abrams, 1964], p. 385). 
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while the platform group on the right consists of offering (statuette base) + en-sign + 

priestesses. What we are dealing with is an iconic equation balanced on either side of the 

large central female figure, like a pair of symbolic parentheses. The symbolic figures on 

the right (priestesses + ram statue + m - sign) exactly equal the left group of real figures 

(priesthood + offerings + m); it is, then, a symbolic shorthand representing the entire g£t 

of dedication of a gift, via the priestly agency, for the ruler, the very event occurring in the 

lefthand scene. If this is so, it means that an abstract concept, the act of votive giving, is 

shown once in "realistic" artform (left), and once in symbolic artform (right) on the same 

vase. 

Duplication of Symbolism 

That the act of votive giving should be shown twice, in different ways, is not 

surprising, since Mesopotamian art, and indeed literature, is replete with examples of 

twinned representations of the same object or event, on the same · artefact or text. This 

concept lies at the heart of the "balanced composition", e.g. in Early Dynastic reliefs and 

in the refrain and couplet of later Sumerian and Akkadian poetry. In the Uruk vase the 

righthand platform group, then, represents the entire act of dedication of the ram-statues. 

As a composite symbol, the ram-platform-priestesses group explains the tiny scale of the 

p_riestesses' figures on top, viz. as symbols, not real people. As such, then, its Inanna 

bundle too is pan of a symbolic group, and appears to identify the dedication of the 

statuettes~ the~ fQr Inanna. Here, the blurring of the boundaries between icon and 

writing is at its most obvious, since contemporary pictographs on tablets do precisely the 

same thing, viz. identify the object, donor and divine recipient. In both pictographic 

script and iconic system, the same grammarless shorthand is used to express an abstract 

concept, viz. donation. On tablets and on the vase, the reed bundle identifies the divine 

recipient as Inanna. In force and use, there is no difference between the bundle on her 

tablets, on her vase or on her depicted votives. The independence of the symbol as a 

marker will be elaborated in the following contexts. 
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The Inanna Bundle Standing Independently with Animal Files 

The culmination in the process of detachment from the reedhut, from beside huts 

and temples, and from "platforms" on votive statuettes, is the total independence of the 

bundle, set alone beside animal files. A trough from W arka, (figs. 24, 25) illustrates best 

how the bundle became, pars pro toto, symbol of the bundle hut. On the trough ends (fig. 

25) a pair of bundles are repeated flanking two sheep, while the same bundle appears on a 

hut depicted on the trough sides and flanking a sheep file (fig. 24 ). On the ends, the 

bundle is purely a symbol or icon divorced from its building context seen on the sides, 

just as it was an icon with the "platform" statuettes above. The icon,' then, stamps the 

end scene with a shorthand expression of what is more fully expressed on the side scenes, 

apparently Inanna's association with, or authority over, sheep in her huts. 

The Inanna Bundle Standing Independently in Scenes with Priests 

Two important types of scenes include the Inanna bundle in a context where they are 

separate from huts and architecture. On some seals or seal impressions, files of nude 

priests bearing belts or jewellery, or Inanna bundle standards, are shown in procession 

by a temple fa9ade (figs. 32, 36, 37). In fig. 32, the temple is flanked by Inanna 

bundles. In figs. 36 and 37 it is not, but her bundle is carried thence. If, as assumed 

above, the bundles identify the precinct as Inanna's, the scenes must be cultic, in which 

priests bear offerings to the goddess in her temple, particularly in fig. 32. The bearing of 

an Inanna bundle by a priest with cattle herd, apparently toward a paired-ring bundle hut, 

occurs in a unique scene (fig. 36, rt.). Here the presence of the nude priest and the 

Inanna bundle borne ensure a cultic scene, although the hut is not clearly Inanna's. 

Mysteriously, figs. 36 and 37 share the figures of birds; in fig. 36 two birds above the 

bull are immediately behind the Inanna symbol and in fig. 37 they are atop the temple. 

Additionally, for this period, a bird-shaped vase (fig. 34) is shown with her bundle on a 

contemporary seal impression from Eanna. These three bird representations are the only 

ones known to be associated with Inanna for this period, and may be forerunners of her 
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birds known from later Akkadian texts, and from ]jurro-Assyrian texts and art. In 

succeeding chapters (cf. Icons N and P), we shall indicate that the goddess' birds are both 

oracular agents and manifestations of the goddess herself. This may already be true at 

Uruk, but current lack of textual evidence on the subject, at this early date, make the 

hypothesis merely possible, though worth noting. 

The Inanna Bundle Standing Independently with Priest-King and Female 

The groundwork having been laid in the above pages, the significance of the 

Inanna bundle, occurring with central female on the Uruk Vase, can now be discussed. 

In this period, one of the commonest votive scenes portrays a man, either bearing 

offerings to a woman (figs. 42-44 and similar scene fig. 45), or feeding a flock (figs. 47-

49), both scene types in the presence of the Inanna bundle. The identities of the man and 

woman of figs. 42-45 must be established separately before the bundle's significance in 

their presence, becomes apparent. 

The existence of the man in net-skirt has been alluded to~ pp. 63 ff., as the 

the priest-king of Uruk. The man's identity on the artefacts has never been clearly 

established by scholars, but independent research of the author, which points to this 

identity, may be summarized here. He cannot be a god since he is never worshipped, and, 

on the contrary, he himself is usually depicted worshipping with offerings. He neither 

wears nor carries any identifiable divine icon. His sacerdotal nature, however, is assured, 

since he bears vases and votive statuettes to the Inanna bundle or to priestesses, 

accompanies nude priests and priestesses, appears to make cultic voyages to shrines, and 

stands before shrine fa~ades, in one case anointing a priestess. But his role is dual as priest 

ill.a king, since he is also portrayed in ways usual to kings of successive millennia. He is 

depicted on a scale larger than that of the accompanying priesthood, is bearded and 

chignoned unlike the priesthood, and wears a broadbrimmed, domed crown similar to 

that worn by the later Ur III kings. His kingly activities depicted include feeding flocks 

· (figs. 47, 48), shooting wild bulls (fig. 35) and, elsewhere, lions and boar. He is armed, 
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and shoots or presides over the enemy with arms, all hunting and warring activities known 

to have been important prerogatives of Mesopotamian kings from the Akkad- to Neo-

Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods. 35 

This figure then, can be seen to be both priest and king, the whose pictograph 

accompanies his votive ram-and-platform group with Inanna bundle on the Uruk Vase. It 

has already been ascertained that this~ on the Uruk vase bears offerings, but to what? Is 

he worshipping bundles in the presence of a high priestess, or worshipping an 

anthropomorphic ~oddess accompanied by bundles? 

The Central Female Figure on the Uruk Vase: Inanna or Priestess? Symbol 

or Anthropomorphism? 

The question of the identity of the large central woman on the Uruk Vase is of extreme 

importance to the history of theology and art. It is important because, if it is demonstrably 

Inanna, it must represent one of the earliest identifiable images of a deity in western art, 

and, moreover, depicts the deity in anthropomorphic form. The issue of whether it is 

Inanna, anthropomorphically represented, is important to our entire concept of the history 

of western religion. It is commonly supposed36 that animism, the perception of the 

numinous in the elements, in creatures and in plants, and making use of natural symbols, 

precedes anthropomorphism in the history of religions. In anthropomorphism, it is said, 

natural symbols are left behind in favour of a system wherein the numinous is portrayed 

35 Compare the Narim-Sfn stela, A. Moortgat, Art of Ancient Mesopotamia. (New York: 
Phaidon, 1967), pl. 155, and depictions of ~am~i-Adad, pl. 204; A~umasirpal I, pl. 251 and the hunting 
reliefs, pis. 264-266 and figures from M~urbanipal's palace, fig. 288, where these prerogatives are 
represented. 

36 For the concept that animism and symbols precedes anthropomorphism in Mesopotamia, c[ 
Th. Jacobsen, Toward the Imaie of Tarnmuz and Other Essays on Mesopotamian History and Culture. (ed.) 
W. L. Moran, (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1970), pp. 2, 3: "These (earliest) deities are little more than 
active principles underlying certain specific forms, numinous powers for certain things to be, reeds, 
animals, birth, beer etc; they act not, they suffer not, they appear, are and vanish only.... The 
anthropomorphic forms of the gods, which eventually came to rule suprem·e, were imposed relatively late 
and supplanted the older forms slowly and only with difficulty". 
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in human form. It is implied in many histories of religion that somehow this evolution37 

was an upward one, an improvement on the animistic, symbolic stage. 

This assumption is reprehensible in its implied value-judgment outside its ancient 

context, and in its underestimation of the ancient mind to think both abstractly and 

concretely at the same time, or, indeed, to express itself in more than one form. This 

blinkered approach has led to scholarly statements typified thus: "(It is) unlikely that the 

goddess would appear at one and the same time, as a symbol and in human guise".38 We 

have already demonstrated that the is portrayed both in human and iconic-pictographic 

form on the vase, so that one may well anticipate the ancient artist's ability to portray 

anthropomorphic and symbolic forms together, not redundantly, as at first glance, but as a 

reinforcement of power. If representations of gods and icons possessed power, as we 

know they did, 39 how much more power was evoked in a duplicated variant image! 

Could Inanna, then, be shown simultaneously in iconic and anthropomorphic forms on the 

Uruk Vase? 

Turning to this important lady on the Uruk Vase, she must be considered in 

conjunction with a similar but more crudely represented figure on a number of con-

temporary seals (figs. 42-45), also from Eanna. We must assume that this lady represents 

one of four possibilities: she may be a laywoman, a priestess, a high priestess or a 

goddess, presumably Inanna, judging from the presence of the Inanna bundle beside her. 

We may omit laywoman immediately, since she is associated in the scenes with the priest-

king and with the Inanna bundle. She also receives offerings from the king, and her 

37 For implied superiority in the "evolution" of the gods in Mesopotamia, cf Th. Jacobsen, 
Treasures of Darkness, (Westford Mass: Yale UP, 1976), p. 26 where he says, " ... the earliest form of 
Mesopotamian religion was worship of powers of fertility and yield and the powers in nature ensuring 
human survival"; these supposedly abstract concepts had, he assumes evolved (first millennium) into the 
"parent metaphor" (ihig., p. 223 ff.). 

38 Cf. M. Mallowan, "Excavations at Brak and Chagar Bazar", Jrag, 9 (1947), p. 152, a 
perception endorsed by cautious scholars in successive decades. 

39 Cf. K. Adamson, "Cult Statues in the Ancient Near East". an unpublished paper. 
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massive bulk, height and centrality in the vase composition indicate that she is a woman of 

high rank. 

Many of the standard works on Sumerian art assume this woman to be a priestess, 

and, indeed, priestesses are often depicted on art of the period, especially on seals.40 The 

present writer's research has found these seal women to be clad in loose, one-pieced 

dresses and wearing long pigtails or rolled hair, they are identifiable as priestesses by their 

activities which include standing near temple fa~ades, receiving libations there, driving 

cattle to shrines, kneeling in supplication on mats before shrines, and performing daily 

activities such as weaving, dancing, drinking, delivering cows of their calves, and tending 

cattle. The latter appear to represent daily work characteristic of female temple personnel. 

Among these plainly coiffured and dressed ladies, however, there appears to have 

been an upper and a lower hierarchy, for, while the bulk bear no headdress, one recurring 

figure41 seated on a large stool, bears a brimmed hat, separating her from the other women 

like her. She receives a drink from a hatless priestess, obviously her inferior. Similarly 

on other scenes, priestesses tend and support others on latticed seats and stools. 42 From 

these depictions of servitude, we conclude that a lower, plainer rank of priestesses served 

a higher rank who wore a round, brimmed hat. The simple garment, and round hat are 

known from an Early Dynastic plaque43 to be characteristic of priestesses of rank, at a 

slightly later date. The context of the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr seals above, indicates that these 

roundhatted women were high ranking priestesses, and the Early Dynastic comparison 

tends to verify this. If the round hat and simple garment are characteristic of high 

priestessses, one should expect the figure on the Uruk vase and on the contemporary 

4° For the pigtailed/longhaired woman as priestess in temple service, cf. E. Porada, 
Mesopotamian Art in Cylinder Seals of the Piecgont Moriao Library, (New York, 1947), p. 18. 

41 E.g. H. Lenzen, l.lY.B. 18 (1962) Taf. 15a (W 19829). 
42 Cf. note 40 and L. Delaporte, CataloiJle des Cylindres Orientaux et des Cachets Assyro-

Babyloniens Perses et Syro-Cappadociens de Ia Bibliothegue Nationale. (Paris. 1910). pl. 69. No. 9 (A 
117). 

43 Cf. Moortgat, pl. 116. and the High Priestess Engeduanna of Alclcad is also portrayed 
in this way, in pl. 130, third figure from the right. 
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seals, if she was a high priestess, to wear the same apparel and hat, or if they were lesser 

priestesses, no hat. In fact the women on the seals all wear a distinctive double-homed hat 

or crown, rather than the brimmed hat of priestesses, (figs. 43-45). Since all wear this 

horned headgear and stand near Inanna bundles, they must represent the same person or 

class of persons, apparently differentiated from known priestesses by their different 

headgear. 

Having excluded this woman from the class of lesser priestesses and high 

priestesses on the grounds of different headgears, we are left with the possibility that the 

. figure on the seals is Inanna herself, but what indications are there that we are dealing 

with a deity? 

In the history of subsequent Mesopotamian art, it was standard practice to identify 

a god by 

(i) representing him in larger-than-life scale, in height and breadth; 

(ii) representing him as approached in supplication and given offerings; 

(iii) giving him insignia or icons characteristic of his powers; 

(iv) placing on his/her head the homed crown of divinity. 

The l_atter is the most diagnostic of these criteria. In the case of the Uruk Vase and Uruk 

seals, it is demonstrable that all of these criteria are present, and that they mark the figure 

as a goddess. 

Criteria Identifying the Female as a Goddess 

(i) On the Uruk Vase, the central female figure is, with her headgear, taller than the 

rest of the figures present, indicating her importance. Her central position, too, as 

terminus of the left and right directional flows of movement, makes her, rather than the 

priest-king, the focus of the composition, and makes him secondary to her. In the cosmic 

hierarchy, only a god was more important than a priest-king. It should be noted also, that 

all of the figures represented are in profile, while the female figure is shown head in profile 

and body in frontal view with both shoulders visible, to lend it mass. This emphasis on 

I 
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bulk and frontal body posture is characteristic of many gods and goddesses in the Early 

Dynastic and Ur III periods,44 though not exclusive to them. The device lends importance 

to the figure. 

(ii) The female figure in distinctive headgear is approached in supplication and given 

offerings in the scenes of the Uruk Vase and Uruk seals (figs .. I and 42-44 and a similar 

scene, fig. 45) where the brings vases. Contemporary offering lists on pictographic 

tablets list offerings brought to dinanna at Eanna, so that the intent here must be the same 

as that recorded in the offering lists. 

(iii) The presence of characteristic insignia or standards is also clear for these ladies. On 

the Uruk Vase the lady stands before the two tall reed bundles which we have 

demonstrated were both the pictogram for Inanna and the icon on her artefacts and temple 

depictions. Similarly, she stands before it in seal fig. 44. In seals figs. 42, 43 and 45, 

she stands behind the Inanna bundle grasping it symbolically. Since the bundle otherwise 

stands alone, physical support is out of the question. By this symbolic gesture she 

identifies herself with the bundle. 

(iv) The final criterion, the homed crown of divinity attested throughout the history of 

Mesopotamian art from the Early Dynastic to Neo-Babylonian periods as the diagnostic 

feature of deities,45 is the true nexus of the problem. All of the women in question on the 

seals (figs. 42?, 43-45) and the central lady on the Uruk Vase (Icon A/fig. la) wear a 

double-homed headdress. Much has been made of the fact that the front half of the 

headdress on the Vase lady has been broken away, allowing scholars to doubt that she 

wears a horned crown at all. Personal observation of the vase at close hand in Baghdad 

44 For the massive body frontality of gods and especially goddesses, cf. for example, ililil., pl. 49, 
upper register, and pis. 114, 115 and as late as Tello, pl. 186. 

45 On the dating of the homed crown, cf. R. M. Boehmer, "Die Entwi~klung der H~merlcr~ne 
von ihren Anfllngen bis zum Ende der Akkad-Zeit", Berliner Jahrbuch filr Vor-und Fruh2eschichte 7. 
(1967), pp. 273 ff. and o. White Muscarella, (ed.), Ladders to Heaven, Art Treasures from Lands of the 

(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1981), pp. 90-91 and generally, E. D. Van Buren, "Concerning 
the Homed Cap of the Mesopotamian Gods", Orientalia 12, (1943), pp. 318 ff, 
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revealed that the rear horn or curvature is distinctly present, and that it is not an implement 

over the shoulder as sometimes imagined. On the comparable seal representations (figs. 

43-45), the headgear is clearly two-horned. Since the seal figures share with the Uruk 

Vase lady the same dress, hairstyle, Inanna bundles and tall offering vases from the net-

skirted en, as well as horned crown, it is not illogical to infer that these figures all 

represent one and the same entity in homed crown. It is made more likely since they 

come from the same city and divine precinct. 

Evidence For Use of the Divine Horned Crown Before the Early Dynastic 

Period 

Objections have always been raised from many quarters that this cannot be a 

goddess identifiable by her horned crown, because it is usually assumed that homed 

crowns are not definitely known to have represented divinity before the Early Dynastic 

period. This may be countered on several points. The contemporary Jemdet Nasr levels 

from Tell Brak yielded so-called "Eye-Idols", which are illustrative of religious icons of 

the period. One of these figures represented a truncated body topped by two eyes, and 

bore on its head a double homed crown. Although the "Eye-Idols" remain obscure in 

function, 46 their unnatural form and temple findspots suggest that they have a 

supernatural significance. Can it be that, as early as contemporary Brak, their horned 

crowns indicate divinity was already being represented iconic-ally this way? At contem-

porary Tepe Y 1.hya, an Iranian centre under Mesopotamian influence, a seal dated to 3400-

3000 B.C., clearly shows gods in horned crowns.47 The symbolic use of horns in 

association also with temples, is clear from a contemporary representation from Susa 

where them, is depicted outside a temple which bears three pairs of large projecting 

46 Cf. E. D. Van Buren "New evidence concerning an Eye-Divinity" lI:ag 17 (1955), pp. 164 ff. 
and M. Riemschneider, "Augengott und heilige Hochzeit", EcaKeo zur vorieschichtlichen ReliKion 1, 
(1953), pp. 317 ff. 

47 For contemporary Elamite gods in horned crowns, depicted on a seal of ca 3400-3000 B.C. at 
Tepe Yahya, a city under strong Mesopotamian influence, cf. C. C. Lamberg-Karlovsky, "The Proto-
Elamite Settlement at Tepe Yahya", lwl 9, (1971), fig. 2A. 
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horns.48 A third point against the Early Dynastic dating for the earliest horned divine 

crowns, comes in the form of a fragmentary relief from W arka, thought to come from the 

Mosaic Temple.49 Unfortunately, published photos of these fragments are too poor for 

illustration here, but the reports describe the object as fragments of a white limestone relief 

on which can be discerned the eye, nose, hair, l2.QlQ£ and homed crown of a woman. 

Concerning the dating of the headdress, the excavator, who felt the woman was a deity of 

Uruk (presumably the Urukean Inanna) wrote: "Das ist tiberraschend bei der Art der Kopf-

bedeckung die nach meiner Kenntnis bisher noch nie so frtih festgestellt worden ist". so 

The final and most conclusive evidence of the homed crown in this period occurs 

in the pictograph of a human head bearing a double homed crown, as found on a tablet 

from contemporary Uruk51 (fig. 2, c ). The above pieces of evidence suggest fairly 

strongly that homed crowns were a mark of divinity even in the Uruk-Jemdet Nasr 

periods, from which we may conclude that the horned crown on the women of our seals, 

and on the Uruk Vase, must have denoted a goddess.52 That this goddess must be Inanna 

is indicated by her nearby bundle, which we have correlated with her pictographs as an 

identifying icon. 

If the presented interpretation of the iconography at Eanna in this period is correct, 

the Uruk Vase (fig. 1) and Uruk seals (figs. 42-45) must represent the first known 

anthropomorphic depictions of lnanna, identified as a goddess by her horned crown icon, 

and as Inanna by her nearby reed bundle. In this proto-literate period, Inanna's bundle 

then, was quasi-icon and quasi-script, a vital link between the religio-artistic and written 

record of the goddess. This link of pictogram, icon and anthropomorphic goddess makes 

48 Cf. L. LeBreton, "The Early Periods at Susa", lwl 19 (1957), fig. 20, No. 19. 
49 Cf. H. Lenzen Wl!; UY.I! 14 (1958), Taf. 42a 0N 18700/48) and p. 25. 
50 llilil .• p. 37. 
51 A. Falkenstein, AIU. No. 5. 
52 This view is supported by E. D. Van Buren, "Religious Rites at the Time of Uruk IV-III" , 

AfQ 13 (1939/4), pp. 32-45. 
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the reed bundle a diagnostic icon of Inanna already at this period in Uruk. Its contexts 

with immature animals and its time of harvest, we have suggested, may signal its use not 

simply as a doorpost on her shrine, but as an appropriate seasonal marker for spring and 

autumn. The slim textual evidence of Inanna as Venus may, indeed, present the reason 

that such a seasonal marker was used for the goddess. 

In summary then, my hypothesis is that the Uruk Vase represents the first 

unmistakable goddess in horned crown,53 that its bundle icon has semi-pictographic 

function as "textual" identification of Inanna, and that its related contexts may indicate that 

_already, she was an astral-seasonal deity, not merely a "fertility" numen. In this respect, 

she is prototypical of the long line of Sumerian Inannas and Akkadian !stars known 

textually to have these functions. She is not a "fertility" goddess, whose nature is later 

subsumed by a Semitic astral one, but rather the same deity, albeit in different 

iconography. 

53 Astronomically the planet Venus, passing through its full-crescent-new-crescent phases much 
as the moon does, takes on a homed or crescent shape. Whether this phenomenon was visible to naked-eye 
observers and particularly whether it was observed for Venus at this early date, is not yet ascertainable. No 
association of the homed crown with the crescent phases can reasonably be posited. 
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Vase of Entemena of Laga~, Sumerian. 

Early Dynastic Period, ca. 2480 B.C. (Icon B) 

The second of the identified icons is preserved on a fragment of a basalt vase 

dedicated to and depicting Inanna (Icon B). It is of the Early Dynastic period, ca. 2480-

2460 B.C., since it was dedicated by Entemena, ensi of Laga§. Its provenance is 

unknown but may be assumed to be Laga~ because of the ruler dedicating it, and because 

we know from a number of attestations that Inanna was indeed worshipped at Lagat 

Background of Inanna at Laga~ 

The names Inanna (written dMlJS) and Htar (in several variant fonns),54 used in 

onomastica, occur at Early Dynastic Lagas so that the Sumerian and Semitic name-forms 

are seen to co-exist, in private religion at least. Whether Inanna and Btar were already 

considered identical or were in the process of syncretism is not ascertainable from the 

onomastic contents. The state~ of Inanna, at least, is reasonably attested both textually 

and archaeologically since her great temple oval compound has been partially excavated at 

Lagas55 and since contemporary texts record her worship. 

Sumerian historical texts by Laga~ite kings present the claim that she, as spouse, is 

the g9ddess sanctioning their kingship, presumably by Sacred Marriage as in later 

periods. 56 Since kingship was of paramount importance to them, this claim illustrates the 

54 Her name is most commonly written dinanna<MQ$} in Lag~ite historical and votive 
inscriptions. In onomastica, three theophoric name types use the Sumerian element dinanna{MUS) but a 
surprising nwnber of sites (e.g. Fara, Abu ~alabikh, Ki§ and Laga§) employ the Semitic element~~ 
in onomastica, already in the Early Dynastic period. This proves the presence of the Semitic goddess not 
merely in peripheral areas such as Mari, but in Mesopotamia proper at several centres. There is no 
evidence as to whether Semitic Estar/ Mtar was already linked with the Sumerian Inanna, or whether she 
had temples already in Mesopotamia, since onomastica may merely reflect private worship. 

55 For the preliminary reports on the excavated Temple Oval at Laga§, cf. V. Crawford, 
"Excavations in the Swamps of Sumer", Expedition (Winter, 1972), esp. fig. 1. 

56 Eannatum of Lag~ designated himself dam,ki,aK/dinanna{MUS),ka,k~"spouse beloved by 
Inanna" (E. Sollberger, Corpus I, Ean. I; ed. E. Sollberger, IRS., p. 47, IC5a, rev.vi, 8, 9). This title 
reflects the Sacred Marriage with her, as borne out by another inscription of his, mentioning her love and 
his kingship in Lag~ and Ki§ (ililil., Eann. 2: ed. Sollberger,~ p. 58, 1C5b. We know from the later 
Isin period Iddin-Dag!n Sacred Marriage hymn to Inanna (W. H. R()mer, Sumerische 'Koniishymnen' der 
Isin-Zeit [Leiden, 1965]), that en-ship and kingship were concomitant blessings resulting from the Sacred 
Marriage. 
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goddess' power in this city. This high status is supported by a number of offering lists 

recording animals, foodstuffs and festivals for the gods of Laga~, among them a form of 

Inanna called Inanna- or Lady-of-Ibgal,57 Ibgal being her great temple compound. 58 It is 

interesting to no_te that, in these documents which reflect the state- ( or here city-state) 

religion, Inanna receives numbers of offerings second only to Bau and Ningirsu, the great 

city-gods of Laga~.59 Her popularity was also high with the common people, though 

state and popular cults do not always harmonize this way. This is attested in her elevated 

position in onomastica, second only in popularity to Bau and Ningirsu. 60 Tabulations of 

these offering and onomastic results are the distillation of analyses by the writer, extracted 

from a much broader base of offering lists. Inanna's popularity and rank are reflected also 

in the extensive temple oval lbgal identified and partially excavated by the Americans. 

Given the importance at Laga~ of Inanna of Ibgal ascertainable from these sources, 

what do we know of her~ there from text sources? Confusingly, at least two forms 

of Inanna were attested in the offering lists, the major one being Inanna of Ibgal, who had 

her own large temple compound, possibly shared with Enki, god of the subterranean 

5 7 Late Early Dynastic offeringlists from Lagd record the Lagafae pantheon. Offerings to 
Inanna of Ibgal include sheep, goats, fish, oil, wine, milk etc. (e.g. A. Deimel, "Opferlisten". Orientalia 
28 (1928), p. 52, No. 50 (DD 57). Both lnanna and Inanna of Ibgal receive offerings and have a festival 
day, or accompany the chief Laga§ite deities Ningirsu and Nank (Deimel, Orientalia 28 [1928], p. 29, No. 
1: TSA l; No. 20: Nile. 23 and No. 21: DP 47). Other texts (ihi'1. No. 53: DP 43) simply give her 
name "Inanna", apparently another form of the goddess not linked with Ibgal, and, when thus unqualified, 
she ranks fourth to seventh in the pantheon. This may be inferred from comparative quantities of 
foodstuffs offered. When qualified as Ibgalite, she ranks second or third, indicating the importance of the 
Ibgalite Inanna 

58 Crawford, Expedition (Winter, 1972), esp. fig. 1. 
59 A number of Laga!ite offering-lists (e.g. Deimel, Orientalia 28, No. 21 = DP 47) place 

Inanna, when qualified as "of Ibgal", between, or with Ningirsu and Nan§e, two chief gods of the city. 
60 These onomastica are theophorically compounded with Enlil, Su'en, Nanse etc., so that one 

can calculate, on a relative percentage base, the popularity of each god, as attested in the use of his name in 
the onomastica. Onomastica thus record popular cult as opposed to state cult, in the Lagas region. The 
result of these tabulations by the writer from twelve publications of offering lists or economic documents 
from Early Dynastic Lagas rank Bau with 26%, Ningirsu with 16%, Inanna/l!tar with 9% then Ezinu, 
Nan~ and Enki with 8-7% and so on. Here she ranks third, after Bau and Ningirsu, the stategods. An 
example is the count from M.I. Hussey. Sumerian Tablets in the Harvard Semitic Museum, Chiefly from 
the Rei~s of Luialanda and Urukaiioa of Lagash, HSs. III, Pt I, where Bau has 20, Ningirsu 10, Inanna, 
Nanse and Utu tie with 8 each. 
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abyss. 61 A lesser Inanna, written with no qualificative, merely had a shrine in the temple 

of the goddess Nan~e,62 and nothing is known of her nature/natures. In offering lists a 

second and third place of worship are also given, a Laga~ite Eanna, presumably a cult 

borrowed from Uruk,63 and an Ibgal,64 her chief temple. What is known of the inter-

relation of these precincts and of the form or forms of Inanna worshipped at Laga~? Do 

they harmonize with the depiction of her on our vase fragment under consideration? 

Natures of lnanna at Laga~: Sexual 

Her manifestations will be seen to be manifold as revealed in the literary and 

historical texts of the period. The implications of the historical text assertions of her 

sanctioning kings as her spouse65 are that Inanna had a sexual role here exercised in the 

Sacred Marriage, an institution well-attested throughout Sumer66 in the Early Dynastic and 

61 A number of texts recording a festival of Inanna in her temple, where various gods have 
shrines, places Inanna of lbgal and Enki apparently as a pair, at the head of a standardized list of seven 
subordinate gods (Deimel. Orientalia 28, No. 1: TSA 1; No. 16: RTC 47 and No. 17: DP 53). 

62 A priest of Inanna of Nan.k ki is known from a yearname recording his call to office 
(M. Nikolsk.ii, Drevnosti Vostocnyja. I (1908-1915), p. 5, No. 2, viii, 10; Inanna (without the Ibgal 
qualifier) stands sixteenth on a list of offerings made at the drinking place in ~lei (Deimel, Orientalia 
28, No. 1: TSA 1). 

63 A cone of Enannatum (C. J. Gadd, L. Legrain, llE.I. I, Pt. II, No.2; Ed. llE.I I, Pt. I, No. 2) 
says, "For Inanna of lbgal, Enannatum built the lbgal; [he made] Eanna [surpassing] over all lands; 
Uruinimga, in a tablet listing temples of Lagas says, "The lb(gal) of Eanna of Inanna has been set to the 
torch ... " (F. Thureau-Dangin, "La Ruine de Shirpourla (Lagas) sous la Regne d' Ouroukagina", RA 6 
(1907), p. 29. Texts of contemporary kings of Uruk (e.g. Lugalkini§edudu) record Inanna's cult at Early 
Dynastic Uruk also as Eanna (e.g. A. Goetze.," Early Kings of Kish", Ks. 15 (1961), p. 105. We have 
noted lnanna's cult in Eanna at Uruk already in the Uruk-Jemdet Nasr period some five hundred years 
previously, which suggests that Early Dynastic Eanna's outside Uruk are probably offshoots from that 
earlier centre. 

64 lbgal appears in offering ists (cf. n. 50 above); Deimel. Orientalia 28, No. I.: TSA l; No. 20: 
Nile. 23; No. 47: DP 45: No. 50: DP 157) and in personal names, e.g. Hussey, HS£ 4, No. 41, obv. 1:6 
(dinanna ib pl}. 

65 Eannatum of Lag~ on his Vulture Stela (E. Sollberger,~ I, Ean. I, ed. Sollberger IRS. 
p. 47, 1C5 a, col. vi, 8, 9) gives his title as "spouse beloved by lnanna", and Enannatum I @ilil., En. I, 10 
(Nail Al); ed. IRS lC6b1; 10, 11) was mu ni sM,.l/ dinanna<MOS} ka "named by Inanna" viz., called to 
the office of king by her, a deed recorded in other contemporary city states and in later texts of most 
periods, since election to kingship was one of her prerogatives, though not always exclusively hers. 

66 Numerous Sumerian texts relating to certain aspects of the Sacred Marriage between Inanna and 
the king have been published (e.g., S. N. Kramer, "A Sumerian Document with Microscopic Cuneiform", 
Expedition I/III (1959), 2 ff; "Inanna and ~ulgi: A Sumerian Fertility Song", lwl 31 (1969), 18-23; 
S. Kramer, H. Kizilyay .e.ul.;. "Five New Sumerian Literary Texts", Be11eten 16 (1952), p. 360 ff.; in 
most of these texts, she is given a sexual role as JllLiii, hierodule although she may simultaneously be 
the astral Venus, as in the lengthy and detailed account of all the steps in the Sacred Marriage ritual, 
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Ur III/lsin-Larsa periods. The Sacred Marriage is not, to my knowledge, attested in any 

other textual evidence from Lagas of this date, and is not obvious in the vase fragment. 

Warlike-Chthonic 

Her second nature at Early Dynastic Lagas appears to be warlike, because her 

warrior name dnin. kur.kur.ra, "Lady of Lands", occurs in onomastica and on votive 

inscriptions. Indeed, this nature is attested textually at many other Early Dynastic sites 

such as Ur, Fara and Abu Salabikh, and is firmly established for her at this period. From 

Lagas, an inscription on bricks and stones mentions e.an.na.kur.kur.ra, "Eanna of the 

lands" and both kinds of objects were dedicated to dinanna.ib.~al, so that Eanna and Ibgal 

are associated. The American excavations uncovered in situ in the large temple oval 

inscribed foundation stones of Enannatum which identify this temple at Lagas as e.an.na 

kur.kur.ra. "Eanna of Lands", also dedicated to dinanna.nin.kur.kur.ra. "Inanna Lady of 

lands". From this we know that a shrine~ (presumably Urukean in origin) existed 

in the larger temple oval, identifiable from these dedications as lb.pl. That the temple 

name and divine epithet, dnin.kur.kur.ra mention - kur,kur,ra, "Lands", implies that in 

Ibgal she was the warlike Inanna;67 this is known from contemporary texts where kings 

invoke her in war, and from later texts in which dinanna.kur.kur.ra is !Star ~a matati68 

(Akkadian translation) in contexts of an indisputably warlike nature. Her jurisdiction over 

"lands" refers to conquest of foreign lands. 

preserved in the Isin period Iddin-Dagan nymn to Inanna-Dilbat (Venus) published by Romer, SKIZ. In 
addition to ROmer's full study, two works by Kramer are standard studies of the various genres that make 
up the text corpus for the Sacred Marriage: cf. his "Cuneifonn Studies and the History of Literature", 
Proceediois of the American Philoscmhical Society 107 (1963), pp. 490 ff. and his The Sacred Marriaie 
Rite: Aspects of Faith, Myth and Ritual in Ancient Sumer, (Bloomington and London, 1969). 

67 On the existence of a warlike Inanna at Ibgal and of a separate uncharacterized Inanna at Lagd, 
cf. M. Lambert, "Notes d'Archeologie et d' Epigraphie Sumerienne" RA 42 (1948), pp. 191 ff. 

68 An Old Babylonian copy of an earlier Ur III(?) liturgical text shows Inanna/l!tar (syncretized 
with Aruru and Nani) as iaSan kfurl,kur,ra.k4:,4,_be-let ma-ta-a-ta and as mu-ab-bi-ta-tim sa-di-e be-let ma-
1'l:lim.... "destroyer of mountains, lady of lands," ( cf. C. Frank, Kultlieder. No. 7, obv. 1: 1 and 1: 14 
repectively). Compare n. 77 regarding the later Neo-Assyrian Istar in the month ulw.u.. specified as .u.lJl.w. 
h distar baet matati, "Month Uliilu of !star, Lady of Lands". 
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Accordingly, it should not be surprising to find a warlike Inanna, presumably of 

lbgal, on the Laga~ vase. Although no textual descriptions of her weapons are known to 

me from Early Dynastic Lagas owing to scarcity of material, they are attested in 

onomastica and votive inscriptions from contemporary sites such as Abu Salabikh, Fara, . 
and Ur, mainly naming her weapons as the bow and throwing stick. 69 Her warlike 

nature at Ibgal is, however, witnessed by an Early Dynastic literary text in the form of a 

riddle 70 apparently from the time of Enannatum I, which lists towns of Mesopotamia and 

their symbols. One town is recorded as having as its (chief) deity a god called 

Pisansangunu, who is identified as ens'i.~al dinanna, "great ensl (administrator) of 

Inanna". Pisansangunu is believed to be the god Nergal71 who was linked with her also 

at Mari and Sippar in the Old Babylonian period72 and in Eanna at Uruk in the Neo-

69 Early Dynastic onomastica point to an armed Inanna in a number of sites of the period. A 
Fara text records the personal name dinanna<MUS} tuK SUB,urudu. "Inanna-Who-Wears-the-Metal-
ThrowioK-Stick" (A. Deimel, II, No. 60, VAT 12503, vi, line 6) and there is a personal name from 
Nippur, dsuB,kalam ma,"Throwing-Stick-of-the-Land" (A. Goetze, "Early Dynastic Inscriptions from 
~ippur", KS 23 (1970), pp. 46-47, text 8 N-4, line 1). Abii ~alibikh also yielded the name zabalam 
(SUBA,UNUQ),ban,ku.la, "The-One-Who-Bears-the-Pure-Bow-in-Zabalam (lbzeb)", Zabalam being a 
major temple site of Inanna at this period (R. D. Biggs. Inscriptions from Tell AbQ SalAbikh. Q!f 99, 
pp. 45 ff. line 51). These references support the warlike nature of lnanna ascertained from contemporary 
votive and historical texts of the period, and from later texts referring to the Early Dynastic, and specify her 
weapons precisely. They indicate that the warrior Inanna was already well established in a number of 
sites in south-central Mesopotamia in this period. The text from Nippur is important on two counts: it 
proves textually that an anned Inanna existed in Nippur, as we have inferred independently from the 
important vase fragment from the lnanna Temple, depicting a warlike goddess (fig. 52), which is almost 
identical with the warlike, identified Inanna of the Laga! vase fragment here (Icon B). Additionally, this 
name indicates a pattern of thought already noted in the Uruk Vase discussion, whereby the icon of the 
deity (here the throwing-stick, there the reed bundle) could accompany the anthropomorphic form of the 
goddess, and could also stand independently, representing her. Her warlike nature (an abstract concept) is 
here graphically represented as a divinized weapon of war (a concrete symbol), the immanent and concrete 
representing the transcendent and abstract 

70 Cf. R. D. Biggs, "Presargonic Riddles from Laga§", lliE.S. 32, (1973), p. 29, text 2H-T25, 
col. iv, lines 7'-9'. 

71 1Jili1,, pp. 32 ff. 
72 Also in the Old Babylonian period, Istar at Mari is associated with Nergal in her hypostasis 

dHtar-ErrakaI (cf. Nakata Ichiro, Deities in the Mari Texts; A Complete Inventory of all the Infonnation on 
w Deities Found in the Published Old Babylonian Texts. (Ph.D. Diss., University Microfilms, Ann 
Arbour, 1974), pp. 154 and 297). On Erralcal as a divine figure associated with Nergal (cf. E. Weidner, 
"Altbabylonische Gl)tterlisten" Archiv filr Keilschriftforschun~ 2, ( 1924/5), p. 17 and J. J. M. Roberts, 
The Earliest Semitic Pantheon· A Study of the Semitic Deities attested in Mesopotamia before Ur III, 
(Baltimore and London , 1972), p. 27. 
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Babylonian period.73 The context of the riddle is enigmatic since ensi's are normally 

earthly administrators, but the link is sufficient to note that Inanna is linked with the dread 

god Nergal, god of plague and destruction, also a chthonic god. 74 Since the name 

Pisansangunu is short for pisan.sanga.unugkiunueki being Uruk, Nergal's link with her 

must be in the Urukean Eanna shrine within lbgal. At Laga~ and several other sites of the 

period, Inanna is clearly given chthonic epithets,75 so that her chthonic link with Nergal 

is explicable at Laga~ too. This link to the destructive and chthonic god in lbgal underlines 

73 Cf. A. T. Clay, Neo-Babylonian Letters from Erech. Yale Oriental Series III, (1919), No. 
91:7. 

74 On Nergal the Babylonian chthonic and plague god, cf. E. Von Weiher. Der Babylonische Gott 
~ . AQAI 11, Neukirchen-Vluyn, (1971). Nergal is the Mesopotamian equivalent of the West 
Semitic Re§ef, with whom ~§tart is linked on our Qudsu/A~tart icons. For Re§ef, cf. D. Conrad, "Der 
Gott Reschef', ZAYi.. 83, (1971), pp. 157-183. 

7 5 Her chthonic nature is attested at Lagd in the personal name of Uman!e's son, 
mu.inanna(MUS) .KUR .ta . which parallels a name from Fara with divine determinative 
dinanna(MUS).[K]UR.X.ta, the former translating probably as "Name-of-Inanna-(coming)-from-the-
Netherworld" (L. Heuzey, "La Construction du Roi Our-Nina", RA 4 (1897]. p. 108, top right) . The 
Sumerian KUR is both mundane land or mountains and a name for the Underworld. Directional suffixes 
("to, in, from") on Kil& suggest it is a specific place to which, and from which, Inanna goes, or in which 
she acts. In lnanna's Early Dynastic temple at Nippur was found a votive plaque dedicated to 
dinanna.(MU~).edin, "Inanna-of-the-Netherworld" (H. V. Hilprecht, Old Babylonian Inscriptions Chiefly 
from Nippur, BE I, Pt. II, 1896, No. 94, 1.1). A number of onomastic types from several sites link her 
with rn, the Netherworld, e.g. dinanna,AN,KUR,INIM,MA.SU$. "Inanna-Whose-Word-Is-
Devastation(?)-in-Heaven-and-Underworld" (R. Jestin, 845, F+, col.iii, line 3'); dinanna,KURJe. 
"Inanna-(goes)-to-the-Netherworld" (ilwi. 80, col. iii. line 2); dinanna.KUR,ki,eniJlr,db. "Inanna-of-the 
Netherworld-where-the-Abyss-is-Built" (.ililil., 845, F+, col. i. line 2); dnin,inanna.KUR, "Lady-Inanna-of-
the-Netherworld" (A. Deimel, Eam II, No. I, Vs. iv, line 29); dinanna X KUR,ki , "Inanna ... (in) .. . the-
Place-of-the- Netherworld(?)" GJilil., No. 56, col.ii. line 4). Moreover, she bears the designation filkil. 
dinanna,u~amu'sen, "The-Young-Woman-Inanna-is-An-Aribu-Bird" (viz. raven) r A. Deimel, .EaDl II, No. 18, 
vs. i. line I; cf. also A. Sjoberg, SilL No. 40, p. 47, line 513, and notes p. 144). "Ari bu" denotes a 
crow, raven, a type of underworld denizen and bringer of bad omens in battle and dealer of death ( cf. A. 
Falkenstein,"Swnerische Religi0se Texte: Enki und die Weltordnung", ZANE 22 [1964), pp. 109 ff., esp. 
lines 432,433). Her identification as a "crow" may in tum be connected with the constellation wmu!en, 
"Corvus", whose first visibility in the middle ring of heaven (ring of Anu) coincides with Joanna's month 
Uiw.u (cf. B. L. Van der W aerden, "Babylonian Astronomy II: The Thirty-Six Stars", INES. 8, 1949, pp. 
10 ff.). That Venus stood in/near Corvus, and was hence identifiable with it, is possible, since we know 
from a Neo-Assyrian copy of a list of stars that "Venus was identified in the various months of the year" 
with a number of stars and constellations, (T. J. Pinches, "The Goddess !§tar in Assyro-Babylonian 
Literature", fS..8A 1909, p. 25). For example, Venus in the month Ah is Ban (the Bow); in~. Venus 
is lw,i (Capricorn, the Goat); in Mm:, Venus is Kll6 . the Fish. Although this list preserves all twelve 
months, not including one for Corvus, there were many different local traditions of naming months for the 
rising of particular stars or constellations which could allow for such a variant. As irihil then, she is 
chthonic an~ possibly astral. 
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both her chthonic and warlike natures at Laga§. Her destructiveness is also attested in an 

Early Dynastic personal name from Fara viz., "Inanna-is-the-Anzu-bird".76 The Anzu-

bird was a malevolent and destructive bird responsible for stealing the Tablets of Destiny 

in the Anzu Epic,77 and its application to Inanna classes her as destructive, stormy and 

malevolent. 

Astral Nature 

The Lagas texts are also interesting in their indication of Inanna as a~ astral 

goddess. During this period she is attested in several other cities as dmul viz, "divine 

Star" ,78 and frequent mention is made of her shining nature as dinanna.babbar79 as it was 

at Uruk in the preceding period, but the astral references from Lagas are not transparent, 

which requires some explanation. 

Early Dynastic Lagas is noteworthy in its use of a calendar, whose dates were 

recorded in year/date names, particularly on offering lists. From this calendar, one date 

name in a wagelist80 mentions itu mul. babbar sa~.e.ta. sub.a.a, "month in which the 

shining star descends from its top". We have noted above that other Early Dynastic cities 

attest to both babbar and mul as terms for Inanna at this time, and since descending is a 

characteristic of Venus who was historically lnanna/lstar, this month name may well ref er 

to Inanna as Venus. Three economic texts known to me from Early Dynastic Lagas81 

76 A. Deimel, Em II, No. 18, col. i, line 5. 
77 On Anzu, cf. D. 0. Edzard, "Enmebaragesi of Kish", ZANF 19, (1959), 16 ff.; C. Wilcke, 

Das Luialbandaepos. (Wiesbaden, 1969), pp. 60 ff.; T. Fish, "The Zil-Bird". Bulletin of the John Rylands 
Library 31 (1948), 162-171; I. Filhr-Jaeppelt, Materialien zur Ikonoi[aphie des LQwenadlers Anzu-
Imduiu4 (Munich, 1972). 

78 For dinanna mul, "Inanna-the-Star", cf. A. Deimel, Eara II, No. 69 (unregistered fragment 
related to No. 69), lines 18-19). 

79 Early Dynastic onomastica from Fara and Abu Salabikh record astral names of Inanna 
including dinanna,babbar£114Ji.:11 "Shining-lnanna" dinanna,babbar,bu, "Shining-Inanna-Lights-Up" cf. 
R. D.Biggs, Inscriptions from Tell Abii Salabikh. Qif 99, No. 134, col.iv, line 4; ililil., No. 254, rev. 
col. ii, line 1. · 

80 Text: M. Nikolsk.ii, Drevnosti Vostocnyja I, (1908-1915), p. 5, No. 2, viii, 10. 
81 D. Myrman. Sumerian Administrative Documents from the Second Dynasty of Ur, .B.E III, Pt. 

I, Nos. XXXIX, 6; LXXV, 3; CXVII, 43 . 
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name the month KIN.dinanna(MU$). In subsequent periods, there was a Semitic 

tradition of naming a month KIN.dlnanna.82 In the Ur III period, texts from Sulgi's reign 

attest to a festival of Inanna and An in Nippur, called the ezen.KIN. dinanna, "Festival of 

the Journey(?) of Inanna" held in the palace, and involving "entry" of the king.83 If all of 

these months are one and the same, in the Laga~ite case, they may refer to the astral setting 

of Venus at superior conjunction and may equate the descending (sub.a.a) with 

journey(?), KIN, viz. from heaven into the underworld during her astral invisibility, much 

as Hostetter interpreted the mythic "Descent" of Inanna/Btar as her astral setting and 

disappearance84 in form of an underworld journey. 

If our hypothesis is correct, that Inanna had a month at Laga~ named for her 

descent from her zenith, is there any indication what month this could be? The practice of 

naming a month KIN, dinanna possibly "Journey(?) of Inanna", existed already in the Ur 

III period and continued subsequently in the Old Babylonian period85 and Neo-Assyrian 

times, when she had the Semitic monthname, uliilu Sa di§-tar belet matati (kur,kur), "Uliilu 

of Htar, Lady of Lands".86 The coincidence of the name "Btar, Lady of Lands" with the 

82 R. Labat, Un Calendrier Babylonien des Travaux des Si~es et des Mois, Bibliothegue de 
l'Ecoie des Hautes Etudes. 1ve Section: Sciences, Historiques et Philologiques 321, (Paris, 1965), pp. 
23 ff. 

83 T. Fish. The Behrens Collection of Sumerian Tablets in the Manchester Museum, Manchester, 
1926, text TRU 323. The word KIM has a number of meanings, among them "labour" and "journey", so 
that the interpretation "Journey of lnanna" is only one of several possible. 

84 H. C. Hostetter, "Inanna Visits the Land of the Dead: An Astronomical Interpretation", 
Griffith Observer, (Feb. 1982), pp. 9 ff. 

85 For the Ur Ill and lsin period month KIN dinanni there are attestations of a festival of this 
month, the sixth and seventh month, in Nippur (cf. B. Landsberger. Der Kultische Kalendar der Babylonier 
und Assyrer. LSs. 6/1-11, 1915, pp. 22, 32, 33) although Landsberger felt that the meaning of KIN was 
related to oracle-giving, rather than to her descent, without stating why. For the Semitic Old Babylonian 
period, a month named~ diha[ is also known, exactly parallelling the Sumerian one (cf. F. X. Kugler, 
Sternkunde und Sterndienst in Babel, Assyriologische, Astronomische und Astralmythologische 
Untersuchungen, [Milnster, 1924]), p. 241. 

86 For the Neo-Assyrian period month, ululu sa dis-tar belet matati, cf. Kugler, .s.sJl II, p. 241 
and Labat, Calendrier Babylonien, pp. 197 ff., No. 105:6 while naming of the month as !§tar's is known 
from K. 2049, line 6 (IV R. 33). In this period, an akinl festival of Htar (not in this case the New Year 
wru.ul was celebrated on the 17th of Ulwll on one occasion. The identification of the month with ~tar 
was so strong that in the astral text known as Astrolabe B, the festival of the heliacal rising of the 
Bowstar, (normally in the month Ab), was transferred to the month Uli1lll because of the Bowstar's 
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Sumerian Laga~ite name of Inanna as nin,kur.kur.ra. "Lady of Lands" in Ibgal, may, 

then, point retrospectively to the Laga~ite Inanna as essentially the same goddess whose 

Old Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian counterpart had a month named .ll!fil.y_. In fact, 

although common practice at Laga~ in this period was to base month names on the 

agricultural cycle or on Laga~ite gods, a rarer group of names from the reigns of 

Lugalanda and Uruinimgina names one month (either the seventh or eighth) as the month 

dinanna(MUS).din~ir.mu, "Inanna is my deity"87 without further qualification. This 

period basically spans September-October, the equivalent of the Semitic month Uliilu. 

Although the planet's setting could occur in several different months during its eight-year 

cycle, it does recurrently reach maximum brilliance in September/October just prior to its 

setting _and gradual disappearance at superior conjunction. We have no astronomical texts 

from this period, but the texts mentioned give a reasonable indication that astral 

observations of Venus as lnanna at Lag~ may well have centred on her September-

October autumnal descent when it recurred. This interest in her descent would also 

dovetail nicely with the above-mentioned chthonic reference to Inanna with Nergal, if the 

astral descent and journey to the chthonic regions were seen mythically as one and the 

same. The autumnal month of lnanna may also reflect the suggested September pericx:i of 

Inanna's reed bundle mentioned for Icon A at Uruk. 

Iconography of the Vase Fragment 

The preceding background is given as preparation for discussion of the icon with 

which we are concerned, the Laga~ vase relief, which can be understood only in relation to 

the texts given above. The relief figure of the goddess on it was long ago identified by 

Van Buren88 as Inanna, but the separate publication of inscription and representation, as 

manifestation as !§tar in Elam and Babylon. (Cf. F. Thureau-Dangin, "Le Rituel du Temple d'Anu a 
Uruk", Rituels Accadiens. [Paris, 1924], pp. 113-114). 

87 For the Early Dynastic Laga§ite month name dinanna,dingir,mu, "1nanna-is-my-Deity", cf. 
Kugler, SSB. II. p. 211. 

88 Cf. E. D.Van Buren, "Fish Offerings in Ancient Mesopotamia", lra'l 10, (1948), p. 109. 
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is commonly the case, led to many conflicting identifications by scholars. On the grounds 

that the goddess holds a sprig of vegetation, she was assumed to be a vegetation goddess 

such as Nisaba or Nan~e. The figure can however be identified by its accompanying 

textual reference to Inanna, and by its iconography, as we shall discover. 

The figure is seated on a throne/chair (traces of which remain), with arms in profile 

and body and face represented frontally. The left hand is clenched fist-like against the 

breast and the lowered right bears vegetation. The face is broad and calm, with the large 

features typical of Sumerian art for this period, while the body gives the impression of 

massiveness through frontality. This pose and style of representation are not unique to 

Inanna at this time, since a number of other gods and goddesses share these features. Nor 

is it unique to this period, since frontality and mass previously occurred in the Uruk Vase. 

It also occurs with other deities in the Ur III period, for example.89 In this sense, the 

divine figure here forms a stereotypical physical image, almost like a cut-out, to which 

various accoutrements are applied by the iconographer, according to the god he wishes to 

depict. The various accoutrements form a series of clues to the identity of the deity which 

reinforce the inscription. The iconographic elements, even without inscription, tell the 

viewer which god is intended. 

Let us turn to the individual iconographic elements applied to the basic figure. 

These include flowing hair and a heavy garment draping the body, an important homed 

crown, three pairs of objects sprouting from the shoulders and a sprig of vegetation in the 

lowered hand. Each of these requires comment. The homed crown in its different 

manifestations is well-known as a diagnostic feature (cf. figs. 53, 54) identifying gods, 

although not all gods, certainly by the Early Dynastic period.90 In Icon B, the crown 

89 E.g. A. Moortgat, A.AM, pis. 186, 189. 
90 Cf. n. 44 for Boehmer and Muscarella's dating of the homed crown to the Early Dynastic, 

generally assumed to be its first appearance, but on pp. 27 ff. of this dissertation the writer suggests 
evidence of protoliterate use of homed crowns. For the theme in the Akkad and subsequent periods, cf. 
E.D. Van Buren, "Concerning the Homed Cap of the Mesopotamian Gods", Orientalia 12 (1943), pp. 318-
327. 
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bears a tiny superimposed face, presumably a divinity in crescent crown, and four objects 

projecting from its little shoulders. These have been identified as "vegetation"91 but they 

could equally be arrows, judging from contemporary and later monuments. This type of 

crown was borne by a number of gods during this period without recognizable 

discrimination, so it merely ensures that we are dealing with a divinity here. The feature 

recurs, however, on two probable Inanna representations from her contemporary Early 

Dynastic temples at Mari (fig. 54) and at Nippur (fig. 52). The former appears to be an 

unveiling Inanna and the latter an armed Inanna. 

Returning to the Laga.s figure, beneath this crown emerge looped and flowing curls 

in great double masses over the shoulders. Again, a number of goddesses have massed 

hair in the Early Dynastic and later periods, but it is noticeably a characteristic of Inanna/ 

Btar on her identified icons (e.g. the heavy hair of the Uruk Vase figure though seen in 

profile, or the flowing curls of Btar on Akkad seals where the hair is so important that it 

is portrayed as spreading across her wings! [Icon D]). Verbal descriptions of the goddess 

from texts often metaphorically describe her hair as lapis lazuli (viz. dark) or as lettuce.92 

In our representation the hair flows down over a heavy, apparently one-piece 

garm~nt with distinctive fold, from which the left arm emerges. An almost identical dress 

was worn by Inanna on the Uruk Vase (Icon A) and by the probable armed Inanna on the 

plaque fragment from her Early Dynastic temple at Nippur mentioned above (fig. 52). A 

similar garment is worn by a number of Early Dynastic deities, 93 including male gods, but 

9l Cf. M.-Th. Barrelet, "A. Propos d'une Plaquette Trouvee a Mari: AO 18962", 29, 
(1952), p. 286. 

92 The luxuriant locks of Inanna/lstar are often described in later texts, e.g. R. Jestin "Textes 
Religieux Sumeriens", RA 35 (1943), pp. 165 re SRI 9, pl. XXV-XXVII, a hymn to Inanna, obv. 2: "µi 
battle lnanna ... , (her) hair (is) abundant, (her) foot firm, (her) eye ... ". Peculiar vegetal metaphors recur in 
Sumerian literary texts to describe divine hair, e.g. Er~gal, Queen of the Underworld is said to have hair 
like leeks (S. N. Kramer, fAfS. 107, [1963], p. 512, line 232) and lnanna's hair is described as elaborately 
coiffured, (also in plant imagery), in an Ur III Inanna hymn /lovesong from the Sacred Marriage (ililil., text 
N.3560 + N.4305), obv. 1, lines 1, 2, 5-8: "My hair is lettuce, [planted?] by the water; it is wwm-lettuce 

· [planted?] by the water; he has made my hair into(?) a ... ; he has piled up its small locks(?); my attendant 
arranges it, the attendant (arranges) my hair which is lettuce, the most favoured of plants". 

93 Cf. P. Amiet, Art of the Ancient World, (New York, Abrams, 1970), figs. 71, 72, 78, 81, 82. 
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it must be said that in these examples the goddesses wearing it may even be Inanna, as 

yet unidentifiable. For the present, its use also on male deities, suggests it is simply a 

gannent of divinity. 

Two particularly distinctive icons on the figure however, merit special discussion, 

namely the paired objects on her shoulders and the vegetation in her hand; the two should 

be discussed together, since misleading statements have long been put forth about this 

figure, based on a mistaken association of the two types of objects. It is· often assumed 

that the three pairs of objects rising from her shoulders are sprigs of vegetation,94 simply 

because she holds vegetation in her hand. It should be stated categorically that these are 

not vegetal icons, but battle maces, for several reasons: the handheld vegetation is no 

guarantee of a "vegetation" goddess since an Akkad period seal (fig. 55) depicting a 

warlike Htar clearly shows her with shoulder weapons .aru1 a sprig of vegetation which 

suggests a cluster of ripe dates in her lowered hand. This undeniable coupling of 

vegetation motif on the Laga~ vase and on the figure in the Akkad seal, whose image is 

that of the armed Htar, should lead us to wonder whether the objects on the Laga§ figure 

might not be weapons also. 

Few publications show the paired objects in detail, but some enlargements show 

beyond doubt not vegetation but the knoblike end and even basal ring of the battle mace 

(fig. 56), a type of mace well attested later in the Akkad and subsequent periods for the 

warlike Btar ( e.g. figs. 57-58). Even in this period, a lion-ornamented mace was 

dedicated to Inanna in a temple, believed to be hers, at contemporary Khaf aje, and others 

were dedicated in her temples at Early Dynastic Mari.95 These emphasize the importance 

94 Many standard histories of Mesopotamian art make this assertion, e.g. Moortgat, AAM, p. 42, 
says that this and another abraded figure from Tello illustrate "an enthroned goddess of mountain and 
vegetation", or C. Zervos, Art de la Mesopotamie de la Fin du Ouatrieme Millenaire au XV~ Siecle avant 
notre Ere, (Paris, 1935), unnumbered illustration of the Lag~ Vase, which was captioned "Deesse de la 
Vegetation", despite the clear maces in the photo enlargement presented. 

95 For the votive sculpted macehead bearing two lions, found in the great Temple Oval at Early 
Dynastic Khafaje, cf. P. Delougaz, The Temple Oval at Khafaie, Qlf 53, (1943), p. 148, No. 5 
(Kh.1.636); for two Early Dynastic maceheads bearing single lions, found in Rm. 13 of the Inanna Temple 
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of the mace to her in the Early Dynastic pericxi, a feature well known for her in 

subsequent periods. Yet the argument is often advanced that, because their shafts are bent 

on the Laga§ vase, these must represent vegetation stalks rather than maces. This 

argument is fallacious because ve~etation stalks on divine shoulders are often depicted as 

rigid (e.g. on Akkad seals) and, conversely, because maces can have bent shafts.96 

Additionally, most commentators forget that the Laga~ Inanna figure stands on the rim of 

a vase fragment, and the craftsman curved these shafts to allow for optic accommodation 

and artistic adaptation to the curved rim. It should hardly be surprising to find Inanna at 

Laga~ with paired weapons on this vase since a contemporary figure almost identical with 

it, but more crudely represented, came from her Nippur temple (fig. 52) and probably 

depicts her in the same way. Its shoulder maces are grossly exaggerated. In the 

succeeding Akkad period, many depictions of the warlike Htar, such as the Anubanini 

relief which names her (Icon C) and dozens of seal figures which are probably her (e.g. 

figs. 57-58), depict pairs of weapons on her shoulders, most often maces. 

Inanna and the Date: A Seasonal/ Astral Marker? 

Given that our Laga§ Inanna is warlike and armed with maces, what is to be made 

of ht?r sprig of vegetation? The association of maces and a sprig of vegetation occurs also 

with a contemporary god depicted on a votive plaque from Khafaje;97 the sprig appears to 

be held commonly by paired figures on Early Dynastic votive plaques, apparently showing 

at Early Dynastic Mari, cf. A. Parrot, Mission Archeologigue de Mari III, Les Temple d'Istarat et de 
Ninni ZA,ZA., (Paris, 1967), fig. 233, Nos. 2377, 2417. 

96 An example of such bent maceshafts occurs on a very fragmentary piece of an Akkad period 
diorite stela, (cf. A. Moortgat, A.AM, pl. 127), which shows a king(?) possibly Sargon, presenting netted 
prisoners to a seated deity in flounced, tufted wool skirt. Only the upper half of three(?) curved maces, 
the front of the skirt, a foot with footrest and extended hand are preserved. While the god's identity remains 
unsure, it is quite likely to be !§tar herself since she was dynastic wargoddess of the Akkad Dynasty, who 
assured victory. Moreover, l§tar on our Akkad seal (Icon D) and Ur III seal (Icon F) similarly extends a 
hand and the latter is seated in similar flounced dress (Icons E, F) with footrest. Contemporary Akkad 
figures (Icons C, D) naming Istar show similar shoulder maces. 

97 For the Early Dynastic god on a fragment of a votive plaque bearing one straight and one bent 
mace in raised hand, and vegetation in lowered hand, cf. E. Strommenger, Art of Mesopotamia (Munich, 
1962), No. 65, and p. 396. 
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a cultic meal of god and goddess, or king and goddess98 suggesting that, does not always 

mean a figure holding vegetation is a vegetation god/goddess. Many of the illustrations of 

such vegetation sprigs are unclear and could represent a multitude of plants of esoteric 

significance to cult. The Akkad seal (fig. 55) which so closely compares with the Laga~ 

Inanna, however, shows beadlike fruits on slender branches and date fruit is almost surely 

intended, so that the pebbly mass of vegetation in the lowered hand of the Laga~ Inanna 

may also be dates. At the present state of research, one is obliged to say that the 

significance of date sprigs (if that is what they are) is elusive; they may have an unknown 

cultic context, they may be merely offerings or food at a sacred meal, or may signify 

something else entirely. 

Without inferring too much from the evidence, it is worth noting here that 

lnanna/Htar may have some cultic association with dates beyond receipt of offerings 

generally.99 A number of later seals from the Akkad- to Neo-Assyrian periods depict a 

figure, apparently the warlike Btar, with datepalm nearby (e.g. fig. 63) and the figure of 

98 The motifs on these Early Dynastic votive plaques showing meals of a god and goddess 
holding vegetation have been analyzed by D. P. Hansen, "New Votive Plaques from Nippur", lliES_ 22, 
(1963), pp. 145 ff. 

99 A number of Early Dynastic, Akkad and post-Akkad seals portray gods, among them a goddess 
believed to be !§tar, receiving harvested dates, often from women, in a cultic or mythic context., cf. 
R. M. Boehmer, Die EntwickluQi der Gimtik wah[end der Akka<J-Zeit. ZA Erganzumisband 4, (Berlin, 
1965), sect. XXV, and n. 4. A tantalizing tJurrian wallpainting from the governor's palace at Nuzi (ca. 
1450 B.C.) portrays a Hathorine face with plumed "Asiatic" headdress (which will be seen to be 
characteristic oCAstar[t]), alongside a temple f~de with pubic triangle and bucranium which suggests the 
bull of Adad, a god long associated with Htar-Sau§ka in the ljurrian milieu. The Hathorine face, pubic tri-
angle and Asiatic plumes will be seen to be suggestive of ~§tar(t), while the betyle-like representations 
above, may well be Istar-Mtart's since betyles are attested in her temples or representations of them spo-
radically in Syria-Palestine from the Early Dynastic Inanna temple at Mari, down to Roman period coin-
age figuring ~tart temples. All of these elements point to the Hathorine head as being a form of Islar/ 
Astart; between the bucrania and Hathorine heads, stand stylized fruiting datepalms (cf. Moortgat, fig. 77 
and B. Hrouda, Vorderasien I: *®tamien, Babylonien, Iran und Anatolien, (1971], pp. 102, 250-252. 

These examples point to a possible relationship between litar and the fruitbearing datepalm in the 
Akkad and Hurrian (?) periods. On the sacred significance of datepalms in general in Mesopotami~ cf. the 
standard work of H. Danthine, Le Palmier-Dattier et Ies Arbres Sacres dans l'Iconompbie de l'Asie 
Occidentale Anciennne, I, II, (Paris, 1937). Caution must be exercised when speaking of the so-called 
"Tree of Life" as a datepalm an idea so beloved by art historians but which has never been satisfactorily 
treated, in the author's opinion. Such studies require cuneiform textual support, rather than interpretation 
of the icons alone. 
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Narunte/Inanna (Icon E) bears a dateleaf or spathe(?) in her left hand. 100 Later, in a Neo-

Assyrian seal discussed with Icon Q, we shall observe genii with situlas and date spathes 

attending the warlike Htar enshrined. The so-called "Investiture Scene" from Old 

Babylonian Mari (fig. 59), 101 portrays the warrior I~tar flanked by datepicking figures, a 

motif occurring also with her seal icons such as the earlier Akkad seal, fig. 60.102 

The association of Inanna with ripe dates at the Sacred Marriage was pointed out 

by Jacobsen,103 referring to rites in an Old Babylonian text from Inanna's cult at Uruk in 

which Dumuzi (enacted by the king) presents her with a multitude of kinds of dates. Date 

imagery is even preserved in later phraseology from the Htar-Tammuz cult where her 

activity in the Sacred Marriage portrays her as "Btar who holds him ( the hero) fast like a 

date branch" .104 However, contra Jacobsen, it must be emphasized that Inanna/lstar 

cannot, to my knowledge, be singled out as a "numen of the date storehouse"105 since the 

lOO For two Akkad seals depicting a probable I~tar armed, near a datepalm, cf. Boehmer,~ 
Entwickluni. Nos. 379, 383. A palmleaf or spathe is held by the Narunte/lnanna figure, (Icon E). 

101 For a full plate depicting the central Old Babylonian Mari "Investiture Scene" along with the 
flanking mythical beasts and trees, including datepalms being picked, cf. A. Parrot's original publication, 
"Les Peintures du Palais de Mari", 18 (1937) (plate between p. 336-337) and on the dating, cf. 
Y. Tomabechi, "Wall-Paintings and Related Color Schemes of the Old Babylonian Mari Architecture", 

36, 1980, pp. 140 ff. The scene is often published without the flanking arboreal motif. 
102 For the warlike Htar with datepickers, (Akkad period) cf. Boehmer, Die Entwickluni, 

fig. 383. 
103 For the context of Inanna's receipt of dates, cf. Th. Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient 

Mesopotamia", in Unity and Diversity, Essays in the History, Literature and Reliiioo of the Ancient Near 
Ean, (ed.) H. Goedicke, J. J. M. Robens, (Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 1975), p. 65. 
Similarly in a Sumerian text, the king (as Dumuzi) gathers dates and dateseed apparently for Inanna, and 
mentions the datepalm (context broken), cf. H. De Genouillac, IR£ No. 70, lines 1-6. Mention of 
dateseed indicates that the date here must have some symbolic sense, since it does not constitute a food 
offering for the deity's meal. These literary references are backed by examples of temple dockets from 
different periods in which dates are presented. One such example is a temple record of the Ur III period in 
which the king presents 10 sfiil (about two gallons) of dates to the Inanna Temple at Lag~ (among other 
offerings), although the occasion is unspecified. Cf. H. Sauren. Wirtschaftsurlcunden aus der Zeit der III 
Dynastie von Ur im B<o5itz des Musee d'Art et d' Histoire in Genf, (1969), No. 278, I, 6' ff. 

104 Cf. C. Frank, Kultlieder. No. 7 (AO 582), lines 42 ff. 
105 Th. Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia", in Unity and Diversity. p. 65, 

and nn. 4-7. considers the Uruk Vase scene (Icon A) to show (not the~ as Dumuzi which I propose, but 
the god Dumuzi-Amau~umgalanna "who represents the power of the datepalm, approaching ... Eanna .. 
bearing wedding gifts". At the gate stands lnanna, numen of the storehouse "ready to open (the door) ... to 
him and thereby conclude their marriage", yet in our n. 106 below, Dumuzi is clearly the fructifier, the 
bringer of the dateharvest to the recipient Inanna. Nowhere in such Sacred Marriage texts is she said to 
produce the dates/datefruit. It should, be noted, however, that later literary texts appear to identify IJtar as a 
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allusions in the Sacred Marriage texts106 are to Dumuzi as the fructifier, and Inanna as the 

recipient of these fruits. 

A conservative attempt to explain the date sprig held by Inanna/Htar in our Icon B 

and fig. 55 would be that it is an offering given to her, perhaps at the Sacred Marriage, a 

ritual to which kings refer in this period. The donation of dates to the goddess may also 

be the explanation of other accompanying datepalm and datepicking scenes on later 

Akkadian and Neo-Assyrian seals and in the Mari painting. Many seal interpreters view 

these scenes, especially on seals, as "fill motifs" of little or no significance to the main 

scene with Btar, yet the presence of datepickers and indeed fruit-bearin~ dates with the 

fruit conspicuously present may be meaningful: in discussing Icon A, the issue was raised 

date tree herself. A fascinating but obscure Late Assyrian/Babylonian literary text of the first millennium, 
apparently comprising love lyrics between Marduk and Htar of Babylon as his concubine, describes her in 
these words of Marduk: "You are the 'Mother', l§tar of Babylon; the beautiful one, queen of the 
Babylonians; You are the 'Mother', a palm of carnelian (gi§giSimmar na4 sandi [KUiD (cf. W. G. Lambert, 
"The Problem of the Love Lyrics'', in Unity and Diversity. pp. 122, 123, lines 18-20. A very difficult 
earlier trilingual (Sumerian, Akkadian and Hittite) text from Ras Shamra, apparently preserving a Hittite 
copy of Old Babylonian, Akkadian and Sumerian materials, has been analyzed as a poetic description of a 
man's '" mother" named ~it-Istar. ostensibly to allow his messenger from Ugarit to recognize her. (Cf. 
"Signalement Lyrique [R.S. 25.421], Uiaritica 5 [MRS_ 16], (1968], pp. 310 ff. In that publication, it is 
assumed that a real mother is intended and that the description is for the benefit of an earthly envoy. 
However, I consider that this literal interpretation misses the mark. The text is clearly lyric, highly 
structured literature, not the type of terse prose used in dispatches of other periods; the 
terminology/imagery used throughout is, over and over, reminiscent of that used in Mesopotamian hymnal 
materials to depict lnanna-I~tar; the "mother's" name, Sat-mar "She-of-I§tar" would appear to represent at 
very least, a devotee/priestess of the goddess, representing her in human guise. I believe that this text is 
actually a hymnodic literary text serving to outline in the foreign milieu of Ugarit, the iconography and 
nature of the Sumerian,Old Babylonian !star of Nippur, and for this reason, the narrator says, "If you do 
not know my 'mother' I will give you a sign (ih.ul., p. 311). G. Buccellati in "The Descent of Inanna as a 
Ritual Journey to Kutha?", Syro-MesQl)Otamian Studies 4, (1982), p. 5 alludes to the possible connection 
between divine statues and hymns to deities, so that this text may even describe the statue of the Old 
Babylonian Utar of Nippur. I have observed the striking similarity of phrases in this text with those 
describing l§tar of Babylon in Lambert's_ "Love Lyrics" above, a few of which include (i) reference to her 
allure (ii) description of her as precious carnelian (iii) description of her as a piece of gold and of silver 
(iv) assocation with Nisan and the New Year (v) and the Ugarit texts says, (lines 68'-69') "My 'mother' is 
a lovely date" which compares with Lambert's text's statement that I§tar, the "'mother' (is) ... a (date) 
palm of carnelian". If my assumption is accurate, that Htar is described as a datepalm in Babylon of the 
later first millennium, and in Ugarit of the mid-second millennium, then the goddess may well have had 
an association with the tree which is more than literary hyperbole. 

106 Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia". Unity and Diversity. p. 69, n. 40, 
despite his contention that Inanna is the nu.men of the date storehouse, states that Dumuzi "is the real 
source of the fertility" and this is evident from dozens of Sumerian texts from the Dumuzi-Inanna cult, in 
which he is clearly responsible for productivity of plants, cereals and flocks (cf. Th. Jacobsen, Toward the 
Imaie of Tammuz and Other Essays on Mesopotamian History and Culture. (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 
1970), p. 81. 
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whether scenes of lambing and calving together with the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr Inanna bundle 

might not be icons to mark the season of spring. It may not be too fanciful to at least pose 

the question of whether depictions of fruitbearing dates with Inanna/l~tar may not also 

indicate the autumnal season when dates are harvested. If one spends a year or more in 

Iraq, one is overwhelmingly aware of the suddenly changing-and dramatic cycle of the 

seasons. Each season brings rapid changes in temperature, new colours to the landscape, 

and characteristic foodstuffs to the fields and markets. Iraqis refer to autumn as th~ season 

of dates, and one is filled with awareness of the golden cascades of dates everywhere in 

the landscape. As soon as the first ripe dates appear on the table, one knows that autumn, 

season of harvest and comfortable days, has arrived. The killing heat of summer, with its 

suffering, is past when the dates ripen in September. 

If the datefruit and autumn are synonymous, is the ancient iconographer "labelling" 

the datebearing (or date-accompanying Inanna) as Inanna/Htar during autumn? It should 

be recalled that the Berdi reed which composed her bundle, is employed in late August-

September, exactly parallel with the dateharvest, and that !star had a specific autumnal 

month, the Semitic Uliilu. named for her. lllfil.u is approximately September to early 

October, month of ri~ dates. 

At certain times in the eight-year cycle of Venus (lnanna/lstar), Venus reaches 

maximum elongation in mid~August and maximum brilliance as evening star in late 

September or early October. Hostetter has proposed that_, on the basis of this regularity, 

the cycles of Venus (lstar) may well have been noted in association with lunar and solar 

cycles in order to formulate a 112-year eclipse prediction system. 107 At predictable 

107 Cf. H.C. Hostetter, "A 56-Year Eclipse Prediction System", Archaeoastronomy (March 
1980), p. 30. The coincidence of this maximum elongation in mid-August and maximum brilliance in late 
September-early October exactly parallels the period of the date harvest (presently September 15th-October 
15th or even as early as August 23rd-September 23rd, if climatic change is accepted as a factor). On these 
times of dateharvest, cf. B. L. Van der Waerden, "On Babylonian Astronomy: The Venus Tablets of 
Ammi~duqa", Ex Oriente Lux. Voorasiatische PhiloJoiie, Em,tisch Gazelschap. Jaarbericht, (Leiden, 
1948), p. 42. 
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intervals, "lunar and solar eclipses ... bracket the Fall Equinox, and Venus ... (reaches) 

maximum elongation and maximum brilliance as Evening Star in close conjunction with 

both equinoctial eclipses".108 The 56-year recurrent eclipse-equinox coincidence is linked 

to Venus since seven of Venus' eight-year cycles is nearly 56 years, matching the eclipse 

cycle within sixteen days. Accordingly, along with lunar and solar observations, Istar 

could be observed specifically for these periods of maximum brilliance, in order to 

perfect eclipse prediction. Because eclipses were considered portents of disaster or 

potential danger, Venus' growing brilliance would have been a forewarning of such 

events, and so would have been of great significance. If for no other reason, an 

increasingly brilliant Htar in September, time of the date harvest, would have meant the 

equinoctial eclipse was approaching again, so that her associations with the date harvest 

would have been not "vegetative", but seasonal and astral. During the Early Dynastic 

period, the period of our vase fragment, Inanna/I§tar certainly was an astral deity (supra 

pp. 81 ff.) and we have noted that she had a month named for her, marking her 

descending/setting. One cannot know unassailably whether the date sprig of the Laga~ 

vase, some 500 years before the recorded Venus observations of Ammi~aduqa, 109 already 

108 Hostetter. Archa,eoastronomy. (March. 1980). p. 30. 
l09 For the Old Babylonian Venus Tablets of Ammisaduqa recording the rising and setting times 

of Venus-Dilbat. cf. the classic work of J. D. Weir. The Venus Tablets of Ammizaduia. (Istanbul: 
Nederlands Historisch-Archaeologisch lnstituut in het Nabije Oosten. 1972) and more recently his "The 
Venus Tablets: A Fresh Appoach". Journal of the History of Astronomy 13. Pt. 1. (1982). pp. 23-49. Cf 
also E. Reiner and D. Pingree. The Venus Tablets of Ammi~aduqa, Babylonian Planetary Omens l. 
(Malibu. Undena, 1975), and their Enuma Anu Enlil. Tablets 50-51. Babylonian Planetary Omens, 
(Malibu, Undena, 1981). 
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represents this autumnal association. 110 For the present, the writer will opt for cautious 

interpretation, leaving the autumnal association for further investigation in succeeding 

periods, but tentatively suggesting this function for the period under consideration. The 

objection can reasonably be raised that the coincidence of Venus' autumnal brilliance, the 

date and reed harvest and the September period for Ululu would not always have coincided 

because of the shift in calendar months111 and because of the use of both lunar and 

solar/astronomical calendars. I believe, however, that regular intercalation and the 

regularity of the Venus cycle observed even over a few centuries, would align these events 

recurrently, and would make their coincidence markedly observable. 

In conclusion then, the lnanna of our Laga~ vase is warlike, chthonic, and 

probably functions as Venus, as indicated by the proposed seasonaVautumnal marker of 

the date sprig held in hand. Her icon has close similarities with other Early Dynastic 

Inannas and with !stars of the subsequent period. The figure also precisely echoes what 

contemporary texts tell us of the goddess. 

_) 

110 Textual evidence indicates that a fairly sophisticated astronomical knowledge existed even 
before Sargon ca. 2350 B.C. (cf. E. C. Baitey, "Archaeoastronomy and Ethnoastronomy", Current 
Anthropology 14, 1973, pp. 405 ff.) Mesopotamian astronomers often used different stars in studying 
eclipses. As early as the twelfth century B.C., Babylonian astronomers were charting the intervals between 
the times of culmination of the twenty-six~ stars (a band of fixed stars). By the Neo-Assyrian period, 
they were employing their zenith points to ascertain time references for observations, especially of lunar 
eclipses, in eclipse reports. Observations were also made of the risings of the moon and various fixed stars 
during important nights, e.g. the autumnal equinox. (F. Rochberg-Halton, "Stellar Distances in Early 
Babylonian Astronomy: A New Perspective on the Hilprecht text [HS 229]", INES. 42, [1983], pp. 209 
ff). Although Venus is not fixed, being a planet (except when regarded as its alternate, The Bowstar, under 
Elamite influence) its motions are regularly observable, recordable, and therefore predictable, as recurring 
cycles over long periods. Longterm observation of Venus would lead astronomers to note that "the 
position of Venus along the ecliptic varies no more than 2 degrees in a thousand years, at the times of the 
112-year eclipse sequence". (Cf. H. C. Hostetter, "The Bowl of Htar", Griffith Observer. [July 1979], 
pp. 18, 19), so that her reliable appearance in this position would mark the coming of such eclipses every 
112 years. 

111 For this Mesopotamian calendric problem, cf. H. Hunger, "Kalendar", BL.A 1977/5 (34), pp. 
297-303. 
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Akkadian-Styled Rockrelief of Htar and Anubanini, King of the Lullubi, 

Zohab, Iran, ca. 2290-2255 B.C. (Icon C). 

Background 

Following on the two Sumerian Inannas of Icons A and B, the earliest named 

depiction of Inanna/lstar on a Semitic monument known to the writer appears on a 

rockrelief contemporary with Naram-Sin ofAkkad (ca. 2290-2255 B.C.). The relief is on 

a rockface at Zohab in the Zagros Mountains, east of the Diyala basin. The area, 

technically in Iran, is like other mountain passes of the vicinity, a place of entry of 

Mesopotamians into the Iranian highlands, and a place of debouchement of enemy Iranian 

tribes down into the Mesopotamian plain. For this reason it was strategically important, a 

place where statements of political power were necessarily made to all passers-by to and 

from Iran. These statements were made along the physical border of the Zagros by 

succeeding powers, over the centuries down to the Persian period, by the carving of 

similar rock-reliefs by many monarchs. They recorded victories by the depicted powers, 

much in the fashion of large billboards visible to all as a warning and statement of power. 

The Zohab (or Sar-i-Pul) relief also had this purpose and falls into this genre of 

monumental art, begun by kings of the Akkad Dynasty and continued thereafter on 

rockreliefs and stelae. Examples of the type are Namm-Sin's stela from Pir-Hussein near 

Diarbekr,112 the famous Victory Stela of Naram-Sin (Louvre),113 and the later (Ur III?) 

Darband-i-Gawr relief. 114 The Naram-Sfn examples are mentioned since they are 

contemporary with, and similar in purpose to, the Anubanini relief. Significantly, it is an 

Akkadian styled relief, although Anubanini, its creator, was a Zagros tribal leader of the 

Lullubi. It was stylish for Iranians to imitate the powers that be, in this case, the 

112 Cf. A. Moongat, A.AM, pl. 153. 
113 !Jilil., pl. 155. 
114 Ililil., pl. 157. 
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Akkadian rulers, who normally recorded their conquests over the local tribes on such 

monuments. This is important to the representation of Inanna/Btar under consideration, 

since it tells us that she represents lnanna/Btar according to the currently emulated 

Akkadian iconography, as the Akkadians depicted her, though seen through Lullubi eyes. 

Inscription 

The identity of the two large central figures (Icon C) is beyond doubt, since the 

Akkadian inscription accompanying them reads: 

1.(1 ) [an-nul-ba-ni-ni / (2) ~arrum(lugal) da-num (3) ~arrum(lugal) 

lu-lu-bi-imki (4) ~a-la-am-~u (5) u ~a-lam dgtar {MU$) (6) i-na ~a-du-

im (7) [bla-ti-ir (8) [uls-zi-iz. 

"Anubanini, strong king, king of Lullubu, erected his effigy and the 

effigy ofl§taron Mount Batir (viz. Zohab)". 115 

Anubanini is depicted on the left of the relief, as a bearded man in a helmet, bearing a 

hooked scimitar in one hand and bow in the other. He stands upon a supine enemy under 

his foot, in a victory stance. Before him stands a woman whom the inscription indicates is 

Inanna/lstar. Her divine stature is underlined by her multiply-horned crown, indicative of 

a deity of major rank, since lesser gods wore fewer horns. Her position, elevated above 

the king is also indicative of her rank. She holds a leadrope to which is attached a kneeling 

captive. 

Iconography of lltar 

Some confusion arose in the series of publications of this relief giving rise to some 

misrepresentation of the goddess' icons, which require correction. For example, the 

illustration in Pritchard's Ancient Near East in Pictures,116 derived from Debevoise's 

original publication 117 shows and describes her crown as "feathered" and suggests she 

115 Cf. J. de Morgan. Mission Scientifigue en Perse, Tome IV/1, (Paris, 1896), pl. XI. 
116 J.B. Pritchard. The Ancient Near East in Pictw:es. second ed. with Supplement, (Princeton, 

1969), fig. 524. 
117 N.C. Debevoise, "The Rock Reliefs of Ancient Iran", INES. I, (1942), pp. 80-82. 
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has "shoots with buds"(!) emerging from her shoulders. In Pritchard's illustration she 

appears to bear in her right hand a long stick or standard, topped by a massive disc in 

which is a five-pointed(?) star. Fortunately Edith Porada redressed this error in her later 

publication of the relief, 118 so that the figure, in fact, resembles much more closely 

contemporary Akkadian figures on seals, which are almost certainly Htar. The crown is 

not feathered but multiply homed, the "shoots" are clearly three pairs of knobbed maces, 

just as they were portrayed in the Early Dynastic Lagas vase and as they are shown in 

numerous contemporary Akkad seals (figs. 57-58, 60-63). Her heavy, tiered, one-

shouldered dress is typical of the dress of gcxldesses for this and subsequent pericxls such 

as the Old Babylonian period. She also wears a heavy, beaded pectoral or multiple 

necklaces, and a bracelet on at least one ann. 

Like the Old Babylonian representation from the Mari palace, believed to be !star 

at the "Investiture" of the king (fig. 59), this gcxidess also holds a ring, extended in her 

hand. The portrayal of deities bearing such rings is difficult to explain in the extreme, but 

it was common even down to the Neo-Assyrian pericxl, where gods are shown on reliefs 

bearing rings. 119 

Commonly in the Ur ill and Old Babylonian periods, goos bore the "rod-and-

ring", a problematic icon120 often interpreted as a measuring rod and line (curled in a 

118 Cf. E. Porada, The Art of Ancient Iran· Pre-Islamic Cultures. (Baden-Baden: Halle Verlag, 
(1965), pp. 40 ff. 

119 Cf. Pritchard, ~. fig. 538. 
120 On the rod and ring, cf. A. Parrot, Studia Mariana. (Leiden, 1950), p. 18; E. D. Van Buren, 

Symbols of the Gods. pp. 155, 158; P. Amiet, "Notes sur le Repertoire Iconographique de Mari a l'Epoque 
du Palais", Sma 37, (1960), pp. 215 ff. and F. Thureau-Dangin, Une Relation de la Huitieme Campawe 
de Sarw;on CICL 3, 1912), p. 59, n. 9. The disagreement on what is intended by the rod and ring is 
exemplified by H. Frankfort, AAAQ, pp. 10 who calls it a "ring and staff, often interpreted as a symbol of 
justice", presumably because Samas, god of justice often holds it; compare Moortgat's interpretation, 
(Moortgat, A.AM, p. 70) describing Istar in the Mari "Investiture" as "handing over royal power 
symbolized by the ring and staff". The Mari painting indicates that the rod and ring are quite separate as 
the rod is white and the ring is red. Their purpose remains unsure, though we do know that they were held 
only by divinities until the Middle Assyrian period when the king may hold them. Before the Mari 
painting (viz. Old Babylonian period) rod and ring were not held together by I§tar: many seals depict 
probable Htars with single ring, held with lionheaded mace in the same extended hand. 
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circle), signifying symbols of the god's wish for the king to lay out and construct his/her 

temple.121 In some of the Ur III illustrations of rod-and-ring this seems to be so, 122 but 

in other cases, where war, rather than temple-building is the activity concerned in the 

context, the rod and ring do not have the appearance of measure and line. Indeed, the ring 

is often held alone, and we know that rings of gold were attested in later inventories of 

gods at Mari. 

It is entirely possible, as well, that the ring represents a symbol for the Akkadian 

word kippatu, which means a "loop, hoop, circle or circumference", or even by 

extension, "totality". The word does not seem to be attested before the Old Babylonian 

period, but, when it means a ring shaped symbol, it is often mentioned with sceptres and 

weapons. According to texts, various gods hold it, in its meaning of "circumference or 

totality" .123 It can also refer to the entire earth, a meaning which harmonizes well with the 

claims of Akkad kings to rule the entire earth and four quarters. 124 If !~tar's ring here 

symbolizes totality, especially of the earth, which totality she appears to proffer to the 

king, this symbol would echo the fallen enemy under the feet of both king and goddess 

and would fit her role as dynastic agent of victory for the Akkad kings. Both victim and 

ring symbolize the goddess' giving of victory to the king over the "totality" of earth, as 

wargoddess, her anned role depicted here. A similar anned goddess, also presumably 

Btar, in flounced dress, bears a ring in her lowered right hand, in a parallel scene on a 

contemporary seal. 125 There we have a scene of conflict with gods against a mountain 

121 Frankfort, AAAO. p. 104 feels that on this stela at least, the ring and staff in a building 
context, represent the measuring rod and line, viz. preparedness to undertake the temple building. Other 
contexts (cf. n. 116 above) appear to include victory or power over something/someone rather than 
building. 

122 lhlil., pl. 110, restored stela of Umammu, especially the second register. 
123 Cf. The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. Vol. K 

(8), (Chicago: Oriental Institute of the Univ. of Chicago, 1971), pp. 397 ff. sub voce kippatu. It has the 
meanings "loop, hoop, tendril, circle, circumference, totality" and can also refer to the Corona Borealis. 

124 The claims of kings to rule the four quarters and the entire world are repeated particularly in 
votive, literary and historical texts of Mesopotamian rulers, particularly from the Akkad period onward. 
Cf. the numerous examples sub voce kibr.anl, in CAQ "K". pp. 331 ff. 

125 Cf. Frankfo~ Cylinder Seals, pl. xviii. 
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backdrop, so that the ring and fallen enemy (human or divine), as here, may both represent 

the victories of Htar. 

Astral Utar 

A final word must be said about the large disc before the goddess' face, which 

appears to be an astral representation set on a circle. The representation of gods by 

abstract heavenly symbols, as witnesses attending victories, occurs to my knowledge for 

the first time in the Akkad period, as, for example, the heavenly symbols set above 

N aram-Sin and his enemy on the Victory S tela. It is important to compare the symbols of 

this monument with the Anubanini one, since the Naram-Sin stela depicts very similarly, 

"great stars, which have eight points and beams of rays, ... and probably symbolize the 

heavenly divinities" .126 The peculiarity of the Naram-Sin stela is that the two preserved 

astral discs appear to be identical, having eight points with rays between, as far as can be 

judged, and the disc of !star on the Anubanini relief apparently also portrays eight 

points. 127 If the discs are identical on these monuments, they must all represent 

Inanna/lstar in her star form as Venus, as abstract symbols of her astral divinity. Akkad 

period texts amply attest her role as Venus contemporary with this monument.128 

126 Moortgat, AAMa p. 51. 
127 Cf. E. Pora~ The Art of Ancient Iran. 1965, pp. 40 ff. and Moortgat, AAM, p. 51. 
l 28 mar in the Akkad period was chiefly warlike but her astral nature comes to the fore in a 

number of different texts. Three Akkad period onomastic types indicate this natw-e, eg. d4.-tar-i§tumQZn. 
"!§tar-is-a-Torch". (I. J. Gelb, Materials for the Assyrian Dictionary, Sarionic Texts from the Diyala 
Re~ion. Vol. 7, [Chicago, 1952], index, p. 196, No. 13, TA [1931); ,d4-tar-nu-ri. ·•utar-is-my-Light" 
(i.b..ul., No. 163, col. iv, line 12) and nu-ur-e§4-j4[, "Light-of-Htar" (cf.L. Legrain, Tablettes de 
Comptabilite de l'Epogue de la Dynastie d'Aiad~. Ml£ 14, (1913), p. 96, No. 50, rev. 5. A few hymns 
of the period dedicated to Inanna also indicate her astral role: One, In.nip li,KW4B, says of her, "Your 
torch lights up the (inner) core of heaven, turning dark to light"; and also "Your divinity is proclaimed in 
the pure heaven like (that of) Nanna (the moon) and Utu (the sun)" (cf. A. Sj()berg, "In nin,Si}, iW'4Dl, "A 
Hymn to the Goddess Inanna'1, ZA 65, (1976), pp. 161 ff., lines 210 and 209. Another hymn believed to 
be by En~eduanna the daughter of Sargon, calls her 1i4 dalla e, "resplendent one who shines forth"; and 
an.ur an.pa nin ial bi,me,en."you are great lady on the horizon and zenith" (W. Hallo and J. Van Dijk, 
Exaltation of Inanna. [New Haven: Yale, 1968]), lines 1 and 112. Technically, of course, Venus does not 
have a zenith. Perhaps a better translation of .wlJ2i would be "elevation" when referring to Venus. A 
Sumerian temple hymn mentioning her in one of her temples says, "Through her the firmament is made 
beautiful in evening, great daughter of Su'en (the moongod)" (cf. A. SjOberg, E. Bergman, The Collection 
of Sumeri30 Temple Hymns. ICS. 3, Locust Valley, [1969], 1H 40, lines 324, 325). Later texts referring 
back to the Akkad period and preserving in them a kernel of Akkad materials, are interesting in describing 
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In the Anubanini relief, the symbol stands adjacent to the anthropomorphic form of 

the goddess. 129 This symbolism juxtaposed with anthropomorphism finds a number of 

parallels also on seals of unknown provenance from the Akkad period. These seals 

portray a series of stars of four, six or eight points, immediately before Btar or very near 

her, much as on the Anubanini relief. In two cases, a four-pointed star with radial beams 

stands before her (e.g. figs. 57 and Icon D); in one, a six-pointed star (fig. 61) in another, 

there is an eight-pointed star nearby (fig. 62) and on an eight-pointed star under crescent 

and globe (fig. 60). It can always be maintained that Inanna/Htar in this and other periods 

is not specifically accompanied by her star in its various forms, since such stars/stardiscs 

could be "fill motifs" unrelated to the nearby deity. Yet the consistency with which the star 

recurs very near her face, as on the Anubanini relief and on, and later, these seals, is 

striking and appears to denote an association. For the writer, the significant fact is that..IlQ 

other fillmotifs (barring the moon crescent which twice accompanies the star) occurs in the 

upper seal areas near the goddess. The crescent moon with star of !star is easily 

explicable since Nanna/Sin, the moongod, is usually said to be her father, and Venus can 

often be seen, quite near the crescent moon. 13° Consequently, it is to be expected that 

her astral theophanies for oracular purposes, much as occurred later in the Neo-Assyrian period. E.g., mar 
is said to appear to the Jill assembly at the election of a king after Sargon, an event described as i-ma-a(~-
ra]-ba-at e§4-tar sa-ar-ri-ig-tim, "At the sparlding of the sparkling !star", (A. Boissier, "Une Inscription de 
Naram-S1n" RA 16 [1919]), p. 163, line 32. Twice she is said to appear on campaigns to advise kings, 
e.g. in the so-called Kuthean Legen of Naram-Sin, we are told , namzaq ilani rabuti .... mul dil-bat 
elletumtum is-tu samee ki-a-am is-sa-[kar?l. "The bolt of the great gods, Bright Venus [declar]ed thus from 
heaven", viz. tells Narlm-Stn to spare his enemy. (Cf. 0. Gurney, "The Sultantepe Tablets, Continued, 
IV: The Cuthean Legend of Naram-Sfu", Anatolian Studies 5 [1955], pp. 93 ff., esp. p. 105, line 127, 
128). Finally, a Neo-Babylonian extispicy refers back to Sargon's campaign to MarlJasi, Sargon to whom 
mar appeared ina nipib(rouiJJ) miriCerin}-§u, "in a flash of her light" (cf. F. Thureau-Dangin,"Tablettes 
d'Uruk", ICL 6, 1 [AO 6452], rev. 1). For interpretation of the latter, cf. H. Gilterbock, "Die historische 
Tra~tion", 8, (1934), p. 60. The correspondence between earthly and observational events in the 
heavens for kings at important junctures in their reigns is pointed out by V. S. Tuman, "Astronomical 
Dating of Esarhaddon's Stela", Griffith Observer, Jan. (1987), pp. 10-19. 

129 This juxtaposition of abstract symbol adjacent to an anthropomorphic representation of the 
goddess precisely parallels the juxtaposition of the reed symbolic bundle of Inanna with the 
anthropomorphic female figure on the Uruk Vase, SUl2m, pp. 26 ff. 

130 Inanna/Istar as Venus is commonly, though not exclusively, said to be the daughter of 
Nanna/Su'en (Stn) the moongod, in Sumero-Akkadian hymnal and mythic tradition. An example occurs in 
the Neo-Assyrian prayer of Assum~irpal to gtar of Nineveh, which says, "to the daughter of Stn, the 
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astral representations of BtarN enus would be accompanied by symbols of moon and sun, 

not merely as a group of heavenly bodies, but as three particular astral bodies who stand in 

conjunction, whose movements are coincidental or whose appearances are similar in 

rising/settings and in phases.131 

Her astral representation in this period is supported by a most interesting Akkadian 

seal (fig. 63). There she bears three maces over her winged left shoulder, as we should 

expect, and two wand-like objects terminating in stars viz. star arrows, over the right. 

These will be proposed to mark her as the Bowstar, not merely as an astral goddess (infra, 

Icon R). This feature assures that the star is indeed her symbol in this period, here on the 

seal expressed as star-arrows, but on the relief examples and other seals, as an abstract 

symbol in the upper field. All of these harmonize with Htar's star nature, so well attested 

in Akkadian historical and literary texts of other periods (cf. note 126). For these reasons 

it is proposed here that the Anuba.nini relief portrays the astral disc of Inanna/lstar, not as 

twin -sister of Sama! (the Sungod)". Courtesy of W. G. Lambe~ an unpublished copy of 81-2-4, 188 + 
80-7-19, 15, obv. 6). · 

131 This filiation can be explained by two astral observations. The first is that Venus appears to 
imitate the moon, both bodies regularly passing through phases from new to full, waxing and waning. 
The phases of Venus are believed to be visible to naked-eye observers in the clear atmopsphere of Iraq (cf. 
V. A. Firsoff, The Interior Planets, [London: Oliver and Boyd, 1968], pp. 4 ff. and 61 ff.). This 
similarity is marked to the extent that, although most commonly called "twin-sister" of Samas (the 
sungod), she may be said also to be twin sister of the new moon (at inferior conjunction) (cf. S. Langdon, 
"Hymn in Paragraphs to Ishtar as Belit of Nippur, AtX 1 (1923), p. 14 and n. 13) or even named 
dNannaratu, "Female Nanna (Moongod)", an allusion to her brightness and phases rather than an indication 
of her being a moongoddess. (Cf. E. Ebeling, KA& 1:42, No. 2). In Sumerian tradition Inanna is also 
daughter of Nanna-Su'en and Ningal, and lives in the house of the moongod (cf. the Sumerian lovesong 
which says, "she came fonh ... like the light of the moon", cf. SLIN. No. 35, obv. ii, lines 20 ff.). 

The second and more obvious association with the moon arises because Venus and the moon 
regularly stand in conjunction, suggesting to the observer that they are associated in some way,the "birth" 
of Venus perhaps explicable as arising from conjunction with Sin. For example, a modem almanac of 
1986 reveals that from January 19th to December 27th, Venus had two conjunctions with the sun and nine 
with the moon. At these times, when the moon approaches Venus, it is always in crescent form (H. C. 
Hostetter, "A Planetary Visit to Hades". Archaeoastronomy II, 1979 pp. 8, 9). Hostetter believes the 
conjunctions of Venus and the moon, after which Venus wanes and then waxes, are reflected in the Descent 
of f§tar, whereby she sheds and then re-dons her apparel item by item, culminating in her maximum 
brilliance (= full apparel). Such conjunctions of the moon with Venus, described as Venus wearing a 
moon-crown, were believed, under certain circumstances to be auspicious or inauspicious, (cf., F. X. 
Kugler. Stemkunde III/I, 1909/10, pp. 103, 261). Accordingly, the association of Inanna-Utar (Venus) 
with Nanna-Su'en (Sin), the moongod were both mythic-literary and ominous. 
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a "fill motif', but specifically to identify her in a way, supplementary to her other war and 

power icons. 

To my knowledge, such Akkadian stela reliefs, as Icon C or the Victory Stela, 

which depict her star-disc, initiate her astral symbolic appearance on monumental art. This 

practice originating in the Akkad period, stretched in a chain -of similar representations 

which recur on kudurrus 132 and stelae133 down to the fall of Mesopotamia, and is 

parallelled by miniature representations on seals from the Akkad period onward. 

One cannot say that for every period the four- or eight-pointed star is always Istar 

and no other, since many astral gods were worshipped. However, for this period at least, 

the relative consistence with which it accompanies Istarlike figures on seals, who parallel 

the relief of the Anuba.nini Htar, allows us to infer that these Akkadian parallels are !~tars 

with the star also. The star is an astral marker when it accompanies her anthropomorphic 

form, and judging from the Naram-Sin stela, can stand alone, the star itself representing 

her, as it does later down to the end of the Nee-Babylonian period. 

Prototype 

Before leaving this icon of Inanna/lstar on Anub4nini's relief, it should be recalled 

that this type of victory scene with the goddess attending a king at a scene of slaughter of 

the enemy, recurs in similar form on two later Old Babylonian seals from Mari. These are 

132 For the six- or eight-pointed star on kudurrus, from the Kassite to Neo-Babylonian periods, 
cf. u. Seidl, Die Babylonischen Kudurru-Reliefs, Biibdadec MitteiluoKeu 4, 1968, pp. 33 ff. Examples of 
this abstractional asttal icon representing the goddess are the twelfth century B.C. kudurru of Meli§ipak 
from Susa, portraying the crescent moon, eight-pointed star and sundisc atop five registers of divine 
symbols (cf. Pritchard, ANEP fig. 520; an eight-pointed star, crescent and sundisc above a scene of 
worship (Moortgat, AAA. fig. 230); the kudurru of Nebuchadrezzar I (twelfth century) where the eight-
pointed star, crescent moon and sundisc top five registers of god symbols (Pritchard,~ fig. 519); and a 
seven-pointed star over moondisc, plus sundisc on a kudurru of Meli~ipak II, (cf. Moorgat, AAMa fig. 
232). Recent studies of kudurrus and their symbols led Tuman to believe that kudurru symbols represented 
not simply gods, but asttal and planetary gods, and further that particular kudurrus reflected the sky at 
historically datable times, e.g., 2 Jan. 1193 B.C. during the reign of MeMipak. Cf. V. S. Tuman, 
"Rediscovering the Past: Application of Computers to the Astronomical Dating of Kudurru SB #22 of the 
Louvre Museum". Nineveh 9/1 (1986), pp. 11-23. 

133 Cf. e.g., J. Reade, "Shikaft - i - Gulgul: its Date and Symbolism". Iranica Antigua 12, 
(1977), pp. 33 ff. 
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the seal of Mukannifom (fig. 64), where she is warlike, and that of Ana-Sin-taklaku (fig. 

65), where she is a hierodule. In this way the Anubanini relief is a representative 

prototype of the Mari seals, an initial formulation of a traditional icon representing victory 

at the behest of Istar. 

Summary 

Because the Anubanini relief formulates in monumental art, in textually annotated 

form, (i) her first symbolic appearance as an abstract astral symbol and (ii) her first 

anthropomorphic appearance attending victory, it is important as textually established 

prototype for much of her later Mesopotamian iconography. It is also important in 

demonstrating the influence of her Akkad formulation even to areas outside Mesopotamia 

proper (viz. contemporary Iran and later Mari), a formulation representing the political 

power of the Akkad Dynasty, and its Old Babylonian political successors. 



Cylinder Seal Depicting and Naming Btar in its Legend 

Akkadian, ca. 2300 B.C. (Icon D). 

Relation to Other Representations 
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This icon of Htar on an Akkad period seal ca. 2300 B.C., is unprovenanced. It is of 

a type with well-attested affiliations among seals of its period, and its similarities with the 

identified Anubanini relief are unmistakable. The goddess wears the same multiply-homed 

crown and the same tiered, one-shouldered dress, and extends a hand to the nearby 

worshipper, as she does to Anubanini. Likewise, this figure bears pairs of maces, 

scimitars and axes on her shoulders, four on her right and three on her left In this sense, 

she is also like the Lagas Inanna (Icon B ), and shares a number of features with that icon. 

She is frontally depicted in face, shoulders and left arm but unlike the broadplaned 

Laga~ite representation, her face has a piquant delicacy. Both figures have in common 

long flowing hair, with locks extended over the shoulders and onto the breast. This I~tar 

has immediately before her in the upper field a star, here consisting of four points with 

four rays between them, a feature otherwise attested in Akkad seals depicting a probable 

Htar (e.g. fig. 57), and having similarities with the eight-pointed stars on Naram-Stn 's 

stela (supra p. 98) and on the Anubanini relief. 

Triumphal Masculine Posture 

Here the icon parts company with the Laga§ and Anubanini examples. While the 

Laga~ figure is placid in its form and expression, and the Anubanini goddess stands in 

rather ladylike demureness, despite collaring a victim, here she is masculine in stance. She 

adopts the triumphal victor posture normally reserved for kings such as Anubanini 

himself,134 or commonly for the rising sungod Samas135 in this and other periods. 

134 For kings in triumphal posture, cf. e.g., Frankfort, AAAO, fig. 91. 
135 For ~amas in triumphal posture, cf. for example, fig. 85, lefthand god. 
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One may question whether the posture is not indeed borrowed from both the 

monarch triumphal and the rising Sama~ to evoke iconically two statements, namely 

earthly victory and astral rising. For the king victorious, this stance indicates victory over 

earthly foes, victory lent by Btar to the king (e.g. fig. 64-65). At the second level, like 

Sama~ triumphant, her astral role is implied. Sama~ is her twin brother in texts of most 

periods, particularly in a heavenly Sun-Venus relationship, since Venus precedes and 

follows the sun at dawn and dusk respectively, in rising and setting. Accordingly, in 

astronomy, mythology and literature, the Mesopotamians saw a close relationship between 

Htar and Samas, particularly as both rose triumphantly in the morning sky. It is then 

quite possible that the masculine triumphal posture for !star denotes (i) triumph over the 

enemy or hostile forces, as it does for kings, and (ii) risini, since !star as Venus rises 

like Samas, and with him at certain times. 

In the history of Mesopotamian art the triumphal posture is otherwise reserved for 

male images, and would appear to denote the masculine qualities of !star here, which are 

so often described in texts.136 However, it cannot be overemphasized that, in the sum of 

my present research on the goddess, I have found no evidence that she is .l!lllk. When 

anthropomorphic, she is always female 1ml can manifest traditionally "masculine" 

characteristics, both physical and psychological, or can be described in terms of a male, 

without ceasing to be "she". This does not imply bisexuality, hermaphroditism or any 

other deviation so commonly alluded to by historians of religion. 

To label Htar in that way is to reflect a Victorian definition of what is male and 

female. Only in recent decades, with the advent of women athletes who train to the extent 

that their frames and attributes appear more masculine than feminine, can we begin to 

understand what the Mesopotamians meant by a goddess who was both the paragon of 

136 Her heroic qualitiesr ur-sa-nu-tu are often mentioned, e.g., W. G. Lambert, "Three Literary 
Prayers of the Babylonians1', AfQ 19, (1960), pp. 50 ff., line 224. The tenn {Willll, "heroine" is applied 
to her in Mesopotamian texts 12allim, 
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female sexuality and the ideal of masculine strength.137 The delicate rendering of her 

face, coupled with the muscled legs and arms portrays this dramatic antithesis to 

perfection. It also sets I~tar apart in her iconography, from other rather insipid 

goddesses of the Mesopotamian pantheon. In this sense, the stance and musculature are 

diagnostic features of her, and harmonize with later textual descriptions which define her 

in terms of strength and physical prowess.138 This "masculine" figure is repeated, 

particularly in glyptic of the Old Babylonian and Nee-Assyrian periods representing the 

warlike Htar, 139 an iconographic canon set in the Akkad period with this and other Btar 

figures. 

Warlike Htar: Arms and Lion 

This Btar is assuredly warlike because of the arsenal of weapons, (maces, 

scimitar, and axe) protruding from her shoulders. A feature not seen in her icons studied 

so far is the longhandled, fenestrated battleaxe in her lowered, braceleted hand. It does 

however, reappear in later Old Babylonian seal figures of Utar. 

Her destructive mien is further underlined by her beast underfoot, a tensely posed 

lion which she subdues or controls on a lead. Inanna/Btar on a lion or in association with 

a liopllions140 and lion-thrones141 is well known for this and later periods; her own 

137 Recent studies by Harvard University indicate that women habitually engaged in maximum 
body building and strenuous athletics, produce a lean masculine build lacking hip and breast fat. Ultimately 
ovulation can be inhibited to the point that the female athlete is unable to bear children (Caliary News 
Hmu:, Week of February 14, 1988). While this process would not have been understood in ancient times, 
there must have been sufficient observation of exceptional, physically strong women who did not fit the 
societal pattern of childbearing, for it to be applied to the normally childless, athletic mar. 

138 Frequently running and striding are attributed to her as physical prowess: pi- it pu-ri-di-im li-
si-im ,,. u Ica-~a-du-um ku-ma e§tar", "stridioi, runnin,i ,,, and reacbioi the ioal ar characteristic of you 
l.slw:" (cf. A. Sjoberg, "Beitrttge zum sumerischen WOrterbuch", in Studies in Honour of Benno 
Landsber,ier. (1965), p. 65. In hymns she is also described as punulat, "she is muscular". 

139 For the triumphal and muscled Htar of the Old Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian periods, cf. our 
figures related to Icons Q and R for example. 

14° Contemporary Akkad period verbal images of I§tar on a lion are attested as follows: e.g. in 
The Exaltation of lnanna by Enbeduanna, where she is nin.ur. ra,us.a. "Lady mounted on a lion" (Hallo, 
Exaltation, line 14). In EnlJeduanna's hymn (Old Babylonian copy) she describes the goddess in these 
words: dinanna pirii,ii 11 ii O la dur ru ni nu.zu, TAR TAR, "Inanna sits on intercrossed lions; she cuts 
to pieces him who knows no fear" (cf. A. Sj~berg, "in.nin.agur4.ra: A Hymn to the Goddess Inanna by 
the en-Priestess Enheduanna", ZA 65, [1976], p. 181, line 23). These are forerunners of the well-attested 
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leonine attributes in epithets and literary texts and her identity as lbt, lion/lioness, is 

known in onomastica of this and subsequent periods, 142 so that the beast and goddess 

are often re~arded as identical. The lion can be said to be Htar herself. This leonine 

character is so overwhelmingly Htar's that every period has multiple iconic and textual 

examples of it, a continuation of those begun in the Akkad period, if not before. Our Icon 

D of the armed Btar with lion, named as !star, allows us to identify a related series of 

armed but unnamed goddesses with lions on seals of the Akkad period. Of this number 

examined by the writer, three probable armed Btars on seals ( e.g. figs. 57, 67) have lions 

underfoot, though most crouch, rather than stand as this one does; in seven cases, a single 

or crossed pair of lions serve either as throne base or as throne sides ( e.g. figs. 57, 60, 69-

72); in one case, she exercises mastery by twisting the beast's tail (fig. 66) 143 and in 

Htar with lions of the later Old Babylonian, Neo-Assyrian, Neo-Babylonian periods. Commonly she is 
later said to drive feline teams of lions or leopards, e.g. the Urukean !star was: §a ~dat.i 7 labbu, "The 
one who harnesses seven lions" (cf. V AB 4,274, III. 13 ff, cf. CADS, 91a. ~madu le), whereas in .BA 5, 
p. 650, 21, she is sa-me-dat PIRIG, 11,JRmes. "One who harnesses leopards". Among the Sutaeans to the 
east of Babylonia •were known a number of other images of Htar, one called dxy sa ur,mahmel, "!star of 
the Great Lions" (cf. III R. 66). "" 

141 A vivid example of a vision of mar in heaven, seated on a throne with lion footstool, is the 
vision of Etana: "A throne had been put (for her) and the ground? around it had] been trodden [down]/ for 
at the base of the throne, [fierce] lions were crou[ching]/. As I went forward, the lions j[umped up at me]/. 
Then I awoke with a start, trembling [greatly]" (cf. J. V. Kinnier Wilson, "Some Contributions to the 
Legend of Etana", mw 31, 1969, Sect III, lines 11-14. Cf. also note 131 above. Her feline seat is also 
described in these words: "On seven dogs you have placed your foot; you sit upon a ... leopard". (Cf. 
A. Sjcjberg, "in.nin sa.gur4_ra, A Hymn to the Goddess Inanna by the m-Priestess Engeduanna", ZA 65, 
1976 p. 229, re line 105 and STVC 87, Frag. A:I. 

142 Contemporary with the seal, there is already in the Akkad period, a description of the goddess 
herself as PiriK tur bur saK H ba,ra.an, 11,J,11,J KY015, bur a x x x , "A leopard of the mountain, entering(?) 
the roads, raging(?) .... (cf. SjOberg, ZA 65, 1976, line 24). In Akkad period onomastica. she is called a 
lion, cf. the personal name d.t-t;r-la-ba. "Istar-is-a-Lion" (MAl2 I, No. 260 (Kh. 1935.1). The image of 
Istar as an angry lion recurs throughout Mesopotamian literary history to the point of cliche, e.g.: "Irnini, 
... angry lion" (H. Zimrnem, Babylonische Hymnen und Gebete I, AO Vll/3, 19 ff .• lines 37 ff.). In an 
Old Babylonian text of Neo-Babylonian copy, a prayer to !star says of her "O Irninitu. raging lion, may 
your heart be appeased"; in it she is also Ia-ab-bat f-ii-d- "Lioness of the Igigi" (E. Reiner, H. Gilterbock, 
"The Great Prayer to I§tar and Its Two Versions from BoghazlcOy", IC£ 21, ( 1967), pp. 255 ff., lines obv. 
43, 32. 

For the concept of lions as symbols of war, generally with gods, rather than goddesses of 
destruction and war in Mesopotamia and Anatolia cf. C. G. Von Brandenstein, "Hethitische Gotter nach 
Bildbeschreibungen", MVAeG 46, (1943), pp. 77 ff. 

143 A. Moortgat, Vorderasiatische RollsieKel. (Berlin, 1940), 243. 
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another, she drives a lion hitched to a mythical plough accompanied by rain icons (fig. 

68)144 apparently reflecting a mythic event, which I assume to be the cosmic cycle of rain 

.and spring planting at the vernal equinox heralded by IstarN enus. In that seal the lion 

appears to reinforce the armed goddess' identity as Istar, and the scene itself continues the 

concept of spring associated with the astral Inanna, postulated in the discussion of Icon A. 

Our textually identified Icon D of the named and armed Istar with lion must be 

considered the key to identifying Akkadian glyptic representations of the armed but 

unnamed goddess with lion(s) (e.g. figs. 66-72). Based on our Icon D figure, we can 

identify the others also as the martial !star, and can conclude that these lions are 

characteristic icons of the warlike Inanna/lstar in such named and unnamed icons, exactly 

reflecting the textual images of her discussed in notes 137-139. 

Winged Iconography 

A distinctive feature of this fourth icon under consideration is the addition of 

wings, laterally extended. It occurs on two contemporary seals. In one she attends Samas 

at sunrise and is likewise armed at the shoulders (fig. 55). In the second seal (fig. 63) she 

stands in triumphal or rising posture much like Sama§, on a mountain gate, possibly the 

gate to the Underworld. In the latter, she is anned with shoulder maces and stars. 

The presence of wings on these Akkadian representations is supported by texts 

which portray her as winging into/over battle, and even as an ominous bird.145 Her Early 

Dynastic likeness to the winged Anzu bird has been noted above (p. 8 ). The depiction 

of wings on !star in the Akkad period is important as a continuum that follows the 

goddess down through the Old Babylonian to Neo-Assyrian periods in variant forms 146 

144 Boehmer. EntwickluOK, Abb. 715a. 
145 An unpublished Yale Babylonian text referring to the Curse of Aklcad says of her, "She flies 

out of her city to give battle" (cf. Hallo, Exaltation, p. 51), a sentiment echoed by a hymn of the goddess 
in which she states, "Into battle I fly like a swallow" (cf. Reisner, SBH, No. 108, lines 43 ff.). 

l46 A winged, armed lltar of the Old Babylonian period appears in our fig. 64, the Mukannisum 
seal, attending victory with the king (cf. Moortgat, MM, Pl. N.3). In a Neo-Assyrian copy of a hymn of 
selfpraise, Btar says, kap-pi ial-la-a-a k[ap-pil ial-la-a-a. "My wings wave, my wings wave", (Frank, 
Kultlieder, No. 6, = KAR 306, vs. 12). In an oracle of Esarhaddon, the Assyrian Istar claims, b.ir1i 
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for nearly two millennia. This important feature will be seen to be highly characteristic of 

her, and indeed of neighbouring destroyer goddesses147 in subsequent periods. 

Astral Htar 

A final word should be said of the four-pointed star with alternate rays, which 

stands in the upper field immediately before the goddess on our seal. The presence of 

similar four- and eight(?)-pointed star has been noted in the same position for her on the 

Anub~nini relief and on Akkad seals. Argument has already been presented (pp.98 ff.) 

that the repetition of similar stars in this postion with other probable !stars is a diagnostic 

icon. As in those cases, it identifies her as the astral Htar here also. 

Summary 

The importance of this seal, Icon D, lies in (i) its twofold expression of her astral-

warrior nature; (ii) its use of the masculine stance and musculature; (iii) its textual identity 

of the wargoddess with lion, as I~tar. 

In the latter respect, it is the key to identifying other unnamed wargoddesses with 

lions. It also dovetails precisely with contemporary and later texts associating !§tar with 

lions, or describing her as a lion herself. The texts equating Inanna/Btar herself with a 

lion/lioness, indicate that the lion icon is not merely a "symbol" accompanying Htar, but, 

in fact, an allomorph of the goddess herself. 

Finally, it is important to note that this Akkadian Htar with her lion finds close 

parallels with the identified Btar/Narunte (Icon E) and Htar of Arbela (Icon R). These 

textually named representations, finding their prototype in Icon D, demonstrate nearly two 

millennia of leonine iconography for the goddess, and indicate the wide geographic 

distribution of the icon over that period, for Inanna/Utar. 

agappiia urtabbika, "I <Utar} have raised you between my wings". (cf. Langdon, Tammuz pl. 3, vi, 21). 
Her winged role is furthered in her activities as ominous bird, discussed in Icons N and P. 

147 In Ugaritic mythology, ~tis said to take vulture fonn and to fly into battle against Aqhat: 
"Among the vultures I will be soaring". She is also ". . . swiftest of any winged thing". (Cf. 
A. w. Eaton, The Goddess Anat: The Histmy of Her Cult, Her Mythology and Her Iconography. ~. 
Diss., [Yale University, 1964], pp. 69, 90). 
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Limestone Statue of the Goddess Narunte/Inanna/Htar. 

Old Elamite and Akkadian. Iran, (ca. 2230 B.C.). (Icon E). 

Background 

This statue in the Louvre (Icon E), 148 measures about 80 cm. in height, which size 

suggests it may have served as a cult-statue. It represents a seated goddess, whose throne 

supports and base are inscribed with a bilingual inscription in Old Elamite and in 

Akkadian. The Elamite inscription 149 dedicates the statue to Narunte, an Elamite goddess 

with cult centre in Susa, while the problematic Akkadian one150 is believed to dedicate it 

to Inanna/Htar with Narunte as an hypostasis of Inanna/Htar. 151 As usual, the statue and 

its Elamite and Akkadian inscriptions were all published separately, as if the artefact were 

intended to be dissected rather than perceived as a whole. The Akkadian translation is 

fraught with problems, 152 but the Elamite inscription is relatively clear. It is dedicated by 

Puzur-In§u~inak, ruler of Susa, as contemporary of ~ar-kali-brri, last king of Akkad (ca. 

2230 B.C.), overlapping into the start of Laga~ite hegemony. On stylistic grounds of our 

148 Cf. A. Spycket, "Une Grande Deesse Elamite Rettouve son Visage", ,S,ma 45, (1968), figs. 
1-7 and W. Hinz. The Lost World of Elam. (New York: New York UP, 1973), p. 49. 

149 W. Hinz, "Zur Entzifferung der elamischen Strichschrift". Iranica Antiqpa 2, (1962). p. 16. 
l 50 The problematic Akkadian inscription was published by V. Scheil, Memoires de la Mission 

Arcbeoloiique de Susiane; Iextes etamites-semitiques 14. 5 series, (Paris. 1913). p. 18 and partially in 
Hinz, Lost World. p. 49. 

151 Barrelet concurred with Scheil's identification of the figure as Narunte-Inanna (cf. 
M. T. Barrelet, "Les D~sses Annees et Ailees", Sll,ia 32, (1955], p. 254). The multiplicity of forms of 
Inanna at Susa is evident from the existence of two forms of her in Akkad period account texts: dinaona 
.(M!lfil and dinanna <MOS}_ ll (written <<) (Cf. v. Scheil, "La Comptabilite a Suse". Nos. 304: 3, 4; 
305: 3, 4. A later text lists offerings to Inanna and to Mazat sa n[a-rlu,te " Manzat of Narudu(Narunte)" 
where Manzat of Narunte is obviously in Inanna's court (cf. Mission de Perse, Mel. Arch EPii Susiannes 
28, Actes Juridiques No. 515, obv. lines 2, 7, and rev. 9-13). Additionally, Manzat we know is Sirius the 
Bowstar and also Istar (cf. H. Lewy, "lstar-~ad and the Bow Star", AS. 16, [1965], pp. 273 ff.). Even in 
Mesopotamia, we have a closeness of Utar and Narudu which suggests that the latter is an hypostasis of 
her. In an I§tar ritual at Uruk, her cult personnel, the kur2arru and as.s.i.nml. pass before I§tar, wearing the 
cloaks "of Narudu" (cf. F. Thureau-Dangin, "Le Rituel du Temple d'Anu a Uruk". Rituels Accadiens. 
[Paris, 1921), pp. 110 ff., Sect III, line 7). 

l52 For e problems of the Akkadian text, cf. Hinz. Iranica Antiqua 1962, p. 15, n. 1. 
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statue, Moortgat153 favoured a post-Akkad manufacture, owing to the method of depicting 

the garment's material. The pose, rendering of the throne and treatment of body masses 

also suggest to the writer that Moortgat's dating is fairly close. If so, the figure is 

contemporary with the end of Akkadian domination and the very early Sumerian revival. 

From this dating, we see that the cultural background of this statue is a mixed one. 

The kings of the Akkad Dynasty, such as Rimu§ and Manistusu, had exercised suzerainty 

over Elam during that period. The area around Susa had begun to adopt Akkadian and 

Semitic culture to such an extent that one of the lesser Elamite rulers of the period 

commissioned a statuette of Mani~tusu in Susa, dedicated to this very goddess Narunte, 154 

and successive Akkadian rulers such as Naram-Sin made treaties with the Elamites to 

counterbalance the rising threat of the Guti. These close Akkado-Elamite links began to 

dissolve, however, as Akkad weakened at the end of the period. Puzur-ln~u~inak, 

dedicator of this statue, was able to lead Elam into independence after ~ar-kali-farri. This 

period of victory and freedom was shortlived, with Elam falling soon under Gudea of 

Laga~ and then under the Ur III Dynasty. 

This historical encapsulation illustrates that, as in the case of the earlier Anuba.nini 

relief., local rulers of Iran produced art which vaunted local power, in this case the Elamite 

victory goddess Narunte, but were still tied to Mesopotamian cultural vehicles. This 

accounts for the identification of the Elamite Narunte with the Mesopotamian lnanna/lltar, 

and for the clear dependence on Sumero-Akkadian art forms. 

Natures of Narunte/Inanna/Htar in Elam 

What is the nature and iconography of this hybrid Narunte/lnanna/Btar? The 

obscure Akkadian text accompanying her figure appears to beseech her to "preserve me my 

153 Moortgat, AAM, p. 48. 
154 Hinz. Lost World, p. 74. 
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right" 155 and the verb used is one of judgment. More is ascertainable from the Elamite, 

which says, 

(I) "May victory be brought about by Narunte ... ; 

(N) Help, Lady(??); For me(?) may a kingdom be set up in the land; 

I am king(?); 

(V) Healing .... ". 156 

From this we see that Narunte is wargoddess, bringer of victory, establisher of k~ngship, 

and apparently healing goddess. The Akkadian, with its call for judgment, is 

comprehensible as asking for this judgment in terms of victory and kingship, since such 

phraseology is common in prayers of many periods in Akkadian. Victory, judgment, 

healing, the activities mentioned here, are characteristic of Inanna/Btar_ in texts of many 

periods throughout her history in Mesopotamia, so that the hybrid goddess is verbally 

described as Sumero-Akkadian in her natures here. 

Outside our inscription, what else is known of Inanna/Htar in Elam at this time? A 

stela of Puzur-In~u~inak written in Akkadian and dedicated to the god of Susa, 

In~uSinak, 157 concerns itself with royal deeds for this national god, but in its curse 

formula invokes a mixture of Elamite and Sumero-Akkadian gods, among them the pair 

"Inanna and Su'en". The juxtaposition of Inanna with the Mesopotamian moongod points 

also to her astral nature in Susa at this time. Within a hundred years after this period, her 

cult is attested at Susa from the time of the Simas dynasty, contemporary with Su-Sin of 

Ur, ca. 2038 B.C.158 where, apparently as Venus, she is called "Lady of (the temple) 

Uru.an.na" (lit. "Lady-of-the-City-of-Heaven"), her temple site for at least three hundred 

years. We do not know whether this temple was hers as early as Puzur-Insu~inak's 

155 !lilil,, p. 49. 
156 Hinz. Iranica Antigua (1962), p. 16. 
157 F. Thureau-Dangin, SAKI, Leipzig, (1907), pp. 273 ff. 
158 M.- J. Steve," Textes Elamites de Tchoga-Zanbil", Iranica Antigua 2, (1962), p. 61. 
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creation of the Narunte statue, but the existence of such an important statue to her and the 

flowering of a major temple to her within three generations points to her position in Susa 

at this date. Of course the famous "Utar of Elam", the astral and warlike Bowstar, is well-

attested for later peri<Xis.159 

Iconograp by 

The statue's iconography bears the dual stamp of Sumerian and Akkadian 

religious art, owing to the political-cultural domination by Akkad and Sumer outlined 

above, and owing to the borrowing of many gods _ from Mesopotamia. The goddess is 

seated on a squared, apparently backless throne, feet resting on a low thronebase. She 

stares ahead, both fists clenched at her breast. Her b<Xiy is massively portrayed, all limbs 

being swathed in a heavy flocked dress, giving the figure a blocklike appearance. This 

type of tufted woollen dress is commonest in Early Dynastic statuary of both goos and 

humans, and occurs also in the Akkad and Ur III periods, but is strictly Sumerian in 

origin. Moortgat felt that the style of tufting indicated a late- or post-Akkad date. 

The head, which was located later than the torso and rejoined, has been badly 

damaged, but is impressive in its broad plains, soft contours and outline of large eyes. 

Sadly, the eye contents and the-headgear have been damaged, but the latter has been 

identified160 as a crown with three pairs of horns, poorly visible in photos. It is fitted 

upon a simple bobbed coiffure, held in a chignon. A fillet or seamline appears across the 

forehead. Her dress is completed by multiple strands of beads and what appear to be 

five pairs of piercings in the ears to hold an elaborate group of earrings, presumably of 

precious metal, now lost. This style of earring is unknown to me for Sumerian art, which 

normally shows singly pierced ears, 161 but it is a forerunner of a type commonly 

l 59 On Istar of Elam as the Bowstar Sirius in the Old and Neo-Assyrian periods, cf. H. Lewy, 
"Htar-SM and the Bowstar", A.S.16, (1965), pp. 173 ff. 

160 B. Hrouda. Vorderasien I, p. 135, n. 6. 
161 Cf. K. Maxwell-Hyslop, Western Asiatic Jewellery. c. 3000-612 B.C., (London: Methuen, 

1971), pp. 4, 5, 24. 
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occurring on female frit masks of the Old Babylonian period at Tell Rimah and 

elsewhere. 162 These masks have been thought to represent !star too, but their identity 

remains unsure. On this figure, the earrings are exceptional for the period. 

The Date Motif 

Unlike the icons examined so far, barring the Uruk Vase, our figure bears no 

weapons or traces of them, holding in her hands only two small objects, which are rather 

unclear in most published photos. Moortgat's photo163 of the statue indicates two objects, 

the one in her right a small vase. The one in her left, which Hinz164 thought was a "palm 

fan", appears from other photos to be clearly vegetation. It is shaftlike with central rib and 

cellular or leaflike structures adhering along the shaft. By comparison with our Icons B, 

F, and G, where she holds date sprigs or has date leaves and sprigs, identical in shape to 

those of our Icon E, placed in her offering stand, one can propose that the object here is 

either a date leaf in miniature or a stylized date spathe.165 

162 For examples of the frit mask type, most often found in tombs, and sometimes on the 
breastbone of female bodies, cf. P. R. S. Moorey, Archaeoloiy, Artefacts and the Bible, (Oxford: 
Ashmolean, 1969), fig. 41c; J. Oates, Babylon. (London: Thames and Hudson, 1979), fig. 68; L. Woolley 
and M. Mallowan. The Old Babylonian Period, Ur Excavations VII, pl. 96b; B. Hrouda, Isin-IWJ Bahriyat 
II: Die Eriebnisse der Ausmbunien 1975-78, Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Phil. His~. KI. 
Abh., NF. Heft 87, Munich: 1981, Tafeln 216, 27 IB 748, 839. Similar types are attested as late as the 
eighth century Phoenician tombs at Achziv. 

163 Moortgat, AA.M, fig. 128. 
164 Hinz. Lost World, p. 49. 
165 The objects in all three identified Inanna/lstars appear to be the same. Their feathery 

appearance may indicate a date frond, or even in the statuette's case, because of small size, the cellular 
elements of a newly budded date spathe before the flowers open (cf. the forms, H. Simon, The Date Palm, 
Bread of the Desert. [New York: Dodd Mead, 1978], p. 63). The date spathe finds great prominence in 
Neo-Assyrian art where it is employed by genii in fertilizing the tree, so that its presence here too is not 
impossible.Interestingly, genii bearing date spathes and situlae, worship an armed, asttal and enshrined !§tar 
on a Neo-Assyrian seal (fig. 252) of the 8th-7th C. (cf. H. Pittman, J. Aruz, Ancient Art in Miniature, 
Near Eastern Seals from the Collection of Martin and Sarah Cherlcask_y. [New York: Metropolitan 
Museum, 1987], fig. 70). If the object here too is a date spathe, it could be a marker not only of 
"fertility", but of spring, when date spathes were fertilized. I suggest that the entire motif of the datepalm, 
so basic to Mesopotamian culture and art, requires detailed analysis with respect to its artistic motifs, 
seasonal indicators, and natural growing cycle, rather than being treated simply as elegant vegetal design. 
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Warlike/ Leonine Motif 

The last item of iconography is the boxlike throne, which has as sidepanels, two 

seated lions carved in profile, in linear style. This feature is partly Akkadian, since it 

finds four parallels166 in the Akkadian "!star" seals which I have studied (e.g. gs. 57, 

60, 69-70). In the Akkad seals however, the sidepanels consist of a pair of crossed lions. 

An Ur III seal impression (fig. 73) of an Htarlike figure however, bears a single lion on 

the sidepanel, like that on our Susa figure. Accordingly the lionpanel icon has been 

adapted in Elamite hands, but retains its Mesopotamian character. There are related 

Akkadian motifs in which her throne itself is actually a lion. 167 For example, in two 

Akkad seals, a goddess, apparently Htar, sits on lions, one reversed168 (fig. 71) and 

another (fig. 72) lifesized, supporting the entire figure. 169 These representations are 

significant as prototypes of our later U garit seal (Icon L), and all are related in theme to the 

lionpanel throne here and to its related icons. 

A lion motif also occurs under the Elamite statue's feet where two opposed 

crouching lions flank a rosette/star. One Akkad seal known to me depicts a Btar-

like figure with feet on a lion (fig. 57). Of course, several standin~ Btars on Akkad seals 

have lions underfoot170 (Icons C, D and fig. 67). I believe that the Susa statue represents 

in two-dimensional fashion a reduplicated pair of opposed lions, to express the Akkadian 

concept of a lion underfoot, shown in the Akkad seal (fig. 57). It is likely that the 

statuette's lions were not merely decorative border, but were intended to represent such 

lion-footstools of the Akkadian tradition, represented by fig. 57. Indeed this seal (fig. 57) 

with its flocked dress, lion sidepanels and lion footstool, reasonably resembles the 

166 Viz. Boehmer, Entwicklun& 383,384, 387, 389. 
167 For two such seals, cf. Ibid., 387 (lion footstool) and 385 (sitting on a lion). 
168 llilil., 385. 
169 E. Porada. Coams of Ancient Near Eastern Seals in North American Collections. I, 

Collection of the PieJl)Ont Mor&ao Library. Bollingen Series 14, (Washington, 1948), No. 238. 
17° For a figure, possibly Utar, standing on a single lion, cf. Boehmer, Entwicklun&, 375 (our 

fig. 67). 
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statuette, indicating the strong Akkadian influence on the latter, even though it may come 

under strong Sumerian influence in dress and body type. By the predominance of these 

lions, particularly of the ones underfoot, the goddess demonstrates her power for acts of 

destruction and war, suitable to Htar/Narunte as hybrid war deity, bringer of victory. 

Astral Motif 

Finally, attention should be drawn to the object between the lions under her feet It 

appears to be an eight-pointed star or eight-petalled rosette with rounded tips. Artefacts 

bearing rosette-like representations have been found frequently in the goddess' precincts 

from the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr to Neo-Babylonian periods and later in the A~tart temples of 

Cyprus. This recurrence of motif has led scholars to speculate in a romantic way, that 

they represent flowers of a "lovegoddess", yet the issue is far from simple. Context and 

depiction of form are both open to question. The rosette has a long and complicated 

history in Mesopotamia,171 largely because of the fluid contexts in which it occurs. It 

often stands alone, simply as decoration, or may occur with Inanna icons in unclear 

contexts. For example, "rosettes" occurred frequently in the Uruk/Jemdet Nasr artefacts 

from Eanna, 172 both singly and on plants (e.g. fig. 25), but their depiction also on 

branches as f odder173 (fig. 47) makes them suspect there as strictly lnanna icons. In such 

a case, they may represent merely plants which feed temple herds, QI they may represent 

the goddess, marking the grazing beasts as hers. Indeed, they may not be flowers, 

strictly speaking, but star-rosettes, intended to be understood as both flower and star. We 

have noted above that the Akkadian Utar can bear star-arrows as can the Assyrian Htar in 

forthcoming discussion, so that star-flowers are not beyond the realm of Mesopotamian 

imagination. 

171 Cf. E. D. Van Buren, "The Rosette in Mesopotamian Art", ZANE 11, 1939, pp. 99 ff. and 
B. Goff, Symbols of Prehistoric Mesopotamia. (New Haven: Yale UP, 1963), pp. 62 ff., 65 ff., 11 ff., 
116. 

172 For alabaster trough and a ewer used in her cult, and bearing this motif, cf. Moortgat, AAM, 
figs. 18, 24 as examples. 

173 .Ihw., pl. Ia, although with her bundles. 
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Texts from most periods do attest to Inanna/Htar's association with specific trees 

or plants, such as the poplar, the huluppu-tree, or the pomegranate (cf. discussion of 
" 

Icon F), and frit or gold rosettes occur in her temple finds in later periods. 174 However, 

despite these vegetal associations, I know of no text specifically identifying her with 

rosettes/flowers barring those of the pomegranate, which is mentioned textually, and is 

often shown in flower and fruit form associated with her on ivories. In this respect she is 

unlike her Classical counterpart Aphrodite, whose texts are replete with flower images.175 

Apart from the pomegranate, which appears to denote her as hierodule (cf. Icon S 

discussion) these examples do not explain the~ of the "rosette" nor indicate a species of 

flower intended. Whether it is a rosette on our statue, alluding to some vegetal role of 

the goddess, is unknown. Because of her astral nature in this period, I would opt for this 

as an eight-pointed star, rather than an eight-petalled rosette, particularly in this context of 

the warlike goddess with lions, who is otherwise associated with a star on contemporary 

reliefs and seals. 

174 For rosettes of frit and gold in the I§tar temple at AMur, cf. Andrae, IlI, pp. 96, 101. 
175 For Aphrodite's floral attributes, cf. P. Friedrich, The Meaning of Aphrodite. (Chicago: Univ. 

of Chicago Press, 1978), pp. 45 ff. and E. Langlotz, Aphrodite den Garten. Sitzun~berichte der 
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften. Phil. hist. Kl., Jahrg., 1953/54, 2. Abh., (Heidelberg: 
Universitlitsverlag, 1954). 
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Sumerian Cylinder Seal Naming and Depicting Ninibgal. 

Late Akkad-Ur III Period, (ca. 2050 B.C.) (Icon F). 

Identification of Ninibgal as lnanna 

In the discussion of the Early Dynastic vase fragment depicting Inanna from Lagas 

( cf. Icon B ), it was established that Inanna had, among other attestations of her worship, a 

major temple and Temple Oval at Early Dynastic Lagas, called e.ib.gal, "House of Ibgal". 

The Laga~ite ruler Eannatum referred to her as dinanna(MUS}./(ib].gal, "Inanna of 

[Ib]gal",176 and Enannatum I says dinanna.ra ib.gal mu.na.du, "for Inanna he built 

Ibgal".177 More fully, he explains dinanna<MlJ$} ib.gal.se RN ib.gal mu.du. "for Inanna 

of lb gal, Enannatum built Ibgal. 178 The personal name dinanna(MUS),ib. gal, "Inanna of 

I_bgal" 179 also identifies Ibgal as hers in that period, although no shorter identification as 

dnin.ib.gal, "Lady of Ibgal" is known to the writer from Early Dynastic or, indeed, later 

Lagat 

Subsequently in the Ur III period, as Sulgi 's reign attests, offerings to Inanna of 

Ibgal were made, but apparently in nearby Umma,180 so that in Laga~ and Umma 

appear to co-exist, the latter apparently as an offshoot of the main Laga~ cult. An emesal 

hymn of the following Isin Dynasty has her say: "In Umma Ibgal (is mine)". 181 These 

texts tell us that Ibgal, be it in Laga~ or U mma during the Ur III-Isin/Larsa p~riod, 

belonged clearly to Inanna, and apparently no other. From this it is clear that any 

designation "The Lady of Ibgal" is almost beyond doubt Inanna/l~tar. For this reason, our 

seal of this period depicting an Btarlike goddess, and naming a man as lu.mah - of 
V 

l 76 The Vulture Ste~ cf. E. Sollberger,~ I., Ean. I, ed. Sollberger, IRS. p. 47, 1C5a. 
177 llili1., Brick B, 9; ed. Sollberger, IRS., p. 63, IC6c, iii, 3 ff. 
178 C. J. Gadd, L. Legrain, !.rnI I, pt II, No. 2,; Ed. l.raI I, pt. 1, No. 2, I: lff. 
179 A. Deimel, "Die Opferlisten Urukagninas und seiner Vorganger", Orientalia 28, (1928), 

p. 32, R..I.C. 4 7, No. 16, line 4. 
l80 Keiser, STD, pl. LVIII, col. v, lines 130, 149; col. vi, lines 160, 170, 176, 185. 
181 YS. X, No. 199, rev. i, 8 ff. . 
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Ninibgal, must be saying that he is a priest of Inanna/Htar. The seal portrays an 

intercessory goddess leading a shavenheaded priest (not illustrated here) into the presence 

of the Btarlike goddess shown in Icon F. From this, Elizabeth Williams-Forte, who 

published the seal, concluded that the seal scene parallels the text of the seal-legend, and 

both record the service of this priest to Ninibgal. 182 Ninibgal, whom the present study 

can identify fairly conclusively as Inanna/Btar, was presumably the Laga~ite one, since 

the lion-headed eagle, symbol of Laga~, stands before her in the field. We have, then, an 

annotated scene of both the priest and the goddess named, apparently at Lagat 

Two important facts are pointed out by Williams-Forte: 

" ... Such clearly identifiable representations of Inanna are rare in Neo-

Sumerian glyptic art, recurring elsewhere only on two seal impressions 

from Ur, one from Tello, and one probably from Nippur. The Nippur 

seal impression showing Inanna ,bears a dedicatory inscription to King 

Amar-Sm of Ur, 'beloved of Inanna', from a high officer of the temple of 

Inanna at Nippur. Perhaps such ... seals ... as (the Nippur one and this 

one) ... served as badges of office for high priests and officials of 

Inanna's temple", 183 

Natures of Inanna in lbgal 

The "probable" Nippur seal to which Williams-Forte refers is our Icon G, whose 

findspot in her Nippur temple is not "probable", but known.Present research has been 

unable to extract, from the slender textual references to Inanna of Ibgal in the Ur m and 

Isin-Larsa periods, what her nature was. One may assume that it continued much as it 

was in the Early Dynastic materials (supra. pp. 77 ff.). This would lead us to expect a 

goddess chiefly of warlike disposition, perhaps with astral and datepalm associations 

182 E. Williams-Forte, in Ladders to Heaven; Art Treasw:es from Lands of the Bible, ed., Oscar 
White Muscarell~ (Toronto: McClelland and Stew~ 1981), pp. 97 ff. 

183 T'hiA 98 .• p .. 
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(supra pp. 87 ff.). Moreover, if Williams-Forte is correct in assuming that seals such as 

this one depicted were badges of priestly office, their iconography would necessarily have 

to leave no doubt of the identity of the goddess lending authority, so that such icons 

should clearly represent the natures of Ninibgal named, in order to identify her. 

Iconography 

The goddess depicted is seated, like the Susa statuette (Icon E), and Laga~ vase 

fragment figure (Icon B), sharing with the latter, and indeed the "Htar" Akkad seals, 

frontality of face and upper torso, and extension of a hand to the worshipper. The gesture, 

throne and lion motif are closely echoed in fig. 73, a rare contemporary Ur III seal 

impression depicting the armed Htar with four-pointed, rayed star. A Sumerian feature of 

Icon Fis the temple-throne depicted beneath her, but she also has a number of Akkadian 

features, such as the multiple horned crown, long wavy hair draped laterally over the 

shoulders, and the tiered dress of goddesses. Her ornaments consist of what appears to be 

a flat pectoral and two wedgeshaped objects pendant on her upper breast. These are 

features common to later Old Babylonian representations of her, but their precise nature is 

unknown. They may represent locks of hair, or cloth tie-ends, perhaps from a cloth under 

the crown. 184 Accordingly, our Icon F's figure is largely Sumerian in dress and posture, 

but exhibits some Akkadian elements, such as her lion. 

Leonine Motif 

Two features remain to claim our attention. The major one is a snarling, crouching 

lion placed, in Akkad style, under the feet of Ninibgal. It has been noted above that this 

leonine icon came into its own in the Akkad period seals depicting an Htarlike figure, and 

it occurred underfoot on two identifiable figures, the Akkad seal (Icon D) and the Akkado-

184 These two wedgeshaped pendants recur often on probable mar figures of the Ur III-Old 
Babylonian periods on seals and terra cottas (cf. our figs. 205). Maxwell-Hyslop thought that they 
represented hair rather than jewellery (cf. Maxwell-Hyslop, Y:!..AJ., p. 85 re: her fig. 62b) but their clearly 
squared bases, unnatural shape and lack of texture as seen for example on the Burney relief (fig. 101) and 
Istar-Kititum plaque (fig. 290) indicate, I believe, that they are jewellery or even tie-ends of cloth. 
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Elamite statue (Icon E) which offers a seated parallel, though in low relief. It has already 

been established that the lion represents both Inanna/Htar herself and her destructive/ 

warlike powers. By this lion, despite her lack of weapons here, she appears to continue 

the bellicose nature established for the Laga~ite Inanna of the Early Dynastic period, (Icon 

B), and to express this warriorship much as does the rare contemporary seal impression 

(fig. 73) with its lionpanel. The latter's warlike nature is confirmed by her shoulder 

maces, features lacking in Icon F. 

Date Motif 

The final object of note stands before Ninibgal, and is described as "a vessel from 

which grows what looks like a tree with date clusters" .185 The object is, in fact, an 
offering stand, but the object on it must symbolize the fruitbearing date tree, since it is not 

an accurate portrayal of the tree at fruitbearing maturity. It could be a single palm frond 

upright with two datesprigs pendant, a seedling date plus datesprigs pendant, or even an 

enlarged, stylized date spathe. An almost exact duplicate of this object occurs on the stela 

of Umammu186 of contemporary date, whose detail is clearer. There the vertical element 

has branches off the main element, suggesting that a seedling or very young tree with 

bran~hes is intended, rather than simply being a palmfrond with single rib and feathered 

fronds. It has been suggested in a recent study of such offering stands 187 that plants may 

have grown in them, and moreover, that the offerings on them were often specifically 

appropriate to the deity receiving them. This may be so of the Laga~ite Inanna, here, a 

goddess who held a palmsprig in her hand on the Early Dynastic vase (Icon B) and a frond 

or spathe in the statue (Icon E), the significance of which has been commented on above. 

In truth, the uses of such symbols and offering stands is not fully understood. 

185 Williams-Forte. Ladders. p. 97. 
186 Moortgat, AAM, pl. 201. 
187 L. F. Devries, "Cult Stands: A Bewildering Variety of Shapes and Sizes", Biblical 

Archaeology Review 13/4, (1987), pp. 27 ff. 



Sumerian Seal Naming Inanna, from her Nippur Temple. 

Ur III period (ca. 2047-2039 B.C.) (Icon G) 

Background and Rationale of Approach 
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The second icon of the Ur III period is preserved on a_ seal impression dated by 

its inscription to Amar-Su'en, third king of the Ur III Dynasty, ca. 2047-2039 B.C. As 

noted in the introduction to this dissertation, the seal impressions and composite 

linedrawing were published by Briggs Buchanan188 independently from the seal legend 

whose text was published by William Hallo in a separate article in the same volume.189 

There are a number of reasons for reconsidering this representation, not the least of which 

is that the two articles, though published adjacently, were not interrelated in a joint study. 

This artificial schism of text from icon needs to be rectified, since the meaning of the 

scene is incomprehensible otherwise. The second reason is that, despite the textual 

information available, and despite the existence of comparable artforms, Buchanan made 

no attempt to identify the goddess of the seal, nor to explain her role in this problematic 

scene. Moreover, the composite linedrawing of Dale in Buchanan (fig. 74) talces little 

cognizance of what is actually shown in the details of the seal impression photos, 

rendering the goddess' weapons inaccurately. Accordingly I have included my own 

linedrawing (Icon G) made with aid of a magnifying glass, to supplement Dale's and it is 

on this basis that the subsequent analysis is based. This analysis will proceed by 

identifying the goddess by caption, and in turn, suggesting an interpretation of the scene. 

Identification of the Goddess 

Hallo, in his translation of the seal legend, mentions a number of key facts which 

Buchanan should have utilized in identifying this goddess. The inscription begins with the 

188 B. Buchanan, "An Extraordinary Seal Impression of the Third Dynasty of Ur", INES 31, 
(1972), pp. 96 ff. and fig. 1. 

189 W. Hallo, "The House of Ur- Meme" INES, 31a (1972), pp. 98 ff. 
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name of the king Amar- Su'en whom the seal honours, and gives his title as "beloved of 

Inanna". Hallo notes that it is irregular for Amar-Su'en inscriptions and "must be 

motivated by the seal owner's position, which was that of chief officer/prefect (u~ula) of 

Inanna at Nippur".190 

This man, Lugalengardu, held one of the most powerful priestly and civil service 

positions in Sumer, since he was chief priestly administrator of Joanna's large temple at 

Nippur, a temple which was a bastion of faith and a financial centre, owing to the ancient 

temple economy system. 191 His city Nippur, in tum, was the most important religious 

centre of Sumer, centre of the official pantheon and of theological dogma. 192 From a 

number of seal impressions and archival texts of the period, we learn that Lugalengardu's 

family had held, and continued to hold, that mighty hereditary office for some time as a 

monopoly. Apart from the family's devotion to Inanna, their power necessitated that they 

"express their loyalty to their sovereigns",193 an idea which motivated the seal's cutting, 

as we shall see. His seal inscription also tells us that in addition to being prefect of the 

Inanna temple, he was priest of the great god Enlil, who was executor of the gods and 

chief god of Nippur. Lugalengardu tells us that his father fulfilled the same role for Inanna 

and Enlil, indicating that the position in the Inanna precinct was hereditary and had a dual 

190 Ililil., p. 88. 
191 The importance of Inanna's temple at Nippur during the Ur III Dynasty is amply attested by 

votive texts and offering lists of the period. ~ulgi of Ur records her temple Eduranki in Nippur 
(L. Legrain, Royal Inscriptions and Framents from Nippur and Babylon. fB..S 15, [1926], pl. XVI, No. 
42, lines 2, 7) and he dedicated foundation figurines found under her entrance towers (N. al Asil, "Recent 
Archaeological Activity in Iraq", ~r 12, (1956], p. 4). He also recorded building works on EulmaJ in 
Nippur (RLA II, p. 484), Eulma! being the temple of mar of Akkad. Her cult at Nippur is attested in the 
archives of Drehem, a town near and under the sway of Nippur: They refer to Inanna of Uruk, and lnanna 
of Nippur (C. Keiser, Neo-Sumerian Account Texts from Drehem, lllN III, No. 337, obv. 2, 4, 5, 8, 10). 
Moreover, her importance to the dynasty is clear from lists of offerings made in the palace at Nippur 
where she was called "lnanna of the Palace" (Legrain, Ifill, [Paris, 1912], No. 323). Cf. also supra, n. 
187. 

192 It is well known that Nippur was religious capital of Mesopotamia particularly in the second 
millennium. Cf. W. G. Lambert, "The Historical Development of the Mesopotamian Pantheon: A Study 
in Sophisticated Polytheism", in Unity and Diversity: Essays in the History Literature and Religion of 
the Ancient Near East, ed., H. Goedicke, J. J.M. Roberts, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1975), 
p. 192. 

193 Hallo, 31, p. 88. 
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affiliation with the Enlil cult, indicative of the importance of Inanna alongside Enlil at 

Nippur.194 Her position at Nippur and association with Enlil's circle is borne out by the 

remains of her large temple and by the numbers of votive gifts and inscriptions within 

it.195 

Finally, Lugalengardu closes with the statement that he is king Amar-Su'en's 

servant, an indication of his powerful rank in the administrative hierarchy and an 

expression of loyalty to that sovereign. His heirs in this priestly family followed with 

similar expressions of loyalty to the Ur' III Dynasty in their documents, so that we see 

them as politically astute representatives of the priestly hierarchy of lnanna in Nippur, 

wisely enhancing their relation with the kings of Ur. 

We have noted that our previous icon (Icon F), also of this period, was described 

by Williams-Forte196 ~s a seal depicting Inanna and lending authority of her temple to the 

owner's office; similarly here, Inanna's presence on the seal (for such we shall indicate it 

was), would have lent authority to the owner in his priestly office in her Nippur temple. 

Moreover, we know that the seal was used by him in his temple functions, since its 

194 Among offering lists made in the Ur III palace at Nippur one finds the following gods in the 
circle of Enlil grouped as follows: Enlil (god of Nippur and cosmic executor), Ninlil (his wife), lnanna 
(possibly as daughter) etc. (cf. Y. Nakahara, The Sumerian Tablets in the Imperial University of Kyoto. 
[Kyoto, 1928], No. 14, p. 6). My inspection of twenty texts from Nippur and nearby Drehem indicates 
that Inanna frequently stood second only to Enlil and Ninlil of that city or at least third, (Enlil, Ninlil., 
Nanna, Inanna) (cf. T. Fish, Cataloiue Rylands. No. 493; H. Sauren. Wirtschaftsurkunden. No. 155, 
p. 151, Ghent No. MAH 16. 334, lines 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9; W. Nesbit, Sumerian Records of Drehem. No. 10 
obv. 1, lines 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, rev. 1, 3; H. De Genouillac, Trouvailles de Drebem. No. 10, obv. 1, lines 5, 
7, 8, 9, 10; M. <;ig, H. Kizilyay, A. Salonen, Die Puzri!-PHao Texte, Teil I, No. 544. 

This position associated with Enlil's circle indicates that she was of high rank there, apparently a 
member of his family since she often occurs with Ninurta, his son and Ninhursag, his sister, after Enlil-
Ninlil. Her status as third goddess of Nippur and first goddess apart from Enlil-dependents, occurs in a 
Drehem list of Nippur temples naming the Ninlil temple (col. i), Ninbursag temple (col. ii) and lnanna 
temple (col. iii) (cf. cr XXXII, pis. 41-42, cols. i, ii, iii). Additionally offerings were made to her by 
the (ruler) of Nippur, suggesting the high official status of Inanna worshipped in Nippur. 

195 Numerous economic tablets regarding rations, supplies and sacrifices, in which she figures 
prominently, represent the archives of her temple there (cf. A. Goetze, "Ausgrabungen in Nippur," AfQ 
19, (1959-60], p. 199). For the temple itself, although its cella was anciently destroyed, cf. D. Hansen, 
"The Temple of Inanna, Queen of Heaven at Nippur", Archaooloi_Y 12, (1959), pp. 74 ff. 

196 Cf. v. Williams-Forte in Ladders to Heaven, Art Treasures from Lands of the Bible. ed., 
0. W. Muscarella, (Mclelland and Stewan, Toronto, 1981), pp. 97, 98. 
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impressions were found within the Inanna temple. 197 Although the monetary value of 

seals often leads to their dispersal from place of origin, their impressions on temple 

dockets are normally found, in or near the place of origin and use, where the documents 

on which they are found, were written or stored. Their provenance in the Inanna temple 

indicates that the seal was used by the chief functionary of the Inanna temple on these very 

documents in situ. The inscription and findspot, then, indicate that the seal had both 

political and religious uses, that it belonged to a high functionary of Inanna in Nippur, that 

it was used on her temple documents in her temple, and (combined with other archival 

texts of the period), it tells us that the seal was owned by a man whose entire family was 

dedicated to the sevice of Inanna of Nippur. 

This analysis of the seal's history and background dovetails with the representation 

of the deity thereon. The goddess on the seal is virtually identical with elements of 

identified Inanna/Btars (Icons B, C, D and F) in detail of posture, accoutrements and 

dress. Importantly, she also resembles the armed goddess of fig. 52, excavated in this 

very Nippur temple of Inanna, in the earlier Early Dynastic levels. Thus, although Inanna 

is not named by the seal inscription as present in the scene, its inscription, history of 

owner and family, findspot of impression and its iconographic similarity with identified 

Inanna/Utars lead to the conclusion that lnanna of Nippur is the only reasonable candidate 

for the goddess portrayed. 

Analysis of the Scene's Content 

Essentially, the scene consists of an act of worship of Inanna. The goddess on the 

right, extending her right hand with rod and ring, is approached from the left by a bearded 

worshipper whose garb and crown identify him as an Ur III king. Although the 

inscription names Amar-Su'en as honoured by the seal, for reasons given below (pp. 141 
., 

ff.) the king depicted could represent any one of the Ur III kings up to and including Su-

197 Hallo, INE.S. 31, p. 88, n. 4. 
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Sin, viz. the kings in whose reigns Lugalengardu functioned. The king depicted pours a 

libation from a bowl onto a vertical palmbranch(?) with two lateral pendant date clumps. 

The vegetation arises from a tall banded offering stand of the Ur III type. Flanking and 

facing this scene are a pair of small gods in horned crowns bearing cups. Near the left one 

is a tall denuded tree. The gods' skirts are formed of rocky mountain-bases springing 

from a similar mountainous baseline, all indicated by a scale-pattern, a device well-known 

as symbolic of mountains in Mesopotamian art. The king and Inanna stand upon this 

mountain baseline, enacting the scene of libation upon it, and framed by the mountain base 

and mountain gods. This superficially simple scene is fraught with all sorts of 

iconographic and theological problems which must be dealt with piecemeal. Let us begin 

with the goddess' iconography. 

Inanna 's Iconography 

From my own study of the photos, rather than from Dale-Buchanan's linedrawing, 

I should describe the goddess as follows. She stands with face and torso in frontal view, 

and feet in profile. Her left arm is swathed in the sleeves of her dress, the hand emerging 

apparently empty. In her open right hand, she extends rod and ring198 toward the 

wors!iipping kings. Arising from her shoulders are the traces of three pairs of weapons, 

apparently differentiated. On her right shoulder she bears a lionheaded (?) mace and two 

maces whose details are lost. On her left shoulder is a double lionmace, a composite mace 

and a third mace, now obscured.199 Her tiered dress of flocked wool with long sleeves is 

typical of that of Sumerian Ur ill goddesses, and is not exclusive to Inanna. The crown, 

though abraded, evidently consisted of at least three pairs of horns, marking a highranking 

deity, such as Inanna was in her Nippur temple complex at this period200 according to 

198 Cf. sum n. 118. 
199 On the double lion-mace of l§tar, panicularly in the Old Babylonian period, cf. T. Solyman, 

Die Entstehuni und Entwicklun& der G()tterwaffen im alten MeSQpotamien. (Bonn: Habelt Verlag, 1968), 
p. 87 ff. and for composite maces in the Akkad - and subsequent periods, ibw., pp. 93 ff. 

200 Cf. n. 188 and n. 190. 
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textual evidence. Her hair falls in long locks, two curling over her shoulders and two 

falling down her breast. Her face is well delineated as that of a young woman. 

Historically, this figure has its antecedents in our named icons (Icons A-F). For 

instance, her extended hand, crown, ring, and shoulder maces are continued from the 

Early Dynastic and Akkadian Htars (Icons B, C, D, F) while the vegetation stand, face, 

hair and dress are almost identical with those of the identified Early Dynastic Inanna (Icon 

B) and the Inanna Ninibgal (Icon F), in typically Sumerian style. In this combination of 

types she is seen to embody both Akkadian and Sumerian traditions of the warlke 

Inanna/Btar. Her standing posture occurred for the Akkadian Btar, but it is unusual here 

in a libation scene, since Ur m seals most often depict gods in this role. 

To this point, the iconography is familiar, but in addressing the context of the 

scene, problems arise. To facilitate its study, I have broken down the subject matter into 

two components: 

(i) The focal motif of libation of an Ur m king; 

(ii) The setting or context of mountain gods and mountain baseline. 

(i) Motif of Libation by an Ur III King 

The motif of a king in domed crown and long folded dress, pouring libations to a 

deity, is well attested for this period on seals, stelae and wall painting. The clearest 

representations most similar to our scene are (a) the Stela of Umammu from Ur201 

depicting an almost identical king libating on an identical palm branch - fruit arrangement 

in an offering stand. The gods are the moongod Sin and his wife, deities of Ur; (b) an Ur 

III stela202 of a king pouring a libation to an identical vegetal motif before the sungod 

Sa_maS who holds rod and ring; (c) the Ur III-Old Babylonian wallpainting at Mari203 

(fig. 7 6) of a similar king in flocked dress, pouring libations on three offering stands 

20l Cf. Moortgat, AA.tSE, fig. 194. 
202 !hkl., fig. 210. 
203 A. Parrot, Le Palais; Peintures Murales, MAM II, pl. XVII, foldout E. 
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minus vegetation, before a god often identified as Sin but possibly Adad, to judge by the 

bull. 204 This god sits on a scale-pattern mountain205 which extends into a short baseline. 

(A similar type [fig. 75] depicted on an Early Dynastic plaque, represents a goddess 

traditionally considered to be Ninhursag or a "vegetation goddess" seated on mountain 
--

throne and base . Traces of the shoulder objects and similarity of representation with Icon 

B and fig. 52 of the same date, suggest to me that fig. 75 is in fact the warlike Inanna on 

mountain base. If I am correct, fig. 75 would be a sort of precursor for Icon G, and 

would provide a link between it and Icon B of the Early Dynastic period.) 

We observe, then, that this type of libation scene is clearly not restricted to Inanna 

and appears to be a formulaic way of showing Ur III kings worshipping major gods. 

Repetition of the date-motif on offering stands suggests that it is not iconographically 

specific to Inanna in this type of scene. She is distinctive, however, in standing rather 

than being enthroned, but otherwise the libation scene is not extraordinary. Is the scene, 

on the basis of comparable libation scenes, simply to be understood as one of earthly 

worship whereby the king sacrifices to Inanna in her temple? One extraordinary feature 

distinguishes this representation from the usual libation type: Normally on seals and stelae 

depicting libations in this p~riod, apart from minor temple details, no mythic setting is 

given, and certainly no mountain baseline or mountain-skirted gods are present. Their 

addition in such a sparse scene must have had some additional significance, adding 

meaning to our scene which differentiates it, at least in some way, from the generic libation 

204 Cf. Jacobsen, Treasures, p. 135 for the symbols of Adad. 
205 Frankfort considered the scale-pattern of mountains merely an indicator of divine landscape, to 

indicate that a divinity was intended, viz. that it was "the normal setting for the epiphany of a god" 
(Frankfort, AA.NE, p. 112). Continued observation of these mountainscenes indicates to me, however, 
that they represent more specific contexts, namely (i) foreign lands, where battles/victories occur (ii) 
mountains on which mountainous nwniila dwell, e.g. Adad as god of stormclouds, or the god M~ur as god 
of the Mt. Ebib region; (iii) the underworld mountains or mountains at the entrance to the underworld. 
The reasons for these conclusions are (i) Historical scenes of waging war are depicted on mountain 
landscapes in the Assyrian and other periods; (ii) not all but only certain gods who have mounatin 
associations (e.g. Aliur as god of Ebib, Adad as stormgod, ~ama§ as sungod rising on the mountains, or 
Inanna/l~tar rising on the mountains), occur on them; (iii) some of the divine battles on them depict 
known chthonic gods, e.g. Gilgame§ and the Bullman, and gods of light (~ama§, Gibil) who are textually 
known to light up the darkness of the underworld in a struggle against its inhabitants. 
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scenes of the period. To determine what that significance may be, we must (i) compare 

similar mountainous settings; (ii) comment on mountain gods (iii) discuss the phenome-

non of posthumous worship of kings in the Ur III period. 

(i) Mountain Settings in Mesopotamian Art 

Apart from their use to illustrate historical landscape, mountains in scale-pattern 

are not rare in Mesopotamian art, but they are sufficiently restricted in use to suggest that 

they were not essentially decorative, and were, in fact, quite specific to certain contexts. 

For instance, in Akkad period seals, they recur as mountainous backdrops for scenes of 

theomachy, either as separate mountains or as skirts of some gods. 206 These scenes are 

far from understood, but cuneiform texts tell us that mountains may represent enemy 

lands, and the expression "mountain" is often a literary cliche for hostile or rebellious 

states nearby. Knowing, as we do, that the gods of states were believed to war on behalf 

of those states, one might interpret these scenes as reflecting earthly wars with enemy 

states and their gods. 

Hostile Forces of, and Passage to, the Underworld 

These scenes of mountain settings may also be understood in mythological terms. 

Most ancient Near Eastern cultures envisaged the transition from death to afterlife in the 

netherworld as a passage, either on foot or by boat, to the underworld. 207 Note our figs. 

80, 81 for approximate representations of the ancient Near Eastern cosmic scheme 

including the location of, and passage to, the underworld. This dark world was filled 

with hostile forces, usually in form of demoniac gods and monsters who threatened the 

206 For battles of mountain gods on seal scenes, cf. for example, Moortgat, A.AM, fig. 4; 
W olkstein, llwlnil, fig. 57 and our figs. 77-79. Cf. also the discussion of n. 205 above. 

207 For example, Egyptological literature is replete with descriptions of underworld gods and the 
struggle of the dead king as he passed through the netherworld to ·final judgment. Of many examples, there 
is "The Book of Gates", "a mystic story of the journeying of the bark bearing the dead king through the 
underworld to be reborn each morning with the sun ... , the battles fought by the king in his bark and the 
daily revival of the king each morning without ending ... " (cf. J. Romer. Valley of the Kiois, [Ipswich: 
Michael Joseph and Rainbird, 1981], pp. 69 ff.). Cf. also "Repulsing of the Dragon", Pritchard, ANfil 
pp. 11, 12, n. 13. 
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soul,208 creatures to be overcome by reciting magical formulae and/or portraying magical 

and apotropaic art on the coffin or tomb walls, as in Egypt. Such demoniac creatures and 

gods encountered on the way to, or in, the underworld, filled the magical literature of 

Mesopotamia and Egypt. One of the best accounts of such otherworldly menaces occurs 

in a literary text of an Assyrian prince who dreams that he encounters these dark forces as 

he enters the underworld. 209 Moreover, many prayers and literary texts express formulae 

like this one: "At his (the dead man's) entry into the netherworld, may the gallu-demon 

not prevail" ,210 reflecting much the same spirit as the Egyptian tomb inscriptions do. 

Unfortunately in Mesopotamia little is known of the soul's postmortem journey, whether 

it terminated in judgment as it did in Egypt, or even precisely how one reached this 

subterranean goal. In different traditions such as Inanna/ Htar's Descent, the trip seems to 

be made on foot, in others, such as the exorcisms of the demoness Lama~tu to the 

Netherworld, a boat was used on the underworld river to despatch the hag (cf. fig. 

82);211 ~ama~, the sungod was also believed to traverse the deathly waters by boat in his 

nocturnal journey from the western horizon at sunset, to the eastern horizon at dawn, as 

did Ra in Egypt (cf. fig. 81:8). 

208 In Mesopotamia numerous accounts exist in texts describing mythical or dream-trips of gods 
and heroes to the underworld, peopled with such beings en route, to and in the underworld palace/city 
itself. Some of the best known are (i) The Death of Gilgame§ (early second millennium tradition) which 
names these gods and the sacrifices to be made to them (cf. Pritchard,~ pp. 50 ff.); (ii) The Descent 
Myths of Inanna/Thtar (ihlil., pp. 52 ff. and pp. 106 ff.); (iii) The Epic of Gilgame§, section of the dream 
of Enkidu's impending death, u.blil., p. 87, col. iii, lines 13 ff); (iv) Nergal and Ereskigal myth, Cihi.,Q., 
pp. 103 ff. and pp. 507 ff.) regarding Nergal's "death" and institution in the netherworld. Cf. 
w. G. Lambert "The Theology of Death", in Death in Mesopotamia (ed. B. AlsteL Recontre 
Assyriolo&igue Internationale. Mesopotamia 8, Copenhagen Studies in Assyriology, [Copenhagen: 
Akademisk Forlag, 1980]), pp. 59 ff. Cf. also the following note. 

209 For this rather terrifying account of the pseudonymic Prince Kumma from mid- seventh 
century Allur, cf. "A Vision of the Netherworld," in Pritchard's ~. pp. 109 ff. 

210 Frank, Kultlieder, No. 10, 11. 142 ff. 
211 Examples of Neo-Assyrian exorcism plaques designed to expel this friend to the infernal 

waters on her boat, depict the boat and underworld waters, cf. II, A New Antholo&y of Texts and 
Pictures. ed. J.B. Pritchard, (Princeton UP, 1975), fig. 89 and Amiet, ~. fig. 586. The concept of 
the underworld as both river/sea and mountain is preserved in. the Sumerian kinglist in a section where the 
death of Meskiaggaser is cryptically rendered by the statement that he "went into the sea {ah,,ba) and came 
out to its mountain" (cf. Th. Jacobsen, The Sumerian Kin~list, pp. 86 ff., col. iii, line 4 ff.). 
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Nature of the Underworld 

In Mesopotamia, according to numerous variant accounts, the underworld which 
., 

such malevolent creatures haunted was imagined to be a KUR, "mountain" among a 

number of other terms. Repeated examples of the dead Dumuzi going to KUR, "The 

Mountain", recur in the Dumuzi-Tammuz liturgies, and elsewhere in Mesopotamian 

literature the Akkadian terms sadu and ~ursanu, "mountain/mountain ranges", are used.212 

The mountainous concept of the underworld appears throughout much of the Near East, 

for also in U garit the entry to the chthonic regions was located in remote reaches of Mt. 

Trgzz and Mt. Srme, "the two mountains on the edge of the earth".213 From these texts 

then, we may assume that the hostile goos/demons against a backdrop of mountain 

( underworld) as they appear on Mesopotamian seals, may account for the battling god 

scenes in a more satisfactory way than does the "earthly battle" theory. In some of these 

scenes an Istarlike figure presides (e.g. figs. 77-79, 87), so that we must ask whether Istar 

is merely present at a battle of mountain gods or whether she stands amid underworld 

demoniac gods. If so are there other scenes too, where she is associated with the 

underworld mountains? 

. There is an Akkad seal (fig. 78 rt.)214 in which an armed Istarlike gcxldess holds a 

ring, while presiding over a god-battle between the Firegcxl Gibil and a Bullman. Both of 

the ~ods are associated with the netherworld or its eate,215 which may indicate that Htar is 

presiding over a demoniac battle in the underworld, or at its gates. In another seal of the 

pericxl, (fig. 85) an armed Utarlike gcxldess, in a group with a gcxl and devotee, proceeds 

212 L. Wachter, "Unterweltsvorstellung und Unterweltsnamen in Babylonien, Israel und Ugarit", 
MIQ 15, (1969), pp. 331 ff. and K. Tallqvist, Sumerisch-akkadische Namen der Totenwelt, (Helsinki, 
1934), as well as Lambert, Mesopotamia 8, (1980), pp. 53 ff. for the terms used by Mesopotamian 
scribes to describe the underworld. Lambert correctly points out that a number of concepts were held 
simultaneously by the Mesopotamian theologians, so that one cannot expect a clear picture of this 
nebulous place of postmortem existence. 

2l3 Cf. M. C. Astour, "The Netherworld and Its Denizens at Ugarit", Mesopotamia 8, 0980), 
p. 229. 

214 Wolkstein, Inanna, p. 57. 
215 M.-T. Barrelet, "Taureaux et Symbolique Solaire", RA 48, (1954), pp. 16 ff. and fig. 12. 
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toward a mountainous gate with overhead arch, where stands Samas, the sungod 

triumphant.216 This trimphant Sama~ is known to depict the morning sun rising (i) over 

the eastern mountains; (ii) through the gates of the underworld, one pair of which was 

located in the mountains to the northeast of Mesopotamia. The motif of ~ama~ rising 

from the underworld at dawn occurs on many seals of the Akkad and Old Babylonian 

periods.217 With this identification by accompanying Sama~, we realize that Htar and 

group in fig. 85 are entering, or at least standing near the eastern mountain-gat~s of the 

underworld at dawn. A similar motif occurs on the famous Akkad seal (fig. 86)218 

depicting Sama'§ rising at dawn from the mountainous gate of the underworld, with other 

gods nearby. There a warlike Is tar with date sprig stands upon the U-shaped mountain 

gate, again near Samas rising. These two scenes and related ones indicate that Inanna/Istar, 

in warlike guise, attended Samas at sunrise, near the underworld gate. 

Mesopotamian astronomical texts tell us that !star, as Venus, was known to herald 

sunrise, since Venus normally rises just before the sun and sets just after it. One also 

encounters rituals which suggest that the astral !star was worshipped at sunrise (rise of 

Samas), particularly at the New Year, indicating astronomical, mythic and cultic 

association of the two morning gods.21 9 In the seals, then, the armed !star, in a form 

which is known to be her warlike morning form, heralds sunrise at the eastern gate of the 

underworld, in the mountainous setting. 

216 Cf. Boehmer, Entwickluoi No. 376. 
217 In the following notes concerning Akkad depictions of the underworld and its gates, extensive 

reference is made to R. Boehmer, Die Entwickluoi der Glyptik Wahrend der Akkad-Zeit. z.A 
Erganzungsband 4, (Berlin, 1965) since it deals with most of the relevant Akkad seals otherwise scattered 
through glyptic literature, and does so by subject. For ~amm; rising from the underworld through the 
mountains of the horizon, cf. Boehmer, Entwickluoi- figs. 390-425, and 428-439. For ~amas sailing the 
underworld waters in his magically prowed boat, cf. ihid., figs. 473-478. 

2 l 8 For this Akkad period seal, cf. Amiet, AANE, fig. 771. 
21 9 See for example, F. Thureau-Dangin, "Le Rituel du Temple d'Anu a Uruk", Rituels 

Accadiens, pp. 114 ff, #III, La Fete d'Ishtar; various gods are listed as set up in the temple court at Uruk, 
then "as the sun rises, the gods (viz. statues) will be positioned in the direction of Btar". 
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This concept, iconographically expressed, accounts for the goddess' statement in 

the Sumerian version of the Descent, when challenged upon entry at the gate to the nether 

regions, for she says boldly, " I am Inanna of the place where Utu/ (Akk. ~amas) ( viz. 

the sun) rises". The amazed gatekeeper, implying an opposition in terms says, "If you are 

Inanna of the place where the sun rises, whyever have you come to the land of no 

return?,"220 since the place of sunrise was the exit from the underworld, not the entry to 

it. The mythic concept also explains the later Assyrian tradition in the Prince's Vision of 

the Netherworld, that visitors (!) could be led to the world above, exiting by th~ Btar-

Ayya ~ate.221 I have found no discussion of this gate but believe its explanation lies in 

its being the gate from the netherworld to the earth above, by which the astral gtar exited 

from the underworld, much as Sama~ did at the end of his nocturnal crossing. 

Significantly Ayya is known to be the wife of Sama~, so that some sort of analogy seems 

to have been at work in the mind of the writer, thereby linking the astral Btar as Ayya, 

with Samat Both passed through the chthonic regions and escaped them, only to return 

cyclically. 

Chthonic Depictions 

Is there any indication that Htar is actually depicted in the netherworld, apart from 

the problematic godbattle scenes above? I believe that there are a number of variant 

representations of this motif, the variants allowing for a mountainous or aquaeous 

iconography, just as the texts do. 

220 Cf. Pritchard, ANET, p. 54, lines 80 ff. 
221 Ililil., p. 110, line 19. 
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For the first type we have an Akkad period seal (fig. 88)222 depicting an armed 

I~tarlike goddess arising from a mountainous motif which has the same U-shape as the 

mountains with vegetation on top from which ~ama~ generally arises (e.g. figs. 86, 89). 

For the second type, there is an Early Dynastic seal representation of an armed 

goddess in a boat, whose divine prow propels it along in mythic fashion (fig. 84).223 

It is known that, in addition to the road of no return, there was a secondary 

tradition of a subterranean Stygian river and abyss (Gilgames' "waters of death"), which 

had to be crossed in the passage from death to netherworld.224 On seals, particularly of 

the Akkad period, Samas was depicted, like Ra in Egypt, making this nocturnal crossing 

in his divine boat. 225 Since Is tar descended astrally to the netherworld in her 

disappearance at superior conjunction, since she also possessed the ma.g4.lum, the boat 

" of the dead, from the Sumerian period onward226 and since Samas used a boat in some 

traditions for his descent, we must assume that the armed !star in this divine boat was 

making her chthonic crossing in a way similar to that of her twin brother. 

In support of this contention, there are a number of Akkad period seals depicting 

Samas in his boat, plying underworld waters in a magically prowed boat and accompanied 

., 222 For Istar anned with shoulder maces and scimitar, arising from the same U-shaped underworld 
as Samas does (Boehemer. Entwicklun&, 390425, 428439), cf. the Akkad seal in Boehmer, No. 599. An 
important Akkad seal (our fig. 87) (Amie~~ fig. 772) which he too felt had to do with I§tar "on the 
morning of the New Year" (viz. spring), shows Utar winged with maces and star-weapons standing in 
triumphal posture in a loosely U-shaped mountain, with foot on a mountain-god. Ea and the m are 
nearby, as is a fruiting datepalm. Istar, anned with star-weapons must be the astral Islar, probably 
morning form (warrior form) arising triumphant from the underworld, but I should suggest at the autumnal 
equinox, than at the vernal equinox here, because of the fruiting palm. It is significant that the Sumerian 
version of the Descent, an early contempora!)' of the Akkad period seals, contains the same concept of 
Inanna/Istar (Venus) of the place where Utu/Sama§ rises as morning star, as do the seals. Here glyptic and 
a slightly earlier text are complementary. 

223 For an Early Dynastic Seal of the armed Istar with shoulder maces and large haydmace in a 
boat propelled by a mythic prow, and preceded by the humanheaded lion, which accompanies Samas in his 
voyage cf. Boehmer, Entwicklun&. fig. 466. Boehmer erroneously classed this deity as Samas, but the 
figure is beardless and clearly armed with shoulder maces not rays (cf. our fig. 84). 

224 w. G. Lambert, "The Theology of Death", Mesopotamia 8, (1980), p. 59. 
225 Boehmer, Entwicklung, Nos. 466,472, 590, 591. 
226 H. Sauren, "Gmter am Eingang zum Totenriech", Mesopotamia 8, (1980), p. 93 and 

G. Farber-Flilgge. Joanna und Enki, Studia Pohl. 10. 
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by chthonic birdmen or, more regularly a mythic humanheaded lion and a plough in the air 

above.227 In two related seals (figs. 90-91)228 this stereotypical group is preceded by a 

goddess whom I take to be Btar, since she sits on a lion (fig. 91) and carries a mace (fig. 

90). Since the two scenes are virtually identical in their component elements the two 

goddesses depicted in identical places in the scenes must be interchangeable and the same. 

In each case she is depicted in scale smaller than Samas on a level just above, and before, 

him as if preceding him. For this reason, the figure is often assumed to be a fill motif, 

but the identical composition of the seals indicates that the arrangement is intentional and 

significant. I believe that the plough is the clue to the scene, and that it should be 

understood to represent the constellation of the Plough. This suggestion is made on the 

grounds (i) that the entire scene is clearly astral-mythic (with Samas, goddess, mythic 

prow, and lionman); (ii) that the plough is not being driven in a genre scene with earthly 

landscape but stands non-functionally in the air as if to symbolize something. If it does 
v 

represent the constellation, we must be looking at an astral-mythic scene in which Sama~ 

(the sun) and !star (Venus), apparently as warlike morning star, play a role. I believe the 

" depiction of Samas' mythic boat with birdmen (cf. n. 217) and self-propelling prow 
V 

indicates that the nocturnal Samas, crossing the underworld waters in his nightly journey, 

is intended. In association with him, the morning Htar, placed so deliberately ahead of 
., 

him, is the morning star Venus, heralding the rising of Samas from the underworld in the 

dawn sky. Iconographically, then, the scene is recording that the planet Venus, when 

she is in the eastern sky at dawn, is highly visible rising just ahead of the morning sun, 

and appears to announce the sun's arrival from the night underworld.229 

227 Boehmer, Entwickluoi, figs. 473,476. 
228 llilil., figs. 477, 478. 
229 The plough and lion may even be more specific in meaning than I have ventur ~d to state here. 

Dr. Kelley has suggested that they may represent the time when the sun stands in the l gh and Venus 
stands in Leo. Because of the complexity of distinguishing when the lion represents the warlilce aspect of 
I!tar and when it could represent Leo, a separate study would be required, though worthwhile. 

I 

-~ I 
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Although the motif is represented differently in fig. 86,230 where Sama~ simply 

rises from the mountain gate of the underworld lacking boat, the idea represented is the 

same as in the other two seals. The underworld waters here are figured in the 

accompanying god of the abyss, Ea with his fish. As in the other two seals, the armed 

!star is placed ahead of, and above, Samas, and likewise appears to represent !star as 

morning Venus announcing the rising sun. The time may even be the autumnal equinox, 

since the goddess holds a sprig of ripe dates. 

The motif of Btar arising from the underworld finds a significant echo in fig. 92, 

another Akkad seal231 in which an armed Utar drives a mythic plough, whose team is her 

lion! Above the lion, the lightning- cum- storm-bull of Adad, god of rainstorms, and a 

figure of schematic rain are shown. Similarly here, a mythic or mythologized event is 

occurring. I suspect that the scene represents the rising of the morning (warlike) !star as 

Venus, in conjunction with the constellation of the Plough, at the time of rains, namely 

spring.232 If this interpretation is correct, !star here may represent Venus as herald of the 

vernal equinox, a function visible for Venus at observably regular points in her eight-

year cycle, following her long absence from the sky at superior conjunction. 

. Finally there is an Old Babylonian seal of rare iconography, from Mari (fig. 

95), 233 which depicts a warlike goddess, probably !star, armed with compound mace, 

and with ring, arrow(?) and scimitar arising triumphally from a U-shaped figure of two 

watergenii joined basally to form the U. These watergenii depicted in this U-shape are 

normally attendants of Ea (cf. figs. 93, 94), subterranean ruler of waters, and of the abzu, 

the great subterranean abyss. They denote his watery, chthonic domain normally, so that 

Istar in rising from them like Ea, is similarly rising from/ triumphing over the abyss. 

230 Cf. Amiet, AANE, , fig. 771. 
231 .Ililil-, fig. 715a. 
23 2 It is even possible that the plough points to the sun standing in the Plough, while Venus 

(!star) stands in Leo (the lion). 
233 P. Amiet, "Notes Sur le Repertoire Iconographique de Mari a l'Epoque du Palais", 37, 

(1960), p. 217, fig. 3a. 
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At this point a word should be said about the U-shaped base which seems to recur 

in these motifs: We have noted (e.g. figs. 86, 89) that Samas often arises from a U-

shaped mountain gate of the underworld with !star nearby, that Htar rises armed from a U-

shaped mountain base (figs. 86-88), and that the abyss genii take a U-form from which 

she rises (fig. 95). By comparison with known Egyptian representations of the horizon 

from which the sun rises/sets in descending to, and arising from, the underworld (e.g. 

figs. 97-99),234 I have long wondered whether this U-shape in Mesopotamia c~uld not 

also represent the area of sunrise/sunset leading thence in many representations, as it 

does specifically with Samas. Barrelet235 presented considerable evidence to suggest that 

such U-shapes, often formed by addorsed bullmen (e.g. fig. 89), do indeed, like the Aker 

of Egypt, represent the entry and exit gates of the sun, the long area between them forming 

the U-base which is "le couloir par lequel passe le dieu (sun) pendant sa course 

nocturne". 236 In that case, the shape is admirably expressed in the genii of the abyss, 

since the abyss also served as a passage through the underworld much as the pedestrian 

route did. Iconographically, the mountainous U-shape, the bullmen U-shape and 

watergenii U-shape from which Samas or !star arise are, then, different versions of the 

underworld which the two deities of light entered and crossed and from which they 

departed, Samas on a nocturnal basis and !star during her Venusian absence at superior 

(and inferior?) conjunction. So far, we have seen several different methods used by the 

iconographers of the same period to portray !star in, and arising from, the underworld. 

The aforementioned examples are given as background to our seal from Nippur, to 

illustrate that: 

234 B. L. Goff, Symbols of Ancient Egypt in the Late Period: The Twenty-First Dynasty, 
(Paris, Mouton, 1979), fig. 140 and E. Neumann, The Great Mother; An Analysis of the Archetpe. 
Bollingen, (Princeton, 1963), 72. 

235 M.-Th. Barrellet, "Taureaux et Symbolique Solaire", RA 48, (1954), pp. 16 ff. 
236 Illlil., p. 25. Dr. Kelley has suggested that the extremities of the U-shape mark the area of 

the rising points, i.e., the U marks the zone of the Tropics, Cancer-Capricorn. To date, I can find no 
evidence for this, and find the similarity with the abyss-genii and Samas iconography more exact 



(i) the underworld was portrayed in Mesopotamian art, sometimes as the aqueous 

abzu, sometimes as mountainous gates which certain gods entered or exited, rising; 

(ii) mountains and waters in a U-shaped form appear to be the stereotypical form for 

these representations, and find parallels in Egypt; 

(iii) !star is depicted upon, near, or arising from, these U-shaped infernal regions/gates, 

indicating that she entered and arose from them, much as the Mesopotamian Descent myths 

outline. Is tar is then shown near the gate of the underworld and in it. The concept of 

depicting Venus arising from mountainous U-shapes may be of surprisingly great 

antiquity, judging from a double representation on a vase from the Susa acropolis ca. 

4000-3500 B.C. (fig. 100).237 On one side (top) a pair of trees(?) arise from a gatelike 

structure, set within a U-shape whose two sides resemble mountains. On the opposite side 

of the bowl (bottom), the same setting is duplicated with addition of a nude woman, hands 

extended, arising(?) from the two gates. The opposition of the two scenes, the presence 

and absence of the nude, the addition of rainlike motifs (centre) adjacent to the gates all 

point to a goddess appearing to arise from the underworld mountain gates in spring, viz. at 

the yemal equinox, as we have suggested for the Akkad representations above, although 

the proposal, lacking textual verification, must remain tentative. 

(iv) Many texts referring to Inanna/Utar in the underworld or in its abyss may be 

adduced to indicate her powers there, but a few examples should suffice.238 It will be 

237 Amiet, fig. 187 
238 Some selected examples are given here chronologically: (i) In the Middle Babylonian godlist 

An= An.wn, col. iv, lines 129, 130, gives the groups dinanna. a.ab baki = ja-bi-i-tu. ("Joanna of the Sea" 
= "She of the Sea", and (line 129): '1oanna.es,zu.(abl = be-let bit<e) drapsi <zu ab)] = "Joanna of the House 
of the Abzu = Lady of the House of Apsu"; from Ur Ill Umma, sacrifices for "The Apsu of 
Inanna", apparently a shrine of Inanna, are recorded (cf. G. Hackman. Temple Documents of the Third 
Dynasty of Ur from Umma. lllN. V, No. 6, lines 7 ff.). (ii) In the Early Dynastic period, we have a 
personal name from Fara, dinanna ab zu ial = "Inanna-of-Great-Abzu (Abyss)" (VAT 12760, Fara ID and 
later a personal name occurs in ec..vnomic documents of the Ur III period as Abzu-dlnanna. "Abzu of 
Inanna" (cf. Schneider, IllIT 160, 19). In the Old Babylonian period, there is the name Lipit-Istar-Apsi, 
"Handiwork-of-Htar-of-the-Abyss", (cf. T. Pinches, Babylonian Tablets of the Berens Collection.~ 
Soc Monoiraphs 16, No. 102, obv. 1). (iii) In epic-literary texts, she, as the astral Inanna/Dilbat is 
associated with the abyss, receiving her powers from Enki there (Sil Chiera, No. 1, line 22); in 
an Akkadian hymn she is addressed as follows: "In the abyss, you hold the bands" (cf. W. Von Soden, 
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remembered that in the Descent, Inanna threatens the underworld queen that unless given 

her way, she will raise the dead from the underworld to eat the living.239 This implies 

power over the dead there, and is reminiscent of utterances elsewhere of Ereskigal, queen 

of the underworld herself. Inanna is also called "shatterer of underworld CKU.R); shaker 

of heaven.240 

Other cult liturgies have her say "(when) I set(?) my foot in the underworld, awe 

prevails in the underworld241 or " ... in heaven, I am its lord; in underworld, I am its 

lady".242 She is also addressed as follows: "When you rise over the underworld, the 

underworld rejoices over you; ... Enlil has given you the underworld ... ". 243 In all of 

these examples, KUR appears to mean Underworld since it is opposed to "heaven" in an 

adjacent line, as two opposites of the cosmos. No doubt remains, however, since other 

terms may also be used in her texts to name the underworld, e.g. kifrnllu, "great-

underworld". Later in the first millennium, Esarhaddon of Assyria wrote of !star, 

"princess of the gods, whose word is powerful in the canopy of heaven and 

underworld".244 This chthonic power is evident in her descent where, despite her death 

there, she emerges triumphant.245 Her passage to and from the KUR. have also been 

S.AQH 60, 8) while in her Descent Myth (Akk. version), "she stirs up the deep before Ea, the k[ing]", cf. 
Pritchard, ANET 107, line 26. She is commonly said to roil the waters of the Abyss (Haupt ASKT 21, 
1H 27), and her asttal glare, like that of §amas (W. G. Lambert, BWL, p. 129 ff. lines 3 ff.), is so 
powerful that she says, in a bilingual Istar hymn "My splendour in the abyss cooks the fish" (Reisner, 
.s.B!:!, No. 56, pp. 106). In another she is pleaded to" lead him from your (Htar's) abyss" (SIC 1, 201, 
11: KAR. 64, rev. 15 ff.), while in Frank, Kultlieder No. 2, obv. 4, 5, the speaker says, "My Lady, in 
Engur (the abyss) I shall apply to you". Finally, in a Sumerian hymn she refers to her processional ship 
and says, "I am the Lady; when I journey to the Apsu ... " ( cf. M. E. Cohen, "The Incantation-Hymn: 
Incantation or Hymn?", IAQS., 95 [1975] pp. 605 ff., obv. 3). This can, of course, refer to an earthly 
journey to Ea's temple Apsu in Eridu, but, on a mythic level, it refers to a mythic journey to the abyss. 

239 Cf. Pritchard, ~. p. 107, obv. lines 18 ff. "I will smash the doorpost, I will move the 
doors, I will raise up the dead, eating the living, so that the dead will outnumber the living". 

240 Langdon, Jm(A), XXI, pl. 17, Ni. 2273, obv. 3, 4. 
241 Frank, Kultlieder. No. 1, rev. 13, 14. 
242 lb.li1. obv. 17. 
243 lb.li1., No. 4, obv. 16, 18. 
244 Borger. Esarhaddon. p. 75, " Uruk B", p. 75, obv. 3. 
245 Cf. for the two versions, cf. Pritchard, .Atm:[ pp. 54 ff., esp. lines 14 ff. (Sum.) and p. 107 

ff., esp. obv. lines 1-20, 31 ff. (Akk.). 
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alluded to in the Early Dynastic onomastica where personal theophoric names like 

"Inanna-to-the-Underworld" and "Inanna-from-the-Underworld" are known, proving that 

her infernal powers involve free passage through that eqet la tari, "land of no return". 

Given the multitude of texts which record her underworld powers, and given her 

proposed representations near, or in, the underworld which we ·have presented above, it is 

evident that Inanna/Istar's power in the underworld, established in Mesopotamian texts, is 

reflected also in her iconography, if one understands the rich and varied repertoire of 

motifs evolved to depict this abstract concept. 

Mountain Gods and Mountain Base on the Nippur Seal 

We have outlined a background for Inanna/Utar's chthonic portrayal, but are these 

representations related to the exceptional mountain base and mountain gods of our seal 

(Icon G)? In brief, it may be said that mountain gods are known in Mesopotamia but their 

identity is moot. Two groups of mountain-skirted gods are known in .Mesopotamia, one 

on Akkad seals, often in godbattles,246 and a second group (14th.-13th. centuries B.C.) 

such as occur on the fa9ade of the Kassite Inanna Temple of Karaindas, on a cult-relief 

from Assur and on an ivory from A~sur.247 The later group are interrelated and represent 

newly arrived deities with northern Near Eastern connections. 

The mountain-skirted gods of the Nippur seal (Icon G), predating this later 

imported group by some five hundred years, should not be considered with it, but rather 

with the mountain gods of the immediately preceding Akkadian tradition. These we 

suggested above, may represent hostile underworld gods, but if these are the same as 

those on our seal, how does one account for their docile posture, proffering vases to king 

246 For a seal of !§tar with shoulder flames and ring, presiding over a battle of gods in a 
mountainous background, cf. Boehmer. Entwickluoi fig. 300; for the seated I~tar armed with single and 
composite maces, enthroned on a mountain seat with conquered god, cf. ililil. fig. 299 (our fig. 77) and for 
her armed with single mace, accompanying the firegod and Sam~ against a mountain god, cf. (ihid. fig. 
304). The underworld context of such battles is suggested by the presence of Ea, god of the abyss (cf. 
Boehmer, Entwickluni fig. 305), of ~amas whose rays light the underworld-in his hymns, of Gibil whose 
flames do the same, and of Gilgamd who is a chthonic god also. 

247 Moortgat, A.AM, pls. 227, 236, 243, for the Karaindas relief, Assur relief and Assur ivory. 
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and goddess on our icon here? On our representation, Inanna's rank (as indicated by her 

crown and size) far exceeds that of these gods, suggesting her dominance over them. 

Moreover, we know that Inanna/Istar was victorious in the underworld, so that tokens of 

submission from its gods are appropriate. Tentatively then, we may suggest that these 

gods are gods of the underworld mountains respectfully facing Inanna. 

It is important to note that these gods' bases arise from the horizontal mountain 

base, forming a broad U-shape with it. This U-shape serves as a frame upon which 

Inanna and the king stand, much as Inanna/lstar stood on U-shaped underworld bases in 

our preceding examples (esp. p. 137). I would suggest that the mountain gods and 

mountain base are intended by the iconographer to form a U-shaped unit to frame the scene 

of libation and goddess within it. From comparison with similar U-shaped mountain 

motifs above, I would suggest the unit serves to express the concept of the two horizons 

or gates of the underworld and the underworld itself between. The gods themselves are 

not truly gates but, rather, markers to denote a defined space, the underworld between, 

which would otherwise be a difficult concept to represent. I believe that this U-shaped 

motif manifested in variant iconographies always served to express the same concept, 

namely the underworld, as noted above. 

Two comparable examples of mountain-base structures spring to mind. One 

occurs on an early second millennium relief (fig. 96)248 in the Sumerian tradition, from 

Syria. A god identifiable as Sama§ receives worship on a mountain base line which is 

flanked at either end by two bullmen opening doors to the underworld, while two bulls lie 

head to head under the mountains. These elements were identified by Barrelet249 as 

symbolic of Samas rising from the underworld. The U-shaped unit of mountain base and 

bullmen representing the underworld, supports and flanks the god receiving worship, 

much as in our Nippur seal of Inanna. A second famous example is the so-called Burney 

248 Amiet, AANE, pl. 442. 
249 Barrelet....BA 48, pp 16 ff., and fig. 12. 
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cult relief (fig. 101),250 dated to. ca. 1700 B.C. The goddess on this beautiful relief has 

variously been identified as the demoness Lilitu251 (Bib. Lilith) or as a chthonic !star, 

since it has both demoniac features (black birdwings, feathered legs and talons), and the 

accoutrements of high godhood (multi-horned crown, pectoral, and "rod-and-ring"). She 

stands on addorsed lions, who rest upon a mountain base, whose ends terminate in a pair 

of large owls. Here two U-shapes are set round the goddess: One is formed by the 

addorsed lions, the larger one by the owls on mountain base. Symbolically, they form a 

U-shaped unit with the underworld mountains providing a frame for the goddess. 

Whether the goddess is Lilitu, the dread night demoness, or !star, is, to some extent, 

irrelevant to our purposes here, 252 since both manifest chthonic natures appropriate to 

such a setting. These two examples (figs. 96, 101 ), then, indicate that variant forms of the 

U-shaped mountain unit could be used as underworld settings for appropriate gods such as 

Samas or Lilitu(?)/l~tar. Such appears to be the intent of the Nippur seal iconographer, to 

set Inanna and the Ur III king in the U-shaped underworld setting. 

An Ur III King's Libation to Inanna in the Underworld? 

Working on the hypothesis evolved above, that the mountain gods and mountain 

base represent an underworld setting for the libation, what is one to make of the scene on 

our seal? Is the living king simply worshipping Inanna in her temple at Nippur, perhaps 

in some underworld role, or can there be another explanation? I should like to propose 

here that the infernal Inanna of Nippur on our seal may be fulfilling a specific and vital role 

for the kings of the Ur ill dynasty. 

25° Cf. Frankfort, AAAO, fig. 119. 
25 l For the interpretation of the relief as the succuba Lilith, cf. Frankfort, AAAO, pp. 110 ff. and 

R. Patai, "Lilith" Journal of American Folklore. 77, (1964), p. 295; for the interpretation of it as !§tar, 
cf. D. Opitz, "Die vogelftissige Gtlttin auf den U)wen", AfQ 11, (1935-37), p. 351. 

252 As a matter of opinion, I suspect that she is I~tar for a number of reasons.three of which may 
be given here: (i) demons were not normally worshipped on cult reliefs although they do occur on 
exorcistic plaques, (ii) rod and ring were normally held by beneficent, not malevolent, gods or demons (iii) 
the crown marks a deity of high rank like I~tar. whereas Lilitu was not a major divinity. (iv) Btar is 
repeatedly said to manifest bird form as does the figure on the Burney relief. The raven is a favourite form 
of Istar and here, perhaps coincidentally, the Burney reliefs' wings are black. 

~ ------ - ----- - - -------- -- -
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We know that the Ur III kings were exceptional in a number of ways, one being 

that from ~ulgi onward, the kings of this dynasty were deified in their lifetime, contrary to 

usual Mesopotamian practice. Sulgi erected a temple Egursag for the cult of the living 

divine king northwest of the Royal Cemetery, and temples to deified kings sprang up in 

provincial cities such as E~nunna.253 Such religious structures served to cement the 

power of the dynasty in question, as did their practice of interment. 

Not far from Ebursag, Woolley excavated exceptional monumental tombs, 

inscribed by these kings from Ur-Nammu to Amar-Su'en. They are extraordinary because 

as Moortgat wrote, 

"they express ... a fundamental concept of Sumerian culture, ... namely 

that the~ king, who in life ... was Tammuz and ... participated in 

the ritual of the Sacred Marriage with the goddess Inanna), must again 

be freed from his grave i.e. the underworld, in order ·to receive, in a 

special house, the honours due to him and the sacrificial offerings .... 

These tomb buildings were made in several stages in accordance with 

the ritual of the funeral ceremony" _254 

Thes~ mortuary additions involved temporary structures set up so that gifts for the dead 

could be put in front of the tomb doors and in the gallery. A superimposed "dwelling" for 

the dead king with areas for libation and sacrifice, stood above, but connected directly with 

the tombs, so that food could be poured down for the dead. Though little understood, 

these structures do attest to a cult of posthumous worship of dead kings, presumably a 

continuation of their deified worship in life. Such worship through life and death 

emphasizes dynastic continuum and cements a dynasty's power. 

253 P. R. S. Moorey, Ur' of the Chaldees': A Revised and Updated Edition of Sir Leonard 
Woolley's Excavations at Ur, (Ithaca, New York: Cornell UP, 1982), p. 174. 

254 Moortgat, p. 60. 
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Additionally, we know from liturgical texts that the five kings of Ur III and the 

kings of the succeeding lsin dynasty were considered to be forms of Tammuz in death and 

were believed to be mourned by Inanna in lamentation rites. 255 From this we see that 

Inanna, in lamenting the dead king cultically, took a prominent mythic place in his 

funeral rites during this period. Since all five kings are named in the text, we assume that 

she, in some way, partook of the funerals of all the Ur kings which could explain her 

presence with one of them in an underworld setting. 

To this fact may be added a literary tradition preserved in a Sumerian text 

concerning the dynasty's founder. It is entitled "The Death of Umammu and His Descent 

to the Netherworld". 256 The unique text, whose ending is broken, is partly wisdom 

literature, since it questions the premature death of the gocxl monarch, and partly cultic 

lamentation. Interestingly, after bewailing the king's fate, it indicates that some measure 

of rectification is achieved for the dead kin~ by the intervention of Inanna of Nippur, who 

laments him (lines 211-217), and intervenes for him with Enlil, divine executor of the 

universe and chief god of Nippur (lines 198-199). She appears to override the fate 

decreed by Enlil, decreein~ a new fate for the dead kin~ (line 218) and blessing him (lines 

219-227). 

What is meant by decreeing a new fate for an already dead king? No explanation 

of this unique and difficult text is afforded by scholars, but I should like to suggest that 

perhaps Inanna's amelioration of his fate in some way redressed his complaints framed 

in the text, namely (i) the lack of effective rulership following his death; (ii) the lack of 

sacrifices brought and honours witheld; (iii) his inability to return to Ur. If one seeks to 

ameliorate the fate of a dead king on these grounds, what, barring resurrection, could be 

255 Frank, Kultlieder. No. 10 (G. 8 = AO 5374), a Tammuz lamentation hymn where their 
names are inserted. 

256 S. N.Kramer, "The Death of Urnammu and His Descent to the Netherworld", ICS, 21, (1967), 
pp. 104 ff. and C. Wilcke, "Eine Schicksalsentscheidung filr den toten Urnammu", 17e, Rencontre 
Assyrioloiigue Internationale, ( 1970), pp. 81-92. 
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done? I suggest posthumous dynastic worship such as was first instituted after 

Urnammu's death, would ease these complaints. It would establish the dynastic 

continuum reinforcing the monarchy, would ens~re sacrifices came to him with honours, 

and would allow his spirit to come up to receive his lamentation and food offerings, 257 

while returning in spirit to Ur from the underworld. In this way, though dead, his spirit 

was not cut off from his city and his fate was less grievous. If my proposal is correct, it 

would mean that the text is an aetiological explanation of the newly instituted cult of dead 

kings, would attribute its institution to Inanna's intervention for the dead founder, and 

would imply her continued support of the cult and the succeeding dynasty. It would 

explain her presence in the Underworld with an Ur III king, and would dovetail with the 

roles exercised by the seal owner: We must remember that he was prefect of Inanna and 

servant of the Ur III kings, so that an expression reflective of the current religious practice 

and of the dynasty's mythology might well be expected of him. This seal depicting Inanna 

and an Ur III king (possibly the named Amar-Su'en for whom Lugal-engardu functioned 

during most of his office, but outlived), in the context of the cult of dead kings fills that 

expectation admirably. 

Summary 

This unusual seal, Icon G, is important in a number of ways. It illustrates the need 

to investigate recurring iconographic motifs such as the mountainous U-shape, which 

provide artistic, mythic or ritual settings for a particular god or group of gods. It 

257 I believe it is significant that the Descent Myth of Btar (preserved in Assyrian copies based 
on late second millennium copies, in tum based on earlier Sumerian traditions) preserves what appears to 
be an important Sumerian tradition. This text indicates that the Descent Myth functioned in the cult of 
the dead Tammuz (viz. king), for after narrating her descent and return, it appends a short section to the 
myth, which appears to refer to the myth's use in cull It adds, "As for Tammuz, the lover of her youth/ 
Wash him with pure water, anoint him with sweet oil etc. On the day when Tammuz comes up to me, 
when with him the lapis flute and carnelian ring come up to me,/ When with him the wailing men and 
the wailing women come up to me, may the dead rise and smell the incense" (cf. Pritchard, ANET 
p. 109, rev. 47 ff.). While this addition is not understood by scholars, its contents indicate quite clearly 
that in later periods at least, the Descent Myth in some ritual way, facilitated the rising of the dead 
Tammuz' (king's) soul .to receive posthumous food offerings and lamentation. One suspects that this 
tradition goes back to a Sumerian original, and probably to Ur III times. 
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underlines the importance of understanding political and religious practices current at the 

period of an icon's creation, before attempting to analyze the iconic meaning. Finally, it 

shows clearly the adaptation of the astral-mythic Inanna in her Underworld/Descent, as 

Venus, to the religious and political aspirations of a dynasty through her aid and support in 

the cult of dead kings. It is exquisitely fitting that the brilliant goddess, who descended 

into the dark realms during her astral disappearance and escaped, should here be 

represented in the underworld, with a dead king whose dynasty likewise sought to rob 

death of its sting. 
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Summary Of lnanna/Utar Icons of the Third Millennium {3200-2000 B.C.) 

At this point, having reached the end of the third millennium, a brief resume of 

what we have learned of Inanna/I~tar's iconography for the third millennium is in order. 

These icons fall strictly within Mesopotamian geographical limits. 

1. Rank 

In both Sumerian and Akkadian traditions of this millennium, she wears a multiple 

crown, characteristic of a high-ranking deity, and appears in large scale, features continued 

to the end of her worship and indicative of high rank. 

2. Warlike Features 

The figure which emerges in this millennium is of expressly warlike nature, a 

feature designated by the presence of shoulder weapons, handheld weapons, or 

dominating triumphal postures over enemy or lion. The warrior Inanna in Sumerian 

tradition (both Early Dynastic and Ur rm wears the heavy Sumerian capelike or flocked 

dress, appears rather sedate in presentation, and is purely feminine in form and attitude. 

Her Akkadian counterpart wears the split- skirted, tiered dress allowing for violent 

movement. This dress, generally characteristic of warriors, harmonizes with the 

masculine styled female figure, rippling with muscles and triumphal posture, generally 

uncharacteristic of goddesses. The Akkadian Btar also seives as the warlike prototype for 

later unnamed Btar figures of the Old Babylonian period, and both named and unnamed 

!stars of the Neo-Assyrian era. The nature and rank of the goddess are precisely 

equivalent to what one would anticipate from contemporary texts, as demonstrated. 

3. Astral Features 

A strong secondary feature to emerge is her astral nature, as the planet Venus, 

which coincided with the warrior role, often in the same depictions. This is particularly 

true of the Akkadian icons (e.g. the Anubanini relief and Akkad seals) where conspicuous 

stars in variant forms are the sole icon in the background and stand before the goddess' 
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face. In view of the absence of other fill motifs in these representations, and in view of the 

later Nee-Assyrian tradition of identifying variant starforms as ~alam dBtar, 

"Representation of gtar", we may safely assume that these symbols with !star represent 

her as Venus. An astral nature may also be implied in the rosette/star already in the Uruk 

materials associated with the Uruk Vase, and in the Narunte/Inanna statue. 

An icon of her as Venus, equinoctial harbinger and seasonal indicator, may also be 

present in both the infant animal scenes and reed bundle iconography of the Uruk Vase and 

related votive scenes. I have proposed these are spring and aututrinal seasonal markers of 

Venus. Even the date sprigs held by the Entemena Vase Inanna and the comparable 

Akkadian seal Htar, or, less probably, the date vegetation on her Ur III offering stands, 

may be construed as autumnal indicators. I have suggested that the bundle in her Uruk-

Jemdet Nasr iconography, which ultimately became the pictograph and cuneiform sign for 

her name, is more than a simple gatepost As a plant harvested and bound in September, it 

precisely parallels the ripening and harvesting time of the dates also held by her. We have 

indicated that, in this way, both bundle and datesprig may coincide with, and represent, 

her rising/setting in autumn, as harbinger of the autumnal equinox. Ironically, this 

hypothesis finds support in the proposal that the infant animals with her bundles represent 

spring, the vernal equinox, which she also heralds as Venus. Accordingly, her icono-

graphy from this millennium suggests she is the star Venus, and specifically, astral herald 

of equinoxes and seasons. 

4. Chthonic Features 

The third aspect, that of the chthonic Inanna of Icon G, in turn must relate to her 

astral nature, whereby she achieves her Descent to the Netherworld, at superior 

conjunction. In this figure we have demonstrated the chthonic goddess closely allied with 

the Dynastic Ur III ruler, probably fostering the cult of royal posthumous worship so 

important to that dynasty. As in the case of the warlike Inanna/Btar who protects 
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dynasties in war and fights for them, so here the chthonic goddess appears to aid Ur III 

kings even in death. 

5. Symbolic versus Anthropomorphic Aspects 

One of the most important issues in these icons is the theological one of whether 

the goddess is represented by symbol or anthropomorphic form, and, if one or the other, 

is some sort of "progress" or evolution implied? We have suggested that the hypothetical 

progress from animism, represented by symbol alone, to "higher" religion, represented by 

anthropomorphic forms, is a dangerous value judgment, but also that our icons, such as 

those on the Uruk Vase and Akkad seal figures, show both anthropomorphic and symbolic 

motifs simultaneously. We have seen on these anthropomorphic figures of the goddess 

standing beside reed bundles and stars respectively. Accordingly, the art has exhibited a 

sophisticated ability to envisage deity simultaneously in both abstract and concrete 

anthropomorphic terms. In this, Mesopotamian art appears to be expressing godhocxl as 

both transcendental and immanent at the same time, as well as reinforcing the power 

expressed, by duplication, much as magical or hymnal texts repeat refrains or phrases in 

different ways, for their power. 

6. Plural Natures 

In terms of the general workings of her iconography, four points remain for this 

millennium. The first is that the goddess appears to manifest multiple powers in her icons 

simultaneously, viz. she is both war· and astral goddess, and both warrior and woman in 

one, in both Sumerian and Akkadian traditions. Though the Uruk Vase is not currently 

thought to demonstrate her astral nature overtly. nor her warlike role at all, she may well 

already in this period be multi-faceted in nature. Comparison with contemporary texts 

suggests the bundle seen in pictographs may be used for the rising of Inanna/V enus, and a 

contemporary representation discussed, which presents the priest-king hunting bulls under 

the aegis of the lnanna bundle, indicates that, even at this early period, Inanna is not to be 

understood as solely "fertility" goddess or numen of the storehouse, but rather as 
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potentially the rising Venus and protectress of the hunting king, as well as seasonal marker 

of spring and autumn. These hypotheses cannot yet be proven, but they serve to illustrate 

the need for a less blinkered approach to the so-called simple "fertility" Inanna of Sumer. 

7. Transcultural Features 

The next point is that, despite minor local variations in ·dress, her weapons, lions 

and stars/rosettes are the same, whether in Akkadian, Sumerian or Akkado-Elamite 

iconography, in our icons. This suggests that in all artistic traditions, despite political or 

ethnic differences, the goddess was perceived and represented in essentially the same way, 

as essentially the same goddess. Moreover, the prototypes laid down here were to 

continue with local and chronological variants for nearly two further millennia, evincing 

only superficial differentiation. Already the transcultural aspect of Inanna/ gtar's icons 

was underway. 

8. Association of Texts and Icons 

The following point of importance is the remarkable correspondence between 

iconography and text already at this period. Initially, the Uruk Vase meshes "text" 

(pictographic elements) and icons so closely in the composition as to blur the distinction 

between them and there is a pictographic undercurrent in the iconography of that votive 

object. In the succeeding objects, the hymnal and historic texts portray the astral-warlike 

goddess just as the icons do. The correspondence between text and iconography already 

in the first millennium points up the absolute necessity of correlating both aspects in any 

serious study of iconography, and to a lesser degree, perhaps, even of texts. 

9. Related Icons 

The last observation concerns the early establishment of a pattern whereby a single 

identified icon will have a chain of related unidentified icons e.g. the Uruk vase is related 

to a series of Uruk-Jemdet Nasr seals in subject and iconography, while the Akkadian 

reliefs have supplements in Akkadian seals. The key to understanding these chains of 

icons lies in the existence of one or more primary inscribed icons such as the ones we 
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consider in this thesis, which identify and elucidate the related but less informative, icons 

in the chain. This process of study will be expanded further in the succeeding periods, 

which have characteristic chains of uninscribed Inanna/Htar icons also requiring the key of 

identified icons. 
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TRANSITION TO ICONS OF THE SECOND MILLENNIUM 

The Problem of Distribution of Identified Istar Forms 

We may now turn to the next group of inscribed icons, namely those of the 

second millennium, numbering nine main icons in all, or twelve, if one includes their 

concomitant subtypes, also identified by epigraphs. Before doing so, however, something 

should be said concerning the sudden change, from purely Mesopotamian iconography, to 

mixed iconography outside Mesopotamia, in the succeeding millennium. 

The period which we now enter, viz. from the end of the Ur III-Isin Larsa period 

down to the Neo-Assyrian period in Mesopotamia. offers no representations of any 

textually accompanied forms of Inanna/lstar or byforms, which, to the writer's 

knowledge, can be used in our body of identified icons. This period of over a millennium 

is indeed replete with thousands of textual references and descriptions of the goddess' 

nature. There are dozens of representations from her temples, palace chapels and 

elsewhere, particularly in the form of seals, terra cottas, ivories, lead figurines and wall 

paintings etc., which almost surely depict her, and which form a link with her identified 

icons from previous and succeeding periods. But in Mesopotamia, our textually 

identifiable body of icons remains deficient during these centuries, presumably by chance 

of excavation and publication, since her worship does not wane in the least during this 

millennium. Significantly, the same lack of named representations of the Syrian 'Anat in 

her place of origin occurs at this time, necessitating study of her forms in Egyptian 

materials instead. 258 

Certain deities such as !star and 'Anat were known and transmuted, by adaptation 

in war and trade abroad, to foreign lands, so that they became almost universal in certain 

periods. For example, the Egyptian god Bes, in the New Kingdom and Late Period, was 

258 Cf. A. w. Eaton. The Goddess Anat The History of Her Cult, Her Mytholoiy and Her 
Icoooiraphy, (Ph.D. Diss.: Yale Univ., 1964) p. 7. In his study of the Syrian goddess at Ugarit, he 
indicated the need to turn to Egypt for many of 'Anat's icons. 
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commonly found on artefacts as far-ranging in distribution as Iran, Assyria, North Syria, 

the Aegean and Malta. lnanna/Btar/Astar(t) was such a deity, represented and named by · 

foreign powers who adopted her. Consequently we must now seek farther afield in 

Egypt, Syria and Anatolia for textually identified representations of her, or her by-forms, 

as seen through foreign eyes. 

The study of the goddess employing foreign materials is, in fact, very useful, in 

giving an outside viewpoint of the deity. It is proverbial to say that one does not see · 

oneself clearly, except through the eyes of friends and enemies, and this maxim is also true 

of deities. We have already used Lullubi and Elamite representations of the Mesopotamian 

Inanna/lstar, which copied Mesopotamian archetypes, but, farther afield, homeland 

archetypes could be altered radically when adherence to artistic form was not necessary as 

a political expedient. In conquered or dependent states one may expect to find the gcxldess 

adheres more strictly to her original homeland iconography, whereas, in independent 

areas, her iconography mu be freer of constraint, both religious and political, taking on 

new iconic expression in the independent area. Even if this occurs, do the new icons 

really differ from the homeland ones in what they are expressing, as opposed to the way in 

which they are expressing an idea, and does the essential nature of the deity undergo great 

change, or does it maintain its intrinsic nature and iconography with only superficial 

change? 

The difficulty in employing external artefacts is that their · pre-existing repertoire of 

iconographic motifs, and even the way of applying icons to ideas, may be vastly different 

from those used in the deity's homeland. Additionally, the deity abroad may take on 

characteristics (both iconographic and theolo~cal) which are independent of the god's 

nature at home. Initially one must assume this cautionary stance, but, in fact, much of 

the iconography intrinsic to Inanna/lstar, as we have so far observed her, will be seen to 

cling conservatively to her abroad. In most cases, her homeland iconography is merely 

recombined or reinterpreted with local colour, which would not be disharmonious with 
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her natures in Mesopotamia. This suggests the transcultural power of such icons and the 

persistence of vehicles of faith. 

In the next millennium, we shall discuss the by-forms of the East Semitic Btar, as 

they occur to the west in Anatolia, Syria and Egypt. Here !§tar becomes Sau~ka, ~A~tart or 

1!r/~trt in foreign texts, but is both textually and icono~aphically identified as !star 

herself. 



CHAPTER 3: COMMENT ARY ON INSCRIBED ICONS 

Icons of the Second Millenium 

Turin Stela Depicting and Naming '-s-t-(r}. 
Egyptian, but unprovenanced, ca. 1450-1400 B.C. (Icon H) 

Background of A~tar(t) in Egypt 
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It is generally accepted that the goddess 'Astart (the West Semitic form of the East 

Semitic !star), first appeared in Egypt in the Eighteenth Dynasty of the New Kingdom, 

that is around 1567-1085 B.C., specifically ca.1450-1200 B.C. in the Tuthmoside-

Ramesside period. 1 In fact, there is some evidence to suggest that her arrival may even 

be dated as early as the so-called "Hyksos" period, (ca. 1786-1567, the Second 

Intermediate).2 In either case, her entry was from Syria-Palestine by way of the Delta, 

1 It is commonly assumed that Btar/Astart first appeared in Egypt during the E.ighteenth Dynasty 
of the New Kingdom, and became syncretized with local gods, such as Hathor (cf. Stadelmann, 5-fQ, pp. 
140 ff.). We know that Istar (wr. im and lacking final :1) existed in Palestinian private devotion during 
this period, since we possess an Eighteenth Dynasty Egyptian personal name from that area, istt:J.m. It is 
a West Semitic derivative from Istar-ummi. "!§tar-is-my-Mother", a welllmown onomastic pattern in 
Mesopotamia for most periods. (For the Egyptian name, cf. H. Ranke, Die Amtischen Personennamen 
I, [Gluckstadt, 1935], 47:1). 

2 A number of nude and leonine figurines of Asiatic inspiration and possibly 4Mtart, begin to 
appe~ on Egyptian scarabs during the Hyksos interlude. For the scarabs with nudes, cf. J.B. Pritchard, 
Palestinian fiKurines in Relation to Certain Goddesses Known Throuib Literature. (New Haven, 1943), 
p. 83 and nos. 106-111. See also A. Rowe, A CataloKue of Eiyptian Scarabs in the Palestine 
Archaeolo&ical Museum, (Cairo, 1936), pp. 72 ff., Nos. 273-274. Other representations of this period 
depict a nude with Hathorine cow ears, an association seen later in the Qudsu/Astart figures. (Cf. R. 
Giveon, "The Impact of Egypt on Canaan: Iconographical and Related Studies", .Q12Q 20, [1978], p. 11). 
A nude belted figure holding a lotus and possibly a war club/scimitar occurs on a Hyksos period seal (cf. 
M. Guentsch-Ogloueff, "Astarte Syrienne et le peel d'Osiris", Revue d'Eill)te, I, (1933), pp. 197 ff., figs. 
1, 2. In addition to these figures of the «;i\~tart type normally attested in Syro-Mesopotmia, there is a little 
textual evidence to indicate her presence before the New Kingdom. It used to be thought that the oldest 
textual reference to ~tart in Egypt occurred on the Eighteenth Dynasty biography of Ahmose (written 
im:1) but we now know that~ is named on sarcophagus texts at the beginning of the Middle Kingdom 
(cf. "Proces-Verbaux des S~ces de la Socie~ << Theonie»", La Nouvelle Clio. 7-9 [1955-57], p. 282) 
so that sporadic worship of the goddess obviously occurred in Egypt before the New Kingdom. However, 
it is accurate to say that her worship is far more entrenched and better attested for the later era. 
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and she is generally attested in Lower Egypt mainly as far as Memphis, where she had a 

prominent temple. 3 The Egyptians, although they adopted her, particularly for her martial 

prowess in the hey-day of Empire, never forgot that she was an Asiatic deity and sought 

to mark her as such iconographically, even though she appears "Egyptianized" by 

Mesopotamian or even Syro-Palestinian standards. It is generally assumed that she 

entered Egypt through both direct passage of Semites (e.g. workmen, traders) into Lower 

Egypt, and also by Egyptian firsthand experience of the goddess J\start during their 

trading and military activ-ities in Syria-Palestine, particularly in the New Kingdom.4 This 

study will suggest that the introduction of the goddess, at least in the New Kingdom, was 

in some measure, much more specific than that, hinging on Egyptian relations with the 

Syrian kingdom of the tJurro-Mitanni. Let us turn to details of the stela concerned for 

discussion of the issue. 

Inscription 

This important stela, dating probably from the rule of the Eighteenth Dynasty 

pharaoh Tuthmosis IV, is damaged but part of its upper section preserves an inscription 

with supposedly defective writing of the goddess' name as ~-s-t-<r}.5 More commonly in 

3 On the temple ofA§tart at Memphis, cf. H. Ranke, "Istar als HeilsgOttin in Agypten". Studies 
Presented to FI, Lt, Griffith, Em,tian Exploration Society, (London: Oxford UP), pp. 413-417. A basalt 
statuette of the Eighteenth Dynasty dedicated to Qud!u on one side, and to Iitar of ljurri on the other, 
mentions the site of her shrine in the Ptah temple at Memphis. ·There is also the Copenhagen stela of the 
same period, at Memphis (ililil., pl. 66), dedicated to the ljurrian Istar. Her temple is often later attested 
in the Ptolemaic period at Memphis, and in the New Kingdom, she had a priest there. (Cf. Stadelmann, 

pp. 139 ff. and 147 ff.) Our Icon 0, the Merenep~ stela is also from Memphis. 
4 For the effect on religion, of the reciprocal current of Egyptian-Canaanite contacts in war and 

trade, cf. R. Giveon, "The Impact of Egypt on Canaan", Qb.Q. 20, (1978), pp. 40 ff.; S. H. Hom, 
"Foreign Gods in Ancient Egypt", in Studies in Hon, of John A, Wilson, Studies in Ancient Oriental 
Civilization. 35, (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1969), pp. 37 ff. and W. Heick, Die Beziehunien 
AKyptens zu Vorderasien im 3, und 2, Jahrtapsend v, Chr .. (Wiesbaden, 1962), pp. 480-514, regarding the 
influx of Asiatic gods into Egypt 

S The question appears to remain unsettled as to whether the writing as for example, it 
occurs on the Turin stela, represents~ (viz. Htar) or a separate deity, a so-called "Asit Ranke, (Studies 
Griffith. pp. 413,414), because the forms are often combined with gt. took them to be variant or defective 
writings of 1~tariA§tart of ljurri. W. Hermann, "Astart", MlQ 15, (1969), p. 49 expressed doubts that 
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Egypt it is written '-s-t-r-t.6 With the final :l missing in the first example, the elision of a 

then-final -..r is to be expected, but is the recurring lack of final :1 simply a late Egyptian 

orthographic tradition, 7 or does it reflect something significant about the goddess? This 

"defective" writing occurs also on the Wadi Abbad relief (Icon I) and three times on the 

later reliefs from Hi bis (Icon U), rendering a total (including that under discussion here) 

of five depicted cases with "defective" writing, between 1250-520 B.C., on reliefs. Its 

repetition three times on the same group of later Hi bis reliefs ensures that we· are not 

dealing with a scribal error. The existence in hieroglyphic script of two grammatical 

these fonns are defective, presuming that they represented another goddess, possibly ~at. This reasoning 
appears weak for a number of reasons. Since we have the name ~(Ranke, Studies Griffith. p. 414) 
on the Copenhagen stela, and since we known that the Mitannian kings sent !star of ijurri to Amenhotep, 
it seems highly likely that one and the same goddess in variant orthographies is intended, especially as the 
same fonns occur at the same site, Memphis and as the natures of the "goddesses" appear to be cognate 
with those of Htar. Moreover, no _evidence has been adduced elsewhere of any goddess ~it as 
one might expect in hymns, literary texts or offering lists etc., if she existed apart from Istar(Astar. A 
strong factor in this discussion, is the tradition in Egypt, Syria and Mesopotamia, of writing the divine 
name in different orthographies in other attested cases. The presence of another variant at Hibis ().tt) 
which most scholars accept as ~tart (e.g. Hermann, MIQ 15 [1969]. p. 49) and the existence within 
Syro-Mesopotamia of many written fonns of the name lstar/lstartfAstart (e.g.~ =W:, dii:tar, 
distar(MUS) and even di§-ta-ra-at at Early Dynastic Mari) indicates that her name, even in her area of 
origin was orthographically flexible to a degree. For example the forms eM <<<}-tar, es4.:laL:JJl, 
dinanna(MUS} and ~.:W: occur together on one tablet of Ur III date (cf. M. I. Hussey, Sumerian Tablets 
in the Harvard Semitic Museum from the Third Dynasty of Ur. II, 2, obv. 1:4, 5; rev. 1:4; and recur on 
64: rev. 2, 49, rev. ii, 14, 57, obv. 6 and 10, obv. i, 13. This is but one example of several from 
Mesopotamia. This tendency for variant writings would have been all the · more pronounced in an area 
such as Egypt, where a Semitic name was adapted both to a foreign language (Egyptian) and to a foreign 
writing system. The reasons for believing that is merely a variant if~ may be summarized as 
follows: (i) we have observed the inconsistent ways of writing the name !star in Syro-Mesopotamia, so 
that one need not expect consistency in a foreign milieu; (ii) the variants in Egypt occur in places where 
~tar(t) had known cults; (iii) there is no significant difference in natures exhibited iconographically or 
textually in the variants (iv) the appendage of b[ ("of ijurri") to several of the variants, but not to other 
goddesses, indicates to me that they are merely ~ariants in pronunciation or orthography of the name Istar. 

6 The writing or is common in the following examples: the Astarte Papyrus in A. H. 
Gardiner, "The Astarte Papyrus", Studies Griffith, pp. 73 ff.; the Giza stela (Pritchard, ANEI 244, 245); 
the poem on the king's chariot (W. R. Dawson, T. E. Peet, "Poem on the King's Chariot", raA 19 
(1933), pp. 167 ff. and on our Winchester plaque (Icon J). 

7 On the tendency of late Egyptian to drop the final feminine .:..1 ending (e.g. as it occurs in a 
personal name~ from 'Dll:nJ, "Bom-of-)Jw", cf. Eaton, AwU, note 115. It had virtually vanished from 
speech already by the Eighteenth Dynasty. 
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forms, one feminine with "feminine :1 "ending and one masculine lacking final -t, 

indicates that two grammatical forms of the name existed in Egypt, just as they did in 

Syria,8 although all representations of the deity known to me in Syria and Egypt are 

feminine in physical appearance. If we accept that the form '-s-t-r-t with feminine ending 

is West Semitic (viz. Canaanite Astart), and the masculine form '-s-t-(r) is both East 

Semitic (viz. Akkadian Istar and West Semitic [e.g. Ug. Astar]), then we are faced with 

the possibility that the goddess in Egypt may have combined West and East Semitic forms 

grammatically as well as iconographically. The adoption of a West Semitic form from 

Syria-Palestine is easily accounted for by direct contact in trade and war in the Egyptian 

sphere of activity, as noted above, but an East Semitic, Mesopotamian form is more 

problematic. It is proposed here that the form '-s-t-{r) may be Mesopotamian, but 

transmitted to Egypt, by way of the Syrian kingdom of the ijurro-Mitanni; in essence, in 

'-s-t-r we may be dealing with what is called "the tfurrian Istar", transmitted to Egypt. 

The full name '-s-t-rf-s-t-r-t h-r, "Istar/A~tart of Hurri", which came to have the broader 
,.; 

connotation "Syrian", is known from Egyptian votive and literary texts.9 Precisely what 

was meant by "the Jiurrian Istar"? 

The Background of the tJurrian lstar/Astart 

8 As early as the Early Dynastic period in Mari, an outpost of Mesopotamian culture at that 
time, we have the fonns Inanna.ZA.ZA, !star.US(?) and Estarat with co-existing temples (cf. A. Parrot, 
Les Temples d'Istarat et de Ninni,ZA,ZA. MAM III, [Paris, 1967] and I-& Temple d'Istar. MAM I, [Paris, 
1956]). At Ugarit in the second millennium both~tar anlAstart are attested in literary texts, and both are 
cited in vocabularies and offering lists ( cf. infra n. 91 ). 

9 For 'Astar ijuru in Egyptian texts, apparently referring to the Ninevite I~tar. cf. W. F. 
Albright, "Vocalization of the Egyptian Syllabic Orthography 37.VAS", Am, Or, Series 5, (1934). On 
M:hL cf. W. Hennann, "'\ttt-tir", Welt des Orients 7, (1973/1), pp. 135 ff., especially as it appears in 
I~on "'s, the Phoenician statuette of j\start. The same name occurs much earlier in the Ugaritic materials, 
e.g.~ in CTA 33 (cf. Perlman, Asherah and Astarte. p. 172, n. 30). The fonn occurs with 
Qud§u on a basalt stela (cf. Ranke. Studies Griffith, p. 413, and the fonn occurs on the Copenhagen 
stela illlil., p. 414). The relationship of the Ugaritic to the fjurrian Htar is clear from three Ugaritic 
texts namning distar ~ur-ri (Perlman, ib.lil .• n. 31). 

---------------- - --- ---- ---
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As early as the Akkad period, tJurrian kingdoms were established on the Upper 

Tigris and Euphrates, and after, 1600 B.C., ljurrian culture dominated Northern Iraq and 

Northern Syria particularly, to the extent that, at the outset of the fifteenth century, the 

Hurrian kingdom was a force to be reckoned with by the surrounding Egyptians and 
\J 

Hittites. By the fifteenth and fourteenth centuries we know the !;Iurri had become 

infiltrated and dominated by an ethnic element known as the Mitanni who were master 

horse-breeders and trainers. Although the ljurro-Mitanni did not probably introduce the 

horse to the Near East, they did popularize and spread its use throughout the area, 10 and 

their own chariot elite was emulated by anxious foes . These horsemen, the !:furro-

Mitanni, were so strong that Syria and Assyria during the fifteenth century fell under their 

sway, with ljurrian cultural influence being established in Nuzi, U garit, Qatna, Alalakh 

and Carchemish, and parts of Palestine. Obviously, overlapping Egyptian and !:{urro-

Mitannian interests in the area were mutually antagonistic, but by the reign of Tuthmosis 

IV (ca. 1410 B.C.) close relations were established by diplomatic measures between the 

two states, as mutual succour against the Hittites. 

Tuthmosis IV's reign, the period of alliance with the Hurro-Mitanni, is precisely 
'-' 

the period to which our Turin relief of '-s+{r} is believed to date, on internal artistic 

evidence. Is there any evidence that the t{urro-Mitannian contacts with Egypt during this 

period may have introduced the ~urrian !star, known in tJurrian as "Sauska", to Egypt? 

10 Regarding the introduction of the horse and its spread throughout the Near East, cf. 
G. M.A. Hanfman, "A Near Eastern Horseman", Sllii 37, 1960, pp. 243 ff.; H. Liebowitz, "Horses in 
New Kingdom Art and the Date of an Ivory from Megiddo", Journal of the American Research Centre in 
E.ilm 6, (1967), pp. 129-134 ff.; M. Rostovtzeff, "Dieux et Chevaux: A Propos de Quelques Bronzes 
d'Anatolie, de Syrie et d'Armenie", S,na 12, (1931), pp. 48 ff. and A. R. Schulman, "Egyptian 
Representations of Horsemen and Riding in the New Kingdom", INES. 16, (1957), pp. 263 ff. For the 
early attestations of the horse, chariots, fodder, grooms etc. in the Mari texts, ca. 1800 B.C., cf. S. 
Dalley. Mari and Karana, Two Old Babylonian Cities. (New York: Longman, 1984), p. 159. The 
horsedrawn chariot at that stage was not part of warfare, though used by messengers, in religious 
processions and by single riders. The letters leave the impression that horse training was a royal 
prerogative. 
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Reflective of the tJurro-Mitannian range of power, Istar/Sauska, in her many local forms, 

was attested chiefly in eastern and southeastern Anatolia and North Syria, 11 whence she 

had spread from her original Mesopotamian home in Nineveh, which was under tJurro-

Mitannian influence. Essentially, the Ijurro-Mitanni had adopted the ancient cult of !star of 

Nineveh which dated back to the Akkad Period,12 dressed it in Hurro-Mitannian terms, 
""' 

and spread it to Anatolia and North Syria. (This is not to say that other forms of Istar or 

even similar ones were not long since attested in these areas, e.g. at Ebla and Mari, owing 

to previous Mesopotamian contacts in the area, or even due to the pre-existence of local 

!stars of immeasurable antiquity.) From about 1850-1350 B.C., the ijurrian lstar-SauSka 

is textually attested at various times, in Alalakh, Ala~iya (Cyprus), Aleppo, "Canaan" 

(Kinahhu), Mari, Ugarit, and many other centres,13 which would have had close contact .. o 

with Egypt. Approaching the period of our relief, " ... It is clear from a topographical 

" study, especially of the Hittite cult centers of Sawuska of Ninuwa, that the cult of the 

goddess began to expand from the Mosul (Nineveh) region, ... a very old center of Istar 

veneration, over Eastern Asia Minor deep into Syria, from about 1450 B.C."),14 that is, 

almost precisely the period to which the Turin relief dates. In addition to her spread with 

trade and political expansion into the area, a more direct route of entry for the Hurro-.... 

Mitannian Istar may well have been a diplomatic one: During this period the Mitannian 

kings Suttarna and Tu~ratta both sent a statue of their !star to the Egyptian pharaoh 

11 Cf. I. Wegner, Gestalt und Kult der Btar-Sawuska in Kleinasien Hurritolo2ische Studien III, 
Alter Orient und Altes TestamenL YeCOffentlichun&eo zur Kultur und Geschichte des Alten Orients und des 
Alten Testaments. Bd.36, (Neukirchen- Vluyn: Neulcirchener Verlag, 1981), pp. 157-158. 

12 The first known builder of the Istar Temple in Nineveh was the Aldcadian king Manistusu, ca. 
2450 B.C. (cf. R. C. Thompson, "The British Museum Excavations on the Temple of Ishtar at Nineveh, 
1930/31", AAA..19 (1932] p. 57). 

13 Cf. Wegner, Sawu§ka. pp. xi ff. 
14 Cf. V. Haas, "Remarks on the Hurrian Istar <<Sawuslca>> of Nineveh in the Second 

Millennium B.C.", Sllmu 35, (1979), p. 400. ,J 
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Amenhotep III, to heal him, 15 so that direct Egyptian knowledge of the tJurro-Mitannian 

Istar is ensured at a royal level. As with the kings, the same name form, ,,..,_ s-t-fr) of 

Kharu (= !:urri)," is attested on the votive statuette of a High Priest of Ptal),16 in precisely 

the same so-called "defective" writing as on our stela; so well-attested was the Ijurro-

Mitannian !star that even private Egyptians sought the healing powers of the "ljurrian 

!star", since a polio victim asked the aid of ~-s-t-r of Kharu (ljurri). 17 Healing was 

indeed one of the many attributes of !star attested in both Egyptian and tJurro-Hittite 

texts, 18 although her many local forms attested in the latter texts depict her chiefly as a 

warlike goddess. 19 Consequently we must infer that the healing and warlike Istar of 

Nineveh, Assyrian in origin but ljurrian by adoption and transmission, was known in 

Egypt during the period ca. 1400-1380 B.C. In the two cases mentioning c-s-t-{r) of 

Kharu ( cf. notes 16, 17) the name is written without the final :1, as is the case in the Turin 

stela, which may indicate that the ljurrian !star was also intended there. 

Hurrian <;.\star(t) and the Horse 
I,; 

To recapitulate, the name form '-s-t-{r)/Istar, the historical background of relations 

between Egypt and tiurro-Mitanni for the period, and the focus of ~he Egyptian 

repre.sentations of the goddess with horse, a ljurro-Mitannian innovation, may indicate 

that !star (<-s-t-fr]), among other more popular channels, came to Egypt as the tJurro-

15 llili1., p. 399. 
l6 J. Leclant, "Astarte a Cheval d'apres les Representations Egyptiennes", 37 (1960), p. 5, 

No. 9. 
17 For a private Egyptian stela (Copenhagen stela) dedicated to Isw of ~r by a man with 

poliomyelitis, a man whose wife bears a Syrian name, cf. H. Ranke, "!star als Heilsgfittin in Agypten", in 
Studies Griffiths p. 414, and pl. 66. 

18 For the magical and healing roles of the ijurrian Istar in ljurro-Hittite culture, cf. Wegner, 
Sawu§ka, pp. 55 ff. and 63 ff. Erroneously Wegner claimed (ilili1., p. 65) that mar was not a healing deity 
in Mesopotamia. See our n. 252, for evidence to the contrary. Many Mesopotamian texts attest to this 
role from at least the Akkad period onward. IJtar both causes and cures illnesses. 

19 Cf. Wegner, Sawuska. pp. 95 ff., for local forms of the Ijurrian lstar as armed goddess in 
Anatolia and Syria 
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Mitannian Htar, along with the horse when it entered Egypt for military purposes. Given 

that Egypt had no horses, and therefore no deity of horses, prior to this time, and given 

Egypt's openness to foreign gods, the hypothesis that this warlike equestrian !star of the 

Ijurro-Mitanni entered Egypt on a state level, exemplified by royal stelae, is plausible. 

This is especially so since the Egyptian state and royal house were closely affiliated with 

the tJurro-Mitannian state, whose goddess she was. 

One peculiarity remains to be dealt with. As far as is ascertainable from the· Ijurro-

Hittite sources,20 the Ijurrian !star had a number of accompanying birds and animals, but 

the horse does not appear to be among them. Its absence in texts does not automatically 

imply that she was not associated with the horse, however: contemporary Hittite texts 

from Boghazkoy,21 replete with references to tJurro-Mitannian practice adopted in 

Anatolia, tell us that the Hittite goddess Pirwa was a goddess of horses, though little is 

known of Pirwa; they do make clear, however, that Pirwa was a subsidiary member of 

the circle of Istar/Sauska. Hypostases of deities are often portrayed as lesser members of 

their own circle (e.g. the tfurro-Hittite Ninatta and Kulitta, who accompanied Sauska, 

were hypostases of her hierodule nature). 22 Hence it is quite possible that Pirwa was an 

hypostasis of Istar/Sauska, though we do not know whether Pirwa too was of ,tiurrian 
,; 

origin. The !Jurrian Istar/Sauska's link with horses is further suggested by a second 

Boghazkoy text23 which indicates that a divine horse, Erama, stood in Istar/~auska's 

20 Ililil., pp. 89 ff. for her birds, and pp. 94 ff. regarding vessels dedicated to her, which take the 
forms of lions, bulls, sheep, lionsphinges etc. Wegner adduces neither textual nor artistic association of 
the horse with the Hurm-Hittite ~auska, nor have I found any elsewhere to date. However, the relative 

I, 

scarcity of any of her animals in the sources makes the lack of evidence on the horse inconclusive. 
21 C. Von Brandenstein,"Hethitische Gotter nach Bildbeschreibungen", MVAeG 46/11 (1943), 

pp. 58-60, 86. 
22 For Ninatta and Kulitta as hypostases of Sauska's hierodule nature, cf. Wegner, Sawu'ska, 

p. 81. 
23 Cf. Brandenstein, MVAeG 46/11 (1943), pp. 59, 60. 
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" " temple, where it received food and libations. Both Erama and Sauska share this feature: 
V 

"Istar/Sauska und das Pferd Erama dagegen gehoren zum churritischen Kreise".24 

While it cannot be proven that the Jjurro-Mitannian Istar/Sauska arrived in Egypt 

with the horse from a Mitannian homeland, we do know that the imported horse was the 

latest in technology, and was used for war, rather than for burden, or pleasure. As such, 

it was the symbolic animal of war, the ·"warhorse". Istar/Sauska, too, personified war in 
V 

the tJurro-Mitannian kingdom. Since the horse and Istar/Sauska, in their ,warlike 

capacities, are textually attested, and are presumed to have entered Egypt, at the same 

time, from the same area of origin, and share a warlike role, it is not illogical to infer that 

the goddess and horse were lent together from North Syria to Egypt. The similarity of 

name form in the three cultures and the similarity of natures and iconography point to the 

deity as being the same Assyro-Jjurrian Istar25 in all three cultures. 

Other Goddess Figures with the Horse 

It is necessary to digress briefly at this point to mention two outstanding 

representations from Late Bronze Age Syria-Palestine which show a frontal nude goddess 

standing on an advancing horse. The first (fig. 102),26 from Tell Qarnayim in the Beth 

Shan Valley, is on a mould for manufacturing terra cottas, and the second (fig. 103)27 is 

on a gold plaque from the Egyptianized Canaanite temple at Lachish, dated to the 13-12th 

centuries B.C. Both are strongly Syro-Palestinian in manufacture, but exhibit some 

Egyptian features. 

24 IJilil .• p. 60. 
25 In support of this hypothesis, we know that the writings of the goddess' name in tiurro-Hittite 

texts, (wr. IS.IAR without :1 gloss), appear to derive from the East Semitic name of Istar, rather than the 
West Semitic form,~- The l:Jurro-Hittite name Sauska is frequently glossed or equated with fstar, 
guaranteeing that identification (e.g. CT 25.17:4). 

26 Cf. S. Ben-Arieh, "A Mould for a Goddess Plaque", ml 33 (1983), pp. 72 ff. and fig. 8A. 
27 Cf. C. Clamer, "A Gold Plaque from Tell Lachish", Tel Aviv 7 (1980), pp. 152 ff. and pl. 

36 and D. Ussishkin, "Lachish: Renewed Archaeological Excavations", Expedition (Summer), (1978), 
fig.IO. 
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They are superficially like a series of Egyptian figures of the so-called goddess 

"Qud~u", portrayed on contemporary Egyptian reliefs and Syro-Palestinian terra cottas. 

Qu~u will be discussed at length below (Icon J) but for the moment, suffice it to say that 

Qud~u is almost certainly an hypostasis of 1\~tart and Anat, two Syrian goddesses of 

sexuality and war, fused into one godhood, when adopted in Egypt at this time, ca. 1350-

1300 B.C. In other words, Qudsu, whom figs. 102-103 resemble, is a form of the 

Syrian A.start/lstar. Ben-Arieh, who published the mould, hesitated to identify the central 

nude figure standing on the horse, but Schulman28 presented fairly strong evidence that 

this is simply a variant of the series of famous "Qudsu" representations, clearly named 

"Qudsu" by their inscriptions. If Schulman is right, as I believe he is, the Syro-

Palestinian horsemounted "Qudfa" would then be a variant form of Astart/Utar on 

plaques and moulds from that area. In these two examples, her posture, nudity, and 

frontality are purely Syro-Palestinian, her lotuses and hair are close approximations of the 

usual Emtian iconography of Qudsu as syncretized hypostasis of the Asiatic l\start and 

Anat. Qud~u usually stands not on a horse, but on a lion (e.g. Icon J), which we know in 

Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine, was Btar's beast of war and destruction. On both the 

Tell Qarnayim mould and the Lachish plaque, which show her bearing Egyptian lotuses 

and crown, the horse can be regarded as a beast of war also: we have mentioned above 

that the horse was brought into Egypt by its rulers for purposes of war, and this must 

have been its chief function in Syria-Palestine, too, judging from the Lachish plaque 

whose horse is protected by a quilted or chain caparison (fig. 103).29 Since the lion is 

28 A. R. Schulman, "On the Goddess Plaque Mould from Tel Qamayim", SSEA 14/3, (Aug. 
1984), considered eighteen figures of Qudsu/Qades on Egyptian stelae and concluded that, although they 
exhibited minor iconographic differences, all were Q~u. He identified the Tell Qamayim mould figure as 
part of this series, and hence "Qudsu" also. 

29 The animal is quite clearly a horse by its ears and tail, as well as leg position. No confusion 
of the body outline with that of a lion is possible. Nor can the quilting/chain comparison by confused 
with a lion's mane, since the flanks of the horse are clearly covered down to the belly. Finally, the use of 
a quilted blanket for horses in New Kingdom is Egypt is known from the tomb of Senrnut, whose mare's 

~-------------------- -- --
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known to be lstar-A~tart's war mount, and the horse in Egypt and Syria-Palestine was a 

warhorse at this time, the iconographer seems here to have simply substituted the 

warhorse for the lion of war, both beasts being used as icons to express the goddess' 

martial prowess. This interchangeability of icons with similar meanings, if consistently 

shown in similar contexts and positions (e.g. underfoot) will be demonstrated to be a 

significant feature of divine iconographic methoo. 

But does this "Qudsu "(;\start exhibit any features linking her with the Ijurrian 

Sauska/Istar? Although Ben-Arieh interpreted the mould as Egypto-Syrian in its icons, 

the truncated crown and birds adjacent to it appear to the writer as not Egyptian but tJurro-

Syrian. Similar crowns and birds in this position occur with a number of nudes in the 

same posture from Ijurrian Alalakh30 and vicinity (e.g., fig. 172), so that the Oudsu = 

Astar(t) + 'Anat on the Tell Qarnayim mould and Lachish plaque would appear to be 

similar to these ljurro-Syrian goodesses from Alalakh, merely transposing Egyptian, 

Syrian and tJurrian icons as the artist saw fit. The important link betweem the horse-

mastering Qudsu on the Tell Qarnayim_ mould and Lachish plaque and the Egyptian 

Winchester College "Qudsu" (Icon J), identifiable as the hypostasis of Astar(t) + &Anat, 

indicates as a corollary that the mould and plaque with horses are probably also ~star{t) 

+ Anat. This chain of related icons makes her link with the warhorse in Syria-Palestine as 

well as Egypt demonstrable in this simplified equation: (i) named warlike J\sta(rts) on 

horseback, in the Turin and Wadi Ab bad stelae (Icons H, I); (ii) parallel the series of 

"Qudsu"s (hence J\start hypostases), on Syro-Palestinian moulds/plaques, two with 

quilted blanket was excavated in the tomb. Cf. B. Mertz. Red Land. Black Land; Daily Life in Ancient 
Eilm, New York: Dodd Mead, (1978), p. 143. 

3° For the nude on moulds from 14th-13th century B.C. Alalakh, bearing conical crowns, 
unveiling on bucrania and accompanied by birds, cf. for example C. L. Woolley, An Account of the 
Excavations at Alalakh Tell Atchana, in the Hatay. 1937-1939, Reports of the Research Committee of the 
Society of Antiquaries of London 18, (Oxford, 1955), pp. 247, 248, pl. LIV, No. o (AT 39/240). For a 
nearly identical figure minus crown, on a mould from Ktiltepe (ca. 1800 B.C.), cf. K. Emre, Anatolian 
Lead fiiurines and their Stone Moulds, (Ankara, 1971), fig. 11, 4a, b. 
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horse; (iii) which in turn are the same Qudsu as the warlike Oudsu/Astart on the 

Winchester College figure (Icon J). 

Mesopotamian lstar and the Horse 

The same link betweem the Mesopotamian !star and horse was made in 

subsequent periods in Mesopotamia, where the two were unequivocally associated in 

destructive contexts.31 Interestingly, the Nineveh temple of !star yielded a figure of 

unspecified date,32 represented on a fragmentary terracotta plaque (fig. 105). It depicts a 

female figure apparently riding sidesadddle, and wearing either a tight diaphanous dress 

like that of the Turin stela figure or none at all, and trailed behind by two streamers, 

otherwise known as characteristic of the Syrian i\star(t) in Egyptian art.33 She carries a 

long fenestrated axe horizontally and sits next to what appears to be a large battlemace, 

somehow slung across the horse. This important little figure from the temple of the 

~inevite !star was found in a disturbed context, hence its date is unsure, but its style 

suggests it is of Egypto-Syrian workmanship, possibly of this period. If the piece is of 

31 !star's association with the horse in Mesopotamia is not widely documented in texts, but the 
relationship is sufficiently clear in cases where it does occur. For example, the fable of the Ox and 
Horse, probably dating in origin to the Kassite period though extant in Neo-Assyrian copies, presents a 
debate between the beasts regarding their relative merits. The ox refers to the use of his parts for 
instruments of war.while the horse is called "the horse glorious in battle". His importance to !§tar here is 
clear from the colophon supplying the first half-line of the work, viz., "When exalted mar ... ". (Cf. 
W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature. (Oxford: Clarendon, 1975), pp. 175 ff., especially p. 
177. In the Epic of Gilgames, Iltar is said to love the lion and the bird, both demonstrably beasts who 
serve as her icons, and the text continues," Then you loved the stallion, famed in battle.The whip, the 
spur and the lash you ordained for him. You decreed for him to gallop seven leagues. You decreed for him 
the muddied (water) to drink" (Pritchard, ANE:[, p. 84, Tab. VI, lines 53 ff.). Quite specifically, in the 
Middle Babylonian godlist All.= An.um, col. iv, line 45, one of the names of Inanna/istar is dNin.ra.~ab, 
"Lady-Ridez". 

32 The terra cotta of the armed nude goddess with streamers, on horseback was published by 
Thompson, AAA 19 (1932), pl. LXVII, 195.6. Note our fig. 104, a nude goddess seated cross-wise on a 
horse, depicted on.a terracotta from Ur. This type, which superficially resembles later Mycenaean types, 
is rare for Mesopotamia. 

33 For representations of Egypto-Canaanite gods wearing streamers on Egyptian reliefs, cf. the 
figures of Mekal of Beth Shan and Seth of ~aphon (cf. Pritchard, At-ra,f, figs. 485, 487). On the use of 
streamers as characteristically Asiatic, cf. Pritchard,~. p. 249. 
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the style and date suggested here, its link with the Turin and Wadi Abbad representations 

is immediate; even if the date and manufacture should be incorrect, the mere finding of the 

nude, anned goddess on horse in the !star temple at Nineveh is sufficient to illustrate that 

the same concepts and icons applied to 'Astart of the Egyptian pieces (Icons H and I) and 

Btar on the Ninevite one. In discussing the Hibis reliefs (Icon U) it will be noted that the 

same equestrian ;\start depicted as an archer riding sidesaddle survived in a triple 

representation of the goddess there during the Persian period. Her form is very like the 

earlier Egyptian Turin and Wadi Abbad figures, and like the one from the Ninevite temple. 

The goddess, then, appears in extremely similar equestrian icons on Egyptian reliefs (ca. 

1450-1300, and later 500-400 B.C.), on Syro-Palestinian Qud~u representations (ca. 

1350-1200 B.C), and on the Ninevite relief originating in Syria-Palestine(?) (possibly 

ca. 1300 B.C.). Barring Hibis, all of these areas, for these dates, were either under 

Jjurro-Mitannian domination or were allied with that power, at the very time the horse was 

making inroads through the Near East at their hands. This transcultural, simultaneous 

appearance of the warhorse and equestrian wargoddess '-s-t-r in and beyond Mesopotamia 

has been suggested (pp. 157 ff.) to have arisen from Ijurro-Mitannian influence in these 

areas and to represent the ljurrian Istar. Is there any iconographic evidence of that 

Hurrian !star with which to compare our Egyptian and Syro-Palestinian examples? 
V 

Iconography of the ljurrian lstar 

We may now consider a number of iconographic features shared by the Ijurrian 

Istar (eg. Istar of t{urrian Nuzi in Mesopotamia) who is a contemporary of ~-s-t-r of the 

Turin stela, to ascertain whether the latter may indeed represent the Fjurrian deity. 

A number of features are shared by the two as we know them from textual 

descriptions, representations and votive offerings in known temples of the tJurrian Istar, 

when compared with those on the '-s-t-r of the Turin stela, for example. At ljurrian Nuzi 
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she had a series of rebuilt temples,34 levels E-A spanning the Old Babylonian period into 

the Mitannian period, ca. 1750-1400 B.C., covering the period of the Turin stela. From 

this temple, a number of facts about the Ijurrian !star can be deduced. Most striking is 

that, through levels E-A, three cellae (G29, G53 and tertiary G67) existed simultaneously, 

each with its own court and roomgroups, showing three complex shrines existed within 

the same temple enclosure, two of them being major. The existence of two major cultic 

units for the goddess parallels the dualism (attested in many periods) of Inanna:ZA.ZA 

and Istarat at Mari,35 of the dual Istar-Kititum complex at Nerebtum in the Diyala,36 of 

the double Istar-Dinitu temple at Assur,37 and of the two !star temples at KH.38 In these 

dual cases, Htar often has no spouse, suggesting the two complexes belong to her rather 

than being shared with a spouse; moreover, in sites such as Kis where she had a spouse, 

34 Her Old Babylonian-ljurrian temple levels (E-A) were built or rebuilt on earlier Ur III (F) and 
Akkad period (G) temples. Cf. R. F. s. Starr, Nuzi· The Report on the Excavations at YorKao Tepa near 
Kirkuk, Irag Conducted by Harvard University in Conjunction with the American Schools of Oriental 
Research and the University Museum of Philadelphia, 1927-1931, I (Cambridge, 1939), p. 119. 

35 Cf. A. Parrot Les Temples d'Istarat et de Ninni, ZA, ZA.MA.M III, (Paris, 1967), and his..Le 
Temple d'Istar, MAM I, (Paris,1956). The Nuzi temple of I§tar in the late Akkad to Ur III and Old 
Babylonian-t{urrian level (E) had three cellae (G.53, G.67 and G.29, each with its courts). The plan was 
essentially bi-partitite with southwest and southeast units based on G.29 and G.53 in level D. (Cf. Starr, 
ibid, pp. 75-79). 

36 On the dual Ur III/Larsa period lnanna-Kititum complex at Nerebtum, consisting of two 
shrines with ce!lae adjacent, cf. H. Frankfort, Promss of the Work of the Oriental Institute in [rag 
1934/35. University of Chica&o Oriental Institute Communications 20, 1936, pp. 74 ff. She also had a 
palace chapel there. Just as the temple cellae stood back to back, so did those of the temples of 
InannaZA.ZA and Htarat at Mari, and those of her temple at Nuzi. The same arrangement prevailed for 
the cellae of the adjacent temples of I~tar Dinitu-Assuritu at M~ur. 

37 On the dual temple of Istar AMuritu and ~tar-Dinitu at Aliur in the reign of Tulculti-Ninuna I 
(ca. 1260-1232 B.C.), cf. Amiet, MME, p. 508, fig. 901 and Andrae, fil~. 

38 In the Ur III, lsin-Larsa and Old Babylonian periods, and probably as early as the Early 
Dynastic and Akkad periods, Istar was worshipped on the two mounds of Kis, at Uhaimer (West Ki§) 
possibly as the evening star, and at lngharra (East Kis) possibly as the morning star. In the fonner area, 
she was worshipped at two temples, Emeteursag and Unirkitusma!J. At Ingharra she was worshipped at 
fiursagkalamma. (Cf. H. de Genouillac. Fouilles Francaises d'Akhymer. II, [Paris, 1925]) and P.R. S. 
Moorey, "A Re-Consideration of the Excavations on Tell lnghara~ 1923-33", .lwl 28, [1966], pp. 22 ff. 
and his "The Terra Cotta Plaques from Kish and ljursagkalamma, c. 1850-1650 B.C.", IDlQ 37, [1975]). 
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his temple was separate, again indicating the dual temples are hers. This may reflect 

dual nature of the ~oddess herself. 

Indeed this is a repeated feature in textual and artistic materials. For example, 

numerous Hittite texts describing the tJurrian Htar refer to her as having masculine and 

feminine natures. In Anatolia, Sau~ka of Lawazantiya is described in this way, "You 

wear your clothing in the fashion of a man, and dress like a woman";39 similarly an 

inventory of clothing of the Black Istar of Samu~a lists seven appurtenances of a woman 

and twelve of a man, including bow, quiver, axe and knife.40 The same duality of 

masculine and feminine aspects recurs also on the Hittite reliefs (Icons N-1, N-1 and P) 

and on a famous bone statuette of the Old Babylonian period, from the Ijurrian !star 

Temple at Nuzi (fig. 139). The bone figure (fig. 139) wears a tall Mesopotamian 

multihorned crown, but the hair, like that of the Turin stela figure, is lacking, in masculine 

fashion. (Significantly it will be seen that some Hittite identified Istar/Sau~as, whose 

heritage is ljurrian, display no hair under crown in masculine style [Icon P]; Ijurro-Hittite 

figures, believed to be lstar/Sau~ka mounted on a mythical awiti-beast, are armed, unveil, 

and similarly lack coiffure. These three examples, then, suggest that Ijurrian iconography 

portrayed the warrior Htar with tall crown and no hair, in masculine style, as dual.) 

The Nuzi figure wears a short jacket, but the feminine sex of the body is 

emphasized by exposing it from behind an unveiling skirt, which finds a similarity in the 

transparent dress (if indeed the figure is not nude) of the '-s-t-<r) on the Turin stela. The 

bone Nuzi Utar's dual nature is startlingly clear in a unique iconographic feature, viz. one 

nude braceleted feminine foot and one high-booted foot, shod in masculine style. Her 

masculine warrior role is further heightened by the slender quiver slung across her back; 

39 Cf. Wegner, ~awuska. p. 41. 
40 .Ililil., p.42. 
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similarly, the quiver is textually attested as a major feature of the tJ:urrian Istar41 and 

miniature votive arrow points were ound in the temple of the t{urrian !star at Nuzi .42 

This stark contrast of the sexual nude female juxtaposed with the fierce coiffureless 

archer-warrior is present also in the Turin stela figure, so that the two icons, garbed in 

their respective ethnic artforms, are saying the same things about the goddess using local 

iconographies. She has a dual nature as masculine archer-warrior and as beautiful female. 

Summary 

To conclude, it has been proposed here that '-s-t-{r) of the Turin stela is probably 

the imported tJurrian !star in Egyptian guise. This proposal is feasible on grounds of 

orthographies and historical circumstance. It is made all the more convincing by the fact 

that the Turin goddess exhibits a dualistic masculine/feminine iconography in coiffure, 

nudity and quiver, features textually and iconographically demonstrable for tJurrian !stars 

such as that at Nuzi. Other parallels are the equestrian Syro-Palestinian Qudsus on horse, 

who in tum, by comparison with Qudfo-J\~tart of the Winchester piece, are clearly by-

forms of 5\~tart, and merely variants of the equestrian Turin figure. Its other counterpart 

is the Ninevite equestrian !star. They illustrate how universal the mounted warrior !star 

was, probably through the Hurrian medium. 
"' 

41 For the quiver, bows and arrows of the various fonns of fiurro- Hittite '§auska, cf. Wegner, 
$awu§ka, p. 97. A quiver with arrows was a votive gift to her, and she herself was described with silver 
quiver in her extended hand, in a ritual. 

42 The Old Babylonian-fiurrian period level A cella of the northwest unit at Nuzi produced, 
among its votives, miniature copper arrow points of ritual significance, since they were too small even for 
shooting birds (cf. Starr, N}w, II, pls. 125 Y, Z, BB). 



Egyptian Relief Depicting and Naming '-s-t-(r) 

From the Wadi Abbad, ca. 1304 B.C. (Icon I) 

Inscription and Scene 
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This inscribed relief, dating to the reign of Seti I (ca. 1304 B.C.), depicts and names 

"-s-t-(r)43 as a warrior on horseback, much like the Turin Stela above. The relief comes 

from the Wadi Abbad in Egypt's Eastern Desert, on the route to the goldmines of the area. 

Interestingly, in the upper register is depicted a scene of offering to the major gods of 

Egypt by the Pharaoh, but, below, '-s-t-fr) alone, charged with violent movement, rides 

her galloping horse, while being worshipped by the stela's owner. 

Iconography 

The stela is abraded in the lower half, but significant features of the goddess can be 

elicited from the monument. Her body is svelte, taut and masculine in delineation, 

apparently without feminine curves, giving it a masculine air like that of the Turin stela. 

Like it and the Nuzi Istar figurine (fig. 139), this figure has no trace of hair, merely a 

stark face with large ear emerging under the headgear. This is, as in the Turin stela, a tall 

domed crown, apparently the white crown of Upper Egypt flanked by two vertical 

plumes. This combination is an fild, characteristic of~start.44 _ From her crown, falling 

down her back, are two (rather than one as Leclant suggested) long streamers, an iconic 

idication that this is an Asiatic deity.45 A similar double streamer is also depicted on the 

Ninevite relief from the Assyrian temple of Utar (fig. 105), on a Beth Shan stela of 

A~tart,46 and on Icon K, a Syro-Egyptian seal depicting and naming her. Before her face, 

43 Cf. Leclant, Slria 37, (1960), Doc. 5 and for a discussion of the text, cf. the early publication 
by A.H. Gardiner~-. "The Temple of Wady Abbad", IE.A 4, (1917), pp. 249-251. 

44 For the~ as characteristic ofAstart among Asiatic gods, cf. Leclant, ih.ul., p. 33. It was of 
course, common to Egyptian gods in that state. 

45 Cf. n. 32. 
46 Cf. Leclant, ih.i.d..., pp. 10-15. 
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the Wadi Abbad c_s-t-{r) raises a long round-topped shield and brandishes horizontally 

what may be a lance or whip.47 Although the lower half of the relief is damaged, 

obscuring the horse's trappings, enough of the goddess' legs is faintly preserved to 

suggest that she sits astride, rather than sidesaddle.48 

Hurrian Htar? 
\I 

That this may be the tjurrian !star, associated with horses on the Wadi Abbad 

stela, as well as on the Turin stela, is made likely by a number of factors. It too bas the 

"defective" '-s-t-(r) writing of the divine name, it illustrates a warring goddess with 

masculine-styled coiffure and body, and it bears a whip. The whip is a feature of the 

4 7 The object held overhead on this stela may be either a lance or a whip. A.start at Edfu (Icon 
V) holds a whip, and the central ~~tart at Hibis appears to hold one with a cloth tassesl (Icon U) and 
indeed the Gilgamd Epic tells us that mar ordained the whip for her warhorse (cf. n. 31). In 
Mesopotamia, texts tell us that whips (coloured cords) were used by I§tar's cult personnel and ijurro-Hittite 
tradition tells us that ~au!ka had a whip, as did Pirwa the ljurrian(?) horse deity, who appears to be an 
hypostasis of I~tar (cf. H. Otten, "Pirwa, der Gott auf dem Pferde" IKE 1, (1951-1952), pp. 62 ff. and n.49 
below. 

48 The question of whether the 'Mtart figures ride sidesaddle or astride was raised by Leclant, 
37 (1960), p. 65, n. 5, who maintained that the figures rode sidesaddle (in fact three-quarters 

sidesaddle) rather than assuming the rarer astride posture. This seems to be true of Icon H, but not of Icon 
I, although the legs of both are rather abraded in the lower extremities. In Icon U, she also appears to ride 
sidesaddle, as does the goddess on the terracotta from the I§tar temple at Nineveh (fig. 105). From the 
Phoenician period at Sarepta, where there was a prominent Tanit-~tart temple, the excavators unearthed a 
figurine of a nude female (presumably a goddess) seated fully sidesaddle (J. B Pritchard, Sarepta, A 
Phoenician City. [Princeton: Princeton UP, 1978)), fig. 78. The same type occurs on a terracotta from 
Ur (fig. 104) and is wellknown in Aegean culture, in particular Mycenaean, although style and colouration 
may differ somewhat. In such terra cottas, the horse serves almost as a throne, rather than a realistic 
mount, as it does in the· three-quarter view sidesaddle figures. The appearance of the sidesaddle 'A~tarts 
named on the stelae and on the terra cotta from her Ninevite temple, indicate that Leclant may be correct 
concerning the sidesaddle posture as diagnostic of I§tar/7\~tart-. The same posture occurs for a female 
warrior figure, probably I§tar/Mtart, on Egyptian ostraca (e.g. Leclant, ililil., our figs. 106, 107), but note 
that a warlike nude goddess (Leclant, ililil., Pl. III, Doc. a; our fig. 108) clearly sits astride. I believe that 
the difference in position can be explained simply by dress. It is impossible to ride, or indeed to depict a 
woman riding, astride in a fitted dress. A nude however, can both ride and be depicted riding astride, with 
ease. Dress appears to determine the posture in these icons and it may be that either posture can be used 
for 'A.~tart, depending on the degree of undressing. 
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Ijurro-Hittite horse goddess Pirwa, possibly an hypostasisof Htar/Sau~ka,49 and a 

feature of Sau~ka noted above, as well as of Btar in the Gilgamd tradition 

The fact that c:-s-t-(r) is here depicted separately and on a lower register from the 

major Egyptian deities above, who are worshipped by the king, appears to indicate that 

she was not yet one of those major Egyptian gods, but was regarded as distinct in some 

way from them. The goddess' Asiatic crown and streamers and her very act of riding a 

horse separate her from the Egyptian gods and identify her with the Syrian world. 

The stela's circumstances of dedication are also noteworthy, since they may also 

give a clue to the nature of the goddess being worshipped by the dedicator of the stela, 

on the right. The inscription tells us the devotee providing the relief was "head of the 

stable of Amun, the Captain of Gold ... ". 50 This information is important since it tells us 

that this man was a horseman by profession. His choice of '-s-t-fr) on horse as the deity 

whom he worships, while the Pharaoh worships Egyptian gods above, is strongly 

suggestive that here we have '-s-t-fr) as the Syro-Palestinian patroness of horsemen, a 

role otherwise known from texts concerning her in Syria51 and in Egypt.52 Although the 

owner's name is missing, one wonders whether he may have been a Syrian, for three 

reasons: he worships alone on the relief, separate from the Egyptian gods and Pharoah; 

he is master of horse, an animal imported from Syria, and finally he is Captain of Gold. 

Egypt often imported miners and goldworkers from abroad, particularly from Canaan, to 

work her precious metals , either on a hiring or captive basis, so that this man may have 

49 The horse-deity_ Pirwa, usually considered to be a goddess, is very similar to Htar: She appears 
to have masculine and feminine characteristics, she occurs as Perwa/Peruwa in theophoric names of the 
Old Assyrian colony Kand, also a centre for mar of Assyria and later in Hittite oath lists, her name may 
alternate with that of mar (cf. Haussig, ~. p. 190). 

50 Cf. Gardiner~-. JEA 4 (1917), p. 249. 
5 l For the association of ~§tart with horses in U garitic texts, cf. A. L. Perlman, Asherah and 

Astarte in the Old Testament and U~artic Literaturaes (PhD, Diss.), Berkeley, Feb.1978, p. 133. 
52 There are a number of Egyptian texts regarding 'A§tar(t) as protectress and patroness of the 

equestrian king. For example, in the Giza stela of Amenhotep II, he describes his care and training of his 
father's stable as a deed pleasing to R~f and AStart (wr. (ihid.), p. 191. 
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been a foreigner in either his equerry or goldmining capacity, which proposal could 

explain why this goddess from Syria, most probably the Ijurrian !star, is attested in the 

Eastern Desert of Egypt in a private inscription. 

Comparable Figures 

It is perhaps appropriate to mention here an extraordinary sketch of the Ramesside 

period from the Valley of the Kings (fig. 109), outlined on a sherd. This lively sketch, 

apparently by a worker in the Valley, portrays a huge female archer, fully clothed, with 

long Egyptian wig, feathered(?) crown with uraeus, and riding in a chariot. She shoots 

arrows from above, over a tiny charioteer, past a prancing steed, against an enemy in 

chariot. Peck thought that the drawing errors in the illustration denoted its use in 

parody, 53 but I would suggest that these arise from its purpose as a trial piece. The 

female's enormous scale,54 shooting of the bow, and chariot suggest that she may be 

A~tar(t), similar to that of the Turin and Abbad stelae, and to the Hibis reliefs later; her 

association with chariot rather than with riding, is in keeping with the named Egyptian 

A~tart on our Icon V, where a lionheaded J\~tart tramples foes under her chariot. A~tart's 

association with the royal chariot, in particular, is well attested in Egyptian texts of the 

period.55 

53 Cf. Peck, Egyptian Drawio&s, (New York: Dutton, 1978), pp. 90-91. 
54 Because of the small scale of the charioteer one may assume that goddess, chariot and horse are 

on equal scale, with charioteer smaller. Measurement of the goddess in comparison with the horse, and 
the chariot, however, is revealing. These proportions, if compared with those of Peck's pis. 91-92, 
indicate length of horse and height of chariot are comparatively smaller, making the goddess~ larger. 
Although her body approximately equals the scale in pls. 91-92, relative to the horse's height, her head is 
large compared with the horse's, and is emphasized by the addition of a tall crown. Thus the smaller 
chariot, shorter horse and tiny charioteer coupled with added height of the goddess' large head and crown, 
combine to give her a~ if not absolute advantage in scale. 

55 The Egyptian texts regarding A§tart's association with the royal chariot are numerous, and 
indeed we shall see that non-royal horsemen/charioteers at Alalakh and in Egypt dedicated objects to 
~~tar(t). Thutmosis IV was "strong in the chariot as Astarte"; from the the Nineteenth Dynasty, we have 
the poem on the king's war chariot which describes a dual part of the chariot as "½nat and )\~tart (cf. 
Perlman, Asherah, p. 191 as well as W.R. Dawson and T. E. Peet, "The Poem on the King's Chariot" 
I.EA 19, [1933], pp. 167 ff.). 



The Winchester College Collection "Qudsu-'Anat-~§tart" Plaque. 

E-gyptian Relief Plaque from the Theban Necropolis. 

Reign of Ramses III, ca. 1182-1151 B.C. (Icon J) 

Inscription and Related Types 
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The Winchester College plaque representing a nude goddess on the back of a lion 

exhibits iconography resembling that of Htar and bears an accompanying group of 

hieroglyphs naming the figure as Ods-'1t-~trt. For this reason, although its date is about 

one hundred years later than that of figs. 110 to 115, it is studied with them to form a 

datable Qudfa group, in order to identify the goddess in this and a more extended . series 

on a number of types of artefacts. Generally the stereotypical goddess on this series of 

objects is believed to be a so-called "Qud~u", but "QudJu", we shall suggest, is a form of 

5\~tart. The problematic Winchester terra cotta, with its threefold divine name, is 

presented here in conjunction with figs. 110-115, as selective representatives of one basic 

type depicted on Egyptian reliefs, Palestinian terra cotta moulds and gold jewellery 

plaques dating chiefly to ca. 1350-1150 B.C. 

Stadelmann has suggested that all three types of artefact portray the same 

goddess,56 who is identified by hieroglyphs as Qud§u on some of the eighteen Egyptian 

stelae which show her figure. The goddess is not named on the similar terra cottas or 

plaques, so that one must infer her identity from their likeness to the named reliefs. On 

the reliefs she is identified as QgS or Oudfa, and once as Knt 57 On these stelae and terra 

56 Stadelmann, ,Sro, (1967), pp. 110 ff. On the series of Qud§u figures on Egyptian Stelae, cf. 
also A. R. Schulman, "On the Gcxidess Plaque Mould from Tel Qarnayim", SSEA 14/3, (1984), p. 74 and 
notes 1 ff. 

57 Cf. the previous note and J. Leibovitch, "Kent et Qadech", 5.niL38 (1961), pp. 23 ff. The 
existence of an identical figure textually named Kill and Qd! indicates that the gcxidess was recognized by 
different epitheta, just as was the Od!-'Anat-~start of our Icon J. It is generally proposed that QQl is a 
Semitic word meaning either (i) "holy" (ii) "hiercxiule or (iii) the town Kadd in Syria. Leibovitch 
proposed that both names Knt..and .QdS were denominatives from toponymns, Kadd and Gath. Stadelmann 
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cottas (e.g., figs. 110-112), her full anthropomorphic form is depicted, while in Syria-

Palestine, on the gold plaques, it is rarely the full form (figs. 113-114),58 but, more 

commonly, only face and coiffure, sexual features and secondary motifs (stars(?) and 

vegetal sprigs) portray the goddess in apocopated fashion (fig. 115).59 

Qud~u Iconography 

The iconography of the divinity on the Egyptian "Qud~u" reliefs and Palestinian 

terra cottas (Icon J and figs. 110-114) is absolutely consistent in one feature only, viz. its 

frontality and stance with arms raised laterally in two "V"-shapes, holding snakes and 

lotus blossoms. 60 Upon this basic "cut-out" are applied various iconographic devices 

(e.g. Hathorine or other Egyptian coiffure, lion underfoot or absent, and various numbers 

of lotuses and snakes). She stands alone or in a triad, an arrangement in which she is the 

central member. The other two gods flanking her are the Egyptian god Min, or, less 

(cf. SfQ., p. 110) disposed of the latter explanation, leaving the former two. We know that w1! and ,wW 
were named as gods or god epitheta at Ugarit, suggesting a meaning "holy" rather than "hierodule" for gd!, 
yet the "Qud!u" figures bear the hallmark of the hierodule in their icons, e.g. nudity and accompaniment 
by the ithyphallic god Min in many cases. 

58 For examples of the full nude Qu~u figure on Late Bronze Age gold pendants and terra cottas 
from Syria-Palestine, especially Minet el Beida, the port of Ugarit, (cf. Pritchard,~. fig. 465) where 
she wears double horns and white crown, stands on a lion, grasps two rams and is flanked by lotuses); also 
Negbi, Canaanite Gods. fig. 119, No. 1701 where she wears the Hathor coiffure, grasps two goats and 
stands on a lion. Double serpents spring from her hips and stars dot the field. Another from Minet el-
Beida stands on a simplified bucranium, grasping lotuses (Negbi, ihw., figs. 99, 117). A beautiful gold 
pendant recently discovered in a shipwreck off Turkey shows the same goddess grasping goats/ibexes, 
wearing Syrian crown and framed by two lotuses (cf. G. G. Bass,"The Oldest Known Shipwreck", 
National Qeompbic 172/6, [Dec. 1987], p. 718. 

59 Gold pendants bearing representations of the same goddess in varying degrees of 
abbreviation/stylization occur at Ugarit Normally, they consist of a large head/face with stylized Hathor 
coiffure, breasts, pubic ttaingle and sprig of vegetation (or palm leaf?) on the abdomen or springing from 
the pubic triangle. Star-like bosses usually stud the field or periphery (cf. A. Caquot and M. 
Sznycer,"Ugaritic Religion". IconoiOU)hy of Reliiions. Sect. xv, Mescmotamia and the Near East. Fasc. 
8, Inst. of Religious Iconography, State Univ. Groningen, (Leiden: Brill, 1980), pl. XVII, b; XIX, a 
(centre and rt). 

60 Cf. Schulman, S,S.EA 14, (1984), p. 79. 
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often, the warlike Onuris, and the Asiatic god Re~ef. 61 We shall return to these icons and 

accompanying gods below. 

Identity of Qudju: The Asiatic Hierodule 

Before examining the significance of her individual icons, we must first establish 

who is the goddess represented on this series of images. Her initial impression on the 

stelae and even terra cottas is of an Egyptian gcxidess, but a number of factors identify her 

as an Asiatic goddess, in Egyptianized style. Stadelmann wrote: "Der Typus der 

Darstellungen ist abgesehen von Einzelheiten wie der Hathorperilcke, durchaus 

unagyptisch; Vorderansichtige Darstellungen sind in Agypten ausserst selten, bei 

Gottheiten, nahezu unbekannt".62 Full frontality is Syro-Mesopotamian. 

Add to this frontality, her stark nudity, a feature of some Syrian and 

Mesopotamian goddesses from the Early Dynastic period onward, 63 but uncharacteristic 

of Egyptian goddesses, and we have iconographic indications that she is originally an 

Asiatic goddess. Nudity, too, is Syro-Mesopotamian. 

Her accompanying deities also give a clue to Asiatic origins, since the god most 

constantly with her is the Syro-Palestinian Re~ef, god of plague and death.64 He was 

equivalent to the Mesopotamian Nergal, with whom Inanna/Btar was associated at Laga~ 

6l Leibovitch, 38, (1961), fig.I (our fig. 112). 
62 Stadelmann, S,fQ, p. 110. 
63 Some examples of nude, unveiling figures probably mar, are fig. 129, the goddess from her 

Early Dynastic Temple at Mari and the nude with unveiling cape from her Early Dynastic temple at M~ur 
(fig. 126 ), a nude playing a lyre on pedestal and receiving worship (Old Babylonian terra cotta, in 
Opificius, Terrakottarelief. pp. 159 ff., Taf. 18, Nr. 581) and a Neo-Babylonian (?) one from near her 
temple at Uruk (fig. 128). 

64 The tradition exists at Ugarit of Re§ef having two consorts, 'Mtart of Ugarit and ~tart of 
Mari (U~aritica V, p. 574) so that the constant association of R~f with Qucliu/A§tart in Egypt is Asiatic 
in origin and explicable in destructive function and in marriage. On Re~f, cf. A. R. Schulman, "Reshef 
Times Two", in W. K. Simpson and W. M. Davis (eds.), Studies in Ancient EiYl)t the Aegean and the 
Sudan; Essays in Honour of Dows Dunham. (Boston, 1981), pp. 164 ff. and W. J. Fulco, The Canaanite 
God Reshef. (New Haven, Conn., 1976). 
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although Min, the Egyptian god of fertility and the Eastern Desert, also appeared 

frequently with her. Her association too is partially Asiatic. 

The final indicator of her Asiatic origin is her name, Qudsu (as well as the 

amalgamated names on the Winchester terracotta, viz. 'Anat and '-Astart). The triliteral 

root gds is attested in all the Semitic languages with a basic meaning "holy"65 indicating 

that the name is Semitic, rather than Egyptian, but what evidence is there for this Egyptian 

goddess named Qudsu in the Semitic world? Stadelmann stated incorrectly, that outside 

Egypt, there was no direct textual attestation for the existence of a goddess by this name. 

This was not strictly true even at the time of writing, since the deity gd~-w-'amrr was long 

known in the U garit Poem of Ba~, where this deity appeared. Barnett proposed that this 

deity was a compound form of the goddess "Qedes"_ and the god Amurru,66 who set the 

goddess Aserah on an ass and led her "like a star", 67 accompanied by <Anat on foot; here 

the compound form of gd§-w-'amrr stands with 'Anat, much as Qudfa and ½nat stand 

together on the Winchester College representation. More recent studies of the pantheon at 

U garit, as preserved in U garitic alphabetic and syllabic godlists, and in offeringlists, have 

65 The root go! is known in all the Semitic languages to take a number of forms, both adjectival 
and nominal, all involving the concept of holiness, sanctity, sanctifying. For its Old Testament uses, cf. 
n. 72 below. In the Levant otherwise (e.g. in Aramaic, Phoenician etc.), the root can be used verbally, "to 
sanctify, dedicate"; nominally, "a holy one" or "shrine"; and adjectivally," holy" (cf. H. Donner, W. R. 
R(}llig, KanaanU,ische und Arama,ische Inschriften. Bd. III, (Wiesbaden: Harrossiwitz,1971), p. 21. In 
Mesopotamia and Mesopotamian Syria, gadi§tum (Mari g~satum}. equivalent to Heb.Jledda,_means "class 
of holy woman", hierodule (cf. equivalent to Sum. lukur,nu,iii} and is applied to !§tar (LKA 37.6). The 
abtract noun gadsjitu,"holiness" is also applied to Utar (BA 5, 546, 81) and the adjective (fem.) gassittu = 
dl!:..tlar] in SIT 394, 108. fFor this summary, cf. von Soden AID:Y, pp. 891 ff., ~- qadasum qadi~tu. 
Qildsutu Qi)Sdu}. 

66 The name occurs only rarely and is difficult to interpret. The element has been 
understood as from the Ugaritic nm and the compond as "perhaps a form of the naked goddess Qedes and 
the god Amurru. (Cf. R. D. Barnett,"North Syrian and Related Harness Decoration", in A, Moort~at 
festschrift. Vorderasiatische Archaoloiie· Studien und Aufsatze. (1964), p. 26. 

67 For the text, cf. Pritchard, ANET, p. 133 (iv), lines 7 ff. and p. 138, F, 10 ff., where the deity 
appears to be masculine in two forms, and is distinct from Merah and 'Anat. Clearly a masculine 
adjectival form used to compound a divine name is intended, and must be different from our goddess 
Qu~u. 
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uncovered several gd{ forms, viz. qds w 'amrrr, gds 'amrr, qds mlk [ ... ] and the 

grammatically feminine form, gg!b 68 so that a number of forms of deities qualified by 

68 A number of gods employing fonns of wa in their names, occur in these texts. These 
include hn.Jlili ("son-of-Qd!"), wli (fem: WUWl?), w1! (masc: wdfu?), gd! w'amm. gdf 'amrr. Qd~ mlk 
iLJ_, "Q,ds ruler of ... " and wW (a feminine fonn) (cf. J.C. De Moor, "The Semitic Pantehon of Ugarit", 
UE 2, (1970), pp. 204 and 199 respectively. 
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gg1 do indeed occur outside Egypt.69 Because the word ~is also applied to the 

goddess Aserah in the Keret Epic, Cross 70 assumed that gd§ always referred to A~erah, 

69 The existence of masculine and two feminine grammatical forms (viz., ~(?) and QuMu/gdst) 
makes one wonder why the stelae of the nude goddess named as Qdi never opt for the orthography Qds.t 
with feminine ending, a form more common in the Semitic languages, if a feminine 
adjectival/nominal use is intended. Compare the noun Qadistum (var. Qa§satum) or~. the feminine 
adjectival formation). This leads me to ask whether a form with aspirated final syllable (like the Heb. 
Qe~,"hierodule"} is intended by the Egyptian, which could easily have added a final :Jin at least some of 
thi cases, had a .QQ.St form (viz. "feminine holy one") been intended. A masculine adjectival form~ used 
so consistently, would appear at odds with with a voluptuary form such as that represented. I would 
propose very tentatively, then, that w1s. is indeed to be understood not as the adjective, "holy", but as 
cognate with the Hebrew Qeg&,"class of holy woman, hierodule". I believe this explanation takes 
account of the grammatical form, allows it to be feminine in reference, and harmonizes fully with the nude 
goddess depicted, and, finally, reiterates in West Semitic form the epithets for which 'A.start and Istar were 
so famed in the Levant and in Mesopotamia. Htar was called both Qadwll (feminine noun),"hierodule" 
(LKA 37, 6) and ga-!it-tu (fem. adj.1 = dl!:1wl in SII 394, 108) (cf. Von Soden,~. pp. 891 ff., .s,,y. 
gadi§tum and wwi. (On the consonantal interchange in the latter form, cf. E. Reiner, A Lini}listic 
Analysis of Akkadian, (Hague: Mouton, 1970), p. 50, 4.3.1.1. It is significant that atar repeatedly bears 
these designations similar to the West Semitic Qe~ "heirodule" (and indeed to other terms with the same 
meaning) in Mesopotamia, whereas I can find no reference to ~at as "hierodule" despite her beauty and 
occasional sexual encounters (cf. Eaton, Goddess 'Anat. pp. 89 ff., "Beauty and Sensuality of 'Anat". 
Moreover, the Egyptian stela of Tikrt dedicated to Qal in the~ Temple at Memphis, calls T3krt a 
"prostitute" (Stadelmann, SfQ., p. 116) so that one may see in her a cult(?) prostitute, worshipping her 
particular goddess Qdi. Later in the Phoenician peri~ a fifth century B.C. Phoenician inscription from 
Kition in Cyprus, a major temple site of )ltart, names that temple and its mlkt gd{t. "holy queen", viz., 
'-Astart (cf. "Bulletin d'Epigraphie Semitique", 46, (1969), p.338. Conceivably the phrase could 
equally be read" queen (and) hierodule", but even disallowing this, the phrase clearly describes A~tart as it 
does on our plaque. 

The grammatical assessment above, indicates that a nude hierodule is intended by the term 
consistent with the latter attestations and the appearance of the name with a consistently nude goddess. 
Nudity is among the diagnostic features of I§tar in Mesopotamia and Syria, although not characteristic of 
'"Anat iconographically or textually. These factors lead me to conclude that the designation Qd! on the 
"Qmliu" series (i) is grammatically cognate with the noun g:dc,k,"hierodule", rather than with the 
adjective, gi1i, "holy"; (ii) that Qd! is applied to figures denoting a nude whore-goddess; (iii) that this 
goddess is Astart/lstar, rather than "Anat, finding Levantine and Mesopotamian parallels in iconic and 
literary fonns of Istar. The addition of the name c..Anat on the Winchester plaque, I am sure, is secondary 
to that of Astart and comes about by theological and textual association with the greater goddess. In this 
way, "Qds" is primarily the prostitute ~tart/lstar, rather than primarily 'Anat 

70 In a series of articles, Cross assumed that Qudsu was another name for the Ugaritic goddess 
Asherah exclusively (e.g. F. M. Cross Jr., Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic· Essays in the History of 
the Reli~ion of Israel. [Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1973], p. 35), and indeed the adjective appears to refer to 
her in connection with lm..Qds (above note), but the other U garitic examples suggest that its application 
in these cases may be adjectival and general, viz. "holy". It is obviously applied to more than one deity, 
contra Cross. 
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to the exclusion of other goddesses, although the phrase lgd~ a_!rt, "for the holiness of 

Ashera ... '171 indicated that gds was not a divine name but a substantive, meaning 

"holiness, divinity, holy one". The latter meaning for this root is commonly used of 

Yahweh in the Old Testament, the Holy One of the threefold ~, and on a less elevated 

level, of holy ones who were consecrated cult prostitutes of the Canaanite milieu, 

condemned by the biblical writers.72 From these Syro-Palestinian uses of gds then, the 

meaning in its Semitic context would appear to be "holy thing" or "holy one", applied to 

dedicated persons or to deities. The variant compound forms of~ in the U garitic lists 

and epics, suggest that the word was applied there to more than one deity in both 

masculine and feminine forms. In the Winchester College representation, too, the word 

is associated with two goddesses, i\nat and J\.start, but in a specific way. It is common 

to read that these words refer to a syncretized tr:i.&1 of goddesses, that Qd~-4ht-:Strt on this 

piece referred to a syncretism of 1fil"- goddesses, but the existence of the third, as a 

specific goddess "Qudsu" was called into question by Stadelman,73 a position with which 

I agree. He pointed out, moreover, that on the Winchester Collection piece, the 

hieroglyphs for gd_lstood above the goddess, whereas those for i\nat and J\stan were 

oriented left and right toward the central so that gds-'1t-:$trt cannot be read as a 

syncretism of three individual deities but rather as a line bifurcation common in 

Egyptian, to be read as: gds 'nt. {gds) 'strt = "The Holiness of "Anat, (and the 

Holiness) of 'Astart" or, better, "the holy one/hierodule, 'i\nat-'Astart". 

71 Cf. CTA 16:1.103 and PRU (2) in De Moor, llE 2, (1970), p. 203. 
72 Possibly the best known example of the Old Testament use of wJ! is the designation of God as 

odS,od~ odS. "Holy, Holy, Holy" in Isaiah 6, Isaiah's vision of God, which survives in Christian liturgy. 
In the Old Testament, it is used generally for Yahweh, but occasionally for his angelic retinue. Rarely the 
non-Israelite use of the tenn "holy one" is applied to prostitutional temple personnel and to prostitutes in 
the temples of the Canaanite deities (Dt. 23:18; I K 14:24 etc for males, and Gen. 38:21; Ho. 4:14 for 
females). 

73 Stadelmann, S£Q., p. 110 argued that there was no direct inscriptional evidence of the 
existence of a distinct goddess QslA. 
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We have indicated above (n. 6 ) that it is also possible for ru!s. to be read as the 

cognate of gegesi!, meaning "hierodule, sacred prostitute", in which case the West Semitic 

usage would parallel the East Semitic Akkadian gadi~tu, "hierodule/sacred prostitute". If 

it is so, it would designate not "the Holy One 'Anat-ciUtart", but "the hierodule 'Anat-

A~tart", a name suitable to a nude voluptuary such as is portrayed here. The name Qudfa 

would also stand alone as "the hierodule" on parallel representations when gd~ alone is 

inscribed, a form making more sense than "holy" alone. Finally, its usage would find 

perfect parallels in textual descriptions of Inanna/I~tar from nearly all periods, in which 

she is "the hierodule, the divine whore". In the Winchester figure, Icon J, then, we 

observe that the icon represents, not three syncretized goddesses, one of them a specific 

Qud~u, but one cultform or hypostasis of two similar goddesses 'Anat and ~~tart as "the 

hierodule". The tendency to identify these two similar goddesses is well attested in texts 

from both Egypt and Ugarit,74 to the extent that they are often mentioned as a pair,simply 

linked by a conjunctive ::ti.:., or with loss of the conjunction, simply as 'Anat-'A~tart or 

'Astart-"Anat. The ultimate development of this process of amalgamation begun 

apparently at this time, is the creation of a third but related goddess, ~targatis in Syria of 

the fate first millennium. 75 Already in the Winchester College figure this union was being 

74 For example, in Egypt, the Nineteenth Dynasty poem on the king's warchariot refers to the 
dual parts of the chariot in these words: "the hands of your chariot are 'Anat and 'A§tart" (cf. Pritchard, 
ANEJ:, p. 265, lines 12-15). A Medinet Habu inscription of Ramses III (Twentieth Dynasty) says, "CAfiat 
and ~~tart are a shield to him" (W. Edgerton, J. A. Wilson, Historical Records of Ramses III, 75); in the 
Chester Beatty Papyrus, ~t and Mtart are given to Seth as wives (cf. Pritchard, ANEI. pp. 14 ff., 
col.iii, lines ii, 7- iii, 7). At Ugarit, ~tart and ~t frequently appear together in mythological and epic 
texts. In the Keret Epic, the beauty of his future bride is compared with that of ~at and '7\~tart (cf. 
Pritchard,~. p. 144, col. iii, lines 145 ff. In the so-called "Serpent Text", 'Anat and 'A~tart are paired 
in its strophe IV ('nt w c:ttrt) (RS 24.244 and RS 24.255. In RS.24.258, the two bring animal parts to a 
divine feast. In Pantheon List RS 24.244, their names stand together also. (For these examples, cf. 
Perlman. Asherah and Astarte. p. 147, 156, 165). Such pairing of many god names is common at Ugarit 

75 For the name Atargatis as a nominal fusion of~ and llL <attar+ c.ate. cf. S. B. Downey, 
The Excavations at Dura Europos: The Stone and Plaster Sculpture.Monumenta ArcbaeoJoiica 5, 
(Institute of Archaeology, Univ. of California, Los Angeles, 1977), p.172. For the proposal that 
~targatis is a fusion of the names Btar and 'Anat, cf. M. Weinfeld, "The Worship of Molech and the 
Queen of Heaven and Its Background", llE 4, 1972, p. 149. For the syncretized natures of Atargatis, cf. J. 
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formulated iconographically, much as it was in the texts of Egypt and Syria-Palestine. 

What is being represented, both textually and iconographically, is neither purely 'Anat nor 

purely 'A~tart but a holy fusion of the two in one cultform. Accordingly, when the 

worshipper in Egypt saw such a nude frontal figure with the caption "Qudfa" alone, as in 

the remaining seventeen reliefs in the series, he saw it not as a third independent goddess, 

"Qud!u", but as a doubly powerful "Hierodule 'Anat-7\~tart", whose iconography 

reflected the powers of these goddesses from the Levant. 

The Nature of Qud§u 

Examination of commentaries on the iconography of this series of Qudfo figures, in 

particular of the three depictions selected here (Icon J, figs. 110-111), reveals an existing 

scholarly bias to regard the 'Anatn\~tart represented as predominantly sexual. She is 

indeed, "the Hierodule", but she is more than that, and there are contraindications in the 

icons themselves. Note that a fully clothed form of her (fig. 112) holding serpents and 

lotus, in Hathor naos headgear similar to that on the Mereneptah stela (Icon 0), and 

standing above lions, is also attested. In that case, her sexual nature is not emphasized. 

Despite this example, and despite the sexual-warlike nature of the named Asiatic 

goddesses amalgamated in "Qud§u", it has been assumed that her adoptive Egyptian 

worshippers preferred to emphasize her sexual-lifegiving nature, because her function as 

a "Volksgottin"76 was necessarily one of lifegiving rather than of war and deathdealing. 

Yet the iconography of these images suggests that, while the Egyptian worshippers' 

prayers to Qud§u may have emphasized lifegiving, they accepted the goddess' warlike 

iconography as intrinsic to her. Let us examine her deathdealing and warrior iconography 

in order to evaluate this assumption. 

Teixidor. The Pantheon of Palmyra. Etudes Pr:eliminaires aux Reliiions Orientales dans \'Empire Romain. 
(Leiden: Brill,1979), pp. 71 ff. and M. Avi-Yonah, "Syrian Gods at Ptolemais-Accho", .MEL 9 (1959), 
pp. l ff. 

76 Cf. Stadelmann, SfQ, pp.121, 122. 
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Duality: The Lotus and Serpent 

A comparison of the Qud~u figures (figs. 110-113) illustrates the constant feature 

of this type, namely the frontal pose and face, with arms extended in lateral "V's". The 

variant but recurrent features, namely the lotus and snake held in the hands, appears in 

fig. 111 as double lotuses in the right and single snake in the left; in fig. 110 mixed 

snakes and lotuses are held in both hands. The writer has noted that there is a 

consistency of the objects extended in relation to the gods forming a triad with "Qudfo": 

when Qud~u stands centrally in a triad with the ithyphallic Min and armed Re~ef, she is 

flanked by two opposite principles, namely lifegiving/fertility embodied in Min, and 

deathdealing in Rdef. This duality is exactly parallelled in her lotus and snake, the 

lotus(es) always being extended toward Min and the serpent(s) toward Re§ef. A number 

of examples in the series77 and our fig. 112 preserve this consistency although the 

complete triad is not shown in our fig. 111. 

On the one hand, the lotus was a wellknown symbol of creation and lifegiving in 

Egypt, particularly with respect to enthronement and rebirth of the king after death; 78 the 

77 Cf. Pritchard, ANEP, figs. 470,473. 
78 The blue or white lotus, in reality the waterlily, Nymphaea (cf. W. B. Harer, "Nymphaea: 

Sacred Narcotic Lotus of Ancient Egypt?", ~14/4, [1984], pp. 101 ff.), in Egypt exhibits quite 
complex symbolism. For example, it could represent the form of the divine lotus, as Nefertem. The 
lotus was also a solar symbol, since Nereftem daily dwelt with Ra (cf. M. Lurker, The Gods and Symbols 
of Ancient Emt, [London: Thames and Hudson, 1980, pp. 84 ff.]). This explains the famed wooden 
head of king Tutankhamun in form of an infant emerging from a lotus, as sun being reborn. 
Hermopolitan tradition held that creation began when a lotus arose from chaos and the young sungod 
emerged in it, dispelling darkness. New Pharoahs were often shown as a child on the lotus, as son of the 
sungod, recreating the universe in the old form at the beginning of his reign (cf. C. Aldred,Tutankhamun's 

New York: Scribner, 1972, viii, 15). Some idea of its regenerative symbolism is gained from the 
fact that on a British Museum stela, representing Qud§u, she extends a bouquet of lotus and lettuce toward 
an ithyphallic Min, god of fertility. Lettuce was a known aphrodisiac in Egypt (cf. Leibovitch, Sma 38, 
[1961], p.24 and pl. 1.1). 

Interestingly the cippi of Horus regularly show Horus with arms extended laterally, holding a 
lotus, staff and dual snakes, in much the same manner as does "Qudiu" Glilil., p. 67). The protective 
nature of Horus on these plaques, may provide a clue to the function of Qud!u in similar posture with 
similar iconographic attributes on these plaques. 
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snake, although it possessed curative and beneficial powers throughout the Near East, 

was also considered to be chthonic and deadly.79 Accordingly, the serpent, when 

depicted alone, is an ambiguous icon, but held by Qudfo, it is always (with one 

exception), extended toward Re~ef on this series of stelae and plaques. Because of the 

nature of this destructive and dread god, placed in association with Qudfa's snakes, the 

latter appear to be of the same deadly nature. If the hypothesis is correct that Min and 

Re~ef represent the two poles of lifegiving-deathdealing, while Qud~u's lotus and serpent 

symbolize the same two facets of her nature, the iconographer is indicating that this is a 

goddess who both associates with two gods representing these opposing principles, and 

herself bears symbols of these opposing principles, namely the lotus and serpent. In this 

way, she is intended to embody powers exercised over the realms of the living and dead. 

A number of prayers address Qud~u in Egypt80 as giving life to the lg of the dead, but 

also as providing a good burial. To do the latter, is in large measure also a lifegiving act, 

since it ensures life after death, although exercised in the realm of the dead. 

Sexuality and War 

A more graphic illustration of her powers over life and death is portrayed in this 

"Qud~u" series, in terms of (1) the nude (2) the lion underfoot. The significance of this 

iconic juxtaposition is underestimated by most scholars who focus on the nude 

79 The chthonic symbolism of the snake occurs in Mesopotamia for example, with the 
demoness Lamdtu, who characteristically grasps a pair of snakes laterally much like Horus and Qu~u. On 
Neo-Assyrian exorcistic plaques (e.g. Amiet, AANE, fig. 568) depicting her expulsion to the 
Netherworld, she is thus depicted. In Mesopotamian epic, it was the serpent, the "earth-lion" renewing 
itself by sloughing off its skin, who stole the plant of eternal life from Gilgamd, and thereby condemned 
man to mortality for eternity (cf. Pritchard, Mm!, p. 96, lines 285 ff.). In this way, the eternal serpent 
brought death to man. Conversely the beneficial aspect of the serpent is very old in Mesopotamian 
religion. For example, the god of healing, Ningizzida, from whom the modem pharmaceutical caduceus is 
ultimately derived, exhibits the lower quarters of a serpent, as seen frequently on Akkad period seals. The 
serpent in Egypt too, is ambivalent in nature. Monstrous serpents line Egyptian tombs, threatening the 
dead, and tomb charms were written to ward off snakes in the earth (cf. Pritchard, .ililil., p. 327), yet the 
uraeus protected the pharaoh's brow. Meretseger and Apophis represent the good/evil aspects of gods in 
serpent form, as examples. 

80 Cf. Stadelmann, S,fQ, pp. 121, 122. 
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hierodule/lifegiving aspect to the detriment of the lion. All of the figures of Qudfa in this 

series do illustrate her as a voluptuous nude, symlx>l of sexuality, the driving force of 

life. At the same time, in Icon J and figs. 110-111 she stands on a lion or above lions 

(fig. 112), the quintessence of destruction in the Semitic iconic repertoire,when applied to 

Btar/J\~tart.81 We have seen that the Akkadian Btar with lion underfoot, or on lionthrone, 

is the warlike and destructive Htar, and that lx>th ~~tart and Htar are textually described as 

harnessing, accompanying or subduing lions in their warrior roles. More importantly, 

both can be said themselves to be lions when wreaking destruction. It is the contention of 

this study that the lions underfoot in our three Qudfa examples (and related series) are 

indeed i\nat/ A~tart herself in leonine form. 

Most commentators on this subject fail to observe that two of the lions (Icon J and 

fig. 110) wear crossed chest-straps as does the Oud~u-5\nat-~~tart of Icon J itself.82 In 

view of the long history of the Mesopotamian Btar's bandoliere, "sautoir" or crossed 

chest-straps, from the Akkad period to Neo-Babylonian epoch,83 and indeed later in the 

· 81 For the lion in the Near East as symbol of war and destruction, cf. G. Von Brandenstein, 
"Hethitische Gotter nach Bildbeschreibungen", MVAeG 46/2, 1943, p. 77 and Taf.l, 113, 14, 16, 17) 
where it is the symbol of various Syro-Anatolian wargods. !§tar is the only goddess so represented. 
Jacobsen emphasized an added dimension of their destructiveness in Mesopotamia, too, with respect to 
storms. He noted the use of lions as"typically an image or emblem of thundergods such as I§kur (viz. 
Adad) and Ninurta" (cf. Jacobsen, Treasures. p. 136). 

82 There is a third example of the bandoliere (viz., quiver straps) which appears on a Qu~u stela 
in Moscow. Here the goddess and lion both wear the bandoliere, though the lion's is better preserved on 
the monument that is Qud§u's. The correspondence of the bandoliere on both lion and goddess, and 
indeed the existence of them at all on the relief, was not noted by Leibovitch, who published the stela (cf. 
Leibovitch, LS.ma 38, 1961], pl. II, fig. 2.). 

83 Cf. G. F. Dales, "Necklaces, Bands and Belts on Mesopotamian Figurines", RA 57, (1963), 
pp. 34 ff. discusses the wide range of crossed "chest-bands" which occur from at least the Ubaid to Roman 
periods (e.g. the Roman "Victories") in the Near East, Aegean and India. Dales made no attempt to 
discuss their function. 

The earliest known to me predate the Ubaid, since a nude figure with bandoliere came from 
Hatilar (cf. Mellaart, .lJaglal:, p. 245, 520.1). An arresting nude silver goddess with gold head and jewels, 
wearing a gold bandoliere was uncovered in a grave at Hasanoglan near Ankara, dated to ca. 2000 B.C. (cf. 
E. Akurgal, Art of the Hittites, pl. Ill). 
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"Sautoir d' Atargatis" ,84 I should like to propose that Qudsu, as .a form of'A~tart, here 

too wears the bandoliere, as does her lion. The bandoliere is not "beads" as so frequently 

described in reports on these icons, but, in fact, the frontal straps of quivers slung on the 

back. Dozens of terra cottas and seals (e.g. of the Old Babylonian period),85 depict the 

warlike Btar sporting quiver and/or straps. In Egypt, too, a number of representations on 

painted sherds portray an equestrian, nude and armed female, who is not identified, but 

whose nudity, lance and horse iconography are similar to'ASta(rt)'s on the Turin and Wadi 

Abbad stelae (cf. figs. 106 and 108); one of these Ramesside drawings (fig. 106) also 

depicts the crossed straps across her breast, but the publication describes them as "beads 

or tattoo";86 the author has failed to recognize that the lancebearing nude probably wears 

the quiver-bandoliere, although he does assume that the figure is the "Syrian goddess of 

love and war". Why are quivers not shown on the icons discussed, but merely the straps? 

In frontal representations especially, it is iconographically easier to omit the quiver behind 

the back and to depict merely its most visible element, the crossed straps. In martial 

84 Cf. R. Du Mesnil du Buisson. Le Sautoir d'Atargatis et la Chaine d'Amulets. (1947), pp. 11 
ff., discussed the bandoliere of I§tar and t\targatis, and suggested that such bands with central knot/knob 
were of a magical/apotropaic nature, crosses symbolizing the planet Venus. He did not elaborate upon the 
reasons for his deduction. M. H. Pope, "The Saltier of Atargatis Reconsidered", in Near Eastern 
Archaeoloi:Y in the Twentieth Century, J. A. Sanders (ed.) (Garden City, New York: Do,ubleday, 1970), 
pp. 178 ff., compared the types of terra cottas and statuary considered by Dales and Du Mesnil du Buisson, 
with representations of Istar on the Mari paintings and on Akkadian and Old Babylonian seals, where such 
bandolieres are clearly quiver straps. These compare very closely with crossed bandolieres worn by 
warrior/desttoyer gods such as Seth-Ba'al and Reshef on Syro-Eg~tian stelae and, indeed, with those of 
Egyptian and Assyrian human warriors on reliefs. The central boss/medallion is clear on those of 
Assyrian soldiers (ililil., fig. 14). He suggested that it was "possible that the harness may have become at 
an early date, a vestigial, non-functional item of martial dress, perhaps with magical and talismanic 
significance" Cih.lil., p. 190), although he over-extended the meaning to include "life, luck". I believe that 
it is purely a quiver strap, but by an iconographic synecdoche, came to represent the quiver and the warlike 
nature of the goddess, even when the quivers themselves were not present. 

85 For Old Babylonian figures of a probable I~tar wearing straps, cf. our figs. 138, 152, 196, 
and possibly the Neo-Assyrian Icon R. Note that the straps appear chiefly on figures depicted~-

86 Cf. Peck, E~yptian Drawin~s. p. 86, fig. 11. 
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societies where these straps were the most visible gear of the archery corps of the anny, 87 

the iconographic device was a clear marker of the professional army archer. In our 

figures, then, Qudfa with her bandoliere retains part of her archer /destructress nature 

inherent in the Syrian Anat and A~tart. The lions also in Icon J and fig. 110, by 

displaying quiver straps, are being identified symbolically as lions of war. The leonine 

quiver-strapped form of Icon J exactly echoes the female quiver-strapped form above it, 

suggesting that the lion and goddess are of similar natures. Since A~tart and Htar are 

both called "Lion" or "Lioness" in texts from Egypt, Syria-Palestine and Mesopotamia,88 

we may infer that this leonine epithet is not simply hyperbole, but a statement of belief, 

87 Cf. Popet Near Eastern Archaeoloe;y. (1970), figs.11-14, presented an array of human and 
royal archers on Egyptian and Assyrian reliefs, who clearly wear the bandoliere in scenes of conflict. 

88 Further discussion of the leonine activities and appearance of Htar/Mtart occurs below but 
here, we may give three textual examples from Egypt, Syria-Palestine and Mesopotamia, in which she 
herself is called a lion. The name labi't(u), "Lionlady", occurs in twelfth-eleventh century B.C. 
Palestinian inscriptions and in an Ugaritic text (cf. M. L. Barre, The Godlist in the Treaty Between 
Hannibal and Philip Y of Macedonia: A Study in Lie;ht of the Ancient Near Estern Treaty Tradition, 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP, 1983, p. 69), and has been variously identified~ ~at or Aserah, but a 
number of scholars take the name at U garit to refer to 5\~tart by comparison with E~t Semitic tradition. 
There the Akkadian epithet labbatu/11,batu, cognate with West Semitic labitw) is attested an epithet of 
!§tar alone. viz. it is a diagnostic epithet of lb (cf . .c.AI2 "L ", p. 23, ,s.y. labbatll. 
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that the goddess and lion were one and the same, in war and destruction, identified by 

their identical quiver-straps in the Qudfo-J\~tart icons.89 

If this bandoliered nude icon is read correctly, in Icon J and fig. 110 it indicates 

that Qud~u, the hypostasis of 7\nat-J\~tart is both voluptuary and ravaging lion, dispenser 

of life and death, holder of lotus and snake, associate of Min and Re~ef. The 

iconographer is stating repeatedly the dual nature of this goddess, in different ways that 

would be "read" by the viewer. This means that she, as Qudfa, was not the simple 

life giver as "Volksgottin", but retained her dual sexual-warrior nature, even in her 

transfer to Egypt from Syria-Palestine. 

Syncretism with Hathor 

A final word must be said about additional icons of Qud~u shown in variant forms 

through this series. Typically, she displays the curled locks of Hathor, Egyptian goddess 

of love and music. In figs. 110-112 variant Hath or crowns appear on her head; in fig. 

111 the bovine horns and sundisc, in fig. 110, the same horns and disk surmounted on a 

89 For example, there is the Akkadian proper name, d$i-la-ba-at. "She (l~tar)-is-a-Lioness" a 
name which was recognized as associated with Utar at Ugarit, since it occurs on Aklcadian documents from 
that city. There is also the Old Akkadian name Htar-la-ba. "Htar-is-a-Lion" (cf. CAl2 "L", pp. 23a and 
25a). In AMur during the Old Akkadian period, an inscripton of Ititi (ca. 2050 B.C.), dedicating a thank-
offering to Inanna/l~tar, recorded his father's name as Ininlaba,viz. "Inanna-is-a-Lion". The name also 
occurred at Old Akkadian Nuzi (cf. A. K. Grayson, Assyrian Royal Inscriptions I, Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1972, p. 2). These onomastica receive confimation as descriptions of Istar, since the godlist 
in cr 24.41:83 gives the equation dLib.a.tll = Htar sa lallarate. "The Lion-goddess= Utar-of-Wailing". 
Moreover, the Great Prayer to I§tar (0. B. copies) calls mar ¾:-ni-ni-tum Ia-ab-bu na-ad-ru. "Irninitu, 
raging lion" (cf. E. Reiner, H. Gilterbock," The Great Prayer to Utar and Its Two Versions from 
BoghazkOy", JCS, 21, 1967, pp. 255 ff., obv. 43, and many other examples from Htar hymns and prayers 
could be cited. Clearly then, in Mesopotamian tradition it is mar who is divine lion. The same theology 
appears to have prevailed in Levantine tradition where, " ... of the three chief Canaanite goddesses ('Anat, 
'Mtart or Merah), it is most likely 'Astart who is the "Lion-Lady" (cf. Barre, ibia., p. 69). 

Iconographically too regarding ~tart, we will see that Icon V from Edfu depicts a lionheaded 
goddess and names her ~§tart. Du Mesnil du Buisson thought that the Bethel seal ( Icon K), naming 
½~tart. had a leonine face, although this is unclear. (Cf. Du Mesnil du Buisson, EPROER 14, [Leiden: 
Brill, 1970)), p. 75. If he is correct, the figure may in fact be compared with the leonine faces on our figs. 
182-186, an axeblade and terracotta from the Levant, in which artefacts the nude goddess has a distinctly 
leonine face adapted to a human head, not lunlike the Edfu ~tart. 
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naos with volutes (naos sistrum) of Hathor; in fig. 112, the naos with volutes alone, and 

in Icon J, partially broken above, a redpainted abacus of a column, normally forming part 

of the architectural "Hathor column". These crowns plus coiffure identify Hathor with -

Qud~u iconographically, despite Hathor's absence in the accompanying inscriptions. 

Hathor shared a number of attributes with Qudfo-j\nat-J\~tart. Also like Hathor who is 

often called "Golden" ,90 this goddess in Icon J is painted yellow but for her black 

bandoliere. The reason for these borrowings of iconography from Hathor is that the 

goddesses manifested similar natures. Both were voluptuous and beautiful; both were 

related to Ptal) at Memphis91 both were Ladies of Heaven linked with Ra;92 both were 

90 For Hathor as "the Golden One" in Egypt, cf. R. Giveon, "Hathor as the Goddess of Music in 
Sinai", in The Impact of Em>t on Canaan. QhQ 20, (1978), p. 72. 

91 On the association of Ptal} arid ~tart at both Mkelon and Memphis, cf. J. Leibovitch, "The 
Worship of the God Ptah by Non-Egyptians", (trans.) Eretz Israel 14, 1956, pp. 64 ff. She was daughter 
of P~ at Memphis. Hathor and Ptal} too, were jointly worshipped at Memphis, Medinet Habu and in 
Sinai, sometimes in a father-daughter role, sharing in the Creation (cf. C. J. Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth: 
Two Key fiMes of the Ancient Emtian Reliiion. Studies in the History of Reliiions 26, (Leiden: 
Brill, 1973), p. 66. 

92 Though '-Mtart's cult does not truly burgeon until the New Kingdom in Egypt, a coffin text 
from El Bersheh, of Middle Kingdom date, calls her"Consort of Ra", (cf. R. Giveon, "Pta4 and Astarte on 
a Seal from Acebo", Ql2Q. 20, [1978]. p. 94). Hathor was considered to be the Eye of Ra (cf. 
B. Watterson. The Gods of Ancient Emt. [London: Batsford, 1984], p. 124) and was closely associated 
with him. 
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associated with the stars and heavens;93 Qud!u at Thebes ensures a good burial (above, 

pp. 183 ff.) and Hathor at Deir el Bahari is goddess of the Dead.94 These similarities of 

nature led the iconographer to add Hathor elements to the iconography of the imported 

Asiatic Qudfa, yet he also wished to preserve her Asiatic identity by prominence of her 

frontality, nudity, bandoliere and lion. The clearest union of these elements, though 

awkwardly combined, is the addition in fig. 110 of two "Asiatic "streamers to an already 

cumbersome composite Hathor crown. 

Astral Qud~u 

A final feature of fig. 110 should be noted. Six ball-like figures surround the 

central Qud!u, and it has been suggested reasonably that they, plus Qud§u herself, here 

represent the seven heavenly bodies visible in antiquity. This interpretation would identify 

her as Venus, the well-known role of Utar-~~tart in the Near East. This concept of Qud~u 

as 5\~tart-Venus would, then, explain the related series of starlike balls and astral 

representations on the gold jewellery plaques from Syria-Palestine e.g. (figs. 113 and 

115) which, Stadelmann suggests, form the third part in the Qud~u series of stelae, terra 

cottas and jewellery plaques. The astral concept also dovetails nicely with Od~-w-'amrr, 

93 Both ~tart and Hathor have astral manifestations. Dahood (ASL!, 86) expressed the belief 
that the U garitic A!tart was said to "set" (astrally), although this has been disputed by other scholars (cf. 
Perlman, Asherah and Astarte. p. 173), since the verb meaning "to go down" is ambiguous in 
application. However it is important to note that ~tart's cult abroad indicated that the original 
Canaanite AJtart may have been of an astral nature. For example, the Phoenicio-Etruscan bilingual 
inscription on a gold plate from Pyrgi, the harbour of Caere near Rome (ca. 500-475 B.C.), identified 
5\Jtart as recipient of the plates, and asked that the offering in her temple "be as brilliant as those stars", 
the "stars" apparently being gold nails studded round the plates. The inscription also identifies her in the 
Etruscan with Juno Caelestis," Heavenly Juno"(cf. W. Beyerlin, Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old 
Testament. [Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1978], pp. 243-244). Moreover, it has long been assumed, 
though not proven, that the Canaanite "Queen of Heaven" condemned in Jeremiah 7: 16-19; 44: 17 ff.) was 
I§tar/.2\.~tart (cf. M. Weinfeld, "The Worship of Molech and of the Queen of Heaven and Its Background", 
llE 4, (1972), p. 150. 

94 Cf. Stadelmann, Sf.Q., p. 122 and Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth, pp. 44 ff. In the next life, 
Hathor provided drink to the thirsty soul and herself had a Netherworld boat, reminiscen~ of lnanna's "boat 
of the dead". In later periods, men "became" Osiris in death, while women "became" Hathor. 
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in the U garitic text, leading A~erah like a star (cf.p. 177) and with the Egyptian 

iconographer's penchant for dressing Qudfa in Hathor headgear, since Hathor had a 

strongly astral role as well. 

Summary 

This series of "Qudfo" icons, then, serves to illustrate how the Asiatic A~tart, 

compounded with her near-twin ~nat, became hypostasized in Egypt into a double-

goddess, with Egyptian overlay, but retained her intrinsic dual nature of sexualhy and 

destruction in her icons. She is both Hierodule and Lion at once. The persistence of 

power in these icons allowed them to survive transplantation to foreign soil, even in a 

milieu such as Egypt's where strong religious traditions and an iconic canon were well 

established. Qudsu/Astart may be Emtianized, but never truly "Egyptian". 



Syro-Egyptian Cylinder Seal showing '-s-t-r-t and Wargod/King. 

From Bethel, Israel (ca. 1300 B.-C.) (Icon K) 

Inscription and Identification of with 
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This seal is helpful in identifying the goddess '-s-t-r-t in its central vertical register 

of hieroglyphs which stands alongside the armed goddess on the right, the goddess to 

whom it must refer. It is also important, in that it shows us a goddess virtually identical 

with the identified <-s-t-{r) of the Turin and Wadi Abbad stelae particularly, although the 

nameforms are different, the seal adding (-r-t). It is also very like the A~tart identified in 

the Ramesside relief (Icon M) and like the c_s-t-r identified in the Hibis relief (Icon U). 

This seeming Egyptian flexibility of writing the divine name with either masculine 

grammatical form c-s-tfr) or feminine grammatical form t..s-t-r-t. alongside what appear to 

be virtually identical icons of the warrior goddess, is important. Since her dress, crown, 

and use of weaponry are all similar, one cannot attribute the difference of orthography to 

two different natures being depicted in these icons. 

With the exception of this seal from Israel and the relief fragment (Icon M, 

unprovenanced), the comparable representations named appear to be of Egyptian 

manufacture, albeit using Syrian icons, so that geographical distribution should not have 

affected the variant writings either. To date, I have found no satisfactory explanation for 

the masculine and feminine writings of the divine name, except that the ones named as 

'-s-t-{r) are all accompanied by the horse, whereas the ones identified as C..s-t-r-t are 

standing without horse. If my hypothesis is correct that the horsewoman ones portray 

Btar of tf urri, who was originally Assyrian,and would have retained the East Semitic 

writing '-s-t-r (minus :1), it may be that the nameforms, and the horse vs. horseless 

icons, reflect two origins, viz. the equestrian c-s-t-r of IJurri originally from Assyria and 

masculine in grammatical form, versus the pedestrian c_s-t-r-t. from Syria-Palestine, 
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feminine in grammatical form, whose icon may also be Syro-Palestinian rather than 

Assyro-tJurrian. 

Owing to the small numbers of representations from which to draw, one can make 

no sure conclusion concerning these variant spellings, but merely offer the above as 

potential explanation. 

The underlying identity of the two goddesses in the mind of the Egyptians, 

however, is strongly suggested by the virtually identical iconography of the two '-s-t-(r) 

and '-s-t-r-t forms, with the exception of the horse. I suspect that this unity of 

iconography suggests "-s-tfr) = !star and suggests that <..s-t-r and ~s-t-r-t (;\start) were 

believed to be one and the same basically, as may also be deduced from textual 

descriptions and lists from Egypt and Syria, specifically from Elba,95 Mari96 and Ugarit97 

all sharing a dualism in one. 98 

95 One of the important aspects to emerge from the exciting discoveries at Ebia in Syria is the 
manner in which the gods of the Sumerian and East Semitic pantheon of Mesopotamia were syncretized or 
equated with their counterpart gods of the northwest Semitic (Paleo-Canaanite) pantheon of Ebia That 
pantheon, with some reservations, can serve as the archetypical paleo-Canaanite pantheon for most of the 
neighbouring cities of Syria-Palestine for the period ca. 2400-2250 B.C. Although it must be underlined 
that in mythology, things equal to the same things are not always equal to each other, the scribal 
identifications so consistently. across so wide an area, for over a thousand years, coupled with the 
similarity of iconographic devices used for the same period and areas, points to the very strong likelihood 
of c,m, if not absolute identity. 

In the Ebia archives, among other genres, were found literary texts, whose myths (written in 
Canaanite) deal with Mesopotamian deities, among them Inanna, but few are available in publication. 
There were also syllabaries in Eblaite and Sumerian giving verbal paradigms and bilingual vocabularies; 
there were, too, offeringlists naming the local gods, numbering over five hundred. Of these, Pettinato 
found the chief god was Dagan, the second Rabp (Reset), the third Sipit (~amas), the fourth ~~tar "a 
masculine divinity at Ebia, unlike his Mesopotamian counterpart"; fifth was ~~tart. sixth Adad, seventh 
~ilc etc. (cf. G. Pettinato, "The Royal Archives of Tell Mardilch-Ebla", Bib, Archaeolo&ist, [May 
1976], pp. 47, 48), all of whom had temples attested in the Ebia texts. What was the nature of these 
gods and what was their relationship to their archetypeS in Mesopotamia? 

Significantly, the ancient Ebia scholars, in attempting to syncretize the Eblaite and 
Mesopotamian gods in their culture gave us the following helpful equations in a vocabulary (fM. 75. G. 
2000): "Nergal = Rasap (Plague God); Utu= Sipis (Sungod); lnanna-Altar; Bara = ~tarta" (ilili1., p. 
49). That is to say the Mesopotamian goddess lnanna equals the masculine West Semitic 'Mtar and the 
West Semitic goddess 'A§tart is equal to the Sumerian goddess Bara. This double equation seems to 
suggest there was a masculine ~tar and a feminine 'A~tart at Ebia, each with a different Sumerian 
equivalent, Inanna and Bara, and hence that ~tar and 'i\start were two different gods. (Scholars such as 
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Perlman, (Asherah and Astarte. p. 182, n. 185) have been misled by the elements Bara and [below] 
ENJE into thinking that a third independent god is involved here). 

However a little convoluted reasoning will illustrate that ~tar and ~tart must be the same or, at 
least, double hypostases of the same deity: in TM 75.G 2192, rev. l ff., the Sumerogram dMRA10,RA 
is given the Eblaite reading IS-ha-la viz. the Hurro- Mesopotamian goddess Ww:a (A. Archi, "Les Dieux 
d'Ebla au me Millenaire avan~ J.-C. et les Dieux d' Ugarit", Annales ArcheoioiiQues Arabes Syriennes. 
29/30, 1979/80, pp. 168 ft). lstiara is well known as a form of lnanna/Btar in Mesopotamia which 
indicates that this Eblaite Bara= Hhara means Bara is therefore a form of Htar. Add to this the fact that 
one of the names of Utar-lnanna U: the Middle Babylonian godlist An= Anum (col. iv, line 44) is dNin. 
bara.gi4, "Lady of the Throne Dais", a title of l§tar also attested in an emesal list (Emesal I, 85 [K. 171 + 
K.2112] in II R. 59) where she is both dNin. bara and Telttum; finally in the lstar section of KA V 72b 
(VAT 10229), Rs(?) 14, we have among various forms of lstaL dd4_tar b [,,,] bar,ra.~k "Htar of ... the 
Throne Dais". Clearly then, in Mesopotamian scribal tradition, lnanna/l§tar was also Lady of the Bara 
(which accounts for lllJara, a form of ~tar) as Bara, and for ~tarta (1\§tart) also as Bara, (var. orthog.) 
both at Ebia. These texts taken together indicate that 'Mtart at Ebia, as Bara must have equalled Bara in 
Mesopotamia (that is Inanna/I!tar). The Bara equation reduces to (A) ,Utart ='·Htarnnanna. 

In the second step, one finds that the above text from Ebia (TM 75.G 192) also gives the 
equation d.Iwmna = dEN TE and both are in turn equated with and al:daL viz.~- In short 
this means (B) Inanna = EN.TE = /\Star. The existence of lnanna as EN,TE is also attested in 
Mesopotamia e.g. in the starlist which gives names of Venus- !§tar for specific months (Pinches, fS.BA 
1909, p. 25), the star EN, TE, NA, MA~. SEG (?) is the name of Venus-I'§tar in the month Tifo 
(September-October). In the godlist An= Anum, (col. iv, line 23) the name of lstar is dnin in te,na - be-
let Qur-((di}J, Ninintena = Lady of Warriorship. Accordingly the EN,TE<N} denotes both an astral and 
masculine/warrior nature for lnanna/l§tar in Mesopotamia. The tradition dovetails nicely with the Eblaite 
one of~• EN.TE as a masculine 'Mtar, viz. (B) Inanna = Astaf. 

Putting the two simplified equations above together, (viz. A + B, we have A) 'A~tart = 
I~tar/lnanna and (B) lnanna = Mtar. The corollary derived from A and Bis (C), that~tart = Utar/lnanna = 
~~tar. and by extension, ~tart= Mtar at Ebia That is not_to say they are precisely the same deity, but 
more probably a male and female expression of the same deity. 

96 This equation of lnanna/l§tar with ~!tart appears to be of great antiquity in parts of Syria 
since at Early Dynastic Mari, there existed a temple on the east of the site, jointly dedicated to 
Inanna,ZA2A and A!tartll§tart (written E§tara1-ra-at). InannaZAZA is otherwise known to be a form 
of Sumerian lnanna who had a temple at Ur, apparently in the Akkadian period, since we possess an Old 
Babylonian copy of a text by Sargon's daughter Enbeduanna, recording the temple of InannaZAZA there. 
(lraI. 1.23, and var . .!raI. I, 289, col. iv; Sollberger, RA 63 (1969), p. 180, 16). From the joint 
dedication of the precinct at Early Dynastic Mari, then, we see the Sumerian lnanna and ~tart (E~tarat) 
already identified possibly 400 years before the Ebia materials cited above. At the same time there existed 
on the West side of Mari a separate temple to mar (masculine grammatic form), written E!tar,US, The 
=1,lS is often taken to represent the masculine detenninative, but it has been argued cogently (Th. Jacobsen, 
Qlf L VIII, p. 295) that is merely an allomorph of the dative :il. and is..not, the Mari "Male I§tar". 
Until further evidence is forthcoming, I should like to concur with this explanation since I know of no 
male forms of Htar barring the superficially male ~auMca of the Hurro-Hittite texts who remains 
essentially a goddess exhibiting masculine characteristics. With this con"servative assessment of Istar US, 
then, one is still left with a masculine and feminine grammatical form at Early Dynastic Mari, one on the 
west of the tell and one on the east. That the eastern one is feminine is clear from its grammar and 
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association with Inanna; the western one is certainly masculine in grammatical form, so that we appear to 
have masculine an~ feminine co-existing there. 

I have examined in detail the finds from these temples and have discovered virtually identical 
votive offerings in all three, including sexual figures and weapons, so that the natures of the divinities 
appear to be the same. Are we then looking at two temple precincts to virtually the same deity one that 
but manifests itself in masculine and feminine grammatical forms, as a reflection of its morning and 
evening· astral functions? (cf. Icons N-1, N-2 on ~au~ka). I am sure there is significance in the fact that 
the east temple at Mari was devoted to the feminine form, just as the east wall at Yazilikaya bore the 
feminine form of Htar-Sawu~a. while at Mari the west temple was dedicated to the masculine 
grammatical form, just as the west wall at Yazilikaya bore the figure of the "masculine" ~au~ka. set amid 
the cortege of male gods. In the ~au~ka discussion we shall suggest that the Y azilikaya east-west, 
female-male orientation is purposeful and based on the astral risings of Utar-Venus. Tentatively I should 
also propose the same for Early Dynastic Mari's temples and name forms. 

97 A similar type of equating occurs also in the scribal tradition at Ugarit, for there, from about 
1450 B.C., one can reconstruct the West Semitic pantheon from lists of offerings and priestly lists of 
divine names. It appears that some were derived from and arranged in typical order of those from 
Mesopotamia, while others (such as RS. 20.2, "Pantheon of Ugarit" in Textes Religieux), #III.a (18-19), 
Ugaritica V, (1968], p. 42) were strictly Ugaritic in arrangement, though written in Babylonian cuneiform. 
This list apparently an administrative aide-mtmoire, gives equivalents of godnames without further 
explanation. In translating the Ugaritic version into Babylonian, the scribe used a number of principles, 
including vocalising transcription, literal translations or transpositions by equivalence, reflecting current 
traditions at Ugarit among the Akkadianizing element there. Among these equivalences we find in line 24 
of the Babylonian version: dilia[is-tar = ~" I!tar = riAftart (ililil .• p. 45). This means that at Ugarit, 
the Mesopotamian Utar was identified with the West Semitic ~tart, just as we saw with equation (B) at 
Ebia above. Accordingly, when we examine known j\§tart representations from the West Semitic 
repe~ire we may feel confident that, to a great degree, they represent the West Semitic version of the East 
Semitic ntar since they were textually equated at Ebia and Ugarit from ca. 2300-1400 B.C. 

The texts from Ugarit also allow us to equate Utar with ~tart in a different way. A number of 
texts written in the t{urrian language but using Ugaritic script, list offerings to gods. One example (RS. 
24.261, line l ff.) lists offerings to 'Mtart-~au§ka. Line 1 names 'A!tart in Ugaritic and line 3 translates 
that into Hurrian, employing the name of Sau'§lca. (Cf. "Documents Hourrites de Ras Shamra", #III, 
Textes Hourrites en Cun6ifonnes Alphabetiques", Ugaritica V, 1968, pp. 497 ff.) The ijurro-Hittite ritual 
texts from Boghazkoy make quite clear that ~au§ka was identified with !§tar of Nineveh, a fact also 
recognized by the Assyrian kings. We see, then, that ~au§ka is Utar in East Semitic tradition 
(Mesopotamia) and Mtart in West Semitic tradition. The simplified equation is Sau!ka =~tart, ~au~= 
I~tar. thus Astart = Htar. 

9S If this concept of AJtart and AJtar/Htar merely as two forms of the same deity existed in 
Syria already in the Early Dynastic period as morning and evening star, it would explain why the Eblaite 
and later Ugaritic scribal traditions easily equated Utar with 'Astart and ~tar. Simply put, Istar in 
Mesopotamia combined masculine and feminine, morning and evening natures in one feminine being; in 
Syria the two aspects were manifested in a masculine and a feminine deity ~tar and A§tart), a bifurcated 
manifestation of the same function, but essentially the same divine essence which takes one form, li1aL 
in Mesopotamia. 

Just as the feminine nature of Utar in Mesopotamia takes precedence over her masculine nature, 
but incorporates it, as warrior goddess, so, in Ugarit, 'AJtar and 'AJtart co-existed, but Astart was far more 
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lconogra phy of the Seal 

Turning our attention to the iconography of the seal, we observe that the figure is 

paired with a warrior who is usually identified as an Asiatic wargod, or even the 

Egyptian destroyer Seth.99 He is said to wear the Syrian conical crown with two 

horns, 100 although this is not clear to the writer. The male figure, who brandishes a 

raised scimitar in his right hand and vertical spear in his left, may equally represent an 

Egyptian king in smiting pose since the crown bears the contours of the warcrown, rather 

than conical horned crown. 101 Moreover, as in the case of ;\~tart here, one might expect 

to see the god, if such he be, identified inscriptionally, but this is not the case. If two 

deities are present, why is only one named? Conceivably, the naming of A~tart might 

automatically identify a male divine associate as, for example, Re~ef or Mekal, but the 

crown appears to suit neither. For the moment, he must be identified simply as a 

"warrior", suitable to the warrior role of A~tart depicted here. 

She is shown simply extending a large spear in her right hand, an object possibly 

held aloft by <-s-t-r in Icons I, Mand U (centre). The spear is attested in Syria-Palestine 

prominent than her masculine counterpart. Caquot, in discussing an Ugaritic serpent chann, noted that 
two grammatical fonns of the divine name c;r_and were used interchangeably in two versions of the 
text, which led him to enquire: "L'altemance de la fonne masculine (24.251, line 16) et de la fonne 
f~minine (24. 244 #6 bis.) ne revelerait-elle pas une hesitation sur la maniere de transcrire l'accadien Istar, 
nom de forme masculine donne a une deesse?" (A. Caquot, "Nouveaux Documents Ougaritiens", Sm.a 46, 
09691 p. 24). This wrongly impli~ that the Ugaritic scribes were so theologically unsophisticated as to 
be unable to decide upon gender. It seems to me rather, in light of the long tradition in Syria of masculine 
and feminine fonns of "litar", that the scribes were deliberately expressing a subtle concept of masculine-
feminine in the same way as the iconographers of Y azilikaya and Malatya were doing in their reliefs a 
short time later. 

99 Cf. A. Rowe, A CataloKue of EKyptian Scarabs, Scaraboids, Seals and Amulets in the 
Palestine ArchaeoloKicaI Museum, (Cairo: Imprimerie de l'Institut Fran~ais d'Archeologie Orientale, 
1936), p. 252. 

100 Pritchard, p. 161, fig. 468. 
101 Scale is not an issue here since many New Kingdom tomb paintings depict the king and gods 

on the same scale. However, the equal scales on this seal may be explicable too, since the king was also a 
M-king, and artistically, since the artist may have striven for a balanced composition flanking the 
inscription, and hence retained similar seal~. 
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and Mesopotamia as weaponry of the wargoddess on seals, small objects and votive 

axeheads102, the latter apparently used in sympathetic magic.103 These axe-associations 

echo the iconography of the seal. It has been suggested that she carries an ankh sign in 

her lowered left hand, which would be in keeping with Qud~u's lifegiving properties 

102 For the Syrian wargoddess bearing spears, cf. figs. 140-142, 145-145, 159-161, 163-165 and 
200 unveiling, and for identified 'Anats with a short spear, cf. A. W. Eaton, Allilb p. 129 (lower register), 
130 (upper illustration), p. 131. Lances and spears are fairly rare in Mesopotamian art and when they do 
appear, are used mainly by kings or warriors and only occasionally by gods (cf. T. Solyman, Die 
Entstehuni und Entwickluni der G()tterwaffen im alten Mesopotien. pp. 112, 113). However, mar does 
have some spear associations. A jewellery mould from her Early Dynastic Anur temple had shapes for 
animals, a nude goddess and two miniature spears, objects presumably made for her cult (cf. Andrae, AIT 
Taf. 55ab, Ass. 14501). The Early Dynastic temple of Htar,US. at Mari yielded many maceheads, both 
ceremonial and used, bronze votive weapons including battle-axeheads, lanceheads, and spearpoints (MAM 
I, pl. LXIV 1398, 1402, 583 for axeheads and pl. XLIII, 186- 189 for broken axeheads; and 1403, 1401 
for lance - and spearpoints). Similarly in the Early Dynastic temples of ~tarat - and InannaZA.ZA were 
found plain maceheads <MAM ID, Nos. 2387, 2552, 2786, 2581), leonine maceheads (ililil., fig. 233 
[2377] and 2417) and from the temple of IJtarat, came halves of broken axes CMAM.III, figs. 235, 2228, 
2229, 2820, 2256). A bronze axehead came from above the f§tarat Temple (MAM III, fig. 293, 2801) and 
a bronze lanceblade came from Rm. 5 of the I!tarat temple (MAM ID, fig. 293, No. 2780). To my 
knowledge, mar is almost never shown on Mesopotamian seals or terra cottas with spears, though there 
is an exceptional terra cotta from Early Dynastic Nippur (fig. 116), where Inanna was worshipped, 
depicting a frontal goddess in Early Dynastic homed crown and flounced dress, supporting laterally what 
appear to be two upright spears. (Cf. L. Legain, fllS XVI, Terra Cotw from Ni12pur. fig. 197). Oddly, 
spears and lances seem to be almost exclusive to the Syrian forms of wargoddess (e.g. figs. 140-142, 145-
146, 159-161, 163-165), yet we know spears and lances were used in her Mesopotamian cult because 
their points have been uncovered in many of her Mesopotamian temples, and because texts concerning her 
rituals mention her personnel, such as the PiliPili-women, having their lances broken. Note also that the 
Syro-Egyptian terracotta (fig. 105) found in the I§tar temple of Nineveh, shows the goddess sidesaddle on 
a horse, bearing a spear much as the named ~tart does in the central Hibis relief (Icon U). 

With re~-pect to other weapons found in her temples, the axe plays an interesting part, and indeed 
it will be seen to be a characteristic feature of ~au§ka in Anatolia (Icons N-1, P). In addition to the axe-
halves at Mari (cf. paragraph infra), half of an axe and a number of glass maceheads were excavated from 
the A-level (Ur III - Mitannian period) temple of mar at Nuzi in Mesopotamia (cf. Starr, liu,n II, 
pl. 121.Z ). 

103 The axe-halves could be explained in one of two ways: (i) they could be thank-offerings after 
victory in battle, since we know that dedication of spoils and weapons to ~tar/Btar was practised by the 
Israelite and Assyrian kings. In Mesopotamia generally however, it was the practice to offer whole and 
unblemished objects to deities, which fact, combined with the local manufacture of these finds, indicates 
that they were not won from the enemy and then offered; (ii) a more likely explanation is that they were 
broken ritually, so that, by sympathetic magic, the enemy's weapons would likewise be broken. The 
symbolic breaking of objects occurred in the Egyptian execration texts, where figures inscribed with 
enemy names were ritually broken, and in Assyro-Babylonian magic, effigies and materials to counteract 
evil spells were symbolically broken. 
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W!W, Icon J), but it is unclear to me in available photos. Her dress is the tightfitting 

Egyptian dress of women for this period which recurs in her named depictions of Icon 

H(?), I(?), M, 0, and later Icons U and V. Her important headgear consists of a tall, 

conical, apparently White Crown of Egypt flanked by a pair of plumes, and embellished 

with the double streamers, the headgear of Asiatic gods. 104 We observe this crown on 

the goddess apparently without streamers in Icon H, with streamers in Icon I, and 

without streamers in Icon M. The Syrian goddess is here garbed and illustrated in svelte 

Egyptian style, yet is identified by her crown and perhaps accompanying god(?) as of the 

Asiatic world. 

Similarity of ~§tart and 'Anat 

A final word should be added concerning the problem of 'Aitart and ~nat: 

namely, that the '-s-t-r-t of our seal (and of the other Egyptian representations in which 

she is tightly draped and wears the plumed, streamered crown, and bears arms) finds a 

counterpart in contemporary portrayals of the Syro-Palestinian goddess 'Anat. This 

similarity, which has exercised a number of scholars in trying to disentangle 'A~tart from 

'Anat, is further complicated by the sparsity of textually identified 'Anat representations, 

numbering even fewer than those of A~tart-Htar. A. W. Eaton's dissertation on ~nat105 

presented six named representations of her (a seventh being the Winchester College terra 

cotta of Qudfo-1\nat/i\§tart) and concluded from these, "(in Egypt) 'Anat and i\starte are 

closely connected in the mythological tradition and no clear canon of iconographic 

convention seems to have been developed to clearly distinguish between them" .106 If this 

is correct one may be faced with the possibility that 'Anat and cA~tart, in Egypt, if not in 

Syria-Palestine, were one and the same, or at least always hypostases, probably ~nat 

l04 Cf. Pritchard, Mm:[, p. 249. 
105 A. w. Eaton, Ibe Goddess Anat; Ibe History of her Cult, Her Mytholoix and her 

IconOKw>bY, Diss. Ph.D., Yale, 1964. 
106 Ililil., p. 109. 

I 

- I 
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being an hypostasis- of "A~tart, since the latter's worship had greater spread, was attested 

longer, and possessed many major temples, whereas 'Anat was more restricted in her 

worship. A more likely hypothesis is that 'Anat and <-Astart were originally distinct, if 

superficially similar, goddesses in different areas of Syria-Palestine, who became melded 

together gradually in Egypt because of their instrinsic similarities. 

This fusing of the two is clearly underway in the Winchester Qud~u-'Anat-~"start 

plaque, but I would suggest the syncretism was not so total uniformly in Egypt, varying 

perhaps with area or date, as we shall observe. If we examine Eaton's textually identified 

~Anats (omitting those which he merely assumes to be 'Anat), certain features will be 

seen to be exactly like those of the known Egyptian '7\.~tarts, textually identified among 

our icons (viz. tightly fitted dress, lack of visible coiffure under the crown, bearing of 

arms and wearing of domed White Crown with side plumes). A careful reconsideration, 

however, will show small details which differentiate some of the apparently identical 

icons of 'Anat and '--A'§tart, e.g. the dress and lack of coiffure are identical, but the arms 

borne and method of bearing differ from ~start: 'Anat's are extended spear + shield unit 

(viz. the spear is always set against a shield), unlike 'Astart's single spear and separate 

shield. 1\nat also wields overhead a battleaxe, which the identified Egyptianized ~s-t-r/ 

'-s-t-r-t figures of this group do not, although Istar commonly does this in Anatolia, axe 

in hand (Icons N-1, P), 107 rather than overhead. Moreover, 'Anat seems to wield her 

weapons from a throne, which c.A§tar(t) never does in our identified examples. Even the 

crowns, which appear identical, are not: 'Anat, like 'Astart, wears the domed white· 

crown with lateral plumes, but 'Astart's have been seen to display the double "Asiatic" 

streamer ( except for the Turin stela which is abraded, and for the later Persian Period 

reliefs at Hibis, which display simple White or Red Crowns [Icon U], or at Edfu, plain 

107 Cf. n. 94 for votive whole and broken axeheads in the cult of Iltar in Early Dynastic Assur 
and Mari and in Ur Ill-Nuzi. Cf. figs. 137-138 for Istarlike figures bearing hafted and fenestrated axes, on 
Old Babylonian terra cottas from Mesopotamia. Such icons are rare for her in Mesopotamia 
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Hathorine sundisc [Icon V]). One of Eaton's 'Anat representations adds to the plumed 

White Crown a pair of laterally projecting horns, which do not appear on the known 

"A~tart figures from Egypt. 

Moreover, one of the identified 'Anat reliefs,108 though in warrior guise, shows 

her as pregnant with projecting abdomen while another shows her as wetnurse of the 

king. 109 To my knowledge, in Egypt, 'Astar(t) is never shown in our identified 

examples, at least, taking these motherly roles, and indeed, with 7\nat, textually, is the 

pregnant one who does not bear! no The Mesopotamian Htar likewise is frequently a 
metaphorical wetnurse of kings in Assyria of the latter first millennium, 111 but no true 

mother. 

lOS For an obviously pregnant, armed, identified 'Anat, cf. U. Cassuto, ha-'elah llnat, (1951), 
frontispiece. 

109 Cf. Eaton, Anat, p. 140. 
llO Cf. R. K. Ritner, "A Uterine Amulet in the Oriental Institute Collection", lli.E..S. 43, 

(1984), p. 216 . . 
111 Istar is often and inaccurately labelled a "mother goddess". Although Mesopotamian 

onomastica often refer to her as wnmi = "my Mother", they also refer to her as abi, = "my father" . These 
types .refer to I~tar "in the role of personal goddess" (cf. J. J.M. Roberts, The Earliest Semitic Pantheon: 
A Study of the Semitic Deities attested in MeSQl)Otamia Before Ur III. Diss. Ph.D., [Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins UP, 1972], p. 101, n. 289). Mythically, Inanna in early Mesopotamian tradition, eg. at Umma, 
is mother of the god ~ara, and of Lu.lal in Badtibira but these roles appear to represent local traditions and 
are not widespread throughout Mesopotamia. (For the §ua role, cf. Pritchard, ANET II, p. 20, line 77). 
In her relationship to kings she appeared as surrogate mother or wetnurse. For example, Inanna of Nippur 
was "the supreme lady who is caring for the king ... like a mother" (cf. A. Goetze, "Esarhaddon's 
Incription from the Inanna Temple in Nippur", .lCS_ 17, [1963], pp. 129 ff., line 2). The prayer of 
M~urbanipal to the I§tars of Nineveh and Arbela (K. 1290), says, rev. 14, "The B!lit of Nineveh, the 
mother who bore me", yet clearly in obv. 13 says, "I knew not my father or mother; in the ... of my 
goddesses (the two Iitars) I grew up". The wetnurse role is clear from a prayer of AHurbanipal: The god 
Nabu addresses the king (rev. 6 ff.): "You were little O ~swbanipal, when I committed you to (the 
care of) the Queen of Nineveh; You were a baby, 0 Allwbanipal when I satisfied you on the knees of the 
Queen of Nineveh; The plentiful breasts which were put into your mouth, you did suck; with the two 
(breasts) you covered your face". 

In the earlier Sumerian literary tradition, Inanna is often called "the bearing mother" in laments 
where the poetic expression clearly refers to her compassion and suffering, often for Dumuzi or her lost 
cities. No evidence of any offspring, pregnancy etc. is. alluded to in such texts (e.g. Frank, Kultlieder, No. 
5, obv. 21 and rev. II, 3940). The same compassion is rarely expressed in child associations, eg. she may 
be responsible for houses, spouses, children, herds, women etc. (l]ilil., n. 5, obv. I, 15, 20, 21, 32, 33) 
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The final 'Anat examples given by Eaton show her with was, ankh and sceptre in 

the Egyptian examples, all unattested for named 'A~tar(t)s. The distinguishing features 

mentioned by Eaton which 'A~tart lacks would be the seated armed position, the bearing 

of superimposed spear + shield unit and the lack of streamers. 

Importantly, but not emphasized in Eaton's examples, not once is 'Anat depicted 

on horseback.112 However, the motif recurs four times on our named Egyptian A§ta(rt) 

icons11 3 and twice on the unnamed "Qud§u/A~ta (rt)" icons of Tell Qarnayim and 

and in the hymn in.nin,sa. gur4J1l, (SjOberg, ZA 65, [1976], pp. 161 ff., line 138), "she kisses the spouse, 
kisses the child". 

Occasionally by association she takes on a mothering veneer from other goddesses but it is never 
part of her true nature. For example, in one of the creation traditions, we read, "Marni (goddess of 
childbirth) performing marriage and childbirth; Nine days of rejoicing are decreed; / Marni's other name, 
mar, is now changed to IJIJara". (Cf. I. M. Kikawada, "The Double Creation of Mankind in Enlci and 
NirunalJ, Atrahasis I, 1-35 and Genesis 1-2", .lDKl 45, (1983), p. 45, lines 283 ff. 

112 The issue of whether Htar/ Astart or ~at are equestrian goddesses is a complex one, but 
some points should be mentioned here. We have observed the undated terracotta in Syro-Egyptian style 
depicting the armed nude goddess from the mar temple in Nineveh (fig. 105), the Ur III period sidesaddle 
nude on horse from Ur (fig. 104) as well as the two nude Qud~u-types standing on horse from Tell 
Qarnayim and Lachish. The latter two have warlike contexts (fig. 102 with wargods and fig. 103 with a 
caparisoned mount. Because they are of the Qud§u type which can bear quiver bandolieres typical of !§tar 
in Mesopotamia, and because 'Anat never appears nude to my knowledge whereas !~tar's temples have 
yield¢ many unveiling figures, we have proposed the Qudsus to be ~tarts rather than "Anats. On that 
basis figs. 102 and 103, as Qud§us, are probably Mtart and mounted. In addition to these we have the 
Syro-Egyptian mounted and named ~tar(t)s of the stelae (Icons H, I) and the chariot-driving .,Astart of 
our Icon N. This type finds its antecedent in the Canaanite bronze (fig. 179) which we have identified as 
the archer Mtart, archery being characteristic of Mtart. but not of ~t 

113 Turning to artistic depictions of '1\~tart/lltar with chariot outside Mesopotamia, it may be 
useful here to recall the enigmatic worker's sketch (fig. 109) of the Rame~ide period, from the Valley of 
the Kings, which also shows an enormous goddess with tiny charioteer, unleashing arrows from her bow 
against an enemy opposite. The same motif occurs on the Turin Stela with ~tart (cf. Icon H). Peck, 
who published the ostracon (W. H. Peck, EiXptian Drawinis. [New York: Dutton, 1978], pp. 90 ff.), 
questioned whether a goddess or queen was intended but I should think a goddess, namely ~§tart, is 
portrayed, for a number of reasons: (i) While queens, such as Nefertiti, could be portrayed in state chariots 
with kings, they were not depicted as warring; (ii) The comparatively larger scale of our figure, too, is 
unusual for queens, though not for kings as victors. For queens one expects larger scale, but not at such 
a disparity with the charioteer's, as shown here; (iii) Although no direct relationship is being suggested 
here, one notes the same overly large figure of the godde~ in the Ki§ chariot (fig. 118); (iv) We have 
noted for Icon I (the Wadi Abbad stela) that the equestrian'Mtart appeared on the stela of the devotee who 
was himself an equerry and captain of the goldmining expedition, po~ibly of Syrian origin. Similarly 
for Icon U, the equestrian archer~tart from Hibis, it will be noted that this area was a Syrian enclave, 
which fact may account for the presence of the Syrian equestrian godde~ there. In the case of our 
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Lachish which seem to be derivative of the named Qud~u/f\~tart type, suggesting that 

~~ta (rt) and her hypostasis are horse-oriented. The textual evidence from Egypt and 

U garit bears out 'A!ta(r)fAstart's association with the horse as noted above, much more 

ostracon, it is significant that it too came from the workers' village, where craftsmen of many extractions 
could be expected to labour. The village significantly yielded a number of similar ostraca bearing on 
them nude, bandoliered armed goddesses in Syrian style on horseback (e.g. figs. 106-108), which Leclant 
(probably correctly) labelled as Astart (Leclant, Smil 37, Fig. 18, 21, and pl. III, doc. A). A number are 
also clothed, some with whip/spear (Leclant, Sm.a 37, fig. 19, 22), all sitting sidesaddle, as are the nude 
warrior types. The propensity of these workmen 'to draw the armed goddess of a type identifiable with the 
named ~§tart on stelae (Icons H, n suggests that they were devotees of the equestrian ~tart and were as 
likely to have depicted her dressed, driving a chariot in a Syrian style comparable with the bronze of fig. 
127, as to depict her nude. (v) The bearing of quiver, bow and arrows is characteristic of Istar in 
Mesopotamian art (figs. 139, 205 206, 231, 248-252 and wsiJn on Old Babylonian and Nee-Assyrian 
seals and reliefs, for example, the identified Istar of Icon R. It is characteristic of identified A~tarts on 
our Egyptian stelae (Icons H, J [Qu~u with bandoli~re only] and U, the three Hibis figures) but does not 
occur on any identified 'Anat figures. Textually in Mesopotamia mar is often called "Bearer of the Bow" 
or is textually depicted unleashing arrows. In U garit, ~at has no such associations, either textually or 
artistically, barring the Aqhat story, where she fails to obtain his bow. Consequently if the charioteer-
archer ostracon (fig. 109) is indeed an Asian wargoddess, the weight of evidence leans toward ~!tart with 
her bow and horse, rather than ~Anat. (vi) It is worth noting that numerous lion-mounted nude goddesses 
of the Qud§u-~tart type are placed as the central element on horse-trappings from Syria and periphery 
(e.g. figs. 222-223, 269) and appear to have nude breastholding variants (cf. the sculpture of a horsehead 
with front piece from Zinfirli, 9th. C, B.C. fig. 119). We shall propose (Icon S discussion), that this 
figure on horse frontlets is -,Jtart, here exercising an· apotropaic role, protecting rider and chariot in battle, 
a proposal supported by the gesture in fig. 224 and by Egyptian texts naming Altart as protecting the 
king in his chariot (cf. Perlman, Asherah and A§tart. pp. 191 ff.): Amenhotep II, in training his father's 
stable, found "Reshef and Astart were rejoicing in him for doing all that his heart desired"; Thutmosis IV 
called himself "strong in the chariot as A§tan"; and a 19th Dynasty poem written on the king's war chariot 
described two parts of the chariot as "Anat and ~~tart. It appears here that '7\nat, already linked with 
~§tart, received her chariot designation through .Mtart, not in her own right. If the Syrian 'Mtart in Egypt 
protected the king and his chariot in battle and was associated with chariots there, there is no reason why 
she should not do so in her Syrian homeland, nor appear precisely in that role on horsetrappi~gs. A 
parallel for this concept can be found in a Neo-Assyrian relief of A~§urbanipal (669-631 B.C.) from 
Nineveh which depicts an Istarlike figure in star(?)-disc, on the yoke of the chariot team, immediately in 
front of the chariot itself (fig. 247) (cf. R. D. Barnett, Assyrian Sculpture in the British Museum 
[Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1975], pis. 103, 107). One cannot escape the feeling that the Syrian 
horsetrappings and the Assyrian chariot place the goddess in these frontal positions on horse and chariot 
precisely to face the enemy in the onslaught, as a protective device. The position and use of such figures 
in Near Eastern art, as powerful symbols functioning in real-life situations such as death in war, should 
be ·studied in depth, rather than simply as objets d'art detached from their original context 
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than it does for 'Anat. Importantly c.A~tart's counterform, Btar in Mesopotamia, also has 

jurisdiction over horses in a limited but very explicit number of examples.114 

On the surf ace of it, these limited numbers of exceptions from a restricted corpus 

of identified 'Anat and 'A~tart figures may not be decisive in suggesting that 'Anat and 

'A~tart were not always mutual hypostases, but they are sufficient to indicate that caution 

must be used in assuming the goddesses are carbon copies of each other 

iconographically. 

114 In Mesopotamia, Htar is typically devoted model chariots and is frequently depicted in relief 
on the back of them, as a warrior, particularly in the Old Babylonian period (fig. 117). Oddly, I know of 
no representations in Mesopotamian art of identified Htars chiving a chariot, although there is one probable 
candidate (fig. 118). Van Buren published a terracotta from IGi, a major centre of Htar-worship, which 
she dated to ca 2600 B.C., but whose dress and style suggest to me an Old Babylonian date. It depicts a 
god and a goddess driving the chariot. She has a headband and fringed forehead, spiral sidelocks and long 
belted dress. The chariot appears to be pulled by a bulVox since a bucranium appears at the axle's front 
(cf. Van Buren, Clay Fi&urines. pl. XXXIX, fig. 189). The goddess is larger than the god, dominating 
him. While the goddess cannot be identified with certainty as !§tar, we do know Zababa and litar were the 
chief gods of Ki§ as paired wargods at this time, we know that mar received votive chariots he~e. which 
depicted her in relief on the backs, and that she was of even greater stature in this city than was Zababa. 
Accordingly, this figure may well represent an early example of Utar in a chariot (though one questions it 
as war chariot, owing to the bucranium). As such it would be a Mesopotamian prototype of the west 
Semitic c.~tart associated with chariotry and charioteers in the Levant and Egypt. 

Although mar as rider or charioteer is not textually well-documented in Mesopotamia, I know of 
two important examples of her association there. The earliest is in the Middle Babylonian godlist An = 
An.wn (which has Old Babylonian antecedents). In a list of !!tar's names we read that she is (col. iv, line 
45 ) dnin,ra gab. "Lady-Rider". (If I am correct about the Ki~ relief being !!tar in the Old Babylonian 
period, and if An = An.wn has Old Babylonian antecedents, then I§tar associated with horses/chariots 
appears to date from at least the Old Babylonian period when the horse~ to make its presence felt in 
the Near East The second textual reference from Mesopotamia which is quite explicit, but of Neo-
Assyrian date, is the section in the Gilgame~ Epic, where he taunts her for fickleness to those loved by 
her. (Pritchard,~. p. 84, vi. lines 52 ff.) After mentioning her love for a bird and a lion (both ~tar 
symbols) he says she loves and controlled the war horse: "Then you love the stallion famed in battle;/ 
the whip, the spur and the lash you ordained for him;/ you decreed for him to gallop seven leagues,/ 
decreed for him the muddied (water) to drink". This association of the warhorse in the same group with the 
bird and lion which are textually and iconographically representative of !star, indicates the warhorse too is 
a symbol of her, and like the lion and bird, which are depicted iconographically with her, should also be 
expected to be depicted with the goddess. 



Hittite Seal Impression from Ras Shamra. 

Naming ~au~ka/Htar, Depicted in Two Forms. 

Possibly ca. 1300-1250 B. C. (Icon L) 

Inscription and Identification 
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The next representation appears on a poorly preserved Hittite seal impression 

from the palace of ancient Ugarit (Ras Shamra). It was published by Danmanville115 

who presumed it was a portrayal of the Hittite Sauska-Btar. Her conclusion was based on 

the reading of traces of Hittite hieroglyphs preserving the syllables ~, the final :ll 

probably occurring in traces along the goddess' dress, now abraded. The inscription can 

be assumed to refer to the goddess depicted, since it is arranged adjacent to her, a practice 

of divine identification attested in Hittite rock reliefs and votive objects. 116 While the 

damaged state of the impression requires caution in naming the goddess, the presence of 

two-thirds of the name Sau~ka coupled with iconographic features to be discussed below, 

strongly indicates Sau~ka/Htar is present on the seal impression. 

Surprisingly, Danmanville hesitated in identifying Sauska on the grounds that this 

figure (that on the left, nearest the name) appears to be a rare type in Hittite iconography. 

Her criterion was that the Hittite Sauska never·sits on, or accompanies, a lion, a criterion 

open to question, since an unveiling warrior goddess much like the identified Sau~ka of 

Yazilikaya (cf. Icon N-1) appears on a Hittite ring, standing on a leonine Mischwesen, an 

awiti. and is flanked by two lions.117 Even allowing for the rarity of Sauska depictions 

115 J. Danmanville, "L'lconographie d'Istar-Sau~ga en Anatolie Ancienne, (Suite)", &A. 56, 
2962, p. 116, fig. 22. 

116 Cf. o. W. Muscarella, Ancient Art; The Norbert Schimmel Collection, Mainz, Von Zabem, 
(1974], #123 for a 14th-13th century B.C. stag rhyton contemporary with this impression whose god-
figures bear hieroglyphic labels. 

117 C. Von Branden stein, "Hethitische Gotter nach Bildbeschreibungen in Keilschriftexten", 
MVAG 46, 1943, Taf. 1:2. 
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with lions, and allowing for the fact that the Hittite goddess tJepat is normally the one 

associated with lions or panthers, there are decisive reasons for disallowing Danmanville's 

criterion in this case, because the impression concerned is not altogether Hittite, as will be 

seen. 

Goddesses in the Scene: Two in One 

The scene is of the nature of a duplicated offering scene to the goddesses at the 

centre of the composition. From the left, an armed male figure (not illustrated here), in 

greeting posture, approaches a female figure presumably a goddess, since she sits in 

reverse, on a large crouching lion. This female figure however, turns her head backward 

in an unusual pose to greet the male figure with her right hand raised toward him. The 

outline of her head suggests she wears a large helmet-like headdress or crown. Beside her 

is the hieroglyphic group, identifying her as Sau~ka: that she is a goddess is affirmed by 

her lion seat. 

Turning from her for a moment, let us examine the seated female figure beside her. 

This more feminine figure, apparently in upswept coiffure, is seated facing right, with left 

hand extended in greeting to an unanned worshipper approaching from the right (also not 

illustrated here). Before her is an offeringstand, which, combined with the worshipper, 

indicates we are dealing with a second goddess here. This divine nature is emphasized by 

the unnatural way in which a bird perches on her lap. Her avian association is underlined 

by the presence, just at face-level, of two birds taking wing. 

The interesting and important feature of the seal is the tight juxtaposition of the two 

goddesses. Despite the seal impression's poor state of preservation, the striking 

overlapping through hips and legs, and where the lion's tail curves up round the second 

goddess' chair and hips, is clearly deliberate, not a matter of poor rolling. The 

iconographer is knitting the two goddesses and their seats ( lion and chair) together into 

one entity. This intent is further emphasized by the fact that the two offering-scenes, 
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obviously to be read left-to-right and right-to-left, focus direction of worship converging 

from left and right on the two adjacent goddesses. To indicate that they are the same or 

closely related goddesses in the iconographer's mind, he has positioned the animal and 

bird to face outward toward each worshipper, viz. as parallel units. One would expect the 

lefthand goddess to sit on her lion also facing left toward the worshipper, but she does 

not. She turns head and ann in an extraordinary posture to face him, yet her body exactly 

echoes and overlaps the lines of her companion goddess, almost duplicating its lines. The 

iconographer appears to have arranged the two worship scenes and the two goddesses 

with their creatures, to form an image at once double and yet intermeshed as one. 

If the two goddesses are to be identified as very closely related, or as the image 

indicates, "overlapping", they should be two forms of Sau~ka, since they are interwoven 

and identified by one divine name only. On the hypothesis that we are here dealing with 

two interrelated forms of Sauska-Istar, what is the nature of their interrelationship? The 

left one on her lion, an animal commonly recognized in the ancient Near East as the 

creature of war deities,118 must be a war goddess, a suggestion supported by her helmet-

like headgear, and by her worshipper who is armed in contrast to his unarmed counterpart 

on the right. She contrasts with her graceful double on the right, whose lack of weapons, 

elegant coiffure and bird icons appear less bellicose. 

Dual Nature of Sauska/Istar 

What evidence is there for a similar phenomenon of two Sauskas, one martial and 

one of more feminine, pacific nature? A key piece of evidence is the Hittite relief of 

Hattusili III and Tudhaliya IV at Yazilikaya119 to be discussed below, which portrays in "' .., 

these two relief figures, two relevant ~au~ka goddesses. For the moment, suffice it to 

118 E.g, for the lion as a distinctive war icon of the god Apademak at Meroe, and of other gods 
cf. L. v. Zabkar, Apademak Liooiod of Meroe: A Study in Eiyptian-Meroitic Syncretism, 
(Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1975), p. 13. 

119 E. Laroche, "Le Pantheon de Y azilikaya", KS 6, ( 1952), pp. 118-119. 
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note that these figures are both accompanied by Hittite hieroglyphs naming them as the 

tJurrian Sau~ka, the tJurro-Hittite form of Btar. Most importantly, No. 38-Sau~ka (Icon 

N-1), bearing a battle-axe over her shoulder, is grouped with male gods and is accoutred 

as a male god particularly in the upper half of the figure; the lower half dressed as a 

woman, unveils. There the wargoddess is largely masculine in appearance, but has a 

female nature as well. Her counterpart on another part of the reliefs (relief No. 56-

Sau~ka, Icon N-2), is feminine in form, posture and dress, and stands amidst a file of 

repetitive goddesses in archetypal female roles. She has no masculine features. From 

these reliefs, prominent representatives of the Hittite pantheon around 1300-1250 B.C., 

borrowed from the tJurrians, we know that the Hittites officially recognized two forms of 

Sau~ka/lstar, one "masculine" as wargoddess, and one feminine. This ts supported by 

Hurro-Hittite cultic texts about Sauska which describe two types of ~auska/lstar, one 
>J 

masculine in iconography and one feminine, though both are women. 120 It will be 

suggested (Icons N-1,2) that this schism or duality at Yazilikaya arises from !star's 

nature as Venus, in which the morning star was masculine and the evening star feminine, 

yet the two aspects were recognized as the same deity, in two forms. 

To the extent that Icon L, is a Hittite seal with Hittite hieroglyphic inscription, 

apparently contemporary with Y azilikaya, the seal and the relief could logically express 

the same concept of a dual-natured warlike/masculine female and a feminine/female deity, 

both ~au~ka. I suspect the seal names ~au~[ka] once only precisely because both figures 

were considered to be the same eoddess. but in different aspects. At Y azilikaya, the same 

name is repeated with both reliefs simply because the two are portrayed on opposite walls, 

some distance apart 

120 I. Wegner. Gestalt und Kult der mar-Sawufu in Kleinasien, Hurritolo~sche Studien III. 
AQAI 36, Neukirchen-Vluyn, (Neukirchener Verlag, 1981), pp. 46 ff. 
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If, as the seal inscription indicates, these goddesses represent a dual masculine-

feminine ~au~ka/Btar, how does one respond to Danmanville's concern that the Hittite 

~au~ka does not have a lion usually? I believe the answer lies in the fact that, while the 

seal is inscribed in Hittite, it comes from Ugarit in Syria, and the style of the figures and 

composition are not Hittite, but Syrian. In Syro-Mesopotamian art, !star and Istarlike 

wargoddesses are often shown with lions, so that we may look to Syrian as well as Hittite 

art for answers to such problems. 

A Comparable Seal 

To the writer's knowledge the most useful comparisons are to be made with a 

second seal also from U garit. Most striking is an approximately contemporary seal from 

Tomb IV at U garit (fig. 120).121 In that seal, of eclectic Syrian style, a winged goddess 

in helmet, is seated, also in reverse, on a bull which she touches, but she grasps a lion 

which crouches before her, at her knee, on a lead. Accordingly, she appears to control 

bull and lion, the latter suggesting that she is a wargoddess. Like our seal figure, the one 

on this seal is linked iconographically through her lion and its addorsed double (far right), 

to a nude goddess above the lions, receiving worship from two kneeling figures. She, 

being worshipped, stands on the two lions which appear to belong to the seated goddess. 

By this iconographic chain of (i) seated war(?) goddess to (ii) lions to (iii) nude goddess, 

the artist appears to be linking or even equating the two goddesses. Although the 

parallelism of the two seals is not exact, there are common factors, viz. the left-seated 

pose, the reversed beast throne, association with lion(s) and visual link with a second, 

less warlike goddess. Note that a bird flies before the face of the nude goddess as in Icon 

L. While one cannot identify these goddesses in the second U garit seal by inscription, 

two things can be said: (i) the second seal (fig. 120) illustrates by the seated posture and 

121 J. Nougayrol, Bas Reliefs Ima&inaires de l'Ancient Orient d'apres les Cachets et les Sceaux-
Cylindres, pp. 150-152, No. 427. 
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crouching lion on a lead, that contemporary Syrian seals from the same site had the 

iconographic means in place to portray the seated, warlike goddess with lions, and this 

may explain its s~milar presence on the first seal, supposedly Hittite. It is a Syrian 

convention at U garit, applied to a Hittite seal. The second U g~t seal, too, may represent 

Sau~ka of U garit, who is well attested by tJurro-Hittite texts.122 Significantly in an 

offering list from U garit she is shown to be of high rank, close behind Teshub the 

stonngod, and to occur in one offeringlist twice, once with gods named "masculine 

gods", and once with those designated "feminine gods". This indicates two forms of her 

were known at U garit, masculine and feminine, just as reflected on our seal. Wegner 

noted a feature which would also explain an U garitic ~au~ka's association with the bull in 

fig. 120 noted above. In the texts, she exhibited "cine engst Verbundenheit zum 

Wettergott Teshub. Wahrend in Kleinasien die ~awu§ka wohl ausschliesslich Schwester 

Teshub's ist, scheint sic in Nordsyrien und damit auch U garit ein Schwester-Gattin -

Verhaltnis in Bezug auf Teshub in sich zu vereinigen".123 Here, the iconography of the 

two U garit seals tallies remarkably with what the IJurro-Hittite texts tell us of §au~ka 

worshipped at U garit as associate of Adad and his bull, and as dual representation. 

Goddess with Birds 

But what of the second female figure on our first seal from Ugarit (Icon L, right), 

whom we have deduced is a feminine form of Sauska? The bird on her lap and two above 

her head are significant identifiers of this figure, too, as §au~ka. They find their parallel 

in a named Sauska figure from Malatya in Hittite Anatolia (Icon P) known as the "Malatya 

I" relief. There the Hittite figure, armed and unveiling, stands on two prominent flying 

birds which are obviously associated with her as are the birds in our icon here, despite the 

variant positioning. The birds of Sauska and Htar will be discussed at length (infra. Icon 

122 Wegner, ~awu~ka. p. 193. 
123 llilii., p. 193. 
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P) as manifestations of the goddess herself, but, for the moment, we need note here only 
,J 

that the ljurro-Hittite texts again confirm what we see of Sauska at Malatya, namely, that 

Sauska was represented by, and with, birds in her tJurro-Hittite cult. This confirms the 
y 

likelihood that the righthand figure on our seal is also Sau~ka, as is the warlike lefthand 

figure, and therefore that the inscription naming Sauska refers to the two figures as being 

joint representations of the goddess. 

The Question of Origin of Sauska 's Birds 

Some effort will be expended (Icon P) in dealing with the artistic and textual 
y 

associations of the Hurro-Hittite Sauska and of the Mesopotamian Istar with birds. This 
\J 

section will illustrate that, from the Akkad period onward, and in some respects, from the 

Early Dynastic onward, Istar was associated with, and took the form of, a bird in 

Mesopotamia. Consequently, one must regard with suspicion studies which assume the 

bird-(and lion-) association of our U garit Sauskas must be of Anatolian inspiration. It is 

true that a number of remarkable seal impressions (ca. 2000-1800 B.C.) (e.g. fig. 121) on 

tablets from the Karum Kand, the great Old Assyrian trading post in Anatolia, depict a 

seated goddess with lions and birds. Like our U garit Sauska (right) she has flying birds, 

offering stand and reversed-lion double throne. Lloyd believed124 that this was an 

Assyrian seal in Anatolian style, reflecting indigenous Anatolian deities and their animals, 

because they resemble those at Y azilikaya five hundred years later. He failed to take into 

account that Yazilikaya depicts a Jjurro-Hittite pantheon, that the tJurrians in tum 

borrowed much (e.g. !star herself) from the ancient cults of Assyria prior to 1600 B.C., 

and, therefore, that Yazilikaya with its Ninevite !star reflects much earlier tiurro-Assyrian 

material. He also f ailsed to acknowledge that the Old Assyrian colony producing such 

124 S. Lloyd, Early Hiihland PeQples of Anatolia (New York: McGraw Hill, 1967), p. 53, and 
fig. 51. 
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seals as fig. 121 brought Btar of Assyria with them as their onomastica indicate,125 and 

that she was a goddess demonstrably indigenous, not to Anatolia, but to Assyria. 126 This 

digression is given to illustrate that the Assyrian gtar entered Anatolia twice in history, 

once in the Old Assyrian colonies ( ca. 2000-1800), and later with the tJurrian influence 

(ca. 1450-1250 B.C.). As we shall see, in her native Assyria she manifested the 

Mesopotamian tradition of Htar with lions and birds in Icon L, therefore it is far likelier 

that the U garitic §au~ka with lions and birds is derived indirectly from Assyria ( via the 

earlier colonies and later Ijurrian transmission) than representing some obscure 

indigenous Anatolian deity. The ~au~ka of our Ugarit seal (Icon L), then, stands in an 

Assyro-Anatolian continuum having antecedents (fig. 121) at Old Assyrian Kiiltepe (ca. 

2000-1800 B.C.), and successors, e.g. at Malatya (ca. 1100-1000 B.C.) (Icon P), 

apparently sharing a common Assyrian heritage of iconography with birds, lions and dual 

masculine-feminine nature rolled into one goddess. These qualities and iconographic 

elements introduced in our seal will be expanded upon in discussion of Icons N and P. 

125 H. Hirsch, UntersuchuoKeo zur Altassyrischen ReliKion. AfQ Beiheft 13/15, Graz. (1961), 
pp. 25 ff. for example. 

126 H. Lewy, "Istar-~ad and the Bow Star", AS. 16, (1944), p. 273. 



Egyptian Stela of Ramses II and the Warlike "A§tart/'A~tar. 

No provenance, ca. 1250 B.C. (Icon M). 

Scene and Inscription 

212 

This limestone stela127 in the Louvre is poorly preserved, obliterating surface 

details. The bottom half of the stela is missing below the figure's knees so that one cannot 

ascertain the type of base on which the figures may have stood. On the left, Ramses II 

named by the accompanying inscription (but not illustrated here), extends an offering of 

incense and bundle of looped papyrus flowers toward a goddess on the right. Between 

them is a pile of offerings. 

In the register above (not illustrated here) is a recumbent Seth-headed sphinx, 

symbol of the Ramesside Dynasty, both god and dynasty originating in the northeast delta 

area. This area, the border with Asia, may well be the place of origin of the stela, a fact 

which could account for the presence of 'A~tart, the Asiatic goddess so honoured by the 

Ramessides on this stele. Two royal names, "Ramses-Beloved-of-4J\.~tart" and ''i\~tart-is-

on-his-Right", 128 reflect this special relationship of the deity to these kings. 

The goddess stands to the right in the scene of worship and is identified as 'A~tart 

by the hieroglyphic inscription accompanying her, below her right hand. Published 

photos appear to preserve only the first few signs of her name, so that one cannot be sure 

whether the orthography ll or )m was intended. 
I 

Iconography of the Goddess 

The deity faces left, toward the king, receiving his offering. Like the figure of the 

Turin stela (Icon H) some two hundred years previously, and like the Wadi Abbad Stela 

(Icon n possibly fifty years before, she wears the tall plumed atef crown, the crown often 

127 M. Vandier, La Revue du Louvre, 19, (1969), pp. 48 ff. and pl., fig. 10. 
128 R. Stadelmann, sro_, p. 105. 
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worn by Osiris "in his triumphant phase"; 129 the goddess' slim form, like that of the 

stelae (Icons H, n and later Hibis reliefs (Icon U), is wrapped in a tight Egyptian-styled 

dress with plunging neckline and wideset shoulder straps, a style more characteristic of 

the Old and Middle Kingdoms than of the New Kingdom. 130 There are traces on the 

throat and upper breast of what appears to be a pectoral or necklace. Unlike the earlier 

mounted warring figures brandishing weapons on the stelae, this c.A~tart stands placidly, 

arms lowered. In the publication, it is stated that her lowered left hand holds an ankh 

whose traces are said to be preserved, though not visible on the photo. The extended 

lowered right hand holds a vertical element which Vandier131 believed was "un sceptre 

probablement papyrifonne", but the upper part beneath the extended lotuses of Ramses is 

broken, so that its terminal is not visible. From what is visible in the photos, it appears 

that the lowered left hand is empty and the slightly extended right holds a vertical object 

ahead of the body. When goddesses hold lotus or papyifonn sceptres, they normally 

hold them laterally or, if in profile, to the front, but grasped farther up the vertical than is 

shown here. I would suggest the figure is instead holding a spear in a posture identical 

with that of the contemporary 'A~tart on the Bethel seal (ca. 1300 B.C.) (Icon K). Even 

crown, garment and stance are identical. Moreover, it was suggested, when considering 

the Bethel seal that her partner appears to be a pharaoh in warcrown, rather than a 

wargod, owing to the shape of his crown. Here, too, Ramses appears in the blue 

warcrown, so that a context of war or victory seems intended. Although numbers 

preclude statistics, it may be significant that, of all the other named representations of 

'A~tarf7\§tart from Egypt presented in our study, two bear spears (Icons I(?), K), and 

129 R. T. Rundle-Clark, Myth and Symbol in Ancient Egypt. (London: Thames and Hudson, 
1978), p. 238; for variant forms of the W worn by Osiris, cf. V. Ions, En;ptian MytholoiY• (Hamlyn, 
1968), p. 58 and M. Lurker, The Gods and Symbols of Ancient Emt. (Thames and Hudson, 1980), p. 
44. 

130 M. Stead, Egyptian Life, (Cambridge, Harvard UP, 1986), pp. 48-49. 
131 Vandier. La Revue. p. 46. 
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two others probably do (Icons O and U). None bears an ankh, and, quite clearly, none a 

lotus sceptre. These appear to be symbols of cAnat rather than "A~tart. On the basis of 

overall similarity with these examples and on the basis of Ramses' warlike appearance as 

in the similar Bethel seal, I would propose tentatively that her_ extended object may be a 

spear, as it is there, and that the figure may, indeed, find its exact counterpart in the Bethel 

seal (Icon K). 

Association with Seth 

A final comment should be made on the presence of the god Seth, associated with 

the Ramesside Dynasty and with ~~tart here. Seth, although a native Egyptian god, was 

adopted by the Asiatics of the Delta during the so-called Hyksos period (XV-XVI 

Dynasties) and was worshipped by them as Ba~l-Sutekh,132 a Canaanized form of the 

Egyptian god. We know that '-A~tart and Seth (as the Syrian Ba'al) were worshipped 

also in New Kingdom cults at Pi-Ramses in the delta, where i\§tart became patron 

goddess of the city under Ramses. 133 Here both geographical location and association 

with Seth as the Canaanite Ba'al illustrate that her strong Canaanite colouring persisted 

even under dynastic approval. It is significant that, as dynastic patroness of the new city 

where four gods were given the four cornerstones, hers was the eastern one, reflecting her 

origins in Asia. 134 In the New Kingdom, ½Start and 4Anat were also associated with 

Seth as his wives, for the Chester Beatty Papyrus (I, III, ii, 7-iii, 7) records that they were 

given him as settlement of the Battle of Horus and Seth. j\nat and ~~tart were said to 

have been impregnated by Seth but not to bear children.135 'A~tart's link with Seth is also 

warlike, for an inscription of Ramses III from Medinet Habu depicts the two goddesses 

132 B. Watterson, The Gods of Ancient Emt. (London: Batsford, 1984), pp. 114-115. 
133 R. David, The Ancient Emtians. (London: Routledge, Kegan and Paul, 1982), p. 147 and 

A. Perlman, Asherah and Astarte in the Old Testament and Uiaritic Literatures. (Diss. Ph.D., Berkeley, 
1978), p. 192, n. 11. 

134 Pritchard, ANET, p. 470. 
l35 R. Ritner, "A Uterine Amulet in the Oriental Institute Collection," JNES. 43, 1984, p. 216. 
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'A§tart and 'Anat in this way: "(the war-god) Montu and Seth are with him (the king) in 

every fray; 'Anat and c.A~tart are a shield to him" .136 Consequently, although Seth 

appears on this stela as dynastic god of the Ramessides, he is also appropriately 

associated with the Asiatic goddess cAstart in sexual and warlike relations, as well as in 

Asiatic affiliation and east delta location for this period. 

136 Pritchard, AlSEI p. 250. 
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Hittite Rock Relief Depicting and Naming the ljurrian Sauska (Htar). 

Yazilikaya, Anatolia, ca. 1250 B.C. (Icons N-1, N-2) 

Background 

On the plains of northeast Turkey, about two miles from the Hittite capital 

Boghazkoy, stands the renowned Hittite rockshrine called Yazilikaya. Formed from 

natural walls of high limestone outcrops, on a natural spring, this open-air sanctuary 

served the state cult and kings of the Hittite Empire in the reigns of IJattusili III and 

Tudl)aliya IV, ca. 1275-1245 B.C. The outcrop served as the walls for two adjacent 

chambers with entrance propylon, forming an impressive religious and political 

monument. There remain weathered cultic installations in the form of altar bases, and 

remarkable reliefs cut in a continuous register about three feet high along the rock face of 

both chambers. In the main chamber A, to the west, this continuous band represents a 

procession of figures in low relief, arranged so that those on the west wall, facing right, 

are counterparts of those on the east wall, facing left (figs. 122-123). Both east and west 

halves of the procession converge on a central panel of larger figures on the north wall 

(figs. 122:Ll; 123:Rl). This panel, depicting the encounter of a larger god (Ll) and 

goddess, is the focus of the monument. Behind the chief god of this divine couple, 

extends a procession of forty-one deities, virtually all male, while the goddess (Rl) in like 

fashion is flanked by a row of twenty figures, virtually all female, and mostly identical in 

appearance. 

Who are these gods and what is the significance of these processions? The 

identity of the frieze of figures has been established in most cases, by the Hittite 

hieroglyphs which accompany each figure, usually aoove the outstretched hand. From 

these we know that the figures are gods and goddesses of the thirteenth century Hittite 
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pantheon, and, in two cases, the divine king representing a god.137 The word "pantheon" 

is used in its broadest sense, since the Hittites never truly synthesized all of the myriad 

gods of Anatolia, retaining what Akurgal dubbed a "spiritual federation" of hundreds of 

deities. 

Hittite Religious Eclecticism 

Because the Hittites were relative newcomers to Anatolia (ca. 1800 B.C. onward), 

they adopted and adapted gods from the rich Anatolian ethnic strata of tJattic, Luwian, 

Palaic and other indigenous peoples, as well as those of neighbouring states. A 

considerable input came also from north Mesopotamia (e.g. from Assyria via the Old 

Assyrian colonies in Ki.iltepe, ca. 1800 B.C.); the more hostile environs of south 

Mesopotamia, too, supplied many of the myths, epics and hymns which were faithfully 

copied by the archivists at Boghazkoy. They employed the original Mesopotamian 

languages and scripts, clarified by Hittite translations. They also borrowed and put their 

new stamp on pre-existing art forms from Mesopotamia, such as the relief and the seal. 

This eclecticism ensured that much of Mesopotamian religion and its artf orms passed into 

official Hittite religion of the Empire. 

Probably the most pervasive, but problematic, elements of Hittite religion is the 

tf urrian element: e.g. the Hittite pantheon applied many tJurrian names and icons for its 

gods and infused much of its art with ljurrian-Syrian iconography, but the components 

are difficult to disentangle. There is an elusive interweaving of Hurrian religious motifs 
V 

after ca. 1800 B.C. in the Hittite Old Kingdom, when ljurrians appeared at Killtepe and 

southward in north Syria, so that many tJurrian features were already in place by the 

Hittite Empire. As Hittite power and influence spread down into north Syria and 

Palestine by ca. 1450 B.C., even more borrowing came from contact points with the 

powerful Hurro-Mitanni in their satellite cities Aleppo, U garit, Alalakh and Mari. These .,, 

137 E. Akurgal M. Rinner. Art of the Hittites, (London: Thames-Hudson, 1962), p. 75. 
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cosmopolitan cities facilitated a borrowing that included :tJurrian motifs, often in Syrian 

terms. To complicate matters, a second infusion of Assyrian input came into Anatolia, 

this time through the Hurrian interface in North Syria, since the Hurro-Mitannian kingdom 
V 

encompassed not only North Syria, but Assyria, including Nineveh, down to Nuzi farther 

south. The -tf urri adopted cults from Assyria and southcentral Mesopotamia, spread them 

into North Syria, and ultimately the Hittites adopted some of them via North Syria. 

Hurrian influence was particularly strong, too, in Hittite religion, becaus--: ~he .. 
queens of tJurro-Hittite dynastic marriages ca. 1400 B.C. onward took active roles in 

shaping state religion. The queen Pudu~epa, tJurrian daughter of a priest of 'Sauska, 

undertook to alter the Hittite pantheon with its co-existing and duplicated local gods. At 

her hand, much of the pantheon altered in a sweeping reform which affected, among other 

aspects, the reliefs at Yazilikaya: Pudugepa, at the start of Tudhaliya IV's reign was his 

co-regent, and the two began 

"une revision generale des statues divine ... (occasioning the writing of 

extensive divine inventories); . .. le but de la reforme etait de remettre en 

ordre ... un pantheon trop complique. Ils fixaient ainsi des types divins 

en petit nombre, illustres par une plastique uniforme. Le sanctuaire de 

Yazilikaya s'insere dans cette vaste operation, lorsque le pantheon 

hourrite domine a la cour de Hattu§a (Boghazkoy) et qu'on veut en 
"' 

perpetuer l'image officielle. C'est ( c.a.d. Yazilikaya) une replique -

vraiment royale - des nombreux sanctuaires provinciaux, ou dans le 

meme ordre, les pretres executaient devant les statues divines, les 

prescriptions de la magie et du culte hourrite ". 138 

We may, then, conclude three important facts about the reliefs at Yazilikaya. The 

site is a conscious reflection of the Hurrian power behind the Hittite throne at Boghazkoy, 
" 

138 E. Laroche, "Le Pantheon de Yazilikaya", 1CS, 6, (1952), p. 122. 
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and is thus more ljurrian than Hittite in many respects. This is borne out by the fact that 

all the figures at Y azilikaya have tJurrian rather than Hittite divine names preserved in their 

accompanying Hittite hieroglyphic inscriptions. We are dealing with Hittite depiction of 

borrowed tJurrian gods preponderant in the Hittite Empire of Anatolia and North Syria. 

Secondly, at Yazilikaya were assembled representational types of all the main gods and 

their byforms from the many widespread local cults in a an attempt at unification. For 

example, the reliefs portray the Weathergod of tJattusa on the left, and the Weathergod of 

Heaven in the centre, both local forms of the same meteorological deity, identified with 

Adad in the Semitic world. From this fact, we may anticipate that there will be duplication 

of co-existing local forms with slight or even no iconographic distinction, the difference 

occurring in name only. Thirdly, the deliberate assemblage of such deities into a 

formulaic presentation, governed by the Hittite ruling class at the national shrine, means 

that, unlike the sixteenth century with its multitude of colourful local depictions, now the 

gods are depicted according to "conventions graphic and formal (which) constitute 

recognizable criteria of Hittite imagery. These are imperial conventions" .139 Although 

the reliefs are, indeed, imperial Hittite, and follow fixed Hittite criteria, which sets them 

apart from the art of their neighbours, we shall observe that some also reflect hidden 

peculiarities which deviate from this norm in a significant way, a fact which points to their 

Hurrian and Mesopotamian roots. This is particularly true of the two figures named as 
" 
Sauska/Htar. 

~au~ka, the flurrian Htar1 and the Mesopotamian lstar 

It has been necessary to present this background of the Y azilikaya reliefs in order 

to understand the Sau~ka reliefs. It is not the purpose of this study to reiterate the 

139 Lloyd, Hiiblands, p. 74 
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adequate older study by Danmanville140 of these ~au~ka representations, but to analyze 

her iconography afresh in light of texts on the Ijurrian Istar now available141 and to 

consider the whole in light of their relation with similar forms of I~tar from Syria, Assyria 

and Hurri. 
V 

The reasons for identifying Sauska/Istar at Yazilikaya as the ljurrian goddess have 

been given above. Yet, we have noted also that Mesopotamian deities figure prominently 

in the Hittite pantheon, leading one to question whether she may also preserve 

Mesopotamian elements, just as the Mesopotamian Istar occurs in Hittite mythic and 

literary texts. The Hurro-Hittite ritual and religious texts leave us in no doubt that Sauska 
y 

was, indeed, in her main form at least, from A_ssyria, since she is repeatedly called 

"Sauska of Nineveh".142 The original Istar of Assyria had a cult of great antiquity, 

possibly dating to proto-historic times, but textually attested from at least Ititi (Akkadian 

Period), 143 when her temples were erected in the fledgling Assyria, not yet a state, but a 

mere dependency on rulership from southern Mesopotamia. We have mentioned above 

that, after 1800 B.C. when the ljurro-Mitanni set up their Syrian kingdom, they 

enveloped in their jurisdiction not only north Syria, but also the fledgling Assyria and 

northern Mesopotamia down to and including Nuzi. 144 During this period of dominance 

they adopted the longstanding worship of !star of Nineveh and spread her cult to areas 

farther west under their jurisdiction. This leads us to expect, for example, that the t{urrian 

Istars at Nineveh, at Nuzi, or in Anatolia under Hurrian influence are likely to share 
u 

140 J. Danmanville, "L'Iconographie d'Istar-~au~ga en Anatolie Ancienne", RA 56, (1962), 
pp. 9 ff.; 113 ff. and 175 ff; also her "Ape~us sur l'Art Hittite apropos de l'Iconographie d'Btar-
Sa~ga", Revue Hittite et Asianigue, 70, (1962), pp. 37 ff. 

141 Cf.~ n. 6. 
2 w 14 Sauska is called !star of Nineveh passim in Wegner's Sawyska but particularly in 

M. Vieyra, "Istar de Ninive", RA 51, (1957), two parts, pp. 83 ff. and 130 ff. 
143 A. K. Grayson~ Assyrian Royal Inscriptions, Vol. L From the Beiionini to A§ur-Resha-

ls.hi.I, (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1972), p. 2. 
144 Cf. V. Haas, "Remarks on the ijurrian Istar-Sawuska of Nineveh in the Second Millennium 

B.C.", Smner 35, (1979) for the extent of their influence. 
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common characteristics. Moreover, it will be demonstrated (discussion of Icon N) that of 

two goddesses accompanying Sau~ka at Y azilikaya, one named Ninatta is, in fact, a 

Ijurrian version of Ninuaitu/ Ninaitu,145 none other than the Assyrian word "Ninevite", 

used in Assyria as a divine name for !star. In her, too, will be embodied some of the 

Assyrian essence of !star transmitted to Yazilikaya. 

With the foreknowledge that we must examine our Sauska at Yazilikaya on the 

superficial imperial Hittite level, on the deeper level of t{urrian transmission, and on the 

deepest level of Assyrian origin, we may now begin an analysis of her iconography, 

keeping these iconographic strands in mind. 

Iconography of Icons N-1, N-2 

The rigours of fixed Hittite imperial iconography are very helpful in telling us 

definite things about Sauska, but let us encapsulate something of Hittite iconography to 

illustrate our line of approach. Hittite iconographers followed set conventions in the 

representation of male and female deities, their hierarchies of rank, and associated gods or 

families. Their conventions for male and female gods, for example, were so clear that 

there is no mistaking gender in Hittite an as there can be in Mesopotamia. Gods wear 

shortsleeved tunics ending at the knee, perhaps with c-loak and sword. Their crowns are 

tall and pointed or rounded with horns front and rear, indicating both deity and rank. 

Gods characteristically wear a beard without moustache, and have short or long plaited · 

hair ending in a curl. The inflexibility of iconography is such that male deities always 

press one bent aim to the body and extend the other forward, showing the palm of the fist 

and the other hand shows the back of the fist. Deities in general are in profile, but male 

gods turn the upper torso, providing more frontality. 

145 Ninuaitu is a simple feminine singular gentilic form derived from the cityname, Ninua 
(Nineveh), of a type well attested for city goddess names of !star (e.g. Urkitu, "Urukean", Zabalitu, 
"Zabalite" etc. ). 
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Goddesses too are formulaically defined. One hand, like the gods', is extended 

before the breast, but the other is curled upward, fingers pressed together, toward the face 

unlike gods, with arm held to torso. They wear a or crennelated city crown like the 

later Tyches, 146 or flat caps occasionally. Their hair is long, plaits extending down to 

their belts. Their gowns are floorlength and full, falling in pleats or folds from a belt. 

Some have cloaks. 

General features of deities include, for both genders, upturned Hittite mountaineer 

boots, distinctive crowns and optional characteristic mounts, (e.g. the Weathergod stands 

on mountains, tJepat stands on a panther or lion). All have rank determinable in size and 

position in groups, but their most common characteristic, on both monumental art and 

smaller pieces,1 47 is their identification by hieroglyphs, usually just above the 

outstretched hand. 

The Sauskas of Y azilikaya: Two Forms 
.., 

At Yazilikaya, two deities are labelled hieroglyphically as Sauska. The more 

elaborate of the two Sauskas, number 38 on the west wall (fig. 122, west 5), is given 

importance by its size and rank (fourth behind the forms of the Weathergod). Excluding 

Ninatta and Kulitta, her companions (fig. 122, west 6, 7), she stands at the head of a 

triad with the moongod (west 8) and sungod (in form of the divine king [west 9]) behind 

her. Sauska is well attested textually in the tiurrian world as the spouse or sister of 

different forms of the Weathergod, whose Syro-Mesopotamian counterpart is 

Hadad/Addu-Adad. 148 She is probably his sister here, since tJepat appears paired with 

146 M. L. Barre, The God-List in the Treaty Between Hannibal and Philip v of Macedonia: A 
Study in Light of the Ancient Near Eastern Treaty Tradition, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1983), pp. 71. 

147 Muscarella. Norbert Schimmel. No. 123, Stag Rhyton. 
148 On lstar/Sauskas' textual link with Adad and temples, there are numerous examples from 

areas of Hurrian influence, eg. Nuzi, Assyria and Levantine towns such as Alalakh. For example, 
D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets. p. 63, No. 126, records Iarimlim swearing an oath by Adad and 
Istar at Alalakh and Wiseman (p. 16) indicated the main gods of Alalakh were Addu (the West Semitic 
Stormgod), Istar and ljepat sharing shrines within one temple. Wegner in Sawuska clarifies the reason as 
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him as spouse. In Mesopotamia the triad Sfn, ~amas, Btar (Moon, Sun and Venus) 

recurs in texts of all varieties for over 2500 years, because Btar as Venus is daughter of 

the moon, and twin-sister of the sun. It is highly likely that Mesopotamian theology has 

influenced Hurro-Hittite theology in this representation, blending her arrangement in an 
I, 

astral triad simultaneously with her positioning in the train of the Weathergod. We shall 

return to a fuller discussion of her accoutrements. 

The second Sau~ka (number 56, east 14) on the east wall, trails far to the rear of 

the file of goddesses in which she stands, a file flanking the chief central goddess tiepat 

(No. Rl). She is undistinguished from her sister goddesses of this file, by iconography 

or affiliation, her distinction arising merely from her name in hieroglyphs. This 

suggests that she is here a lesser goddess than the other Sau~a on the opposite wall. 

Before accounting for the presence of two Sau!kas, one on the left, and one on the right, 

let us examine their context and individual iconographies. 

Greater Sau~ka, No. 38 (Icon N-1) 

The greater Sau~ka on the left (No. 38) stands as the main female in a female triad 

with her two by-forms, amid fony-one male gods. The only other female exceptions are 

the goddesses Ninatta and Kulitta, demonstrably (her own byfonns cf. pp. 238 ff.), 

adjacent to her. Since all three are fonns of Sauska, and stand together, essentially there 

is only~ exception in the group of gods, viz. Sauska in three female byfonns. On the 

other side of the procession, the lesser Sauska (No.56) (Icon N-2) stands in a file of 

twenty one goddesses, there being only one exception of gender in this file either viz. 

Sarruma, son of t{epat, grouped with her in small scale, as an adjunct to his mother. This 

twofold; in the western ljurro-Hittite world, Sawuska was sister of Teshub (the ljurro-Hittite stormgod), 
but, by syncretism with ljepat, particularly in the e$tern ijurrian area, could also be considered wife of 
Teshub, as at Nuzi (15th-14th C.), and mother of their son ~arruma; Wegner indicates that she was sister 
of Teshub (the stormgod) in the Kumarbi myth. In Mitanni, Teshub and Sauslca headed the pantheon (cf. 
Wegner. Sawu~ka. pp. 43-44). 
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suggests the left one (No. 38) was classed as masculine and, accordingly, (with her 

byforms) was grouped with exclusively male gods, whereas the right one (No. 56) was 

classed as feminine and grouped with female deities. Ample textual attestation in tf urro-

" Hittite ritual indicates that Sauska was considered to have two_forms, one masculine and 

one feminine (cf. n. 138). I have chosen these terms carefully, specifically to avoid using 

the words "male" and "female", since the texts always refer to her as grammatically 

feminine, although she is said to have masculine accoutrements, and, for example, to have 

the form of a "standing man"149 in certain text inventories. She is always referred to as a 

woman, but with masculine and feminine dress, roles and activities in a clear dichotomy. 

Yazilikaya 38: Dress (Icon N-1) 

The masculine-feminine grouping of two forms of Sauska at Yazilikaya and the 

masculine-feminine dichotomy and clothing inventories of the texts, finds support in the 

dress of the figures at Yazilikaya. The lefthand figure is largely clad as a god. She wears 

the high crown of a god, the characteristic male earring and long queue ending in a curl, 

characteristic of gods. Her shortsleeved jacket and arm postures are also typical of gods 

rather than goddesses, as is the axe borne in her right hand. From the waist up, then, she 

complies with the iconography of imperial Hittite gods and is grouped with them in high 

rank. 

From the waist downward, however, her form is aberrant. The tunic of male gods 

is replaced by the pleated skirt of goddesses, under a cloak, but the skirt deviates totally 

from the norm of Hittite goddesses, being withdrawn in an elborated arch at the hips to 

reveal the hips and one nude leg. Moreover, the feet are not booted in Hittite style, but 

149 Wegner, §awuska, p. 46, presents ljurro-Hittite texts on the male-female Sauskas and on 
the standing male form. In the offering list Klm. XXVII. 1, there are two Sauslcas ("~auska of the Field", 
[I. 3 7] and Sau§ka of Heaven [I. 59]) among male gods, a group which is summarized in the cuneifonn 
text as, in the group of "the male gods (which) has been dealt with"; then follows the female goddess 
(three fonns of !star of different cities) summarized as feminine. On p. 39, in a temple inventory there is a 
description of "Sauska of the (Battle) cry, statue of gold, standing, man (person)". 
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emerge nude from her skirt. The withdrawal of skirt and nude feet are features unheard of 

in Hittite inconography, but are quite characteristic of goddesses in Southern Mesopotamia 

(fig. 128), Syria,150 and Assyria151 (e.g. our figs. 124-127, 130, 133), which are almost 

undeniably Htar forms, since they originate in known Inanna/Htar precincts. 

In Yazilikaya 38, the Hittite iconographer has adapted the unveiling motif 

awkwardly so that it fits badly on the profile legs, as if he has combined a frontal view of 

unveiling with a profile view of the legs. Compare this with the ungainliness of a Syro-

Hittite seal of the period, fig. 148, which probably represents an unveiling warlike Htar 

too. Both artists seem unsure of the iconography, but wish to express the idea of 

unveiling; in Syria or Assyria, the unveiling motif was normally applied to frontal 

figures of goddesses (as figs. 124-129), whereas, in Hittite tradition, gods were 

normally in profile. and presented a problem in applying the open skirt. The 

iconographers of the relief and seal, then, were trying to marry two distinct and 

incompatible traditions of divine representation without sacrificing either. The results are 

150 Examples of unveiling figures probably I!tar, in Mesopotamia and Syria are: a nude figure 
on a terra cotta from under the Ur III Gimil-Sin Temple from the palace chapel of E~nunna, cf. 
H. Frankfort, s. Lloyd, The Gimil-Sin Temple and Palace of the Rulers at Tell Asmar. Q.lf 43, fig. 
125a.: a nude with multiplehomed crown, bearing only one sleeve on a nude body, standing on a lion from 
the UR 111/lsin Larsa period, at Ur-Diqdiqqeh, cf. L. Woolley, M. Mallowan. Ur; The Old Babylonian 
~. Uli VII, (1975), pl. 81, No. 158. There is also an undated terracotta from the northwest gate of 
Eanna, fig. 128 Uruk, cf. J. Jordan. Uruk Warka. WVDOG 51, Taf. 82a, No. 284 of a goddess in long 
fitted dress unveiling. In Syria, an interesting example is the shell plaque found near the Early Dynastic 
I~tar temple at Mari where a nude, with ann raised, unveils in a feather(?) cape (cf. M.-Th. Barrelet, "A 
Propos d'une Plaquette Trouvee a Mari" Sma 29 [1952], fig. 1). 

151 Some of the most striking examples of probable mars fully unveiling appear on temple 
artefacts from her early temple levels at A~ur. Examples are the powerful little figure on a terra cotta 
model of a bed ( or shrine f~e?) of a frontal goddess with cloak withdrawn exposing the torso and painted 
red and black (cf. Andrae, AIL WVDOG 39, Taf. 12 (our fig. 126) which has a parallel in a similar figure 
published by Andrae Das Wie<Jerstandene AHur. Abb. 32 and p. 79) (our fig. 125), from the Ur III level of 
her temple (G-level) came an unveiling nude with feather cape raised at shoulder level baring the body 
(Andrae, AIL Taf. 54x, 132a, Ass. 11 I 96) (our fig. 124) a variant of the motif appears in the later 
Tukulti-Ninurta building level (Middle Assyrian) of the mar temple there, where an Assyrian/Kassite glass 
seal depicts her dressed but unwinding her belt in symbolic stripping, in an elaborate arch over her head, 
(cf. Andrae, ilI. Abb. 65, S. 19036a), (our fig. 127). In figs. 130-134 winged, unveiling figures believed 
to be Htar, are attested for the Neo-Assyrian period. 
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a maladroitness of representation, but a perfectly comprehensible symbolism, the most 

important aim of the icon. With regard to the Yazilikaya relief, the artist, by adding the 

unveiling motif, assures us that this is the sexual female, but presented in otherwise 

masculine aspect, among male deities. 

Yazilikaya 38: Wings (Icon N-1) 

The other non-Hittite feature of this goddess is a pair of curved wings arising 

from her shoulders. It finds a later descendent in the Malatya Hittite reliefs of.Sau~ka 

(Icon P and fig. 171, second deity), indicating that there was a ljurro-Hittite tradition of 

the warrior Sau~ka with wings. In this divine assembly, only the moongod has a 

similar pair of wings, 152 reflective of the fact that wings, characteristic of Sau~a here, 

are relatively uncommon in Hittite art. Hittitologists consider wings to be foreign features 

in Hittite iconography, but they are, of course, well attested in the art of Syria and 

Mesopotamia for certain periods as characteristic of wargoddesses (cf. figs. 140-144):153 

regarding the Akkad seal !§tars (e.g. Icon D), we have shown that the warrior Htar was 

winged in much the same way at that period and in the Old Babylonian period (e.g. fig. 

152). Numerous Middle and Neo-Assyrian figures on ivories and seals (figs.130-136) 

which are probably Htar, also show her with wings, often four in number, so that her 

winged icons are well attested in Mesopotamia, ca. 2400-612 B.C. 

These icons mentioned are paralleled by texts of their periods describing Htar as a 

bird or as winged, particularly in battle, e.g. for the Akkad or Assyrian period,154 

l52 The god seventh behind ~auska however appears to have one wing also. 
153 Three examples of many are E. Porada, "Syrian Seal Impressions on Tablets dated in the 

Time of ijammurapi and Samsuiluna" 16, (1957), pl. XXX, fig. 2; and Pl. XXX fig. 1 and drawing 
p. 193; H. Seyrig. "Quelques Cylindres Syriens". Sa 40, (1963). pl. XXI, fig. 1 and B. Buchanan, . 
CatalOiUC I. No. 877). 

154 For the Akkad period. cf. an example in W.W.Hallo and J. Van Dijk. Exaltation of Inanna. 
(New Haven, 1968). p. 16, lines 17-20, Hymn of Enheduanna, says of her" 0 destroyer of mountains. 
you lent the storm wings; 0 beloved of Enlil, you came flying into the country"; In the Neo-Assyrian 
period are two examples, the first a hymn of selfpraise of lltar who says. "my wings wave, my wings 
wave" (C. Frank, Kultlieder, No. 6 = KAR. 306, vs. 12) and a Neo-Assyrian oracle of Esarhaddon, 
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hymnal content echoes her seal iconography; closer to Anatolia, the tJurrian texts 

associating her with birds and giving her the form of wings herself, l55 indicates that the 

wings of Sauska at Yazilikaya are probably IJurrian icons, borrowed in turn from 

Mesopotamia, specifically Assyria and remotely, Akkad. They appear in all of these 

cultures, as here, to be diagnostic of the warlike !star. This may not be exclusive of other 

deities, but the feature is indeed rare. 

Yazilikaya 38: Weapons (N-1) 

The characteristic, but badly obliterated, accoutrement of the main Sau~ka (No. 

38) at Yazilikaya is an axe held in the right hand and resting over the right shoulder. The 

axe, too, is attested for the Mesopotamian Htar in texts156 as well as on terra cottas (figs. 

137-138).157 An outstanding figure, almost surely of Sau~ka/Btar from the Sau~ka/lstar 

temple at {:Jurrian Nuzi in Mesopotamia (fig. 139), shows an unveiling and armed Sau~ka 

bearing a small battle-axe in her right hand, curving likewise to the right shoulder. Hurro-.., 

Hittite texts name the gold axe as a distinctive trait of Sau~ka the warrior. 158 

Consequently, the Y azilikaya axe bearing ~au~ka has Mesopotamian antecedents dating 

back to the Akkad period, and finds confirmation in the magnificent Nuzi I::!urrian !star 

figurine, as part of ljurro-Mesopotamian iconography. 

emphasizing her protectiveness, for she says, "I (lstar) have raised you between my wings" (S. Langdon, 
Tammuz. p. 3, vi, 21. 

l55 A ijurro-Hittite text describing a seated female and standing male form of Sa~ka, describes 
both forms as having wings sprouting "from the shoulderblades" (L. Rost, MlQ 8, [1963]. pp. 175 ff.). 
Her bird associations in Hurm-Hittite tradition are swnmarized in Wegner, Sawu§lca. pp. 89 ff . .., 

156 An example occurs in a hymn to Inanna/l§tar describing how her cult personnel present 
weapons before her. "The sword, the double axe which [knows] no mercy, go before holy Joanna"; cf. 
T. Solyman Die Entstehun& und EntwickluUK der QOtterwaffen im alten MeSQpotamien, p. 71 and p. 122 
for figures of I!tar with sickle-axe and sickle lion-axe in the Akkad period. 

157 Cf. Solyman, EntstehuQK. p. 122 and pl. 436 for an Old Babylonian terra cotta of an 
Istarlike figure with shoulder-held open-work axe (our fig. 137), and for a heavy rectangular bladed axe on 
the shoulder of an Btarlike figure, cf. M. Th.-Barrelet, Fi&urines et Reliefs en Terre Cuite de la 
Mesgpotamie AntiQue, No. 562 (our fig. 138). 

158 Wegnerr SawuSka. p. 39 mentions the fiurro-Hittite description of the "male" standing 
Sauska with gold axe. 
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Yazilikaya 38: Unveiling (Icon N-1) 

The final feature of this goddess to be considered is her sexuality. We have noted 

the ico~ographer's awkward insistence on her unveiling, and noted her nude feet and legs 

as deviant from the Hittite tradition. Iconographically, a plethora of unveiling Htars, 

named and unnamed, arise in Mesopotamia (figs. 124-134) and Syria (figs. 140-148) for 

most periods, 159 so that the origin of the type in Syria and Mesopotamia, rather than 

Anatolia need not be doubted. Textually, the role of Btar as whore and sexual woman is 

well attested there for two thousand years, too. It is however, interesting to note that 

IJurrian texts too describe Htar as alluring, sexual and disrobing, particularly in the epics 

and myths160 whose origins are, of course, Mesopotamian. 

Iconographically, the best parallel for the chief Yazilikaya Sauska is the ljurrian 

Sauska/l§tar from Nuzi (fig. 139), ca. 1450 B.C. She, too, armed with axe and quiver, 

wears the high horned crown and the short jacket of t{urro-Hittite gods, and a Hittite boot 

on one foot only! In these respects, she is masculine. The other foot is naked except for a 

woman's bracelet; the legs are bare, while the hips and pubic area-are markedly nude, 

unveiled by withdrawing the long skirt in a pronounced arch, much as the Yazilikaya 

figure does. The masculinity of the figure is undeniable in its crown, dress, weapon, one 

boot and ugly little face with lack of coiffure; the feminity of it is undeniable in the 

shapely leg, fleshy abdomen and pubic area, and in the withdrawing of the skirt. The 

l59 For unveiling Utars, mostly from or near Istar temples, cf. nn. 150-151 above. To these 
should be added the examples on Syrian styled seals, (cf. figs. 140-146). Examples of unveiling 
goddesses from Syrian seals are D. Collon. The Seal Impressions from Tell Atchana/Alalakh, Neukirchen-
Vluyn, Neukirchener Verlag, 1975) figs. 60, 95, 198 from Alalakh VII and IV; for armed unveiling 
goddesses, cf. H. Bosse~ Altsyrien, p. 246, fig. 852; E. Porada, "Syrian Seal Impressions on Tablets 
dated in the Time of ijammurapi and Samsuiluna" 16, (1957), pl. XXX figs. 1, 2 and H. Seyrig, 
"Quelques Cylindres Syriens", Sma 40, (1%3), pl. XXI, fig. 1. 

16° Cf. the motif of~tart standing disrobed before the sea in the !jedammu myth, J. Siegelbva, 
Appu-Mnrchen und Hedammu Mythus; Studien zu den Bo"hazkQy Texten, (Wiesbaden, 1971), p. 55 and 
in the myth of the ~ountain god Piw~a and Btar (KllB. XXXIII. 108) she appears undressed, cf. 
J. Friedrich, "Zu einigen altkleinasiatischen Gottheiten", Jahrbuch fiir Kleinasiatische Forschun 2, 
(1952/53), pp. 147 ff. 
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schism is nowhere more deliberately and symbolically portrayed than in the contrasting 

warrior's boot and bare braceleted foot. All realism has been abandoned in favour of the 

symbolic statement that this is a goddess with masculine and feminine attributes. The 

!:lurro-Mesopotamian artist at Nuzi handled the conventions with consummate skill, 

whereas the Hittite sculptor of Yazilikaya, like the maker of the Syro-Hittite seal (fig. 

148), was less skilful in adapting the foreign motif to the exactions of Hittite formalism. 

Nonetheless, all three artists making the unveiling ~au~kas have felt above all artistic 

considerations, the necessity of conveying a symbolic statement: viz. Sau~ka is warlike 

and sexual, masculine and feminine. 

Yazilikaya 38: Masculine-Feminine Nature and the Problem of Duality 

While the main Yazilikaya 38 figure (Icon N-1) has a dual nature, it can at the 

same time be viewed as largely masculine, standing with a male group of gods and 

dressed in masculine attire. Its counterpart on the east wall (No. 56, Icon N-2) is totally 

feminine, standing amid female deities in feminine attire. From this perspective, these two 

Sauskas on opposite walls constitute an extrinsic duality, which in a sense, parallels the 

internal duality of the main Sau~ka figure alone. What is the nature of the second SauSka 

on the east wall? She is quite colourless in contrast with her bellicose sister goddess, 

being purely female without weapons. She wears a high polos, long hair, and full:length 

pleated skirt modestly falling to the ground as well as the normal upturned shoes. She 

adopts the characteristic pose of Hittite goddesses. 

The Problem of Two Sauskas at Yazilikaya 

But why are there two goddesses named Sauska at Yazilikaya? We have 

mentioned above the Hittite pantheon's easy accommodation of overlapping local gods, 

whose natures may be duplicated and juxtaposed artistically. One is, then, tempted to say 

that each Sauska is a local goddess from a different area, and, indeed, dozens of Sau~kas 

are known from many towns, e.g. ~au~ka of Lawazantiya, of Tamininga, of Samutia etc. 
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Yet, at Y azilikaya, one would expect these forms to be grouped together, as in the case of 

the Weathergod and his byforms, if they are merely local variants of the same deity. 
v 

One is reminded that Sauska named on the Ugarit seal (Icon L) also appeared to 

have a dual form, one warlike and one feminine, merged on ov_erlapping seats. The same 

merged dualism occurred on the figurine from the Nuzi temple of !star (fig. 139), 

discussed above, and on a figure, possibly !star, on the Syro-Hittite seal of fig. 148. The 

dual natures are amply illustrated in Mesopotamian and Jjurro-Hittite texts (supra, pp. 225 

ff.) and appear to be expressed, in Mesopotamia at least, in temple architecture as well. 

We have alluded previously to the existence of many double Htar temples, some double, 

some with two cellae (as at A~far, Nuzi or Mari), reflecting an inherent dualism of the 

goddess, as do the texts and particularly the seals and Nuzi figurine. The consistency of 

this dualism in texts, architecture and cult over such a wide area and long span of time 

discourages an explanation merely in terms of local variants. 

Astral Duality 

It has long been my opinion, contrary to the entrenched explanations of 

androgyny, hermaphroditism or the like, that Istar's dualism was somehow essential to 

her nature. reflecting, not a bifurcation, but a doubling of some sort. I believe it is an 

expression of the Mesopotamian recognition that, astronomically, Venus as morning star 

and evening star was one and the same. 161 As morning star, Htar was traditionally the 

warrior; as evening star, she was the prostitute, the eternal feminine. Yet, because the 

161 "Omen texts from the First Babylonian Dynasty (ca. 1900-1660 B.C.) confirm that the ... 
Mesopo~ians understood that Venus as the morning star and as the evening star was the same 
(E. C. Krupp, Echoes of the Ancient Skies; Astronomy of Lost Civilizations. (Scarborough: New 
American Library, 1983), p. 306 and for its pre-Pythagorean significance, cf. W. Heimpel, "A Catalog of 
Near Eastern Venus Deities", Syro Mesopotamian Studies. (1982), p. 11. In a list of stars with which 
Dilbat-Istar (Venus) was identified in the various months of the year, the concluding entries read 1.13: 
"(x) = Venus = at sunrise; (1.14, 15:) (x) = Venus = at sunset; (1.16) (x) = Venus". (Venus is written 
doilbat). Cf. T. J. Pinches, "The Goddess mar in Assyro-Babylonian Literature",~ 1909, p. 25. In 
an lnanna/I~tar text, she is called ilat !imetan. ilat sereti. "Goddess of twilight, goddess of morning light", 
G. A. Reisner, Silli, p. 98. 
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Mesopotamians knew that the evening and morning stars were merely two appearances of 

the same "star" (planet), they had the task of expressing, in religious and iconographic 

terms, that the astral phenomenon was at once two different things and, at the same time, 

one entity only. It was entirely sensible to express the duality in terms of opposites, 

(viz. masculine-feminine, warlike-pacific), yet to maintain their underlying oneness by 

making them merely manifestations of the same goddess. In this way, scientific reality, 

religious belief and artistic convention were successfully blended without detriment to 

any of the components. 

Setting forth the hypothesis that the two separate forms of ~au~ka at Yazilikaya 

(Nos. 38, 56, Icons N-1 and N-2) represent the two astral forms of !star as morning and 

evening star, is there any supporting evidence? That the main figure, at least, is 

considered astral may be deduced from her position in the godfile, followed by the 

moongod and then the sungod (in form of the divine king). Hittite art normally observes 

strict conventions off amilial arrangement, grouping families or circles of gods in couples 

and triads, when they occur in the belief system. We have mentioned that !star in 

Mesopotamia and Syria commonly formed part of the astral triad, Sin-Samas-Btar (Moon, 

Sun, Venus) as daughter and sister respectively, particularly in hymns and prayers. There 

is little evidence of her genealogy in ljurro-Hittite texts, but a few myths and hymns point 

to two traditions, both Mesopotamian in origin: She can be daughter of Anu or Stn,162 

that is, of the chief god of heaven, or of the moongod. In either case, her heavenly astral 

nature is alluded to in I:,Iurro-Hittite tradition. 
., 

Finally, it may be suggested that placement of the two forms of Sauska opposite each 

other on east and west walls is astrally significant. We have referred to the Hittite 

tendency to place local byforms of each god together in a group, so that this opposition 

deviates from standard Hittite practice. If we recall that Yazilikaya was an open-air 

162 Cf. Wegner, SawuSka. p. 43. 
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shrine, under sun by day and stars by night, we may ask whether Sau~ka's east-west 

positioning does not coincide with directional points for the morning and evening Sau~ka 

as Venus. The ancient Mesopotamians were certainly aware of the alternating east and 

west patterns of Venus' (!star's) settings and risings since they recorded, for example, 

tables of its eastern settings (periods of waning) and western risings (periods of 

waxing),163 which bracketed its ninety-day periods of invisibility at superior conjunction 

every eight years. To these eastern and western Venus-Btars the Mesopotamians 

attributed specific natures. For example, an Is tar hymn has her say, in two couplets of 

reversed paralellism: 

"In the beginning was I the whore. advancing on high: (a) 

Istar, goddess of evenin~ am l.(b) 

Htar, goddess of the dawn am I:(b) 

... who sends forth her name into the lands (a) ... (viz. in conquest)". 164 

This excerpt represents the concept in Mesopotamia, whence came the Hurro-Hittite ... 
.., 
Sauska, that Venus-Istar visible in the evening sky, was considered a whore, and in the 

morning sky a warrior. The distinction was clearly expressed in other texts concerning 

Venus: e.g. "Dilbat (Venus) is a female at sunset, and becomes a male at sunrise"; "Dilbat 

at sunrise is Istar of Akkad (by) name (viz. warlike); Dilbat at sunset is Istar of Uruk (by) 

name (viz. sexual); Dilbat at sunrise is lstar of the stars (by) n[ame]; Dilbat at sunset is the 

lady of the gods (by) n[ame]". 165 In addition to its appearances in the western and eastern 

horizons, Venus appears from earth to change its course after reaching its points of 

standstill, e.g. relative to the ecliptic, it traverses in irregular looped or arched paths left to 

163 Cf. J. D. Weir, The Venus Tablets of Ammizaduga. (Istanbul: Nederlands Historisch-
Archaeologisch Instituut in bet Nabije Costen, 1972), pp.48 ff. and Weir, "The Venus Tablets: A Fresh 
Approach", Journal of the History of Astronomy, Vol. 13, Pt. I, (1982), pp. 23-49. 

164 T. I.Pinches, "The Goddess Istar in Assyro-Babylonian Literature", PSBA (1909), II, p. 58, 
lines 18-24. 

165 Th~~ 24 .uwl· p. . 
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right, reaches standstill, traverses more or less right to left (and later reverses the 

process). It appears in these irregular looped paths to return upon itself, although the 

paths may not be perfectly L-R, R-L. This is merely how it appears from earth, in reality 

moving in an ellipse around the sun to its points of maximum elongation, where it appears 

to reverse its direction.166 

This left-right, right-left reversal I believe, accounts for the numerous hymnal texts 

describing !star in Mesopotamia as "masculine" and "feminine".167 left and right 

166 The left-right-right-left passage of Venus (and Mercury) can be described in these terms: 
"From the earth, relative to the earth- sun line, Mercury and Venus appear to move counter-clockwise 
around the sun while swinging from one side of it to the other ... When an inferior planet reaches its 
greatest angular distance west of the sun at maximum western elongation, it is conspicuous as morning 
star ... Thereafter ... it appears to reverse its course and move toward the sun and superior conjunction ... 
Past superior conjunction, the inferior planet swings east on its way toward maximum eastern elongation, 
when it becomes the evening star. (It appears to reverse direction again, as it moves back toward inferior 
conjunction to complete the circuit.) Cf. L.Berman, J. C. Evans, Explorinii the Cosmos, 3rd ed., 
(Boston: Little Brown, 1980), pp. 21-22. I am indebted to Dr. Kelley for a discussion of this 
phenomenon, and for permission to examine an unpublished illustration by Dr. Aveni of these recurrent 
paths for Venus' morning and evening appearances from A.O. 292 to A.O. 2920. The morning and 
evening risings alternate in shape of path as a "knotted" L-R path, and "arched" R-L path, always on 
opposing horizons. 

167 Two features of Inanna/l§tar which appear to be interrelated are (i) the masculine-feminine 
nature of the goddess herself and (ii) the practice of transvestitism in her cult In many cuneiform texts, 
Inanna/Htar is spoken of in masculine and feminine terms. For example, in the Ur III period, 
literary/hymnal texts about Inanna use two dialects when giving speech to the goddess. In the context of 
heroism, Inanna speaks eme,KU, a masculine dialect of Sumerian; otherwise, as a woman, she speaks 
eme SAL (the feminine dialect). (Cf. J. Van Dijk, "La Pete du Nouvel An clans un Texte de ~ulgi: LB 
963", Bibliotheca Orientalis Xl.3/4, 1954, pp. 83 ff., n. 39.) Similarly one finds masculine grammatical 
constructions can co-exist alongside feminine ones in the same texts about her. (Cf. S. Langdon, "Hymn 
in Paragraphs to Ishtar as the Belit of Nippur", AfK 1, 1923, pp. 12 ff., n. 53.) In astronomical contexts 
and in astronomical texts, she can also be said to have a beard: "Like ( the god) Assur, she is bearded with 
a beard, she is clothed with splendour "Ul:.ki daMw zig-ni zag-nat nam-ri-ri gal-pat) Craig, AllRI I, 7:6 
phraseology similar to that describing Venus-Istar's beard in omen texts (ACh. Supp. 2 !§tar 50, i, 14). 
Associated with this astral bearding may be a hymn which suggests she is bearded at the time the rivers 
flood, which in Mesopotamia, is spring: the Sumerian hymn reads: "The one (lnanna) who pours out 
rivers, who binds on/ is equipped with a beard, am I". (Cf. Frank, Kultlieder. No. I = De Genouillac 
IRS. 69 , lines 6-8.) In these cases, I suspect the bearding of ntar refers to an astral manifestation of mar 
as Venus, most probably in form of a corona or possibly cloud associated with spring rains occurring at 
the rising of Venus. 

Some texts, both Sumerian and Assyrian, refer to Inanna/I§tar in laudatory terms as if she were 
other gods and goddesses. For example, in an Assyrian incantation for the wellbeing of an innkeeper, 
she is called " beautiful, fearsome. god-Enlil of people. goddess of men" (cf. Ebeling, KAR. Ill, .Y.AI 
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are interchanged, and male and female gender are interchanged, apparently in ritual 

9728, No. 144, obv. 15). She also says of herself, "(The god) Enlil am I; (the goddess) Ninlil am I" 
(cf. Pinches, fS.BA[l909) p. 29, re K. 257, a literary cliche implying totality, but also reflecting a 
certain dualism. In cultic hymns, it is said of mar, " ... she is indeed a lady, and a man" (Frank, 
Kultlieder. No. 11, Tammuz hymn No. 7, col. v, line 4) and also "I,the masculine am I; I the hero, am I; 
I,the young lady, the young lady am I" (ilili1., No. 9, lines 13, 14). This well-established characteristic 
from Mesopotamia appears also to have passed, presumably from Mesopotamia to the Levant and thence 
to Cyprus, since there are a number of Classical sources referring to the dual nature of Mtart/ Aphrodite in 
Cyprus, eg. Macrobius described a statue of Venus Barbata (Bearded Venus) of Cyprus, in these words: 
"There is in Cyprus, a statue of her bearded, but with female dress, with the sceptre and signs of the male 
nature and they think that the same goddess is both masculine and feminine." Macrobius m 8, 2 ff. and 
H. Herter, "Die Ursprilnge des Aphroditekultus" in Elements Orientaux dans Ia Religion Grecque Ancienne 
(Paris: Presses Universitaires, 1960), p. 75. 

I must reiterate here that despite claims to the contrary there is no evidence known to me from 
Mesopotamia or from Syria, including the so-called" male Htar US" from Early Dynastic Mari, which can 
be said to represent a bearded or completely male lstar/'Astart. Normally in the Syro-Mesopotamian and 
even Hittite worlds, the goddess is always represented as a woman, albeit accoutred or even dressed in 
masculine or mixed masculine-feminine style. This suggests to me that the goddess was not androgynous 
or bisexual, but entirely female with symbolic masculine and feminine features, to express an intrinsic 
dualism which is not so much sexual as astral, viz. the morning and evening star Venus. 
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transvestitism which is little understood to date. 168 For example, many texts say 

something like the contents of this one where !§tar speaks of herself: 

"The firmament, the loft vault am I, the brilliant lofty vault am I; ... 

168 Many myths and hymns refer to this practice but always in obscure contexts, so that one 
cannot be sure how they operated. For example, in the hymn to Inanna by Enbeduanna of Akkad, (cf. 
Sjoberg, "in.nin.sa.gur4.ra, lines 86, 81, 88 we read the following of her rituals: "The one she has called 
by name, she does not hold in esteem; she approaches a woman (and after) having broken the weapon in 
pieces, she gives her (the woman) a ... lance;/ she broke the ... lance in pieces (and) as if she (she l2ililili 
priestess of line 81?), were a male ... she (lnanna) gives her a weapon; / the ecstatic, the 12ili:2ili-priestess 
who has been 'changed', the kunarru, the s3iursai-personnel [ ... ]". In these and the following lines, the 
text appears to deal with lamentation by cult personnel at a ceremony, where weapons are broken and 
female personnel are armed by Inanna Line 120 of the same hymn (var. E) preserves this line "To turn 
man into woman, woman into man (are your prerogative, Inanna)". 

· The turning of man to woman need not involve castration as often assumed, since numerous 
treaty curses in Assyrian and Hittite traditions refer to !§tar as wargoddess, turning soldiers to women in 
the sense of making them cowards in battle. The cultic change of male personnel's sex is referred to in the 
Erra Epic. IV, 55 f., (cf. L. Cagni. L'Epopea di Erra, Studi Semitici 34, (Rome, 1969) where there is a 
reference to her male personnel: "the kurnrru and assinnu whom Htar had changed from men into 
women". For example, in a hymn, we have the following: "the young women (like) the young men 
dress their right side;/ the young men (like) the young women dress their left side" (Chiera SRI 36, 21). 
In the great hymn of Iddin-Dagan of Isin to Htar as Dilbat-Venus, we read "the spear, the 'arm of battle' 
they grasp in their hands; they walk before the pure Inamia, their right side they dress with men's clothing; 
to the great lady of heaven, Inanna, I would say 'hail'; their left side they 'cover' with women's clothing, 
with whips and coloured cords they compete before her" (R()mer, SKIZ, lines 57-58, 60-64). Another text 
referring to Inanna says, "She may change the right side [into] the left side /; she may dress them 
(personnel) in clothing of a woman/ she may place the speech of a woman in their mouth and give them a 
spindle and hair clasp" (cf. Sjoberg, "in.nin.~.gur4_ra", p. 223 regarding three unpublished texts (UM 29-
16-229, 11.4 ff.). The bearing of spindles by the male lrntiao:us is also attested in Craig, AlIB.I 55.1.10. 
From these descriptions, one may assume these cultic gender changes to have manifested themselves in 
both change of garment and change of position ("their left, their right") on the "stage" used in ritual 
practice in the temple, viz. using sympathetic magic symbolism of left/right, right/left movement to 
imitate the dual nature of the goddess. 

The practice was clearly part of the Istar-Venus cult in the case of Iddin-Dagan, supporting the 
hypothesis that the practice reflected the right and left movements of Htar-Venus to and from her 
standstills, but it neatly dovetailed also with the concept of Utar as a war goddess: We have mentioned 
that treaty curses often invoked her to turn warriors of the enemy into women, meaning to make them 
cowards, so that the masculine-feminine nature of Utar and the masculine-feminine cultic transvestitism 
can be seen to represent both her astral and warlike roles in a graphic manner. Some echo of the warlike 
aspect of transvestitism seems to be preserved in the U garitic myth of Aqhat, in which the hero's sister 
Paghat apparently in a ritual context, seeks to avenge her brother's death againstcAnat and the vultures, 
and "dons a youth's clothes / puts a knife in her sheath, a sword in her scabbard and over all dons a 
woman's garb". The practice in the I§tar cult appears to have survived in the Cypriote cult of 
Aphrodite/A.start, since Plutarch (De. Mul. Virt. 4, 113 ff.). preserves the tradition that in Cyprus the two 
sexes exchanged dresses in the worship of Aphroditos/V enus Barbata. 



I place the right to the left; (a) 

I place the left to the right; (b) 

I turn male to female; (a) 

I turn female to male; (b) 

I am she who adorns male for female; (a) 

I am she who adorns female for male; (b)"l69 
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In many societies, the right side is considered male and the left female, 170 the right 

strong and the left weak, apparently in much the same way as indicated by these 

Mesopotamian rituals. !star's repeated power to convert left to right, right to left, male to 

female and female to male has never been satisfactorily explained, nor has the cultic 

transvestitism which is so much a part of her cult in Mesopotamia. It often involves male 

cult personnel with weapons and females with spindles or other women's items, which 

along with parts of gannents, are transferred or interchanged. Many ritual texts describe 

what appear to be left-right, right-left stage movements171 in worship, with cult personnel 

traversing near the altar in her temples. 

Such interchanges of gannent, accoutrement, gender and stage direction, appear 

to me to represent, by sympathetic magic, the male-female, right-left dualism inherent in 

Ist;rr both as morning and evening star and as warrior-prostitute. This immensely 

complex subject has barely been investigated by scholars, and few of the links suggested 

in this hypothesis have even been considered by others. Without considering these 

manifold elements, or their deeper significance, Wegner also came to the conclusion that 

the masculine-feminine dualism of Sau~ka rested on the morning and evening dualism of 

169 Pinches, e.sB,A (1909), pp. 29 ff., K.257. 
170 On this concept in the religions of India for example, cf. W. D. O'Flaheny, Women, 

Andro~ynes and Other Mythical Beasts, (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1982), pp. 328-330. 
l 71 This concept illustrated in n. 168 has been confirmed for me orally by the musicologist-

Assyriologist, Prof. Anne Draffkom-Kilmer of Berkeley in her research on music in Mesopotamian cult. 
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!star-Venus, but no one has considered the additional links of east-west, left-right, 

masculine-feminine. While one cannot prove that this hypothesis applies to the two 

forms of Sauska at Yazilikaya, I should like to present the hypothesis that the two Sauskas 

there represent the morning and evening apparitions of Venus-Btar, and that the 

arrangement is comprehensible if one understands it from the point of reference of cult 

personnel functioning within this open-air area as a stage: If the cult personnel faced 

outward, as they appear to have done in Mesopotamia, their left faced the godde'sses on 

the east wall, and their right faced the male figures on the west wall. From this viewpoint, 

the goddesses were on the left, usually the female side in the Mesopotamian ritual texts, 

while the males are on the right, the traditional male side. It is not improbable that the 

warlike Sauska of the west wall who faces east. and who stands on the right from the 

viewpoint of cult officiants, is the masculine warrior $auSka , the dawn Venus. She is 

placed to face or be oriented toward the eastern horizon where her warlike masculine star 

rises. The figure on the east wall, who faces west. and who stands on the left from the 

viewpoint of cult officiants, is the feminine sexual Sau~ka, the twili~ht Venus of evenin~ 

oriented _toward the western horizon where her sexual feminine star sets. This hypothesis 

harmonizes well with their respective grouping in masculine and feminine corteges, and 

with their difference in dress. While the ramifications of this complex manifestation of 

beliefs may not be perfectly perceived, I believe something very close to it pervaded the 

Hurm-Hittite iconography of Sau~ka at Y azilikaya, a concept derived from Mesopotamia. 
\I 

Despite its difficulties, this hypothesis goes farther to explain a series of unexplained 

phenomena in ritual, literature and iconography than any other which I have encountered 

to date. 

Ninatta and Kulitta, Attendants of ~au§ka at Yazilikaya (figs. 149-1S0) 

One cannot treat the iconography of Sauska at Y azilikaya fully without discussing 

the two attendant goddesses behind the main figure (No. 38) (figs. 149-150). Although 
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named in their hieroglyphs as Ninatta and Kulitta, this pair is far from understood, 

particularly in relation to Sau~ka. A number of scholars172 have suggested that in some 
V 

way, they represent two hypostases of Sau~ka, an opinion with which I concur. There 

are three reasons for this assumption. 

(i) One half of the pair, Ninatta, can be shown to be the Assyrian Ninuaitu/ Ninaltu, 

"The Ninevite", 173 an epithet of Is tar at Nineveh. This hypothesis which has never 

been proposed before, will be discussed below. 

(ii) The close relationship of the two with Sauska is significant in that they never appear 

with other gods as attendants, and are always mentioned as part of the circle of 

Sauska in ritual texts. We have noted the Hittite artistic convention of placing local 

byforms adjacent to the main divine figure in groups, so that various forms of a god 

usually stand together in iconic groups. Accordingly, this pair may fall into the 
V 

same category alongside the main Sauska 

(iii) Their roles and attributes, evident in iconography and in IJurro-Hittite texts, are 

identical with those of !star in Mesopotamia, though their status is considerablly 

lower. 

172 Wegner, ~awµska (p. 81) wondered whether they were not" ... verselbstandige Funktionen der 
~awuska zu verstehen". 

173 We have noted supr~ n. 145 that Ninuaitu is a gentilic feminine adjectival form derived 
from the name Ninua, "Nineveh". As early as the Old Babylonian period we have a record of offering to ™tar ni-ne-etki, "!star of Ninet" in the Dumuzi cult, but alongside the ijurrian Isbara. (Cf. S. Dalley 
and c. F. B. Walker, Old Babylonian Tablets from Tell Rimah, (British School of Archaeology in Iraq, 
1976), No. 200, lines 5-6) suggesting the Ninatta form's ljurrian association already at this date. (Haas, 

35, [1979]), p. 400 suggested that, contrary to popular belief, the names Ninatta and Kulitta and 
the name of the city Ninua itself are not t{urrian in origin, but possibly pre-tiurrian. I assume this to 
mean Assyrian, since Nineveh is in Assyria and existed in pre-ljurrian times). The Middle Babylonian 
godlist An= An.um gives as the ninth name of !star, dNin.ni nu a. "Lady of Nineveh", (and its Old 
Baby Ionian forerunner has dinanna ni nu a) so that the textual identification of I~tar with that city can 
be seen to go back to the Old Babylonian period at least. In the Neo-Assyrian period, we have the names 
dNinitum and dKulittum in Assyria (R. Frankena, 1akultu, De Sacrale maaltijd in het Assyrische 
Ritueel, [Leiden, 1954], pp. 99: 118; 106: 163), nonnally assumed to have entered the pantheon from 
Anatolia, but the evidence of the above texts would indicate that there was a continuum in Mesopotamia 
for an !star Ninet/Nin'itum long before the Neo-Assyrian period, and not of Anatolian derivation. 
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(iv) The making of bread figures is shared in the cults of Ninatta-Kulitta and Btar. Each 

of these factors must be considered in tum. 

(i) Names 

The names of these goddesses are usually construed as. tfurrian. Kulitta has been 

proposed174 to derive from bur.sag ki-li-it-ha-wa, an Anatolian mountain. I have found 
J J 

no explanation of the name Ninatta, but believe it to be a tJurrianized version of the 

Assyrian divine name dNinaitu, or dNinuaitu, "The Ninevite" (fem.) (cf. n. 173), used in 

Assyrian texts to denote !star of Nineveh. Significantly, these attendants are described in 

tJurro-Hittite texts as members of the cult of !star of Nineveh transposed to the tJurro-

~ttite milieu, and they are, indeed, attested in Assyria. 175 

(ii) Association 
._, 

The proximity of the figures to Sauska of Nineveh is clear in ljurro-Hittite texts 

describing inventories and ritual. For example, they may be described as silver Ninatta 

and Kulitta pairs with gold eyes, and as standing to her (Sauska's) right and left. At the 

festival of Sauska of Tamininga, little Ninatta statuettes were set up before her,176 and the 

pair were considered to be hierodules, bringers of luck, 177 alongside Sauska. The 

concept of Inanna/lstar having two female companions also occurs in Sumer where Inanna 

has two female &U4.dl.ll2.i "counsellors", called dNin.i&i,zi.bar.ra ("Perspicacious Lady") 

and the second, dNin.si.siar,an.na, "Lady, Bolt-of-Heaven".178 We know they were 

hypostases of Inanna/Istar, set up before her179 at sites as far away as Mari in Syria. 

174 S w Wegner,awuska. p. 77. 
175 We know the two were part of the Neo- Assyrian pantheon, cf. Frankena, Takultu. pp. 99, 

106, and that statues of them stood in the Arbela temple. In the Nineveh temple there were Kulittamiti 
goddesses (probably Kulitta and Ninatta) (ililil., p. 99). 

176 Wegner, Sawuska, p. 77, on KUB XII.5. 
177 n..~rf 50 .11.LUl•' p. . 
178 B. Landsberger, Materialen zum Sumerischen Lexilcon 4, (Rome, 1956), Tab. I, rev. 88. 
179 G. Dossin, "Un Rituel du Culte d'Istar provenant" de Mari", RA 35, (1938), p. 9. 
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Ninigizibarra is known to be the divine harp made for Inanna,180 but can also be Inanna 

herself; 181 Ninsigaranna, "Lady-Bolt-of-Heaven", is also known to be a title of 

Inanna/Htar herself, referring to Htar as Venus, throwing back the bolt of the door of 

heaven, as she rises ahead of the sun.182 The two Mesopot~an attendants, then, appear 

to have musical and astral functions exercised by Inanna/Iltar herself, and to be 

hypostases of her, in form of attendants, virtually as extensions of herself. 

In Assyria, two luckbringing spirits, the $.§du and Lamassu, were said to stand 
V 

before and behind 8tar.183 A prayer to Istar says, "Before you, the Sedu; behind you 
V 

the Lamassu. May I obtain the favourable Sedu before you; may I obtain the Lamassu 

who goes after you. On your right is justice, on your left, good fortune". These 

attendants were so identified with her as hypostases i the Neo-Babylonian period, that 

statues of them were erroneously set up as !stars in her temple; they were removed by 

180 E. Ebeling, and B. Meissner, Reallexikon der Assyrioloiie II, (Berlin, 1932), Datenlisten, 
p. 145, recording a .bilJ.ai made by Ibbi-Sin of Ur for her. 

181 Frank, Kultlieder. No. 5, CT 36, 35-38. 
182 Ninsigaranna, "Bolt of Heaven" (namzfg same) is one of the two counsellors of Inanna (cf. 

Landsberger, MSL 4, (Vocabulary) (K. 171 = II R. 59 + K. 2112 [II R. 54]). The name belongs to Utar 
herself in a hymn, where she says, "!§tar, goddess of evening am I/ mar, goddess of dawn am I/ Istar 
who opens the bolt of the pure heaven / who dawns in the vault of heaven" (T. Pinches, "The Goddess 
Htar in Assyro-Babylonian Literature", fSBA 1909, Pt. II, p. 59, lines 19-24). She is also described as 
"Pure Istar of the stars, Light of the heavens; / In the morning, the one who opens the way like the sun" 
(G. Perry, "Hymnen an Stn", US, I. m, 1907, Taf. IV (K. 3447, lines 1, 2 and 7, 8). As the morning 
star Venus, she is also opener of the bolt of heaven (Reisner, SB.a p. 99:43). Significantly, the title is 
commonly applied to the sungod ~amd: "The lock metaphor utilized in religious texts also encompasses 
the dalat fame 'doors of heaven', also consistently associated with the sun god. Its usage in the Samas 
hymns and prayers shows the opening of the locked doors of heaven to be a poetic metaphor for the 
brealcin& of day ... " (cf. F._ Rochberg-Halton, "Stellar Distances in Early Babylonian Astronomy: A New 
Perspective on the Hilprecht Text (HS 229)*, 42, (1983), p. 214). From these uses with Sam~. 
we see I~tar as opener of the bolt of heaven is the planet Venus at dawn, an apt title for the Venus deity 
who precedes the sun on the horizon at first light, as his herald. It also explains the long-problematic 
title of Utar as "!~tar-of-Doors" known from an Ur III offering list of things for Annuniium, Istar-
Dalatum,and K.ilni (G. Hackman, ..filN V, 1937, Temple Documents of the Third Dynasty of Ur from 
Umma, No. 55, lines 3, 5, 7) and the godlist An - Anum (line 131, da-la-ia-i-tu = The-One-of-the-door"). 

183 For these genii with Istar, there are numerous references, eg. F. W. Geers and W. Von 
Soden, "Die GebetsbeschwOrung an Ischtar" No. l._ZA (1934), pp. 221 ff., 16. lstar herself is often said 
to be a Lamassu. 
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Nabonidus who replaced them with the correct iconography in a different !star statue. 184 

Interestingly, Ninatta and Kulitta are said to be the luckbringing hierodules of 

I~tar/Sau~ka185 in much the same way as the lli!!. and Lamassu. Since the two 

" Mesopotamian pairs of attendants (Ninigizibarra + Ninsigaranna and also Sedu + 

Lamassu), are to some extent, hypostases of Inanna/lstar, we may expect similarly 

functioning paired goddesses with htar/Sau~ka may also be her hypostases. 

(iii) Function 

If we examine the roles of Ninatta and Kulitta, we see that they parallel those of 

Sau~ka and particularly of I~tar of Nineveh. These include (i) music (ii) sexuality and 

possibly (iii) war, all known functions of Btar. 

(i) Music. The ijedammu myth186 says the pair make music on a ~al~alturri, a 

type of percussion instrument,187 as they accompany Sauska. Indeed, at Yazilikaya 

Kulitta carries what appears to be a tambourine (fig. 149).188 The Ninevite !star, too, 

has a clear musical nature, for a Ninevite godlist189 glosses the divine name dJnanna as 

dzanaru, a zanaru being a lyre or harp.190 The name of Inanna/Htar as Zanaru occurs 

frequently in Btar hymns, often in cases where she is a hierodule.191 Htar also calls 

hers.elf the "front and rear string" of a harp in hymns. 192 In the Assyrian Arbela cult of 

184 Cf. A. L. Oppenheim, "Nabonidus' Rise to Power", in Pritchard, ~' pp. 309 ff. 
185 Wegner, $aw1iska, p. 78. 
186 Cf. n. 160. 
187 H. Hartmann, Die Musik der Sumerischen Kultur, <Diss, PhD., Frankfort, 1960), u. 

iflli:alturri. 
188 E. Laroche, "Le Pantheon de Yazilikaya", KS. 6, (1957), pp. 118 ff., or for the inter-

pretation as a mirror cf. Wegner, Sawuwska, p. 72. 
189 Pinches, f.S.llA (1904), p.21. 
190 A. Sj()berg, "Beitr:tge zum Sumerischen WOrterbuch", Studies in Honour of Benno 

Landsberi:er, (1965), pp. 64 ff. 
l9l Courtesy Prof. W. G. Lambert, Rm. 2, 164 + 79-7-8, 56(c), rev. 38, 39. 
192 A. Schollmeyer, "Der Istarhymnus K. 41 nebst seinen Duplikaten", MV AG 13/4, (1908), 

rev. 5, 6. 
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Iltar, a halhallatu drum and lim! instrument were "beloved of your divinity" ,193 and there 
V V 

are many additional references to Htar in Mesopotamia where she is not only associated 

with musical instruments,194 but also plays an instrument,195 is an instrument herself,196 

dances to music, and even composes songs herself.197 

(ii) In the majority of the Htar cases, her music appears in an astral-hierodule role, 

rather than in a bellicose one, and we have noted that Ninatta and Kulitta, the musicians, 

are also hiercxlules. This relationship of music and sexuality recurs also for ~au~ka/Btar 

in tJurro-Hittite mythology. For example, in the tJedammu and Ullikumi myths, ~tar 

193 Courtesy collated version of Prof. W. G. Lambert, Hymn to Istar of Arbela, VAT 9679, 
KAR 98, rev. 4-6, 12-15a. 

194 In the myth Gil&ames and Enkidu and the Underworld. instruments made from her tree, fall 
into the underworld, cf. H. W. Haussig, G()tter und Mythen im Vorderen Orient. (Stuttgart: Kleit 
Verlag, 1965), p. 70. 

195 W.W. Hallo and J. Van Dijk, The Exaltation of Inanna, YNER 3, (New Haven: Yale UP, 
1968), lines 32, 33: "with the harp of lamentation you express a dirge". This is commonly said of her in 
hymns. 

l96 As e.arly as the Akkad period, we have the personal name eL- tar BALAG. "Htar-is-a-Harp" 
(cf. I. J. Gelb, MAD. I, No. 163, col. i, line 22; No. 271, line 3). She may be described as a flute: 
"Resounding flute whose voice is beautiful", (cf. E. Ebeling MVAG 23/ II, No. la [K. 2001 + VAT 5261 
+ 83-1; 182348, 5], second Handerhebun& to !§tar). She is also the cosmic alpha and omega in musical 
terms, "I am the front string (of the harp); I am the rear string" (Schollmeyer, MVAG [1908] (K. 41), 
line 5, as noted with reference to the harp. 

197 Frequently the goddess composes songs of praise for the king or in praise of her own virtues, 
e.g. at the New Ye.ar's hierogamy, she intones a song praising her lover- king, Sulgi of Ur, cf. J. Van 
Dijk, "La F~te du Nouvel An dans un Texte de ~ulgi", (LB 963), Bibliotheca Orientalis II, 3/4, (1954), 
pp. 86 ff., C, lines 9-13 .. Significantly she also says, "Let a good fate be decreed for him", and promises 
her help in battle and counsel (cf. Th. Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia" in Unity and 
Diversity, p. 70 and n. 42). There are Sumerian references to her praising her own parts in musical 
composition, e.g. "The young lady was praising hex parts/ and the elegist (uW was weaving it into a 
song;/ Inanna was praising them and he was extolling her parts in song (as follows) ... " (.ihid., pp. 82 
ff., line 14). In the Sacred Marriage texts, Inanna of Eanna sings and dances on receipt of her wedding 
gifts from the king as Dumuzi: "the woman ... her ilulamma-song / the young lady singing, sent a 
messenger to her father/ Inanna dancing, sent a message to her father" (cf. S. N. Kramer, "Cuneiform 
Studies and the History of Literature: The Sumerian Sacred Marriage Texts", fAfS, 107, [1963], Text[= 
De Gen.TRS 70]), lines 34-35. She is also in charge of ululation, generally in battle contexts, cf. Frank, 
Kultlieder. No. 6 = KAR 306, vs. 22: "My 'shout' <a-lu-lu-u-a), my 'shout' leading one of the lands ... ". 
Significantly in the Neo-Assyrian period, it is the Ninevite Istar who is called "Mistress of Song" in a 
double prayer to A§§urbanipal to the !§tars of Nineveh and Arbela (cf. Pinches, £SBA [1909], K. 1290, 
rev. 19-20): "May the Lady of Nineveh, Mistress of Song, enlarge the kingship unto eternity". 
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combines her womanly charms with music to entrance them.198 It should be noted that, 

in seals of the Old Babylonian period, a form of unveiling goddess with tambourine 

attends a scene of victory by the king, in the same way as the anned Btar does in 

comparable figs. 151-152.199 In the two seals, the interchangeability of the warrior Htar 

with the unveiling tambourine-player in identical scenes suggests the warrior goddess and 

unveiling tambourine player are identical, and that both in turn may be Htar herself in two 

forms. If so, the tambourine-playing Kulitta of Yazilikaya, as hypostasis of SauSka/l~tar, 

would find its exact parallel in fig. 151 0eft), the Htar-figure from Old Babylonian Mari 

in Syria who unveils, presumably as hierodule. 

(iii) There is some evidence to suggest a warlike function also for the pair 

Ninatta (fig. 150) and Kulitta. The Yazilikaya Ninatta holds a sickle-shaped object, 

believed to be an unguent horn, but possibly an instrument of war, since battlesickles are 

common to Utar. Moreover, Ninatta and Kulitta are often apostrophized as the divine 

weapons of Sau~ka,200 in much the same way as Inanna/Htar herself is called 

"Throwingstick, Bow" etc. as noted for the Early Dynastic lnanna. By association with 

Sau~ka/Btar, their preponderantly musical-hierodule natures appear to have absorbed 

some elements of war. 

(iv) Bread Figurines as Icons. A final curious practice of cult which links 

Htar of Nineveh with Ninatta and Kulitta should be noted. · In some senses, it is a form of 
V 

iconography: the ljurro-Hittite ritual texts in the circle of the Ninevite Sau~a201 refer 

many times to the making of bread figures in the shape of the goddesses Ninatta and 

Kulitta,which seem to have been broken ritually. If they are I~tar hypostases, particularly 

of the Ninevite !star, these ritual bread figures take on added meaning as extensions of 

198 Cf. Siegel6v~ "Appu-Mlrchen", p. 55, No. 11, 8 ff.+ No. 12, lines 1-12. 
199 Cf. Moong~ AANE, pl. N, seals 3, 4. 
200 Cf. Wegner, ~awuska. pp. 78 ff. 
201 n..;r1 80 ,ww.,p . . 
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the Utar cult icons in Mesopotamia. It is well-known that the Hebrew prophets (Jer. 

44:19) condemned Jewish women for the making of cakes "to/in the image of the Queen 

of Heaven",202 apparently Htar of Nineveh. There is some debate as to which goddess 

was meant by "the Queen of Heaven", but Thtar is a strong candidate, since the epithets 

(Sum.) Ninanna or (Akk) .hrra! same, "Queen of Heaven", are used repeatedly of her 

from earliest times in Mesopotamia.203 Indeed, Sollberger and others, rightly I believe, 

demonstrated that the Sumerian name Inanna was itself from Ninanna, "Lady of Heaven", 

with loss of the initial "n",204 so that her very name meant "Lady/Queen of Heaven". 

Accordingly it should not be suprising to find such cakes also made in the Mesopotamian 

cult of the Lady of Heaven, as follows. 

The Old Testament reference to cakes in(?) the image of the Queen of Heaven may 

find a concrete expression at Mari. Here, near the kitchens of the Mari palace, where lstar 

had a chape120s as well as a city temple in the Old Babylonian period, were found a 

202 J. Reider, "A New Ishtar Epithet in the Bible",~ 8, (1949), pp. 104 ff. 
2o3 Courtesy Prof. W. G. Lambert, unpub. Rm. 2, 164 + 79-7-8, 56 (C) rev. line 26 

dnin an na br- ra- t)M b-ma-me. "Ninanna, Queen of the Heavens". This name type recurs IUlllim in 
hymns. 

204 Scholars have always been divided on the etymology of the name Inanna: E. Sollberger, 
"The Tummal Inscription" Ks. 15, 1961, p. 40 presented three scholarly opinions on it, himself 
favouring a derivation<* nin.an.na. I. J. Gelb, "The Name of the Goddess Ninni", JNE.S. 19, 
(1960), pp. 72 ff. 

205 Although no study has been written on this topic, my own research leads me to believe that 
lltar had at least one chapel in the Old Babylonian Mari palace, apparently adjacent to the throneroom. 
Some of the reasons for believing so follow here: (i) As early as the Early Dynastic period a nude copper 
goddess with horns, fillet and possibly fist-held anns, was found under the palace floor (Amiet, AANE, 
fig. 324); (ii) In the Ur III-Isin Larsa period, there was a statue of the governor of Mari, Idi-Ilum 
invoking her, which was found in the palace (A. Parrot, MAM n. Le Palais no number given, but 
described p., 67; pl. xxvm. M849 + M. 1508); (iii) The so-called "Investiture" painting in the Old 
Babylonian palace court portrays the king with a goddess which is identical with Utar, though not 
textually identified. (Parrot, ib,id., pls. XI+ A; xvn, foldout E); (iv) a relief from room 149 shows the 
armed !§tar with a figure which I believe is the bull of heaven (Taurus) at the vernal equinox, since similar 
scenes on seals usually show rains. The importance of the relief is indicated by the fact that it is of Akkad 
date, but was continued or resurrected for later use in the Old Babylonian period about seven hundred years 
later (cf. P. Amiet, "Notes sur le Repertoire Iconographique de Mari a l'Epoque du Palais", 35, 
[1960]), fig. 10 in which he wildly interpreted the anned Btar as "!'Atlante" and omitted her shoulder 
weapons from his illustration; (v) There are armed goddess votive plaques from the rooms northeast and 
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number of baking moulds,206 among them a mould in form of a nude, turbaned breast-

holding goddess (fig. 153). This figure has a remarkable forerunner in an Old Assyrian 

breastholding figurine from the merchant colony Killtepe (fig. 154), which dates from ca. 

2000-1800 B.C. The Assyrian influence on Mari religion is well-known particularly 

because Assyria under Samsi-Adad exercised direct rule over Mari ca. 1790-1780 B.C., 

so that the figure type in Kiiltepe and then in Mari can be explained as of Assyrian origin. 

The Mari mould is not of the common type used for the manufacture of votive terra 

cotta figurines of a supposed "Istar/Astart", which are so usual in the Near East. 207 It 

is considered to be a baking mould from the palace kitchens. As Dalley explained 

(n. 206), a number of Mari moulds excavated in that area are clearly baking moulds, 

lacking cultic depictions and hence not intended to manufacture terra cottas. The lack of 

terra cottas moulded from them, and their findspot near kitchens, suggests that foodstuffs 

rather than statuettes may have been the product from them. Consequently, some sort of 

bread/cake made from the mould of the nude turbaned goddess is likely. Since much of 

northwest of the "Investitute Court" (Old Babylonian) cf. Parrot, .ihli1., pls. XI, XVI, figs. 60-63); (vi) a 
number of contemporary Old Babylonian offering texts attest to her cult in the palace since she received 
offeri~gs there (M. Biro~ "Textes Economiques de Mari, IV", RA 50, [1956], p. 68-72), entered the 
palace (ARM_IX, No. 9, obv. 6, and rev. 6, 7) and was even called "I§tar of the Palace" (G. Dossin, "Le 
Pantheon de Mari", Studia Mariana, (1950], pp. 45, 46. Numerous similar references could be cited. 

206 S. Dalley. Mari and Karana; Two Old Babylonian Cities, (New York: Longman, 1984), 
fig. 32 and p. 88: "It is generally i:e,cognized that they (moulds) must have been culinary moulds either for 
cooking shaped dishes or for impressing a decoration onto a soft food. The latter is a tradition in modem 
Iraqi cookery, often using wooden pattern blocks". Barbara Parker,(" A Middle Assyrian Seal Impression", 
lmQ 36, [1974]), pp. 33 ff., p. 187, argued that a seal from Tell al Rimah of Middle Assyrian date, which 
showed a shepherd with goats and a woman in a hut baking bread, was used amuletically in the Dumuzi-
I§tar cult for the iim ~. "Day of the Sheepfolds" when the two deities were worshipped. Parker did 
not comment fully on the breadmaking in the ritual hut, but I would suggest it reflects the Istar cult on 
the basis of the materials presented here. As in the Jeremiah passage which refers to cakes baked in ashes 
for the Queen of heaven we know such ash cakes Qcaman tumri) were used in the Dumuzi cult (Parker, 
ililil., p. 186) and they are attested in Akkadian texts for Istar (cf. H. Zimmem, in E. Schrader's 
Keilinschriften und das Alte Testament. 3rd. ed. [Berlin, 1905]), pp. 441-442, and appear to be an 
established feature of Istar worship in Assyria. 

207 Dozens are published but a standard work of this type is J. B. Pritchard, Palestinian 
EiKutioes in Relation to Certain Goddess Known ThrouKb Literature. (New Haven, AOS, 1943). These 
Palestinian figurines have hundreds of counterparts in Mesopotamia. 
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Mari's religion was imported from Akkad and from Assyria during periods of 

Mesopotamian domination there, Akkado-Assyrian influences may be at play in such 

manufactures, particularly since the Mari mould figure is very like the Old Assyrian 

Ki.iltepe figurine (fig. 154). 

The common thread running through these examples is Assyria-Nineveh: 

Jeremiah's condemnation was directed at Istar of Nineveh's cult, Mari's religion was 

largely Akkadian and Assyrian in colouring, and the tJurro-Hittite Ninatta at least appears 

to be a Ninevite hypostasis of Btar in origin. In this light, the bread figures of Ninatta-

Kulitta as hypostasis can be seen to be part of !star's Mesopotamian cult witnessed in 

Jeremiah and possibly in the Mari moulds. 
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Egyptian Stela of Merenepta~ Depicting and Naming 'A~tart with Pta~, 

Memphis, ca. 1200 B.C. (Icon 0) 

Inscription and Scene 

This fragment from the upper right register of a stela from Memphis, Egypt, 208 

preserves an interesting representation of a goddess, identified by the following 

hieroglyphic caption: ""A~tart, Queen of Heaven, Mistress of all the Gods". She is the 

extreme right member in what was originally a scene of worship, since she is 

accompanied by the god Pt~, and both gods receive incense in the hand of a devotee, 

partially preserved on the left. Reasons of space confine us to representing only her figure 

in Icon 0. 

Before her, and, like her, facing left toward the worshipper, is a mummifonn 

figure of Pta~, silhouetted by his shrine. Though the shrine of PtaJ:i and the top of the 

goddess' crown are on a level, the '"A~tart figure is nearly a head taller than Ptal]., 

suggesting her high status in relation to his. From this introductory observation, then, we 

deduce that, in the reign of Mereneptal}, "A§tart figured prominently and received joint 

adoration with PtaJ:i at Memphis, the ancient and main centre of his worship in Egypt. 

Before discussing the cult of 'Astart at Memphis and her iconography on the stela, let us 

examine her context with on this piece. 

5\§tart and Pta~ 

Pta~, god of Memphis, despite his apparent mummifonn, was not a chthonic god, 

but rather, from the First Dynasty onward, the Primeval Creator and, by association, 

patron of craftsmen. In Memphis, his wife was usually the warlike lionheaded 

208 Cf. J. Leclant, "Astarte Cheval", Sma 37, (1960), pp. 11 ff., fig. 1. For a clearer 
photo, cf. J. Leibovich, (Hebrew Text) trans. "The Worship of Platt by Non-Egyptians", Eretz-Israel 14, 
(1956), pp. 64 ff. and fig. 1. 
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Sekhmet, 209 defender of the divine order and helper of Ra. On most Memphite stelae 

representing Pta~ with his consort, Sekhmet is shown behind him, as eA~tart is here, so 

that i\start is here borrowing a little of Sekhmet's iconography. The Egyptian tendency to 

identify A start with Sekhrnet will be discussed under our final Icon V. 

Although PtaQ was archetypally an Egyptian god, he also had Canaanite 

associations which are important to our study. We know that P~ was worshipped by the 

Canaanite workers of the Egyptian mines in Sinai ca. 1600 B.C.210 and that, in Canaan 

itself, he was worshipped as "Pta~-South-of-His-Wall, ... great one of Ashkelon".211 

During the same period, we know that 'Astart was also city goddess of Ashkelon212 so 

that 'Astart and PtaQ, as chief deities there, would have been associated closely. As 

early as the "Hyksos" period, the same "~-South-of-His-Wall" is named on a vase 

from Alalakh,213 also a major city of the 5\§tart cult.214 Such texts indicate that the 

Egyptian PtaQ was worshipped, under the name "Pta~-South-of-His-Wall", as a local 

Ashkelonite and Alalakh Canaanite deity at least ca. 1650-1450 B.C., as was ;\~tart. 

From this, one assumes that the Syrian or Canaanite form of migrated back to Egypt 

still bearing his Canaanite name, reappearing on this stela ca. 1200 B.C. under the same 

name.215 

This re-entry of_ a Canaanized Pta!t into Memphis during this time is important, 

since it parallels the arrival in the Eighteenth Dynasty (ca. 1550 B.C) of ~~tart into the 

Memphite circle of gods, an event recorded in the later Astarte Papyrus (ca. 1320 B.C.), 

209 Cf. V. Ions. Enptian Mytholoc. (New York: Bedrick, 1983), p. 104, and pl. opposite. 
210 Leibovich, Eretz-Israel 14 (1956), fig. 2. 
211 R. David, The Ancient Eeptians. (London: Routledge Kegan Paul, 1982), p. 148. 
212 Cf. Wegner, .s..a.uJu. p. 200. 
213 S. H. Hom, "Foreign Gods in Ancient Egypt", in Studies in Honour of John A, Wilson, 

Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization 35, (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1969), p. 37. 
214 N. Na'aman, "The Utar Temple at Alalakh", INES. 39. (1980), p. 210, an inscription of 

Idrimi, king of A1alakh calls himself "devotee of the gods Hadad, tJe-pat and Istar, Lady of Alalakh". 
215 Leclant, 37 (1960), fig. 1, pp. 11 ff. 
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in terms of her arrival from the land of the Asiatics and election before the Ennead. In 

that document, she was the daughter and beloved of Pta~,216 and formed the third 

member of the Memphite triad, as PtalJ's daughter. It appears that the two were already 

associated in Canaan prior to their Egyptian advent since both were important deities in 

Askelon and Alalakh, and since we possess a seal (fig. 155) from Accho in Israel 

(Ramses II+ )217 relevant to their partnership. It depicts Ptah, an Asiatic wargod 

probably Ba'al or a Canaanized Seth, and a winged female figure believed to be'J\~tart. 

Interestingly, the seal is of Egyptian manufacture, but the carving is local Canaanite, 

copying Egyptian motifs. Here at Accho, too, art attests to their association, as do the 

Askelonite and Alalakh texts. From this association of the two in the Levant, then, one 

may suggest they (re)-entered Egypt jointly from Canaan, settling into a familial 

relationship by ca. 1200 at Memphis. This explanation is feasible for a number of 

reasons, as follows. 

AJtart: Canaanite and Maritime 

We know that, at Memphis, the core of the district known as Tyre Camp/Colony 

was important to Astart. This colony 

"was established ca. 1420 B.C. by Tuthmosis IV. In the Ptolemaic 

period, these Canaanites of Tyre Colony were described as Phoenician 

Egyptians, and their god was ~start, the original of the 'foreign 

Aphrodite' described by Herodotus in Bk II, 112.218 In the early years 

of...Amenophis III (ca. 1413-1377 B.C.), this same Astarte was 

216 A. L. Perlman, Asherah and Astarte in the Old Testament and Ugaritic Literatures, ~h.D. 
Diss., Berkeley, 1978), p. 192. 
- 217 R. Giveon, "PlaQ and Astarte on a Seal from Acebo", QhQ 20, (1978), pp. 90 ff. and fig. 
46b. 

218 On the Astaneion and Aphrodision cf. Her. 11.112 and Strabo XVII. The Astaneion was part 
of the Memphis Serapeum. Cf. F. Guilemot in Chronigue d' Emte- (1962). 
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appointed gcxidess of the royal estate Perunefer (the harbour area) and 

this was just the place where the foreigners were put to work."219 

By the reign of Akhenaten (1377-1360 B.C.), a Semite served as High Priest of Amun, 

Ba'al and £A~tart in Perunefer; by about 1350 B.C., 'A§tart was considered daughter of 

Ptal) at Memphis220 and worshipped in a shrine or temple there. Accordingly, we must 

assume that the worship of the 'A~tart of Memphis was intrcxiuced and established at 

Memphis by the Asiatics working at Perunefer as sailors, prisoners of war and craftsmen 

in the workshops. 

Memphis was a cosmopolitan city, whose harbour and dockyards also in 

Perunefer served a chain of Egyptian boats sailing down to the coast, which in turn, 

· conveyed goods to/from ships going to and from the coast of Canaan. Memphis, as such 

a port, housed a Canaanite workers' colony whose deity was 'A~tart. Because of this 

history of the port-dockyard area, Perunefer, it is reasonable to assume that the Asiatics, 

long established in this colony and maintaining A§tart worship for over two hundred 

years, imported their gcxidess with them. Since PtaQ-South-of-His-Wall would also be 

known to them in Canaan, and since he was god of craftsmen there, it is not unlikely that 

the two deities were imported together, accounting for their association here on this stela. 

Such importation, not simply from foreign parts (e.g. by random trade), but by 

establishments of foreigners resident since 1420 B.C. and continued in that foreign 

quarter, explains Herodotus' reference to the "foreign Aphrodite". She, as 'Astart, was 

honoured as a long-established deity chiefly among the Canaanite community at Memphis, 

apparently alongside the Canaanized Ptal]. 

219 H. Kees, Ancient Egypt; A Cultural Topoifaphy, (Chicago, Univ. of Chicago Press, 
1977), p. 174. 

220 Perlman, Asherah. pp. 20 l ff. 
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This worship in the Canaanite quarter of the past may be explicable because of the 

marine nature of the Canaanite ~~tart. 'A~tart's marine powers appear to have their 

antecedents amazingly in those of Inanna/lstar, earlier in Mesopotamia 221 and in Syria 

under Mesopotamian influence.222 

221 The marine associations of Htar/~Jtart are well attested textually but little known or 
understood. Virtually no work has been done on this subject for lnanna/l§tar and ~start, which I believe 
are important forerunners, as marine goddesses, to the ~tart-Aphrodite of Cyprus and ultimately to the 
marine Venus. An extensive study on this putative lineage should be written, but for purposes of this 
dissertation, a few paragraphs must suffice here. 

Efforts are often made to explain A~tart's marine associations in the Levant (ca. 1400 B.C.) as 
arising simply from syncretism or confusion with A~rat Yamm, "A§erah of the Sea", known from 
U garitic literature. Neither linguistically, mythically nor iconographically can I find any justification for 
this assumption. More significantly, there was a long-established tradition in Mesopotamia and Syria of 
Inanna/l§tar, with marine associations, before the rise of Ugaritic literature: as early as the Middle 
Babylonian godlist An= An.wn, which has Old Babylonian antecedents, we have the name of Istar, (col. 
iv, line 129) (dinanna,a ab baki = ia-bi-i-[ tu]), "Inanna-of-the-Sea" immediately followed by "Inanna of the 
House of the Abyss = Lady of the House of the Abyss". The latter refers to her chthonic role of crossing 
the underworld abyss during her astral disappearance at superior conjunction. I believe it is significant that 
the two titles are juxtaposed, since this indicates an association in the mind of the compiler, of Inanna of 
the mythic and underworld waters with Inanna of "The Sea". "The Sea" may refer to an earthly sea such 
as the Mediterranean or Persian Gulf or, more probably, given the Mesopotamian ability to think on 
multivalent levels, it is entirely possible that "The Sea" could refer to a sea both earthly and mythic at 
the same time. It is a little-known fact that, as early as the Old Babylonian period, Istar has marine 
associations in the Gilgam~ Epic, in a section of the Old Babylonian copy. In that tale, the mysterious 
figure of Siduri, the divine tavern-keeper, sits by the sea and advises the hero that his search for 
immortality beyond the waters of death is in vain (Pritchard, ANET, pp. 90 ff, esp. p. 91). Importantly 
Gilgame~ asks her for "markers" by which to cross "the sea" (col. ii, lines 16 ff.), but she retorts, "Never, 
0 GilgameJ, has there been a crossing, and none who came since the beginning of days could cross the 
sea. Only valiant Samas (the sungod) crosses the sea; other than Sama§, who can cross (it)? ... And in 
between are the Waters of Death that bar its approaches! ... On reaching the Waters of Death, what would 
you do?" Clearly then, §rduri sits by and advises him about the Underworld Sea which he cannot cross. 
This passage is significant to Iitar since, although it has never been recognized before, Siduri is a byform 
of mar. Istar, like her, is the divine taverness (as prostitute) in many Mesopotamian texts, and her 
precincts sometimes had an altammu. "Tavern"-shrine of unknown uses. The decisive identification, 
however, comes again from the Middle Babylonian An= An.wn, (col. iv., line 4), which gives the name 
of I~tar as d$i-du-ri. Siduri also occurs in a group of Htar- names in three independent texts (cf. 
W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-hasis; The Babylonian Story of the Aood. [Oxford: Clarendon, 

" 1969], p. 162, notes to col. iii, lines 39-40). She appears to be a chthonic deity in SJw2ll II, 171 ff., 
where she is grouped with Istyua (another Istar byfonn) and Nergal, god of the underworld (cf. S. Mercer, 
The Oath in Assyro-Babylonian Literature. [Paris, 1912], p. 76). Accordingly, in OiJiaroes, one sees 
faturi-Istar, a chthonic deity, sitting at the edge of the underworld sea advising the hero about its passage. 
This is presumably the chthonic and astral I§tar, since Gilgames asks how to cross the Netherworld 
waters (as one having entered and escaped the netherworld herself); he asks her for markers, possibly astral 
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It may be significant that a marine ~start appears to have been associated with 

ports, to have been transported and worshipped by sailors in later Phoenician Tyre and 

Sidon, and to have been brought by Phoenician sailors to Malta and ultimately Corinth, in 

all of which places she had maritime temples.223 The association is not merely that sailors 

light in the dark(?), as earthly navigators used the stars. From An-Anum and Gilgames, then, we see 
§iduri/I§tar in this role at least as early as the Old Babylonian tradition. 

222 There is an interesting and fairly early tradition in Syrian Emar (Meskene) where texts 
contemporary with those of Ugarit record that sacrifices were made simultaneously to "Inanna of the Sea" 
and Yamm, the Ugaritic seagod. This is quite exceptional since Asherah is normally linked with him in 
Ugaritic literature. (Cf. A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, Uiaritic Reliiion. Iconomphy of Reliiions, Pase. 8, 
Sect. XV, [Leiden: Brill, 1980], p. 7.) It also indicates a Syrian tradition of the Mesopotamian Inanna 
having links with "The Sea". In a number of hymns and rituals from Mesopotamia, she has jurisdiction 
over various bodies of water, (imm, ocean, marsh and Euphrates) (cf. Reisner, S1lll, No. 56, pp. 106 ff., 
lines 64-67, 73-77). 

But what is the significance of IJtar by the edge of the sea, a position seen with Siduri-Istar and 
recurring for Mtart in Egyptian ljurro-Hittite and Ugaritic literature (cf. below)? I believe her position at 
the sea's edge signifies her liminal position, possibly as Venus on the horiwn, the contact zone of the 
earth's edge with the mythic sea which leads down to the ms.,u, "The Deeps" of the underworld. This 
hypothesis harmonizes with Inanna/Htar's many hymnic descriptions in Mesopotamia, where her 
subterranean astral (?) voyage by boat in the Stygian waters seems to be alluded to: She is called "roiler of 
the Deep", one whose glare" cooks the fish in the Deep': 

It appears, but is far from certain, that the Ugaritic, Egyptian and Hittite mythmakers borrowed 
the concept in some way, probably from Mesopotamia via Syria, so that we see A.start also roiling the 
sea, in a poorly preserved myth from Ugarit (Perlman, Asherah. pp. 159-162, UT 2001), and dealing 
with the sea in an obscure way in the Ugaritic Ba"al and Yamm mythology. In the Egyptian ~tart 
Papyrus (Pritchard, AMil, pp. 17 ff.), it seems that the mythic sea seeks tribute from the Egyptian 
Ennead; Astart is brought from Asia to take it to the sea: the sea taunts her for her ragged appearance and 
tom sandals, a result of her coming and going. This phraseology, nowhere explained to my knowledge, is 
well attested for !star as Venus in Mesopotamia, in her astral crossings of the sky from one horiwn to the 
other. Ultimately the sea seekscAstart as wife, and the text breaks off. As with Siduri, she appears at the 
sea's edge (Perlman, Asherah, p. 146). In the ljurro-Hittite myths, though the texts are badly preserved, 
she appears again on the seaside, removes her clothes and plays music with Ninatta and Kulitta, to tempt 
Hedammu (cf. pp. 242 ff.). Sadly the contexts of these myths are barely comprehensible, but one thread 
~s through them: c..Mtart stands like ~fduri at the sea's edge. Whether these.a, in the wes~m traditions, 
refers to the Mediterranean or to the cosmic circumterrestrial and subterranean sea, remains unclear. It may 
be that the original Mesopotamian concept of the abyss, when transferred westward where the 
Mediterranean was the focus of life, was, in part. adapted to that marine environment More probably, the 
cosmic underworld sea was intended since its appearance in the Ugaritic, Egyptian and Hitttite traditions 
is as a hostile i9d to be appeased. 

223 In addition to I§tar/A!tart's mythic marine associations, I believe 'Astart in Canaan and later 
in first millennium Phoenician and Punic milieux, to have been particularly worshipped by seamen and to 
have had cult sites at marine installations, not simply to have been transported among other deities, by 
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Canaanites and later Phoenicians, wherever they settled, be it Cyprus, Greece or Egypt. Some reasons for 
this conclusion are as follows: 

(i) In the reign of Bod-c-A~tart of Phoenicia, a sacred precinct dedicated to "A~tart of Magnificent 
Heaven" was located in a quarter of Sidon called sdn....ml, "Maritime Sidon" (cf. "Bulletin d'Epigraphie 
Semitique", Sma 46, (1969], pp. 332 ff.). • 

(ii) To-day in Valetta, Malta, above the Grand Harbour, is marked the site of the Phoenician 
~start temple overlooking the main headland, a temple which would have been visible at sea for miles. 

(iii) As late as the fifth-sixth centuries A. D., the Port of Astron~ CA§tart) was one of two 
ports in Tyre, long after her cult had become extinct (cf. "Les Grands Dieux de Tyre a l'Epoque grec et 
romaine", 40, [1963], p. 21). 

(iv) In Corinth, votive and inscriptional remains indicate thatcAstart/Aphrcxtite had a number of 
temples at each of the ports and may have been worshipped by Phoenician sailors there, as their cult deity 
(cf. C. K. Williams II, "Corinth and the Cult of Aphrodite". Corinthiaca: Studies in Honor of Darrell A, 
Amil, (Columbia: Univ. of Missouri Press, 1986), p. 12. Williams recorded the finding of a 5th c. 
B.C. votive sherd dedicated to Mtart. Later, in the Roman period, one of the harbours bore an Aphrodite 
temple, "probably part of a seamen's cult" (ihid., p. 12). 

(v) Heick proposed (W. Heick, "Indiz frilhen Handelsfahrten syrischer Kaufleute", in llE 2 
(1970), pp. 35 ff. that Astart as ''Astart of Ships" was protectress of sailors. He went so far as to describe 
/\start as harbour goddess of Syrian ships, brought directly to Memphis by sailors (cf. Hermann, "~start", 
MIQ, p. 25, n. 49). J. W. Betlyon, "The Cult of 'Aserah/Elat at Sidon", .lNES, 44 (1985), p. 56, made 
the following assessment concerning the fact that, in the V assa1 Treaty of Esarhaddon of Assyria with 
Ba'al of Tyre (8th century), ~tart with Milqart and ·E!mun, is invoked in the curse "to punish violators 
by sepding storms against their ships at sea, tearing up their mooring posts and causing ships to be 
swamped. This is hardly the role of a protectress of sailors, unless the Assyrians misinterpreted the 
function of Astarte within the Tyrian cult". Betlyon is incorrect in his assumption, since !star/A.start 
always manifests opposite powers. She causes war and guarantees peace, she causes illness and cures it 
etc., so that one would expect her to cause winds at sea as well as calming them. In our discussion of 
Icon T we ~hall see that lstar is clearly a meteorological goddess of storms and winds, and hence could 
cause storms at sea. Surprisingly a number of Mesopotamian texts refer to Inanna/Utar as stirring the 
waters of swamps, seas and abyss or as accompanying "the light winds". This little-known aspect of the 
Mesopotamian goddess reflects her association with waters as the wind stirring them, and I presume it 
arises from her better-known nature as violent storm-goddess, sometimes manifesting herself in storms or 
with the stonnbird. This wind-storm nature is quite ancient, being attested in hymns and seals of the 
Akkad period, e.g., by her storm-dragon underfoot 

(vi) An inscription from Delos (ca. 100 B.C.) written by a man of Askelon, a cult centre of 
J\start and ~targatis, commemorated his offering to Zeus and Aphrodite "for having been saved from 
pirates",~ 49, (1972), pp. 420. As an A~elonite familiar with :aJtart andcAtargatis who was also 
protectress of sailors, with marine functions (cf. R.A. Oden Jr., Studies in Lucian's De Syria Dea No. 
15, [Missoula Mont.: Scholars' Press, 1977], esp. pp. 99 ff.), the devotee may have been expressing a 
transcultural concept of~§tart-Aphrodite as protectress of sailors and as sea deity. <Atargatis was principal 
goddess of the coastal cities Gaza, Joppa and Mkelon in Graeco-Roman times (cf. Avi-Yonah, IE! 1, 
p. 160). 
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brought their local goddess, along with their culture and merchandise, but, specifically, 

that particular quarters of their cities serving as dockyards, seaside areas etc.1 had A start 

temples. From this we may expect her iconography to be instrinscially Canaanite but 

transported to the maritime colonies abroad, here with Egyptian iconographic additions, 

viz. the figure will be largely Canaanite in iconography with an Egyptian veneer. 

'A~tart's Iconography on the Stela: Crown 

To what extent is this proposed admixture of Canaanite and Egyptian elements 

reflected in her iconography on the stela? Her title, given as "Queen of Heaven", is an 

indication of her astral nature, and "Mistress of all the Gods" is indicative of her high 

rank. These are titles also shared with the warlike Canaanite goddess 'Anat in Egypt.224 

Her iconography on the stela, however, differentiates her from 'Anat. Facing left to the 

worshipper she appears to wear the same clinging dress seen on 'A~ta(rt) previously 

(Icons H(?), K, M), and shared with 'Anat,225 although surface details are lacking. 

Vertically pendant by her throat are two ribbon-like objects peculiarly reminiscent of those 

worn by the warrior !star or caped Istar in the Old Babylonian period (figs. 156-157). 

They may represent ties under the crown, or hair, but generally they remain unexplained 

for either, unless here it is a variation of the double Asiatic streamers. 226 

Her complex crown, recorded differently in sundry publications and partly 

abraded, is difficult to analyze. It appears to consist of a high, wide flat-topped crown 

(vii) For the well-known aspect of the Greek Aphrodite as protectress of sailors, giver of calm 
voyages, watcher of the surf and giver of fair winds, cf. in general G. Grigson, The Goddess of Love: 
Birth, Triumph, Death and Return of Aphrodite, (London: Quartet, 1976), pp. 7 ff. 

224 'Anat, in Ugaritic texts, is "Queen of Heaven" and in Egypt on New Kingdom stelae, 
"Mistress of the Gods"; cf. A. W. Eaton, The Goddess Anat: The History of Her Cult, Her MytholoiY 
and Her Iconoaaphy, (Ph.D. Diss., Yale Univ., 1964), p. 99. 

225 Cf. Eaton, Anal, pp. 129, 130a, 138b. 
226 On I~tar's vertical-hanging neck pendants, cf. K. R. Maxwell-Hyslop, Western Asiatic 

Jewellery, c. 3000 B,C,-612 B,C., (London: Methuen, 1971), p. 85, where she classes them as locks of 
hair, but figures on terra cottas such as the Burney Relief (Moortgat, AANE. fig. 212) are clearly 
separate from the hair and appear to be part of her pectoral or even two strips of cloth. 
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without coiffure, topped by a Hathor naos framed in turn by a pair of lateral volutes, one 

of which is preserved. For a full version of this crown which normally occurs on 

Hathor's head, for example, as the distinctive shape of the sistrum, cf. fig. 158.227 The 

same voluted crown (minus streamers) occurs on Qudsu in fig. 112, and with streamers 

plus disc and crescent on QudSu in fig. 110. The already elaborate form of the crown here 

is made all the more fantastic by addition of streamers (one only is preserved) pendant 

from the naos. Such streamers have been identified228 as typical of Asiatic gods. We 

have seen the streamers of 'A~tart on the Wadi Abbad stela (Icon I), on the Bethel seal 

(Icon K) ,and on the Qud~u plaque (fig. 110). In the case of the Qud~us of figs. 110, 

112 and here in Icon 0, we find that the basic crowns with Hathoric naos, sistrum volutes 

and Asiatic streamers are virtually identical, except for addition of crescent and sundisc in 

fig. 110. This suggests, since one is named 5\~tart, one Qud~u and. one probably Qudsu, 

and since Qudsu is also ~~tart (Icon J), that the voluted naos-sistrum crown with or 

without streamers, is diagnostic of some ~starts in Egypt. 

On our stela, the base of the naos fitting on her head has been extended upward as 
...... 

a platform-like crown resembling those of Amarna.229 In her slim form, tight dress and 

Hathor crown, the goddess is identified with Hathor, as, indeed, she is in her given title, 

"Queen of Heaven", shared with Hathor. 230 Here the similarity between the goddesses 

ends for this stela. 

227 Cf. R. Giveon, "Hathor as the Goddess of Music in Sinai". The Impact of Emt on Canaan. 
Q.hQ 20, (1978), pp. 69 ff. 

228 Pritchard, p. 249. 
229 Cf. for example, C. Aldred, Akhenaten and Nefertiti. (New York: Viking, 1973), 

frontispiece and figs. 47, Nos. 16, 17, 26. 
23° For the title of Hathor as queen of heaven, cf., C. J. Bleeker, Hathor and Thoth, Two Key 

Fiiures of Ancient Emtiao Reliiion; Studies in the History of Reliiions. 26, (Leiden, Brill, 1973), 
pp. 43, 46 ff. 
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Martial ~~tart 

From this point forward in the discussion, we are left with the iconography of a 

martial goddess. In her left hand, she grasps a tall vertical object whose ends are no 

longer preserved, but which may be a spear: By way of comparison, the other ''Astart 

representations (Icon I(?), K and U (centre)?) have a spear, and her other warlike 

accoutrements on this stela harmonize with this possibility. The object, apparently a 

spear, is thin and quite long, presumably from floor to head-height, as preserved. It is 

generally accepted that the Egyptian anny of the New Kingdom used short spears, about a 

yard long.231 _ This is confirmed by New Kingdom battle reliefs e.g. Ramses II at 

Kadesh, where Egyptian soldiers brandish spears which extend from head to knee. 232 In 

contrast, spears in North Syria and Canaan at this time seem to be long, from floor to 

about 6" above a man's head.233 Cast figurines of the Middle Bronze Age from Syria 

Palestine have both short spears and long ones from shoulder to ground.234 On Syrian 

seals, ca. 1750 B.C., anned goddesses may be shown with two long spears (figs. 140-

141, 161, 163-164),235 or with long single spear236 (figs.145, 159), like the long spear 

ofAstart on the Bethel seal (Icon K). Occasionally, they appear with a short (3'?) spear 

(fig. 142, 146, 160, 165).237 Because of the broken state of the stela, it is impossible to 

state definitely that ~'§tart's spear is a Syrian-styled long one, but it appears to be. 

231 J. Ruffle, Herita&e of the Pharaohs. (Oxford: Phaidon, 1977), p. 124 and Y. Yadin, 
Art of Warfare in Biblical Lands, II, (New York: McGraw Hill, 1963), pp. 253, 334. 

232 For a pictorial analysis of the Luxor reliefs of the Battle of Kadesh, cf. The Empire 
Builders, ed., J. Hicks, (Alexanchia Va.,~. 1974), pp. 88 ff. 

233 Ililil- p. 88. 
234 o. Negbi, Canaanite Gods in Metal; An ArchaeoJo&ical Study of Ancient Syro-Palestinian 

Fi~urines, (Tel Aviv: Univ. Tel Aviv, 1976), fig. 20. 
235 E.g. E. Porada "Syrian Seal Impressions on Tablets Dated to the Time of ijammurabi and 

Samsuiluna" INES 16, (1957), pl. XXX; 0. T~a. "Catalogue des Sceaux-Cylindres du Musee Regional 
d'Adana", .s.MS. 3, (Oct. 1979), Pl. III, No. 22. 

236 Pritchard, No. 492. 
237 Ihi.d., No. 24, pl. III. 
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The other weapon, which the goddess extends in her hand, is a long shield, 

recurved at the top, which appears to extend from head to below knee-level. Its bottom is 

abraded from the stela. This long type of body shield was used largely by infantry to 

protect torso and legs, and is unlike the shorter arm-shields used in the Near East which 

allowed greater freedom of movement to chariotry and some infantry, but left the lower 

limbs open to attack. Although the appearance of goddesses with shields is relatively 

unusual, it does occur in Egypt with ~start, 'Anat and Neith for example. 238 It is 

important to note that ~Anat and c...A~tart are said in Egyptian texts to~ "shields" of the 

king,239 indicating an apotropaic role for the icon in association with these goddesses, 

who are both warriors and protectresses. That cA~tart here carries a shield and is said to 

be a shield at U garit may be expressions of the same concept, much as Utar/A~tart has a 

lion and is a lion simultaneously in Mesopotamian texts and iconography. 

The appearance of the long shield on this stela is problematic in some respects, 

because its type and origin are not readily identified. Its most striking feature of 

presentation is that, unlike most New Kingdom Egyptian art, which illustrates shields 

frontally, this shield is shown in profile. We must ask what type of shield this is, and 

why it is portrayed so exceptionally. One cannot distinguish the shape of the shield face 

because of profile representation, so that one is left wondering whether it is the rectangular 

New Kingdom Egyptian shield with pointed or rounded upper edge (fig. 168 a, b), the 

concave-sided Hittite shield (fig. 168 c), or the rectangular Syrian type (fig. 168, d) of the 

period. These types are all contemporaneously illustrated on Egyptian monuments, such 

238 For the shield of•Anat cf. U. Cassuto. Ha-'Elah 'Anat, (1951), frontispiece, and for the shield 
of Neith, cf. M. Lurker, The Gods and Symbols of Ancient EiYPt An Illustrated Dictionary. (Fakenham: 
Thames and Hudson, 1980), pp. 60, 85. 

239 Cf. Pritchard, ANEI. p. 250, for an inscription of Ramses III at Medinet Habu: ,,.Anat and 
cMtart are a shield to him". 
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as the relief of the Battle of Kadesh,240 and should provide parallels for this shield, to tell 

us of its origin. 

I have not been able to ascertain whether any of these shield types depicted has an 

upper recurve, but the Egyptian and Hittite ones give the impression of being straight-

sided with very low bowing across the front face when shown in low relief. 24 1 

Contemporary Hittite shields242 seem to be ruled out since they are always short (from 

shoulder to knee), and no attempt is made on the stela to depict their incurving sides. 

Conceivably the New Kingdom Egyptian shield is a better candidate since both short and 

long styles were used for chariotry and infantry ,243 but there is no evidence of a 

distinctive recurving of the upper end. Contemporary shields of Syria-Palestine as shown 

on reliefs and figurines of men and gods, appear to be typically rectangular, some with 

chevron and boss (e.g. fig. 168 d). 244 Seti I's Karnak reliefs of battles against the 

Hittites show the Hittite allies (the Syrians ca. 1302-1290 B.C.) with both short and long 

rectangular shields like this. 

There is some evidence that Syro-Canaanite shields may have been recurved. A 

Middle Bronze Age god found at Megiddo bears on his arm a short rectangular arm shield 

(fig. 170) which appears slightly recurved and thickened at the upper end, much like that 

on our stela. Secondly, Leibovitch identified a figure of the Syrian Resef bearing a nearly 

identical recurved shield.245 A third figure of a Syrian deity (fig. 169), which Leclant felt 

240 Cf. .wJ2IL n. 232. 
241 C. Aldred, Akhena,ten and Nefertiti Brooklyn Mus. (New Yorlc, 1973), fig. 63. 
242 For the concave-sided Hittite shields cf. Empire Builders. p. 83. 
243 Ruffle, HeritaG, p. 94, Ramses Il's chariot and infantry. 
244 Empire Builders, pp. 86-89; Negbi. Canaanite Gods, p. 30, fig. 452 and I. Woldering, All..Qf 

EiYl2L (New York: Greystone 1962), fig. 46, Thutmosis' chariot detail, 1410-1400 B.C. battle vs. 
Asiatics. 

245 For the Megiddo figurine, cf. C. Westermann, The Bible: A Pictorial History. (New York: 
Seabury, 1977), pl. 100. For Leiboviteh's figure of Resef, cf. J. Leibovitcht Ouelgues Nouvelles 
Representations du Dieu Recher. <Annales du Service des Antiguites de I'Egypte 39 [Cairo, 1939). 
pl. XVI). 
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was A~tart(?) clearly shows the recurved shield held in a Syrian depiction, on horseback. 

These three references indicate that Canaanite shields were indeed recurved, as well as 

taking the traditional rectangular shape. 

One cannot come down exclusively on the side of the Syrian shield as the type 

held by our 'A~tart here, but one should ask also whether her shield here is shown in 

sideview, the exception, precisely to distin~uish it from other types, since the recurvature 

of the Syrian shield displays most characteristically in profile. Has the icono~rapher 

purposely chosen the distinctive profile rendering to show the recurvature to best effect, 

and to distinguish it from Egyptian ones normally shown in frontal view? The profile 

view is quite extraordinary, differing from normal frontal views of armies' shields for 

example, or even from the shields of Egyptian gods such as Neith or t..Anat Their shields 

are always, to my knowledge shown in full face, 'Anat's from the rear, held behind the 

body and arm, with spear in front of the shield. 246 This iconography allows the shield to 

be shown in full view and by positioning it behind the goddess, permits a complete view 

of her figure which would otherwise be obscured by a full-face shield in front. Had 

Astart's shield been placed this way, it would have been difficult to distinguish her from 

such figures of 'Anat, accordingly, the iconographer has chosen to place the shield before 

her in a distinctive sideview, differing from ~nat's. The profile, showing recurvature, 

would, accordingly, accommodate both a distinctive positioning of the shield diffenng 

from o/\nat's, would allow for clarity of representation for )\start's form, and would also 

represent most strikingly the characteristic recurvature of the Syro-Canaanite shield 

We have emphasized the strong factor of Astart's worship by sailors, craftsmen 

and prisoners of war at Memphis, as being highly Canaanite. The ethnic characteristics 

of weaponry would have been of much greater importance to such people than to us in 

246 For <Anat with shield behind the goddess' arm and side, away from the body, cf. Eaton, 
AilllL p. 129, 130 (top), 131. · 
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the twentieth century, both on the battlefield, as identifying symbols, and in religion, to 

mark one's ethnic gods. Equipping c.Astart with a Syro-Canaanite shield and · spear 

identified her as a Syro-Canaanite goddess for the Canaanite enclave in Egypt, in much the 

same way as did associating her with the Canaanite form of PtalJ, or attaching Asiatic 

streamers· to her crown. In this stela, then, the elements of iconography appear organized 

to identify the goddess according to function and ethnicity to a great degree. 
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Hittite Rock Relief (" Malatya I") Depicting and Naming Sau§ka · 

Malatya, Eastern Anatolia, ca. 1100-1000 B.C. (Icon P) 

Rationale 

Three decades ago, in her study "Les Deesses Armees et Ailees", Marie-Therese 

Barrelet dubbed this well-known relief "la deesse ... aux colombes" .247 The figure, 

which essentially resembles the earlier one at Yazilikaya (Icon N-1), has been discussed 

by Barrelet and more fully by J. Danmanville in her series on the Hittite iconography of 

~auska.248 These useful works apart from being dated, contain oversights and biases of 

interpretation which yield partial, unbalanced conclusions. Many of these such as the 

topic of Sau~ka's birds here, have never been redressed, even in more recent studies such 

as Keel and Winter's Voeel als Boten.249 whose primary concern is bird-goddesses in the 

Levant. 

It is not the purpose of this study to repeat Danmanville's work but rather (i) to 

reconsider the iconography of the so-called Hittite figure in relation to other identified Utar 

icons in this dissertation; (ii) to indicate shortcomings in the existing studies; (iii) in some 

cases, to correlate the icons with the added t{urro-Hittite texts now available to provide a 

fuller understanding of the material; (iv) to provide a much fuller study on the subject of 

birds with Istar~ Sau~ka, using the Malatya I relief as a starting point, but bringing in 

iconographic and textual material from Assyria and southern Mesopotamia. Since this is 

fit subject for a doctorate in itself, it requires a separate sub-section which will be 

interposed toward the end of the Malatya I study. 

247 M.-Th. Barrelet, "Les Deesses Armees et Ailees" SEi 32, (1955), p. 257, n. I. 
248 J. Danmanville, "L'lconographie d'Istar-Sau!ga en Anatolie Ancienne, RA..56, (1962), pp. 9 

ff., 113 ff. and 175 ff. on "Les Hierodules d'lltar-Sau~ga". 
249 o. Keel, u. Winter. YOKel als Boten Studien zu Ps, 68, 12-14, Gen, 8, 6-12, Koh, 10:0 

und dem Aussenden von BotenvOKeln in AK)l)ten; Mit einem BeitraK von Urs Winter Zu Ps, 56, I_ .zw: 
Ikonompbie der GOttin mit der Taube, (U. Fribourg, 1977). 
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Distinction of Sau~kas at Malatya 

Initially we must clarify that there are two Malatya reliefs of this period known as 

"I" and "D" which portray similar warlike goddesses. The first, Malatya I (Icon P), an 

offering scene, shows a woman on the left pouring a libation. before an armed goddess 

who strides on two flying birds. The devotee is not shown in.our Icon P, which consists 

of only the goddess on the right.250 Above the goddess' outstretched right hand is the 

Hittite hieroglyph ~aming her as the tJ:urro-Hittite Sau~ka. Danmanville correctly 

compared this single Sau~ka with two figures on the second relief known as "Malatya 

D"251 (fig. 171). On that relief, a male figure on the left similarly pours a libation before a 

procession of four deities to the right. The first is the W eathergod, the second an anned 

goddess, almost identical with the identified ~au§ka at Y azilikaya and Malatya I; behind 

her follows an armed god and second goddess armed identically to her (far right), but 

lacking crown and wings. Neither of these two goddesses is identified by inscription so 

they cannot be classed as primary icons. Their similarity to Y azilikaya 38 and Malatya I, 

however, and their dual representation requires comment below. 

Malatya I: Masculine Features 

Although the Malatya I (Icon P) offering scene is usually dated as Neo-Hittite ca. 

1100-1000 B.C., somewhat later than Yazilikaya, it remain.s within the Imperial Hittite 

tradition. The Malatya I ~au~ka's status is assured by her receipt of libations and by her 

horned crown. Though in left- facing profile, her posture like that of Yazilikaya 38 

belongs to a male deity, one hand outstretched at waist level and the other close to the 

body in a fist. Additionally, her tall pointed homed crown, shortsleeved jacket and 

weaponry are all male features. 

250 J. Danmanville, "L'lconographie d'Htar-~au§ga en Anatolie Ancienne", RA 56, (1962), 
p. 11, fig. 2. 

251 Tl..~rl fi . 6 .lM.Ul•, 1g. . 
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Malatya I: Wings 

Wings figure prominently on Icon P, as on Yazilikaya 38 and on the main goddess 

of fig. 171. (Note that the two by-forms, viz. the second figures at both Yazilikaya and 

Malatya "D" [fig. 171, rt.], are wingless, attesting to winged and apteral forms of the 

goddess). Malatya I, like Yazilikaya 38, has one pair of striated wings pointing upward, 

but, unlike it, has a large projection near the left elbow which appears to be another wing. 

The first figure on Malatya D (fig. 161, left) is similar in this respect, indicating that this 

is neither unique nor a result of rockface scarring. Conceivably, it could be a shoulder 

drapery, but its distinctive shape resembles a lower wing, one of a lower pair, creating a 

four-winged "butterfly" effect. Danmanville rejected the idea of double wings on the 

grounds that Y azilikaya 38, Syrian wargoddesses and Akkadian lltars have only single 

pairs. She neglected the entire range of winged goddesses of Middle and late Assyrian 

plaques and seals, which exhibit splendid double wings (figs. 130-136).252 These 

figures (1200-600 B.C.) cannot be verified as the Assyrian Thtar, being uninscribed, but 

they do exhibit known features of Thtar and even of ~au~ka (e.g. short jackets, unveiling, 

nudity and astral icons); indeed, some come from known Istar temples, combined factors 

which make the figure likely to be Htar of Assyria. This four-winged Assyrian type, 

rather than Y azilikaya 38, or Syrian or Akkadian goddesses, may be the closest relative of 

our Malatya I's four-winged style, and both may stem from older Assyrian tradition. We 

have noted that the ijurro-Hittite Sau~ka, who is here portrayed, was transmitted from 

Nineveh via the Hurrians to Anatolia, and that ritual texts ca. 1400-1200 B.C. preserve 
I.# 

the tradition of her being !star of Nineveh. The identity of the Anatolian ~au~ka and ntar 

252 Representations of these figures are: A Middle Assyrian alabaster vase fragment ca. 1200-
1100 in A. Moortgat, AAM.. p. 113, from a burial near the I§tar Temple at AHur; A Neo-Assyrian vase 
relief, Moortgat A.AM, fig. 4; Neo-Assyrian ivory plaque, (ca. 880-860 B.C.) in A. Parrot, Mfar, (Paris, 
1961), fig. 330; Neo-Assyrian seals, G. A. Eisen, Ancient Oriental Cylinder and Other Seals in the 
Collection of Mrs Wm, Moore, Qlf 47, (Chicago, 1940), No. 88, pl. X; and~ 2, 19, Arabic 
Section, 2. 
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of Nineveh was strong, not only in Hittite minds, but to the later Assyrians themselves, 

since Sargon II of Assyria (ca. 720 B.C.) was later moved to write, "I raised my hands in 

prayer, in the chamber of the masterbuilder of the land, to Sau~ka, the powerful goddess 

of Nineveh". 253 If oral and written tradition of the Assyrian origin of Sauska remained so 

strong for some five hundred years, one could expect some of the iconographic tradition 

from Assyria to persist as well. I suspect that this is the case with the four-winged 

Sau~ka. 

Malatya I: Coiffure? 

Another irregularity of the Malatya I figure in addition to its double wings, is that, 

unlike Yazilikaya 38's long male queue, hair or coiffure are totally absent here. She 

differs also from Malatya D, first figure, who appears to be her counterpart, but with 

added full coiffure. The hairless head under a tall crown has already been observed as a 

feature of the warlike 'A~ta(r)fA~tart in the inscribed Egyptian stelae (Icons H, I, M), 

Bethel seal (Icon K) and above, in the "Hittite" seal from Ras Shamra (Icon L, left figure). 

A number of these, we have suggested, represent the tJurrian !star (Sau~ka), and I should 

reiterate this hypothesis, since I believe the Malatya I figure demonstrates this feature from 

its Ijurrian heritage. The belief that the Malatya I figure's baldness is of tiurrian origin 

rests on the fact that the Hittite Sau!ka is known to be a Hurrian derivative from Assyria . .... 

It rests also on the fact that the important bone/ivory figure from the Hurrian temple of 
tJ 

I~tar at Nuzi in Mesopotamia (ca. 1400 B.C.) (fig. 139) and almost certainly the warlike, 

unveiling Htar, shares many features with Malatya I: Like it, the Nuzi I~tar wears a tall 

homed crown, (Mesopotamian style) tight jacket, bears an axe in hand and unveils. Her 

253 D. D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia II, (New York: Greenwood, 
1968), p. 64, #120. 
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baldness and powerful face are decidedly unfeminine, belying her unveiling posture.254 

Such baldness is uncharacteristic of Btar in Mesopotamia generally, but occurs in Old 

Assyrian Killtepe seal figures (figs. 175-177) on I~tarlike figures in tJurrian enclaves such 

as Nuzi (fig. 139, 173), (both from the lltar temple at Nuzi), Alalakh (fig. 172 and 

178)255 and Ebia (fig. 174); on our helmeted second Ugarit seal figure (fig. 120),256 and 

on Hittite seals exhibiting strong Syro-t{~an elements (e.g. fig. 147).257 I should like 

to mention one beautiful example of such a figure on a cast bronze of about the same date 

as Malatya I (late second millennium), (fig. 179). The figure is a wargoddess thundering 

along in a chariot beside a wargod of the smiting type.258 These wargods are not 

named, but the wargoddess should be either cAnat or ~~tart. Two features distinguish 

the goddess from ~nat, whom she resembles in dress, crown and hairlessness. Unl_ike 

'Anat's representations, this figure is an archer bearing a quiver and drives a chariot. To 

my knowledge, 'Anat is neither iconographically nor textually attested in those roles when 

254 Two objections can be made concerning the interpretation of this head as masculine. The 
first is that the face may be merely ugly rather than masculine. However, the consistent lack of hair on 
these ijurrian figures would have appeared shockingly unwomanly in societies where women, as in 
Victorian Europe, never cut their hair. Any form of haircutting for women would be a tonsure or mark of 
aberration. Male warrior gods, however, of the smiting-god type, consistently lacked hair under prominent 
crowns in Syrian arL The second objection to be raised is whether one is not reading too much 
interpretation into figures abraded by millennia of decay, and whether one then canonizes these 
misinterpretations into linedrawings. The first objection can be countered by the fact that the Nuzi I~tar 
survives in pristine condition with virtually no damage so that facial and head details are clear. Similar 
heads occur on figmes represented on seals, whose hard materials have likewise preserved the details intact. 
Regarding linedrawings, they are naturally open to individual interpretation, as are necessary hand-copies of 
cuneiform texts. However, they may be less deceptive than some photos which tend to flatten the 
dimensional aspect and to blur detail if lighting is not perfectly controlled. Moreover, experience of 
perusing hundreds of similar figures gives the artist of the linedrawing technique an eye for observing 
recurrent details, which might otherwise be overlooked. 

255 For the Alalakh nude goddess, ca. 1350-1250 B.C. (AT 39/240). Cf. L. Woolley, Al~lakh-
Tell Atchana (Oxford, 1955), pp. 247-248, pl. LIV, No. 0. 

256 M.-Th. Barrelet, "Les Deesses Armees et Ailees", Snia, 32, (1955), p. 250, fig. 17., 
p.250, fig. 17. 

257 E. Porada, "Syrian Seal Impressions on Tablets Dated in the Time of ljammurabi and 
Samsuiluna" J:NE.S. 16, (1957), pl. 30, fig. 4. 

258 Negbi. Canaanite Gods i, pl. 5, No. 22 and p. 144. 
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named, whereas 'A~tart/l~tar is. We have noted the Egyptian stelae of 7\~tar(t) (Icons H, 

and all three figures in U) show the archer 'A~tar(t), and Icon V from Edfu in the late 

period names her as mistress of chariotry. 'A~tart at U garit, too, is frequently named with 

horses and chariotry,259 unlike ''Anat. Accordingly, we may tentatively identify the 

goddess in fig. 179 as the· Canaanite 'A~tar(t), possibly with tJurrian features. In many 

ways, despite her Egyptianized figure and crown here, she strongly resembles the Nuzi 

!Star (fig. 139), who also has a quiver on her back, and exhibits the same baldness and 

powerful face. 

Of the above examples of the coiffureless goddess, many unveil according to local 

style, they may have birds, or be armed, but all come from tJurrian centres or exhibit 

ijurrian features. This type of hairless wargoddess, who sometimes unveils, is to be 

found in Anatolia, Mesopotamia, Syria and Egypt, as we have seen, and finds 

representatives in a number of identified Utars in our icons (Icons H, I, K, L left, M, 0, 

P, and U). Accordingly, the Sauska of Malatya I depicted this way, as unveiling 

wargoddess, falls within this tradition, which appears to be fjurrian. This strikingly 

powerful image of hairlessness represents an iconographic device associated with ntar 

generally in warlike forms, and indeed with the war goddess ~nat. Because of this 

context, the question arises whether it is not a distinctive marker of the war goddess in 

ljurro-Syrian tradition, and indeed possibly borrowed from the Syrian Ba'11 warrior 

figures, often shown with the same type of head. Does the iconographer in these cases, 

use the device to express her masculine warrior nature, just as the Y azilikaya iconographer 

gives her a male god's queue? 

259 For a brief list of examples of'-Astart with horse and chariot, cf. Pritchard, ANET, p. 250. 
Listed are a description of Thutmosis IV as king "mighty in the chariot, like1"tart"; a 13th c. poem 
praising the royal warchariot, two of whose parts are like'Anat and4Mtart; and a Ptolemaic relief depicting 
and naming ·~tart Mistress of Horses and Lady of Chariot" (our Icon V). 
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Accoutrements of the Malatya I Sau~ka 

The bellicose nature of this figure (Icon P) is established by her handheld weapons. 

As in Yazilikaya 38, she shoulders a battleaxe, but here the type, insofar as it is preserved, 

differs. It appears to be of the "shafthole axe" type, a characteristic weapon distributed 

throughout north Mesopotamia, Syria and Anatolia and attested in contemporary artistic 

representations and model finds. It has a long rectangular blade, often w · th prongs at the 

back, though unclear here. The type is believed to have made its way from Iran by 

Ijurrian agency. 260 It occurs more clearly with the second possible Sau ska of Malatya D 

(fig. 17 [rt.]) and, slightly modified, on the probable Sau~ka bone figurine from IJurrian 

Nuzi (fig. 139). 

The bearing of an axe is entirely in keeping with the identified Yazilikaya 38 

§auska and with tfurro-Hittite texts describing Sauska as a standing male figure, holding 

a gold axe.261 Interestingly, these texts also record the Hittite queen's participation in a 

ritual before ~auska, whereby she dances with an axe,262 a ritual reminiscent of dances 

performed before Utar by her cult personnel bearing weapons in Mesopotamia. 263 

Sau~ka's occurrence with axes in texts and reliefs of Hittite ambience led Danmanville to 

assume the axe with Sauska was a feature of Anatolian origin.264 This appears to have 

arisen from her knowledge of axes occurring with the earlier Cappadocian gods ( ca. 2000-

1800 B.C.) and with gods of Hittite Empire art, but she assumes they occur only rarely 

with Syrian wargoddesses and never with the Mesopotamian Htar. 

260 M. Mellink, "A Hittite Figurine From Nuzi", K. Bittel, E. Heinrich~-, Vorderasiatische 
ArcMoloiie, Studien und Aufs:uze, pp. 157-158. 

261 Wegner, Sawu~. p. 39 for the standing masculine Sauslca with an axe. 
262 Ibid., p. 53 records the Hittite queen before mar of Tamining~ dancing with an axe. 
263 For the Mesopotamian female cult personnel of Thtar, the l2i..lwi and others with weapons, 

cf. s.um:a, pp. 230 ff. 
264 Danmanville, "L'lconographie", BA 56 (1962) pp. 44, 119. 
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We do know axes of different types, both heavy-bladed and fenestrated, occur 

with many Syrian war deities, male and female, some known ~nats,265 and others, 

possible '-A~tarts. (The type is common also to Re~ef as wargod with fenestrated axe in 

Syro-Egyptian art of the New Kingdom.)266 A heavy hafted axe is borne by a bronze 

fifteenth c. Syrian wargoddess267 (fig. 180); and a Syrian seal (ca. 1780 B.C.) which 

exhibits a strong Babylonian influence, and depicts an unveiling goddess with long spear 

and streamered, fenestrated axe, (cf. fig. 145).268 

The association possibly apotropaic of a goddess, with axes could not be stronger 

than on a fine bronze votive axe from fourteenth century Syria (figs. 181-184 ). 269 This 

partly fenestrated weapon bears on one side a frontal goddess with pair of wings, Hathor 

coiffure and Mesopotamian flounced dress. She raises her hands laterally as if in 

benediction; the opposite side portrays a frontal nude of the Qudsu type, with Hathor hair 

and traces of Hathor plinth above. Like Qud~u, she laterally grasps plants, possibly 

lotuses, and is framed by lotus. Her face has the appearance of a lion's muzzle, 

particularly clear in profile view, a feature shared with a similar Qud~u goddess on terra 

cottas from Syria-Palestine.270 We know that, under influence from Sekhmet (Icon V), 

in the Ptolemaic period at least, the identified ~!tart at Edfu, driving her chariot, has a 

lion's face. Does that figure find its prototypes here in these Canaanite ones? On the 

265 Cf. Cassuto, Ha' Elah 'Anat. frontispiece. 
266 Pritchard, AME£, fig. 4 76. 
267 Amietf AANE, fig. 480. 
268 Courtesy Dr. C. F. B Walker, British Museum, B. M. 16815a (in a war/hunting scene). 

This impression was published inadequately in B. Buchanan, "A Snake Goddess and her Companions", 
lDlil 33, (1971), pl. 11,_c. 

269 M.-Th. Barrelet, "Deux Deesses S yro-Pheniciennes sur un Bronze du Louvre", Sl'..ria,_3 5, 
(1958), pp. 27 ff. and pl. I, a, b. 

270 This lionfaced figure is nearly identical in pose, lotuses, frame etc. with a Canaanite plaque 
of the fourteenth century(?) (J. Gray, Near Eastern Mytholoc. [New York: Hamlyn, 1975), p. 74) and a 
fourteenth century Canaanite terracotta from Beth Shan, of a nude with Hathor hair, lionface, and bed or 
boat support; L. Y. Rahmani, "A Lion-faced Figurine from Bet-She'an," A1iQ.Q12, (1959), pl. XXIV, pp. 
184-185. 
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votive axe, the similarity of pose on both sides indicates that the two figures may be the 

same goddess in two forms, one feminine, clothed and winged, and the other nude and 

leonine. The nude one, of the Qud~u type, shares the concept of "lion" with our Qudfa 

plaque (figs. 110-111), since there Qudsu stands on a lion and is linked to it by identical 

quiver bandolieres; here, the leonine element is confined to her face. On the axe, the 

lionfaced nude is both warlike as lion, and voluptuary. The debate continues whether 

these goddesses are 'Anat or 'Astart, but the leonine face suggests a closer ass6ciation 

with Istar/'Astart who is lion par excellence. whereas 'Anat's leonine associations are 

exceptional. At any rate, these examples, such as the axeblade, clearly demonstrate the 

widespread Syrian portrayal of wargoddesses, both identified'Anats and probable~starts, 

with axes in the period ca. 1780-1200 B.C. 

If Danmanville is inaccurate about the axe with Syrian goddesses, is she, perhaps, 

incorrect about Btar and similar goddesses in Mesopotamia? Identified and probable 

Istars in Mesopotamia traditionally bear simple/compound/lion-maces on shoulder or 

hands, short sickles and long scimitars, bows, arrows and quivers, waist daggers, rare 

short swords and, rarely, spears or javelins. These may occur in texts, though they are 

considered Syrian features. These types of weapons with !star, of course, vary with 

period. Additionally, there are a few goddesses whose accompanying iconography and 

provenance indicate that they may be Htar and who bear axes. 

The Old Babylonian temple of Istar-Kititum at Ischali271 yielded a number of 

caped, beaded goddesses, probably !star, considering their findspot. These have almost 

identical, but armed, counterparts in two related Old Babylonian terra cottas, one from 

Sippar.272 The latter, also presumably Istar, in one case bears scimitars, in the other, 

271 H. Frankfort, "Progress of Work of the Oriental Institute, in Iraq", QIC 20 (
0

1936), figs. 67, 
71, and 72. 

272 R. Opificius. Das Altbabylonische Terrakottarelief, UAVA 2, (1961), Taf. 2, No. 181, and 
No. 188. 
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paired axes in her fists (fig. 187). At Old Babylonian Mari, where Mesopotamian 

religion strongly shaped worship, at least five terra cottas of a goddess holding what 

seems to be an axe in the right hand were excavated from rooms around the palace chapel, 

above the 8tarat Temple, and from the gtar temple itself (e.g. figs. 188-192).273 Another 

Old Babylonian terracotta from Mesopotamia depicting a warrior goddess, probably I~tar 

shows her bandoliere and scimitar and a heavy axe so clearly that hafting details are visible 

(fig. 138).274 A ljurro-Mitanni~ seal (fig. 193) shows a seated goddess in Hathorlike 

crown, before whom is a rosette/star and "ballstaff'. She grasps a rampant lion with her 

right hand and holds a longhandled axe in the left.275 

Finally, a number of lnanna/lstar temples (for example at Uruk, Nuzi, Mari and 

Assur in different periods), produced votive axes. Uruk, Mari and Nuzi yielded ritually 

broken halves of axes. Whole votive clay axes emerged from her E-level A~~ur temple276 

as well as her Old Babylonian-ljurrian period Nuzi temple where halved maces and a 

whole rhyolite axehead were found. 277 While these representations of probable !stars 

from Mesopotamia bearing axes, and the votive uses of axes in her temples, are not 

overwhelming in number, they are sufficient to indicate that Htar definitely received axes 

and that probable l§tars bore them iconographically. Consequently, the Malatya I ~au~ka 

with axe has Mesopotamian antecedents and Syrian parallels, and need not represent an 

indigenous Anatolian idiom. 

What of the other weapon borne by the Malatya I ~au!ka? She extends a 

shorthandled object, partly abraded, which Danmanville thought was a mace or hammer. 

273 A. Parrot, MAM II, p. 67, pl. XXVIII, M. 1508; p. 67, M. 1507; pl. XXVIII, M. 747 and 
MAM I, pl. LXVIII, fig. 528. 

274 M.-Th. Barrelet fi&urines et Reliefs en Terre Cuite de Ia Mesopotamie Antigue, Paris, 
Potier, (1968), No. 562. 

275 J. Gray, Near Eastern Mytholoc, (London: Hamlyn, 1975), p. 55, bottom. 
276 w. Andrae, AlL pl. 61a, b. 
277 R. F. s. Starr, Report on the Excavations at Yoc&ao Tupa, 1927-31. II, (Cambridge, 

Harvard UP, 1939), pl. 121.Z. 
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Its details are more explicit in the comparable ~au~ka-like goddesses on Malatya D (figs. 

24, 2nd and 4th deities). This weapon, not exclusive to Sau~ka, was used by various 

deities on Neo-Hittite reliefs, but not on those of the Empire. It is not described, to my 

knowledge, in tfurro-Hittite texts about Sau~ka. Various forms of simple and ornate 

maces are characteristic of !star in Mesopotamia, though, from the Early Dynastic period 

onward, as they are for other Mesopotamian wargods. There !star may hold them in hand 

or bear them in ranks on her shoulders, depending on the period in question. They 

normally take knobbed or animal shapes, lacking the hammer-like appearance of the 

Malatya reliefs I and D. A number of terra cottas ranging from Old Babylonian to Neo-

Babylonian, depict goddesses with large, circular, handled items which may be hammer-

like maces or even mirrors;278 there is a Nuzi seal impression of a winged nude extending 

two mirrors/maces,279 and a Neo-Babylonian terracotta of a goddess in starcrown with 

cup holds what may be a short mace or mirror.280 The two nearest parallels are a 

nude/transparently dressed goddess from Fara (Old Babylonian), who holds a rod and 

lowered club281 and still more similar, is an Ur Ill period moulded relief of unknown 

provenance representing a wargoddess, who bears a huge shoulder mace and, in hand, a 

large longhandled hammer/ mace with rectangular head (fig. 194).282 Presumably, it 

could also be a longhandled axe, although the hafting angle suggests a hammer. The 

278 E. Heinrich, Erzebnisse der Ausmbuneo der Deutsche Orient Gesellschaft in Fara und 
Abu Hatab. 1902/3, (Berlin, 1931), Taf. 76, fig. f (F. 1515) and p. 145, OB terracotta; there is a Nuzi 
seal impression of a winged nude extending two mirrors/maces (E. Porada. Seal Impressions of Nuzi, 
AASOR XXIV, (1947), No. 735, pl. XXXVII & LIII) and a Neo-Babylonian terracotta of a goddess in 
starcrown with cup holding what may be a short mace or mirror, (D. E. McCown et.al .. Nigpur I; 
Iemgle of Enlil, Scribal Quarters ad SurroundioKs. Olf 78, [Chicago, 1967], pl. 125, fig. 10). 

279 E. Porada, Seal Impwsions of Nuzi. AASOR XXIV, 194 7, No. 735, pl. XXXVII & LIii. 
280 D. E. Mccown,~-, Nippur I: Temple of Enlil, Scribal Ouarters and Surroundin~s. QI£ 

LXXVIII, pl. 125, fig. 10. 
28! Heinrich, Eam, Taf. 74, fig. g, and p. 144. 
282 Anon., Monnaies de Collection Cylindres, Intailles, Bijoux Antiques, Hotel Drouot. (Paris, 

1972), unnumbered. 
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scarcity of these representations of wargoddess with hammer/single mace illustrates that 

such a weapon as that in the Malatya I relief is rare, but attested for I~tar or Btarlike 

figures in Mesopotamia, perhaps because its function was taken by her multitude of 

shoulder maces. Perhaps a closer antecedent of the macebearing goddess at Malatya I is a 

wargoddess on an Alalakh impression (fig. 195) (ca. 1800-1650 B.C.), showing a large 

goddess brandishing/twirling a sevenheaded mace with bird on her shoulder.283 Notably, 

!star does rarely brandish such a multiple mace in Old Babylonian representations (fig. 

196), but the iconography of the mace/hammer appears to differ between Istar in 

Mesopotamia and in Anatolia, although the weapon is used by her in both areas. 
V 

Dress of Sau§ka on Malatya I 

Before we address the larger subject of ~au~ka's birds at Malatya, there remains 

the subject of her dress. As is so often the case, what appears to be a simple item is more 

complex than meets the eye, in this case, because her dress involves, not merely an 

inventory of clothing, but the issue of unveiling and its significance. 

The dress of this figure (Icon P) is rather eroded from the relief, but appears to 

constitute a close-fitting jacket, similar to the shortsleeved jacket of Y azilikaya 38 (Icon N-

1 ). Akurgal believed that the garment was of one piece, but Bittel and Danmanville, on 

the basis of a Hittite text describing the statue of the tiurro-Hittite !star of Nineveh, 

thought that there were two garments of ~auska/Istar, viz. a top and belted skirt.284 

Notoriously, little is known of the exact nature, construction and colour of divine 

garments in the Near East, but from this ljurro-Hittite text we have vestment information 

describing the requisite method of manufacture for Sau§ka's statue: "She is clothed in a 

garment, she holds in hand a little silver lance; she is belted with blue wool; her ipulli is of 

red wool. On her breast is red wool. At her neck, a necklace of beads hangs(?). Utar is 

283 Keel and Winter, YQG!. fig. 24. 
284 Danmanville, RA 56 (1962), p. 24. 
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thus made". 285 Another text about Sau~ka of Nineveh refers to the bringing of red and 

blue wool, and to a tunic called a "golden hurri tunic which the divinity wears".286 For .,--

lack of better explanation the word hurri has been translated "embroidered(?)", but its 
- ,,----

reappearance in the same text to describe oracular birds (possibly partridges) makes it an 

unlikely reference to embroidery. It is, of course, known287 that divine statues, in 

Mesopotamia at least, wore massive garments, heavily embroidered with large gold 

sequin-like roundels of great value, so such gold roundels may have been "embroidered" 

on, but hurri of itself should not mean"embroidered". 

It is equally possible that it refers to a Hurrian styled garment. It should be noted 
"' 

that the fitted tunic of the ljurrian Nuzi Istar (fig. 139) seems foreign to Mesopotamia and 

may be what is meant by a Hurrian(?) tunic. It, too, is belted, as in our text description 
"" 

above, a description which, by mentioning an ipulli (mng. uncertain) of red wood and red 

wool on the breast, may indicate that separate, red garments were intended. 

Interestingly, in a further text, her ilu!lli. is of lapis and her weapons of gold.288 

Reference to a "gold" tunic and "lapis" ipulli probably indicates that roundels of these 

materials were sewn onto wool garments, using the same technique as figured in the 

Mesopotamian references to "golden garments": these were wool with gold roundels 

applied like sequins. 

Finally, though bead necklaces are mentioned in the statue's description no 

jewellery is visible on the Malatya I Sauska, which fact, coupled with the variant textual 

descriptionas and relief representations, illustrates that even though there were fairly strict 

19). 
285 M. Vieyra, "f§tar de Ninive", RA 51, 1957, suite, pp. 135-136, No. 6 (KUB IX. 28, 11.15-

286 .11ili1., p. 136, No. 7 (KUB V. 10 + XVI. 83) KUB V.10, 11 2 ff.). 
287 A. L. Oppenheim, "Golden Gannents of the Gods",~ 8, (1949), pp. 179 ff. 
288 Vieyra, RA 51 (1957), suite, p. 136. 
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canons of manufacture for divine statues, obviously there was room for minor 

variation. 

" The Dress of Sauska on Malatya I: Unveiling 

We have observed the rigidity with which the tJurro-Hittite iconographer of 

Yazilikaya 38 applied the Syro-Mesopotamian formula for frontal unveiling; rather 

unsuccessfully, he adapted its frontal view to the profile goddess in masculine dress, 

arching the skirt high at the hips, and indicating by horizontal waves the withdrawn 

pleated skirt normally typical of goddesses. On Malatya I (and also on the probable 

~au~kas of Malatya D (fig. 171), the formula is better adapted, and all three are virtually 

identical in this respect The Yazilikaya arch is here lowered to knee-level, exposing one 

booted leg, and the pleated skirt is swept back in a shallow curve, falling more naturally 

than on Yazilikaya 38. The unveiling arch is emphasized by the pleats folded along the 

outer extended leg and also hanging as backdrop panel behind the legs. 

This feature of unveiling, variously expressed at Yazilikaya and Malatya, is a 

diagnostic feature of these two identified Sau§kas and of a number of other probable 

Htar/Sau~kas (e.g. Malatya D, and the Nuzi !star). It is shown on no other Ijurro-Hittite 

deity, to my knowledge. In the Yazilikaya 38 and Malatya I unveiling Sau~kas, it is 

noteworthy that they (and the Malatya D figures) wear the female skirts of goddesses • 

merely lifted to expose the leg. None of the other female deities in these reliefs wears her 

identical. long. pleated skirt raised like this. Accordingly, icono~aphically this device 

states that $au~ka is a female deity, in female skirt. but withdrawing her skirt for a 

pm;:pose unigue to her. This point has been emphasized because it is extremely 

significant. 

Danmanville, erroneously, as illustrated in the preceding paragraph, regarded the 

protrusion of Sauska's leg from her skirt on Yazilikaya 38 and Malatya I and D, as being a 

male feature. She made this assumption, since male gods in the Hittite Empire and in 
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Mesopotamia (e.g. wargods, sungod) project the leg entirely from knee down. This 

posture is similar to the triumphal posture of Htar of the Akkadian, Old Babylonian and 

Assyrian periods, in which she clearly adopts masculine stances of victory, since the foot 

is often placed on an enemy, animal or mountain. 

Contra Danmanville, these examples are unrelated to the unveiling leg stance of the 

Yazilikaya 38 and Malta ya I and D figures, for a number of reasons. In the Mesopotamian 

and Hittite examples of male gods with leg projecting, the gannent always extends to the 

knee, with no attempt to expose the pelvic area; the skirts are not withdrawn in arches, 

but simply cut off short allowing the leg to jut forth. Moreover, in the Hittite cases, the 

gods always wear male dress, and in the Assyrian cases, Htar wears male dress of short 

kilt and backpanel. In the Yazilikaya and Malatya cases, however, ~au~ka wears the 

long skirt of women, not the short male kilt , and the skirts are elaborately withdrawn. If 

the iconographer had wished to express her leg exposure as masculine-triumphal, he could 

have used traditional kilt and panel of male gods, as is often done in Mesopotamia. In 

the Yazilikaya 38 and Malatya examples, though, the pleats are deliberately shown as 

bumps on both sides of the leg and arched, the Yazilikaya one so high as to expose the 

pubic area; the skirt is shown behind the legs emphasizing its withdrawal at front. The 

deliberate use of an overstated arch of garment, revealing the pubic area, but leaving an 

obvious back-panel behind, clearly occurs on the tJurrian Nuzi Istar (fig. 139) and on the 

Old-, Middle- and Late Assyrian ivories and seals showing probable Iltars (figs. 125, 

130-133). Like Yazilikaya 38 and Malatya, they, too, have fitted jackets. The dress and 

method of unveiling are so similar as to suggest a relationsip of the Nuzi and Assyrian 

figures to the Anatolian Sau~kas of Y azilikaya 38 and Malatya I and D, the relationship 

probably being ancestral. 

This Assyro-Anatolian relationship is often neglected by scholars more interested 

in the plethora of unveiling and armed figures from Syria, assumed to be c.Anat or lstar 
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(figs. 140-148). For lack of identifying aids, they are usually dubbed simply "armed/ 

unveiling nude". To reduce this frustratingly diverse body of related Syrian icons to a 

usable form, one must perhaps do disservice to the multiplicity and subtlety of forms, but 

for our purposes, we may say that they reduce to three main types (ca. 1850-1300 B.C.): 

(i) unveiling with one leg draped, the other bare, pubic area bare (figs. 140, 142-143, 

197-198);289 

(ii) unveiling, nude against back panel, both legs and hips exposed by withdrawal of 

skirt (figs. 199-200);290 

(iii) unveiling, nude with combined back panel, but lifting skirt laterally in a symbolic 

way (figs. 201-202);291 

(iv) unveiling nude lifting skirt sides, but lacking back panel (figs. 203-204).292 

Since these warlike and/or unveiling goddesses from Syria, although unnamed, exhibit 

many of the iconographic devices of identified Utars and their byfonns, one is faced with 

the question of whether they are Istar, Anat or some other wargoddess. 

What does a simplified analysis of them reveal? They may be categorized as 

warlike unveiling, or non-warlike unveiling, depending upon their dress and 

accoutrements. The warlike examples may bear Syrian-styled throwsticks (figs. 143-144, 

289 Amiet, AANE, fig. 793, Syrian, with god in temple (1800-1700 B.C.); Moortgat, AAM... pl. 
N, fig. 4; E. D. Van Buren, "The Scorpion in Mesopotamian Art and ReHgion", AEQ 12, (1939), p. 21, 
fig. 26. 

290 B. Buchanan, Cataloiue of Ancient Near Eastern Seals in the Ashmolean Museum I. 
Cylinder Seals, (Oxford, 1966). No. 882; Amiet, AANE No. 794 (two wings, backpanel and two maces, 
Hittite, 15th C., with stonngod); and Amiet, AANE 788 (Syrian with firegod, 18th-17th C.). 

291 C. Gordon, "Western Asiatic Seals in the Walters Art Gallery", IIau 6, (1944), pp. 3, 17, 
No. 39. 

292 E.g., Porada, 941. 
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167),293 archer's bandolieres,294 or doublespears,295 or occasionally one spear.296 

Significantly, these goddesses who combine unveiling and weapons on seals, exhibit an 

eclectic iconography over five hundred years of art, ca. 1850-1300 B.C. While the seal 

on which the individual figure occurs, may be classified as_ of Old Syrian, Hittite or 

Hurro-Mitannian for example, more often than not, it will blend so many diverse 
I.I 

artistic elements that it is difficult to discern from these types the answers for two 

questions which require attention: 

(i) What cultural form of goddess is intended, viz., is the goddess Hittite, tJurrian, 

Syrian, Mesopotamian? 

(ii) Which particular goddess or byform is intended (e.g. Asherah, 'A~tar(t), c.Anat, 

Annurutu, Hepat), or, indeed, are several involved? ..... 

Cultural Forms of the Goddess 

I should like to deal with the question of which cultural forms of the goddess are 

attested in these types of representation. The term "cultural forms" is used to apply to the 

iconographic representations peculiar to areas of a particular culture. Since the ancient 

states of this area had no true sense of exclusive nationhood, particularly before the first 

millennium, -and since war and migration made national boundaries fluid, it is more 

accurate to speak of deities as belonging to a certain culture. Of course, gods belonged to 

certain cities or areas, but most spread to nearby and distant locations by commerce and 

occupation. Along with them went their rituals and iconography, which were adopted and 

adapted by the recipient peoples. From this one observes that: 

293 "This implement was so closely identified with Asiatics that a throwstick. symbol was often 
a determinative for Canaanite names in Egyptian hieroglyphs" (I. Wilson, The Exodus EoiKma, [San 
Francisco, Harper and Row, 19851), pp. 150, 151. 

294 Porada, 968 also with bird. 
295 Amiet, 788. 
296 Ilili1., 773. 
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(i) A particular deity may have the same cultural form in many areas. An example 

would be the Old Babylonian armed Htar in Babylonia (e.g. figs. 159, 196, 205), 

compared with the Old Babylonian Htar of the Syrian Mari wallpaintings (fig. 206, top 

centre). Despite the distance from southern Mesopotamia to Mari of the middle-

Euphrates, the two goddesses are virtually identical, because of political and cultural 

influences. 

(ii) A particular deity may develop variant culture forms in different areas, but 

retain its essential nature(s) through innate conservatism. A good example would be the 

four-winged Assyrian Istarlike figures 130-134, adopted by the Hittites (Icon N-1) via 

the ljurrian medium. So far, we have noted that, despite some features of Hittite dress, 

the essential divine natures attested in icons and texts (viz. weaponry, unveiling, birds, 

masculine-feminine natures) of the borrowed Assyrian !star remain intact in the Hittite 

~au~ka. 

Because a major deity, such as !star, was so rich in manifestations and exhibited 

so many aspects simultaneously, any of these aspects could overlap with the same aspects 

of a rather different deity. This flexibility of parameters did not, however, mean that the 

essence or undiminishable nature of Inanna/Btar, without whose parts she would cease 

to be Inanna/Thtar, was variable. I believe, from the many representations and texts about 

her which~ have examined, that she (and, indeed, all gods) had intrinsic natures whose 

facets were interlinked internally in definite ways. and which natures remained unvarying 

in essence. These natures could vary in details, expression or emphasis, but their 

essential qualities were irreducible and their combinations remained constant. 

I would not agree completely with Keel and Winter that, 

"Die mesopotamische Inanna/lschtar, vor allem aber die syrische 

AscherafAnat/Astart vereinigen sehr viele und sehr verschiedene 

Personlichkeits Aspekte auf sich. Diese Aspekte ... gehen wild 



durcheinander, so dass es unmoglich erscheint, einen bestimmten 

ikono~aphischen Typ der weiblichen Gottheit mit einem bestimmten 

Namen aus der Literature zu verbinden".297 
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While they are correct in assessing the overlap and similarity of some of these goddesses 

in natures and iconography, true for certain periods more than for others, a general 

throwing up of hands is not in order, should one seek to define these natures and 

iconographies. As absolutes, such statements should be tentative until tabulated, 

provenanced and dated comparisons can be made for all the sexual-astral-wargoddess 

materials. When this is _done, and compared with a fuller study of !star than is possible 

within this thesis, Keel and Winter may prove to be correct, but the verdict seems 

premature and general until these criteria are met. It may well be found, as we have seen 

up to this point in our representations, that «Anat and 1\§tar(t), for example, share many 

similiarities for certain periods, but also small specific differences which indicate that, to 

some degree at least, they represent distinct iconographic types. 

Armed Unveiling Goddesses of the Levant: 

Distinct Goddesses or Variants? 

For these types, only representative selections of figures may be given (figs. 13 a-

i, 39a-42b ). In any extensive search of the hundreds of armed unveiling goddesses of the 

Levant, if one compares them with the similar figures of Mesopotamia or Anatolia, for 

example, one repeatedly returns to the central questions, 

(i) What is the essential difference in the unveiling warrior goddesses, as they appear in 

Anatolia, Syria or Mesopotamia? 

(ii) Is there any meaningful difference in what is bein& expressed, as opposed to how it 

is beine expressed? In general, the following kinds of perceptions will be made in any 

such examination. One may take a Syrian seal (e.g. fig. 145) with strong Babylonian 

297 Keel and Winter, Y.(wa, p. 52. 
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elements, in which the gcxldess unveils with one draped leg in Syrian style, accompanies 

the Weathergcxl, bears a long spear and fenestrated axe (all Syrian-Canaanite features), yet 

may find she wears an Old Babylonian coiffure and crown. In some examples, a 

Babylonian (figs. 140, 145) or Syrian crown or hairdo (figs. 142, 198, 202-204) may 

appear, wings may be added (figs.143, vs. 145, 146; 198 partial; 200 double), or 

omitted, bare feet in Mesopotamian style (figs. 140-146) may be replaced by booted Syro-

Hittite ones (figs. 147, 198), tiered Mesopotamian dress (figs. 159, 200) or plain Syrian 

one with fringe (figs. 140, 142-144, 197-198) may occur. Any of these elements may be 

recombined with others, in stylistic variants of cultural form, which we loosely classify 

as predominantly Syrian, predominantly Hittite, predominantly Mesopotamian, etc., but 

there are always other cultural elements added. This variability may manifest itself 

according to geographic origin, political expedience or even fashion in the area concerned. 

Let us take two specific demonstrations (i) the armed, winged unveiling nude of 

fig. 147, a fifteenth century seal classified as Hittite, but exhibiting strong Hurro-Syrian ,._ 

elements, and (ii) fig. 145, a (BM) seal in Syrian style with Old Babylonian elements. 

Both gcxldesses appear to be of major rank, both bear arms (maces vs. axe and spear), 

both unveil, both accompany the weathergcxl. They are in essence the same. Their details 

of headgear, skirt type and footwear may differ, as cultural variants, but they are lo&ically 

one and the same. 

This contention is supported, importantly, by similarity of contexts: most often 

this type of goddess recurs in any combination of the following contexts: 

(i) with an armed/victorious king (figs. 146, 151, 197, 207-208); 

(ii) with a warlike/destructive god (figs. 148, 208 rear) 

(iii) with a weathergcxl (figs. 145, 147, 209); the bullmount (infra iv), is also a symbol 

of the weathergcxl; 
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(iv) on a lion- (figs. 210-211, 214) or bull-mount29S (figs. 203-204, 209, 212-213), or 

bucranium representing a bull (fig. 172, 215), or winged on lion with wargod299 

(fig. 214); 

(v) with birds (figs. 159, 172, 197, 202-203). In fig. 209 note that the bird wears 

plumed atef crown, as does 'Astart in Egypt . 

From these examples, there appears to be a repetition in icons of function in the ~oddess 

herself (viz. weaponry, nudity, bull) and in icons of context in which she stands (war, 

destruction with king, wargods and storm with stormgod). Not only do the 

representations repeat the same icons of function (war, sexuality), but these, in turn, are 

mutually reinforced by their icons of context (warscenes, victory, stormgod), so that both 

iconographic elements and contexts are expressing similar concepts. 

If any two goddesses in related cultural spheres, whose icons are shared in close 

chronological proximity, can be seen to demonstrate iconographically the same functions, 

and to exhibit the same features, are they not essentially the same? Is it not erroneous to 

speak of "the Hittite wargoddess", "the Syrian wargoddess", the "Mesopotamian 

wargoddess", if their iconography reduces to the same statements, and if some of these 

with accompanying texts are identified as Utar or ~Anat? One cannot go so far as to say all 

wargoddesses in this area, for all periods, are Utar or ~nat, but the repetition of specific 

iconographic motifs in particular combinations delineates the idea of a specific deity 

reco~izable by those motifs. Can one at least attempt to separate in these representation 

what may be characteristic of i\nat, and what characteristic of 8tar? 

How can we relate the complex body of "Syrian" unveiling warlike nudes ca. 

1800-1300 B. C. with what we know of identified ~nats and Htars to this point? We have 

298 Amiet, AANE. No. 799. 
299 Courtesy of Dr. A. Naji, from his unpublished ·Doctoral Dissertation, Seals in the Irag 

Museum, (Univ. of Birmingham, 1972), Seal IM 54221. 
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discussed under the topic of the Egyptian stelae the relationship of the iconography of 

'Anat to these identified "A§tarts, and found that certain features differentiated them. For 

example, (i) 1\§tar(t)'s crown bears streamers, 'Anat's does not; (ii) 1\star(t) is 

commonly an archer, 'Anat is not;300 (iii) ~start rides a horse, <Anat does not.30l This 

indicates that there are particular accoutrements and contexts which separate' Anat from 

~Astart. If we carry the point further, we note, by extending the field to Anatolia under 

tJurro-Syrian influence, that (i) lstar/Sau~ka bears maces like the Mesopotamian !star, but 

unlike 'Anat. (ii) She bears an axe like cAnat, it is true, but in a different position 

(shouldered vs. overhead); (iii) She has wings, as both 7\start/Thtar and ½nat textually 

are said to do; (iv) She unveils, as does Istar in_Mesopotamian and t,Iurro-Hittite texts302 

and in the Nuzi figurine (fig. 139) and in Assyrian seals/ivories (figs. 124-127, 130-

133). ~nat, though her beauty and sexuality also are textually recorded,303 does not 

unveil in any texts or icons known to me, except for the 'Anat-'Astart-Qudsu plaque (Icon 

J), where the unveiling probably relates to 'Astart rather than to 'Anat. These factors 

strongly indicate that unveiling in the Syrian warlike gcxidess is a feature descended from 

the Mesopotamian traditions of Utar, but not of ~nat. (v) Importantly, the two textually 

300 The tale of ~•s attempt to acquire Aqhat's bow is often taken to mean she is an archer, but 
surely the point, in her not having one and in not getting it from Aqhat, is precisely that she is NOT an 
archer. At any rate, it is the only text known to me of her association with the bow. 

301 Rarely 'Anat is associated with the chariot; e.g. a 13th century Egyptian text in praise of the 
king's warchariot, likens dual parts of it to "Anat and "J\start (Pritchard, ANET, p. 250) but I know of no 
identified icons of"Anat on horse or chariot. In Ugarit (UT 2158), in a broken context, i\start is with a 
horse, and 'Anat llllX occur with one in part (b) of the sentence, but the sentence is broken away (Perlman, 
Asherah. p. 168). Even in these possible cases, it should be stressed that Anat shares the horse link with 
~tart, possibly by derivation through primary developing association with 'Astart, goddess of horses w 
excellence. Notably,'Anat, to my knowledge, never occurs with horses without the presence ofc.Astart. 

302 Istar strips in the Mesopotamian Descent Myths, e.g.~ p. 53 (Sumerian) and p. 107 
(Akkadian): we have mentioned the same activity in Ulikummi. In Assyria she was known as pe-ta-at 
pu-su-um-me sa lca-li-si-na KI. SIKIL, "The one who opens the veil of all young women", cf. W. von 
Soden, AIDY., .say. pasamu. 

303 Eaton, AnaL p .. 90. 
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identified Sauska/Istars (Y azilikaya 38 and Malatya D are armed and unveiling in a manner 

parallel with the Syrian unveiling warrior goddesses, of similar date. 

Because the Anatolian examples are named as forms of !star in their captions, and 

because their iconography makes essentially the same statements of war and sexuality as 

do their miniature Syrian counterparts, and, indeed, their Mesopotamian counterparts, 

they can be seen to be pivotal in the chain of identifiable unveiling warrior goddesses of 

this area. By their inscribed name Sauska (lstar), and by their known derivation from the 

Ninevite !star, these Sauskas confirm the Mesopotamian-Ugaritic textual evidence that 

!star/A.start, rather than CAnat, is the wargoddess who unveils. They also suggest, by 

striking similarity of iconic devices, that the goddess of these reliefs is virtually identical 

with the unveiling warrior goddesses in Syria. The §auskas of the reliefs may wear 

Hittite garb, but their unveiling is strictly Syro-Mesopotamian, foreign to Hittite 

iconography. Herein lies the visual link with the unveiling warrior goddesses of Syrian 

seals. 

Because (i) the Hittite Sauskas are so like the Syrian goddesses in iconography 
., 

and in essential natures expressed, and (ii) because the Sauskas we know from Hurro-... 
Hittite sources were, in origin and essence, Ninevite, and (iii) because they are 

., 
hieroglyphically identified as Sauska (Istar), they form the linchpin in Anatolia between 

Assyria and Syria for the unveiling warrior goddess and name her as Istar. Herein lies the 

importance of the Y azilikaya 38 and Malatya I figures. 

The Birds of Sau§ka/Istar on Malatya I: Background 

At this point, one may turn to the final and most difficult iconographic feature of 

the Malatya I Sauska, which requires detailed explanation. The most distinctive feature of 

the goddess is two birds placed beneath her feet in characteristic open-winged flying pose. 

So extraordinary is this feature that it led to the reliefs now-accepted appellation "La 

deesse aux colombes" (supra p. 261 ). But are these figures doves, do they occur 
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elsewhere with Sau~ka or other !star forms, and what do they signify? Before these 

questions can be addressed, some history of the uses of birds and their associations with 

gcxis in the ancient Near East is in order. 

Birds in the Ancient Near East: General Uses and Symbolism. 

Birds in this area fulfilled a variety of roles in antiquity, the majority of which are 

not properly understood for lack of detailed study. Some works, such as Salonen's,304 

are concerned with ornithology and its ancient uses, while others, such as Keel and 

Winter's Vo~el als Boten,305 deal with specific literary or artistic motifs related to birds. 

Much scholarly work is yet to be done on this subject, but meanwhile the following 

outline, derived from study of a number of ancient Near Eastern texts, may be useful in 

defining practical, metaphorical and ritual uses of birds. Without such an introduction, 

little can be made of the bird motifs of Sauska, J\~tart and !star. 

(i) Predation by Birds 

From among many practical uses of birds, we may select the following as 

illustrative of the powers anciently considered to exist in birds. We know, for example, 

that on a mundane level, falcons and hawks were used in falconry for hunting and sport, 

since Assyrian reliefs portray falconers. 306 Falconry served on a higher plane, too, since 

the Hittites worshipped a god known as the protector of wildlife, often depicted with a 

falcon among hunting equipment or on his hand.307 By extension, the ferocity of raptors 

could be applied to protective or apotropaic uses, applications which eventually included 

non-raptors. For example, in the Early Dynastic period in Mesopotamia, a flying 

lionheaded bird, the Imdugud bird became the symbol of Laga§ and, on a less fantastic 

level, bird figures were buried in foundation deposits under temple thresholds of 

304 E. Salonen. YO&el und Yo&elfan& im Alten Mesopotamien. AA.SE B.180, (Helsinki, 1974). 
305 Keel and Winter. YOiel als Boten. pp. 11-28, Ps. 68.12-14. 
306 Moortgat, AANE, fig. 274 shows a falcon-like bird hunting from the birdmaster's wrist. 
307 R. D. Barnett, Illustrations of Old Testament Histmy. (London, 1966), fig. 45, fifth figure. 
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numerous gods (Gula, Ninma~, An, Su~inak) though no correlation of apotropaic birds 

with a single god is evident in such cases.308 Their distribution among the temples of 

many gods indicates a protective power in them which is, in itself, divine to some degree, 

and possibly independent of the individual god in question. 

(ii) Flight of Birds 

Among the practical uses of birds in the Near East, was of course, that of ravens 

and doves as navigation aids, attested in Gen. 8, 6-12, and in the Gilgamd Epic (Flood 

Tab. XI, 11. 145 ff). In Egypt, ducks, by their migratory routes, appear to have served as 

"sea compasses", practical guides for men at sea.309 Such uses of birds exist today in 

modem India. 

Keel deduced that one of the chief roles of birds in Egyptian, Mesopotamian and 

U garitic literatures was as flying messengers of good news, coronation or victory, from 

gods to men and among gods. In short, their flight acted as a vehicle of communication 

from the gods. While this is true in many cases, I believe it is far too simple and general 

an explanation to be applied randomly to many gods without individual qualification. For 

instance, one should ask a number of questions, such as the following: can we be sure 

that birds were 2.!1lx. messengers, or, conversely, that certain birds are "sacred to" 

particular gods? In cases where some sort of relationship appears to exist, do specific 

species or classes of birds (e.g. raptors) appear to be appropriate to their divine masters? 

(e.g. gods of war, storms, skies etc.). Are there circumstances in texts or icons where the 

birds with gods could have functions other than message-bearing? Do texts indicate what 

these functions may be? One cannot hope to answer these questions for all the birds with 

various gods, but these questions can, I believe, be answered, with respect to !star or her 

byf orms, with some satisfaction. 

308 Keel and Winter, VQgel als Boten, pp. 11-28. 
309 Ilili1., p. 84, 106. 
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It appears,~ Keel, that, indeed, birds were associated with specific deities in 

Mesopotamia. For example, there is a well-attested link on terra cottas of the goddess 

Bau in the Ur III and Old Babylonian periods with certain waterfowl (geese, swans 

etc.).310 Even later in the Neo-Assyrian periods, cuneiform "birdcall" texts tell us that 

specific birds, mostly now unidentifiable, are "the bird(s) of god x". These texts give 

birdnames and god associations which derive partially from onomatopoeic calls and 

partially from mythological reasons unknown to us. 311 Rarely, ritual texts name divine 

, birds, e.g. the arbanu as "bird of Marduk",312 and some bird omens313 name birds of the 

major gods, among them the na-a~-na-~u musen dliw:, "The Na~na~u-bird of !star". _ Little 

is known of this bird, except that it is ref erred to as a bird of wish-denial in another 

Sultantepe text,314 and that it stands among omen birds. The Gilgames Epic315 also tells 

us that !star's love was fickle toward a bird, with the result that the bird's wing was 

injured, making it cry "My wing, My wing!" in the forest. Of course this is an 

explanatory myth about the bird's cry, yet the bird, as object of her affection, denotes a 

particular affiliation with her, as does the accompanying reference to her love of the lion 

and horse, which served her in war. 

Such identifications of particular birds with deities like Istar require some 

investigation of the natures of these birds, of how they were perceived, and what their 

functions commonly were in general religious practice. We shall see below that, in the 

case of !§tar, certain species were associated with her and were appropriate to her by their 

310 E. D. Van Buren. Clay Fizurines of Babylonia and Assyria. YOS Researches 16, (New 
York: A. M. S., 1930), figs. 103-106 regarding birds of Gula or Bau. 

311 W. G. Lambert, "The Sultantepe Tablets, IX: The Birdcall Text", An-S.1. 20, (1970), 
pp.111 ff. 

312 IJilil., p. 112. 
313 C. J. Gadd, CI 40, (1927), 49-50. 
314 w. Von Soden, ~. s.,,y. na~na~u. 
315 Cf. Pritchard, ANE.I. p. 84: "You loved the dappled shepherd bird: You smote him, 

breaking his wing. In the groves he sits crying, 'My wing! My wing'!" 
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very natures. Finally, assessment of the tJurro-Hittite and Mesopotamian texts 

concerning these birds does reveal specific contexts and functions which extend far 

beyond Keel's posited messenger role, although the messenger role is partially correct for 

the examples which Keel gives. The role of birds with Istar will be seen to be more 

complex and far-reaching than Keel's hypothesis allows, so that each case must be 

studied on its own merits with respect to species and use in cult. 

(iii) Cultic Uses of Birds: (a) Bird Figures (b) Ornithomancy. 

(a) Bird Figures in Cult 

Allied to their associations with gods were the cultic uses of birds long attested in 

Near Eastern ritual. As early as the proto-Neolithic and Neolithic, we know that birds 

.functioned in cult, since the remains of predatory birds in ritual deposits occurred in 

northern Iraq (8700 B.C.),316 and they are depicted in shrine paintings at f;atal Hilyiik in 

Anatolia (6000 B.C.).317 From the protoliterate and early urban phases of Sumer, we 

have noted the Mesopotamian tradition of depositing model birds as foundation 

apotropaea. Concurrent with this ritual practice was the well-established tradition of 

offering live and model birds from ca. 4000 B.C. onward, in areas as divergent as 

Arpachiyah near Nineveh, Susa in Iran and Uruk in south Mesopotamia 3200-2900 

B.C.318 There, under the White Temple of Anu's ziggurat, were bird figurines. At Uruk 

the complexes of both Anu and Inanna at that date yielded ritual vessels in birdfonn, and 

representations of such vessels appeared on objects from Inanna's temple compound at 

Uruk, such as her temple seals (fig. 34). In the case of Inanna's artefacts, not always the 

same species is shown, some apparently being swans/geese, others dove-like. Nor was 

316 R. L. Solecki, "Predatory Bird Rituals at Zawi Chemi Shanidar" 33, (1977), pp. 
42 ff., 45. 

317 Cf. N. K. Sandars, "The Religious Development of Some Early Societies" in The Otiiins 
of Civilization, Wolfson Colleie Lectures. 1978, ed., P.R. s. Moorey, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1979), pp. · 
115 ff. and fig. 37. 

318 Keel and Winter, Y02el als Boten, p. 41. 
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the tradition of offering model birds exclusive to Inanna, since similar vessels appeared 

under the Early Dynastic Abu Temple at Tell Asmar ca. 2600 B.C.319 and in the thirteenth 

century B.C. temple of Istar of Tukulti-Ninurta at A~sur, a number of dovelike lead 

figurines was unearthed.320 The practice of dedicating birds or bird-figurines as votives 

has parallels in the Levant, such as the clay doves(?) found in the seventeenth century 

Canaanite temple at Nahariya, variously identified as Asherah's or A~tart's.321 Such 

model birds alone, however, as votives, or even as vases, may simply take bird form for 

aesthetic reasons, and need not necessarily denote avian associations of the god in whose 

temples they occur, or, indeed, of gods at all. Their presence in conjunction with birds on 

other cult items or in conjunction with texts mentioning birds of the divinity of the temple, 

however, _would confirm that such votives are significant in bird associations with that 

god, but such a study remains to be done. 

A further cultic application of birds, particularly in Utar temples, is on small terra 

cotta buildings which served as offering stands. These objects, of considerable interest, 

are believed to be models of the temples in which they stood. In early third millennium 

Assur, the G-Level !star temple's cultroom held such "temple" stands whose surfaces 

were decorated with snakes, lions and birds, the latter near windows322 (e.g. fig. 216). 

The type also occurs in Canaan on cylindrical stands, many of which originate in Beth 

Shan. Here birds may sit on the upper rim, or in windowframes in the stand323 (fig. 

217). The initial impression of these stands is that the birds, and indeed the serpents, 

must in some way be associated with the deity on whose temple-model they occur, since 

the creatures are applied in unnatural ways. However, it is extremely important to note 

319 Ihi.a., p. 42. 
320 Andrae, ill 103, Taf. 44 g, h, i, k. 
321 Cf. E. Anati, Palestine Before the Hebrews, (New York: Knopf, 1963), pp. 403 ff. 
322 Andrae, AIT, Abb. 5, 8, Taf. 13, 17. 
323 L. Devries, "Cult Stands" llAR 13, 4, (1987), pp. 26 ff. 
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that the "temple" birds may simply reflect the fact recorded by Gudea Cyl. A (ca. 2140 

B.C.), for example, that birds frequented temple roof, eaves and beams, much as they do 

tall houses in Iraq to-day. It is entirely possible that this association of pigeons/doves 

with tall buildings, which cannot escape one's notice in the Near East, led to the concept 

that birds (in particular doves) were temple habitues, and thus became linked with the 

gods merely by frequenting their temples. On such temple models, the presence of 

serpents, nudes and lions,324 and of birds in the arms of females at upper windows325 

tends, however, to suggest that the birds applied to cultstands had a more esoteric 

significance, not exclusive of the habitue role, but perhaps concurrent with it as will be 

seen (infra p. 321). 

(b) Ornithomancy in Cult 

The uncertainties of life in the ancient Near East compelled men of all ranks to 

seek out the future and to know the will of the gods decreeing it, in order to avert 

misfortune. They believed that divine will, and future events arising from it, could be 

read by pseudo-scientific arts such as lecanomancy (oil divination), hepatoscopy (liver 

divination), and ornithomancy (bird divination), among many others.326 While such 

pseudo-sciences seem irrelevant to us now, human history has long been shaped by them: 

like the European courts up to our own century, the court of the Czar until 1917 abided by 

the utterances of diviners, just as did the kings of Egypt and Babylonia in antiquity. 

Decisions of great moment for individuals and nations historically hung on the diviner's 

utterance, and, consequently, any medium of divination, such as a portentous bird, was a 

creature of great power to be feared. 

324 Th~~ 32 .• p .. 
325 Keel and Winter, Vo~el als Boten, p. 49. 
326 Kings such as Idrimi of Alalalch divined by releasing birds to flight, and the art may even 

have been characteristic of Levantine practice. Cf. Pritchard, ANE.I. p. 557 "The Story of ldrimi" and 
A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia; A Portrait of a Dead Civili1.ation. (Chicago, 1964), pp. 209 ff. 
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Omen texts concerning birds indicate that the cry,327 flight, species and 

appearance of particular birds portended good or ill for the person in question, and that 

named species of birds had certain powers and signficance in omen interpretation. 

Cuneiform lexica refer to a bird of bad omen as an i~~iir lemutti, "Evil Bird".328 Other 

birds appear to have had positive divinatory and curative powers. For example, in the 

process of healing by sympathetic magic, it was possible in the lipsur litanies or other 

exorcisms, to say "May a bird take my sin (the cause of illness) up to the sky,329 or "May 

(disease) fly away like a bird to the desert".330 Similarly, avian power to contravene evil 

could be presented, as in this text referring to a falcon: "I have sent out the falcon, the 

noble bird, which I hold in my left hand against your maliciousness",331 black magic 

being the tool of malice causing illness or misfortune. Here the bird exhibits anti-

demoniac force to combat illness/evil. 

In the above cases, birds divinatory, propitious or ominous, served as vehicles 

for communication of the divine will, much in the "messenger" sense proposed by Keel. 

Additionally, though, they are vehicles of magic. effectin~ ritual power. Since no magical 

cure or protection was possible without divine agency, birds here, too, manifested the 

divine will as a power directly. I suspect that there is an important mythic and ritual 

nuance in these distinctions, since there is implied in the bird, both a passive transmitted 

power from the god as sign (e.g. in ornithomancy), and, at the same time, an indwelline 

power in the bird. which emanates from the bird as an active aeent of the eod (e.g. in 

exorcism). In the latter sense, the bird is partaking of the nature of the divine itself. 

327 C. J. Gadd, CT 39, (London, 1946), 42:33. 
328 Cf. CAD I, ll• ~-
329 E. Reiner, "Lipsur Litanies", ll:mS. 15, (1956), 140:22'. 
330 R. C. Thompson, CT 17, (London, 1903), 22, iii, 14. 
331 R. C. Thompson._cr 16, (London, 1903), 28:64, 66 ff. 
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These two levels of divine power through and in cultic birds will be seen below (pp. 308 

ff.) to have considerable significance to the birds of ntar/Sau~ka as her icons. 

(iv) The Otherworldly Aspect of Birds 

Heavenly Mediators 

Some indication has been given above of the special powers in birds as perceived 

in the ancient Near East. Why these powers should be particularly appropriate to birds is 

an open question, but one worth considering because it will indicate why birds were 

associated with gods in different ways: it is suggested here that birds fill the mediating 

and agentive roles for gods for a specific reason. 

Unlike all other living things, they were creatures of heaven, beings who freely 

and uniquely moved from earth to heaven and back again in a way which man could only 

envy. That the Mesopotamians thought of birds as heavenly beings is clear from their 

regular literary descriptions of "birds of heaven," in contrast to "fish of the abyss";332 

this is a deliberate poetic device to express two extremes of the cosmos, the upper reaches 

of the sky vault, the realm of the gods, as opposed to the chthonic reaches of the great 

abyss below the earth. 

Because birds were uniquely placed between heaven and earth, between gods and 

men, they were ideal creatures to carry messages up to the gods. For example, we have 

noted in the lw.hlr litanies that birds in exorcism could carry illness up to the sky, 

removing it from man, and calling it to divine attention for healing. An impressive 

example of this upward mediating role of birds to gods is the Mesopotamian legend of 

Etana,333 in which the hero seeks divine assistance in curing barrenness and providing 

332 s. Langdon. Die Neilbabylonischen KQnigsinschriften, YAB. 4, (Leipzig, 1912), 4: 168, vii, 
19. 

333 J. V. Kinnier Wilson, "Some Contributions to the Legend of Etana", .1[ag, 31,(1969),p. 8 ff. 
# III: "The Eagle's Dream"). 
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himself with an heir. To seek this assistance, he is borne aloft to heaven, to Htar and 

other deities, on the back of an eagle. 

The converse was also true, that birds mediated downward from the gods to men. 

In Israel, for example, God was said to have commanded ravens to bring food to the 

suffering Elijah in the wilderness (I Kings, 17:3 ff.). In the New Testament is perhaps 

the most striking symbol of deity acting earthward upon man through the agency of a 

bird-form. In the baptism of Christ, God was seen to send His Spirit upon Christ in the 

form of a dove. Here the bird figure is not only agent of the deity (as with Elijah), but 

serves three functions: it presents a visible symbol of God in Christ, it acts as a passive 

vehicle for the Spirit of God to take up residence in Christ so that He may commence His 

ministry, and it~ also the Spirit of God Himself, since the gospels (Matt. 3: 16; Mark 

1: 10, Luke 3:22; John 1 :32) record the Spirit's descent "like a dove" and Luke says "in a 

bodily shape like a dove". Accordingly, while the Dove form was no earthly bird, it 

was nonetheless believed to be both symbol and embodiment of the divine. Through the 

history of Christian · art, by extension of this concept, the very depiction of a dove 

represented Christ Himself. In these examples one sees divinity acting through the 

agency of, or in the form of birds, as divine embodiment in birdform. As Plato 

remarked in Phaedrus, "Of all things connected with the body, (the wing) ... has the 

greatest affinity with the divine".334 

Chthonic Mediators 

Allowing that birds and birdf orms could mediate through the skies to earth, was 

their dimension limited to that area? In Western culture, identification of birds or winged 

intermediaries from heaven finds an inexact, but related, parallel in biblical angels plying 

between heaven and earth on wings, as messengers and effective agents of God. For us, 

334 P. L. Wilson, ~' (New Yorlc: Pantheon, 1980), p. 7 referring to Plato, Phaedrus and 
Letters VII and VIII. transl. W. Hamilton, (Harmondsworth, 1978). 
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they are easily comprehensible, as representative of the "other-worldly Above". But for 

Near Eastern peoples, this concept also extended to the "other-worldly Below". In 

Mesopotamian tradition, myriad evil powers associated with the Underworld, were said to 

have wings or take birdforms, and birds themselves often had distinct associations with 

the demoniac and chthonic from those realms. Demons such as Pazuzu and Lama~tu, 

bringers of sickness and death to earth, were al ways shown as winged birdfooted 

monsters. Other destroyers were said to fly in at windows, and to be conjured thence. 

!star herself, who had demoniac powers to "raise the dead that they may devour 

the living" ,335 also takes demoniac flying forms. She is called kilili sa apati. "Kilili-

(demon)-of-the-window"336 or kilTii sa apata usarru, "Kilili-(demon)-who-bows-through-

the-window" ,337 Kilni being a byform of Istar in her temple from the Ur III to Neo-

Assyrian periods. Kilni is known as u~~ur lemutti, "an evil bird", in omens.338 This 

identification of Btar as KilTii shows her taking bird-demoniac forms in her destructive 

aspect. She may, similarly, take the form of the bird Girgilu, as she does, for example, in 

a bilingual godlist;339 Girgilu, like Kilili was a demoniac underworld bird in the Ur III 

period. 340 Because demons were believed to arise chiefly from the underworld, their 

335 In the GilHrod Epic (cf. Pritchard, ANEI., pp. 84 ff.), ntar threatens to smash the 
underworld doors and let up the dead, if not given the bull of heaven; in the Descent she issues the same 
threat (ililiL p. 107, and n. 12). 

336 Istar is addressed as at-ti ki-li-li &a: a-pa-ta u-hr-ru = "You are Kilili who bows through the 
window" (KAR 42, 32); for kiliji fa ap§ti. "Kiini of the Window" cf. Zimmem ZA 30, 192. For Kilili 
in the Istar temple in A§sur, "the one who sits in the window of the house/temple" and "Queen of the 
Window" cf. R. Frankena. Takultu· De Sacrale Maaltiid in het assyrische Ritueel, (Leiden: Brill, 1954) 
p. 97. 

337 G. Ha~kman, .B.IN v, Temple Documents of the III Dynasty of Ur from Umma (New 
Haven, 1937), No. 55, 3-7, offerings to Annunitum, Estar-dalatum and Kih1i. 

338 Cf. CAD I, p. W7 ff. Kilili is exorcised among other demons in G. Meier, "Die assyrische 
Beschw5rungssammnlung Maqlu", AfQ Beiheft 2, (1937), Surpu III, line 78. 

339 B. Landsberger, ..MSL 4, (1956), Emesal vocabulary, Text A: 11 R. 59, K. 151 + K. 212 
(II R. 54.2), Tab. I, rev. 82. 

340 H. De. Genouillac, Textes Economigues d'Oumma, ICL V, pl. XL, obv. l, line 24, with 
Gilgamd and Dumuzi. 
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birdforms are more comprehensible when we consider that the Netherworld gatekeeper 

also took this form, and that the dead themselves are said to wear ~ubat kappi, "a feather 

gannent".341 There are seal representations from the Akkad period in which bird-men are 

led, apparently to underworld judgment,342 although little is known about postmortem 

reward or punishment in Mesopotamia. We do know that, in addition to the officials of 

the underworld and the dead themselves taking avian forms, birds themselves were 

considered sacred to Erdkigal, the ruler of the Underworld, for among the offerings 

taboo to her is "the flesh of birds" .343 One assumes that this may be due to the bird-

nature of the underworld denizens. These chthonic roles of birds as demons, officials 
------; 

and the human dead of the underworld, counterbalance the heavenly roles of birds 

discussed above, demonstrating their "other-worldly Below" jurisdiction in the uttermost 

depths of the cosmos. 

Just as the heavenly role of birds is appropriate to the heavenly Inanna/Htar, so the 

chthonic role of birds lends itself to the chthonic lnanna/l~ar. We know that Inanna/Istar 

is, indeed, chthonic, since she (i) enters the netherworld, dies, and arises triumphantly in 

the Descent Myth versions;344 (ii) has the power to raise the dead to eat the living;345 (iii) 

is associated textually with the KUR (Netherworld) in many Sumerian texts;346 (iv) in 

34l Cf. Pritchard, At.ml p. 509, "Nergal and Ereshkigal", (iii), describes "the dead [clothed like 
bi]rds with wings for garments". 

342 On the issue of postmortem judgment, cf. J. Bottero, "La Mythologie de la Mort en 
Mesopotamie Ancienne" in Death in Mesopotamia, XXYJ.e Rencontre Assyriolo~igye Internationale, 
(Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1980), pp. 34 ff. 

343 F. Thureau-Dangin, Ritpels Accadiens. (Paris, 1921), 65: 42. 
344 For the two versions of Inanna/l~tar's Descent, cf. Pritchard, ANET, pp. 52 ff. (Sumerian) 

and p. 106 ff. (Alckadian). 
345 Cf . .s.wu:a, n. 344. 
346 Among many examples (infm Icon G) of her association with KllRa cf. Frank, Kultlieder, 

No. 1, rev. 3 "pure young lady of .K.UR" and obv. 17: " ... in heaven I am its lord; in the underworld its 
lady". 
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certain hymns and onomastica, exercises mastery over the underworld;347 (v) may 

assume underworld demoniac forms as the Kiffii or Girgilu bird; and (vi) appears to 

intervene for Urnammu of Ur after death, apparently in the underworld, as noted with 

Icon G. Because birds and birdforms were commonly used in Mesopotamian texts and, 

to some degree, art to express the otherworldly extremes of the cosmos, namely heaven 

and underworld, they are eminently suitable symbols or vehicles for Inanna/lstar's 

jurisdiction in both domains, as will be seen below. 

(v) Divine Birds in Literary Expressions: Metaphor or Metamorphosis? 

Cognizance must be taken at this point of a problem in treating the concept of birds 

in association with gods. In the extravagant language of cuneiform historical propaganda 

or hymnic literature, certain stereotypical phraseology may recur to convey abstract ideas. 

Such is the case with birds, which can be used as literary similes or metaphors for beauty 

or, more commonly, speed. Akkadian and Assyrian historical texts stereotypically use 

the term i~~uris. "like a bird", to betoken speed, most often,in contexts of battle where 

one's troops hasten into battle with alacrity. Kings often wrote in their claims of victory, 

"Like birds my warriors flew against them (the enemy)".348 Conversely, as in the Old 

Testament, the image of the enemy as a caged or fleeing bird describes the ignominy of 

the defeated. 

Avian metaphors and similes can be applied to deities, too. For example, an 

U garitic text praising 'Anat describes her in terms of the beauty and speed of a bird. In 

such cases the problem is to discern what is merely metaphor and what is metamorphosis, 

347 For her mastery of the underworld, cf. S. Langdon, Historical and Reliiious Texts from the 
Temple Library of Nippur. BE. 31, (1914), pl. pl. 17, where she is "shatterer of heaven, shatterer of Kil&. 
Cf. also Frank, Kultlieder, No. 1, rev. 14: "When in underworld I set(?), my foot, awe prevails in the 
underworld" and ibid., No. 4, "Enlil has given into your hand the KllR of great things". Esarhaddon also 
wrote that she was the one " ... whose word is powerful in the canopy of heaven and underworld 
(ki ial Ii)", cf. R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons. AfQ Beiheft 9, (1956), "Uruk B", obv. 3. 

348 L. W. King, Annals of the Kinis of Assyria, (London, 1902), 378, iii, 105 (A~urnasirpal). 
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viz. the transformation of the deity, in some degree, into bird form, or manifestation of it 

through bird activities. When the metaphor of flying into battle, common in historical 

texts, is applied to a wargoddess such as "Anat in ·u garitic texts,349 or Inanna/I~tar, 

whose hymns say, "I fly into battle like a swallow",350 was this mere poetry, or was 

she, indeed, believed manifest in birdform? When lnanna/Htar says in her Sumerian 

laments for her destroyed temples, or for her lost Dumuzi, "I moan like a dove night and 

day",35l she uses a simile so common in Mesopotamian literature that it has the force of 

cliche. Should such expressions be dismissed merely as cliches, or are the writers 

expressing underlying religious concepts about the goddess which, in the course of time, 

merely happen to become cliches? If one finds that a literary image exists only in cliche 

form when referring to the goddess, to many deities or even humans, then it may be 

dismissed as of no religious significance; if, however, it exhibits other forms in ritual, 

cult, myths or art, it may be judged to have intrinsic significance to the manifestations of 
y 

her nature. When examining the following bcxiy of texts about Sauska/lstar's birds, one 

must always try to discern metaphor from metamorphosis on these bases. 

Texts Concerning the Birds of Sauska and Istar 

Preconceptions 
y 

At present no satisfactory explanation of the birds appearing with Sauska on 

Malatya I, with a number of Syrian wargoddesses, and with the Mesopotamian Htar in 

cuneiform texts has been put forward. It is quite common to encounter feeble 

explanations that lstar/Astart's "doves" are "birds of the love-goddess", an idea firmly 

entrenched in a good deal of literature. 352 Since her birds can seldom be distinguished 

349 'Anat flies to meet Ba'al in the Ba'al and 'Anat cycle: "She lifts her wings, and rushes in 
flight" (cf. Eaton, Anal, p. 91). 

350 Reisner, S1llL No. 108, 1.44. 
351 Cf. F. Delitzsch, Babel und Bibel III. pp. 65 ff., line 481. 
352 Cf. for example, P. Friedrich, The MeanioK of Aphrodite, (Chicago: Chicago U.P., 

1978), p. 25, with respect to the shrine of the "dove goddess" at Knossos wrote: "The Dove was of 
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clearly as doves, since doves are named with her only infrequently in texts, and since she 

is not a goddess of "love", one wonders whether such ideas arose through associations 

with Aphrodite and her doves,353 or through unwarranted romanticism. 

Evidence For Htar's Birds: 

~auska in Anatolia/Syria and lstar In Mesopotamia 

The only way in which one may hope to offer a tentative solution about the 

meaning of !~tar's birds is to observe what the tyurro-Hittite texts tell us about the birds of 
V 

Sau~ka/Istar, and what the Mesopotamian texts tell us about !star's birds, and correlate the 

course diagnostic not only of Aphrodite but of the Semitic ~ttart". Even Assyriologists have made this 
assumption with respect to I§tar. Andrae wrote regarding small bird beads excavated in the temple of Htar 
at M~ur. that the species is unknown, but he states in connection with !§tar, that these birds are "wohl an 
die Taube zu denken'' (Andrae, llL pp. 94-95). I have found that most of the bird species recognized in 
figurines and artefacts from mar-and Astart temples are not clearly identifiable, moreover the 1",UW 
attestations for birds are more often not doves, but other birds. Consequently one assumes the widespread 
idea that IJtar/1\'start was associated with doves is coloured in modem thinking by the later associations of 
Aphrodite with these birds, and bears little resemblance to what Istar's texts and artefacts reveal about her 
birds. 

353 Friedrich discusses the associations of Greek goddesses with birds. Just as Artemis was 
associated with ground fowl and Athena with predatory birds, owls etc., and could use birds as agents 
(llifil1 10.271-82), and could become an eagle (Odyssey 3.370), so Aphrodite had "dove" associations: 
"She is often paired with the dove, which appears on her head, at her elbows or in her hand The pattern 
may stem from the Semitic I§tars; it was well established by Mycenaean times, is mentioned in Homer 
and becomes ubiquitous in Attic and Hellenistic representations. In these various sources the dove may be 
taken to connote peace, affection and sensitivity... Aphrodite is also shown with, or even borne by 
waterfowl-duck, swan or goose. She sends the wryneck to earth and is associated with sparrows. None of 
Aphrodite's ornithomorphs is predatory" (Friedrich, Meanini of Aphrodite, pp. 76 ff.). (The assumption 
that doves will not fight others of their species is of course inaccurate. While they may not be predatory, 
they are not entirely placid.) This trait of Aphrodite is in contrast to I!tar, many of whose birds are 
predatory, in which observation she more closely resembles Athena. For'Mtart/Aphrodite also with birds, 
there are examples such as a Phoenician coin from Lebanon, depicting the dea luiens, believed to be 
~tart/Aphrodite, which portrays her with a standard on which sits a bird (cf. Ronzevalle, Mll.S1. 15, 
1930, p. 110, pl. 31). Note also Roman coinage which depicts paired doves at the fa,;ade of the temple of 

'Astart- Aphrodite at Paphos (cf. W. F. Albright, "Two Cressets from Marisa", BASOR 85, [Feb. 1942], 
p. 25, fig. 9). Grigson. Goddess of Love. pp. 11 ff. also notes that, according to Aelian, birds migrating 
to Africa were pets of the goddess. For a complete compendium of the numerous iconographic devices of 
Aphrodite in Greek art, and in related fonns such as ~tart/Aphrodite in Cyprus or Venus - Al 'Uzza in 
Syria. cf. Lexicon Iconommhicum, Mytholoiiae Classicae. (Munich, Zilrich: Artemis Verlag, 1984) 11/1, 
pp. 18 ff. for the Cypriote Aphrodite and 111/1, p. 355 for'Atargatis. 'Al'Uzza is represented in 11/1 pp. 
167 ff. and the Greek Aphrodite in 11/1,2 pp. 2 ff. when numerous handheld birds or bird mounts occur. 
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two lots. These findings will be seen to fit within the broader outlines of bird uses and 

significance, discussed above (pp. 287 ff.). Finally, the study of I~tar/Sau~ka's birds 

must be presented on a species-by-species basis since the iconographic forms of birds are 

generally unclear, leaving one in doubt as to what birds are intended. Only texts will give 

us answers to that. 

For Sauska in Anatolia, Ilse Wegner354 has devoted a few remarks to this 

problem, based on the Ijurro-Hittite texts, which are helpful here. She explained that in 

Hurro-Hittite cult and magic, birds often played a chthonic role, a phenomenon parallel to 
V 

the chthonic bird powers mentioned above for Mesopotamia (pp. 292 ff.). In Anatolia 

birds were offerings to the ancient underworld gods, and in other rituals for the dead, but 

in what, if any, way this relates to the Sauska cult remains unclear to Hittitologists. 

Wegner classed as auxiliary spirits ("Hilfsgeister") six main species, of which five are 
V 

informative for Sauska: 

(i) falcons, 

(ii) doves, 

(iii) swallows, 

(iv) hapypi-birds, 
'-' 

(v) miscellaneous: oracular/ominous birds 

(partridges(?) in Anatolia, ravens in Mesopotamia). 

These species will be seen to correspond in most respects with those of Istar in 
,/ 

Mesopotamia. Following her outline for the Sauska materials, one may append, 

according to species, variants in the references from Mesopotamia, but they will be seen 

to be similar and interrelated. 

354 w Wegner, Sawuslca, p. 89 ff. 
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(i) The Falcon 
I ' ., The SUR. DU. Amusen (= Akk. surdu). "falcon", occurs with the tJurro-Hittite 

Sauska/Istar in an exorcism355 of underworld beings, in which the falco_n assists in 

bringing water among ritual materials for the exorcism: while Btar brings well-water, the 

falcon brings seawater in the right "hand" and the ritual "word" in the left. Significantly 

in the text, both !star and the falcon traverse from Nineveh, seat of the Assyrian !star, 

with these ritual requirements. The bird's speed in travelling to the sea here, Wegner 

believed, allowed it to function as Btar's auxiliary god. Without additional examination, 

she dismissed the bird as a particular bird of ~auska, on the assumption that it was no 

more than a speedy helper. In Mesopotamia, however, the falcon is seen to manifest other 

Underworld connections with Istar (infra. p. 300), and it should not be forgotten that seas 

and wells were considered, in Mesopotamia at least, to be conduits to and from the 

underworld. 356 Her dismissal of the bird as mere helper may, then, be premature, and, in 

the exorcism, the falcon's significance to ~au~a may well be chthonic in some way, 

especially as the ritual itself involved underworld beings. Htar will be seen below (pp. 

310 ff.) to have chthonic associations with other species. 

In Mesopotamian texts, three times to the writer's knowledge, Inanna/Htar is 

herself called a falcon. In the hymn in.ninJ'k.~ur4m whose original composition is 

believed to date from the Akkad period, Utar as wargoddess is described in these terms, 

in.nin u11;:Ll.n mu~n1u SU nu.bar. re .. ./ dinanna sur.dymusendin&ir.re.e.ne, "Innin, the 

urin-eagle, who lets no one loose/ Inanna, the falcon among the gods".357 The second 

instance, an extract from a hymn to Inanna-Ninegalla ("lnanna, Lady-of-the-Palace"), 

355 Ililil., p. 90. 
356 For wells as places of entry to the underworld, among windows, rooves, swamps, cracks in 

the underworld etc., cf. R. Borger, "Die erste Teiltafel der ,nJ2a-Beschworungen", AS.KI II, in LiUn 
Mithurti. pp. 10, 11, #XXI, lines 179, 180 and "Neues Material zu AS.KI II", WO 5/11, 172-175'. 

.. 357 A. S~berg, "in. nin. §a. guq.ra, A Hymn to the Goddess Inanna•\ZA 65, (1976), pp. 180-
181, 11.31, 32. 
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alludes to her falcon nature: dnin. e. gal. la ki.a ~or. dumusen gm,c x (KA x LI). g_4.a. 

zu. de, "When you screech like a falcon on earth/in the underworld".358 A translation of 

ki. a, as "in the underworld" may be preferable, since the falcon is associated with 

Ningizzida and other underworld gods in cuneiform texts. 

However, the falcon is the bird of Marduk in the Birdcall Texts,359 where its cry 

is described as "heart-knowing" and the bird is the one "who knows the heart of the 

gods, who looks into the mind (of the gods)". The words "heart" and "mind" (libbu and 

kadu) refer to the mind, the intent, so that the bird is here endowed with the power of 

divine knowledge, viz. of the intent of the gods. Such belief that birds excelled man in 

wisdom and possessed divine wisdom was also held by the Old Testament writers, such 

as Job 38:36, where the rhetorical question of who instilled wisdom in the ibis and cock, 

demanded the reply "God". 

The third example is an Old Babylonian Sumerian hymn to Inanna as goddess of 

war and thunderstorms. 360 In a series of paeans of self-praise, in line 11, she says, "The 

gods are sparrows; I am a falcon". The gods are here contrasted as insignificant and 

ineffectual beside her. Her falcon role, though not specified as deriving from her 

destructive war/storm nature, stands in that context here. 

Notably, the first and last examples above, mention the gods, whom, they imply, 

she surpasses as falcon. The qualities of the bird in these examples appear to be divine 

association, divine knowledge, and, possibly, chthonic and destructive powers. As to its 

powers of destruction, falcons are characteristically superlative hunters with keen 

perception, ferocity of attack in rending their prey, and, above all, devastating speed. The 

358 Ililil., p. 216, re UM 55 21-308, rev. 1.6', and dup. 1. 121. 
359 W. G. Lambert, "The Sultantepe Tablets (cont'd): IX The Birdcall Text", An...S.1. 20, 

(1970), p. 115, line 16. 
360 H. Zimmern, Sumeriscbe Kultlieder aus der Altbabylonischer Zeit, (Leipzig, 1912-13). I.II, 

VS. II.X, rev. i, 8-24. 
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ornithologist Pannelee wrote that, for man in the biblical world, raptors were "the fastest 

thing he knew, ... (faster than a runner or boat; ... ; In the modern world, before jetplanes, 

... eagles and falcons could hold their own with airplanes .... A peregrine falcon diving 

on prey, outflew a plane going 17 5 miles an hour. These are records achieved by living 

·organisms ... and they stand unchallenged".361 

From this resume of textual evidence and falcon characteristics, it may be 

deduced: 

(i) that the falcon was considered a bird with divine knowledge and could be the 

special bird of certain gods; 

(ii) that in Mesopotamian texts, falcon imagery for Inanna/lstar was used to convey her 

superiority among the goos in divine context; 

(iii) that the deity !star herself in Mesopotamia could be a falcon in the underworld; 
., 

(iv) that in a tJurro-Hittite exorcism of underworld beings with Sau~a, the falcon 

brings her ritual water and knowledge of ritual utterance. Since both Thtar and the 

falcon supply ritual waters and come from Nineveh, some overlap of function and, 

probably, identity is at work; 

(v) the nature of the falcon as the keenest and swiftest of the raptors made it a suitable 

creature for a goddess of war, the context in which Inanna, as falcon, most often 

occurs. At this point, one cannot state that the falcon is an alternate form of 

Inanna/l~tar herself, yet the above examples begin to suggest that the bird takes part 

in her divine nature somehow, since it acts as an extension of her activities and she 

herself appears in falcon form. Only when the remaining bird-forms are considered, 

does the explanation of falcons as probable alternate forms of Sau~ka/Istar emerge 

more clearly. 

361 A. Parmelee, All the Birds of the Bible; Their Stories Identifications and Meanioi (New 
Canaan, Conn.: Keats, 1959), p. 200. 
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(ii) Doves (Hitt.: zinzapu, SUMMATU; Akk.: summatu, amur~anu) 

A Ijurro-Hittite oracular address (KUB V, 10+) attributes the fury of Utar, in a 

particular case, to the theft of her golden, omithomorphic cult vessel in form of a zinzapu 

bird (dove).362 A similar vessel filled with wine occurs .in an exorcism ritual of 

~auska.363 Significantly, the importance of this zinzapu bird (dove) to Sauska is 

underlined in a Hittite ritual of !star of Tamininga,364 where the bird is given the divine 
.,, 

determinative and receives bread offerings alongside the hypostases of Sau~ka, namely 

Ninatta and Kulitta. Two other rituals in which the divinized bird receives food offerings 

occur in the Htar of Tamininga cult.365 Zinzapu-bird songs, apparently mythic 
ti 

recitations366 were also sung at specific rituals of Sauska of Nineveh. 

Because the bird is divinized, because it receives offerings, and because it stands 
.,, 

with Ninatta and Kulitta, hypostases of the Ninevite Sauska/Istar, we have indications 

that, at very least, her birds were divine and probably in the same category as Ninatta and 

Kulitta, and therefore, in some way, hypostases of Is tar. Since Is tar in lion form is 

textually attested in Mesopotamia, Istar in dove (zinzapu) and other avian form is not an 

unlikely possibility. 

Related to the term zinzapu is summatu, both terms being Ijurro-Hittite words for 

dove or possibly pigeon. Because the two cannot be surely equated, Wegner treated 

summatu separately, as we shall here. A catalogue of texts records a Festival of Doves 

(summatu) for Sauska of the Amanus Mountains, otherwise unexplained.367 A focal 

362 KUB V. 10+ in M. Vieyra. "Utar de Ninive. (Suite)". RA. 51. (1957). p. 136. Cf. 
Brandenstein. "Bildbeschreibungen", p. 23 n. 2 for the bird vessel in tfurrian rituals, and thus of tJunian or 
Akkadian origin. 

363 Cf. Vieyra, RA 51 (1957), p. 135 re KUB XII, 15. v. 21'. 
364 KUB XL V.33. vs. 6-11 in Wegner, Sawuska, p. 91. 

V 365 KUB XL V 32 III.27' and KBO. XXI, iii, 12' in Wegner, Sawuska, p. 91. 
366 .Ililil .• p. 92. 
367 Wegner, Sawuska, p. 92 + KBo. XIV, 68 (+) 11.3, = CTH, p. 159. 
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point of the Amanus culture was U garit, where, we have noted, a textually identified 

Sauska appeared with three dove-like birds on a contemporary seal impression (Icon L). 

Here we appear to have the named seal representation concurring with a !:{urro-Hittite 

ritual text referring to Sauska near/in Ugarit with her doves. Such a ritual festival denotes 

a special relationship of the goddess to these birds in that area, and implies that they were 

sacred to her there, as may also be deduced by the seal. 

In Mesopotamia, despite the general conception that "doves" were the chief sacred 

birds of !star, l have found comparatively few textual attestations to this relationship. 

The ljurro-Hittite texts related to !star of Nineveh above, of course denote that they 

formed part of the cult of !star of Nineveh, at least, but what is the evidence for the rest of 

Mesopotamia? I have found a number of references to the dove, nonnally in contexts of 

mourning with !star, but very few to suggest that she has a special relationship with the 

dove. In the mourning contexts, she is generally bewailing the destruction of her temples 

· or mourning for Dumuzi-Tammuz. The type of stereotypical phraseology may be "I moan 

like a dove night and day", an idiomatic expression in the cuneifonn and Old Testament 

traditions. In Mesopotamia it can be used of Inanna/lstar but also of other goddesses and 

women. For this reason it cannot denote that the dove is special to !star in this usage. 

At this point it is appropriate to mention a threefold bird simile of Istar in a temple 

lament368 which, alongside two other bird images, portrays the goddess as a dove 

dwelling in her temple. Since it has greater significance for our understanding of how 

bird imagery in general relates to the goddess, this dove simile will be discussed in a 

context broader than single species allows at this point. 

368 A. Schollmeyer, "Der Ischtarhymnus K. 41 nebst seinen Duplikaten". MVAG 13/IV, (Berlin, 
1908), K. 41, col. ii, iii+ CT XV, No. 2317, rev. 15 ff. 
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(iii) Swallows (Hitt.:NAMmusen; Akk.: Sipuptu) 
., 

There is a Hurro-Hittite cult inventory of Sauska of Nineveh369 recording loss of 
v 

the beak of blue stone (lapis?) from a golden swallow of Sauska/Istar. We do not know 

whether this represents a piece of jewellery or a cult figure, and, beyond this reference, 

almost nothing is known about the swallow of Istar of Nineveh. Interestingly though, 

Btar elsewhere in Mesopotamia has a number of swallow affinities witnessed in 

cuneiform texts. 

The first of these is a bilingual lament regarding the destruction in war of an Btar 

temple370 in which Inanna/lstar laments, 

"Me, like a swallow, entering my temples; 

Me, the heavenly hierodule, the thief caused to flee 

[ from my temples]". 

At first reading, the swallow metaphor appears to be the literary cliche of the bird fleeing 

hastily before an enemy, but closer consideration shows that the phrase "like a swallow" 

(me.e se.namusen_~im / ana-ku-ma si-nun-ti) goes with "when I enter my temple(s)" (e.a 

tu.tu.da.mu.de I bi-ta-tim ina i-ter-ru-bi-ia) of line 24, not with "the thief made me flee" of 

line 25. Thus, it appears that the goddess enters her temple(s) like a swallow. 

It is well known that the gods were believed to dwell in heaven, coming down to 

their earthly temples where they dwelt simultaneously as in heaven, but this occurred only 

when they were "brought down" from heaven by the monarchs who erected their temples. 

For example, we have a Neo-Assyrian text referring retrospectively to the Early Dynastic 

period, which records the bringing down of Inanna from heaven into her temple,371 

369 Wegner, Sawuska, p. 92, KUB XVI: 83, Vieyra, "I!tar de Ninive", p. 136, lines 46-53. 
370 F. Thureau-Dangin, "Une Lamentation sur la Devastation du Temple d1~tar", RA 33, (1936), 

p. 12, AO 18589, lines 24, 25. 
371 Cf. the late Assyrian literary text, in which one section deals with apkallus of Enmerkar of 

Aratta, who have angered the gods. (E. Reiner, "The Etiological Myth of the 'Seven Sages'" . Orientalia 
NS 30, (1961), pp. 2-4, lines 10'- 12'. 
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although no details are given. Since gods, then, were "brought down" from heaven to 

their temples, I would suggest that, in our case, as in the above lament, her entering and 

indwelling of the temple(s) was in some way visualized as occurring through her swallow 

form, perhaps flying from heaven to earth and taking up abode there, much as swallows 

nested in temple eaves. If this hypothesis is correct, it points to the goddess using the 

birdform to bridge the heavenly-earthly hiatus and to initiate occupancy in her temple, the 

avian form acting as a vehicle through which the divine could take up residence on earth. 

The second case, a late bilingual in which !star has swallow associations, is 

apparently a literary simile of the general type denoting darting speed, for she says of 

herself, 

[ ... muHen. ~m mi.ni.ib.dal.[ dall 

ina ta-ha-zi ki-ma si-nun-ti ad-[ dal-Iall 
"' 

" Into battle I fly like a swallow"372 

In a superficial way, this statement seems to be merely the metaphor of speed in attack, 

but I would suggest that a complex mythic-astral concept underlies this simple statement. 

There was a close association in Mesopotamia between the constellation Sinuntum 

" (SIM.MAH), "The Swallow" and the goddess Annunitum, a warrior goddess who is 
V 

often a byfonn of Utar. We know that Annunitum, whose name appears to mean "She-

of-the- Fray", "Skirmisher", was established in Mesopotamia in the wake of two ethnic 

infiltrations, namely the Akkadians ca. 2700 B.C. and the Amorites ca. 1800 B.C. From 

her earliest textual attestations, under Manistusu and Narain-Sin of Akkad, she ~as clearly 

a byform of f§tar, since !§tar's name may be written dfstar-An-nu-ni-tum as a double 

form. Annunitum often appeared thus as Istar-Annunitum, although she had her own 

cult at Sippar, particularly in the Old Babylonian period. In the Ur III period (ca. 2000 

B.C.) the two were worshipped together in Eulmd, the temple of I~tar of Akkad, at Ur. 

372 Reisner, SllH No. 108, rev.43 ff. 
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In the first millennium (Assurbanipal, ca. 670 B.C.), Annunitum's statue was associated 

with !star of Agade's, and under Nabonidus (ca. 556 B.C.) she was described as 

resembling fstar, with bow and arrows. 

The association between The Swallow constellation and Annunitum, first attested 

ca.1200 B.C. in Astrolabe B, but reflecting the sky of the Old Babylonian period about 

five hundred years previously, is astral. Mesopotamian astronomers of those dates 

analyzed our constellatiqn Pisces, not as two fish, but as a combined figure of Annuni'tum 

(Pisces N.E.) and Sinuntum, "The Swallow" (Pisces S. W.).373 Normally such 

identifications of constellations with gods were both astral and mythic. 

The threefold Annunftum-Sinuntum-Istar link is comprehensible when one 

considers that, in the Old Babylonian sky, Dilbat-Thtar (Venus) reached its hypsoma, or 

highest point, in Pisces, viz. in Annunitum-Sinuntum. The astral coincidence of Htar 

(Venus) and Annunitum-Sinuntum in the Ur III period is marked by joint Annunitum and 

I star festivals believed to be of astral origin. 374 These links of name, temples, rituals and 

natures show that Annunitum, in some periods independent in her own cult, more often 

was considered a byfonn of !star with almost identical warlike nature, and astrally the 

two are linked through Pisces with its component Swallow. For this reason, !star's flyirig 

into battle like a swallow appears to be more than a cliche, containing within it the cosmic 

allusion to the Swallow constellation and warlike AnnunTtum-Istar byfonn. 

(iv) ljapupi-Birds 

Although I know of no bird in Mesopotamian tradition which appears to equate 

the hapupi-bird of the Hurro-Hittite texts, variously translated as "owl" or a number of ... ., 

other species,375 the bird is important for its mythic association with !star/A.start It is the 

373 B.L. Van der Waerden, "Babylonian Astronomy: The Thirty-Six Stars", lliES._8, (1949), 
pp. 13, 14. 

374 K. B. GOdecken, "Bemerkungen zur Gottin Annunitum", llE 5, (1973), pp. 153 ff. 
375 · H. A. Hoffner in Heth, Wb. 3, Ergbd., 14 and B. Landsberger 3, (1966), p. 264. 
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form of bird which !star took in the Hittite version of the Canaanite Elkunida myth. She 

turned herself into a vessel and into an hapupi-bird376 in order to spy on Elkunirfa and 
"' 

his wife: "In Elkunirfa's hand she became a(?) cup; she became an hapupi-bird, and • 
roosted on his wall. Whatever words husband and wife speak, those I~T AR overhears. 

Elkunir~a and his wife went upon her bed ( Asherah's) and slept with each other. But 

1ST AR flew like a bird across the ...... ". 377 It seems that she informed the stormgod of 

El and Asherah's plot using this form. Here her role is as messenger indeed, but the 

myth's setting of man-wife relations and communion is one, in Anatolia and 

Mesopotamia at least, where I!tar has jurisdiction and even control.378 In this myth's 

bird-role she is not simply a messenger to the stormgod, but actively exercises her usual 

jurisdiction over man-wife commerce in that role. Moreover, the text clarifies that this 

was not a mere metaphor or simile, but a metamorphosis, in which -Utar/Astart turned 

herself into a bird to enact particular roles. !star is the bird as messenger, and the bird is 

!§tar as overseer of familial jurisdiction. This inextricability of bird and goddess is 

important to our final conclusions (pp. 321 ff.) on this topic. 

(v) Miscellaneous: Oracular/Ominous Birds: The Partridge(?) 

Adhering still to Wegner's format, the last item in the tfurro-Hittite discussion is a 

reference to oracular birds. The first, KUB XXXII, 130, is a ritual in which the king 
., 

honours the warlike local !star of Samuha, a site near Malatya. In it, she is called "Utar of .... 

Fields (Battlefields)", apparently as patroness of the Hittite kings on campaign, and is 

addressed by the king as follows: "When I (the Hittite king) go into enemy territory, you 

376 Cf. Pritchard, Al:mI p. 519, "A Hittite Myth: El, Ashertu and the Stormgod", lines 6 ff. 
377 llilil., p. 519, lines 6 ff. 
378 The love and communion of husband and wife is said by Hattusili III in his Apology, to be 

given to him and his wife by dtar of Samu~a. (cf. C. Gordon, Fociolten Scripts. [New York: Basic, 
1982], p. 206). In hymns she is ~ften said to govern both quarrelling and its opposite, communion: in 
the myth, Inanna and Enki. her prerogatives are said to be" ... quarrelling, [victory cry], advising, talcing 
counsel together, right speech (and) decision", (cf. G. Farber-Flilgge, Der Mythos Inanna und Enki, 
Studia Pohl 10, [Rome, 1973], Taf. i, line 22 ). 
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will stay near me with regard; for the good and health of my person, you will be 

helpful(?) to me; you will deliver me from my enemies and I shall exterminate them. May 

one consult the birds and here are the birds [which one consults]".379 From this we know 

that, in IJurro-Hittite tradition, the will of the warlike Sauska for victory of the king and 

def eat of the enemy was somehow manifest in her birds, possibly through their cry or 

flight. It is very significant that the Istar_ of the text is described as the warlike one, 
I/ 

protectress of kings, and that the town Samuea is near Malatya 
., 

Can we then make a deduction about the birds on the reliefs of Sauska at Malatya, 

on the basis of the king's text from nearby Samu9a? Since the Hittite kings erected reliefs 
V 

in honour of a warlike I§tar/Sauska, depicted with birds underfoot, at Malatya, and also 
., ., 

used birds of the warlike Sauska at nearby Samuna as oracular birds to ascertain her will 

for victory, the birds of the text and relief may be correlated. I should like to identify the 
.,, 

Malatya birds under Sauska's foot in Icon P, tentatively as oracular birds of the warrior 

goddess, expressing her will to victory and, conversely, def eat. For the moment, it 

should be recalled that in the Neo-Assyrian period, at least, Btar of Arbela and Istar of 

Nineveh were oracular goddesses par excellence. manifesting their intent and will through 

theophanies, dreams, seers and "mouth and tongue" oracles (apparently cult-statues with 

moving parts), so that the oracular aspect of the warlike !star is particularly well 

documented in Assyria; 380 in most of these Assyrian oracular responses the goddess, 

bristling with weapons and fire, is said to reassure the king of victory, so that the oracular 

and warlike aspects of Istar are clearly interrelated in Assyria, whence came the Anatolian 
V 

Sauska. Since the same war-oracle pattern occurs in the Hittite king's Samut!,a text, the 

phenomenon may derive from Assyria, as we know ~auska herself did. This extremely 

379 J. Danmanville, "Un Roi Hittite Honore Istar de ~amuha" Rev, HitL et Asianigue 59 
(1956), pp. 39 ff., lines 29-35. 

380 For the "Mouth-and-Tongue" oracles of the Assyrian Istar, cf. E. Ebeling, Sixth 
Handerhebung, MVAG 23/II, No.5, (KAR 139) Obv. 10 b-13), rev. 5-8. 
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important concept, birds as war oracles of ntar, finds distinct parallels in the 

Mesopotamian !star's ravens (infra pp. 310 ff.), but requires further discussion there . 
., 

There is a final case of oracular birds with Sau~ka in Anatolia, which occurs in 

the Hittite text KUB V: 10.381 Here the omen birds are called hurri-birds, a species 
"" 

thought, from Akkadian possibly, to be the partridge, though the term hurri alone may 
w 

mean "tJurrian". In KUB V: 10 is expressed deep concern for neglected offerings to 
y . 

Sauska of Nineveh, and for the goddess' anger at her temple's defilement. The speaker 

records how the goddess' anger is expressed: "On this account the goddess is angry. 

May the partridges(?) (~urri-birds) be favourable: not favourable?". The Hittitological 
y 

publications do not record that the same issur hiirri (Akkadian equivalent of MUS EN .. .. 
HUR.RI) occurs in Late Babylonian texts, which refer to the gods creating demons with 
"' 
their bird bodies and raven faces. 382 These birds have further demoniac associations 

since they are called "the bird of the asakku demon", and are further said to portend evil in 

Neo-Assyrian texts.383 Various subspecies of issur hurri occur in Late Babylonian omen 
•• v 

texts, and there are conjurations to remove their evil effects from men.384 From these 

texts, we may state that Istar in Jjurro-Hittite and late Mesopotamian tradition had 

partridges(?) in her cult which functioned in ornithomancy, often in unfavourable ways, 

expressing her ill-will. This concept is closely allied to that in the previous paragraph 

where birds expressed her will for defeat/victory. 

381 Vieyra, RA 51 (1957), p. 136. 

382 0. R. Gurney, "The Sultantepe Tablets cont'd., IV: The Cuthean Legend of Naram-Sin", 
Anatolian Studies. 5, (1955), p. 98, 31. 

383 Cf. E. Ebeling, KAR 387, ii, 4 ff. 
384 S. Langdon, QECT 6, pl. 6, 24. 
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(v) Miscellaneous: Oracular/Ominous Birds: 
- - V Vultures and ~avens Zihu and Atihu [urabu/.ugamusen] 

Among Htar's peculiar bird associations is that of the vulture (zibu) attested in a 

Neo-Assyrian hymn to the !stars of Nineveh and Arbela. Therein Istar-Annunitum, as 

wargoddess, is described as "proud vulture, decider of decisions, fixer of fates" _385 In 

this case, the vulture is doubly appropriate for the warlike !star. As carrion birds, vultures 

always frequented battlefields and were often shown in scenes of war or victory with 

fallen enemies, e.g. the Victory Stela.386 To this function is added the text's qualification 

that, in this form, she determines fates. Presumably in the warlike context here, she 

decrees bad fates for the vanquished and good ones for the victor, as she does in raven 

and partridge(?) form. Interestingly, the Syro-Canaanite goddess 'Anat, also destructive 

and warlike, wreaks death upon the U garitic hero Aqhat by the agency of an accomplice, 

Y.n,n, whom she turns into a vulture to attack Aqhat .She instructs Ytpn: 

"I'll make you like a vulture in my mcUe/ 
like a swift flier in my pouch ... ; 

[ Over him ]vultures will soar; 

[ A flock of sw] ift fliers will coast; 

Amon~ the vultures will I <'Anat } be soarin~: 

Above Aqhat will I pose yo:u ". 387 

It appears, then, that both •Anat and Htar brought about death/fate in vulture forms, either 

by decree through them or by actual attack, or by assumption of their form, the 

consequence being identical in any case. An iconographic parallel may be the Syro-

Palestinian terracotta (fig. 103) discussed previously, which depicts the nude goddess in 

385 T. J. Pinches, "The Goddess .!star in Assyro-Babylonian Literature", fSBA (1909), pt II, p. 
67, line 3. 

386 An example is the Victory Stele of Eannatum, cf. Frankfort, AAAO fig. 74, upper register. 
387 Cf. Pritchard, ANET p. 152, Aqhat B, iv, 16-27. 
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Qudsu form, on a warhorse, and accompanied by two armed(?) gods; she is flanked 

above by two vulture-like birds, normally assumed to derive from the beneficent Nekhbet 

vulture iconography of Egypt. Perhaps, in light of the "Anat and !star texts, this 

assessment should be reconsidered to include rather the destructive warlike vulture image, 

more suitable to the warhorse and wargods present with her here. 

In Mesopotamia, the unfavourable aspect of vultures generally is reflected in its 

common representation as a bad omen. In some texts388 it may, for example, stand 

between a section on ominous falcons and ravens, both of whom also appear as ominous 

and warlike birds of Istar in our study. 

Textually, the best attested bird associated with Htar in Mesopotamia is the raven 

(aribu, cognate Hebrew lh). An examination of its contexts will indicate that its function 

for her is chiefly oracular/ominous, in ways similar to the partridge(?) in Hittite tradition. 

I have located six references to the Mesopotamian !star's association with these 

birds. The earliest is an Early Dynastic Sumerian personal name from Fara, sikil. dinanna 

\ " " " (M!lfil.~musen, The-Young-Woman-lnanna-is-a-Raven".389 Are we dealing here with 

an hyperbolic literary expression, or can we learn more from additional attestations? Other 

Sumerian texts convey the same association: for example Isin period copies of the myth 

Enki and the World Order put these words in the mouth of the god Enki addressing 

Inanna: "In battle and fray when making an omen, you make a lifegiving omen; in its 

(battle's) midst, (because) you are {no} raven, you give a destructive omen". 390 The 

negative {!lll}, "no" it is thought, may be an error or deliberate insertion, since Inanna is 

indeed otherwise said to be a raven in Sumerian texts. It may be that the writer simply 

sought an omen in terms favourable to himself, rather than one in positive grammatical 

388 R. Labat, Traite akkadien de Diam,stics et Pronostics Medicaux, (Leiden, 1951), 6: 7, 8. 
389 A. Deimel, Eam II, No. 40, iv, line 16. 
390 A. Falkenstein, "En.lei und die Weltordnung, Sumerische Religiose Texte", ZANE 22, 

(1964), p. 109 ff., lines 432-433. 
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terms against his enemy, thereby negating the statement or believed that unless Inanna 

assumed raven form to destroy the enemy, it would entail a destructive omen for the king. 

Below we shall see, destructive utterance is precisely what was usually sought from 

lnanna/lstar in war contexts, as our initial words "in battle and fray" denote. 

Another Sumerian text, an Inanna hymn probably an Ur-III Isin period copy, 

gives an interesting variant reading, where the general word musen, "bird", is replaced by 

the specific urabu. "raven". The bird is associated with Inanna who is addressed as 

follows: an.ta musen.ne {var: urabu} ~u.nu.mu.ni.ib.be. an.u4_SU sag.ga.e lu 

li.me.da.s~ "In heaven the birds (var. ravens) do not cry; at sunset (you are) important; 

no one can rival you".391 The editor of the text felt the negative {nu}-again was an 

addition to the original statement which should have read, "at sunset, the ravens cry; (you 

are) important etc." For our purposes the negative is irrelevant, since, in either case, the 

ravens are associated with Inanna at sunset, presumably in her role as evening star. One 

cannot know whether their role here is oracular, but reference to their cry recommends that 

interpretation. 

Chronologically, the next reference occurs in Old Babylonian copies of a Sumerian 

temple hymn praising Eulmas, temple of the warlike Inanna/lstar of Akkad. The original 

composition is believed to be of the Akkad period. The temple is glorified, then addressed 

with respect to its owner, Inanna: "Your princess (Inanna) is a raven, the hierodule of the 

ni~ingar, arrayed in battle, beautiful.. .... , who handles the !UY& weapon, who washes the 

tools in the 'blood of battle'; she opens the 'door of battle' ...... ; the wise one of heaven, 

Inanna" .392 Clearly, the warrior-astral hierodule is again taking raven form at the 

initiation of battle, and in the thick of it 

tab. 

391 Frank, Kultlieder, No. 2 = De Gen. IRS. No. 95, AO 9070, + Dup Reisner, No. 53, 6th 

392 A. Sjoberg, .s.Ia No. 40, lines 513-517. 
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Next in order come two traditions whose copies date from the Neo-Assyrian and 

Neo-Babylonian periods. The first is an obscure ritual text, apparently from Babylon, and 

used in the sexual cult of the gods Marduk and Htar of Babylon. This exasperatingly 

difficult text makes oblique references to cultic acts which baffled the editor.393 Line 11 is 

concerned with a dog entering (her temple?), then it continues: "[I will make a ... ] enter 

and fasten the door. I will make a female-hahhuru (raven)394 enter and it will nest; .......... 

Whenever I leave or enter I will give orders to my female-hahhuru (ravens): 'Please, my ..., ...,., 

female-hahhuru (ravens), Do not approach the cumin/fungus(?)". Here clearly the ravens 
'"' g..., 

are "my" birds, viz. specifically sacred to her, and receive commands from her. The fact 

that they belong to her, obey her orders and that they are specifically feminine, may 

indicate that in some way they represent her as agents in her temple. In another example 

also, ravens appear to manifest her power through their utterance in an important Inanna 

hymn: She says that when she raises her hand in heaven and sets her foot in the 

underworld/earth, "[In heaven] the ravens ... croak".395 

The other text is a Late Assyrian copy,396 one section of which describes a temple 

precinct of Htar, possibly that in Uruk. It says, "The (temple) Eanna (is) toward the sky, 

a raven; toward the earth/underworld, a raven". What is the meaning of these enigmatic 

lines? Since Inanna is a raven in her previous temple hymn (cf. n . .392), it would appear 

that here her temple is fulfilling the same raven role as its owner, by extension. 

Since three of the texts above refer to the cry and omengiving of ravens, can this 

text mean that the temple (viz. its goddess) utters omens or decrees for heaven and 

393 W . G. Lambert, "Divine Love Lyrics from Babylon, Journal of Semitic Studies 4, (1959), 
pp. 13 ff. 

394 The gal}JJuru is identified as the raven, and as bird of Enlil in Lambert, "The Birdcall Text", 
pl. 115, line 15. 

395 Cf. Frank, Kultlieder, No. 1 (de Gen., IRS. 69), rev. 13, 15. 
396 H. Zimmem, .Y..S. 2, Sumerische Kultlieder aus Altbabylonischer Zeit (Leipzig, 1912), 8, 

VAT 605 + rev. 1:4. 
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underworld? The sinister nature of the..!fil!Q!! was noted by Falkenstein, who described it 

as "ein hoses Omen bringenden Vogel".397 Additionally in lexical lists, too,398 the word 

raven (urabu) may stand with ~rgilu, which we have said was a bird-demoniac form of 

!star. This suggests that the urabu falls into the demoniac-bird category with oracular or 

omen functions. It should be noted that the Birdcall Text, 399 although associating the 

raven with the god Enlil in that tradition, also says, "Its cry is [ ... ] ... the citizens of 

Nippur a ~ood omen". Conversely, we know from treaty curses that the raven could be 

considered a harbinger of bad luck,400 either aspect deriving from its omengiving role. 

From the above, it emerges that ravens were omen birds in Mesopotamia, for good 

or ill. They do occur with Enlil, who was the cosmic executor of fate, but where their 

utterance is_ stressed apparently more often with lnanna/lstar. In the above contexts Utar's 

ravens, appear to render destructive omens, while !star is said to have female ravens 

possibly hypostases of herself, residing in her temple, and is said twice to be a raven 

herself. 

Comparing these concepts with the ljurro-Hittite texts, it was noted above that 
V 

Sauska of Nineveh's partridges(?) were called upon to give an oracle favourable/not 

favourable. Moreover, in the important ritual of the Hittite king to !star of Samu~a, before 

campaigns, he sought her help for victory, ending with an adjuration to consult the birds. 

Though the traditions of ravens in Mesopotamia and partridges(?) in Anatolia are at 

variance, we may say both cultures accommodated the use of Htar's birds to secure evil 

omens against the enemy in battle, and good omens for oneself as victor. 

397 Falkenstein, ZA LVI, (1964), p. 94. 
39S Sjoberg, SIH. p. 144, n. 513 regarding HAR. RA= 
399 Lambert, An.St. 20 (1970), p. 115. 

hubullu, xviii, 314 ff. 
"' 

400 Pritchard, ...ANEI p. 660. 
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Oracular Birds: Signgivers or Epiphanies? 

Are her birds simply real birds kept in the temples, whose activities were 

interpreted as revelations of Htar's will? If so, they would be regarded as merely 

mundane objects in the nature of a mirror, to be read as signs reflecting heavenly intent, 

but of lesser divine significance in themselves. Such is the case with livers used in 

hepatoscopy as sign-givers. In the case of bird omens, I believe the case is different: 

we have noted above that some of these birds were divinized, received worship and 

exercised great power, probably as manifestations of the goddess herself. 40l The 

difference, between the mundane and the divine sign-giver in avian form, lies, I believe, 

in the nature of divine utterance and will expressed therein . 

It is important to emphasize that, although the utterance of a word in modern 

society is a casual thing to the extent that even "a man's word" is no longer his bond, in 

societies of the ancient Near East, a word uttered, or even conceived as thought, had 

tremendous power and consequence. This was all the truer where gods were concerned, 

since their mere intent and utterance unfolded the events of each minute on earth. This is 

particularly true of !§tar as fate-giver. In her hymns it is repeatedly emphasized that her 

word alone enacts a deed, and her decision is unalterable destiny. Surprisingly little 

attention has been given to Utar as decider of fates, but I have collected many references 

from all periods to prove that this was an important role of Istar.402 At this point, one 

401 Notably, it is believed that in Crete, too, birds could represent epiphanies of goddesses. Cf. 
Friedrich, Aphrodite, p. 25. 

402 lnanna/lltar as giver of fates is well attested but generally little commented upon. One of 
lnanna's chief roles in the hieros Droos was the determination of destiny for the king at the New Year, for 

. y 

a good rule and for victory (e.g. J. Van Dijk, "La Fete du Nouvel An dans un texte de Sulgi, LB 963", 
Bibliotheca Orientalis 11, 3/4, [1954]), pp. 83 ff., #E, II, lines 20 ff.: "For ~ulgi, son of Ninsun/ 
determine fate/ (say namely): 1n battle, she who goes before you in battle, it is I'"). Her power in this 
respect was so great as to compete with Enlil, second highest god in the pantheon and executor of the 
cosmos, holder of the tablets of destiny of the universe: (cf. R. Jestin, "Textes Religieux Sumeriens", 
RA 35,. [1943], pp. 168 on SRI 9, pl. XXV-XXVIII, obv. 14-15: "Like Enlil, she whose demeanour 
(breast) is calm, is you/ the great decisions on the tablet you efface (or) you approve (lit. read out)". In 

" prayers to her, worshippers acknowledged the Sedu and Lamassu genii of good luck before and behind her, 
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explicit example will illustrate this power of !star's intent and utterance. Her power to 

give victory, life versus death in battle, simply by her word is encapsulated in the myth of 

Inanna and Bilulu,403 in which Inanna condemns the -murderers of Dumuzi .12.x 

determining their fate verbally (lines 107-108): "She (lnanna) took her place, she 

determined fate (saying): 'Go away. I have slain you. It is so"'. 

When one understands the immediate effect of the power of her intent and 

utterance, one begins to understand how her birds may have functioned. We noted above 

that in Enki and the World Order, Inanna in battle made both the lifegiving omen and the 

destructive omen, that is, by her omen she decided whether one lived or died in battle. 

Comparing this power with that expressed in Inanna and Bilulu above, one realizes the 

and relied on her for good fate: "You interchange fates, so that bad luck turns well"; (cf. F. W. Geers, 
"Kleine Mitteilungen: Die GebetsbeschwOrung an lschtar, No. I", ZA 42, [1934], pp. 221 ff. obv. 14). 

In cases of illnesses, although (or probably because) ntar also caused illness, she could give a 
good fate of health: "Shining Is'tar, who lights up in the evening/ I am fated for life (viz. survival of 
illness"), cf. G. Meier, "Die assyrische BeschwOrungssamlung Maqlu", A!Q Beiheft 2, (1937), Taf. III, 
lines 180-181. Similarly in healing, where she is a "physician", she says, "Lady of Fates, Queen of 
Designs am I" (VAT 10380, No. 100 bilingual hymn to Gula and 1itar, unedited, courtesy 
W. G. Lambert). Her determination of life was repeatedly sought by rulers for a long reign from 
Sumerian to Neo-Babylonian times, e.g. Esarhaddon wrote of inanna of Nippur, "May she set as my fate, 
life of long days, a goodly number of descendants, physical and spiritual wellbeing" (A. Goetze, 
"Esarhaddons Inscription from the Inanna Temple in Nippur", ilC£ 17, [1963], p. 129, 130, line 17). 

In Assyria, too, I§tar determined victory for kings; AHurbanipal said of the Htars of Nineveh and 
Arbela, "They fixed the fates; to exercise rulership over all habitations/ they caused their (foreign lands') 
kings to bow at my feet (cf. K. 1290, A Prayer of Ashurbanipal to the !§tars, rev. 14-16). In her role as 
fate decider, she appears to resemble to some degree the Fates in Greek mythology, spinning destiny. 
"Heaven shakes altogether, before your word; the doubled thread which is not to be cut/ changed" (Frank, 
Kultlieder No. 4, rev. 18), and in a Dumuzi hymn, she asks who will bring her the double thread (H. 
Radau, Sumerian Hymns and Prayers to the ~od Dumuzi, BE 30/1., (1913), 46: 22-26). In an interesting 
incantation, her ability is so powerful as to overrule the decisions of greater gods such as Anu and Enlil. 
It appears that she organizes the thread, and sets up for weaving the spinster goddess Uttu who Spins for 
her "a mighty thread, a great thread, a multicoloured thread that cuts the oath/against the words of bad 
portent ... against the curse of the gods, a thread that cuts the oath" (cf. G. Meier, "Die assyrische 
Beschwcjrungssammlung Maqlu", AfQ Beiheft 2, [1937], Surpu, Taf. V-VI, lines 146-159). It is in this 
capacity, apparently, that the posthumous alteration of Umammu's fate by her functioned, allowing lnanna 
to change his fate even then (cf. the discussion of Icon G). 

403 For Inanna and Bilulu, cf. Th. Jacobsen and S. Kramer, "The Myth of lnanna and Bilulu", 
INES. 12 (1953), pp. 160 ff., lines 107-108. 
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dread with which a bad omen for battle was received. At the moment when the 

unfavourable omen was uttered, the recipient was as good as dead. Such apprehension is 

very clear in the Neo-Assyrian oracles sought by the Assyrian kings from lstar before 

battle.404 When such oracles were consulted, the seeker was looking not for a general 

nod of approval of his deed, nor indeed even a blessing, but for something far more 

immediate. He sought an utterance tantamount to a death-row reprieve for himself, or 

tantamount to a death warrant for his foe, so powerful was the word. By its utterance 

from the deity, men lived or died in battle. 

Because omens of destruction and victory over the enemy emanated from 

~au~ka/Utar's omen birds, whose purpose was to declare the effective word of the 
V 

warrior Sauska, their utterance was, in reality, her utterance and her will, which took 

effect forthwith. In this way, her birds were not passive vehicles for signs to men, but 

extensions of her effective word and will. Just as the dove-form in which God's spirit 

entered Christ, was an extension of God Himself and an embodiment of his effective will 

and utterance, which actively initiated Christ's ministry, so I believe, were the birds of 

I~tar. As oracular embodiments of her effective decisions and utterance, which actively 

initiated victory or defeat, life or death, so they were, in large degree, extensions of !star 

herself. I believe that this mode of thought accounts also for the fact that Htar could 

become a bird at will, particularly a raven, and why her female ravens received her 

commands in her temples. If such birds were seen, not as "familiars" or "auxiliary 

spirits", but as manifestations of the goddess or, at very least, extensions of her own 

nature, exercising her powers, the above-cited texts and bird icons under her feet make 

some sense. 

404 Pritchard, ANET pp. 449, 601 for the I~tar victory oracles of Esarhaddon and A§surbanipal; 
also for Istar of ~amu~•s appearance to PudulJepa, wife of ljattusili III in a dre.am promising !:Jattusili 
victory, cf. C.H. Gordon, foriotten Scripts; Their Ouioioi Discovery and Deciphennent (New York: 
Basic, 1982), p. 208. 
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A precise parallel for this concept of Btar/A~tart as a bird can be seen in the 

concept of the lion of Htar. We have observed how frequently the lion stands under 

Btar's feet, much as the Malatya birds do. We have also acknowledged that Istar herself 

is called a Lion/Lioness and is frequently described in leonine terms, as well as being 

accompanied by a lion. Interestingly, a Neo-Babylonian copy of a cuneiform list of 

synonymns in Sumerian and Akkadian gives an equation regarding dManzat, who is 

known to be a form of Htar. The equation reads: GI~. PIRIG. GAL = lu- fa10-an ~a 
v 

Man-~a-ad = pur-ru us-su; / GIS dlm. (RAB + GAN). PIRIG = lu- saIQ- an sa Man-~a-ad 

= pur-us-su. "a huge wooden lion / a wooden lion-shaped spirit = utterance of 

Mansad(Manzat)/Istar = oracle" .405 Lewy identified the lion here as a lion-shaped numen, 

which M "utterance of Manzat/lstar" served the oracular :Rtar of Arbela. Lewy said, "It is 

therefore, entirely possible that, in her quality as oracle goddess the ... deity was thought 

to avail herself of the services of one of her lions in order to reveal the future" .406 Since 

we know that lions under ntar's feet were, to some extent, forms of ntar herself, we may 

deduce that the oracular birds similarly underfoot with Sauska/ntar are also, to some 

extent, forms of Utar as embodiments of her divine utterance and will. This hypothesis 

accounts also for the fact that she herself can become/be a lion or bird in texts, and can 

exercise her will to act in avian epiphanies. 

Burro-Hittite and Levantine Goddesses with Avian Elements 
II 

Without extensive study, it may be worth noting here that there are a number of 

representations-of Btar byforms with birds (i) underfoot or (ii) near their heads, which 

similarly seem to be extensions of the goddess. These include Hurro-Hittite and 

Levantine forms. 

405 These two entries are from the synonymn list, HAR,ciud, Tab. II, lines 190-192; cf. 
H. Lewy, "I§tar-~ad and the Bow Star", Assyriological Studies 16, pp. 280 ff. 

406 .l1ili1., p. 281. 
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tiurro-Hittite Utarlike Figures with Birds 

(i) There are three distinctive examples with birds underfoot or beside her, which 

are noteworthy (figs. 218-220). Figure 218 represents an unveiling goddess, apparently 

in shortsleeved tunic, with bird underfoot. She comes from Konya (Anatolia) and dates to 

the period of the Assyrian merchant colony (ca. 2000-1800 B.C.). 

The second (fig. 219), a seal impression of King Sau~attar of Mitanni, ca. 1450 

B.C. is strongly ljurrian. It represents a demoniac goddess with birdwings, lion's tail 

and bird or lion feet ( unclear). Laterally she extends two reversed lions, much as does the 

Qudsu of figures 114 and 222. Adjacent to her are a serpent and eight-pointed star, the 

former seen with Qudsu (Icon J and figs. 110-112), and the latter well known as symbol 

of Htar. Beneath the goddess' feet is a large bird, with wings extended in much the same 

way as they occur with the Malatya I Sauska (Icon P), though facing upward. 

Finally, in fig. 220, a Hittite representation with Syrian elements, we have (upper 

right) what appears to be a nude goddess bearing an object in her extended right hand, the 

left also being extended laterally. Like the Syrian unveiling and warrior gcx:ldesses, she 

has wings and accompanies the weathergod and his bull. She stands on a plaited object, 

generally recognized as rain of the weather god. Ahead of her flies a large bird, wings 
v 

and tail extended like the birds of Malatya I and the Sausattar seal above. Previously we 

have noted birds with named Sauska on the U garit Seal (Icon L), by the U garit seal nude 

(fig. 120 rt.), and with the lion enthroned gcx:ldess on Cappadocian seal (fig. 121). Of the 
V 

examples above, of birds under Sausattar or beside the gcx:ldess, figs. 218 and 220 are 

from Anatolia, but manifest strong Assyrian and Syrian affinities respectively. The 

second (fig. 219) is largely Ijurro-Mitannian, but exhibits strong Assyrian elements. Icon 

Land fig. 121 are strongly Anatolian, though exhibiting Mesopotamian iconography. 
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(ii) Levantine Goddesses with Birds 

The second group, Qudsu goddesses bearing birds on their heads, provide 

significant parallels in the Egyptianizing Syrian style. The parallelism of motif is apparent 

in fig. 219 and fig. 222, the former ljurro-Syrian, the latter Egypto-Syrian, but let us 

examine figs. 221-224 in tum. The first (fig. 221) is a fourteenth century bronze plaque 

from Acebo (northern Israel) which depicts a nude goddess of the Qudsu type.407 We 

have already noted that the Qudsu type is a form of i\.start in Egypt. This one (fig. 221) 

is exactly parallel, in its Hathor coiffure, sideheld lotuses and lion mount underfoot, to the 

identified Qudsu-J\nat-J\start of the Winchester plaque (Icon n. It has gone unnoticed that 

on its head are a pair of curved wings and bird's head seen frontally. This figure has a 

more explicit echo in an 8th C. tomb find from Salamis, Cyprus (fig. 222).408 The item 

is a bronze horse ornament with Phoenician and Assyrian elements, bearing on its face a 

similar nude in Hathor coiffure. Laterally she extends, not lotuses, but lions, and stands 

on two lions grasping bulls. On her head is the same bird with wings outstretched. On its 

head is the same Hathor coiffure worn by the goddess herself upon whom it stands. The 

reduplication of coiffure on the goddess and her bird equate the two in much the same way 

as the duplication of lionmount with bandoliere is equated with the bandoliered i\start-

Qu~u whom it accompanies in Icon J, and singly in fig. 110. 

A final useful comparison can be made with a bronze horsetrapping (fig. 223) 

which Barnett classed as North Syrian with Assyrian influences. 409 On it, a central nude 

goddess, clasping her breasts, stands on a frontal lion's head and wears a Hathor coiffure, 

apparently as a variant of Qudsu. Beneath her are two addorsed lions and, flanking each 

407 Cf. "Archaeological Stumpers" ..BAR (Mar/Apr. 1982), pp. 36-37. 
408 Cf. v. Karagheorgis. Ancient Cn,rus; Seven Thousand Years of Art and ArchaeoloKY 

(Baton Rouge, Louisiana, St Univ., 1981), p. 135, fig. 101. 
4o9 R. D. Barnett, "North Syrian and Related Harness Decoration", in A. Moortgat, 

Vorderasiatische Archaeotogie. Studien und Aufsatze, (1964), pp. 211 ff. 

_ _J 
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side, a pair of Syro-Hittite styled grain gods (not shown here). On her head is a bird with 

outstretched wings, necklace, anklets and Hathor coiffure, all like the ones worn by the 

goddess herself under the bird, and, as above, indicating that the bird and goddess are one 

and the same. 

I believe that, despite the difference in dates of the above artefacts, the bird icons, 

whether underfoot as at Malatya, or on her head as on the frontlets, represent an 

extension of her will and her divinity in the same manner as do her oracular birds. The 

manifestation of her will to protect the king in war is clearly seen on fig. 224, a 

Phoenician bowl with Egyptian and Assyrian iconography. Here the Hathor-haired 

goddess' head and arms amalgamate with wings in a gesture clearly protective of the 

chariot which it enfolds. The Hathor-Qud~u-Astart type is here simplified to its essential 

headform, and the bird element to wings. The warlike nature of the goddess is echoed in 

the obvious protection of the chariot, a function appropriate to <j\~tart as patroness of 

charioteers in Egypt and later "Mistress of Chariot" (Icon V). It is also appropriate to 

!star as Nin.ra.iab. "Lady-Rider" in the Middle Babylonian godlist An= Anum, iv:45, 

the Mesopotamian goddess likewise associated with horses and chariots. 

Origin of the Bird Epiphany Icon 

Some idea of the origin of the bird idiom to represent the lnanna/lstar herself may 

be ascertained from the uses described above, but also from hymnal texts showing their 

temple affiliations.This temple lament puts the folowing words in her mouth: "Like a 

frightened dove, I rest upon a beam (in the temple) / Like a bat, I hasten to a hole / As for 

me, he (the pillager of the temple) makes me fly like a bird from my temple" .410 Here we 

appear to be dealing with three literary similes of flight, similar to those in historical texts 

describing the flight of the enemy with haste and ignominy, yet these lines have also a 

410 Schollmeyer, "K.41, Der Ischtar-Hymnus", Col. II, II+ CT XV, No. 2317, rev. 15 ff.= III, 
lines 1-6. 
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specific context. These three lines, and the line (supra p. 304) in which she is said to 

enter her temple as a swallow, indicate that at least four bird references to ntar are temple-

oriented. In them we have examples of her (i) entering the temple as a swallow; (ii) 

indwelling there as a dove; (iii) exiting the temple as a bat.411 From this, although the text 

may employ literary cliches, their grouping together implies a deliberate depiction of the 

goddess in multiple birdforms. It conveys the idea that the goddess entered her temples 

from heaven and sojourned there in earthly form as a bird, in the mind of the worshipper. 

In this way, the goddess was (among other things) a divine bird descended to dwell on 

earth in a form which could pass from the domain of the sky to that of the earth. A 

Sumerian cult hymn expresses her assumption of appropriate forms this way: a.na musen 

a§.bi &a. u,&i.na/en&ur.ra kY6 &3,u.&in.na "In heaven, as a unique bird I shall establish 

you; in the abyss, as a fish I shall establish you".412 In other words, different creature 

forms of t~e goddess were appropriate to certain spheres. The heavenly bird Inanna, 

then, may also, as bird, fly down from heaven, enter and reside in her earthly temple, 

where she communicates her utterances to men. The concept of her indwelling in the form 

of different birds is expressed often in the idiom of the stormbird: 

"I, the Storm-bird, dwell in the temple ...... [ ... ]; 

Th . . ed . [ ] "413 e pnest appomt me a nest m ......... ; 

It will also be recalled that 'A~tart, as hapupi bird, built a nest in a wall to overhear 
0 

Elkunida and his wife. 

These examples indicate that her earthly functions could be exercised through the 

nesting divine bird metaphor and through an imagined metamorphosis of the goddess 

411 The bat <sudinnu} is considered to be of the .IDJlWl (bird) category in Mesopotamia, being 
written with that detenninative. 

412 Frank, Kultlieder. No. 2 = De Genouillac, IRS., No. 95, AO 9070JDup. Reisner 53, 6th 
tabl, obv. 4). 

413 Reisner, SBH 109, 77 ff. 
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herself into a number of birds. In Elkunirsa, "A~tart clearly says she became a bird 

nesting in the wall, just as 'Anat became a vulture, and just as Istar a number of birds. 

This idea in Mesopotamia, in stating that Btar is a certain bird, exercising an indwelling 

function on earth, is really saying that the divine birds are, to a large extent, hypostases or 

manifestations of her, as is the lion, not simply associates, auxiliary spirits, or 

messengers. They gtar in different functions, a way of expressing divine incarnation 

in ornithological rather than anthropomorphic terms. If my hypothesis is correct, it may 

explain why both Mesopotamian and Anatolian traditions (discussed above) associated 

Btar with oracular birds. They were not only vehicles of divine utterance, but also 

manifestations of the goddess herself and of her will; since the ancient Near East 

conceived of the spoken word as tantamount to the deed, the utterance of the god through 

oracle was, ipso facto. the deed/accomplished fate, declared by the god. In this sense, the 

birds who gave utterance were also effecting her will and her deed. Her oracular birds 

make sense as forms of her on earth, allowing the communication of her will to men. 

Thus in bird form 

(i) she existed in heaven; 

(ii) descended to earth and took up residence; 

(iii) uttered and enacted her will among men by oracle. 

Her bird forms were not merely, as Keel suggested, "messengers", but very god. This 

hypothesis, in turn, accounts for the feminine gender of her hahhuru ravens in Babylon, ......... 
for the divinity and worship of her doves in Anatolia, and for the many bird-forms which 

the goddess herself is said to take in Mesopotamia. I would go so far as to say that the 

same idea is expressed in a partial way when Istar is depicted with wings, particularly in 

battle. Both wings and birds bespeak her swiftness and ability to traverse heaven, but 

also to dwell with men, uttering and enacting her will among them. The Malatya birds of 

Sauska, then, are no pale doves of a lovegoddess, but forbidding manifestations of the 
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goddess herself as wreaker of death and giver of victory through her utterance. Just as the 

U garitic poets praised 'Anat as " ... the most beautiful and swiftest of any winged 

thing"414 so her counterpart Btar, in her bird manifestations, was beautiful in form, swift 

in assault, and terror-inspiring in the power of her will made manifest. 

414 C.F. Schaeffer, AfQ 20, (1963), p. 214. 
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At this point, it is useful to make a summary of the icons which we have observed 

for the second millennium B.C. Ironically, for that period, whence originate the bulk of 

icons of !star and her byforms, one must seek outside Mesopotamia proper for named 

forms of the goddess. ·This irony is all the more pointed, since numberless unnamed !star 

icons exist in Mesopotamia and its areas of jurisdiction: Plaques, terra cottas and seals for 

this period abound in armed, astral and sexual Htarlike figures, which we have used in 

comparison with our identified icons. Some are from her temples and surely represent 

her, yet it is to outside Mesopotamia that one must turn for inscribed examples. The 

external sources have included Levantine, t{urro-Hittite and, preponderantly, Egyptian 

artefacts bearing figures of Istar/Astart. Many of these forms however, have proven 

traceable in origin and iconography to Mesopotamia, particularly to Assyria and Fjurrian 

Mesopotamia, so that they are, indeed, germane to the study, despite the initial 

appearance of being foreign deities. 

Moreover, cuneiform texts allow one to work through a number of equations in 

Mesopotamia, Ebia and Ugarit, which allow no doubt that, theologically, in this period, 

Inanna = Utar = j\star(t) = ~auska in these areas. Consequently one is justified in 

considering these western forms, ~star(t) and Sauska, as manifestations of !star which 

shed light on her nature and iconography in Mesopotamia itself. 

1. Warlike Features 

Of nine basic icons (twelve if one includes the Y azilikaya sub-forms), all but some 

of the sub-forms manifest a warlike component, either in handheld weapons, bows and 

arrows, shields, or for the Qudsu figures, lions with quiverstraps. Some of them raise the 

complex question of lltar's association with the horse as war animal. We have found, by 

textual and iconographic comparison of materials from Mesopotamia and from the Levant, 
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that the horse and archer features are, indeed, peculiar to Utar/Astart, as opposed to 

similar goddesses. We have been able to identify tentatively certain features of Istar/Astart 

which are diagnostic of her both iconographically and textually, and which distinguish 

her from the West Semitic <Anat, for example. These, we have seen, include the horse, 

archery weapons, streamered crown, position 'of axe- and shield-wielding, sexuality and 

unveiling, so that one need no longer assume that ~Anat and Istar/j\start are 

iconographically identical. 

2. Sexual Features 

Five of the main icon figures exhibit more overt feminine sexual iconography, 

viz., Hathorine attributes and nudity for the Qudsus, and unveiling at Yazilikaya/Malatya. 

These we have noted to be consistent with features of !star of Nuzi and Assyria for this 

period, and subsequently. 

3. Astral Features 

The identified icons of this millennium treated here are not explicitly astral, but, 

examination of the related chains of icons with each, often points to that particular type as 

astral elsewhere, e.g. our Egyptian J\start-~nat-Qudsu plaque is not itself astral, but its 

counterparts from Egypt and Syria show starstudded grounds, to indicate that 7\~tart/ 

"Qudsu" was astral as well as sexual and warlike. The same may be posited from the 

dual east/west orientation of the Sauskas at YaziHkaya. 

4. Transcultural or Universal Features 

These diagnostic features of war, sexuality and astral nature, occurring for 

Istar(Astart and SauMca in the west, have been discussed above as exact equivalents of the 

characteristics exhibited by !star in Mesopotamia, both textually and iconographic ally. 

Importantly, this fact points to a degree of universalism in her worship from Mesopotamia 

to Anatolia to Egypt in the second millennium. I feel that this evidence makes fallacious 

the practice of speaking of "the Anatolian, the Syrian, the Mesopotamian wargoddess", as 

• I 

I 
I 
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if all three were distinct and not identified by the ancient worshipper as ntar. They are 

simply variant cultural manifestations of Istar, couched in local modes of expression. As 

a caveat, one must emphasize that icons are often shared by various gods and syncretisms 

do occur (e.g. the dress and crown of c.Anat are often like !star's), but one must always go 

beyond superficial observation to tabulated details, in order to plumb the depths of such 

amalgamations or borrowings. I do feel that someone, knowing the code of iconography 

as an ancient worshipper did, could, in fact, distinguish which deity was primarily 

intended, even when it may have borne some features borrowed from another deity. 

This series of identified Second Millennium Htars!Astarts is important because, 

once one has elicited the recurrent features of the known goddess, one can then apply 

these in a search through contemporary Levantine representations, in order to identify 

others lacking epigraphs. One can do this because ntar/Astart in the Egyptian and Hittite 

materials is textually identifiable as the Asiatic 'Astart of Syrian and Burro-Mesopotamian 

origin. Where most forms of the goddess in the Levant and in Mesopotamia, for this 

period, are not textually identified, one can turn to the Egyptian and Syro-Hittite ones, 

which derive from them, and which bear their name, to see what characteristics are 

preserved in the peripheral artistic traditions, in the nature of a mirror. For example, one 

can use the identified equestrian ~starts on the Egyptian stelae as linchpins to identify a 

number of archer-equestrian goddesses on moulds and figurines from the Levant, 

normally dubbed "wargoddess" or "j\nat?" That is, they serve as a diagnostic basis for 

identifying extended chains of lstarlike figures in Syria, Hurro-Mitanni and Mesopotamia. 
"' 

The same is true for the nude Qud§u chain of icons, which can now reasonably be 

identified as ~start, rather than ~at or a third goddess, a so-called "Qudsu". From the 

Winchester plaque we can identify them as ~start-5\nat, and by further comparison 

between the iconographies of5\~tart, ~nat and Qudsu individually, determine that Qudsu 

is essentially 'A~tart, rather than cAnat or an independent goddess in her own right 
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Interestingly, though the Hittite Sauska and Egyptian A!tart appear highly Hittite 

and Egyptian in their respective iconographies, we have demonstrated that these traits are 

superficial, variant cultural forms of the Mesopotamian goddess, internationally acknow-

ledged. Textually, much the same spirit of international recognition of the goddess was at 

work when the Mitannian kings sent their statue of the tJurrian Istar to Amenhotep III to 

heal him.415 Not only did they believe that she would be efficacious in Egypt, but 

Amenhotep appears to have been of like mind, since he sent for her a second time. 

Likewise, the presence of the byform Ninatta at Y azilikaya, betrayed by both iconography 

and name as Assyrian in origin, is quite at home in the Hittite pantheon. In Egypt, too, 

we note that 5\start, though appearing with some Egyptian gods, normally occurs also 

with Resef, retains her Asiatic streamers, and receives worship at the hands of, or in 

enclaves of, people with Syrian associations, as she does later at Hi bis. Accordingly, 

though retaining her Syrian identity, she was accepted in Egypt. From these and other 

examples we may deduce that even in the well-defined Egyptian and Hittite cultural 

milieux, the innate conservatism of faith and the strong iconography of Istar maintained its 

Mesopotamian and Levantine character. 

5. Alternate Ornithomorphs and Zoomorphs 

An important element to arise in her iconography for this millennium is the feature 

of birds on the U garit seal and Malatya relief, a feature with which we have dealt at length. 

It was demonstrated that the birds with Htar/Astart were not birds of an Aphrodite-like 

love goddess (if indeed Aphrodite herself was primarily that), but, more probably, 

ominous birds by which the goddess pronounced her will for life/death, particularly in 

war. Indeed, they appear to have been manifestations of the goddess herself, according to 

415 This remarkable practice finds a parallel in the occasion recorded in a Hittite text (ca 1300 
B.C.). In that instance, cult statuary was sent from Greece and Lesbos (?) to effect a cure of the Hittite 
king, who was suffering from plague. Cf. M. Wood, In Search of the Trojan War. London: British 
Broadcasting Corporation (1985), p. 180. 
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texts. The same concept, viz. the goddess taking animal form as an extension of herself, 

was true for lions as well, since she could be a lion and, in the Qudfo plaques, both she 

and her lion wear identical quiverstraps suggesting they are one. I believe that this 

discovery constitutes a new approach to how peoples of these cultures perceived and 

expressed deity. In Htar's case, birds and lions are not merely "symbols" of tp.e goddess, 

but the deity herself in another form. 

6. Dualistic and Multivalent Features 

Another important aspect emerging in this millennium's icons is the clear dualism 

represented in the figures. The fact of a warrior goddess represented on most of these 

artefacts is itself, in societies where women were not warriors, a contradiction in terms. 

The contrast between war and femininity is vividly expressed in the nude Qudsu with 

quiverstraps. On reflection, this -is purely a symbolic statement of sexuality and war, 

having nothing to do with reality, though we commonly disregard these juxtapositions as 

little out of the ordinary because of familiarity with them. The U garit seal is perhaps our 

best example of this dualism, whereby the feminine Sauska is artistically interwoven with 

the warlike figure, to indicate that they are the same goddess. At Yazilikaya and on the 

unidentified Malatya reliefs, the dualism is stark, since there are two separate Sauskas, 

separated by wall position, into masculine and feminine groups, the former anned, the 

latter not armed. With respect to the Y azilikaya figures, I believe my analysis of them has 

corrected a number of previous misapprehensions about them, which blocked deeper 

understanding of their complexity and function. 

In them, particularly, one again sees the co-existence of the warlike, sexual and 

astral natures as essential parts of the divinity, a threefold essence which had begun to 

emerge beforehand in the third millennium icons. Among the second millennium icons, 

one occasionally sees a figure representing one nature only, e.g. sexual or warlike or 

astral, but, more often, one finds a dual or triple manifestation, combining any two or all 
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three of these roles. This is particularly true when one takes into consideration the lateral 

chains of icons related to an individual one, and clearly variant forms of it. Herein lies a 

remarkable fluidity of iconography, which allows the iconographer to interchange 

iconographic devices round a central icon, while maintaining the essential nature of the 

deity required by canon. Given a few such icons, one can be misled into believing the 

goddess is different in the representations, but, given enough examples usirig the related 

pieces, one sees that a common thread runs through a group, tying them together as the 

same deity. One sees that all three features (or four, allowing for chthonic aspects) are 

usually present, albeit in differing emphases or predominance. 

This is important in illustrating that lstar was not primarily a wargoddess, to any 

greater degree than she was primarily sexual or primarily astral, but all three in one, with a 

specific role called into play as required by a situation or political necessity. This 

observation is important, too, because it indicates the necessity for modern scholars to 

rearticulate their thinking on ancient godhood and to anticipate a sophisticated mode of 

thought and expression in texts and icons, which requires more lateral thinking on our 

part. Given these observations on Htar for the second millennium, we may now turn to 

the first millennium with its remaining five identified icons. 
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Assyro-Phoenician Cylinder Seal from Byblos, Phoenicia, Depicting and 

Naming c.Atarsamain, ca. 900-800 B. C. (Icon Q) 

This rather plain seal 1 which depicts a man presenting offerings on a table, to a 

goddess on the left, is, in fact extraordinary and significant. Its simple presentation belies 

the complexity of analysis required to elicit its contents. I should like to (i) present three 

facts concerning the seal's execution, which we learn from the seal itself; (ii) raise a series 

of questions arising from these facts; (iii) answer these questions and interpret the 

iconography of the goddess depicted, as far as possible. 

Its study will prove useful in verifying the ancient transcultural recognition of Istar 

forms, in illustrating the adaptability of borrowed iconography and in studying as a whole 

for the first time, the text, iconography and farflung background materials necessary for 

understanding the seal. 

(i) Execution of the Seal 

The seal comes from, but was not necessarily made in, Byblos, Phoenicia. 

Stylistically it dates to ca. 900-800 B.C., the Phoenician floruit. It bears a two-line 

inscription along the seal's axis, written in an archaic style of Phoenician script of this 

date. 

The language of the inscription is not Phoenician, but Aramaic, grammatically and 

orthographically. It names the owner as one Baraq2 and calls him servant of '1\taisamain, 

1 H. Seyrig, "Antiquires Syriennes 60, Quelques Cylindres Orientaux", S,uia 32, (1955), 
pp. 42-43 and pl. III, No. 5. 

2 The root hm, "to fulminate, shed lightning" occurs in all the Semitic languages. The name is 
apparently of West-Semitic type (cf. Judges 5: 1 ff., for the story of Deborah and Baraq). It will be seen 
below that ~par ( and indeed Iftar) can be a god of lightning storms and bringer of rains, so that the name 
Baraq for a stated servant of 'Atarsamain may not be fortuitous (seen. 35 below). 
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both names being Aramaic and West Semitic, rather than East Semitic Akkadian. The 

Aramaic inscription reads: "Seal of Baraq, Servant/of "Atarsamain". 

The artistic content of the seal in its offering scene, hairstyles, garments, 

iconography and style of cutting, is of a classically Neo-Assyrian type,3 and the goddess 

is an excellent example of identified and probable Istar types (cf. Icon R and fig. 252 for 

example). 

(ii) Questions Arising from the Above Summary 

The eclectic components of the seal, as presented above, raise the following 

questions: 

(a) Why is the seal written in Phoenician script, while employing Aramaic 

language and names? 

(b) Why does a seal written in Phoenician script and Aramaic language employ 

Assyrian iconography? 

(c) Who is the deity ~Atadamain? Is he/she Aramaic or Arabian? Does he/she 

manifest powers the same as/different from those of the Assyrian Utar? If so, 

does this account for the use of the Aramaic divine name with an Assyrian 

Istar icon? 

(iii) Tentative Answers to the Questions 

To answer why the seal uses Phoenician script to transcribe an Aramaic 

inscription, we must remember that, subsequent to the so-called "Dark Ages", beginning 

ca. 1200 B.C., until the emergence from chaos around 900 B.C., the Near East was rife 

with socio-political upheavals and shaken by the fall of its great empires. In the wake of 

their collapse, and thriving on their weakness, the Aramaeans, a Bedouin tribe, fanned 

up and out of the North Arabian-South Syrian hinterland, penetrating into the urbanized 

lands of Syria, the Middle Euphrates and up to North Syria, settling in these areas from 

3 For examples of this type of Neo-Assyrian presentation scene, cf. figs. 235-241, 248-251. 
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ca.1000-800 B.C.4 Although their entry into North Mesopotamia was blocked by the 

rising kings of Assyria, they soon rose to form small princedoms of an Aramaean 

federation in Syria. These Aramaean princes are known from their inscriptions5 and from 

their Assyrian foes' records. It was not until after 800 B.C., however, that Aramaic 

began to be written as a script, since the Bedouin Aramaeans were unlettered. After 800 

B.C., Aramaic gradually developed until it became the Near Eastern lingua franca under 

the Persians, and was in extensive use at the time of Christ. In the period of our seal, 

however, ca. 900-800 B.C., Aramaic speech had to be written either in Akkadian 

(Assyrian) cuneiform or in Phoenician alphabetic script, the dominant scripts of the area at 

that time. An example is the Aramaean prince who built Karatepe, ca. 725 B.C.: he 

translated his inscriptions from Hittite hieroglyphs into Phoenician, rather than using 

Aramaic.6 

During the ninth century, the period of our seal, Assyrian influence on the Levant 

was felt, but less directly than it was after 743 B.C., when Tiglathpileser III began to 

exercise direct authority there, through Assyrian garrisons. Consequently, we see 

perhaps why the seal was written in Phoenician rather than cuneiform script, before the 

more direct Assyrian control was established 

The use of Aramaic speech is to be expected in an area of burgeoning, but newly 

civilized, Aramaean principalities, and, in our seal's case, may point to the owner, Baraq, 

as an A~amaean, who dictated his seal legend to a Phoenician(?) cutter at Byblos. I 

assume too, that he was an Aramaean from south-central Syria/north Arabia, one 

geographical and ethnic unit of tribal peoples, since his deity is named as 'Atarsamain, a 

divinity known to be of North Arabian origin, as will be illustrated below. 

4 On the rise of the Aramaean states, cf. The Cambrid2e Ancient History II, Pt. 2, History of the 
Middle East and the Aegean Region. c. 1380-1000 B.C., (ed.) I.E. S. Edwards~; (Cambridge UP, 
1975) pp. 529 ff. 

5 For the inscriptions of the Aramaean princes cf. Pritchard, AtmI pp. 653 ff. 
6 Frankfort, AAtm. p. 308. 
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The second question of why a seal in Phoenician script, employing Aramaic, and 

possibly owned by an Aramaean, should exhibit Assyrian iconography, is an interesting 

one. It is generally believed that, following the upheavals of the twelfth century B.C., 

the continuum of art from the previous power blocs did not follow uninterruptedly into the 

new age. In the melting-pot of resettlement and ethnic shuffling following ca. 1000 B.C., 

many different artistic influences came into play, owing to the lack of political focus in 

Syria: one can recognize, for instance, North Syrian elements at Malatya, Ph~nician 

ones at Karatepe, or Urartian ones elsewhere, so that one can speak only loosely of a 

"North Syrian" eclectic art at this time.7 In short there was no "Aramaean art" , a 

deficiency which one might expect from recently nomadic peoples. After ca. 850 B.C., 

when Shalmaneser III defeated Ahab of Israel and Ben-Hadad of Damascus, Assyrian 

power waxed in the Levant. As Assyria moved westward, it removed many Aramaean 

princes to the Assyrian triangle for Assyrianization, and restored them as puppets steeped 

in Assyrian culture. After 743 B.C. (viz. the goveinorates of Tiglathpileser Ill), North 

Syrian art became progressively Assyrian in both content and style, though retaining 

distinctive Syrian features, expecially in monumental art. It is, then, clear why 

Arc\maeans from the Levant ca. 850 B.C., the time of our seal, would have used Assyrian 

religious motifs and glyptic style, reflective of the growing political trend to Assyrianism 

in the arts and trappings of state. 

While one may adopt highly visible cultural manifestations from others, in dress or 

art styles, as fashion or political necessity, one is likely to retain one's native language for 

a longer time: what is true of any modem ghetto appears also to have been true of 

Aramaean principalities, which retained Aramaic speech, but expediently borrowed 

Assyrian regalia and art forms, as in the case of our seal. 

The next question, viz. that of the identity of"Atarlamain with lstar, requires some 

attention. Turning to the identity of 'Atarfamain, his/her geographical spread, gender and 

7 llllil .. p. 282. 
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powers, we wish to ascertain in our study whether, or to what extent, 'Atarfamain was a 

form of !star on the seal and elsewhere. Let us commence with the seal legend. It was 

placed so that the divine name stocxl directly behind and parallel to the divine figure on the 

left. The inscription and elements of the seal scene are organized with motifs filling the 

terminal spaces after the script, so that script and scene appear coordinated and planned 

together. For this reason, one could expect that the deity portrayed and the deity named in 

the text should be the same, though this practice was not always observed in glyp~c art. 

The second reason for assuming the text and images are correlated is that the 

owner names himself as servant of c.Atarsamain, and a man is, indeed, depicted, praying 

to and serving offerings to the deity at left, suggesting that the owner, Baraq, is here 

portrayed with the deity whom he serves and names, viz. c.Atarsamain. We do not know 

whether he w~s simply an Aramaean devotee, or whether he was an Aramaean priest of 

'Atar~amain. We have noted with Icon F, the Ibgal seal, that, there, the seal owner's 

name and that of his goddess Ninibgal (Inanna) were placed together to lend authority to 

the man as officeholder.8 Similarly, in Icon G, dedicated for King Amar-Su'en by 

Lugalengardu, an Ur III king (probably Amar-Su'en) and the goddess herself are 

depicted. We have noted that these depictions probably reflect both the owner's servitude 

to Inanna and his desire to cultivate the Ur ill kings served by him. Accordingly, we may 

reasonably expect that the named deity 'Atarsamain is shown here as a goddess and her 

servant Baraq is depicted before her performing cultic service. Although one cannot prove 

that the goddess portrayed is the same as the one named, it is logical to deduce this. 

Moreover, the iconography of the goddess shown here will be seen below to be 

consistent with forms of the Assyrian Istar. 

The Identity of '"Atarsamain 

It is appropriate to present here a summation of what is known of the named deity 

'Atarsamain, regarding ethnic affiliations and natures. Little is known of the 

8 Cf. E. Williams-Forte. Ladders to Heaven. pp. 97 ff. 
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autochthonous tribal Aramaean religion, but there is a Neo-Babylonian text9 mentioning 

an Aramaean Btar, who wears a blue-purple head fillet, a recognition that some form of 

feminine Btar was worshipped by the Aramaean tribes within two centuries of our seal. 

The presence of other tribal rntars is known, since we possess cuneiform records of "!star 

of the Siiti" and "ntar of Subu", among others. 10 Additionally, one wonders to what 

extent the turban on Istarlike· figures (e.g. figs. 153-154) of the Old Assyrian and Old 

Babylonian periods may be remnants of tribal traditions. 11 The latter sparse pieces of 

evidence point to a very old tradition of tribal !stars predating the Aramaean seal by a 

millennium, and undoubtedly much more. 

The orthography of the divine name on our seal, viz. 'Atarsamain, "i\tar-of-

Heaven", is Aramaic and finds a few rare parallels in the Levant. Its North Arabic 

orthographic equivalent is 'Attarsamin, abbreviated to 'Aftarsam, these two areas being the 

only ones to attest this divine name. Of course, !star-same. "fstar-of-Heaven" is well 

known in Mesopotamia. The form does not appear to occur in U garit, nor in the rest of 

Arabia, both areas where ~~tar-~A!tar (lacking- -Samain/- samim) occur. What are the 

textual attestations of ½tarsamaimt"Atarsam(im) and how do they relate to the larger 

figure of 'Attar of Arabia? 

9 Cf. CAI2 K, p. 358: referring to 4 1/2 shekels of blue-purple wood for the headband/fillet of 
the Aramae.an !star (YAS 6:77:5). 

10 Among the Suti east of Babylonia there was an Istar cult in which, among various other 
images of mar, there was one called "Istar of the Lions" (cf. III R. 66) ; the Siil~,i are attested near Mari cf. 
Stela of Samas-res-~ur, governor of Mari and SlilJu, (Icon n. 

l 1 For a turbaned Htarlike nude figurine of the Old Assyrian colonies cf. fig. 154 (T. Ozg~. "An 
Assyrian Trading Outpost", Hunters Fanners and Civilization: Old World ArchaeoloK;y. Scientific 
American, (San Francisco: Freeman, 1979), p. 237 and S. Lloyd, Early HiK;hland Peoples of Anatolia. 
(New York: McGraw Hill, 1967), p. 49. For one at Old Babylonian Mari, cf. S. Dalley, Mari and 
Karana, Two Old Babylonian Cities, (New York: Longman, 1984), pp. 73, 88, fig. 32 (our fig. 153). 
The turban (tui su,iur,ra. tuK;,bar,si.K;e or parsfau) is listed among garments of Istar in the Sumerian 
version of her Descent, and in the Old Babylonian inventory of Istar of Lagaba where they are said to be of 
wool and flax. (Cf. W.R. Sladek, Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld. [Ph.D. Diss., Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins, 1974], pp. 76-77 ff.). 
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Geographically one can trace the name '1\tadamain 12 in variant forms from North 

Arabia northward, through Aramaean Syria: 

(i) The god ''Attar was attested all over the Arabian peninsula, particularly in south 

and central Arabia, but the specific form, 'Atarsamin, was more restricted in distribution. 

In North Arabia, the name occurs as "Atarsamin, generally abbreviated to cA!tarsam.13 

The cult of 'Atarsamain does not occur among the Nabataeans, Palmyrans or Hatraeans.14 

In Thamudic Arabic inscriptions, we have the personal name 'Umm-~Attarsam, "~ttar-of-.. -
Heaven-is-Mother",15 though no gender may be construed from such nametypes. 

(ii) Information on the deity, however, is quite clear from the Assyrian annals, since 

the kings Sennacherib, Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal, in their wars against the North 

Arabs, mention the enemy's deity as A-tar-sa-ma-a-in, "~tar-of-Heaven" .16 In 

Assurbanipal's annals, the identity of the god with the Arabs is so established that he calls 

them a-'-lu a-tar-sa-ma-a-in, "The people of Atarsamain". Oddly, the Assyrian texts 

preserve, not the Arabic, but the Aramaic form of the Arabian divinity's name. 17 The 

close association of the larger figure, 'Atar, with the Arabs was proposed by Garbini; he 

concluded on historic and linguistic grounds that the "Aramaic" cAtar was not 

indigenously Aramaic, but, rather, North Arabic, entering the Syrian area by prolonged 

ethnic penetration: 

12 On Atadarnain and Atarquruma named by Esarhaddon, cf. Pritchard, ANEI. p. 291 and 
T. Weiss Rosmarin, "Aribi und Arabien in den Babylonisch-Assyrischen Quellen", J.SQR 15, (1934), pp. 
32 ff. 

13 Haussig, WBdM, pp. 427-428. 
14 Cf. "Bulletin d'Epigraphie Semitique", ,Sma 46, (1969), pp. 324, section 32. 
15 Haussig, WBdM, p. 428. 
16 Cf. Pritchard, MmI p. 291. 
17 Cf. F. V. Winnett, "Inscriptions from the Jawf Are.a", Ancient Records from North Arabia. 

(Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press, 1970), p. 81. 
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" ... i1 culto del dio 'A tar ... sembra accompagnare la penetrazione di 

populazioni di origine araba nella arce che limitano a nord !'Arabia, 

condividendone il carattere di continuita nel tempo" .18 

As deity of these North Arabian tribes, ~tarsamain's cult centred on the Bedouin 

oases which controlled the trans-Arabian and trans-Syrian caravan routes, and 

consequently the wealth of this vital region. This area exercised a power and influence 

disproportionate to its small population and remoteness from the major civilizations of the 

Near East, owing to its wealth and strategic position. The main centre for the North 

Arabian tribes, which the Assyrians recorded as centre of 'Atarsamain worship, was 

called Adummatu by the Assyrians, an oasis which served as a focus for the Bedouin tribe 

Qedar. Tiglathpileser III (ca. 744-727 B.C.) and Sargon II (ca.721-705 B.C.) indicated 

that, although ruled by "kings", these tribes had powerful queens who doubled as 

priestesses of the goddess Dilbat (Venus-lstar); their power was so great that 

Tiglathpileser ill and Sargon put them on a par with the Pharaohs, figuratively speaking. 

Winnett believed that their prestige arose from the primacy of c.Atarsamain at Adummatu, 

and probably among the North Arabian tribes generally, ca.700-600 B.C. Within a 

century after our seal was cut, the area was so important as to exercise Tiglathpileser II, 

Sargon II, and Sennacherib of Assyria, and ultimately the Neo-Babylonian monarchs 

Nebuchadrezzar and Nabonidus (down to ca. 550 B.C.), in two centuries of campaigns. 

During this time, contact between Mesopotamia and North Arabia was also of a 

bilateral and more constructive nature than warfare implies. While Sennacherib inflicted 

defeats upon the North Arabian tribes, his successor Esarhaddon (ca. 680-669 B.C.), 

approached by the Arab ruler Hazail (to return the statues and cult personnnel taken as 

booty earlier by Sennacherib), wrote: 

18 G. Garbini, "'Atar Dio Aramaico?", Revista de2U Studi Orientali 35, (1960), p. 28. 



"He (Hazail, king of the Arabs) implored me to return his images and I 

had mercy on him; I repaired the damages of the images of 

'Atarsamain (and a list of five other gods)".19 
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Accordingly, we see 'Atar~amain at the head20 of a list of the main gods of North 

Arabia, and as a deity whose statue was transported to Assyria and refurbished there. 

Assurbanipal (ca. 668-633 B.C.), in his campaign records, preserved the tradition 

about Hazail approaching Esarhaddon for the goddess' return, but added that the deity 

was Dilbat (viz. the Assyrian name for !star-Venus), and that Hazail approached him "to 

return (the image of) his goddess !star" .21 He records that Esarhaddon returned two of 

her priestesses, in the following words: " ... together with the image of his goddess. He 

also made a star of reddish gold, which was decorated with precious stones ... " .22 These 

deeds were done with a wish by the Assyrian monarch, for a happy life, long span of 

life, prosperity of offspring, permanence of kingdom and overthrow of foes. 

Several important facts emerge from these brief records: 

(i) Assurbanipal said that Hazail sought his goddess Dilbat 

(Venus), which must be 'Atar!amain since Esarhaddon, 

recording the same event, mentioned Atarsamain first and most 

importantly in his list; 

(ii) The proposal that Hazail's 'Atarsamain is Dilbat-Venus is 

supported by Esarhaddon's manufacture of a precious votive 

star for the deity; 

(iii) In writing the name of "his goddess" (viz. Hazail's), 

Esarhaddon used the numerical form dXV, "Number-Fifteen", 

l9 Cf. Pritchard,~ p. 291, col. iv, 1-13. 
20 M. L. Barre, The God-List in the Treaty Between Hannibal and Philip v of Macedonia: A 

Study in Li~ht of the Ancient Near Eastern Treaty Tradition. (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1983), p. 44, 
gives a number of reasons for believing that ~tadamain was supreme deity of the Arabs of that area. 

21 Cf. Pritchard, ANET p. 301, Asb. 1-17. 
22 llilil., p.301. 



a common designation of Is tar in Mesopotamia, particular! y for 

the astral !star, daughter of the moongod S1n, "Number 

Thirty" _23 Barre noted that the ideogram ctxv does not 

necessarily stand for the Assyro-Babylonian !star, but can 

denote"any goddess whom the Assyrians considered an Istar-

manifestation"; 24 

(iv) That the Assyrian kings recognized 'Atarsamain's statue as a 

form of their own Istar is borne out by the giving of the gold 

star, an act of donation attested for the Assyrian gtar in other 

Assyrian texts. 25 Such donations, when specific in form, as a 

star is, were usually given to gods whose natures were 

appropriate to the donation. Even more important is the 

statement that Esarhaddon made the donation "for a happy life", 

etc. This dedicatory formula is typically Mesopotamian, and 

indicates that he considered the star to be a votive gift, 

accompanied by this prayer for blessing and prosperity from 

the goddess. The giving of a votive offering accompanied by 

such formulaic prayer was standard practice for Mesopotamian 

monarchs, particularly in Assyria, when worshipping their 
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23 The number fifteen is applied to Htar in a numerical system for gods, based on the 
sexagesimal system. In that system, sixty, as the perfect number, represented the supreme skygod Anu; 
his subordinate, Enlil was 50. Sin, as son of Anu was logically half of his father, viz. 30. Similarly, 
I~tar as daughter of Sin was half again, viz. 15. 

24 Barre. God List. p. 137, n. 22 and fwther, cf. M. Cogan, Imperialism and Reli,iion: Assyria, 
Judah and Israel in the Ei,ihth and Seventh Centuries B,C,E,, SBLMS 19, (Missoula Mont.: Scholar's 
Press, 1974), pp. 19-20. For a cuneiform list of gods with their numbers, cf. K. 170 (CT 25:50). 

25 An example is a donation by Salmaneser III (ca. 858 B.C.) where among items such as a 
drum, a headband (.aii) and red-gold earrings, he says u-ki-in ina kakkadf{suJlw-<ki> ka-ka-a[b-tlu / rl: 
me-si nam-r[al. he placed on your(?) head, a sta[r] / of shining metal" (cf. VAT 9679 [KAR 98] + coll. 
courtesy of W. G. Lambert, rev. 8). Similarly in an exorcism for illness, an address to Istar says, "I gave 
you a great gift, a vulva of lapis and a star of gold fitting to your divinity .. . ". (Cf. T. J. Pinches, "The 
Goddess in Assyro-Babylonian Literature", fSl!A 1909, 11, p. 63 [re 83-1-18, 2348 + VAT 8261 rev.], 
line 6). 
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gods. This implies a worship of Atarsamain to some degree 

by the Assyrian ruler, in this instance, apparently, as a form of 

his own astral ntar. 
From the preceding discussion, it is evident that during the ninth and eighth 

centuries, a religious reciprocity surrounded cAtar/lstar: in the ninth century, our seal 

indicates that the North Arabian cA!tarbmin, known through the Aramaean milieu as 

~tarsamain, was identified with the Assyrian Htar iconographically. In the eighth 

century, the Assyrian royal inscriptions demonstrate that the Assyrian monarchs, when 

they encountered the North Arabian eAtarsamain, identified that deity as their own Istar-

Dilbat, and accorded her honour. The phenomenon is not without parallel: that North 

Arabian goddesses received worship abroad, through the medium of Aramaic as here, is 

attested also by a fifth century B.C. silver bowl dedicated by a Bedouin ruler, the king of 

Qedar, to the North Arabian goddess * han-'ilat. (viz. 'Allat} at Tell al-Maskhutah in 

Egypt. 26 Under Persian aegis, their Aramaean allies settled in Egypt, importing their 

goddess with them. Given that such gods of Arabia could migrate to outer cultures and 

find expression through the developing lin~ua franca of Aramaic, and given that the 

· Aramaeans in the first millennium occupied the key area of Syria astride the routes linking 

North Arabia, Assyria and Phoenicia, one begins to understand how this goddess could, 

from Arabia, enter the cultural mainstream of the Near East in art and script 

Iconography of the Arabian 'Attar 

A brief comment on the nature and iconography of '1\t,tar in Arabia is in order, to 

elucidate the iconography of 'Atar~amain as it appears on this seal. Throughout Arabia, 

the prominent c.A_!taf was worshipped in multiple local forms, having over twenty known 

sanctuaries, chiefly in South Arabia. The North Arabian ~ttarsamain was but another of 

26 I. Rabinowitz, "Aramaic Inscriptions of the Fifth Century B.C.E. from a North Arabian 
Shrine in Egypt", INES. 15, (1956), pp. 1 ff. Rabinowitz identified 'Allat in that shrine as c,\tar~ain 
but the interpretation remains problematic since 'Allat under Hellenistic influence later became Athena, 
rather than Aphrodite as one would expect if 'Allat were the astral 'Ataclamain. 
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these "Attar forms, farther north. A major temple of c..Attar, dating from the eighth to 

sixth centuries B.C., was excavated at Timnac: in southwest Arabia,27 and his worship as 

chief god is attested by inscriptions from nearby Ma'in. In this area, he was 'A jtar of 

Tribute/Harvest, c..A!tar of the Field-Terrace/Seeded Field, and repeatedly in Minaean 

inscriptions 'Attar ~rgn, "'Attar-of-the East/Rising",28 an indication that in southwest 

Arabia, '"A!tar was also Venus at dawn. In Saba', mm doubles with wgrbh as "oriental 

and occidental",29 marking the two opposing horizon positions of 'A!tar as Venus. One 

of his hypostases is ~IJr, "Dawn", at Marib30 in the first century after Christ, and 

presumably long before that. 

The Arabist Ryckmans long ago maintained that, in central Arabia, 'AJtar was 

primarily astral,31 although other scholars32 have countered that he was primarily an 

irrigator god, since he was associated with water. For example, in first century A.D. 

Dhiban and elsewhere, he was called "Lord of Water,"33 and in Saba' inscriptions call 

him " divinity of irrigation". 34 

I believe that the two astral and irrigator natures are not primary versus secondary, 

but interrelated. A text from Marib (ca.150 A.O.) links the two functions, since 'A!tar-of-

the-Eas1/ Rising is thanked for a rainstorm su1rnlying spring rainwater for artificial 

irrigation. and for protection from flood.35 ~tariam of Thamudic tradition has also been 

27 R. Le Baron Bowen, Fr. P. Albright, Archaeoloiical Discoveries in South Arabia, 
Publications of the American Foundation for the Study of Man. II (Baltimore, 1958), pp. 294 ff; D. Doe, 
Southern Arabia~ p. 218- 219, fig. 36. 

28 H. Gese, M. HOffner, Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandaer, p. 268. 
29 A. Jamme, "Le Pantheon sud-Arabe preislamique d'apres les Sources Epigraphiques", I& 

Museon. (Louvain, 1951), p. 88. 
30 Gese, Hoffner, Religionen Altsyriens, p. 272. 
31 G. Ryckmans, "Il Dio Stellare nell 'Arabia meridionale Preislamica". Annali dell'Accademia 

nazionale dei Lincei, 1948. 
32 E.g., A. Caquot, "Le Dieu «,\.ttar et les Textes de Ras Shamra", SmB 35,(1956), p. 55. 
33 Gese, Hoffner, Reliiionen Altsyriens. p. 269; the irrigator role was also proposed for ~§tar 

in Ugaritic literature, cf. Caquot, S,nii 35, 1956,p. 50. 
34 A. Jamme, Le Museon, p. 90. 
35 Ryckmans. Le Museon, p. 62. 
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identified with the god of lightning Ollil).36 If my hypothesis for Istar can be applied to 

the Arabian 'Attar, namely that, as the rising Venus in Mesopotamia, she can herald the 

vernal equinox with its spring rains, the same roles for c.A!tar become comprehensible. 

As bringer of spring rains and protector from flood, he would resemble the Mesopotamian 

!star who is often described as goddess of storm and lightning and giver of rains.37 This 

hypothesis of the planetary !star-c.A!tar as harbinger of the vernal equinox and of spring 

rains, when applied to both deities, would remove the necessity for argument as to 

whether 'Attar was primarily astral or irrigational. It would, I hope, allow for a more 

sophisticated thinking process about the nature of divinity on the part of the ancient 

Mesopotamian and pre-Islamic Arab than has been envisioned in the "primary versus 

secondary" hypothesis. 

The complex nature of <-A!taf in Arabia is further indicated by the fact that he, like 

!star, can be a protective and warlike god. At Ma'in he was g-yhr. "The-One-who-

Destroys/ferrifies", and at Marib, .d:gfi, "He-of-Overthrowing".38 Another characteristic 

which 'Attar of the East shared with Btar-'Astart was his chthonic role in Saba', as 

protector of tombs. 39 Likewise, the Phoenician king, Tabnith of Sidon warned on his 

36 Ilili1.., p. 20. It may be no coincidence that the name of our seal owner, devotee of 
Atarsamain, is Baraq. 

37 Cf. A. Sj()berg, "in.nin li gur4.ra: A Hymn to the Goddess Inanna by the ~-Priestess 
Enf;!eduanna", ZA 65, (1976), as goddess of storm, lightning and rains: (19) " ... she lets a devastating 
flood come fast ... "; (49) " ... she darkens the bright daylight, turns midday light into darkness"; (52) "Her 
howling is like Iskur's (Adad's) ... "; (55) "Engulfing(?) water, ... sweeping over the earth, leaving nothing 
behind"; (56) "The mistress who opens inarable land with the ... ". Other hymnal examples are: "May 
your (Utar's) fearful weapon strike down the evil with lightning ... " (RA 12:74, 19ff.) and "He surrounded 
her (Istar) with dazzling flashes of lightning", OB Agu!aya( YAS. 10. 214, iv, 5). 

38 Gese, H()ffner, Religionen Altsyriens, p. 269. 
39 "They committed their burial place to ~ttar-of-the-East/Rising, from whomever offers 

violence" (Cf. G. Barton, "The Semitic Htar Cult". Hebraica 10, (1894), p. 53 regarding C.I.S. Pars. IV, 
No. 20). Interestingly rare attestations of Aphrodite , strongly influenced by the background of 'Mtart, are 
chthonic. "At Delphi we know there was worship, at least in the first and second centuries A.D ., of an 
Aphrodite Epitymbia, an Aphrodite on the Grave. By her statue the dead were called up .... for the 
libations poured into the ground. Elsewhere in Argos and Lakonike, she was known ... as Aphrodite the 
Grave Robber, Aphrodite Tymborochos, perhaps because of the same practice, as if she had power to 

· bring back the dead" (G. Grigson, The Goddess of Love; The Birth Triumph Death and Return of 
Aphrodite, [London Quartet, 1976], p. 211). 
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sarcophagus that its violation was an abomination to Astart.40 Inanna's intervention in 

the fate of the dead Urnammu of Ur has been noted as well for Icon G. Although these 

examples are separated by time and geography, they denote an interest of Is tar byforms in 

the fate of the dead, a jurisdiction suitable to a chthonic deity. 

As a contrary jurisdiction, 'A!tar, like lstar,41 could also be called upon to 

intervene in sexual impotence, to ensure sexual attraction and to help in love affairs; 

'"'A!tarsam in a Thamudic inscription from Jawf is called upon to help in a romantic 

situation: "O Ruda and Nuhai and '"AJtarbm, help me in the matter of my love".42 

From this rather simplified discussion of a well-attested and complex god, it 

becomes evident that '"A,ttar of Arabia shared all the main characteristics of Istar in 

Mesopotamia which we have noted: astral, meterological, warlike, chthonic and sexual 

natures. This identity of functions indicates that the deities '"A!tar of Arabia and !star of 

Mesopotamia were essentially the same, albeit ostensibly of different genders. 

In addition to textual evidence, it will be shown now that the iconography of the 

two divinities is similar. c.AJtar of Arabia's chief icons are the 'A!tar monogram, the 

antelope, spearpoint, hand, gate, lightning, bucranium and vulva symbol, symbols 

appearing on his altars and temple reliefs.43 A number of these (the antelope, bucranium 

and vulva or "rhomb") recur on our seal with 'Atarsamain and may reflect ~tarsamain's 

4° Cf. Pritchard,~' p. 662, early 6th century B.C. Tabnith of Sidon inscription's curse. 
41 !star is commonly invoked in potency incantations to ensure male ability and securing of a 

woman (cf. A. K. Grayson, D. B. Redford, Papyrus and Tablet, [Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1973], 
p. 151 where I~tar is invoked to make a woman amenable to lovemaking; cf. also and KOcher, BAM 319:8 
where a man enacting a rite for potency does so before Dumuzi and Inanna). Beyond the basic aid rendered 
in sexual perfonnance, lnanna/IJtar also governs aspects related to sexuality. For example in love affairs, 
she is invoked to mend lovers' quarrels: "O I!tar, he (lover) is angry with me; return the sullcer to me" 
~A.~- Will, 140). An Amarna tablet depicts her as ensuring bridal allure: "May !!tar and Amon 
make her (the bride) look like the ideal of my brother (Knudson, EA 19:24). She may also be sought out 
to protect the guilty in illicit affairs, for a worried adulteress prayed in a late Babylonian text, "The wife 
of the man will become pregnant by another man and she will constantly pray to Iftar (saying), while 
looking at the face of her husband, 'I shall make my child look like him"' (cf. CAI! D p. 21 re BRM 4, 
12:37). 

42 F. v. Winnett, w. L. Reed, "An Arabian Goddess", Ancient Records from North Arabia, 
(Univ. of Toronto Press, 1970), p. 80. 

43 Gese, HMfner, Reli~ionen Altsyriens, pp. 299, 312. 
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Arabian iconography; conversely, Grohmann44 felt that certain of 'A!tar's symbols may 

have been borrowed from the Mesopotamian !star, e.g. the vulva or "rhomb", known for 

Htar in Syrian and Assyrian seals, Assyrian votive models (e.g. figs. 226(a) model; 

207, 212, 240, 248, 250-251 seals) and Mesopotamian textual references of many 

periods. 45 Grohmann, ~n his assessment of the shared symbols, noted the 

inappropriateness of the vulva symbol of the male c.A!tar in Arabia, an item more 

appropriate to a feminine deity like Htar, and indeed common in her Mesopotamian cult. 

Process of Borrowing 

The possibility in Arabia of borrowing Mesopotamian iconography occurs in an 

interesting figure of a goddess (fig. 227), probably of the sixth century B.C., on a relief 

from near Teima', a caravan centre having close relations with Mesopotamia and Syria.46 

The figure, apparently from a shrine, depicts a goddess with long hair and distinct breasts. 

Her facial features were not cut, except for suggestion of a nose. The excavators, I 

44 A. Grohmann, GQttersymbole und Symboltiere auf Sudarabischen DenkmUlem, (Wien, 1951), 
151.. 

45 This object, when described in glyptic and artistic analyses, is commonly called a "rhomb" 
even when it occurs with !star (e.g. E. D. Van Buren, "Fish Offerings in Ancient Mesopotamia", mw 10, 
[1948], p. 117). Syrian, Kassite and Assyrian seals repeatedly show the rhomb with lltar, as noted here. 
There are attestations of precious model vulvas dedicated in the worship of !star (e.g. in a ritual for ~amas 
and !star" ... a vulva of lapis you should set ... "(VAT 10034, obv. 4/5). A golden vulva is mentioned in 
another ritual of Tammuz and Htar among jewels and accoutrements of the goddess. (e.g. Frank, 
Kultlieder. No. 9 (G.70), obv. 14. Among the Old Babylonian inventory of the temple of !star of Lagaba, 
were listed a gold vulva and eight of silver (Cf. W. F. Leemans, "Ishtar of Lagaba and Her Dress", s..u.idia . 
ad Tabulas Cuneiformas Collectas ab de Liagre Bohl Pertinentia, SLBl/1, (Leiden, 1952). For pubic 
triangles, vulvae and glass phallic models apparently dedicated to I!tar in her temple at Assur (cf. our fig. 
226, a-c), cf. w. Andrae, Die Iiln&eren-Ischtar Tempel in Aijur, (Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1935), p. 90-92. In 
Mesopotamia, lnanna/lstar's myths, rituals and hymns repeatedly are concerned with her vulva, particularly 
in the Sacred Marriage (e.g. Kramer, fAf,S, 107, p. 505, No. 7, obv. i, 1-12). Sumero-Akkadian kings 
frequently link themselves with the vulva of Inanna, e.g. Sulgi said of himself, "Sulgi, chosen for the 
vulva of lnanna am I" (Pritchard,~ p. 586, line 15). Rituals concerning the vulva are detailed in the 
cult of !star of Babylon (e.g. W. G. Lambert, "The Problem of the Love Lyrics", Unity and Diversity, 
pp. 104-105, lines 7- 12). lnanna/lstar frequently sings in praise of her vulva, and is even herself called 
" ... the queen, the Vulva-of-Heaven-and-~" (cf. Pritchard,~ p. 586, lines 79 ft). Considering 
that votive golden breasts were donated to Sau§ka in the ijurro-Hittite tradition (Wegner, Sawuska, p. 47) 
and that Sau~ had an hypostasis named Irtal §enni, "Seven-Breasts", one sees that the votive sexual 
parts, named in ritual and found as donated objects, correspond with the nature of the goddess in both 
Anatolia and Mesopotamia. It is significant that, just as Iltar can "be" her lion, can "be" her bird, so she 
can "be" her vulva, indicating the multiple levels of manifestation possible in myth, ritual and 
iconography. 

46 F. v. Winnett, w. L. Reed, "An Arabian Goddess", Ancient Records from North Arabia, 
(Univ. of Toronto Press, 1970), pp 169 ff., and fig. 38. 
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believe, misunderstood two elements: they identified two curved lines arising at the waist 

as a chair with lion feet, but close examination reveals paired strings or lines emerging at 

intervals from these "legs", details more indicative of tasselling (as it is on Syrian seals 

depicting the Syrian kilt for example), or even possibly indicative of two streams of 

water. In view of the apparently nude legs, I would suggest an unveiling tasselled skirt is 

intended. In her raised left hand, she holds what the writers assumed to be a sceptre or 

staff. Its position is not upright as one holds a staff or sceptre, but brandished 

horizontally overhead more in the nature of a weapon. The clear outline of the object's 

head resembles a fenestrated axe, also of the Syrian type, rather than a mace or sceptre. 

The goddess' equipment is completed by a basket(?) in the right hand. Although no text 

identifies this goddess, her unveiling and weapon point to a warlike and sexual Istarlike 

figure, possibly '-Atarsamain. Because of the Mesopotamian and Syrian contacts with 

nearby Teima', the deity could readily have come to Teimac. by overland trade. Little is 

known of pre-Islamic divine iconography, but what is known does not appear to resemble 

this figure, so that she may be a local version of a Syrian or Mesopotamian divinity. 

An important counterpart of this figure occurs on a Safaitic graffito of an 

unveilung, bandoliered goddess with tasselled(?) skirt, apparently holding a rainbow(?) in 

an arch overhead (fig. 227b ). The similarity of the two Arabian figures is undeniable in 

unveiling, belt, skirt and martial equipment (axe and bandoliere). If fig. 227b is a form of 

Istar with a rainbow, the latter is difficult to explain, since Istar (Venus) always stands 

near the sun, while rainbows appear opposite the sun. Yet we know that in Elamite and 

Assyrian traditions, Istar is commonly Manzat,47 who is in turn dTir.an.na, "The 

Rainbow". Stamm pointed out that dTir.an,na was also a name of !star of Uruk and 

possibly of Nippur.48 These examples suggest that IstarNenus for some reason was to a 

47 On !star as Manzat/Massat, cf. H. Hirsch, "Untersuchungen zur altassyrischen Religion", 
AfQ, Beiheft 13/14 (1961), pp. 25 ff. and H. Levy, "!star-Sad and the Bow Star", AS. 16 (1965), pp. 173 . 
ff. 

48 Cf. notes on the personal name dTir-an-na-um-mi in KS. 3 (1949), p. 161:12. 
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degree at least, associated with the rainbow. To date I cannot explain this reasoning 

unless it is twofold: rainbows always occur with the sun, a characteristic of Venus at 

rising and setting. They also appear after (with) storms and are frequently linked with 

Adad in cuneiform texts.49 Again Istar is a goddess of storms and rains to an extent, 

likewise associated with Adad. I suspect it is her rain role whfoh associates her with the 

rainbow. Consequently, Istar with a rainbow, as Venus, is comprehensible and may 

identify the second Arabian figure. 

Does the proposed Istar form in the Arabian figures represent one half of the 

bilateral exchange of Syro-Mesopotamian/Arabic divine iconography, viz. from north to 

south, the reverse process in which our seal (Icon Q) figures? 

Comparable Neo-Assyrian Martial-Astral !stars 

The reverse half of this cultural and iconographic reciprocity, viz. from south to 

north, as 'Atarsamain in Mesopotamian iconography, is clearly manifest in our seal (Icon 

Q). The deity's portrayal is representative of the Assyrian martial-astral !star common 

on Assyrian seals and reliefs (figs. 228-242, 248-251). It is a type also confirmed as 

Istar by our textually identified Icon R, the Til-Barsip relief, about a century later. These 

martial-astral !stars are often the object of worship, as in our seal, receiving offerings or 

honour by a devotee or officiant in stereotypical scenes. They are always completely in . 

profile, seated (figs. 233-237, 239) or standing (figs. 228-232, 238, 240-242, 248-251). 

Often they are seated on a throne, their feet resting on a recumbent lion (figs. 233, 235-

236), as descendants of the Akkadian Istar with lion footstool. Others stand on a 

recumbent lion (figs. 231-232), or variant, such as the storm monster (fig. 242), 

denoting their bellicose/destructive roles. Their warlike nature is confirmed by swords, 

waist daggers (figs. 239, 250-252), curved maces or throwsticks (figs. 228, 233, 235), 

bows, arrows and quivers (figs. 229, 231, 240-241, 248-252), or rarely scimitars (fig. 

49 Cf. Kugler, .s..s.B. 11/1, pp. 95 ff., dTIR,AN NA. 
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231). Normally, they extend one hand with weapon, while the other is raised in 

greeting to the devotee (figs. 228-232, 235, 237-241). 

Astral Features 

These figures are clearly Istar in the form of Venus as well, since stars are arrayed 

around them in stereotypical ways as follows: 

(i) The seated I~tars have a vertical row of stars arrayed behind their throne (figs. 233, 

235-236, 239), as also occurs with the standing figure type (fig. 228); 

(ii) The majority of this genre hold in one extended hand, a ring of stars (the 

isgarrurtu?),50 usually drilled as stylized globes (figs. 230, 233-234, 236, 242, 250-252), 

a ring which, I believe, represents the Corona Borealis.51 I hesitate to propose that this 

ring is the ring of the Old Babylonian rod-and-ring ( e.g. fig. 206), since these I stars 

consistently lack the "rod", and since the ring is most often star/(globe)-studded. 

(iii) Before or near these Istars are usually the moon, seven stars representing the 

Pleiades, and a large eight-pointed star, probably representing !star herself (figs. 232, 

237-239, 241, 248, 251).52 Note that in fig. 235, a small star is also placed before her 

lion. 

SO The iSgarrurtn is thought, as a secondary meaning of the word, to represent the eight-pointed 
star within a disc, associated with Istar. The primary meaning is an agricultural tool, possibly "a 
gardener's tool consisting of a rotating disk ... or roller. The side view of this tool seems to have 
suggested a comparison with the eight-pointed star of I~tar". (Cf . .c.A.Il I, s.a.y. i§garrurtu p. 260). 
Descriptions of the implement suggest that it was toothed and curved in a crescent- or ring-shape. Given 
the jagged star projections on !star's ring, that object is as likely to be an i§ga.rrurtu as is the eight-pointed 
star-disc. 

51 I suspect that the plain ring held by I§tar may represent the kippatu. or circlet, by extension, 
"totality", and the starry ring may be the Corona Borealis. The reasons for the latter hypothesis are that 
astronomical texts give Nana/lltar (!§tar of Urulc) as the deity of the Corona Borealis (Kugler, Stemkunde 
Erg. III, p. 211, Sect. lla and p. 86, 110. lThis association is exceptional since the Corona Borealis is a 
northern phenomenon, unlike Venus. Some mythical allusion or derived association must have linked the 
two, but it remains a problematic issuel Simultaneously they give as an alternate name of the Corona 
Borealis. kigpatu. "Ring" (ililil., p. 212, sect. llb). Because I~tar had held the ring (kiggatu} since the 
Akkad period, apparently as a symbol of power, the iconographer of the starry ring, may have created it as 
the starry kilmanl, for an artistic "word play" substituting the earlier plain one. 

52 For the large star in the field, representing Istar herself in the Akkad period for example, cf. 
Icons C and D. 
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(iv) In several of our examples, Utar has "star-arrows/weapons" in her quivers (figs. 

231, 240-241, 248-252); in fig. 242 she appears to have a star-mace at her left shoulder 

and holds a star weapon in her extended hand. The weapons are similar to those on the 

shoulders of the Akkadian gtar and will be discussed as indicators of :mar as Bows tar ( cf. 

Icon R, the Til-Barsip relief). 

(v) Two features are significant astral indicators: the first is the repetition of circular or 

semicircular mandalas or nimbus forms, often in a double concentric circle dotted with 

globular or sparkling stars (figs. 232, 238, 240-242, 247). A number also have an 

important accompanying deity who gives an astral context. For example, in figs. 238-

239, 241, 251 she is with a Scorpion-man, known to be ~' guardian of the portals where 

the sun god rose and set", and "probably associated with the constellation Scorpio". 53 It 

is not normally noted, in commentaries on the Scorpion-man scenes with !star, that 

Scorpion-men are iconographic indicators of Utar as Venus at the gate of the underworld, 

which they must surely be if the Scorpion-men stand at the portals of sunrise and sunset, 

whither descends and whence ascends !star-Venus (cf. Icon G discussion). The 

Scorpion-men in these scenes, then, are expressing the same Netherworld-portal concept 

of !star as do the mountain gate scenes with Istar in Akkad seals discussed in our study. 

Since she is here armed, we must assume that the rising warrior Istar of the morning 

Venus is intended, standing in the context of the underworld portal, from which she rises 

at dawn or after inferior conjunction. The seals are making the same statement about !star 

as the Akkadian seals do, but in a different way. 

Surveying these Neo-Assyrian figures, which represent a much larger body not 

included here, and which are comparable with Icon Q, one observes that they repeat over 

and over the same war-astral concepts in formulaic fashion, which allows for considerable 

53 Cf. E. Williams-Forte, Ancient Near Eastern Seals: A Selection of Stamp and Cylinder Seals 
from the Collection of Mrs. Wm H Moore, (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1976), fig. 55, 
notes. 
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iconographic latitude or elaboration, but always perpetuates the same essential statements 

that she is warrior and planet. 

Dress 

Within this Neo-Assyrian group, dress is normally quite predictable: they don the 

cap-sleeved tunic, usually with broad belt and long back-panel. A short masculine kilt 

allows protrusion of the extended front leg (figs. 228-231, 238, 240-242, 248-252), 

features shared with a number of other Neo-Assyrian gods. On seated figures, ~f course 

(figs. 233-237, 239), and rarely on figures standing in long dress (fig. 232), no attempt is 

made to show the under-kilt. Some wear a necklace and wrist bracelets (figs. 228, 231 , 

235). All wear the typical Neo-Assyrian divine crown, be it multiple-horned (figs. 228-

229, 232), or a tall polos with "feathers/crenellations" (figs. 231, 240). Frequently, sty-

lization of cutting reduces details atop the crowns to globular elements representing stars, 

but many bear a clear single star on top (figs. Z28, 230-233, 236, 238, 248, 250, 252). 

This should not be considered an astral iconographic device, since it is common to many 

Neo-Assyrian gods.54 The coiffure is generally a bobbed, shoulder-length style, full at 

the ends (figs. 228, 230, 232-236, 240, 252 ), but occasionally a longer style reaches to 

the waist (figs. 229, 232, 238-239, 248); this could be understood as the shorter style 

plus a long diadem tie or contrepoids, and only rarely as longer hair (fig. 251). 

The Seal's Iconography in Light of 'A!tar and of the Neo-Assyrian Utars 

Turning to our seal (Icon Q), we see a purely Neo-Assyrian Istar of the above 

type, simplified in detail, however. Like them, she is in profile, extending a hand toward 

the worshipper. She wears the "feather"-polos crown topped by a star, and the split-skirt 

of the representative !star types. Her coiffure appears to reach to the waist as in figs. 

229, 231, 239, 248. As in figs. 239,250, 252, she bears a short sword at her waist and, 

in one hand, the starry ring of the proposed Corona Borealis. Like the Assyrian !stars, 

54 For the astral discs above all the gods at Neo-Assyrian Bavian in the 7th century, cf. Pritchard, 
.ANEf, fig . 537, for example. 
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too, she is accompanied by an eight-pointed star and moon. To this extent, she is purely 

the Neo- Assyrian astral warrior-goddess in her iconography. 

However, behind her, between her inscribed name and her figure, are three objects 

which I believe are important to her iconography as the Arabian "A!tar (viz. Atarsamain). 

From top to bottom, they are a bucranium, a so-called "rhomb", and a crouching animal, 

described as a "bull" in the publication.55 In reality, it can be argued that the "rhomb" is a 

schematic vaginal symbol: we have noted that the Neo-Assyrian !star temple at Assur 

yielded a number of frit vulvae, accompanied by pubic triangles and phallic symbols ( cf. 

figs. 226 a-c), vulvae whose anatomical details and accompanying symbols leave no 

doubt as to their identity. We have also observed that cuneiform texts of many periods, 

including Neo-Assyrian, record devotion of vulvae to Istar, and that she herself may be 

called a vulva. Thus, her association with one in this seal (and indeed in the Neo-

Assyrian seals figs. 240, 248, 250-251) is hardly surprising. Significantly, a similar 

symbol, with more rounded contours effected by different drill techniques, recurs by nude 

Istarlike figures on Syrian seals (e.g. fig. 225, under bull).56 On the Syrian seals, it is 

often erroneously called a "lozenge" or "vessel". I would propose it is likewise a vulva 

symbol because of its shape and context with nude/ unveiling !§tars. One would hope that 

the above discussion will end the use of the misleading terms "rhomb", "lozenge" or 

"vessel" for a powerful symbol, which is patently more meaningful than that. 

We have noted above that the vulva was also a symbol of 'Attar in Arabia, and 

probably derived from the vulvae of Utar on votives or on seals, being more appropriate 

to her. 

On our seal, the bucranium depicted can also be construed as an 'A!tar symbol, 

since the bull's head was an icon of "'Attar in Arabia, as noted above. Secondly, the 

55 5l'.Iii 32, (1955), pp. 42 ff. 
56 For examples, cf. U. Winter, Frau und GQttin; ExeGtische und IkonoiW)hische Studien zum 

weiblichen Gottesbild im Alten Israel and in dessen Umwelt. (Freiburg: UniversiWsverlag, 1983), figs. 
126, 135, 276, 277, 281, 287, 381. 
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crouching animal behind Btar on the seal is not, I suggest, a bull, as listed in the 

publication, since its horns face in the wrong direction, being more ovid than bovid. It is 

more probably a goat or gazelle. The Htar of fig. 231, is accompanied by crossed 

rampant goats (not shown here), and the gazelle, often in crouching posture, is an 

identified icon of 'A!tar in Arabia as previously mentioned. Consequently, while these 

three figures, bucranium, vulva and gazelle/goat, occur with the Neo-Assyrian !star 

individually elsewhere, their conjunction here as a group may be an indicator of the Arab 

roots of c.Atarsamain on our seal. If this interpretation is correct, the iconography, being 

an admixture of Assyrian and Arabian, exhibits clear eclecticism, as does the inscription 

with it, and simultaneously tells the viewer that both the Assyrian !star and the Aramaean-

Arabian J\tarsamain are intended by the figure. Such an iconographic statement of 

transcultural identification is entirely in keeping with the Assyrian kings' recognition of 

the Arabian Atarsamain, and of their dedication of objects and prayers to her. 



Stela Naming and Depicting !star of Arbela. 

Palace of the Assyrian Governor at Til-Barsip (Tell A~mar), Syria. 

Neo-Assyrian, Eighth Century B.C. (Icon R) 

Background 

353 

Following the Aramaean penetration of north-central Syria and the establishment 

of small Aramaean states in the ninth and tenth centuries B.C., one such state was Bit 

Adini, with its capital at Til-Barsip (Tell Agmar). This strategic site stood on the major 

road leading westward from the Assyrian triangle to the states in Syria. The road led from 

Nineveh, westward to Tell Halaf, Harran and Arslan Tash on the east bank of the 

Euphrates, then south along the river to two crossings, one at Carchemish on the right 

bank, and one at Til-Barsip on the left. Both sites commanded passage of the Euphrates 

and entry into Syria and the coast. This was the chief route across the Syrian Desert for 

trade and conquest, an artery along which Assyria pressed in her expansion, so that each 

city was a staging-post of conquest. 

· It is important to note that the river marked the unofficial frontier of Assyria and 

Syria: since ca. 800 B.C., the area west of it was under vassal princes exercising 

fluctuating degrees of independence from the Assyrian juggernaut. These westerly 

princedoms displayed a Syro-Mesopotamian cultural admixture, setting up Syrian-styled 

palaces with monumental sculpture and painting, indicative of their newfound power, until 

the eighth century B.C. In that century of Assyrian conquest, from which our stela 

comes, local princes were quickly replac~d by the tighter control of Assyrian governors. 

One of the first cities of the area to fall was Til-Barsip .(ca. 856 B.C.), under Salmaneser 

III. Three campaigns· were necessary to reduce the Neo-Hittite/Aramaean coalition to 

seivitude there. 

This important bridgehead to greener pastures was secured and renamed Kar-

Salmaneser, Quay of Salmaneser. The city was populated with Assyrians and became a 
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jewel in the Nee-Assyrian crown. Atop the mound overlooking the river, a palace was 

built as base of operation in the Assyrian drive westward. Once this area was secured, 

within four decades of Blitzkrieg, the neighbouring capitals followed suit, Damascus in 

732 B.C., Zinjirli and Samaria in 722 B.C., Carchemish in 717 B.C., Malatya in 713 

B.C., and Karatepe later.57 During that time, most lost their independence and fell under 

Assyrian control. Only occasionally, as with Til-Barsip, ca. 782-772, under the weak 

Shalmaneser IV, was a governor such as Samsi-ilu able to exhibit a measure of 

independence. 

The site of Til-Barsip, excavated by the French,58 yielded extensive palace 

remains. The palace was in Neo-Assyrian style, having some remarkable Syro-Assyrian 

orthostats, lion sculptures and stelae of Esarhaddon. 59 Its true claim to fame was a 

collection of some of the most masterful representations of Assyrian artfonns known, the 

famous Til-Barsip paintings, from the palace.60 The majority of works from this 

provincial site, unlike those of other sites, are purely Assyrian and of high quality. 

Our stela, too, though found displaced and reused-in a wall, and thus out of 

archaeological sequence, can be seen by artistic style and inscription to date from this 

period of Assyrian domination, in the eighth century. It reflected this political background 

and, with its wargoddess representation, made a statement of Assyrian power suitable to a 

site whose location was strategic for Assyria. The undeniably Assyrian style is in 

interesting contrast to two Til-Barsip stelae of Adad from the late second-early first 

millennia,61 the period of earlier "Nee-Hittite" influence. There the features are purely 

57 For general background, cf. G. Roux, Ancient IraQ. Harmondsworth: Penguin, (1969), 
pp. 268-274 abd Frankfort, AAAO, pp. 281,401. 

58 F. Thureau-Dangin and M. Dunand, Til-Barsip. (Paris, 1936) and F. Thureau-Dangin, 
"L'Inscription des Lions de Til-Barsip", RA 27, (1930), pp. 1-21. 

59 Cf. B. Hrouda, Vorderasien I: Mesoptamien, Babylonien, Iran und Anatolien (Munich: 
Beck, 1971), p. 221. 

6° For excellent colour reproductions, cf. A. Parrot,~ (Paris: Gallimard, 1969), figs. 1, 11-
119, 336-348. 

61 For the Adad stelae, cf., ihid., figs. 87, 89. 
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Syrian and Hittite. Clearly, political exigencies subsequently demanded that the highly 

Assyrian style and gcxidess replace the earlier Neo-Hittite style. There is no mistaking the 

change in spirit and culture manifest in the foreign Istar of Arbela, war goddess of the 

conquering Assyrians, from the local Adads of the previous centuries. 

Importance of the Stela 

Apart from its clear representation of these political events, as with Icon T also, 

this stela requires comment, since misstatements about it abound uncorrect~d from 

previous publications. In the past, Contenau maintained that its heavy proportions 

reflected its Nee-Hittite borrowings,62 while Barrelet63 related it to Babylonian tradition. 

As we shall see, it is, in fact, purely Assyrian with a few features reminiscent of the Old 

Babylonian !stars. 

As a purely Neo- Assyrian Htar in imperial Assyrian tradition, and as a very rare 

example of a textually identified Neo-Assyrian f§tar, upon which others can be based for 

identification (e.g. the similar figs. 228-232, 248-252), this is an important stela. From 

my extensive searches among the many Assyrian stelae published, this is, to my 

knowledge, apart from the Babylonianized Samas-res-u~ur stela (Icon T), the only one 

depicting an anthropomorphic !star with textual identification. Its closest identified 
.,, " _., 

counterparts, then, are the Baraq seal (pl. 18 ) and the Samas-res-u~ur stela (Icon T). 

Anyone familiar with Assyrian stelae will recall the numerous Htarlike figures 

thereon, who are probably that goddess. Yet one is hard pressed to find secure textual 

identification on the stelae, as epigraphs naming the goddess. We shall note (below, in 

discussing Icon T) that a number of six- or eight-pointed stars on first millennium stelae 

are given with their label plam dfum:, "Representation of Htar", but this and the Samas-

re~-usur stela are distinctive as named anthropomorphic~ of her, rather than symbolic . . 
ones. It is worth noting that, as an example, of twenty-three figured stelae and obelisks 

62 G. Contenau, Manuel d'Archeologie Orientale Depuis les Origines jusgu'a l'Epogue 
d'Alexandre IV, (Paris, 1947), p. 2218. 

63 M.-Th. Barrelet, "Les Deesses Armees et Ailees" , S,w 32, (1958), p. 258. 
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(ca. 1060-670 B.C.) published by Reade,64 only seven correspond in terms of 

iconographic/symbolic representation and of accompanying text. In Reade's study, only 

eight correspond closely and only four exactly, in terms of representation arid inscription. 

Hence, as with seals, stelae seldom place the corresponding god's name with his 

representation. In rare cases where text and symbols/figures correspond exactly, we can 

deduce that god A= symbol A, god B = symbol B, and so on. Otherwise, we cannot 

know surely which gods are intended by the symbols. In Reade's list, only seven figures 

of I~tar occur with !star named at some point in the accompanying historical text, a fact 

which allows one to deduce, simply by method of elimination, that istar is intended by the 

figure, if no other goddesses are present. However, clearly inscribed representations, like 

our Til-Barsip relief, which do not involve hazardous deduction, are very rare. 

Inscription Naming litar of Arbela 

The stela's Assyrian inscription of the governor, 65 which fills the background 

round the goddess' figure, informs us, not only that this is !star, but that she is ntar of 

Arbela, the great cult centre of !star in the Assyrian homeland. It is believed that !star of 

Arbela, because she was attested for only about eighty years, ca. 705-626 B.C., in royal 

inscriptions, and because she did not appear in the royal pantheon before Sennacherib, 

may have been an offshoot of !star of Nineveh. We possess a late Babylonian copy of a 

double hymn to Htar of Arbela and Htar of Nineveh, in which essentially the same 

wargoddess is described as two. 66 Minor differences occur, e.g. unlike !star of 

Nineveh, who was daughter of Sin and sister of Samas, at Arbela she was daughter of 

Assur, the state god, and sister of Marduk, herself lacking a spouse. Most variations are 

insignificant, however, between the two forms of !star. 

64 J. Reade, "Shi.kaft-i-Gulgul: Its Date and Symbolism". Iranica Antigua 12, (1977), pp. 33 ff. 
65 Unfortunately I have been unable to secure a copy of the full inscription. On its identity as 

Istar of Abela, cf. Contenau. Manuel. IV, p. 2218 and Parrot, Allw:. fig. 85. 
66 Cf. T. Pinches, "An Invocation to the Two Assyrian IJtars" in "The Goddess Istar in Assyro-

Babylonian Literature", fSBA 31, (19()()), 67. 
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Nature of Htar of Arbela 

In our stela we have a transferred Assyrian cult form in the Syrian milieu. From 

this specific identification as !star of Arbela, we can extrapolate further information on her 

nature from Assyrian texts, which may elucidate our figure as she occurs here in Syria. 

A number of Neo-Assyrian kings give vivid and unusual descriptions of Is tar of Arbela. 

Although our best descriptions come from the kings of the next century, their descriptions 

of Htar of Arbela are applicable to our stela. Perhaps the best known and most vivid of 

them is an oracular dream concerning Assurbanipal, ca. 648 B.C., in which the goddess 

appeared through the intermediary of a seer, to ease the king's anxieties in wartime. A 

report from the seer outlines the theophany of Utar as follows: 

"Utar who dwells in Arbela, came in. Right and left, quivers were 

hanging from her. She held the bow in her hand (and) a sharp sword 

was drawn to do battle. You ( the king) were standing in front of her 

and she spoke to you like the mother who bore you. !star called to 

you, she who is exalted among the gods". 67 

She appears here in theophany to a king before battle, but she also appears to 

troops to rally them for war. 68 In this text above she advises, in a way amusing to 

modem readers, that Assurbanipal should stay behind, eating, drinking and praising the 

gods, while she goes ahead, to achieve victory for him against Teuman of Elam. It 

continues in a vein both apotropaic and fear-inspiring: 

"In her loving bosom she embraced you and protected your whole 

figure. Before her a fire was then burning. To the conquest of [your] 

enemies, [she will march forth]". 

This oracle is one of many in which !star of Arbela appeared in war to the kings 

Esarhaddon and A~§urbanipal. She always presented a figure both sinister and tender, 

67 Cf. Pritchard, ANET, p. 457. 
68 T. G. Pinches, The Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia. v, (1909), 5, 95 ff. 
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one who lies in wait for the enemy, yet one whose mercy shields the king.69 These 

oracles were delivered by oracle priestesses (or rarely priests) in her cult, a feature which, 

we suggested, was a prominent feature in both the cult and iconography of the tJurro-

Hittite Sauska, originally derived from Nineveh. 

The power which the goddess gave kings was not simply through protection and 

victory, but through the concept of the "mother" mentioned in the first theophany. This 

has led many writers to assume, incorrectly, that !star is a "mother" goddess. In a number 

of these oracles, such as those of Esarhaddon, she reassures him that, when he was small, 

she chose him for rule, that she, the great midwife, the one who nursed him, now cares 

for him. Here she is clearly not a true mother, but a surrogate, or wetnurse. The concept 

is repeated in the inscriptions of numerous Neo-Assyrian kings, and finds explanation in 

the same practice in Egypt and Ugarit: the importance of such metaphorical wetnursing 

appears to be the belief that a goddess could pass on power to kings in her milk, 70 so that 

the "nursing" !star. of Arbela is less mother than warrior, and, essentially, a giver of 

power by this direct means. 

The same juxtaposition of awesome glory and tenderness occurs in the words of 

Assurbanipal's oracle: 

"She wrapped you in her lovely cradling-embrace, protecting your 

entire body. Her face shone like fire. Then she went out ... to defeat 

your enemies ... ". 71 

The protective aspect of Istar of Arbela is recorded in a beautiful description of her 

in heavenly, apparently astral, form in which she addresses the king: 

69 Pritchard, ANET, p. 450. The shielding motif is also said of A§tart for Egyptian kings. For 
example, Ramses II inscribed on the walls of Medinet Habu, "Montu and Seth are with him in every fray; 
c.Anat and ~A~tart are a shield to him" (cf. Pritchard, Ar!ml, p. 250). 

7° For the concept of divine milk transferring power to kings cf. J. Leclant, "Le Role du Lait et 
d'Allaitement d'apres les Textes des Pyramides", INES. 10, (1951), pp. 123 ff. and for the motif in the 
Near East, cf. W.A. Ward, "La Deesse Nourriciere d'Ugarit", Sma 46, (1969), pp. 226 ff.; W. Orthmann, 
"Die ~ugende Gmtin", Istanbuler Mitteilun~en 19/20, (1970), pp. 137 ff. and Winter, Frau und Gottin, 
pp. 394 ff. 

71 Pritchard, ANE,I, p. 606. 

I 
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"From a golden chamber in the heavens, I will watch (over you). 

I will light a lamp of elmesu stone for Esarhaddon, king of Assyria; 

I will watch him like my very own crown. 

Fear not, 0 king! 

Because I have spoken to you in an oracle, 

I will not abandon you . 

... 0 Esarhaddon, in Arbela, I am your good shield. 

0 Esarhaddon, ... I love [ you] very much".72 
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Here the protective nature of this dread deity is surprisingly tender. The vignette 

of her, as a woman lighting a lamp for him in her heavenly chamber, must refer to her as 

Venus in heaven. How skilfully the august cosmic power of the planet is transmuted into 

the comforting human image of wife or mother, watching with lighted lamp in the dark. 

The astral nature of Htar of Arbela alluded to in the lamp image, took on an 

interesting series of manifestations under A§~urbanipal, which should be considered 

together. These are a series of textual references to her as star, in association with the 

bow. Taken together, they illustrate how the goddess functioned on several levels 

siml;lltaneously and how perfectly the Assyrian thinkers knitted together the fabric of 

belief, ritual and iconography. 

Let us begin with a cylinder of A~~urbanipal, 73 composed on the eve of battle with 

Teuman of Elam. The king writes: "In the month of Abu (late August), the month of the 

appearance (= heliacal rising) of the Bowstar, the festival of the honoured Queen, ... 

while, to render homage to her great goo.head, I sojourned in Arbela, her beloved city ... " . 

In broken lines immediately preceding, the names Dilbat-lltar, indicating that the 

astral Thtar is here intended, so that we see a festival of the Bowstar being celebrated in the 

72 Ihia., p. 605. 
73 As~surbanipal Cyl. B, col. v, lines 16 ff in H. Lewy, "Htar-~ad and the Bow Star", A.S. 

16,(1965), p. 276. 
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cult of an astral Htar of Arbela. It is worth quoting Lewy's analysis on the meaning of 

this text in full: 

"From these lines it follows not only that Assurbanipal celebrated the 

Sirius (Bowstar) festival in the month of Abu, but also that he 

celebrated it in Arbela, which means he considered gtar of Arbela the 

divine impersonator of Sirius (the Bowstar) ... In the circumstances 

described by Assurbanipal, the good will of the Bow star goddess was 

all the more important to him since he was on the eve of a decisive 

battle against Elam, and ... (we known from BM 86378) that Istar of 

Elam is likewise defined as kakkabga~tu, "The Bows tar", as is !star of 

Babylon (VR 46, 23 ab)".74 

The king's bet-hedging appears to have succeeded, since we know, from his 

inscribed reliefs, that is tar gave him victory over Teuman. 75 The related sequel to these 

events appears in a broken inscription by him, summarizing his victory, which says, "The 

might of Is tar my lady, I saw and honoured .... that bow, which graces my hands, 

which ... to I~tar, conqueror of my foes, in the shrine, the abode of !star, ... !star exalted 

among the gods, ... his (the enemy's) bow may she shatter".76 I believe that, in honour 

of the victory given him by !star, he is saying that he offered his bow in her Arbela 

temple, as a votive for victory. This practice is also attested in the Old Testament for the 

warlike c.Astart at the time of Saul. 77 In Moab the warrior c.A~tar-Chemos received 

dedicated prisoners at the hands of Mesha', ca. 885 B.C.,78 a related concept, viz. "to the 

victory god go the spoils/trophies". In the case of Assurbanipal, the likelihood that the 

74 Cf. Lewy, ib.lil., p. 277. 
75 D. D. Luckenbill, Ancient Records of Assyria and Babylonia II, (New York: Greenwood, 

1968), No. 1071. 
76 !lilil., No. 929. 
77 I Sam. 31: 10 records that the Philistines hung the armour of Saul on the walls of the Astart 

temple to commemorate victory over the Israelites. 
78 H. Donner, w. ROllig, Kanaanaische und Aramaische Inschriften II, (Wiesbaden: 

Harrassowitz,1973), No. 181. 
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broken text refers to the dedication of his bow is reinforced by information contained in 

another of his reliefs: this relief, from Nineveh,79 shows him pouring a libation and 

offering his bow over four lions, which ·he has slain. The accompanying text tells us that 

he offered both his bow and the libation to !star, by whose might his bow was 

empowered to kill the lions. Although the site is Nineveh, rather than Arbela, 

A~surbanipal worshipped the two goddesses as virtually identical, so that the concept 

must also be applied to Is tar of Arbela. If he offered his bow to her for victory in hunting, 

and his broken text implies he did so also after Teuman 's defeat, one could expect that 

offering the bow to her was a recognized form of worship following victory. 

If we return to Lewy's text about the festival of the Bowstar as Istar of Arbela, we 

can follow an important pattern of Neo-Assyrian thought which illustrates the power of 

her icons and the levels on which they operated. A short schema is as follows: 

1. Cosmic: 

The astral !star of Arbela is the Bowstar in heaven 

(viz. Sirius, the Bowstar, when it rises heliacally during the absence of 

Venus, takes her place as a substitute Venus-lstar). 

2. Earthly: 

The Bowstar !star gives victory to the bow of AUurbanipal in war, 

shatters the bow of the enemy80 and, in the hunt, empowers his hunting 

bow. 

79 R. D. Barnett, Assyrian Sculpture in the British Museum {Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 
1975), pl. 124. 

SO The plea that Istar or her byfonns should take away or shatter the bow of enemies is very 
common in treaties of the Assyrians, Syrians and Hittites. An example is the treaty of Esarhaddon with 
Ba'al of Tyre: "May 'Astart break your bow in the thick of battle" (cf. Pritchard, ANET, p. 534, col. iv, 
lines lff.). Esarhaddon's Vassal Treaties record the same phraseology for Htar, indicating that the powers 
of 'Mtart and I§tar are one in these instances: "May Istar lady of battle, break your bow in a heavy battle, 
tie your arms, and have you crouch at the feet of your enemy" (Pritchard, ANEI, p. 538, se.ct. 48). The 
tradition is an old one, which can be traced back to at least the Old Assyrian period in Assur, where we 
have the curse fonnula: "May !star, Lady of Battle break his ( enemy's)weapons and the weapon of his 
Lord" (cf. L. Me~rschmidt, Keilschrifttexte aus AS§w historischen Inhalts I, (WVDOG 16, 1911], 
Assurtexte I, No. 2, vi, 14-18). 
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3. Iconographic/Symbolic/Ritual 

Ritually he offers his bow back to her after war victory (in the broken 

text), and gives his bow back to her with libation after successful hunting 

(in the lionhunt text). Iconographically, he is depicted doing so on the 

relief. 

This simple symbol, the bow, is thus employed on at least three levels as a 
./ 

statement of cosmic-earthly-rituaViconographic manifestation through !star. Moreover, 

the circle is perfect. The cosmic power of the goddess exists in astral bow form as 

Bowstar in heaven, it functions through the achievements of the king's bow on earth, 

and, in circular fashion, reverts symbolically to her in heaven, through the king's 

offering, again the bow. 

Iconography of the Til-Barsip Stela 

Given the multi-faceted powers of Istar of Arbela as protectress, devastatrix, 

warrior and star, all functioning on multiple levels of manifestation, to what extent do we 

find these natures in the Til-Barsip stela? 

Lion Stance 

The goddess, like most Neo-Assyrian !stars, stands and faces right. Typically, 

one hand is raised in greeting/blessing, and the other holds the loop of a leash attached to a 

powerful lion, on which she stands in mastery. Although animal mounts are quite 

common for this period, representations of Istar standing on one are less common than 

generally imagined. On a Neo-Assyrian pendant (fig. 232), she stands on a lion, much as 

she does on our relief, but this is unusual. This is clear from the examples (figs. 228-

229) where, instead, she stands on groundlevel or (figs. 233-236) on a lion. 

One Neo-Assyrian seal with virtually identical iconography (fig. 231) shows her 

standing on a crouching lion, whereas here the lion is standing. Its position, style and 

curved tail exactly parallel the lionmount of fig. 253, Ninlil on the Vassal Treaty seal of 
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Sennacherib.81 There is copious textual evidence that Ninlil and Istar were syncretized in 

the Neo-Assyrian period, since Ninlil is traditionally wife of the god Enlil, while Istar 

came also to be wife of Enlil in some traditions. 82 Moreover, Btar can be wife of Assur 

and Ninlil becomes wife of Assur,83 equating the goddesses by a tortuous logic. In that 

seal (fig. 253) Ninlil, though unarmed, has "borrowed" !star's lion and is a pale form of 

gtar herself, being described in terms similar to !star in the oracles. 84 

The lion occurs as standing mount of an armed Istarlike figure of a later Neo-

Babylonian relief (fig. 254), these being the closest parallels. We have observed her 

standing on a storm monster (fig. 242), on a Neo-Assyrian seal. Seated !stars with stars, 

throne and lion with upcurved tail, occur on three seal examples (figs. 233, 235-236), and 

on fig. 256, the Sargon stela (ca. 680 B.C) from Zinjirli. This stela names its sole 

goddess, textually and iconographically represented, as I!tar, so that by deduction the 

goddess on the Sargon stela must be Htar, seated on her lion. The antecedents for Htar 

standing on a lion/lions attached by a leadrope are fully attested on Old Babylonian seals 

and terra cottas (figs. 243, 257, 261, 263-268) and on earlier Akkadian seals. From 

previous texts, where she is/has a lion as a warrior goddess, from the context of the 

comparative lionmounts of the Akkadian and Old Babylonian seals, and from the 

weapons of our stela, we know that here, too, her lion is war symbol and manifestation of 

herself as wargoddess. 

Dress 

Her clothing is unremarkable, consisting of a horned feathercrown, bearing divine 

star disc, and the split skirt with underkilt typical of Assyrian gods. It is significant 

however, that !star wears, not the long single skirt of Assyrian goddesses, but the split 

81 Cf. D. J. Wiseman, "The Vassal Treaties of Esarhaddon", IDlQ 20, (1958), p. 16, fig. 2. 
82 For example, Assurbanipal mentions "Nineveh, town beloved by I~tar, the spouse of Enlil" 

(cf. Pritchard, A:mI p. 299, viii, lines 24 ff.). 
83 Cf. W. G. Lambert, "The God ~~ur", g 45, (1983), p. 82. 
84 Cf. Pritchard, A:mI p. 451, as giver of bloodplagues. 
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skirt of male gods, with leg protruding, as she did in Akkadian and Old Babylonian 
.., 

materials. This is unlike the Hurro-Hittite Sauska, whose skirt unveils. Here we have 

merely a short kilt with backpanel. The hair is typically Assyrian, a curled bob, with long 
I/ 

crown tie, or contrepoids falling down the back. Unlike Icon T, the Samas-res-usur stela, . 
where the piece is crimped and probably hair, this appears to be a textile tie. 

Weapons 

Her weaponry is almost identical with that of the Neo-Assyrian seal (fig. 231 ). 

She bears a long, curved sword projecting behind and held by a hip belt, remains of a 

waist-dagger projecting front and back, and two huge quivers arising from her shoulders. 

Part of her aura shines at her back. These elements are almost exactly parallelled in 

Esarhaddon's vision presented above, of quivers hanging right and left, and of a sharp 

sword. We have noted the repeated references in the oracles to fire burning before and 

around her, a fire here represented by her aura. 

Astral Wea pons 

A word should be said about the quivers shown on the relief and mentioned by 

Esarhaddon. Most publications of these stelae merely mention "quivers", neglecting to 

note the two prominent balls atop each. Close examination reveals that each bears traces 

of a ring and internal marks within, so that they must have been topped by objects resem-

bling the one on her crown, namely stardiscs. Though the crown stardisc is known to 

represent many gods, the stardiscs and stars on her quivers appear normally with Istarlike 

figures (figs. 231, 240-241, 248-251), and must have had a particular significance to her. 

Being applied to the quiver, they stand where the arrows would generally appear. The use 

of star-arrows or star maces occurs quite clearly on Neo-Assyrian seals (e.g. figs. 231, 

242), on seals of !star in the Akkad period (fig. 63), and likewise here on the Til-Barsip 

stela. They are thought to mark the goddess simply as astral. 

Until they were identified on this stela, it was not possible to identify this figure as 

both warlike and astral, so that previous publications are inadequate. Since we know 
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from the above texts that Istar of Arbela was also the Bowstar, we may now tentatively 

say that the juxtaposition of arrows with stars is not merely decorative, but a meaningful 

juxtaposition. I suspect that the star atop the bow of !star in the Samas-res-u~ur stela 

(Icon T) and in the the Neo-Babylonian seal (fig. 270) is the counterpart in Neo-

Babylonian iconography of our astral quivers in Icon R. It seems entirely possible, given 

the ability of the Mesopotamian iconographer to juxtapose symbols to be read together like 

parts of an equation, that the juxtaposition of bow + star means "Bowstar", and_ that on 

our stela, the idiom varies slightly, as arrows + star also means Bowstar, and by 

extension, so do the star-arrows of the Akkadian seal. 

It will be noted (pp. 408 ff.) that there were two traditions in Mesopotamia about 

the Bowstar: there was an older one in Old Babylonian literature with the Bowstar as 

.fil.rifil. There was later, in the first millennium, the tradition of astronomical texts 

wherein the bowshaped ~oup of stars around delta Canis Majoris (viz. epsilon, delta and 

tau Canis Majoris) formed the "Bow group". Kugler, dealing with the latter tradition, 

pointed out that this Bowstar group lay quite near the "Arrowstar". 85 I suspect that the 

bow + star (fig. 270 and Icon T) and star-arrows or star-quivers on the stela, seals (figs. 

231, 240-242, 248-252) and Akkad seal mentioned above, may not be merely stars to 

mark Venus as a heavenly body, but may refer specifically to her as alternative of Sirius-

the-Bowstar and/or Sirius-the-Arrowstar. Note that, in fig. 228, lstar has before her, not 

a lion but a dog, which I believe represents her as the Dogstar, viz. Canis Majoris 

(Bowstar group). The amalgamation of the two concepts for "Bows tar" is complicated by 

the fact that, after ca. 1000 B.C., Sirius' name was changed to kaksisa. "Arrowstar". 

Sirius (the Bowstar) was believed to substitute for Venus in the heavens during 

her absence in the Underworld, and, as such, either representation of the Bowstar (as bow . 

+ star or arrow + star) would be associated with her. In either case, as arrow-stars, or as 

bow-stars, the mythic reference is, by extension, to the Bowstar Istar. 

85 Kugler, Stemkunde EriaIJZYUiJ.JOien zum I und II Buch. p. 63. 
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An important piece of supporting evidence is the Elamite seal, in Assyrian style, 

from Susa (fig. 272). Here, in the style of armed !stars with lion, an Btarlike goddess 

believed to be Manzat, an Elamite form of the astral fstar, stands triumphantly. Her bow 

and handheld arrows emphasize her archer nature, and notably, two extra bows are added 

unnaturally above the quivers, making a total of three bows. This unusual iconography is 

a reiterative symbolic over-statement of the how's importance to her. The Elamite Istar is 

textually well attested as the Bowstar par excellence, in form of gisBAN(Bow), or Istar-

Manzat, and hence in Elam, too, the Bowstar was seen as an alternative for !star-Venus. 

Accordingly, this surfeit of bows with the Elamite Utar must signal "Bows tar". 

It is noteworthy that Assurbanipal's festival of Sirius celebrated in the temple of 

Istar of Arbela was in the month of AmL Abu, late August, marked the beginning of the 

dateharvest and autumnal equinox, which followed in September. These events, we have 

proposed, were important to lnanna/lstar at certain points in her eight-year Venusian 

cycle, when they coincided with her disappearance, viz. descent and Sirius' ascent. The 

Assyrian date of this festival (Aug.-Sept.), when her place was taken by her alternate, 

Sirius, in the sky, provides a significant link to my hypothesis that the earlier fruiting date 

representations and Inanna bundle are seasonal markers of later August- early September, 

significant to the goddess' seasonal manifestations recurrent in the Venusian cycle. 

At any rate, if my hypothesis is correct, that the star-quivers identify her as the 

Bowstar, we have a link in iconography with the Akkad period some two millennia 

before, an indication that star-quivers mean "Bowstar" and not simply "astral", and we 

have an enrichment of the usual publications not noting the presence of the stars with the 

Til-Barsip !star who is normally classified only as warlike. Accordingly, our 

examination, in uncovering the star-quiver/star-arrows, has achieved the following: 

1. It has placed !§tar of Arbela, as armed Bowstar, in the two-thousand year 

mainstream of !stars going back to the Akkad period !star with star weapons. 
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2. It has clarified her representation as Bowstar, not merely as Venus, and 

added a new astral dimension to what previously appeared to be a simple 

warlike manifestation. 

3. It may point to the seasonal, autumnal function of !star as descending, and 

"becoming" the Bowstar recurrently in autumn. This seasonality, implied in 

the Bowstar role, reiterates the autumn seasonality proposed for her 

Akkadian and Early Dynastic fruiting date iconography and for her Uruk-

Jemdet Nasr bundle whose use is autumnal. 
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Old Phoenician Bronze Statuette Depicting and Naming the :tJurrian A~tart. 

Found near Seville, Spain (ca. 800-750 B.C.). (Icon S) 

Rationale 

This little bronze votive statuette, about eighteen inches high, has been published 

several times86 with particular attention to its inscription. In the publications, little has 

been said of its iconography, possibly because of its deceptive simplicity. Nevertheless, 

the figure is important for three reasons: 

(i) It is exemplary in its religious eclecticism; 

(ii) It provides a significant identificatory link, I believe, to the goddess in a series of 

Syro-Phoenician bronzes and ivories, a link hitherto not established; 

(iii) It illustrates a vital nexus between the ljurrian ;\start and Mesopotamian !star, 

because it and its comparable pieces demonstrate features textually attested for the 

Mesopotamian !star. 

Inscription and Identity 

By way of introduction, the statuette consists of a nude female figure seated on a 

chair or throne now missing, her feet resting on a rectangular base which bears five lines 

of Phoenician script. Sola-Sole identified the inscription as Old Phoenician from the first 

half of the eighth century B.C. The difficult87 five lines preserve a dedication to Astart by 

two men, which reads as follows: 

1. "The offering which Ba'lyaton. 

2. son of Du'mmilk and ''Abciba', 

86 Among a number of publications of it are G. Grigson. The Goddess of Love, (London: 
Quartet, 1978) fig. 3; M. Delcor, "L'Inscription Phenicienne de la Statuette d'Astarte Conservee a 
Seville", Mll.S145, (1949), pp. 321ff., pl. II b (statuette) and III, (inscription); J.M. Sola-Sole, "Nueva 
Inscripcion Fenica de Espana", Hispania 14, &SQ 41, (1966), pp. 97 ff; Frank Moore Cross. Jr., "The 
Old Phoenician Inscription from Spain dedicated to the tJurrian Astarte", HI& 64, (1971), pp. 189 ff. 

87 Each editor has provided a different interpretation of this inscription. 



3. son of Du'mmilk , the Saulids/oracle priests(?)88 made for 

4. CAstart- tJor (the ijurrian c.Astart), their/ our lady, for 

5 . she heard their prayers 11
• 89 
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The text is fraught with problems, each publication varying in interpretation: 

Cross takes the bnys1 of line 3 as 11 Saulids11
, while Delcor derives it from the root h 

translating as "oracle priests'.'. The identity of the goddess named here as c.Astart is 

problematic because of the addition of the element - ~r. A translation "-Horus",. linking 

J\start with the Egyptian god Horus, has been proposed,90 possibly influenced by the 

presence of the goddess' Egyptianized coiffure here, or by Plutarch's later tradition of 

Isis, mother of Horus, called J\"start at Byblos.91 Delcor ingeniously explained -hr as 
"""'C"""" 

11 grotto/cave", drawing analogies with the famous grotto of ?\start of Wasta. 92 Because 

the West Semitic (Phoenician and Hebrew) root means "hole (in the ground)" not 

"cave/grotto", this can be dismissed. Cross, rightly I believe, identified -~r as 

"Hurrian/of Hurri". The Semitic divine name 'Astart-hr is often attested in Ugaritic, 
V V 

88 The Phoenician is rendered "Saulids" by Cross and "oracle priests", possible 
necromancers, by Delcor. 

89 Cross, HI& 64, (1971), p. 192. 
90 Ferron in Delcor, Mll.S145, p. 331. 
91 Plutarch, De Iside et Osiride. 15. 
92 For the Ptolemaic period shrine and grotto, probably of greater antiquity, dedicated to 

Aphroditet'A§tart at Wasta, between Tyre and Sidon, cf. A. Beaulieu and R. Mouterde, "La Grotte 
d'Astarte a Wasta", .Mllfil 27/1, (1948), pp. 3 ff. The walls of the grotto are engraved repeatedly with 
pubic triangles flanked by sprigs of vegetation or, more probably, palm branches. 
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offering lists and religious texts.93 It occurs many times in Ijurro-Hittite rituals, prayers 

93 Regarding the Ugaritic'Astar(t} hr, the issues are problematic. The first arises from the fact 
that there are both ~tar/lstar hr and "'Astart ti[ attested at U garit. They appear to be indistinct, except for 
grammatically different forms of their divine names. (Cf. ~start t!_r (ltn..g[} in CT A 33 = UT5 discussed 
in M. Weippert, "Ein ugaritische Beleg filr das Land 'Qadi' der agyptischen Texte?", Zeitschrift des 
Deutschen PaHistina-Vereins 85, (1969), p. 48, n. 86. Weippert maintained that she was the tiurrian Istar 
(Sau§ka) in Ugarit, as she was also in Egypt. In other Ugaritic texts, written syllabically, we encounter 
several times properties of dThtaridESDAR ) gut-ti without grammatical indication of a feminine :l 
ending (PRU VI: 17. 410:7; PRU IV: 18.01: 3 a+ 6; PRU III:16. 173:8, 9. These orthographies tend to 
suggest that 'Astart t{urri and istar f[urri at U garit were interchangeable. This hypothesis is supported by a 
further text from Ugarit (RS 24. 641), which lists offerings to ,,u-Sauska. and whose bilingual 
translations in Ugaritic and tJurrian indicate that Mtart at Ugarit is the same as Sauska-Istar of JJurro-
Hittite tradition, and who is, in turn, derived from Istar of Nineveh. Logically, then, ~start is !"§tar at 
Ugarit, so that the writings of the two names with the added element liwii must also reflect the same 
equation. 
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and offering lists as well.94 Finally, Egyptian stelae and prayers likewise name c.Astart-

hr. These attestations of her name in U garitic, tJurro-Hittite and Egyptian sources date ca. 
I, 

1600-1200 B.C., and clearly mean "Syrian/Hurrian A~tart". It will be remembered, from 
V 

discussion of the Egyptian equestrian stelae, that an ~sta(r) Hurri is also known, who 
L, 

appears to be interchangable iconographically with A~tart _!-Iurri, despite the grammatical 

difference in the divine names. We have proposed that this is a reflection of a masculine 

94 On the tJurro-Hittite Sauska-Istar, cf. Wegner, Sawuska. By definition, Sawuska among the 
tJurri, textually equated with !star, is !star t{r, !star of the t{urri. The Egyptian attestations are more 
ambiguous and require comment. We have noted, with respect to our Turin stela, Wadi Abbad stela and 
Hibis relief (Icons H, I, U), that the goddess' name was written .l1 or, in the Hibis case, both 
lacking :r. The names appear to representcAsta(r)/Istar) and Asta(r)t respectively, and it was suggested that, 
in the fonner two cases,~ was indeed Istar, and probably the !:lurrian equestrian !star. My contention is 
supported by two Egyptian stelae (no figurative representation of the fcxidess is shown on them) which 
are devoted to~. viz. Istar of ijurri, who must be equivalent to the istar bur-ri (rather than the 
with final .:.L. mentioned above). (For these stelae, the stela of Pta~-Ankh of Memphis, cf. 
H. von Bergman, Recueil de Travaux. 12, (1892), 10 for the original publication, and for the stela of 
R3m , cf. H. Ranke, "Istar als Heilg~ttin in Agypten", in Studies Griffith, Egyptian Exploration Society. 
[London: Oxford UP, 1932]). Scholars differ in their opinions as to whether the goddess named on these 
two stelae isc;Astart or I~tar. and what is her nature.- Considering that the Ugaritic writings indicate a 
masculine and feminine gender of orthography for the tJurrian Istar-'-Astart, I would propose that the 
Egyptian texts are preserving the same distinction, since they repeatedly omit the final :1 of an 
hypothetical '"Astart. In short, the stelae intend 'A~tar/lstar of lj:urri. R. Stadelmann, Syrisch-
Palastinensische Gottheiten in A gypten (Leiden: Brill, 1967), pp. I 07-108 persisted in transcribing the 
name as '-Astart, despite the lack of final :1. Ranke, however, considered the orthography to represent 
"fstar" (without final .:l), an opinion with which I concur. 

In view of the fact that the Hurro-Mitannian kings sent Istar (not c.Astart) to Amenhotep III 
(Knudzon, fiAI, No. 23) as a healing-gcxidess, and that the two stelae naming~ invoke her for healing 
purposes, one sees that in both grammatical form and therapeutic powers, the gcxidesses istar of tf urri and 

are identical. We have alluded above to the healing powers of I~tar in Mesopotamia, whence derived 
the Jjurrian !star, so that the curative aspect of !§tar can be seen to pass from Mesopotamia (Assyria), to 
tJurro-Mitanni, to Egypt. The link is elaborated by some related facts. The PtalJ-ankh stela was dedicated 
in the temple of~ at Memphis, where we know the warlike ~tart was worshipped (cf. discussion, Icon 
0), so that at Memphis appears to be a healer but also a warlike gcxidess associated with Ptah at 
Memphis. It will be noted below (Icon V) that ~start at Edfu takes on the iconography of Sekhmet, ~ife 
of Ptah, and warlike goddess of healing herself. Accordingly, war and healing are attributes of both 
and~ at Memphis, which lends credence to the proposition that, though grammatically distinc"'t, 
'Astart of fiurri and Istar of ljurri are essentially alike. In a circular way. this proposal for Egypt is borne 
out by the alphabetic and syllabic offering lists from Ugarit, one of which equates~= dE$DAR 
hl1r:ri (cf. J.C. de Moor, "The Semitic Pantheon of Ugarit", llE 2, (1970], pp. 187 ff.). It may then be 
suggested that at Ugarit and in Egypt, the distinction was purely (or largely) one of i{ammatical gender, 
rather than one of powers. lltarfMtart of Ijurri appears to have been a gcxidess of war, healing and astral 
natures. (For Istar ljurri as Lady of Heaven in the Ptal}-Ankh stela, cf. Stadelmann, SfQ, p. 108). These 
manifestations are entirely coincident with what we know of Istar in Mesopotamia. (For further 
treatments of the subject, cf. W. Herrmann, '',~start", MIQ 15, [Berlin: Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
1969], pp. 6ff and his ."'ttrt-hr "in~ 7/l, 1973, pp. 135ff. For )l.hr in Egyptian texts referring to the 
Ninevite !star in the Hurrian pericxi, cf. W. F. Albright, "Vocaltzation of the Egyptian Syllabic 
Orthography 37. VA 8", AQS 5, (1934). 
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and feminine form of this deity in the Ijurro-Levantine bailiwick, the two forms 

representing the same deity, viz. the Hurrian Istar ultimately derived from Assyria, in 
"' 

particular, from Nineveh. 

The context of the prayer in our Icons S, which could shed light on the nature of 

this ~start, is lost to us, unless the translation "oracle-priests" for line 3 should prove 

correct. Oracle priests/priestesses certainly were important functionaries in contemporary 

cults of the Assyrian !star, and oracles figured prominently with the tJurro-Hittite Sau~ka 

(cf. Icon N). If the interpretation as "Saulids" is correct, we have merely a statement of 

ancestry for the two brothers. Both devotees named have perfectly good Phoenician 

names, so that the statuette appears to have been devoted by two Phoenicians, either in the 

Punic colonies of Spain,95 or in Phoenicia itself, later making its way to the colony. We 

do -not know what circumstance occasioned her answering of their prayer, unless it was 

her rendering of an oracle to them as possible oracle-priests. It is unusual to find double 

donors of votive objects, and certainly double prayers for laymen, so it may indeed be that 

they were priests who sought oracles of As tart. 

Two other eccentricities of the text should be noted. The first is that the 

inscription is of such an archaic type for this period of Phoenician history. The second is 

that the ancient name of Astart, "The Hurrian 'Astart", which was prominent ca. 1500-
"" 

1250 B.C. during and after the tJurrian floruit in Syria and the Levant, was here either 

resurrected or continued in the eighth century B.C. This is minimally 450 years, or 

maximally 7 50 years, later in Phoenician culture, long after the demise of Ijurrian 

influence. This bespeaks an impressive conservatism of belief transferred from the Syro-

Mesopotamian orbit to that of the coast, at several centuries' remove. This conservatism 

95 Reconstruction of Phoenician and Punic religion is notoriously difficult in Spain for lack of 
inscribed materials. Melqart, Gad, Tanit and other Punic deities are attested with shrines while E§mun, 
~start and Milkastart occur also in onomastica and dedicatory inscriptions, pointing to origins in the 
Phoenician period. Ibiza and Cadiz are the chief areas for documentation of Phoenician gods. For the 
worship in Spain of the Phoenician ~start, see, for example, S. Moscati. The World of the Phoenicians, 
(Aylesbury: Hazell Watson and Viney, 1973), pp. 289 ff. A. Garcia y Bellido, "Deidades Semitas en la 
Espana Antigua",~- 24, (1964) pp. 12 and 237 ff. 
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of belief will be seen to exist also in the iconography of the figure, despite its initial 

impression as being largely Levantine. 

Iconography of the Statuette in Light of Comparable Representations 

The figurine could conceivably be considered to represent a woman, rather than a 

goddess, in its present state of preservation, lacking the left arm, right hand, seat/throne or 

identifying accoutrements in hand. Had the figure been dedicated by a woman, it could be 

considered to represent a female devotee, but here, since it is being donated by two men, 

and specified as being to 'A§tart, we must assume that the figure represents the goddess 

herself, rather than a donor. Moreover, the figure's name and nudity suggest it is a 

divinity, since it was uncommon in the Near East to portray women of status naked, 

especially as devotees. 

The seated figure is completely nude, rather thick-waisted and stocky. It is meant 

to be viewed en face because of the position of the inscription on the footstool's front face 

and because of the orientation of the face and hand of the figure itself. The right arm is 

extended forward as is the gaze of the statuette. The face is that of a young woman, 

rather full, broadnosed, with prominent eyes and brows, which are emphasized and 

elongated with kohl (antimony). There are no traces of necklace or pectoral, but the ears 

show remains of large circular earrings. 96 The most distinctive feature of the statuette, 

however, barring its nudity, is the heavy bewigged coiffure. It falls in two lappets on the 

breast, and hangs straight on the shoulders behind the ears. The hair represents an 

Egyptian-styled wig in heavy, blocked style.97 A narrow fillet separates her forehead 

from her short fringe of hair above it. The hairstyle is clearly Egyptian in origin, derived 

96 This feature is more evident in the side view (cf. our figure Icon S, view b) than in the frontal 
one (our fig. Icons S, view a). 

97 For the tenninology on this type of wig used in Phoenician ivories cf. M. Mallowan, Nimrod 
and Its Remains. I, (London: Collins, 1966), pp. 213, 214, and figs. 153, 157. It is used for goddesses, 
possibly human women, and for sphinxes. Ferron maintained that this style of hairdo was diagnostic of 
the goddess Inanna/lstar as early as the lsin period (J. Ferron; Les Statues au Tympanon des Hypogees 
Puniques", Antigui¢s Africaines 3, (1969), pp. 11 ff. 
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from the elaborate New Kingdom wig of queens or goddesses,98 yet it, like the full face 

and figure, is atypical of Egyptian art. The shorter, chunkier wig style and the rounded 

face with broad nose, are more representative of a particular motif (figs. 273-281) typical 

of Syro-Phoenician art, contemporary with our statuette, than with Egyptian art. 

This comparable motif is a bewigged female, who occurs from the ninth to seventh 

centuries B.C. on a series of Phoenician ivory panels applied particularly to palace 

furniture and walls, as well as on a group of ivory and bronze horse-frontlets,. also of 

Phoenician manufacture. The majority of these comparable motifs with which we are 

concerned occur on artefacts which were excavated from levels of ninth to eighth century 

Nimrod and Khorsabad in Assyria, from ninth century B.C. Arslan Tash in Syria, from 

ninth-eighth century B.C. Samaria in Israel, and even from the J\start temple at Phoenician 

Sarepta.99 

The origin of the ivories bearing this bewigged representation is notoriously 

difficult to pinpoint, since there were different local stylistic schools, since artisans moved 

or were transported in international exchanges, and since many of the ivories were 

removed as booty in war from their applied context. 100 Nevertheless, the ivories 

conGerned, despite their eclectic combinations of Egyptian, Assyrian and Syrian artistic 

motifs, are Syro-Phoenician made. Many may have been carved in areas outside 

Phoenicia itself, but their makers were Syro-Phoenician artisans101 or, at very least, 

98 For this type of wig in New Kingdom Egypt, see for example the head of Tiye ( cf. C. Aldred, 
Eiwtian Art in the Days of the Pharaohs, 3100-320 B,C., [London: Thames and Hudson, 1980], fig. 
135). 

99 Cf. J.B. Pritchard, Recovering Sarepta. A Phoenician City, (Princeton UP, 1978), fig. 139. 
lOO Cf., Mallowan, Nimrod I, pp. 471-480. On the general movement among many classes of 

craftsmen for this and earlier periods, cf. C. Zaccanini, "Mobility Among Ancient Near Eastern 
Craftsmen", lliES.._42, (1983), p. 252 ff. It has also been proposed that Phoenician ivory-workers formed 
a strong component at Pyrgi (Caere) in the fifth century B.C.; Pyrgi is well-known as a centre of worship 
for the astral 'Astart, identified with Juno Caelestis (cf. J. Heurgon," The Inscriptions of Pyrgi", Journal 
of Roman Studies 56, (1966), pp. 1 ff; A. Pfiffig, ·Uni-Hera-Astarte', Studien zu den Goldblechen von 
S,Severa/Pyrii mit Etruskischer und Punischer Inschrift", Graz: Osterreichische Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, Phil. Hist. Kl. 88/2 Abh., [1965]). 

101 Cf. R. D. Barnett, "Phoenicia and the Ivory Trade", Archaeolo~ 9, (1956), pp. 87 ff. 
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Phoenician-trained Syrians and Assyrians. In the case of the motifs with which we are 

concerned" they followed basically the same iconography, whether at Samaria, Arslan 

Tash or Nimrud, until modifications set in the the· seventh century B.C. 102 In the case of 

other motifs in the ivories, however, stronger regional elements or styles are at play, so 

that one may speak of an Assyrian, Syrian or Phoenician style, 103 often with 

Egyptianizing elements, all incorporated in imaginative adaptations by the Syro-

Phoenician carver. 

I shall present this body of comparable motifs as (i) ivory panels depicting the en 

face head of the so-called "woman at the window" (e.g. figs. 273-278); (ii) as horse-

frontlets depicting an en face full length nude (e.g figs. 279-281), whose head is virtually 

identical with that of "the woman at the window". 

These two categories will be shown to be directly related in iconography, to our 

figurine of the Hurrian ~start (Icon S). 
\., 

(i) "The Woman at the Window" 

This motif, on the Phoenician ivory panels of Nimrod, Khorsabad, Arslan Tash 

and Samaria, has been the subject of much attention by Biblical scholars104 and 

archaeologists concerned with identifying the female represented. A typical assessment 

of the motif which one finds in such analyses is Frankfort's: 

"It represents either Astarte or her votary at the window, leaning out 

and alluring men to serve the goddess by sexual union. The cult was 

devoted to Astarte in Phoenicia; to a 'beckoning' ('leaning out') 

Aphrodite in Cyprus,105 where the motif of our ivories recurs in a 

bronze support.... The frontlet which she wears is fastened with a 

102 Cf. Frankfort, AAAQ, p. 312. 
103 Cf. M. Mallowan. The Nimrod Ivories. (London: British Museum Publication, 1978), pp. 

12-44. 
104 Cf. for example, Winter, Frau und GOttin. pp.613 ff. and Abb. 307-314. 
105 For Aphrodite Parakyptusa, cf. W. Fauth, Aphrodite Parakyptusa, (Mainz: Akademie der 

Wissenschaften, 1967). 
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cord round her head, and this was probably 'the crown made of cord' 

which according to Herodotus (Herod. Hist. I, 199) was worn by the 

women who went to the temple of Babylon once in their lifetime to 

offer themselves in the service of the goddess ... " .106 

Certain elements in these representations remain constant, while others exhibit 

minor variations. These elements require analysis tJ:elow, since they point to the identity 

of the figure, not as a votaress, but as Inanna/lstar herself. Additionally, this group must 

be compared with the motif on the horse frontlets, since the latter indicate that the woman 

cannot be other than a goddess. Further, examination of Near Eastern texts related to 

Inanna/lstar will indicate that the elements of these motifs are icons of the goddess, 

specifically as divine prostitute. These two groups of motifs on ivories, combined with 

the texts, will in turn be related to our named t{urrian Astart of the Phoenician statuette. 

I believe that the motifs on the ivory panels, horse frontlets and statuette can be 

demonstrated to be all simply variants of the same icon of IstartAstart, the whore. The 

proximity in date, similarity in style of ivory carving, and repetition of iconographic 

devices, indicate beyond doubt that they all represent the same figure, with locally variant 

details. The recurring elements are: 

(i) A window formed of two to five inset frames, known from contemporary relief 

portrayals to represent the windows of palaces or temples. This window frames the 

central female, presented as head and shoulders, or simply as a head. 

(ii) Three to four inset proto-lonic column capitals forming part of the windowsill, over 

which the female figure looks; 

(iii) A female head en face with full face, broad nose and eyes outlined in kohVantimony; 

(iv) On the female figure, a heavy block-styled wig107 with forehead fringe, the wig 

itself usually withdrawn behind prominent ears; 

106 Frankfort. AAAQ. p. 321. 
107 Some variation exists. e.g. an elaborate Syro-Mesopotamian ringlet style (cf. Mallowan. 

Nimrod II. fig. 555, and p. 584). 
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(v) Fillets bearing pomegranate motifs on a number of examples. 

A number of significant variants occur in the motif of the "woman at the window". 

Occasionally the shoulders, apparently clothed, are shown,108 but normally, only the head 

and throat appear. Several examples have multi-strand necklaces109 and/or heavy 

earrings. 110 Most important, however, is the presence on several examples of fillets 

across the fringe of forehead hair111 and bejewelled frontlets, pendant from the fillet and 

hung with tiny pomegranate jewels; 112 others combine frontal pomegranate tassels under a 

square frontal piece above the forehead, flanked by rosettes. 113 It will be demonstrated 

textually below that the pomegranate and rosette, particularly when worn on a fillet bound 

on the forehead, were symbols of Istar as hierodule. It will also be demonstrated that our 

statuettte (Icon S), with its similar face, elaborate earrings, simple fillet and nude body, 

conforms to the type on the window ivories and horse frontlets. 

Discussion of the Iconographic Indicators of the Goddess' Identity 

At this point in the discussion, I should like to (i) present a representative selection 

of texts which support the identity of the_ figure in these ivories and horse-frontlets as a 

form of Istar; (ii) mention parallel references pointing to an association of Inanna/Istar 

with ivory panels, which tend to confirm our identification of these figures as 

IstartAstart. 

108 Cf. L. Rahmani, P. Larsen. The Museums of Israel. (London: Secker and Warburg, 1979), 
fig. 35; M. Mallowan. The Nimrud Ivories, (London: BM Publications, 1978), p. 31; H. Frankfort, 
AAAQ., p. 321, fig. 383; D. Harden, The Phoenicians, (New York, 1962), figs. 62, 65b, p. 284. 

109 Mallowan, Nimrod Ivories, fig. 33; Rahmani, Museums, fig. 35. 
110 Harden, Phoenicians figs. 62, 65b. 
111 Ilili!., pl. 62, Frankfort AAAO fig. 383; a square hung with four pomegranates is suspended 

from the fillet. 
112 E.g., Harden, Phoenicians, pl. 62. 
113 Mallowan, Nimrud I, 148, 149, 152. Mallowan thought that in fig. 555 (cf. our fig. 278) a 

single lotus bud adorned the fillet, but its shape is distinctly like that of the top of a pomegranate blossom 
(cf. our fig. 286 for comparison). 
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Selecting the chief iconographic elements in the "window" ivories, they will be 

presented by the following motifs, each supported by texts: (i) fillet (ii) forehead rosette 

(iii) pomegranate pendants; (iv) window; (v) painted eyes; and (vi) jewellery. 

(i) Fillet 

The fillets on these representations of "the woman at the window" take the form 

of simple bands (fig. 282), or cords round the fringe of hair (e.g. fig. 275 plus square 

frontal piece), or even of doubly woven cords with floral discs between them (e.g. fig. 

283). Fillets of differing widths were worn at this time in Assyria, for example, where 

broad ones tying at the back are shown on men and gods of Assyrian reliefs.114 Different 

sorts of fillets were found as early as the Early Dynastic graves at Ur, for queen Pu-Abi 

was buried with a diadem bearing pomegranate decorations. The religious significance of 

the motifs on Mesopotamian jewellery was established by Maxwell-Hyslop,115 but the 

precise meaning of such motifs on fillets portrayed on reliefs and burials often eludes us. 

Bearing this caution in mind, some attempt may be made to establish the 

significance of the fillet, often with forehead rosette and pomegranate pendants suspended 

over the forehead, when worn by the females on the ivories. We have mentioned above 

Herodotus' description of the crown of cord adopted by women of Babylon during sacred 

prostitution for Istar of Babylon (Herod. Hist. I. 199). A Sumerian hymn, describing 

Inanna at Isin in her temple, says "Your princess (is) the hierodule/( ... ) y;ho binds the 

mos-headgear on the hierodule". 116 From this we must assume that the cord fillet, or 

some sort of bound headgear, marked women to the prostitutional service of Istar, and 

was of significance to her cult in Mesopotamia. The hymn emphasizes that the goddess 

herself authorizes its wearing by votaresses in her service. Additionally, we know that 

114 K. R.Maxwell-Hyslop, Western Asiatic JewelleJY, c, 3000-612 B,C., (London: Methuen), 
p. 100. 

115n..;,1 11 .• p .. 
116 Cf. A. SjOberg, and E. Bergmann, The Collection of the Sumerian Temple Hymns. 

from Cuneiform Sources, III, 1969, TH. No. 30, lines 387-389. Unfortunately the exact nature of the 
.Illl1S-headgear is unsure, but it is clearly bound on ~-
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gtar herself wore headbands of wool, since there is a text recording 4 1/2 sheqels' 

weight of blue-purple wool for the circlet/headband (kilTiu) of the Aramaean Istar. 117 

Forehead frontlets were also observed by Jeremiah in Israel, for he condemned the 

frontlets of the whore in these words in Jeremiah 3:3: "You had a whore's forehead, but 

refused to be ashamed". It appears then, that the forehead fillet, for well over a 

millennium, was the hallmark of hierodules, particularly in !star's service. 

One is struck by the similarity of the word kilTiu ("circlet, headband")~nd the 

word kilili, which can mean" owl" or can refer to a female demon, dKilni. 118 We have 

noted (Icon P) that Istar herself can be called dKilili in her demoniac form, apparently as 

a bird. In exorcism texts, Kilili may be called "the Kilni demon, the queen of the 

windows, Kilili who leans into windows",119 or "Kiili demon who leans into (the house) 

through the windows". 120 This apparently refers to the Mesopotamian concept that 

illness-causing demons often flew into one's house through doors and windows. 

Scholars have grappled with the relationship of this demon to the later Cypriote Aphrodite 

Parakyptusa, "Aphrodite who leans through the window" (cf. n. 120), since the Cypriote 

i\start/ Aphrodite was of Levantine origin, and some Mesopotamian-Levantine-Cypriote 

lineage of Aphrodite Parakyptusa could be posited. Scholars have toyed with the 

similarity of the words kilffi (as demoness) and kilTiu (headband, fillet), since fillets appear 

to have been marks of prostitutes who solicited from windows. I suspect the answer to the 

dilemma of kilni lies in Mesopotamian religious thinking, which not only allows for, but 

hinges upon, opposite concepts with respect to Istar: !star causes illness by the "Hand-

of-Istar", and at the same time, is called upon to heal; istar causes wars and incites men to 

battle, but simultaneously ensures treaties and peace; in her storm role, she causes 

117 Cf.~ K, p. 358 u. ki.1D..IL regarding YAS,_6, 77:5. 
118 llllii. p. 357. 
119 E. Ebeling, Keilschrifttexte aus AUur, Reli~iOseo Inhalts 1923. 42:31 ff. 
120 .c..A..O. K, p. 357; H. Zirnrnem, .QLZ. 1928, 1 ff. and w. Fauth, Aphrodite Parakyptusa, 

(Mainz: Akadernie der Wissenschaften, 1967). 
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destruction and floods, but also gives lifegiving rains; she both roils and calms waters, 

and many other opposite prerogatives are attested for her. 121 It is ju~t possible that the 

opposing concepts of leaning into windows as a demon, and leaning out of them as a 

prostitute appealed to this Mesopotamian predisposition for opposites, especially when 

applied to Istar. If this proposal is correct, there may be a subconcious word-play on 

kilili/kililu ("demoness/fillet") which would make extended mythic sense to a worshipper. 

Otherwise, the two concepts may be unrelated. 

(ii) Rosette Forehead Piece 

It is known from Mesopotamian excavations that jewel rosettes of different sizes in 

precious metals were manufactured in most periods, and there is evidence that some were 

associated with Inanna/lstar. In the discussion of Icon E above, we have mentioned the 

prominence of "rosettes" (or stylized stars?) on many of the third millennium votive 

objects from Inanna's Uruk-Jemdet Nasr precinct at Uruk, and a number of her second 

millennium temples of the Ur III-Old Babylonian periods yielded pendants and discs 

bearing rosettes. 122 Finally, for the first millennium, some elaborate examples were 

uncovered in her Nee-Assyrian temple at Assur,123 among astral and sexual motif 

pendants. Similarly Mesopotamian texts in the form of inventories also indicate that such 

floral motif discs formed part of the goddess' clothing adornment. 124 We have evidence 

of graduated rosette discs worn on the head, and especially large ones on the forehead, 

121 An extensive list of opposite prerogatives of the goddess are outlined in a number of hymns 
to her, e.g. G. Farber-Ailgge. Der Mythos "Inanna und Enki" Unter BesoncJerer BerQcksicbtiiYDi der Liste 
~- Studia Pohl 10, (Rome, 1973). 

122 For rosettes on objects from her temples, e.g., cf. discs with rosettes/stars, from the Old 
Babylonian-Mitannian Nuzi temple of I!tar, see R. Starr, Nun II, (1937), pl. 120.00. 

123 Both votive rosettes and some apparently worn by the divine statue (frit and gold) cf. Andrae 
III. p. 96, 6 and p .. 101. 

124 Cf. Nana of Uruk, a byform of Istar, is said in Neo-Babylonian texts to possess garments 
with rosettes, cf. A.L. Oppenheim, "The Golden Garments of the Gods",~ 8, (1949), p. 174. A 
number of other goddesses do as well, which indicates that rosettes are not 12.U.Cili diagnostic of I§tar, 
although they do appear so frequently on her cult objects from the Uruk period onward. For example, in 
the Qatna inventory of B!let-Ekallim, a fonn of !§tar, is listed "1 sissatum-flower of gold inlaid with blue, 
yellow and red ... " (cf. Dalley Mari and Karana. p. 183). 
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described in the cuneiform sources as "the front rosette of the Lady of Uruk", viz. the 

Urukean Inanna/fstar. 125 It must be mentioned that roundels occur commonly in the 

Nee-Assyrian period among gold stars and rosettes sewn on the garments of gods,126 so 

that rosettes are not exclusive to !star. While the rosette was too popular a motif127 to 

have been exclusively hers, its recurrence on the temple objects and association with the 

Urukean Inanna/lstar indicates that it was, to some degree, or in certain circumstances, 

significant in her apparel. The variants among the Phoenician ivories having rosette-fillets 

may, then, have denoted Htar/A"start, although to a degree less clear than_ in the case of the 

pomegranate fillets. 

(iii) Pomegranate Pendants (figs. 274-275, 277-280 and flower fig. 286) 

Although pomegranates as feminine jewellery motifs date to at least the Early 

Dynastic burials of the Royal Cemetary of Ur, the pomegranate motif is undoubtedly a 

symlx>l of !star, specifically in her sexual role, as texts of the Neo-Assyrian period 

indicate. A Neo-Assyrian copy of an incantation, designed to persuade a woman to yield 

to the devotee's sexual advances, appeals to Inanna with these words: 

1 "[Incan]tation: The beautiful woman ( viz. Inanna) has evoked love; 

2 Inanna who loves apples and pomegranates, 

3 has brought forth potency ... 

5 ... Inanna ... 

6 She has presided over love. 

8 Its ritual: either <to> an apple or to a pomegranate, 

9 you recite the incantation three times; you give (the fruit) to the woman (to) 

have her suck the juice; 

125 Maxwell-Hyslop,~. p. 259. 
126 Oppenheim, JNES 8, p. 179. 
127 Cf. E. D. Van Buren, "The Rosette in Mesopotamian Art", ZA.NE 11, (1939), pp. 99 ff. 
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10 That woman will come to you; you can make love to her" .12s 

The ritual involves the pomegranate as an aphrodisiac acting on a woman, rather 

than giving potency to a man. That is, it enhances female sexual response, and here 

appears to be the fruit beloved of Inanna, just as it was for Aphrodite in the Classical 

world. 129 It should be noted that assumptions are often made concerning the pomegranate 

as a "fertility symbol" because of its many seeds,130 but, in view of the association with 

the apple, whose seeds are few, the question of "fertility" is moot; moreover, the 

incantation does not seek children, but sexual intercourse. 131 The suggestion that the 

breastlike shape of the apple and pomegranate evoked sexuality is, I believe, more viable 

. than the proposal concerning seeds and "fertility". 

Turning from texts to artefacts, the pomegranate figures on a number of objects 

from !star temples. For example, from the period of Tukulti-Ninurta I of Assyria, a 

number of glazed and metal pomegranates pierced for suspension were excavated in the 

cella of the temple of Istar-Assuritu in Assur.132 Some appear to have been applied to the 

divine garments, others suspended as fringes on a baldachin whose traces were located in 

the cella. Since many of the finds from her temple exhibited leonine, astral and sexual 

motifs, all known and verified textually as !star symbols, the accompanying pomegran-

ate, too, may be taken as a symbol of !star, though not necessarily exclusive to her any 

more than the lion, which is certainly her icon, is absolutely exclusive to her. 

128 R. D. Biggs, SA,ZI.GA: Ancient Mesopotamian Potency Incantations. Texts from 
Cuneiform Sources 11, (Locust Valley: J. J. Augustin, 1967), pp. 70 ff. regarding KAR 61 and p. 74, 
KAR 69, 5; cf. also Papyrus and Tablet. eds. A. K. Grayson, D. B. Redford, (Englewood New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, 1973), pp. 151 ff. 

129 Although the pomegranate in the Classical world is known as a symbol of Hera or 
Persephone in her underworld descent, where she ate the fruit, it is also known for AphroditefAstart of 
Cyprus, who according to Athenaios, planted a pomegranate there. (Cf. Grigson, Goddess of Love. 
p. 202; Paul Friedrich, The Meanina; of Aphrodite. (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1978), pp. 75, 
176ff. On the significance of the pomegranate in antiquity, cf. F. Muthmann, Der Granatapfel: Symbol 
des Lebens in der Alten Welt. Schriften der Abea;a;stiftuna;. (Bern and Fribourg: Office du Livre, 1982). 

130 E.g. cf. E. Porada, "Of Deer, Bells and Pomegranates", yanica Antigua 7, (1967), p. 116 
among many examples. 

13l For the pomegranate as a "lovecharm" in Babylonia and Assyria cf. Man 25, No. 87. 
132 Cf. w. Andrae, III, pp. 96 ff. 
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Interestingly the context of sexuality may be deduced for !star's pomegranate, 

since a building (dated mid-second millennium), believed to be a sacred bordello and 

belonging to one Attaru in Susa, yielded a significant piece of evidence. 133 Alongside a 

number of nude, breast-holding figurines and plaques of Mesopotamian type, were found 

a number of small terra cotta votive tables, one of which bore on its upper surface what is 

clearly a pomegranate blossom, and a circular band of design having the appearance of 

pomegranate seeds in cross-section. No comment on this motif occurs in the publication, 

but its application to votive tables in a sacred bordello is deliberate, and points to its sexual 

overtones. 

The motif also finds a significant application on a late contemporary object of 

interest. With respect to the fillets on the ninth-seventh century B.C. ivories, which have 

rosettes and pomegranates, one is struck by a seventh century B.C. electrum pendant from 

Rhodes (fig. 284) exhibiting many of the elements of the Phoenician ivories, which 

appear to represent lstar/J\start: the nude goddess on the Rhodian pendant is centrepiece 

of an extended composition. She wears a heavy blocked-style Egyptian wig and necklace 

and fillet like our figs. 273-281. Above her are two identical heads in a windowlike 

frame, wearing the same hairdo and fillet. (Note that similar double females occur on the 

Arsurbanipal relief depicting ivories on his bedframe134 [fig. 285].) Three large rosettes 

and fourteen pomegranates adorn the Rhodian c~mposition. A frontally rendered lion's 

face is placed conspicuously above the nude goddess in a fashion not unlike that of 

lionheads on some of the horse frontlets with nude standing above them (e.g. fig. 281). 

If !star's birds can be placed above or below her (as in the discussion of Icon P), it is 

reasonable to assume her lions, too, can assume upper and lower positions. Regarding the 

Rhodian pendant, I would suggest that each of the elements in it (the nude, the lion, the 

133 Cf. L. Trumpelmann, "Eine Kneipe in Susa", Iranica Antigua 16, (1981), pp. 35ff. and 
pl. IV. 

134 For these double figures at a window with balustrade, cf. R. D. Barnett, Assyrian Sculpture 
in the British Museum. McClelland and Stuart, fig. 170. 
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rosette and the pomegranate) is a diagnostic marker of a form of Istar/A"start, reflecting 

Syro-Phoenician interpretation of motifs ultimately Mesopotamian in origin. 

(iv) The Window: Solicitation According to Texts and Art 

The window motif on the "woman at the window" ivories (figs. 273-278, var. 

relief 285) has both textual attestation and a complex chain of related Old Babylonian 

iconographic antecedents, as we shall demonstrate. 

Texts 

An important Sumerian hymn to Inanna, in a copy from Nippur, portrays her at 

once as evening star in the sky and as whore at the window of the tavern. She is said to 

wear beads and a single gannent. The relevant section follows (lines 10- 12): 

"O harlot, you set out for the alehouse; 

0 Inanna, you are bent on going to your ( usual) window 

(to solicit) for a lover; 

0 Inanna, mistress of myriad offices, no god rivals you"_ 135 

A similar picture of threshold solicitation occurs in an Old Babylonian composition 

praising lnanna, which describes her at the tavern: 

"When I sit by the door of the tavern, 

Indeed, I am a prostitute acquainted with the penis".136 

Art 

Accordingly the goddess was imagined as soliciting passers-by from a position at 

doors and windows, as described textually. It is not generally known that the Phoenician 

window figures have counterparts in a series of Old Babylonian terra cottas of which only 

a representative selection can be given (figs. 287-293). These occur on terra cottas from a 

number of Mesopotamian cities, a predominant number being from Esnunnna and Kis, 

major centres of Htar worship. A number derive from !star temples or their environs 

135 Th. Jacobsen. Treasures. p. 140, and n. 246, lines 10-12. 
136 Cf. M. E. Cohen, "The Incantation-Hymn: Incantation or Hymn?" J..AQS. 95/4, (1975) 

pp. 605 ff. 
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(figs. 287 [Kititum temple] and 288, 289 [Kis], and possibly 292 [Nippur]). They 

exhibit shared characteristics, but also minor variations in iconography. Their most 

striking features are the frontal treatment of head and torso and placement of the hands at 

breast-level in a fistlike clench. Their typical headgear is a crown indicating high ranking 

divinity, and their garments consist of a voluminous cape and dress, totally enveloping the 

body. They display masses of heavy beads, often with twin vertical hanging pieces at 

the neck, the jewels being so heavy as to fill much of the frame. Some are enhanced by 

single stars (e.g. figs. 291 and compare similar anned, caped one with star, but no 

windows cf. fig. 187) or panels of starlike rosettes at the sides of the garment or roof edge 

(e.g. figs. 292, 293, and elsewhere). Importantly, some bear shoulder maces (fig. 289) 

or hold them (fig. 290) in hand, in postures which, we have demonstrated are 

characteristic of Inanna/lstar. A few are most peculiar in exhibiting marked abdomens, 

navels and breasts, amid or through t~e heavy garment, in a symbolically visible and 

unnatural manner (e.g. fig. 293; on others, breasts are clear). Throughout this 

representative group of terra cottas, the distribution of astral/rosette discs, weapons and 

revealing sexual features, and crowns of major rank, coupled with the origin of some 

in/near Istar temples, indicates that they are forms of !star. 

Moreover, although all deities wore elaborate gannents and jewels befitting their 

status, !star is said in many texts to wear a "great dress" and/or cape.137 Tens of texts 

137 It is difficult to know exactly the nature of lnanna/lstar's garments, even when depicted, but 
some leave the impression of being heavy and cloak-like. Inanna of the Uruk Vase (Icon A) appears to 
wear a single-layered wrapped garment, rather than the skirts shown on her priestesses. The same is true 
of the Early Dynastic vase fragment (Icon B), where her hand emerges from a cloak. This is not unique to 
Inanna/Istar in this period.One of the earliest clear pieces of evidence for Istar wearing a heavy cloak, from 
which she unveils, is the Early Dynastic shell plaque from near the I§rar temple at Mari (our fig. 129) (cf. 
M.-T. Barrelet, "A Propos d'une Plaquette Trouvee a Mari", SD 29, (1952], fig. 1) and the terracotta 
from her Early Dynatic Assur temple, where a cape is pulled back to unveil the figure (cf. fig. 126 and 
possibly fig. 124). An Old Babylonian terracotta (our fig. 173) from Nuzi, a major cult-centre of Istar-
Sau!ka, portrays a goddess with bald head, crown of rank, nude lower quarters and cape, features also of the 
!star of Nuzi (fig. 139), from her temple there. The comparison of the terra cotta with the little ivory 
from her temple indicates that the terracotta figure is possibly !star of Nuzi also. It is distinguished by a 
heavy feather(?) cape falling over the shoulders and down the back (cf . .ililil., fig. 7): compare the capes of 
the unveiling figs. l 72, 178 from Alalakh, hanging open from the elbows. We have noted the presence of 
a heavy cape-like panel from shoulder to floor on Istar-Sauska at Yazilikaya (Icon N-1), and the probable 
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from many periods refer to Inanna/I tar's jewellery as characteristic of her138 and great 

oversized pendants being offered at Sumerian temples were depicted on Uruk period 

seals. 139 Her necklace was so symbolic of her that, in the Gilgames Epic, in the section 

describing the end of the Flood, she swore by her necklace to prevent future 

!star on the Babylonian kudurru of Nabu-siim-iskun (fig. 271) shows both her and Adad swathed in heavy 
cloak-like garments. 

Textually, !star's items of apparel are difficult to distinguish, as are many garments generally, yet 
there is some evidence to indicate that an imposing cloak-like item was worn. From Ur III Umma, there 
is a record of wools delivered for manufacture of a garment for Istar of Zabalam: "a great garment 
<tug.mah) of Inanna in Zabalam" (G. Hackman, filN V, Temple Documents of the Third Dynasty of Ur 
from U~ma. 19:13.); I have also observed an Old Babylonian tablet in the Sumerian room of the British 
Museum (number not visible), a hymn to lnanna and Amausumgalanna, her husband Dumuzi, which 
addresses Inanna and states that her spouse "has donned a godly cloak like yours". Finally, a text from 
Nippur describing Inanna as evening star in the sky, and as harlot in the window of the alehouse at 
evening, refers to her donning of beads, the sign of a harlot. In the line immediately preceding, it says, 
"You my lady, dress like one of no repute, in a single garment (cf. Jacobsen, Treasures·, p. 140 and 
n. 246). Because one-piece dresses were common in early Mesopotamia (e.g. the flounced dress etc.), its 
description here as a significant feature emphasized as a single garment, must indicate that something 
other than a normal dress is intended. A single garment, not a dress, may be a cape. 

138 Jewellery, particularly necklaces, is mentioned repeatedly in myths about Inanna/lstar, and in 
her temple inventories. A few examples must suffice here. An early example is a text purportedly by 
En~eduanna of the Akkad period, in which Istar wears jewellery, clearly in a prostitute role: "Hierodule of 
An, much bejewelled/ who loves the lifegiving tiara, fit for en-ship" (cf. Pritchard,~ pp. 579ff., line 
3,4). In the Sacred Marriage, her jewellery is an important feature, as in this text of Sulgi: "I ornamented 
my arm with a bracelet, set a necklace of small stones around my neck" (cf. J. Van Dijk, "La Fete du 
Nouvel An clans un Texte de ~ulgi", (LB 963), Bibliotheca Orientalis XI, 3/4 (1954), pp. 83 ff., lines 16 
ff.; In her marriage preparations she is said to have "arranged the lapis lazuli about (her) neck, grasped 
(her) seal in her hand" (cf. Pritchard, A.Nil, p. 639, lines 16, 17). Necklaces and gold earrings are 
mentioned among other items in her cult texts (e.g. Frank. Kultlieder. pp. 51-55, lines obv. 13 ff.). Her 
jewellery is said to be a mark of her divinity in the Neo-Babylonian tradition of her Elevation: "(Anu) 
adorned her form with the dress of Anuship, with the resplendant light of Sin, with the splendid necklace, 
with the jewellery of deity he made her go shiningly forth, like the day" (B. Hru§ka, "Das 
spatbabylonische Lehrgedicht, 'Inannas Erhohung', Archiv Orientalni. [1969], pp. 473 ff., III, lines 81 ff.). 
The best known attestations of her jewels are those in the myth of her Descent. These include small 
lapis beads, egg-shaped beads, a awlillll (breast ornament), all for the neck or breast (cf. W. Sladek, 
Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld, Ph.Diss., [Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1974], pp. 780). These 
literary images find support in the amazi~g amount of jewellery listed in her Old Babylonian 
inventories at Lagaba and Qatna. At Lagaba approximately forty items of jewellery, not including single 
beads and other precious ornaments, are listed. They include armrings, vulvae,gold twigs, breast 
ornaments, earrings, seals, cords, and rings (Leemans, SLB. 1/1, pp. lff.). At Qatna, the Belet-Ekallim 
inventory listed each of her necklaces separately with the types of beads strung on it Some appear to have 
been donated by people whose names were inscribed on them (cf. Dalley. Mari and Karana. pp. 182 ff.). 

139 Parallel to those gigantic necklaces shown on seals, is the later priestly necklace of 
Abbabasti. A massive Ur III necklace, bearing the name of the priestess Abbabasti, was excavated in 
Inanna's precinct Eanna, at Uruk (cf. Maxwell-Hyslop,~ p. 65). It certainly was used in the goddess' 
cult, since it was dedicated to the priestess by the king, but because priestesses represented the goddess, the 
necklace is essentially Inanna's. Its craftsmanship and enormous size (with central bead of 3" height and 
length of necklace about 70 ins.) make it the envy of any woman to-day. 
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destructions. 140 These texts indicate that jewels, particularly necklaces, were identifiable ' 

symbols of Inanna/Thtar, and that the massive beads on the terra cottas may likewise 

identify Inanna/lstar. Jewellery is also known from texts to be an important symbol of the 

prostitute in the Near East, as we shall see immediately below; thus it had significance as 

indicator of Inanna/lstar and, in turn, labelled her as prostitute. · 

Returning to the beaded and caped terra cottas (figs. 287-293), whose rosettes, 

stars, capes and beads may be taken as signs of Inanna/lstar, are any other features of 

these terra cottas associated with her iconograpy, which are attested in texts? Two 

features of them are never commented upon in their publications, namely that they are 

never shown in full-length, as is most commonly the method of presenting deities and 

men in Mesopotamia. Moreover, they are framed by raised or bricklike rims (figs. 287, 

290-291). Some stand beneath distinctly gable-like structures (figs. 292-293). These are 

often considered to represent niches or shrines of the goddess, 141 and, indeed, deities are 

often shown in their shrines, although at full-length, rather than from the waist up, as in 

these terra cottas. This fact, coupled with the framelike arrangement emphasized around 

her, is I believe, meant to portray a window framing the goddess Inanna/Istar, as the 

divine prostitute appearing at her window. In fact, the symbolism may be twofold, 

encompassing the window of her shrine as well, since her astammu (esdam). "Tavern", 

by whose window she is said to sit, is known to form part of her precinct is some cities, 

and the Sacred Tavern is said to be hers. 142 Accordingly, the frame can represent 

140 Istar, having instigated the flood with Enlil, invokes her necklace in remorse and promise 
after the flood: " ... by the power of the lapis lazuli on my neck/these [evil] days I will remember and 
never forget" (cf. J. Gardner and J. Maier, Gilimnesh Translated from the Sin-legi-unninni Version, (New 
York: Random, 1984), col.iv, lines 164ff. Here the symbolic power of the necklace and its power to 
represent the goddess are evident 

141 L. Woolley, M. Mallowan, The Old Babylonian Period, !rn... VII, 19 63 , re pl. 78, No. 
131, U 7582. 

142 Many examples of Joanna's taverns exist. For instance, she says, "When I dwell in the place 
of beer / I am a woman; a princely hero am I / When I sit at the gate of the Esdam, / a prostitute 
acquainted with man am I" (Reisner, Sllli, pp. 106 ff, No. 56, obv. lines 37-40, 49 ff.). She appears as 
patroness of an innkeeper in a Neo-Assyrian perod incantation, where she is invoked to lay her hand on 
vat and mixing equipment (cf. KA& III, No. 144, obv. 21ff.). The precinct Eanna, or part of it, is 
specifically designated as her tavern: "~ dam,zu. your house, the tavern" (Weld Blundell 169, III, 12), 
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simultaneously both her tavern-window and her shrine whence she solicits, just as 

Btar/A§tart appears to solicit from her window in the Phoenician ivories. No 

chronological or lineal descent is implied from the Old Babylonian to Phoenician genres, 

since they are separated by a thousand years, but it is my contention that both groups 

represent the concept of Istar/Astart as sacred whore, a concept shared by both cultures, 

• but shaped by local iconography representative of their respective periods. 

(v) Jewellery 

We have noted above the importance of jewellery to !star in the Mesopotamian 

texts, and have proposed to deal with jewellery as diagnostic of !star the prostitute in 

Mesopotamia. 

Jewellery is known from texts, to be an important symbol of the prostitute in the 

Near East. In a hymn (cited above) addressed to Inanna as Ninegalla, with reference to 

her in the Sacred Marriage, as a whore at the window, the text continues: 

"You, my lady dress like one of no repute in a single gannent; the 

(the si~n) of a harlot. you put around your neck; it is you who hail men 

from the alehouse; it is you who trip along to the embrace of your 

bridegroom Dumuzi",143 

Likewise, the fuller image of the prostitute with painted eyes, dressed hair and 

jewels, leaning out the window, is echoed in several books of the Old Testament, for 

example, in II Kings 9:30 ff., where the writer, using verbal imagery exactly parallel to 

the Mesopotamian artistic repertoire of the "windows" ivories, describes Jezebel in 

precisely these terms: without ever mentioning the word "prostitute", he draws upon the 

and, in the period of Adadnerari I, royal restoration works refer to "the storeroom of the goddess !star of 
the courtyard, which is called the "Inn of the goddess Istar" (cf. A. K. Grayson,.Afil,l, p. 69, sect. 446). 
The nature of the a!tammu/bit a§tammi. whether as brothel or inn incidentally serving this purpose, or as 
temple of !star, remains unclear (cf. T. Jacobsen, "The Myth of Inanna and Bilulu", JNES.._12, [1953), 
p. 184). The issue is doubly complex since prostitutes (male) appear to have prayed in brothels and to 
have recognized Istar as promoter (cf. W. G. Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature, (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1975), p. 219). 

143 Cf. Jacobsen. Treasures, p. 140, n. 246, lines 19, 20. 
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visual image of the whore which must have existed in the mind of his listeners. He 

translates it into verbal imagery, and leaves the listener to deduce that Jezebel, described in 

terms generally known for prostitutes, must also be a whore ( or even cult prostitute?), 

and, by extension, faithless to Israel, and, more significantly, to God. 

In Ezek. 23 :40b, the prophet inveighs against harlots in these words: "For then 

you bathed, painted your eyes, and adorned yourself with ornaments". Similar statements 

occur in Jer. 4:30 and Hosea 2:15. In Hosea 2:15, in a statement describing Israel as a 

cult prostitute in the Ba~al cult, Israel as the cultic harlot decks herself with jewellery and 

seeks out her lovers. The image of the nation, faithless to God, as a promiscuous 

whore, was used by many of the prophets, perhaps most effectively by Amos. In Kings 

the image is brilliantly used to label Jezebel, not only as amoral, but, by extension, as one 

leading the faithful nation astray. Jezebel, as a Phoenician queen of Israel, fostering Ba'al 

and A.start worship, did precisely that. 

This small digression has been presented to illustrate how deeply religious icons 

of the sacred prostitute with painted eyes, dressed hair and jewels, leaning from the 

window, penetrated the literary- and thinking-processes of the Near East. It illustrates 

how .painted eyes, dressed hair, jewels and windows, were widely recognized as symbols 

of the whore, in particular, Htar/Astart. In such artistic and literary imagery, jewels 

figured prominently in Mesopotamia and Syria-Palestine as markers of the sacred whore, 

both votaress and goddess. 

(vi) Painted Eyes 

One of the most dramatic features of the "window women" on the ivory panels is 

the prominence of elongated eye~ and brows which were emphasized by kohl or 

antimony. While it was customary, as it is to-day, for both men and women in the · 

ancient Near East to wear kohl or antimony paste, for apotropaic and cosmetic ends, the 

eye make-up of Inanna/Istar receives special status in Mesopotamian texts from the 

earliest to latest periods. It appears to be a significant feature of the goddess, by which 
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she can be recognized. As early as the beginning of the Akkad period, a prism which 

lists epitheta derived from the literary tradition mentions djna(nna]. simbi, "Inanna-

(decorated with)-antimony" .144 Later copies referring back to the Early Dynastic 

Enmerkar, describe Inanna as in.nin9 dama.usumgal.an.na sim.zi.da.ni, "when the Lady 

(Innin) (decorates her eyes) for Ama'usumgalanna". 145 In the Ur III period, Inanna 

describes herself in these terms, in preparing for the Sacred Marriage: sem. zi i. bi.ma 

mi.ni.mar.mar.ra.gim, "When the antimony is placed on my eyes". 146 These c<:mtexts 

indicate the make-up was used concurrent with sexual activity, as in the Sacred Marriage, 

and its purpose is made clear in the Sumerian version of Inanna's Descent: along with all 

the garments and accoutrements of power which Inanna is obliged to remove at the 

Netherworld gates, is mentioned simbi, "antimony" .147 In none of the versions does she 

remove this cosmetic. Its sexual purpose is clear from its name given in the myth: its 

name is "Let a man come, let him come". We have noted immediately above that the Old 

Testament descriptions of whores repeatedly mention jewellery and painting the eyes. 

Painting the eyes, donning jewellery and playing the lyre have all been proposed by 

Fisher and Knutson 148 as characteristic of harlots in Israel and U garit, so that the Sacred 

Marriage/prostitutional use of it for Inanna/lstar in Mesopotamia finds parallels elsewhere. 

So strong was the identification of this make-up with Inanna/lstar, that its wearing 

was celebrated in one of her names in the Middle Babylonian godlist An= Anum, col. iv, 

line 27, where she is called dNin.igi.gun, "Lady-of-the-painted-eyes". Moreover, 

Mesopotamian texts often refer to the prominence and power of her eyes in more general 

144 Cf. J. Van Dijk, "Die Kleinfunde", UVB 16,(1960), pp. 58 ff, re. YQS. 1,11, I: 19-20. 
145 n,.;,-1 58 ~-,P· . 
146 J. Van Dijk, "La Fete du Nouvel An dans un Texte de Sulgi", (LB 963), Bibliotheca 

Orientalis 40, (1954), pp. 83 ff. , line 19 and similarly line 9. 
147 On this reference and its significance, cf. W.R. Sladek, Inanna's Descent to the Netherworld. 

(Ph.D. Diss., Johns Hopkins, 1974), pp. 80 ff. 
148 Cf. L. R. Fisher, and F. Brent Knutson, "An Enthronement Ritual at Ugarit", 28, 

(1969), pp. 165 ff. For the extended concept of false worship as adultery and illicit sex, cf. A. Fitzgerald, 
"The Mythological Background for the Presentation of Jerusalem as a Queen and False Worship as 
Adultery in the Old Testament", CB..Q 34, (1972), pp. 403 ff. 
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literary descriptions, only a few of which can be cited here. Her eyes have the power to 

destroy, but also to bless. It is said of her, "May your benevolent eyes be directed on 

me, with your pure countenance, gaze truly on me, drive out the witchcraft"; 149 "wherever 

you look with favour, the dying gets well, the sick gets up/var. the evil one is 

destroyed" .150 By the power of her gaze, kings are chosen: " ... when she raises her 

eyes, she chooses him". 151 While it must be said that many gods have similar powers in 

their glance, ·the phraseology recurs frequently for Inanna/lstar, and, combined with the 

emphasis on her eye-paint, indicates that her eyes and eye make-up were important 

expressions of power, particularly sexual power. They were so closely identified with her 

as to be an extension of her divine essence, whereby she herself bore the name 

"Antimony" or "Lady-of-the-Painted-Eyes". That the goddess should be one with her eye 

cosmetics should not seem strange, since we have o~served above that she can also~ a 

bird and lion, both outward manifestations of her power. 

Relation of the "Window" Ivories to the Horse-Frontlet Ivories 

Mallowan hinted at the relationship of the "Woman at the Window" on the ivory 

panels to the female figure depicted on a number of eighth century horse-frontlets found at 

Nimrud152 (examples are figs. 279-280), although he did not methodically work through 

the relationship. 

Non-human Figures 

A number of these horse-frontlets from Nimrod, of Phoenician craftsmanship,153 

are contemporary with the window women and datable to the eighth-seventh centuries 

B.C. Fitted _within the triangular space of these frontlets are a series of frontally presented 

149 Cf. H. Zimmern, Babylonische Hymnen und Gebete 1/3, (1905) pp. 19 ff., lines 37-38. 
150 E. Reiner, H. Gilterbock, "The Great Prayer to Ishtar and Its Two Versions from 

Boghazk~y", Ks. 21, (1967), pp. 255 ff. sect. 42. 
151 Borger, Esarhaddon. 16, 80:26. 
152 M. Mallowan, Ibe Nimrod Ivories. (London: BM Publications, 1978), p. 39. 
153 For an extensive study of them, cf. J. 1. Orchard, Eguestrian Bridle-Harness Ornaments, 

Fasc. 2, Pt. 2, (London, 1968). 
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nude female figures, whose nudity and association with winged discs indicate that they are 

deities. Moreover, no nude human prostitute could reasonably be expected to grapple, as 

they do, with lions, so that we must construe these ladies as goddesses. They hold lotus 

blossoms in one hand (fig. 280) or laterally (fig. 281), in the style of Qud~u-J\~tart (Icon J 

and figs. 102-103, 110-112, and later 182, 186, 221). Some grasp or stand on lions, 

also like Qud~u-'Astart (Icon J and figs. 110-112, 221). 

Full-length Variants 

They usually wear elaborate earrings and Syrian-styled locks arranged in a coiffure 

whose contour, at least, resembles that of the women of the ivories (figs. 279-280). They 

also wear wrist-and ankle-bracelets and necklaces. The important feature is a fillet across 

the coiffure front, most often decorated with a square plate hung with a pomegranate 

fringe, placed above the forehead (e.g. figs. 279-280) like those of the window figures 

(figs. 273-275 and 282). The pomegranate fillet, jewellery, facial and coiffure 

appearance, suggest that they are the same female depicted on the window ivories, as 

Mallowan observed. The hypothesis is advanced here that these females on the frontlets 

are merely full-length variants of the Phoenician window women of the same date. The 

heads are virtually identical in presentation of broad features, wide nose, prominent 

painted eyes, earrings and pomegranate fillets. 

Hallmarks of !star/A.start 

If this identification is correct, and our identification of the window women as 

Astart-Istar is correct above, then this goddess on the horse frontlets is Istar/Astart in the 

pomegranate fillet of the prostitute. The identification is further borne out by the presence 

of lions in hand (fig. 279), like the Akkadian !star, and underfoot, also like the Akkadian 

!star (fig . 281) and Syro-Egyptian Qudsu/Astart (Icon J and figs. 110-112, 221). The 

lion, of course, identifies the sexual pomegranate lady as also destructive/warlike. The 

lotus in hand as she holds it, was also characteristic of QudsufAstart (fig. 102-103, 110-

112, 182, 186, 221 ), so that the juxtaposition of sexual and warlike natures on these 
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figures appears to reflect precisely the same dual natures which we have seen so far in 

texts and icons of !star. 

Moreover, an identification as I~tar is supported by the very presence of such a 

motif on the front of the face of a charging warhorse (for that was the use of frontlets). 

This use can be reasonably suggested as apotropaic, just as !star's contemporary Assyrian 

presence on the front of a charging chariotpole was apotropaic (fig. 247). Istar often says 

in her hymns, "I go at the fore", 154 in contexts of protecting the king front, side and rear 

in war. She often tells Assyrian kings that she will go before them into battle, too, 155 so 

that the literary statement and the apotropaic appearance on horse frontlets or chariot fronts 

are a vivid representation of a coalesced literary and religious concept. It also shows that 

the icon of the nude Istar/Astart on the horse-frontlets was an icon of great protective 

power, rather than a mere object of art. 

Link With Icon S 

In the foregoing paragraphs, the frontlet figures, as probable Btar/Astarts, 

reinforce the identification of the window women whom they resemble, and suggest that 

they are goddesses rather than mere votaries. Both series, in, tum, link up with our 

- Phoenician figurine (Icon S), whose hair, face, jewellery and fillets resemble both groups, 

and whose nudity echoes that on the frontlets. The statuette, in tum, with its name,Astart 

of Hurri, suggests that the window women and frontlet nudes, whom it resembles in ... 

nudity, hairdo, jewels, eyes and fillet, are also i\start of Hurri, the Syrian Is tar/As tart . .., 

154 P. Schollmeyer, "Der Ischtarhymnus K.41 nebst seinen Duplikaten", MV AG (1908), 4, 13. 
Jahrg., K 257 + K 41, col. iv, 39/40. 

155 An example of Htar going before Assyrian kings in battle occurs in the oracles of Esarhaddon 
(cf. Pritchard, ANEI, p. 449 ff: "I. Istar of Arbela will go before you and behind you"). The concept of 
Inanna/fstar going before the king in battle goes back to the Sumerian period, since a number of 
Sumerian texts preserve the tradition. She talces this role apparently as a star theophany in one text: 
"When I proceeded to the front of battle/ as one who brings forth its bright light, I come" (CT XI.JI, No. 
13, obv. 25, 26). In a Sulgi text concerning the New Year, lnanna, in deciding fate, is called "Lady, Light 
of heaven ... , in combat, she who goes before you, it is I ... " (Van Dijk. Bib, Or. 11, 3/4, [1954], pp. 
83ff., section E, lines 15, 22). In one of her hymns of self-praise, her apottopaic function in war is 
explicit: [aoaJ-ku-ma na-~a-ra sarri i-na ta-ga-zi-su ,,, It is I who [am/exercise] protection of the king in 
his battlelll (Frank, Kultlieder, No. 6 = KAR 306, rev. 16, 21). 
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It will be recalled that the tJurrian Istar/Astart originated at least as early as ca. 

1500 B.C. in Assyrian Nineveh. How fitting that the original Ninevite !star, as the 

IJurrian Istar(Astart, in the form of her ivories should return to her Assyrian homeland. 

The Assyrians, who commissioned so much religious art, who utilized religious 

symbolism to the full, and who were aware of the power of divine representations, must 

have known the identity of the deities in the ivories, because such representations were 

potentially powerful, not merely decorative. Apart from acquiring ivories by iheft of 

furniture, or by acquisition of booty, the Assyrians and kinglets of Syria imported and 

commissioned Syro-Phoenician craftsmen156 to create such ivories. They may well, then, 

have been cognizant that the Syro-Phoenician A.start on these was none other than their 

own !star, transformed through her Levantine peregrinations. If the Assyrian kings 

discussed in Icon Q could honour 'Atarsamain of Arabia as their own, they shoul~ have 

had no difficulty in recognizing and utilizing the powers of the IJurro-Syrian ~start icon 

on the ivories. 

Inanna/Utar as a Panel 

There are two texts known to me which indicate that the Mesopotamians did, 

indeed, have a long tradition of representing Inanna/lstar forms on ivories, apparently 

as a whore. The first is a Sumerian text of the Old Babylonian period which takes the 

form of a song of Inanna.157 In it, the heavenly Inanna is described in the tavern, in these 

words: 

"When I sit in the alehouse / 

I am a woman, (but) indeed I am an exuberant man. 

156 For the widespread practice of exchanging and importing savants and skilled workers cf.~ · n · I O 0 
above. 

157 M. E. Cohen "The Incantation Hym: Incantation or Hymn?". LA.QS. 95/4, (1975), pp. 605 
ff. (BM 85201, CT 42, No. 22), lines 16-21. The term dim. ma .ti .la is used, as it is in Uiaritica 5, 
313: 28', = (malkiit C §inni} guttutu. I believe the translation of m.a.kJil as "panel" is preferable to 
"column" since ivory would be an unsuitable material for a weight-bearing element Presumably it could 
refer to ivory sheathing of a column, but curved ivories are far outnumbered by panel shapes. 



When I am present at a place of quarrelling ( tavern 

brawling?), indeed I am a woman, a perfect iv01y-panel; 

When I sit by the door of the tavern, 

indeed I am a prostitute acquainted with the penis". 
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The second text, an Old Babylonian copy in Sumerian, Akkadian and Hittite from 

Ugarit, 158 has been mentioned previously. It is a difficult text, since it purports to be a 

poetic description of a man's "mother" in Nippur, a description given ostensibly S<? that a 

messenger between U garit and Nippur can identify his "mother". I would suggest the text 

is, in fact, a litany of Inanna/Istar of Nippur, a description of her Sumero-Babylonian 

iconography drawn up for the U garitic cult, to acquaint U garitic cult circles with the 

original Inanna of Nippur. 

The reasons for proposing this identity are that the terminology used throughout is 

poetic, a form which would have been replaced by epistolary form, had a real messenger 

and mortal mother been intended, viz. as a letter of introduction. Additionally, the 

phraseology throughout is, almost word-for-word, traceable to hymnal materials used to 

praise Inanna/lstar in Mesopotamian religious texts. Additionally, reference is made to the 

king, and the "mother" is said the Akitu festival, a festival in which Inanna/lstar 

was prominent. Finally the name of the "mother'~$at-Htar, "She-of-Htar", an indication 

that she may have been a devotee, or priestess Qf Inanna/Istar, while, at the same time, she 

was Inanna/Istar herself in the hymnal terminology. This dual layering of thought is 

comprehensible when one considers that priestesses of Istar were considered to "be" her 

in ritual, as earthly stand-ins. 

The speaker indicates that the descriptions are to act as a sign of the mother: "If 

you do not know my 'mother' I will give you a sign" .159 Among the signs or symbols by 

which she can be recognized, we find sections describing her beauty, her light of the 

158 "Signalement Lyrique (R.S. 25. 421)", Ugaritica 5, (1968), pp. 310 ff., sect. 169. 
159 !lilii., p. 311. 
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horizon, her brilliant morning star, her identity as a carnelian, 160 her lead ring, her pieces 

of gold and silver, her pectoral, her alabaster statuette and then the significant entry 

emerges, viz. that she is [mla- ku- ut sinni gu-ut- tu- tu/ [s]a ul-~a ma-la-at. "an ivory 

panel perfect and full of chann". 

I believe that this and the previous text, in their similar lines, are presenting a 

statement that the carved ivory panel figures (like figs. 273-278) are "!stars". The concept 

may find parallels in other cuneiform texts which describe gold and silver "!stars", 

apparently jewellery pendants, 161 and in statements that she is copper or lead. 162 Moulds 

of nude goddess lead figurines occurred in her Assur temple,163 while lead figurines and 

their moulds (figurines believed to be !star) occurred in the Old Assyrian Karum 

Kanesh. 164 Here it appears that texts and artefacts are both referring to metal forms of 

!star figurines. It seems that the Mesopotamians were used to speaking of !star as existing 

160 This is an epithet of Inanna/lstar in (An= Anum, iv, 179) and note below (n. 158), !star of 
Babylon is described as a carnelian palm. 

161 In the Ur III period, two lists record an unusual object made in bronze and silver. The object 
is an ~-tar 1.abar and an d4-W ku,babbar viz., "a bronze !star and a silver Istar". It should be noted that 
it occurs just before an alam e4-tai:, "statu(ette) of Utar" and accordingly cannot~ a statue of Istar itself, 
but some form of her in metal. It may have been a star, amulet or even a female form of her. (Cf. 
H. Limet, Le Travail du Metal. [Paris,1960], p. 260; Text: Chiera, SLI. No. 190, iii, rev. 9, 10 and 
No. 191, iii, 19, 20 and 199, obv. 1-3). I suspect they may represent small metal figures used as amulets 
or in cult, of a type described by J. Vorys Canby, "Early Bronze 'Trinket Moulds' ", lraQ 27, (1965), 
pp. 42 ff. 

162 A difficult and broken Istar hymn has Istar say of herself, . [ ... ]-su a-na-ku ana-ku a-na-ak si-
par-ri, I am .... It is I who am ... lead ... bronze ... ", (cf. Schollmeyer, MVAG 1908, iv, 23 ff.). An 
equally difficult text presei:ved in Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian copies takes the form of love lyrics 
between Marduk of Babylon and Htar of Babylon used in a ritual. In these lines, the speaker addresses Istar 
apparently as Ninatta (wr. Ninayitum): at-ta ku-ri-ti-ia sa kaspi "You are my short silvery girl". In view 
of the fact that the same text a few lines later calls her "a palm of carnelian" (line 20), and a carnelian palm 
did figure among her cult inventory at Qatna, one seems to be confronted here with a literary/ritual 
expression that !star is shown as something small and silver, and also as a carnelian palm. I suspect that 
the small, silvery Istar is an ~-tar ku,babbar. "A silver Utar", of the type mentioned in the previous 
note, and that it, along with the carnelian palm, is an item of jewellery, probably amuletic, representing 
the goddess herself. For the text, cf. W. G. Lambert, "The Problems of the Love Lyrics", in Unity and 
Diversity, pp. 122-123, lines 2, 20. 

163 An Early Dynastic mould from her Assur temple is shaped to form rosettes, stars, double 
spears and nude goddess, for the pouring of metal (cf. Andrae, AIL T Af. 55ab ). 

164 Distinctive steatite moulds and lead figures made from them are characteristic of the Old 
Assyrian Karum Kanesh, ca. 1850 B.C. Some are single nude goddess types, others a "family" or divine 
triad. For the type, cf. Amiet. AAAO, fig. 458. 
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in gold, silver, copper and lead figurine forms, and, as our text indicates, in ivory panel 

forms . 

Such may be the case for our horse-frontlets and window ladies, who, in turn, 

find a parallel in the identified 'Astart of IJurri in our statuette of Icon S. Accordingly, we 

find her ivory sister-forms spread outside Phoenicia, through Syria and Assyria, and can 

identify their context as primarily prostitutional, secondarily warlike. From this, we can 

deduce that our similar statuette represents the prostitute form of i\start of tJurri, a form 

recognized in Phoenicia, Israel, Syria and Assyria through the medium of art. Her simple 

nudity, graceful hairstyle and fillet, far from being simple artistic elements, have proven to 

be meaningful and diagnostic iconographic elements. Like the inscription, they serve to 

identify the statuette as Istar/Astart in a "universally" recognized formula, and to share a 

rich sisterhood with the beautiful ivory panels and horse frontlets. 



Relief Stela of Sama~-re~-u~ur, Viceroy of Suf!u in Syria, 

Portraying and Naming Htar, ca. 760 B.C. (Icon T) 

Background 
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This limestone stela, 165 originally carved and set up somewhere near Mari, was 

found in the sixth century B.C. Royal Museum at Babylon whence it was carried as 

booty, possibly by Nebuchadrezzar II (604-562 B.C.). We know that it originated near 

Mari, since its commissioner, Samas-res-u~ur, was governor of Mari and Suhu, a figure 

independent of direct Assyrian or Babylonian rule, during a brief weakening of those 

states prior to their subsequent resurgence. The stela records the governor's works on the 

area, including canal building, tree planting and introduction of apiculture. This is but one 

of the ways in which the stela will prove unusual. 

The political background of this representation is important for understanding the 

admixture of iconography in the scene. The background is one of dissolution in the area, 

following the reign of the great Assyrian king, Adadnerari III (810-783 B.C.), whose 

weak sons ruled in short succession. The time of A~~ur-dan III from whose reign ( ca. 

771-154 B.C.), this stela originates, was one of plagues and revolts in the Assyrian 

heartland, a period when Assyrian power, already established, faltered briefly before its 

revival under Tiglathpileser IIl ·(ca. 745-727 B.C.). In the south, Babylonia was in an 

anarchic state under its king Eriba-Marduk. In Syria, where the stela originated, the 

Aramaean princedoms, normally in the grip of a stronger Assyria, struggled among 

themselves for supremacy. In the period ca. 800-780 B.C. strong elements of 

"Babylonization" had permeated the culture of Assyria; consequently one might expect a 

degree of _Babylonian influence in areas normally under Assyrian control, by osmosis. 

We know that Assyrian govemorates continued in many of the Aramaean centres, such as 

165 Published in Pritchard, _ANEf, fig. 533. 
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Til-Barsip,166 and manifested purely Assyrian art, exemplified in the palace paintings 

there. In other centres, such as Zinjirli, rulers like Barrekub employed Assyrian-trained 

artists and used Assyrian-styled furniture, but retained details of Aramaean dress or 

hairdoes on their monuments.167 The ethnic artistic idiom varies from place to place in 

Aramaean Syria at this time, so that no rule of thumb can be followed. In our relief, then, 

numerous ethnic, political and artistic elements are likely to be at work and manifest in the 

representation, making a number of statements through the iconographic medium. . 

Inscriptions 

Beginning with the inscriptions on the stela, the format is largely Babylonian, 

rather than Assyrian. The form of the stela deviates from the normal round-topped 

Assyrian stelae, and the format of organization varies from the current types, having 

addenda, and a curse formula out of order. This lack of assurance with Mesopotamian 

format is reflected also in the longer inscription, which, although written in Babylonian 

script, betrays the unfamiliarity of the Aramaic-speaking community with the Babylonian 

script, required for monumental inscriptions. 168 

In addition to the long text itself, there are epigraphs preserved by each of the 

figui:es represented, except for the large broken figure on the right. By the small figure 

second from right is inscribed, "Image of Samas-res-u~ur", thereby identifying the 

worshipping figure as the governor himself, dedicating the text. He holds a mace of office 

and raises his right hand to worship the two large deities facing him. Immediately before 

him is a large-scale male deity holding stylized lightning in each hand, and a small ring. 

The epigraph by him reads, "Image of Adad", that is, of the stormgod. Behind Adad, 

stands the goddess in whom we are interested. Her epigraph reads, ~alam distar, 

"Representation of Istar". Here, as with the Anubanini relief, and the relief of ls tar of 

166 Frankfort, AAAO, p. 300. 
167 !lilil., p. 304, fig. 358. 
168 Dalley, Mari and Karana, p., 201. 
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Arbela, we have proof positive of an identified Htar by a one-line epigraph on a 

monumental representation. 

The Question of "Image" 

It is significant that the label, salmu, "image, representation, statue", is applied 

here to an anthropomorphic figure of Istar, since four other representations of identified 

!stars, labelled ~almu, occur on stelae and rock reliefs of this period, ca. 870-704 B.C. 

These include monuments of Nabu-apla-iddina, Bel-Q,arran-bel-u~ur, Sargon . II and 

Sennacherib. Interestingly though, they are not anthropomorphic, but take the form of 

six- or eight-pointed stars. · The custom appears to span_ both Babylonian and Assyrian 

traditions.169 

The second issue concerning form is whether we have here a goddess on a symbol 

or a statue of the goddess on a plinth. In essence, they would be the same in the mind of 

the ancient worshipper, but, for our purposes, the question should be raised. In view of 

the box-like supports of the gods depicted, and in view of the relative position of the 

worshipper below the gods, one could suggest statues on plinths are being worshipped. 

Similar bases occur on ninth century representations of gods170 from Babylonia, but they 

occur more commonly on Neo-Assyrian seals and artefacts. A wallpainting from 

Khorsabad of the eighth century,171 in purely Assyrian style, depicts a god in posture 

identical with that of our stela figures. A similar, but taller and plainer, rectangular plinth 

supports a god with rod and ring, again identical in posture to that of our Istar, on an 

enamelled Neo-Assyrian panel showing the king at prayer before his god. 172 Many such 

rectangles occur under Neo-Assyrian gods on seals (e.g. figs. 238, 249, 251-252), 

169 Cf. U. Seidl, Kudurrus, Buhdader Mitteilungen 4, (1968), p. 100. They include Nabu-
apla-iddina's Sippar Stela, Bel-harran-bel-u~ur's stela, Sargon's stela from Larnaka, and Senna~herib's 
reliefs from Bavian and Judi Dagh. 

17° Cf. J. Oates, Babylon. fig. 136, where Marduk as conqueror of the waters of chaos, stands on 
such a plinth with waves. 

171 p A"' 99 arrot,~,p .. 
172 Ililii., p. 108. 
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where the astral-martial !star stands on a layered and recessed boxlike structure. Similar 

podia, which cannot be mere symbols, since they themselves bear divine symbols on top, 

occur in the Babylonian Kassite period, and podia are known on Old Babylonian terra 

cottas depicting gods. 173 Con temporary Syrian seals depict small niched rectangular 

podia under nude and unveiling goddesses. 174 Our podium mounted figures find their 

closest forerunner in the Babylonian kudurru of Nabu-siim-iskun (ca.1244 B.C.) (fig. 

271). Here, likewise, Adad and an armed Istarlike figure and second goddess, possibly 

an fstar byform, stand on podia bearing scale-pattern mountains, like those on our stela. 

Since such rectangles can be plain, recessed or bear symbolic water and mountain motifs, 

and since worshippers are always shown before them in worship, I take these forms to be 

plinths or podia bearing divine statues. However, they are simultaneously symbolic 

plinths carrying on them elements, such as waves or mountains, appropriate to the 

specific deity, an aspect to be discussed below. 

~almii: Statuary 

We know that gods, in particular Istar, were made in statue form since Istar often 

had thrones, chariots, tables, beds, etc., made or refurbished 175 for her cult. 

Conceivably, furniture could support an invisible god, just as some Kassite kudurrus 

portrayed empty plinths for an invisible god, but the existence of extensive inventories of 

jewellery and clothes in her cult further indicate a figure was intended for them. 

173 R. Opificius, Das Altbabylonische Terrakottarelief, (Berlin, 1961), 159f. where a nude 
gcxldess, playing a lyre, and very probably the prostitute !§tar, is worshipped by a kneeling musician. She 
stands on a small podium. 

174 Cf. Winter, Frau und OOttio fig. 300. 
175 An early example would be a late copy of a Larsa text of Sinidinnam recording manufacture 

of a gold, silver and carnelian throne for lnanna of Zabalam, cf. J. Van Dijk, "Une Insurrection Generale", 
KS. 19, (1965), pp. 1-25, lines 216-230. This is but one of countless examples continued down to the 
end of the Neo-Babylonain pericxl. 
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The famous inventories of !star of Lagaba and the Qatna inventory for Belet-

Ekallim, a form of !star, represented an astoundingly rich array of jewels and clothes176 

from the Old Babylonian pericxi. The Qatna inventory specifically describes the gcxidess' 

statue as entirely of red-gold, holding a sword of yellow gold. It will be recalled that the 
,( 

Hurm-Hittite Sauska-Istar had both masculine and feminine statues in standing and seated .... 

forms, according to similar tJurro-Hittite inventories (.fil.!.ll!A Icon N discussion). 

Chronologically closer to our stela, the Nee-Babylonian king Nabonidus recorded that the 

wrong statue form, a Lamassu, had been installed by the Urukeans, who replaced 

Inanna's gold cella and chariot with team of seven lions. Nabonidus restored the former 

!star to her cella with proper fixtures replaced, saying that the previous ones were 

"incorrect".177 Accordingly, we may judge that seated and standing statuary, made to 

specific iconic prescriptions, with specific cult furniture and accoutrements, represented 

!star. These examples, of the many which could be adduced, suggest the likelihood that 

statues of !star existed also at this period, and that they had to be "correct" 

iconographically. Such statues stood on throne daises, or animal statuary for podia, as 

proposed for our stela figure, Icon T. 

Ethnic Elements of !star's Iconography 

This stela's figure of !star so closely resembles the accompanying figure of Adad, 

as to be identical, except in gender and handheld accoutrements. In this sense, !star is a 

pasteboard figure, lacking the individuality within the iconographic canon which is 

demonstrated in many of the figures we have discussed so far. Having observed this, one 

finds little peculiarities of interest Let us consider the iconographic elements present, by 

area of ethnic origin: 

176 Cf. w. F. Leemmans. Ishtar of Lagaba and her Dress. Studia ad Tabulas Cuneiformas 
Collectas ab de Liagre Bohl Pertinentia. SlJLI (1). (1952). pp. 22 ff. For the Qatna material. cf. 
S. Dalley. Mari and Kamna. p. 182. 

177 Pritchard.~ p. 309. 
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Babylonia: The figure itself, and its surrounding presentation scene, though 

superficially Assyrian in style, composition and pose, receives its strongest iconographic 

input from Babylonia, as does the acccompanying script. Unlike the usual homed polos 

with feathers and star-disc in Assyria, the crowns are tall with single top row of feathers, 

a type seen in Babylonia as early as the kudurru of Melisipak (ca.1125 B.C.),178 in the 

later tenth century Babylonian kudurrus,1 79 and on Neo-Babylonian seals.1 80 The 

identical long, cylindrically rendered garments with capped sleeves worn by the gods are 

distinctive in the three huge circlets superimposed down the front. This style is not 

Assyrian, but finds its counterpart in two figures from Babylonia. Such circlets appear 

down the front of the loose capes worn on the similar gods of the Nabu-sum-iskun relief 

(fig. 271 ). They and the feather polos are clearly depicted in detail on a figure of Marduk 

carved on the ninth century seal of Marduk-zakir-sumi from Babylon. 181 On that 

representation, the circlets are seen to represent solar, astral, and other animal motifs. 

Oppenheim,182 on the basis of large gold star- and rosette-sequins found in temples, 

believed that these circles represented gold roundels or sequins sewn onto divine 

garments. The temple finds and text inventories from temples indicate that this is correct. 

It seems to have been a Mesopotamian custom, particularly in the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-

Babylonian periods, to sew such appliques, in gold, silver and semi-precious stone, onto 

wool or linen vestments of the gods, to create "golden garments". One example which 

Oppenheim cites is a text recording a truly stupendous amount of gold in sequins (about 

twenty-five pounds in weight), applied to the dress of Istar of Uruk. A staggering 

monetary valu.e would be set upon such garments, were they to be reconstucted to-day 

and, in antiquity, the value would have been astronomical. Such garments as the one on 

178 Amiet, AANE, fig. 519. 
179 lllli!., fig. 518. 
180 Th;A f' 8()6 li.WL•, 1g. . 
181 Oates, Babylon, fig. 136. 
l82 A. L. Oppenheim, "The Golden Garments of the Gods", lliES, 8, (1949), pp. 179 ff. 
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our stela, then, were of measureless value and, as such, items of prestige and power. 

Notably, this style is copied from Babylonia, as we know from the comparable Marduk 

illustration and from Oppenheim's reference to !star of Uruk so attired. Of course smaller 

ones were applied to Assyrian garments, judging from Assyrian reliefs. 

· In addition to the crown and garment, two other features seem to belong to the 

Nee-Babylonian iconographic repertoire. Although the hand position is Nee-Assyrian, 

the method of holding accoutrements is not. If we compare the Babylonian Nabu-~um-

iskun kudurru again (fig. 271), we see that Adad, on the left, holds the bow exactly like 

our fstar, though facing in reverse. Similarly, in the Nee-Babylonian seal (fig. 270), the 

armed Istarlike figure, though in Assyrian stance, holds her star-bow exactly like our 

figure, and wears the same feather crown. 

It should be noted that !star on our stela lacks shoulder weapons or quivers, a 

distinctive feature which we have observed in Akkadian, Old Babylonian and Assyrian 

!stars. The holding of weapons in the hands alone is observably a Babylonian trait, as 

we see from figs. 254, 270-271. In fig. 271, the Middle Babylonian Nabu-sum-iskun · 

kudurru, her ring and scimitar are handheld; in a beautiful and rare Nee-Babylonian relief 

(fig. 254),183 which we take to be !star on her lion, her left hand extends rod and ring 

and the lowered right holds a scimitar. This deity, in its crown, hair, plain dress and 

powerful figure, is similar to a mould figure, (fig. 255), from the Neo-Babylonian temple 

of !star of Akkad in Babylon,184 and, accordingly, a probable !star. The relief with 

scimitar and the mould from her temple bear no shoulder weapons, then. Similarly, in 

fig. 270, the Neo-Babylonian seal cited above, the bow of !star is held by the upper end, 

as on our stela, is topped exactly the same way by a star, and she otherwise bears no 

shoulder weapons. Nor have the Neo-Babylonian gods on the kudurru (fig. 271) 

shoulder weapons. However, a cursory glance at Neo-Assyrian !stars (figs. 230, 238, 

183 Oates. Babylon, p. 125, fig. 84. 
184 o. Reuther, Die Innenstadt von Babylon <Merkes}. WVDOG 47, 1926, Taf. 43, fig.band 

p. 144. 
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241, 248-252) demonstrates that, in Assyrian tradition, she usually carried one or more 

quivers or shoulder-slung-weapons, as she did in the Akkadian, Ur III and Old Babylo-

nian traditions. In the handheld weapons of the stela, particularly with star over bow, and 

in the lack of shoulder weapons, !star, then, is clearly Babylonian on our stela, Icon T. 

The last identifiably Babylonian feature of !star on our stela is the box-like podium 

with scale-pattern mountains, identified above as a podium for the divine statue. All three 

gods in the scene stand on identical ones. This feature occurs on the Nabu-sii~-iskun 

kudurru (fig. 271 ), where Adad, a central goddess, possibly !star, and a warlike !star 

with ring, scimitar and lion, all stand on such podia. The mountain motif podium, from 

my research, does not occur in Neo-Assyrian art and should be construed as Babylonian, 

though Assyrian seals do record plain or recessed podia. 

The meaning of the mountain podium is problematic. In the Icons of the Third 

Millennium, we discussed the presence of the U-shaped mountain base for Samas and 

!star, as Underworld settings in Akkadian and Ur Ill art, and noted Frankfort's differing 

interpretation of mountains as the "religious landscape par excellence, and ... therefore 

the normal setting for the epiphany of a god" .1 85 It was proposed there that mountain 

settings are less redundant in meaning than Frankfort imagined, and that each occurrence 

m~st be analyzed according to context. In this stela, and on the kudurru. it is noteworthy 

that the gods upon mountain podia are !stars and Adads. Adad/feshub, as god of storms, 

was textually and iconographically set on mountains in Ijurro-Hittite and Syro-Babylonian 

literary and artistic traditions, 186 so one sees that specific gods, rather than epiphany 

settings of gods in general, are intended. It has been my observation that gods, when set 

on any base with iconographic motif, have bases suited to their natures or mythic deeds: 

Marduk, as queller of the chaos waters has a watery base (fig. 299); the subterranean Ea 

185 Frankfort. AAAO. p. 112. 
186 E.g., Amiet, AANE, fig. 789, Syrian seal, with Hittite stonngod, 18th. century B.C.; 

Winter, Frau und GQttin, fig. 301 (0.S.) also fig. 110, 123. Note also the Adad(?) figure with bull, 
seated on mountains in the lower register of the Mari painting with I~tar, cf. A. Parrot. Sumer, Arts of 
Mankind. (New York: Golden Press, 1961), fig. 348 A. 
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of the underworld waters has a mountain throne with water streams, 187 both chthonic. 
. V 

Ba'al-Hadad, god of rains and storms, has a watery base188 at Ras Samra, and so on. 

The symbols suit the gods who stand on them. 

But what of the symbolism of mountain podia with Adad and Istar in the first 

millennium? Although gods in West Semitic tradition, namely at Ugarit and in the Old 

Testament, 189 do gather to, and reside in a sort of proto-Olympian mountain, the contexts 

in which mountains recur with Ba'al- Hadad-Adad are quite specific. They appear to be 

diagnostic of him as fulminator of storms, cloud-rider, deity benevolent in his rains and 

malevolenr in his floods and storms. Since !star, in fig. 271, also appears with him on 

mountain podia, does the mountain symbol here mean the same thing for her, or is it a 

chthonic indicator as it was in the Akkadian and Ur III art discussed above (Icon G) In 

addition to our stela, she stands on a mountain base (though not a podium) in the 

contemporary silver pendant from Zinjirli (Sam•al) (seventh-eighth century B.C.) (fig. 

232), so that mountain bases are clearly !star-associated in this period in Syria, not merely 

occurring on our stela. 

Mountain Bases: Adad and lstar as Meteorological Gods 

The interpretation of her mountain bases here seems to be different from the 

specific U-shaped chthonic mountain bases of the Akkadian and Ur III Inanna/lstar (e.g. 

Icon G ). In the scenes with Adad and on the Zinjirli item, no chthonic context can be 

deduced for Istar from any iconographic feature present, and the parallel use with Adad, 

who is not a chthonic god, indicates that a meteorological interpretation is worth pursuing 

187 Winter, Frau und GQttin, Fig. 459. 
188 Frankfort, AAAQ. fig. 294 (Ras Samra stela). 
l 89 Cf. Ba4hl ~aphon and El had mountain dwellings, and the mountain of divine assembly is 

referred to in Isaiah 14:13. El dwelt in a mountain in Ugaritic mythology (cf. T. Gaster, Thespis: Ritual, 
Myth and Drama in the Ancient Near East. [Toronto: Doubleday, 1977], p. 183 for a convenient 
summary). The Epic of Gilgames preserves the tradition that the heroes while adventuring in Lebanon 
"beheld the cedar mountain, abode of the gods, throne-seat of Irnini (a form of istar)", (Pritchard, .ANE.I 
p. 82, Tab. V, (i), lines 6 ff). 
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as an alternative explanation, particularly in the Syrian ambience, where mountains are 

often associated with the stormgod. 

In Mesopotamia, Istar at this period is often depicted with Assur, chief god of 

Assyria, or with her familial associates, Sfn the moongod and Samas the sungod, as 

daughter-sister Venus. However, a number of representations on Neo-Assyrian seals 

repeatedly depict !star and Adad together, as on our stela (figs. 248-249, 251). What is 

the relationship of Adad and !star which puts them together as a pair in art of the first 

millennium? 

We must begin by clarifying that Inanna/lstar, although not normally recognized as 

such, was, for millennia, a goddess of storms, winds and rains, much as we noted 

previously for the Arabian 'A!tar. In the Akkad period, for example, a dramatic hymn of 

Enheduanna described her in these words: 
V 

"O destroyer of mountains, 

You lent the storm wings; 

0 my lady, at your roar, you made nations bow low; 

... With the charging storm, you charge; 

With Iskur( Adad) you roar; 

With all evil winds you rage".190 

Jacobsen summarized beautifully the underlying meaning of these lines: "Her 

outbursts are not merely tempestuous, they are truly the tempest itself'. 191 In other 

words, we are not dealing with literary hyperbole here, but with a goddess of storms. 

This Akkad period text finds very important correlation in two contemporary 

Akkadian representations, fig. 300192 and 301.193 The first is an Akkadian seal 

l90 Jacobsen, Treasures, pp. 136, 137 for a summary. 
191 .llilil .• p. 136. 
192 H. Frankfort, Cylinder Seals, A Documentary Essay on the Art and Religion of the Ancient 

Near East. (London, 1939), pl. XXII, e. 
193 Parrot, Le Palais. MAM II, pl. XIV, f and fig. 24, M 1416. 
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portraying Adad with whip on his storm monster, an alternative to the bull. Before him a 

goddess, arms raised, stands in rain (depicted as waves) above a bull, the animal in turn 

being stabbed by a kneeling god. To the right, the reed bundle of Inanna stands behind 

the god with knives. Compare fig. 301, where the elements are nearly identical. This is a 

re-used Akkad period relief from the Old Babylonian palace chapel at Mari, a chapel where 

Istar was worshipped. The same bull with rain above, the same kneeling, immolating god 

stabbing with knives, and a similar goddess with upraised anns, occur together likewise. 

Despite small differences of detail, the elements are the same. In the relief, importantly, 

the goddess bears traces of shoulder maces in typical !star fashion, and wears hair typical 

of the Akkadian !star, as well as assuming a frontal posture employed for !§tar. For these 

reasons, and because texts tell us that !star was worshipped in this chapel, I take the 

goddess of the. relief to be Btar. I believe that she is the same figure as the goddess in the 

seal (fig. 300), who floats in the rainlines, with anns likewise upraised, a figure which, 

by dint of its nearby Inanna bundle, is also identifiable as !star in the same setting and 

posture.194 ff these scenes with identical components are indeed the same in content and 

meaning, we have the same mythic event in both,namely, !star presiding at the slaying of 

a mythic bull accompanied by rain. The meaning of these scenes is unsure but an attempt 

may be made to understand them. 

Examination of fig. 303, another Akkad period seal, shows the same bull-slaying 

occurring before Adad on his storm monster and before a nude goddess on similar 

monster. This goddess is normally interpreted as Sala, the colourless consort of Adad, 

but, like Van Buren, I believe that she is Btar, as in the preceding paragraph, for several 

reasons. !star is textually said to~ and to have an u§um~al, a mythic dragon-monster, 

and, indeed, the armed and astral Btar is depicted on a storm monster in our Assyrian 

194 E. D. Van Buren likewise concluded that this was Istar in her now standard article, "The 
Rain- Goddess as Represented in Early Mesopotamia", Analecta Biblica et Orientalia 3, Oriens AntiQuus, 
pp. 343 ff., although Van Buren did not notice the faint traces of the shoulder maces on the relief which 
identify it as Istar. 
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seal, fig. 242. The so-called Sala often carries lightning, and we have noted !star's 

powers over lightning and storms. The "Sala" is often nude, and nudity is, of course, 

diagnostic of different forms of !Star. If I am correct, all of these seals of the bull-

slaying, and of Adad and "Sala", as well as the similar Mari relief, show Htar in slightly 

varying iconography, repeatedly associated with rain. Is there supporting textual evidence 

and if so, why is she a storm-rain goddess to any degree? 

Her storms were alluded to above, and to that example may be added a 

representative few: 

(i) She says in hymns, "I trouble the water (and) it does not clear, I stir the fire (and) 

it is not extinguished."195 

(ii) She is accompanied by a dog, a lion and the light winds in her journey to Abzu, 

when she brings forth water.196 I suspect tharthe dog represents Canis Majoris= 

Sirius (the Dogstar). In Mesopotamia, astronomical texts tell us that the Bowstar 

is Istar (of Babylon and of Elam) in the month Abu (late August)197 and that the 

constellation, rising heliacally in the fifth month (Abu), affects irrigated land and 

cultivation.198 In short, when the Bowstar rises heliacally in August, it is Istar 

making her influence on irrigation felt. The reason is that "Venus ... has well-

determined periods of invisibility, (so that) the ancients substituted for it a fixed 

star of similar appearance, to which the worshipper could tum during Venus' 

absence".199 When lstarNenus disappeared in Abu, Sirius the Bowstar, which 

rose at that time, took her place as an alterate "!star" in the sky. 

195 Pinches, £SBA (1909), p. 29, re K. 257. 
196 H. Figulla, CT 42, (1959), No. 14, obv. 14-18. 
197 Pinches, £SBA (1909), p. 25. , 
198 E. Reiner, D. Pingree, Babylonian Planetary Omens, Enuma Any Enlil, Tablets 50-51, 

Bibliotheca Mesoporamica 2, Bro 2, Malibu: Undena, p. 57. 
199 H. Lewy, "!star-Sad and the Bow Star", AS. 16, (1965), p. 275. 
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Now the Bowstar in Middle and Neo-Assyrian astronomical texts, was 

part of the hind legs of Canis Majoris,200 while in literary traditions it represented 

the bright star Sirius. 201 We have mentioned a text of Asforbanipal in which he 

celebrated the Sirius Bowstar festival in Abu, within the cult of Btar of Arbela. 

The forementioned indicate that two traditions (astronomical and literary) co-

existed in first millennium Assyria, by which the Bow could be part of Canis 

Majoris or of Sirius, in which form it could take !star's place in her absenc~. This 

explains a confusion or admixture of the Canis Majoris-Sirius-IstarN enus figure. 

Consequently, it is reasonable to suggest that !star's "dog" with the light winds 

was Canis Majoris heralding rains and floods. Perhaps, signficantly, the rising of 

Sirius in Egypt marked the start of the inundation and beginning of the New 

Year.202 

(iii) Other astronomical texts reflect her rain powers, e.g., "When Dilbat (Venus/Btar) 

at her rising, stands high, rain and flood will come; when Venus rises to the zigpu 

stars, rain will be withheld".203 On another occasion an astronomical text tells us, 

"When Erfi reaches the Pleiades, Adad will cause a flood; Venus stands in the 

Pleiades". 204 

(iv) In poetic materials, too, her rainbringing is attested. In an Inanna hymn, she says: 

"I step onto the heavens and the rain rains down";205 in the Early Dynastic 

tradition of the battle against Aratta, she witholds rain, bringing drought to 

200 !Jili!., pp. II and 57. The Bow (ffiu1BAN) is normally considered to be the region of delta 
Canis Majoris" (Van der Waerden, INfS. 8, [1949], p.16) or Canis Majoris without Sirius, plus other 
stars (F. Gossmann. Planetarium Babylonicum. SL IV 2, [1950], p. 14). 

201 H. Lewy, AS. 16, (1965), p. 275. 
202 D. G. Kendall, S. Piggott et al., The Place of Astronomy in the Ancient World, (Oxford UP, 

1974), p. 54, and Sir A. Gardiner, Emt of the Pharaohs, (Oxford UP, 1979), p. 65. 
203 F. x. Kugler, Sterkunde und Sterndienst in Babel; Assyrioloiische, Astronomische, und 

Astralmytholoiische Untersuchunieo Eria»zuoieo zum I und II Buch· I: Zur Alteren Bestimmunien 
Babylonischer Gestirnnamen. (Milnster, 1913), p. 183 

204 !Jili!., p. 194. 
205 Jacobsen, Treasures, pp. 136-137. 
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Aratta.206 A nam.sub song of Inanna, as "Star of Heaven", gives a Sumerian 

poetic tradition wherein she is addressed in these words: "Innin, your breast is 

your field; ... water flowing from on high (for) the lord ... ; I will drink it from 

0 · As ne h b . " rth t I " 201 y u, .. . . o w o nngs 10 wa er, come... . 

(v) Her beneficial rainbringing is, nonetheless, counterbalanced by her destructive 

flood nature in the typical opposing dualism which, we have mentioned, is so 

characteristic of her in Mesopotamia. One of her names in An = Anum iv, 36, is 

dNin.a.nim.ma, "Lady of High Water". The En~eduanna hymn states of her, 

"Vegetation ceases when you thunder like lskur (Adad), you who bring down the 

flood from the mountain".208 As the flood she states, "a-bu-bu sa e-mu-Q.a-su k 

~="A flood whose stren~th is lofty (am l},"209 a series of epithets which, 

because high waters fill canals, makes good sense of the naming of canals in 

honour of her.210 As ulu, a us~ "Rider of the Stormwind",211 and sa-k[i-nla-at 

me-hi-e sa-a-ri ra-(ha-sil, "the one who establishes storm, wind, (and) v .,_ 

ra[inshower]",212 her powers over both wind and water can best be seen to be 

meteorological, like those of Hadad-Adad-Ba1al. 

Meteorological Activities Shared by Inanna/litar and Adad 

Many more texts could be cited to illustrate that lnanna/Istar, like Adad, but to a 

lesser extent, is not only metaphorically tempestuous, but actually functions through 

wind, storms and rains. This role is not merely a metaphor for destruction, but stems 

from the close link between the astral and the meteorological in Mesopotamian thinking. 

206 llilil .• p. 136. 
207 Jacobsen. Treasures. p. 136. 
208 Cf. Pritchard,~ p. 579 ff., lines 10, 11. 
209 Reisner, Sllll. No. 56, pp. 106 ff, obv. 22/23 ( Neo-Babylonian). 
210 E. Ebeling. B. Meissner. Reallexikon der Assyrioloiie II. Berlin, 1938, Datenlisten, p. 150 

(U 8810 A), line 122 (Ur of the Larsa Dynasty). 
211 "Untersuchungen zur Sumerischen Grammatik, Fortsetzung". ZANE 14, p. 107, re CT 26, 

33-34, 1-54. 
212 Ebeling, KA& 306, rev. 10. 
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It is extremely important to note that this storm role is inherently neither derivatively nor 

additionally part of Inanna/lstar. It is intrinsically part of her astral nature, since the 

Mesopotamians believed that meteorological events (like ominous ones) depended upon 

the astral bodies. In the case of Btar we have noted that rain, for instance, depended upon 

where and when she stood or appeared in the sky. Accordingly, it is appropriate that 

Adad and !star, as meteorologically active gods, should appear jointly in Mesopotamian 

iconography, as they do on our stela. 

Their association is an ancient one, traceable to ca. 1800 B.C., if not earlier, and 

flourishing a thousand years l_ater in our stela. Some of the earliest and best attested 

asociations of Istar with Adad come from the ljurrian milieu. In a deed of Abba-El, king 

of Aleppo (18th century B.C.), reference is made to an oath by Adad and rstar ;213 larimlin 

of Alalakh ca. 1770 B.C. also took an oath upon installation by Adad and Istar,214 who 

are believed to have shared a temple there, as they did at tJurrian Nuzi. Idrimi ca.1480 

B.C. called himself "servant of Adad, ~epat and !star, Lady of Alalakh".215 Wegner, in 

her study on the ljurrian Sauska/lstar, deduced that, in the east-IJurrian milieu (e.g. 

Nuzi), !star of Nineveh was wife of Teshub (Adad), and both stood at the head of the 

pantheon in Mitanni. Only in the west -IJurrian orbit was !:{epat wife of Teshub. 

The link of Adad with !star is attested in many texts of the Middle and Neo-

Assyrian periods, but a few must suffice as examples. In blessing and curse formulae . 

they occur together, for example, in a curse from the time of Adadnerari I ( ca. 1300 

B.C.): " ... May the god Adad overwhelm him with a terrible flood ... ; ... May the 

goddess !star my mistress, bring about the defeat of his land ... ; ... May the god Adad 

strike his land with terrible lightning, etc. "216 A Middle Assyrian curse from Nuzi calls 

213 D. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets. (London, 1953), p. 25, obv. 16 ff, "an oath of Adad 
and !star he made". 

214 Thi~ 63 J.lUl,l,, p. . 
2l5 L. Woo_lley, Alalakh 18; (1955), p. 262. For the association of Adad and Istar at Aleppo 

and Alalakh, cf. N. Nacaman, "The Ishtar Temple at Alalakh", 39, (1980), pp. 209 ff. 
216 A. K. Grayson, AR.I, 1972, sect. 38 and similarly sects. 396,400,440,448. 
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upon Adad and Is tar of Lubdu to destroy progeny. The tradition of linkage seems to 

continue into the Neo-Assyrian period, since a treaty of Assurnerari V (ca.753 B.C.) 

invokes, as a group, !star of Nineveh, !star of Arbela, Adad of Kurba-11 and Adad of 

Aleppo, an association continued into the reign of Esarhaddon.217 These few select 

documents represent a much wider tradition of association of the two deities from at least 

1800 B.C. in Syria, and from at least 1300-600 B.C. in Assyria. I expect a thorough 

documentation on this subject would push the date back much farther, but this information 

is sufficient here to indicate a long textual history in the area, linking Adad and Istar. 

Assyrian Features of the Stela, Icon T 

Some effort has been expended to enumerate this stela's Babylonian and 

meteorological features, but a brief note should be made of its remaining features which 

are Assyrian and Syro-Aramaean. The Assyrian link of !star and Adad is well 

documented in Neo-Assyrian glyptic where Adad and Istar repeatedly stand together (e.g. 

figs. 248-249, 251), as here. A brief count easily yielded seven clear examples,218 and 

the number could be greatly extended. They and a number of Assyrian representations 

reveal, by comparison, that our stela (Icon T) possesses a number of Assyrian 

iconographic devices, though far fewer than the Babylonian ones present on our icon. 

For instance, we have noted that the scale of figures, elevation of gods on podia, and 

layout of the presentation scene are Assyrian.219 Almost identical postures, scale, 

garment and fez of worshipper occur at Neo-Assyrian Assur, Nimrod and provincial Til-

Barsip.220 

217 Cf. Pritchard, ANET p. 533, 538. 
218 These are A. Moortgat, Vorderasiatische Rollsiegel. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte der 

Steinschneidekunst. (Berlin, 1940), pl. XXXIII, c, f, i, k, all ca. 900-700 B.C.; B. Buchanan, Catalogue 
of Ancient Near Eastern Seals in the Ashmolean Museum I, Cylinder Seals, (Oxford, 1966), fig. 603, 
632 and Wiseman, Cylinder Seals . pp. 60 ff. 

2l9 Cf. Parrot, Assur, p. 99 fig. 
220 l.lili1., pp. 12, 71, 99. 
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On our stela, the goos appear to have pendant a long piece below the ends of the 

curled hair. Normally this would be a fringed cloth headsash, ubiquitous on Assyrian 

monuments, which fitted over and under crowns and tied at back. However, here the item 

appears to be crimped, like a hair-piece or extension of natural hair. That such existed is 

clear from the contemporary Assyrian paintings in the governor's palace at Syrian Til-

Barsip221 which retain detail and colour. There, a male figure with lotus sports the usual 

crimped coiffure of Neo-Assyrian style, but also a black, crimped hairpiece(?) or 

extension of natural hair, exactly like that on our relief. This Assyrian detail of fashion is 

oddly preserved among largely Babylonian iconography on our stela. 

Syro-Aramaean Elements 

Two minor elements on the stela, in the depiction of Istar, appear to be S yro-

Aramaean. The first is the long forelock or ringlet of hair hanging in front of her ear. 

Though she has similar heavy locks in Akkad-Old Babylonian figures, the ringlets here 

are of a later tradition . This style is generally accepted as Aramaean, since it occurs on 

contemporary statuary from Syrian Tell Halaf and on reliefs from Zinjirli.222 Finally, 

the high "choker" necklace of !star, while it is difficult to pinpoint, does occur on a female 

figure from contemporary Kapara,223 and could be Syrian. 

Summary 

This stela is significant in a number of ways. It demonstrates that two· forms of 

!star, as textually verified ~almii. viz. identifiable images, were recognized 

simultaneously in Mesopotamia during this pericxi, one anthropomorphic, and one as 6-8 

pointed star. It is also notable that a millennium-long tradition of Adad and Istar 

association, as destructive and meteorological deities in Syria and Assyria, is represented 

here. Perhaps one of the most fascinating observations to arise from this stela is how 

221 Parrot, .Asm, p. 101. 
222 Cf. Frankfort, AAAO. figs. 339, 355. 
223 llilil., fig. 338. 
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precisely the political situation of the area of origin is reflected in the goddess' 

iconography. When Assyrian fortunes were temporarily waning locally, the Assyrian 

elements gave way to predominantly Babylonian ones, possibly because of influence from 

that area. It is also interesting to note that this independent governor still adhered to 

Mesopotamian iconography with little local Aramaeanism, just as the cutter of Baraq's 

seal (Icon Q) did, even though Syro-Aramaean art was well developed in contemporary 

states of the area. The conservatism of religion and of tradition in the Near East was 

amazingly persistent. 



Three '-s-t-fr)-t Forms Named and Depicted on an Egyptian Relief 

From the Temple of Amun at Hibis, Khargeh Oasis. 

(Period of Darius I, II, ca. 520-404 B.C.) (Icon U) 

Background 
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About 150 miles to the west of Thebes in Egypt, lies a string of oases in the 

Libyan Desert. The largest of these, the Khargeh Oasis, is known for a well-preserved 

temple to the Egyptian god Amun, which flourished from the Persian to Ptolemaic 

periods. 224 Though their remoteness fostered local Libyan elements in culture, these 

oases always maintained close contact with the Nile Valley. This situation was manifest 

in the art of the temple. The Hibis Amun temple was not of Egyptian, but of Asiatic, 

origin, going back to an Asiatic colony of the Twentieth Dynasty of Upper Egypt 

(ca.1200-1100 B.C.). However, the admixture there of Syrian and Egyptian elements 

was so successful that Stadelmann could say, "es scheint aber, dass sich dort die 

syrischen Gottheiten sehr stark mit den Agyptischen Vermischt haben und sich somit ihr 

Eindringen in den agyptischen Tempel von Hibis erklaren lasst1f225 

The context of the relief in which we are interested, and which was published by 

Leclant,226 is the north wall of the cella. Here the king is depicted in true Egyptian style, 

sacrificing to the gods. The wall is divided into three superimposed registers, each with 

the king on extreme right, offering to a file of gods to the left, facing him. OurAstar(t) 

occurs in the central register, as sixth, seventh and eighth deity from the right, between 

Khnum (before), and Re~f (behind). 

224 J. Baines and J. Malek, Atlas of Ancient Emt. (Oxford: Phaidon, 1980), p. 187. 
225 R. Stadelmann, S& (1967), pp. 148-149. 
226 J. Leclant, "Astarte a Cheval d'apres les Representations Egyptiennes", SD 37, (1960), 

pl. III B. 
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Multiple Forms and Inscription 

Surprisingly, there are three figures in this file, each named by a group of 

hieroglyphs above it as 'Ast(r)t, without further qualification. Unlike the Yazilikaya reliefs 
I/ 

(Icons N-1 and N-2), where Sauska's separate byforms on opposite walls were 

iconographically distinct and significant, the appearance of three forms together in this 

relief~ not be of great significance, since Thoth on the same register occurs in two 

separate forms, and it appears that Hathor occurs twice on the bottom register. Because 

these duplicated goos are each grouped together in an ~start, Thoth or Hathor group/pair, 

I am applying the same principles used for Yazilikaya, that duplicated gods grouped 

together are local variant forms, rather than mythically or iconographically distinct ones, 

such as were the two Y azilikaya Sauskas set far apart and on opposite walls. Tentatively, 

I would suggest the arrangement here may point to the grouped i\sta(r)ts as local 

variations of A.start, but one must first examine the individual representations before 

making conclusions. 

Iconographic Features 

It is easiest perhaps to discuss our three ~sta(r)ts by eliminating what each has in 

common, before dealing with the difficulties. All are young women, with slim figures, 

wearing the tight dress with plunging neckline seen on the earlier stelae of <A start (Icons 

H?, K, M, 0). Each is in profile, each wears a heavy pectoral (like our Icon H), and each 

is a war goddess-archeress. It should be noted that three identically armed and dressed 

gcxidesses with different crowns, not depicted in our study, occur on the south wall, the 

left one of which Leclant thought was an ~~tart, though the inscriptions are missing. 227 

Irrespective of whether any or all of those on the south wall are i\~tart, it will be noted 

that the dress, weapons and posture with one lowered arm holding an arrow and the 

227 I have not included them in this discussion because they bear no inscription identifying them 
as 'Astart, and because poses and accoutrements make them suspect as Mtarts, particularly those on the 
right. 
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lowered extended hand holding bow and arrows, is a stereotypical one common to the 

identified Astarts (Icon U) and the possible ~starts on the south wall. 

However, in _our north-wall goddesses, there are variants among the three archer-

A.Sta(r)ts. Though armed identically, each holds her bow and arrows differently. The 

righthand figure extends bow and arrows in her left hand and holds two arrows in her 

lowered right. The central figure raises her bow and arrow and holds one hand lowered. 

The rear figure places an arrow in her bow as if to shoot. Interestingly, only the righthand 

figure wears a quiver on her left shoulder, though the other two are also archers. Arrows 

were seen to be a feature of the stelae A start (Icon H) and, it will be recalled, bows and 

arrows were distinctive of Istar in Old Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian Mesopotamia (e.g. 

figs. 205-206, 243, 245-246 Old Babylonian; Icon R, and figs. 230-231, 240-241, 248-

252, Assyrian), and of !star at Nuzi in the t{urrian period (fig. 139). In those cases, we 

proposed that it was a feature so diagnostic of Istar as to separate her from representations 

of"Anat who normally wields the axe, but never bow and arrow. 

Local A§tar(t)s 

The two remaining significant differences are the crowns on the figures, and the 

mount of the seated central A~tar(t). The two outer A~tar(t)s wear the red crown of lower 

Egypt, while the central one wears the white crown of Upper Egypt. We have noted that 

the Eighteenth Dynasty stelae and seal J\starts wore the~ crown (a white crown with 

two sideplumes) (Icons H, I, and K and M), some with Asiatic streamers, whereas 

another in Icon O wore the complex Hathor naos with volutes. Normally, separation of 

the crowns indicates that a deity is from Upper or Lower Egypt. If this is meaningful 

here, we have the two virtually identical pedestrian archeresses of the right and left of the 

trio of A~tar(t)s, on the one hand as goddess of Lower Egypt, and on the other as goddess 

of Upper Egypt. This, I presume, is a reflection of the fact that A~tar(t) was worshipped 

in both Lower and Upper Egypt. In the Eastern Delta, from the "Hyksos" period 

onward, and, in particular during the period of Ramses II, at Piramses, she received 
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devotion, as noted for Icon M. In Lower Egypt, too, at Memphis, she had a cult from 

ca. 1400 B.C. onward as noted for Icon 0. In those discussions, we observed that the 

Lower and Upper Egyptian c.-A~tarts were of Syrian origin, the former via Syrian 

infiltration across the landbridge, and the latter through seaborne colonization of the port 

of Memphis. 

The central equestrian Astar(t) of the trio, here in white crown, must be 

understood as A~tar(t) of Upper Egypt, springing from the same tradition as that of the 

Turin and Wadi Abbad stelae (Icons H, I). In comparison they, too, wear the white 

crown, adding only the two Osirian feathers. Significantly, both of those figures also 

show A~tar(t) on horseback, unlike the Lower Egyptian counterparts here. The 

following A~tar(t) of Edfu (Icon V), likewise with horses (and chariot), is also of Upper 

Egyptian origin. This series, including our central i\.~tar(t) at Hibis, strongly indicates that 

As tart, in Upper Egypt at least, was equestrian, whereas the lower Egyptian ones in red 

crowns here are not. 

While the presence of the two crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt can be 

explained by the existence of her precincts in those areas, a small caution should be added 

to this explanation. It is known that Egypt, in the late period, recognized that the morning 

and evening star were one. Probably this was true as early as the Ramesside period, 

when Mercury's dual appearances were identified as belonging to one planet.228 

Normally, the goddess Isis represented the planet Venus, and, as such in the late period, 

could be depicted as a two-headed woman, one wearing the red crown and one wearing 

the white crown.229 Because of the progressive tendency of the Syrian Astart to 

amalgamate with Isis230 in this period, one is tempted to ask whether the Isis tradition of 

228 R. A. Parker, "Ancient Egyptian Astronomy", in The Place of Asttonomy in the Ancient 
~. (London: Oxford UP, 1974), p. 60. 

229 E. A. W. Budge, From Fetish to God in Ancient Emu. (New York Blom, 1972), p. 244. 
23° Cf. F. Solmsen, Isis Amoui the Greeks and Romans. (Cambridge, Harvard UP, 1979), 

p. 56. 
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two crowns to indicate the two aspects of Venus, is not being adopted here as well? From 

my study of these three A~tar(t)s, I find no element which identifies her as an astral 

goddess at Hibis, unless the multiplicity of forms and/or crowns is intended to reflect 

morning and evening aspects of ;\start, in addition to indicating their northern or southern 

precincts. 

Equestrian Astart 

The last issue to concern us is the central J\sta(r)t's horse. Its affiliation with the 

identified riding Astar(t)'s of the Turin and Wadi Abbad Stelae, Egyptianized terracotta 

in the !star Temple at Nineveh (fig. 105), and the Edfu representations (Icon V), and 

with. the series of nude, armed goddesses on Egyptian ostraca (figs. 106-108), is clear. 

Here the goddess, sidesaddle, sedately walks her horse, symbolically extending her bow 

and arrow. Gone is the violent galloping of the ~starts represented on stelae and ostraca. 

Here the formality of a royal Egyptian monument of the state cult contrasts with the 

freshness of the stelae and ostraca pieces, representing private citizens' and workers' 

cults. Here, the horse is quite lifeless in style, and is governed by means of a collar 

rather like those on Babylonian terra cottas some l()(X) years before,231 like Egyptian ones 

from the Ramasseum,232 and like that on an ostracon233 (fig. 109), which we have 

suggested portrays 7\!tart. In the Hibis 'A~tar(t), the reins are arched under the goddess' 

left arm and are said234 to form the sash-like ends on the horse's flank, below a short 

javelin(?) held in the lowered hand. Comparison with the reliefs and ostraca shows that 

the reins were normally tied behind the goddess' back, rather than draped in this way. 

Examination of a New Kingdom painting of charioteers,235 however, from the reign of 

231 E. o. Van Buren, Clay Fi&urines of Babylonia and Assyria. Researches. Yale Oriental 
~, (New York, 1930), fig. 210 shows such a figure, though she believes it is a dog, despite the reins 
and bridle. 

232 Leclant, Sll:il 37, fig. 10. 
233 W. H. Peck, EK.,Yptian Drawin&s. (New York: Dutton, 1978), pl. 90, ("Queen" in Combat). 
234 Leclant, Slli.A 37 p. 152. 
235 Peck, Drawin&s. pl. 92. 
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Akhenaten (ca. 1365 B.C.), shows equerries with a chariot team, raising two whiplike 

objects overhead Attached to each is a scarf or streamer, which hangs in exactly the same 

wedgeshape as the object on our horse's flank. A similar streamer is attached to the 

fenestrated axe of the Syrian Htarlike figure (fig. 145), so that the distinctive shape here 

appears to be, not rein ends, but a streamer, perhaps attached to the javelin(?) in hand, 

much like the whip or axe in the other two examples. 

The presence of the bow with the equestrian 5\star(t) here is also helpful since it 

parallels the equestrian ~star(t)s of the stelae, and the possible Astar(t)s of the ostraca. It 

is useful, as an indicator of ~~tart, to suggest that the ostracon with large "Queen" (fig. 

109) is, in fact, a similar equestrian archeress, Astart, rather than a queen. By extension, 

the criteria of horse, plus bow-and-arrow, seen in these identifed Egyptian representations 

should also apply to the Egyptianized archer goddess on the Syrian bronze (fig. 179) 

driving her chariot. The interrelated series of archeress-rider ~starts is complete with the 

Hibis relief, and can be seen to represent a Syro-Egyptian iconographic type for j\start 

from ca. 1600-400 B.C., and possibly beyond, in Egypt. 

Ethnic Origins and the Horse 

One important issue remains. We have noted that Hibis had long been a Syrian 

colony, a fact which, I believe, explains the prominence of the three Astarts on this relief. 

Like the three stelae (Turin, Wadi Abbad and Memphite, Icons H, I, 0), like the 

Qudfa/Astart reliefs (figs. 102-103), and like the ostraca (figs. 106-108) commissioned or 

made by men of probable foreign/ Asiatic extraction, the Syrian background of the site of 

Hibis cannot be underestimated as a factor in j\star(t)'s representations on the Hibis relief. 

Added together, all of these examples indicate that, while Istar/Astart was certainly 

worshipped in Egypt by native Egyptians, her advent and prosperity went hand in hand 

with Syrian individuals and colonies. 

The coincidence that most of these examples depicted~~tar(t) with horses and that 

they originated in Syrian colonies or from people probably Syrian, points to the equestrian 
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J\~tar(t) as being Syrian in origin. Her ultimate derivation may be the ljurro-Mitannian 

communities of earlier Syria and Mesopotamia, where lnanna was dNin.ra.~ab. "Lady 

Rider". Her ultimate equestrian origin is not yet traceable, but the recent spectacular finds 

by Yale University at Tell Leilan236 in northeast Syria may provide some answers in 

future. In these tablets, dating to 1740 B.C.+, we have one of the earliest documentations 

of horse-mounted troops, that is, of the horse for war rather than ceremonial. Onc·e the 

early history of the horse in war is better dated and understood, its formative associations 

with !~tar/A.start will also be clearer. For the moment, what references and icons we do 

possess indicate that their association was martial, and of Syrian origin. 

236 "Oay Tablets of 3,700 years Ago", Toronto Star. week of 13th January, 1988. 
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Hellenistic Egyptian Relief Portraying and Naming A~tart. 

From the Temple of Horus at Edfu, (Period of Ptolemy XVI, ca. 50 B.C.) 

(Icon V) 

Inscription 

This well published relief of 'Astart237 is famous as one of the few undeniable 

representations ofAstart, since it bears a four-columned hieroglyphic inscription above its 

hand, naming her. It reads: '~start, ruler of horses, mistress of the chariot, who 

presides at Edfu". 

An additional text accompanying the relief includes scenes of Horus fighting 

hostile forces, and it has Horus, owner of the temple, say, "Come Ra, that you may see 

your enemies ... under you on this ground. His majesty Ra advances, ½start being with 

him. He sees his enemies on the ground with broken heads". Accordingly, our context is 

given as one in which the normally Syrian '1\~tart, long attested in Egypt on the Turin and 

Wadi Abbad stelae, Qudsu plaques, and ostraca, reappears, late in Egypt's history, as 

warrior charioteer, equerry and ally of Ra, the sungod. She acts as agent for Ra, the 

sungod, whose enemies she tramples underfoot. 

Iconography of the Goddess 

To begin, let us simply outline the iconography of the goddess shown, and then, 

on the basis of its components, analyze the underlying meaning of the -figure. 

She is in three-quarter view, rare in earlier Egyptian art, but not uncommon in the 

Ptolemaic period. Her form is that of a tall, slim woman in fitted dress, whose upper 

delineation is unclear. She appears to wear a broad pectoral, both dress and pectoral being 

characteristic of the previous Astarts examined, but also of the Syrian Anat. 

The figure's head dominates the composition, bearing on top, a simple symbolic 

solar disc. Note that Qudsu/Astart of fig. 110, also wore a solar disc, although more 

237 Leclant, Smi 37, p. 56, and Pl. IV A, B. 
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elaborate, and the relief of Qudfa (fig. 111) wears a disc almost identical to this one, 

though the figure is in frontal view.238 Thus, the solar disc crown has an earlier ancestry 

for Astart, but will be seen below also to belong to Sekhmet, the lionheaded Egyptian 

goddess. 

Indeed, the most striking feature of this relief is the head of~start which is clearly 

that of a lion in profile. The head, with its Egyptian wig, with lappet on each breast, has 

dozens of exact replicas in reliefs and sculptures of the aforementioned Egyptian Sekhmet 

(cf. the example in fig. 304), and one must ask to what degree the lionheaded gcxldess of 

our Icon Vis Sekhmet, and to what degree J\start? What elements are Sekhmet's and 

what J\start's, and why are these gcxldesses so closely associated in ic_onography here? 

Before dealing with these issues, let us continue to outline the presentation of our figure 

here. 

She stands unrealistically, not in the very small chariot, but filQl2 it. In her left 

hand, she holds the reins of four overlapped charging horses with headplumes, under 

whose hooves lie fallen enemies. Leclant239 questioned whether the chariot, which has no 

Egyptian counterpart, might be Syrian. It is peculiar in having the axles set so that the 

wheels stand directly under the cab, rather than slightly rear-set, like the more advanced 

design of late Assyrian or Egyptian chariots. It is more like the older Syrian models in 

this respect.240 The slatted or wicker(?) frame resembles those of ox-carts on the 

Medinet Habu reliefs depicting "Seapeoples" and Levantines, a type still in use in southern 

Anatolia and north Syria.241 The design looks very unwieldy, more like a cart than a 

vehicle of war designed for speed. It is almost as if the iconographer has seen a similar 

foreign type of chariot and has reprcxluced it here without true understanding of its design. 

238 J. Leibovitch, "Kent et Qadech", S,ma 37 ( 1961), pl. II, fig.I. 
239 Th~A 57 ~-,P·. 
240 E.g., Amie~~ where this design occurs in a chariot driven by 'A.start and a wargod. 
241 N. K. Sandars, The Sea PeQples. Warriors of the Ancient Mediterranean, 1250-1150 B,C., 

(London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), figs. 76-78. 
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Its lack of counterparts in Egypt and general similarity with Levantine types, coupled with 

this maladroitness, suggest to me that a Syrian chariot is intended, though there are 

similarities, in the spoke designs, to Egyptian models.242 

From these elements briefly outlined, we see Astart here as woman, liongoddess 

and charioteer-warrior combined. Each of these elements must be considered separately 

below. 

Elements of lconogaphy: Equestrian. 

Since the accompanying text tells us that Astart here is ruler of horses and mistress 

of chariot, we can immediately relate this figure to the Turin and Wadi Abbad Stelae 

(Icons H, I), where she was a sidesaddle archeress, and to the previous Hibis relief (Icon 

U), whose central archer A~tar(t) figure rides sidesaddle on a horse. We have noted 

previously that the Mesopotamian Istar, too, as "Lady Rider" (dNin.ra.Hb}, was chided 

by Gilgames for putting the stallion to bridle and whip, much as Astart here extends a 

small symbolic whip over the horse, or lashes it overhead on the Egyptian ostraca (figs. 

107-108). In this broader connotation of horsemanship, then, the Edfu Astart fits into the 

mainstream of equestrian Istar(Astart figures of Mesopotamia, Syria and Egypt 

lstar/A~tart as Charioteer 

More specifically, however, she is not simply rider but charioteer, driver of war 

vehicles. We have drawn attention to both Istar and J\start as apotropaic figures on 

chariot fronts, Istar in Assyria (fig. 247), and ~start in New Kingdom Egypt on the 

king's war chariot.243 Note, too, a text of Amenhotep II (ca. 1440 B.C.) regarding his 

love of horses and mastery of them in sport and war, which is worth quoting for its clear 

representation of Astart and the warlike Resef as patrons of horse-training: 

242 For similar spokes on Egyptian chariots, cf. I. Woldering, Art of E~ypt, (New 
York/Greystone, 1963), p. 167, where the spoke flanges and number of spokes resemble those of 
Thutmosis IV's chariot. 

243 For example, cf. W. R. Dawson and T. E. Peet, "The So-called Poem on the King's 
Chariot", mA.,19, (1933), p. 167ff., in reality a hymn addressed to the king, possibly Seti I, Ramses II 
or Mereneptal;t in his war panoply. It says, "As for the hands of your chariot, they are'Anath and ~start 

" 



" ... Now after it had been entrusted to the king's son (speaker) to take 

care of horses of the king's stable, well then, he did that which had 

been entrusted to him. Re~ef and J\start were rejoicing in him for 

doing all that his heart desired; ... he trained horses without their 

equal".244 
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We have suggested that the giant female figure on the Egyptian ostracon (fig. 

109) could also be Astart, as could the goddess on the Syrian bronze warchariot with 

wargod, where her archeress role identifies her as 'A.start (fig. 179). We have also shown 

that A~tart/lstar was placed on the front of Syrian and Assyro-Phoenician horsefrontlets 

(figs. 119, 222-223, 279-281), apparently in apotropaic function (fig. 224). In Syria her 

link with horsetrappings is ensured by the finding at Mitanriian Alalakh of records that part 

of Iarimlir~'s endowment of the Astart temple there took the form of horsetrappings.245 

Worship by Equerries 

Istar/Astart's importance to stablemasters and equerries is also clear since t{urro-

Mitannian Maryannu charioteers at Alalakh often incorporated the name o~ fstar in their 

own personal names (e.g. a-ri-ip-dillll, a-ri-dfstar). 246 Egyptian equerries and 

stablemasters devoted stelae (Icon I) to the warlike rider A.start in Egypt. We have noted 

above (n. 244) that young Amenhotep undertook to please Resef and J\start during his 

apprenticeship over his father's stable, in the role of stablemaster. We have also a 

dedication from the period of Horemheb which is of interest. 247 This dedication of a 

stone bowl by one Sennefer was to Ptah, to j\start, Lady of Heaven, and to Qudsu, Lady 

of the Stars of Heaven, for victory in Asia. Sennefer was a stablemaster. These 

examples from Hurro-Mitanni and Egypt point very strongly to ~start-Istar as patroness 
V 

244 Cf. Pritchard, p. 244. 
245 Wiseman, AI. No. 306, and p. 101. 
246 Ilili1., p. 63, Nos. 127, line 3; No. 181, line 19, and No. 182, line 39. 
247 D. Redford, "New Light on the Asiatic Campaigning of Horemheb", BASOR 211, (1973), 

pp. 36 ff. 
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of horsemen and charioteers in Mesopotamia, Syria and Egypt from ca. 1600 B.C. 

onward, a role continued in our Edfu relief. 

Elements of Iconography: Leonine 

I believe the leonine head ofAstan in Icon Vis explicable by two interrelated facts: 

(i) Istar/Astart is also leonine in Syria and Mesopotamia; (iit'Astart is syncretized here 

with the Egyptian Sekhmet, also leonine. We have dealt at length with the Syro-

Mesopotamian leonine !star, but something should be said of the leonine motifs ancestry 

before discussing its borrowings from Sekhmet. 

Leonine Ancestry 

The motif of lstar and Astart in texts and iconography, sitting on lions, on lion-

thrones, or using lion footstools, acting through lion oracles, or actually being lions 

themselves, recurs throughout the literature and iconography of Syria and Mesopotamia 

discussed in previous sections. 

We have observed the appearance of lionfaced nudes on terra cottas and axeblades 

from the Levant portraying a probable Istar (figs. 181-186). These motifs appear to be 

merely variants to express the concept that !star is a lion in her destructive/warlike mien. 

This would lead one to expect that she could be represented with a leonine head and/or 

bcxiy in Egypt, particularly under influence of the lion goddess Sekhmet at Memphis, or 

of the cat goddess Bast at Bubastis. 

The tendency to feline syncretism seems to have been at work already in an earlier 

Phoenician inscription from Kition in Cyprus, a major cult centre of A~tart/Aphrodite. In 

a dedication of the fifth century B.C., a man records dedication of an offering called an 

an unknown object believed to derive from the Egyptian cult of Bast; Bast figures 

were also found in the Phoenician temple of Tanit-j\~tart at Sarepta.248 This indicates that 

the identification of Egyptian cat/lion goddesses with ~start was several centuries in 

248 J. B. Peckham, "Notes on a Fifth Century Phoenician Inscription from Kition, Cyprus", 
c1s 86, Orientalia 37, (1968), pp. 304 ff. 
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developing, and diligent combing of materials _could probably yield a chain of such 

attestations leading down to the date of our stela. 

Leonine Sekhmet: Borrowings 

The factor of the Syrian Astart's syncretism with the Egyptian Sekhmet is clearly 

at work in our Edfu icon. Leclant, who published the figure, ·did not seem to recognize 

the strong iconographic and textual lirµc of the two goddesses, nor the overlap in the 

appearance and roles of Sekhmet with Istar, although Stadelmann did.249 The entire 

figure of A.start, in details of body, dress and head, is Egyptian. A glance at the 

hundreds of statues and reliefs of the Egyptian goddess Sekhmet (e.g. fig. 304) as lion 

goddess with identically squared, profile muzzle, pectoral, wig and sundisc, indicate that 

Astart is here seen as a Sekhmet-form, although named hieroglyphically as 7\~tart. 

Clearly, the Edfu Astart is far from a purely Syrian deity here, talcing a form virtually . 

identical with Sekhmet's. 

Something must be said of Sekhmet in order to explain why this iconographic 

fusion has occurred here. I believe it arises partly because of their mutual link as wife and 

daughter of Ptal) at Memphis, and partly because of their similarity of natures. The 

presence of 4Astart in the Horus temple, apart from its Sekhmet associations, may occur 

because, in the Ptolemaic perod, there was a tradition of Horus of Edf u, owner of the 

temple, being husband of Astart. 25o However, the presence of i\start in this iconography 

can be understood best in terms of Sekhmet. 

Sekhmet, "The one who conquers", is a fascinating and very ancient indigenous 

Egyptian divinity.251 Like A§tart, she was associated with Ptal] at Memphis, but as his 

249 Cf. Stadelmann, SfQ, p. 142. 
25° Cf. A. Ennan, A Handbook of Emtian Reliiioo. (Boston: Longwood, 1977), p. 74. 
251 Cf. R. Masters, "The Goddess Sekhmet and the Goddess Re-emergence" , Ani1Di 5, (1979), 

p. 105 and Sigrid-Eike Hoenes, Untersuchunieo zu Wesen und Kult der GOttin Sachmet (Bonn: Habelt 
Verlag, 1976). 
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consort and as mother of Nefertum.252 These three gods formed the chief Memphite 

triad, P~-Sekhmet-Nefertum. 

One of her important associations was also with Ra, the sungod, who was her 

father. As such, she was "The Mighty One", defender of the divine order, a wargoddess 

who created strife and brought destruction to Ra's foes. 253 This is precisely the role 

allotted to the Sekhmet-like Astart of the Edfu stela, where she tramples the enemies of Ra 

underfoot: "His majesty Ra advances, Astart being with him. He sees his enemies on the 

. ground with broken heads". Moreover, she wears the sundisc here, an object normally 

shown as uraeus· and sundisc (fig. 304), since she was mythically also the uraeus on the 

brow of Ra the sun. The Edfu text and iconography, then, are telling us that i\start is 

here fused with Sekhmet in a protective, warring role on Ra's behalf. Though !star/A.start 

is sister of the sun in the S yro-Mesopotamian tradition, the concept of warring on the 

sun's behalf appears to be foreign to that area, a purely Egyptian concept transferred from 

Sekhmet to ~start. 

Let us turn to broader aspects in which the two goddesses compare. These are 

(i) therapeutic (ii) warlike/destructive (iii) sexual/orgiastic. 

(i) . Both Sekhmet and Btar/A~tart were healing goddesses. Physicians were attached 

to the cult of Sekhmet, who herself had the power of healing. 254 The ~urrian 'A.start of 

Nineveh, too, was so powerful a healer as to be sent by two Mitannian kings to the ailing 

Pharaoh Amenhotep ffi.255 It is often and mistakenly assumed that this is an ability of 

the Hurrian Istar/Astart, not shared with the Mesopotamian Istar. I have assembled ... 

252 For a comparison of the relations between P~, Astart and Sek.hmet, cf. J. Leibovitch, "The 
Worship of the God Ptah by Non-Egyptians". Eretz Israel 14, (1956), pp. 64 ff. (Heb.). 

253 Cf. V. Ions, Erotian Mytholoi)'. (New York: Bedrick, 1983), p. 104. 
254 Stadelmann, SfQ., p. 42. 
255 J. A. Knudtzon~ Die El Amarna Tafeln. YAB..,2, (Leipzig, 1915), EA 23: 13-32. Cf also 

H. Ranke, "Istar als Heilsgottin in Aegypten", Studies presented to Fl. Lt Griffith, (1932), pp. 412 ff. 
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dozens of references from most periods, presenting Btar as both cause256 and cure of all 

manner of diseases. She cures kings and men of mental distress,257 appears to cure men 

of venereal diseases, and is called upon regularly to withdraw her disfavour and save a 

man from disease. She is often called "Physician", in hymns and theophoric 

onomastica, and is associated in hymns with Gula, goddess of healing.258 Clearly then, 

despite argument to the contrary, Is tar in a dualistic logic, is both initiator and curer of 

di_sease from the Sumerian to Neo-Babylonian periods. In this respect, she is precisely 

like Sekhmet. 

(ii) In the second category, both were warlike and destructive. We have already cited 

Sekhmet's destructive nature on behalf of Ra, but this extended to other avenues. Exactly 

like !star of the Assyrian oracles, Sekhmet "accompanied the king to battle and was often 

described as his mother" .259 Like Istar, too, she used arrows or brandished a knife, 

especially in conflict with Apophis in the underworld. 

The destructive nature of the two goddesses is particularly well defined in a shared 

tradition of blood-plagues. It is striking that one of the most infamous myths of Sekhmet, 

The Destruction of Mankind, portrays her as a form assumed by Hathor, used to wreak 

destruction on sinful mankind. This text, dating to the fourteenth-twelfth centuries B.C., 

but of greater antiquity, shows her annihilating mankind, much as !star's instigation does 

256 Many diseases in exorcisms are called "hand of Istar". An example occurs in a medical text: 
"If he is struck on his neck and his chest pains him: the 'hand of I§tar'-beads", essentially a description of 
skin lesions believed to be caused by Istar (cf. P. B. Adamson, "Anatomical and Pathological Terms in 
Akkadian", Pt. V. IBA.S. [1984], No. 1, pp. 3 ff.); or a curse on a Middle Babylonian kudurru with this 
invocation: "May Istar, the lady, princess among the gods, wise one, send him the bariritu-demon, her 
messenger of wrath (to cause sickness)" (cf. King, BB.St.. No. 7, ii, 22). Istar is also responsible for 
causing and curing venereal disease. (Cf. Iltar-I§vara engendering venereal disease, .BA 33, ]1936], p. 191 
and possibly a Neo-Assyrian text, [cf. Lambert, llfil, p. 29]). On Istar and venereal disease in general, 
cf. G. Majno. The Healing Hand: Man and Wound in the Ancient World, (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. 
Press, 1975), p. 54. 

257 Many hymns could be cited for this, but an accessible one is a Neo-Babylonian copy of a 
much older prayer from Babylon, Pritchard, ~. p. 383. "Prayer of Lamentation to !§tar". 

258 For one example, cf. YAI. 10380, No. 100, obv. line 7, of a bilingual hymn to Gula, 
goddess of healing, and to Iltar, in a similar capacity. As early as the Ur III period at Umma, Gula was a 
member of Inanna's court (cf. G. Hackman.Temple Documents of the Third Dynasty of Ur from Umma. 
lllN V, No. 6, lines 2-6). 

259 M. Lurker, The Gods and Symbols of Ancient Emt. (Thames and Hudson, 1974), p. 106. 
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in the Mesopotamian Flood tradition preserved in the Gil games Epic. 260 Sekhmet wades 

in their blood and drinks red-dyed beer, set by Ra as "blood" to deceive her. The story is 

an aetiological explanation of the origin of orgiastic beer-drinking in Sekhmet's cult, but 

its image is nonetheless similar in tenor to the bloody aspects of the wargoddesses, !star 

and ~Anat. 

½nat in the 'Anat-Ba1tl cycle in Ugarit "wades to her knees in the blood of 

soldiers, ... the 'liver' of 5\nat rejoices. Then she wades to her knees in the blood of 

soldiers, etc ... " _26 1 !star, too, lets blood, particularly in battle and in blood-plagues. 

Among the oracles of Esarhaddon, one records her slaughtering the enemy and filling the 

rivers with blood.262 We know also from a myth of Sumerian origin, the myth of 

Inanna and ~ukallituda, that violation of the goddess by Sukallituda so infuriated her that 

she filled the rivers with blood in a blood-plague.263 Subsequently, in the Akkad period 

hymn of EniJeduanna to !star, we read of her warfare: "The mountain (-land) which kept 

from paying homage to you ... , its rivers ran with blood because of you. Its people had 

nothing to drink" .264 The precise contexts of these transcultural images are not exactly 

the same as in Egypt, but the motif of wreaking fury on humans by wading in, or 

creating, streams of blood is a vivid trait shared by these goddesses. It is very like the 

Exodus tradition of God's wrath turned against the Egyptians (Ex. 7: 14 ff). 

(iii) To a certain degree, too, Istarf;\.start and Sekhmet share a sexual-orgiastic nature. 

In The Destruction Myth, Sekhmet became drunk, and, in commemoration of the myth, 

she was honoured by orgiastic drinking. 265 The orgiastic nature of Canaanite A~tart 

260 J. Gardner and J. Maier, Gi1K3mesh; Translated from the Sin-legi-unniooi Version, (New 
York: Random, 1984), p. 235, lines 116 ff. 

261 A. w. Eaton, The Goddess Anat; The History of Her Cult Her MytholoiY and Her 
Iconoifaphy, Ph.D. Diss., (Yale Univ., 1964), p. 57. 

262 Craig, ABRI I, No. 23, ii, lines 22, 23. 
263 Cf. S. N. Kramer, "A Blood-Plague Motif in Sumerian Mythology: Inanna and ~ukallituda, 

the Gardener's Mortal Sin", Al:....QL 17/1, (1949), pp. 399 ff. 
264 Cf. Pritchard, ANET p. 579 ff. 
265 Ions. E~XPtian MytholoiY, p. 104. 
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worship involving drinking, dancing, transvestitism, fornication and self-mutilation, is, of 

course, well known through the protests of the Old Testament prophets. With respect to 

!star worship in Mesopotamia, we have referred to most of these features, such as music 

and dance, sacred prostitution and taverns. !star as whore, we noted, was commonly 

Barmaid, one who sat in the aStammu, "Tavern", in her precinct, one said to be present at 

the place of drinking.266 Both Sekhmet and !star, then, were associated with strong 

drink. 

From · the above brief account, it is clear that the link between Istar/Astart and 

Sekhmet is not through the latter's solar-protective role as expressed on the stela text, but 

through their shared natures. The warrior-destructress nature, which both shared in many 

details, was most appropriately applied on our Icon V relief, in a role supportive of Ra. 

Non-Egyptian Features of Icon V 

To my knowledge, however, Sekhmet was not normally portrayed on horseback 

nor, indeed, on chariots in Egypt, whereas the textually identified Astart has appeared a 

number of times (Icons H, n in equestrian roles. We have also proposed that a number of 

nudes on horseback (figs. 102-103, 106-109) or in a chariot (figs. 109, 179) from the 

Levant are QudsufAstart or "A~tart, hypotheses reinforced by the presence of an 

Egyptian-styled terra cotta of an armed nude goddess on horseback from the Utar temple 

at Nineveh (fig. 105). This predominance of the horse with 'Astart/fstar in texts and 

iconography, and its lack of representation with Sekhmet suggests to me that the 

equestrian portrayal and titl~s of ~start here are of purely Asiatic origin, parts of i\start's 

iconography which adhere to her in Egypt even in the Ptolemaic period. This is the 

"c.A~tart" element of the stela's iconography which consists otherwise largely of 

Sekhmet's iconography, particularly in its leonine head and its trampling of the enemies of 

Ra. 

266 Cf. discussion of Icon S. 
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Accordingly the two goddesses appear to be fused into a "Sekhmetian AStart". I 

have been unable to trace more precise examples of their syncretism attesting to the fusion 

process, apart from the Phoenician 'bst example and the votive Basts in the Sarepta 

temple, mentioned above. However, there is an interesting Twelfth Dynasty Egyptian 

figure, ca. 1900 B.C. (fig. 305),267 of a nude, bewigged goddess grasping snakes in 

hand, whose face is semi-human and leonine. The body, which is exquisitely feminine, 

contrasts with the coarse Bes-like face, equipped with large leonine ears above the wig. 

The face and head are certainly not those of a beautiful Egyptian goddess, but half lion and 

half human.268 I should not make so bold as to assert that she is definitely a leonine 

i\start, but two factors incline me to believe she is. We have seen the identified Qudsu-

i\start (Icon J, and figs. 110-111) holding snakes in one hand, and standing on lions who 

wear quiverstraps like their divine mistress. We have suggested that the lionmounts are 

thereby Qudsu/1\start themselves. Like this figure they are nude, hold snakes and have 

leonine elements, but, additionally, are named hieroglyphically as Qudsu/;\~tart. 

Moreover, since a number of the identified 4Astarts from Egypt appear to have come from 

Asiatic colonies (e.g Hibis, Turin, Wadi Abbad stelae), or to have come from areas where 

foreign workers laboured, one wonders whether this Twelfth Dynasty statuette is not 

i\start also, since it originated from the workmen's quarters at the Theban Ramesseum, 

while another like it came from Kahun, also a workers' village. It is entirely possible that 

these goddesses from workers' villages, like the equestrian ostraca ~starts from workers' 

villages, represent 5\start of a Syrian cult in Egypt, at an earlier date, ca. 1900 B.C. 

If this suggestion is correct, the figure would represent the sexual-leonine-

devastatrix form ofi\start, one manifested over 1800 years later in the A~tart of the Edfu 

267 Cf. R. David, The Egyptians. (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1982), fig. 9. 
268 An unusual nude goddess lacking hair and having a coarse face, stands atop two crouching 

lions on a Bronze-Age Syrian figurine of uncertain date. The figure is in the smiting god posture as a 
wargoddess, and, significantly, has a tail (leonine?) attached to the buttocks (cf. Negbi, Canaanite Gods in 
~. pl. 44, No. 1629). We imply no connection between the two goddesses directly, but the motifs of 
ugliness, nudity, war/destruction and human-lion elements are shared. 
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relief. These leoni~e Astarts, coupled with the purely· female equestrian counterparts, 

form a chain of icons traceable through Egypt to the Levant and ultimately to 

Mesopotamia, spanning at least eighteen-hundred years. With the Ed.fu figure, our 

identified c.A~tart/lstars end a long and distinguished career. Soon, in the coming 

centuries at Edfu and other Ptolemaic Egyptian sites, new gods· were to make their powers 

felt throughout the areas where Inanna/l~tar/A~tart had held sway for over three millennia. 
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Chronological Epilogue 

Christianity, and soon Islam, gradually supplanted the ancient cults, including that 

of Inanna/Htar, themselves becoming the official faiths of the Near East, Egypt and the 

Mediterranean. Following the collapse of Neo-Babylonian power, !star's cult-sites 

survived under the Persians, Greeks and Parthians in Mesopotamia and Syria, and we 

have represented this late phase by our Icons U and V. Contemporary with the late 

Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian !stars, and overlapping into the Greek ,period, 

~start/ Aphrodite flourished in Cypriote towns such as Kition, Paphos and Amathus, 

having been brought to the island during Phoenician expansion of the ninth C.B.C., · 

westward from the Levant. Ultimately her cult and iconography were destined to 

influence those of the Greek Aphrodite, particularly in the orientalizing period, and to 

come down to us in her Graeco-Roman AphroditeNenus figures.269 

During i\start's Cypriote floruit, her Phoenician temple (9th-4th C. B.C.) based 

on a Canaanite one of ca. 1200 B.C., was architecturally the largest attested in the 

Phoenician world. 270 There are inscriptions to A.start and subsequently to Aphrodite from 

this temple, confirming the syncretism of the two gcxldesses here. At Paphos, ;\start of 

Paphos was likewise replaced in inscriptions by Aphrcxlite of Paphos. Iconographically, 

too, a continuum exists. Nude, breast-holding goddesses of the Syro-Phoenician type 

(Phoenician strata) are replaced by nude voluptuous Aphrodit~s (Greek strata). Votive 

swords, statuettes of pregnant women and breastholding nudes from these transitional 

strata compare with the votive motifs in earlier Mesopotamian Is tar temples. 271 

Interestingly a clay model of a sanctuary from Idalion shows "Women at the 

269 w. Burkert, structure and History on Greek MytholoiY and Ritual. Sather Classical Lectures 
47, (Los Angeles: Univ. of California Press, 1979), pp. 105 ff. and Lexicon Iconouaphicum 
Mytholoiiae Classicae. (Zilrich/Milnchen: Artemis Verlag, 11/1, 1981), pp. 18 ff. For Al-Uzza and 
Atargatis, illid .. 11/1, pp. 167 and 111/1, pp. 355 ff. 

270 v. Karagheorghis, Ancient Cyprus· Seven Thousand Years of Art and Archaeoloi)'.. (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State Univ. Press, 1981), pp. 66, 120, 171. 

271 v. Karagheorghis, View From the Bronze Aie; Mycenaean and Phoenician Discoveries at 
Kition, (New York: Dutton, 1976), pp. 95-141 and pis. 98-100, 104, 106. 

- -------------------- -
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Windows/Doors" of the temple model, and at Kition, a broken terracotta of a female 

seated sidesaddle on an equid, reminds one of the earlier IstariA~tart figures. 272 

In Syria during this period and as late as the fourth century A.D., HtartA~tart was 

subsumed into Graecized or Arab forms such as ,.Atargatis, Allat or Al-'Uzza. Her cults 

and icons preserved on coins, reliefs and statuary reveal a transformed Istar coloured by 

Greek or Arab tradition, yet retaining her ancient character. As 'Atargatis and Al-'Uzza, 

she was still morning star, she continued to accompany Hadad-(Jupiter) and Nergal-

(Heracles). Her birds, dogs and particularly lions still attended her, while her marine and 

anned natures were well established. 

As power shifted westward from the Near East to Greece and Rome, particularly 

after Constantine, the cult of Inanna/lstar fell into desuetude as an official religion. Yet 

still in Iraq today some dim memory of the goddess survives. In the north of Iraq, village 

women on occasion, hoping to conceive, may yet pass the night amid the ruins of a temple 

of Istar. 

272 Ilru1., pl. 101. 
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Having reached the final representation of the goddess, some conclusions 

regarding the icons of this millennium are appropriate here. Our small nucleus of five 

identified ntar/ ~start icons consisted chiefly of stelae and reliefs exhibiting strong 

Phoenician, Assyrian or Egyptian elements. Again, the political structure of the Near 

East at 'this period has influenced the iconographic elements used. One of the most 

significant observations to emerge is the eclectic nature of the iconography, the blending 

of national iconographic devices which, like the contemporary texts, suggests !star/ J\.start 

was recognized internationally by the same attributes. These are theological attributes, but 

also iconographic ones, again with local variants. 

1. Warlike Features 

As in the previous millennia, the goddess emerged as warrior in four of the five 

identified examples, spanning the Assyrian, Assyro-Aramaean, Syro-Babylonian and 

Egyptian cultures. As with the canons of the Akkadian and Old Babylonian warrior Istar, 

so these Htars adhere to a fairly rigid canon of dress, posture and arms, placed in hand or 

on shoulders. · Though based on the Early Dynastic, Akkadian and Old Babylonian !stars, 

the passage of time has allowed for addition of new weapons and dress. The lion, too, is 

borrowed from the older repertoires, and accompanies Istar, as it did then. Additionally, 

it serves as base for the standing Istar, though much enlarged in comparison with the 

earlier rare Akkadian/ Old Babylonian examples of lion under the standing Istar. Her 

animals continue to include the warhorse at Hibis and Edfu, as was the case in the second 

millennium Egyptian reliefs and Levan tine plaques. 

In the case of the stelae, the warlike Assyro-Babylonian !stars of Arbela and of 

Samas-res-u~ur were set up as objects of power, making political statements in strategic 

frontier sites, a tradition harking back to the Akkadian Anubanini relief. In the Egyptian 
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reliefs, the wargoddess is shown in Asiatic-Egyptianizing form, as a member of the 

Egyptian pantheon, in settings of worship. 

2. Astral Features 

In addition to the predominantly warlike aspects seen, a surprising feature to 

emerge was the strongly astral nature of the goddess', icons on the Arbela stela and 

Samas-res-u~ur stela, all in turn linked with a chain of unidentified warlike and astral 

!stars on Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian seals and reliefs. We have opened the door 

to a new consideration, that these !stars are not merely vaguely astral, as Venus, but in 

some cases, specifically represented !star as the Bowstar. Hopefully, this hypothesis 

will point to more specific astral associations than heretofore, which require careful study 

as astral phenomena represented in myth and iconography. I believe that, as with these 

Bowstar images, particular icons represent particular astronomical phenomena, and that 

much more can be gleaned from iconography regarding her astral and related astro-mythic 

roles, than has been the case previously. Here, cooperation between scholars of 

cuneiform, art and astronomy is essential, since each discipline is inadequate in itself to 

explain concepts spanning the other forms of expression. 

3. Sexual Features 

The sexual aspect of Istar, presented in the second millennium's unveiling figure at 

Yazilikaya, or in the nude "Qudsu", is taken up in this millennium's nude Phoenician 

statuette of the ljurrian Astart. Its posited link with the window women and horse frontlet 

women as prostitutes on the ivories has provided a context for this figure. We have 

identified the frontlet women grappling lions as necessarily goddesses, not devotees, and, 

by extension, suggested the similar window women must be goddesses. This circle of 

identification is completed by the similar Phoenician statuette's name as 1\start. As with 

the warlike ntars on stelae, as icons of power, so the frontlet !stars presented apotropaic 

power, rather than serving as mere "applied art". They underline the need to study such 
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ancient art as vehicles of political or personal power, the use to which they were put in 

antiquity. 

4. Continuity 

In addition to the three natures manifested, a number of important items are clear 

from this iconography. The existence of the warlike !star's iconography, with minor 

variants from the Early Dynastic to the Akkadian, Old Babylonian, Neo-Assyrian and 

Neo-Babylonian pericxis, is a continuum of over two thousand years. It is a witness to 

the force of religious conservatism and fixation of canon within Mesopotamian tradition. 

The same tenacity of tradition is also represented in the Phoenician statuette whose 

designation as the ljurrian Astart has roots in an Istar over seven hundred years before. 

Iconographically, too, its unveiling and nude antecedents in Mesopotamia and Syria are 

older by over a millennium. 

5. Eclecticism and Internationalism 

The power of the gcxidess' iconography to bridge millennia is paralleled by its 

ability to bridge cultures. Our small nucleus of five identified Istar/Astart icons consisted 

chiefly of stelae and reliefs exhibiting strong Phoenician, Assyrian or Egyptian elements. 

As in the previous millennia, the political structure of the Near East at this period has 

influenced the iconographic elements used. One of the most significant observations to 

emerge is the eclectic nature of the iconography, the blending of national iconographic 

devices, which, like the contemporary texts, suggests !star/A.start was recognized 

internationally by the same attributes. These are theological attributes, but also 

iconographic ones, again with local variants. 

This international recognition we have noted, is also reflected in Assyrian texts 

regarding the Arabian ~!tar, treated as the Assyrian !star in much the same way as was 

the ljurrian !star, who was sent in the previous millennium, from Mitanni to the Egyptian 

Amenhotep, who used her therapeutic powers. Another clear example of this millenium's 

international recognition of !star was the Byblos seal, wherein Aramaic and Phoenician 
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script combined with North Arabian theology and with Assyrian and North Arabian 

iconography. The proposed identity of the Hurrian 'Astart, presented in the Phoenician 
V 

statuette, and its related chain of Phoenician ivories used in Phoenicia, Syria and Assyria, 

also suggests that this form of !star was recognized iconographically by both the western 

manufacturers and the eastern users. The same crossing of boundaries is shown in the 

Babylonian-styled ~ama~-re~-u~ur stela set up in Syria by the local governor. Finally, in 

Egypt, in the Hibis and Edf u reliefs, although ~start is superficially Egyptian in dress, her 

equestrian association is purely Asiatic and not characteristic of Egyptian gods. 

Transcultural identity is, then, a predominant feature of her iconography in the first 

millennium. 

6. Application of Inscribed Icons to Related Chains of Uninscribed 

Icons 

As in the preceding millennia, the principle of using a basic, textually identified 

icon to unlock chains of related icons was useful. The Baraq seal, used with the Arbela 

stela, identifies all the seal and relief figures of martial, astral !stars long assumed to be 

Istar without textual proof. The Phoenician statuette of the fiurrian J\start is important in 

unlocking the chain of related women on the ivories, also long supposed to be lstar/Astart, 

though not deductively identified 

It cannot be stressed sufficiently that, as in these cases, any single iconic motif, 

when applied to different media (as in the chains of related figures) may change, shift 

emphasis or perspective, or may elaborate the iconography, yet remain essentially the 

same in content and meaning. In this act of superficial change it may mislead the modem 

viewer into thinking that these are different or unrelated icons. For example, we may 

compare the full-length Phoenician statuette, the head-and-shoulders portrayal of the 

window ivories, and full-length figures on the horse frontlets. We have proposed that all 

are the prostitute Istar, only slightly transmuted by necessities of media or space required 

by the artefact to which they are applied. Talcing the earlier second millennium moulds of 
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unveiling or nude !stars on bull's heads with wings from Alalakh, we see the same motif, 

now in profile with full bull figure, on contemporary Syrian seals. Accordingly, the 

Alalakh mould figures are abbreviated versions of the seal figures, and mean the same 

thing. 

Significantly, too, in the discussion of the Phoenician statuette, we have noted 

with reference to the related window ivories, that a tradition of window IJtars, existed 

previously in Old Babylonian Mesopotamia. Because of the chronological hiatus between 

the two groups, no artistic continuum of the motif is assumed. Yet, a theological 

continuum shared by the two cultural areas is highly likely, and probably accounts for the 

similarity of theme in variant iconographic guise. The two groups use variant motifs and 

media to express the same concept of divine whoredom, shared by the two cultures of 

Istar/Astart worshippers. 

7. Application of Texts 

We have also noted the extreme importance of texts in supplying necessary clues 

to tap into the iconographic codes functioning in the Near East. Texts have, for example, 

provided the exact counterparts for the headband, jewels and kohled eyes of the 

Phoenician statuette and ivory figures. Istar of Arbela with starquivers is not fully 

explicable without the astronomical and Assyrian historical texts explaining that !star's 

Venus alternate was Sirius the Bowstar, and that Istar of Arbela was recognized 

cultically as the Bowstar. 

8. Symbol versus Anthropomorph 

In the first millennium Assyrian tradition, we have observed that the 

predominantly anthropomorphic female warrior Istar on stelae co-existed with the 

symbolic six-, eight- or multi-pointed star form, both named as ~alam diitA.r., 
"Representation of Btar", on contemporary reliefs. In some stelae, the unnamed astral 

and anthropomorphic forms are presented together as alternative co-existing forms of 

!star. This dual anthropomorphic-symbolic thought process was exactly paralleled in the 
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Akkadian and Old Babylonian stelae and seals of the warrior Thtar with star before her. 

Although the iconographic elements are goddess and star in these examples, the process of 

using anthropomorphic and symbolic forms together for the goddess originated in the 

Uruk-Jemdet Nasr Inanna with reedbundles, on the Uruk Vase. With this antecedent of 

the third millennium, with intervening examples of the second millennium Old Babylonian 

type, and with the Assyrian examples, the practice of juxtaposing anthropomorph and 

symbol to identify the same goddess can be seen to thrive for two and a half millennia. 

This type of iconographic duplication or reiteration of form provides a reinforcement of 

power present, while at the same time, reflecting the immanent and transcendent in 

Inanna/lstar. 
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CHAPTER S: CONCLUSIONS. 

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this research, which fall into three 

categories: 

1. Conclusions concerning the individual iconographic elements of Inanna/Htar 

as a particular deity; 

2. Conclusions regarding the functioning of her icons as Near Eastern icons in 

general; 

3. Conclusions arising from the previous two types, which demand a different 

method of study for Near Eastern iconography as a whole. 

1. Conclusions Concerning lnanna/Istar's Particular Iconography 

Because we have summarized our findings in some detail at the end of each 

millennial chapter, we may here recapitulate these in brief. 

Forms 

From the earliest textually attested icon (the Uruk Vase), to the last (the Edfu 

relief), the goddess assumes anthropomorphic form and can simultaneously assume 

symbol form ( e.g. as reed bundle or star). No evolution from symbol to anthropomorph 

comes into question. Just as the two forms can be interchanged, so she can manifest dual 

forms, or even multiple forms, as at Y azilikaya and Hi bis, a phenomenon explicable as 

astral or local variants. She is, in this way, both the One and the Many. Just as she can 

assume the form of a star or a woman, so we have proposed that she can assume the form 

of a bird, a lion and, possibly, a vulva. These are not mere "symbols of Is tar", but the 

goddess herself, manifestations of her will and powers. These forms can also co-exist 

with her anthropomorph, both as aspects of !star manifest in different physical forms. 

Gender 

Throughout our examples, not one is androgynous, hermaphrodite or anomalous in 

sexual representation. The goddess is always depicted as a woman, often as a 

quintessential sexual woman ( e.g. the Phoenician statuette, Qudsu, unveiling Mari 
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plaque), but, quite as often, in form of a woman with masculine strength, dress and 

activity. Such is the case of the muscular triumphal Akkactian !stars and the Yazilikaya 

warrior Istar, grouped with male gods and described as iconographically masculine by 

contemporary Ijurro-Hittite texts. Never is there any doubt, however, that Istar is "she", 

since the masculine Yazilikaya figure unveils in feminine fashion. This is borne out by 

texts which, although they may call her a "man, hero" or "warrior", always use feminine 

grammatical gender, and always combine her hierodule sexual manifestation with her 

warlike deeds in the same text. We have illustrated that the two genders reflect the 

morning and evening appearance of Istar as Venus, allowing for two aspects to be 

contained in one planet and one deity. 

Fertility versus Sexuality 

I believe that one should eradicate the term "fertility goddess" or "mother goddess" 

when speaking of Inanna/ Istar. In none of her forms studied is she pregnant, or 

childholding, nor does she have children in the mainstream texts, barring very rare local 

traditions. Although she can have household roles as protectress, she is not a domestic 

goddess in texts or in iconography. Her iconography normally depicts a single goddesss, 

occasionally with different spouses, but even these liaisons are inconstant and superficial. 

When married, she often dominates her husband in texts, or stands largely independent to 

him, linked for astronomical, political or theological reasons, but never as a wifely type. 

Her acceptance of many sexual partners is reflected in her depiction with many male gods, 

but none is her main husband. Normally she stands alone because she is essentially, not a 

wife, but a liminal female, the whore and warrior. Nor does she appear normally in male-

female-child triads. As single female, her sexual features are often pronounced as 

prostitute, the liminal goddess culturally removed from wifely and matronly roles. As 

female textually and iconographically outside the norms of motherhood and marriage 

(except hierogamy) and as warrior surpassing men, she is essentially "superwoman" in 

strength, power and sexual allure, standing beyond the mores of the ancient Near Eastern 
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woman, and, indeed, beyond those of the majority of goddesses. Her superior powers 

and often anti-societal activities set her beyond men and apart from most gods as the 

divine female par excellence. In this sense her sexuality is openly portrayed in her icons 

as part of her divinity, and as diagnostic of her identity. 

Warlike Inanna/Istar 

In all of the cultures represented by our icons, the dominant nature of the goddess 

has been bellicose. Her bearing of shoulder- and handheld weapons and of wi~gs, her 

leonine beast and contexts of victory, recur constantly and exactly echo what we find in 

contemporary texts. She is always guarantor of victory for kings, protector of ruler and 

state, and, conversely, wreaker of destruction on the foe, a role closely associated with, 

but not generating, her role as storm and flood. 

I have never found a satisfactory explanation of why a female deity is the 

archetypal warrior in a society where men did the fighting. Frequently one reads that the 

concept arises from Bedouin societies where it was, and is, the role of young women to 

incite warriors to battle. That is not the same thing as saying the ladies do battle 

themselves, as Istar does, and the proposal seems weak to me. I wonder whether, in fact, 

the role is not inherent in her astral powers, since we know that she often appears in astral 

epiphanies to kings at the onset of battle (from the Akkad to Neo-Assyrian periods), to 

confirm their course. Moreover, because men watched the heavens for propitious times or 

for portents of victory and defeat, it should prove worth investigating her astral role as 

explanation for her warring nature. The two certainly go together iconographically, since 

stars and star-weapons often accompany the warlike I~tar. 

Astral Nature 

Her astral nature as Venus is evident in many of the icons studied. It is arguably 

the most important item to emerge from this dissertation, and I believe it is the key to 

much of her iconography. It is one which we have barely begun to develop here, and 

which requires more extensive research than we can encompass in this thesis topic. The 
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range of astral or astral-seasonal icons is both direct (e.g. star symbols) and indirect (e.g. 

bow plus star weapons, constellation associations). At third remove are seasonal 

indicators arising from her astral nature as season marker (e.g. reed bundle and huts, date 

motif, storm and rain motif). The interplay of astral phenomena, meteorology, 

omengiving, and seasonal patterns (e.g. planting, harvest) is extremely important and 

should be investigated at length. It is known that much of myth and ritual is seasonal in 

pattern, so that, logically, iconography reflecting myth and ritual should be as. well. I 

have found that these elements are interdependent and based on astronomy. They yield 

series of interwoven icons, comprehensible only when one understands that the astral 

occurrences underlying these icons and series of icons were believed to portend events, 

weather, seasons and ritual times. 

The astral features of Venus, are both physical and associative. Her crescent 

shape, colour, phases, disappearance and appearance, or associations with other planets 

and constellations are vital factors in understanding much of her theology and 

iconography. 

Her physical appearance as a planet is characterized by her brightness, third in the 

sky after sun and moon with whom she stands. It is also manifest in the form of a waxing 

and waning crescent. When we realize that the crescent phases of Venus were visible to 

the naked eye in Mesopotamia, we see why she was said to wear horns, and why, as star 

over crescent, she was linked with the moon, near whom she stands in the sky. When we 

know she rises and sets near the sun as its herald, we see why she is depicted rising with 

the sun on seals, and why she assumes triumphal postures over the mountainous 

Underworld, where she disappears at conjunction, only to rise heliacally thereafter. 

Knowing that the Mesopotamians recognized the rising and setting planet Venus to 

be one, we see, too, why !star is portrayed as masculine and feminine aspects of the same 

astral deity. This key also explains why many of her temples are dual/double, why the 

masculine and feminine grammatical forms of her name exist, and so on. 
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Her associative planetary functions are apparent mythologically in the versions of 

the Descent of Inanna/lstar. Hostetter's proposal that it represents "a detailed description 

of the movements of the planet Venus, the planet Mercury and the Moon during one 

Venusian synodic period", 1 beginning with inferior conjunction just before the . vernal 

equinox, is supported by the close parallel in the movements of Ninsubur to those of 

Mercury, and by the successive waning of Venus at each "gate" (viz. conjunction with the 

moon). If Hostetter is correct, the nudity of the goddess and the converse (viz. donning 

of jewels and raiment) represent waning and waxing of Venus. We have observed these 

features to be iconographically diagnostic of Istar also, so that astronomical activity, myth, 

literature and iconography are tightly intermeshed. Hostetter's theory of Inanna/lstar as 

Venus and Ninsubur as Mercury, in a tradition whose oral composition may date to the 

fourth millennium, implies an early formulation of observed celestial movements, and a 

codifying of those observations in mythological form in order to pass on the observations, 

and to predict future ones. It also implies that one could profitably seek underlying 

astronomical identities in other deities' mythologies, to some degree at least, although their 

numbers may be restricted, and could then ascertain what those astronomical deities' 

relations were to Istar. 

Without great elaboration, it should be mentioned that Inanna/lstar has other 

astronomical associations in two categories. The first encompasses some planetary 

deities, and the second, a number of constellations. 

Of the other four visible planets viz. Mercury (Nabfi .and/or Ninsubur), Mars 

(Nergal), Jupiter (Marduk), Saturn (Ninurta) and the Moon (Sin), 2 the goddess has cultic 

links with them all at various periods. We have noted repeatedly that she is linked 

textually with Nergal in chthonic and destructive roles, that she was daughter of Sin, etc. 

Her links with Nabfi are more tenuous and occur chiefly in the Neo-Babylonian period, 

1 H. C. Hostetter, "A Planetary Visit to Hades". Bulletin of the Centre for Archaeoastronomy 11/4 
(1979), pp. 7 ff. 

2 Tuman. Nineveh, 9/1. pp. 11 ff. 
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the era of Nabfi's importance politically. The same is true of Marduk of Babylon. As 

~targatis in the late period, she was strongly affiliated with Hadad/Jupiter in Syria. In 

omen texts of various periods, the position of !star (Venus) in opposition to, or in 

conjunction with, each of the planets as gods, was observed and considered to be 

auspicious or inauspicious. Each of these gods mentioned was indeed represented by a 

planet, and the associaiton in omens with Venus is clearly planetary. To what extent 

!star's affiliation with Nergal, Ninurta or Marduk in cult may be planetary, is very 

questionable. Some of the association appears to be functional, e.g. she naturally occurs 

with Nergal or Ninurta because they too, are destructive and warlike gods. In the case of 

Marduk, the Neo-Babylonian association appears to be sexual, as concubine of Marduk 

without planetary reference. In this case too, the association is political, since Marduk had 

become chief god of Babylonia, while !star had long been the major goddess of both 

Babylonia and Assyria, a suitable concubine for the now-powerful Marduk. In order to 

ascertain the degree to which !star's association with these gods was planetary, one would 

have to study the cult, area and political factors surrounding each god, in the event that the 

god may not have been primarily planetary, QI that the association arose from some other 

factor. 

Finally, the goddess' link with various constellations to which we have referred in 

terms of her iconography (e.g. Taurus, The Plough, The Swallow, Scorpio and The 

Raven) is quite clear. We have noted the tablet of Pinches (81-7-6, obv. 102 ff.) whose 

fifteen entries give the name of Venus in a particular month. 3 Among these constellations 

is "The Bow" (part of Canis Majoris), "The 'Star' of Eridu", (= Centaurus 

[EN.TE.NA.BAR.HUM]), "The She-Goat", "The Field" (= part of Pegasus and 

Andromeda), "The Fish" (= Pisces Austrinus), the planet Jupiter, Hydra (?), and "The 

Wagon(= Ursa Major).4 The list, parts of which occur with small elaborations in omens, 

3 Pinches, PSBA (Jan. 1909), p. 25. 
4 For these identifications compare Pinches with Reiner and Pingree.JIB£ 2, pp. 10 ff. 
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gives I~tar a constellation name for a particular month, apparently because she stood 

in/near that constellation as she moved on her path at a particular time across the celestial 

sphere. 

From the above discussion of Venus' physical and associative planetary features, 

it is clear that a rudimentary knowledge at least, of her planetary functions is necessary in 

order to understand many of her texts and icons. 

Chthonic 

With the astral nature of Istar as Venus, goes the related role as chthonic goddess 

in her "Descent to the Underworld", or disappearance at superior conjunction. We have 

dealt with the mountainous underworld features of Istar as chthonic icons, depicting her 

triumph over the Underworld, or her help to dead kings there. There are many other 

manifestations beyond our scope of identified !stars here, which could be investigated as 

potential !stars (e.g. birdlike figures in feather capes or wings, similar to the Burney 

plaque). 

Media of Power 

The icons examined have proven throughout to be media of power. We have 

observed them on temple artefacts marking divine ownership, on seals lending authority 

to the owner, on statuary and reliefs protecting and blessing, on stelae embodying the 

power or threat of dominant states, and on chariot fronts or horse frontlets in apotropaic 

use. 

So great was their power that the prescribed canon for her representations had to 

be correct (e.g. the Nabonidus account of Nebuchadrezzar's restoration of her proper cult 

. statue, and the tiurro-Hittite text regarding manufacture of her statue). In the iconic 

embodiment of her statue, she had the power to heal Amenhotep when sent from Mitanni. 

Her icons were not merely religious conventions of representation, but vehicles or forms 

of power themselves, partaking, to lesser or greater degree, of the nature and power of the 
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goddess herself. This is best exhibited by the Descent accounts in which Istar was herself 

disempowered and died when her iconic attributes were removed from her. 

The association of image with essence of the imaged was so close as to be virtually 

identical at times, accounting for the relative worship accorded her icons. Analytically to 

dissociate her art forms from her theological entity and power rends asunder what was 

anciently one fabric. The modem categorizing process accounts for some of the difficulties 

one finds in this approach to iconography, since it separates icon from ritual, apd both 

from written/oral tradition, all elements in which the god's power worked undivided. 

Hopefully, some of the observations in this study may indicate the need for succeeding 

iconographic studies to balance all of these elements when formulating new or improved 

methodologies on iconography. 

2. Conclusions Concerning Function of Her Icons 

!star's icons, as transmitters of divine power, functioned in specific and complex 

ways, which may be summarized as follows: 

Oppositional Function 

Mesopotamian texts and iconography reveal a strong sense of paradox in Inanna/ 

!star: The combination of opposite natures expressed in the icons was not random, but 

related to what Levi-Strauss saw as the purpose of myth itself: "to provide a logical 

model capable of overcoming a contradiction".5 It was part of a larger schema for 

viewing the cosmos, the gods and humanity as a whole, but, even so, it was particularly 

developed in relation to Istar. Two of the clearest paradoxes in her iconography are 

represented in the warrior Sauska· at Yazilikaya, who bears arms, yet unveils in an ultra-

feminine way. The bone statuette of the IJurrian Istar from her temple at Nuzi best 

exemplifies her paradox in bearing weapons and in unveiling, and expressly in depicting 

a warrior's boot on one foot and braceleted nude foot on the other. Only when one has 

5 C. Levi-Strauss, Structural AnthropolOi:Y• (New York: Anchor, 1967), p. 222. 
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grasped this use of paradox can one begin to unravel the complexes of belief expressed in 

her apparently simple iconic forms. 

Multivalent Function 

The essential character of the goddess as warlike, astral, sexual and to some 

degree, chthonic, is reflected in her iconography, which binds these elements together in a 

consistent whole in any one figure. Seldom do we see an Istar solely astral QI warlike QI 

sexual, since the unity of these traits is inherent in her godhood. Examples include the 

ivory frontlets, where the prostitute Istar grasps lions, or the Qudsu Winchester plaque, 

where the nude in quiverstraps stands on her lion. 

Even single iconographic devices can themselves be multivalent. Her nudity is 

usually assessed as sexual/hierogamous, but I believe it simultaneously expressed her 

chthonic role, in which she was stripped in her Descent. !star's mountains, as we have 

demonstrated, have a triple meaning, representing her power over enemy lands, her 

jurisdiction with Adad as stormgoddess, and her place of descent to, and ascent from, the 

Netherworld Mountains. Textually, an added dimension is that she is said to rise astrally 

over the eastern mountains. I feel that this was a purposefully multivalent iconic choice, 

an economy of expression whereby mountains could signify one context, but, at the same 

time, remind viewers of the other mythic allusions. It is not insignificant that modern 

media advertisers are now using the multi-media, dual or multi-image approach, because it 

has proven effective in implanting the image of a prcxluct in the mind of consumers. Such 

was the skill of the ancient mythographer and iconographer. 

Interchangeable Function 

Given a sufficiently large corpus of icons, one observes that certain icons, or 

groups of icons, occur together with, or around, the goddess, particularly on seals or terra 

cottas. They form iconographic groups which provide context and, thereby, meaning for 

the deity, serving much as the determinative system in the hieroglyphic and cuneiform 

scripts did, being placed next to the central concept to explain it. For example, in the 
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"Qudsu" reliefs, she stands with Resef and Min, who provide a context both Asiatic and 

Egyptian, both warlike and sexual. She responds to this context by handing appropriate 

lotus to Min and serpent to Resef. These warlike or sexual elements round her are echoed 

in her own nudity (viz. sexuality) and quiverstrap (viz. warrior nature). Any of these 

elements can be present/ absent or interchanged in the Qudsu series. 

Similarly, in Syrian seals the nude unveiling figure is usually surrounded by a 

star, vulva, rosette, bird, etc. in" fill motif' groups. Any number or combination can be 

used, and details of each may vary, but the groupings will recur in similar patterns, which 

suggest they are iconic groups, serving as markers of divine identity or mythic context 

(e.g. vulva for sexual !star, scorpion-men for Underworld gates, etc.). 

Finally, the unveiling motif has variants interchanieable transculturally. The Old 

Assyrian Is tar plaque from Assur throws back its cape at the shoulders to bare the body, 

as does the one from her Early Dynastic Mari temple. The bone Nuzi Htar's skirt is 

withdrawn, as is that of the Y azilikaya Sau~ka, whereas 'Astart on the frontlets and 

Phoenician statuette is totally nude. Similarly the Early Dynastic and Akkadian !stars may 

hold date sprigs, while others stand near a dateharvest scene. Such recurring motifs in 

her icon groups always make the same statements about !star, once one knows the 

meanings. This type of interchangeability and variation allows for some flexibility within 

the canon, yet achieves the purposes of canon by expressing the intrinsic essence of the 

goddess. 

Trans-Media Variations 

Certain of her iconic motifs occur on quite different artefacts or media, and 

manifest variant forms adapted to the object or medium. Such adaptations may alter the 

form so significantly as to make it appear distinct from its counterparts, when, in fact, it 

is not. An example is the prostitute on "window" ivories, compared with her full length 

counterparts on horse frontlets, in tum compared with the Phoenician statuette. Another 

is the datepalm/sprig motif on seals, which should be compared with datepalm gems in her 
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inventories and with her palms on the so-called "Investiture Scene" at Mari. Because 

these icons and others occur in separate media, they tend to be dissociated and thus 

overlooked. Study by motif rather than by artefact or medium is often useful, so long as it 

is supported textually. 

Transcultural Variations and Universalism 

Unlike many lesser gods of Mesopotamia, who exhibited very local forms 

unrecognizable elsewhere, Inanna/Htar's forms, despite local variations, would have been 

recognizable over a wide geographic range. The Akkadian Istar, standing on, or 

grappling with, a lion, could hypothetically have been recognized by the Phoenician ivory 

carver of the nude grappling lions on the frontlets, had they been contemporary. 

Likewise, the Assyrian kings equipped the Arabian ~tarsamain with a star, just as they 

equipped their own Utar. Just as Near Eastern culture had its cognate languages and 

cognate myths, which cut across cultures, so it had its co~ate icons, which recurred in 

groups across this whole area. The underlying similarity and repetition of grouped icons 

portrayed across such a broad geographic spectrum bespeaks a degree of universality in 

her iconography and worship not attested for many other gods. In some measure, this 

reflects her status and popularity among many ethnic groups, as well as her political 

importance. It is also related to the phenomenon of conservatism in religion. The 

concepts embodied in her icons remain essentially constant over three millennia, even in 

separate cultures. The Early Dynastic, Akkadian, Ur III, Old Babylonian and Neo-

Assyrian/Babylonian warrior Istar, whose variations are insignificant in terms of powers 

and accoutrements expressed, provide an exemplary continuum of over 2200 years. We 

have also noted examples of archaism, e.g. the tfurrian J\.start in Phoenicia some seven 

centuries after the fumli1 of the IJurrian Istar. This continuity springs partly from an innate 

conservatism in Near Eastern religion, but also from the status and power of Istar herself. 
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Levels of Iconic Expression 

One of the most intriguing aspects to emerge from her iconography is a multilevel, 

analogical mode of thought. We have noted that :atar is shown with datepalms, has 

palms in her inventories and is called a carnelian palm in hymns; similarly she is 

portrayed with lions, stood on lions, gave oracles through lion statues and was called a 

lion; she was the recipient of dedicated jewels in form of vulvae, was depicted with them 

on seals, and was herself called a vulva in hymns. Similarly we see her on ivory panels 

and learn that she is called an ivory panel. As Venus she bears star weapons, exhibits a 

starry mandorla, appears in astral epiphanies, descends to the underworld, "becomes" 

Sirius as Bow star in the sky, stands in certain constellations, heralds certain seasons and 

rains, gives omens, and so on. These levels of function may be reciprocal, oppositional, 

parallel or complementary, but not linear or isolated. Perhaps the most striking example is 

the bow icon, which we noted represented I~tar in the cosmos as Bowstar, on earth as 

victor and breaker of enemy bows, and in spirit as recipient of the bow offered back to her 

by kings. This multilevel function of her icons reflected the cosmic, earthly and spiritual 

jurisdiction of the goddess which permeated all life. 

3. . Our Approach to Her Iconography 

Attitudes 

Accurate solutions to problems in iconography depend upon how we perceive the 

problems initially. Repeatedly, I have found that certain assessments of this goddess' 

icons have been put forth in the past, either inadequately or inaccurately, yet they have 

found sanction as accepted points of view. Not only do such assumptions lead to further 

misconceptions, but, importantly, they effectively stifle enquiry into that and related 

problems, because one assumes that one knows what a certain icon is, and therefore one 

never pursues a more productive analysis. Such sacred cows, some of which are being 

called into question by scholars elsewhere, include the reed bundle merely as gatepost, 

!star as "mothergoddess"/fertility goddess, ntar as androgynous, or the meaning of her 
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star weapons simply as Venus indicators. Without questioning, we lose the larger astral 

anq. mythic underpinnings of these icons, which explain them. 

We must aim at a true understanding of the meaning of these materials insofar as it 

is possible, rather than simply transliterating, translating or cataloguing them. Although 

one stands at greater risk in doing so, one should be attempting to synthesize and come to 

grips with the difficult meanings of these texts and icons within the ancient value system. 

One step toward this goal would be to cease fragmenting archaeological backgro4nd, text 

and artistic motif on any artefact and, instead, to treat them as part of a whole, a whole 

which rings true by the way it hangs together and functions in culture. Lambert wrote in a 

similar vein when discussing the same approach to textual materials, that " ... any 

hypothesis which brings all the evidence together in a consistent whole, bears the hallmark 

of truth ".6 One can never, at the remove of up to five millennia, regain the complete 

truth, but one can aim at something approaching it. 

Interdisciplinary Study 

Because of the multiple levels on which !star's icons functioned, there is an 

absolute necessity for interdisciplinary work. Archaeologists, art historians, astronomers 

and text specialists could work productively toward an understanding of her nature and 

icons. This is especially true of the correlations of icons and text, which we have 

demonstrated. Hymnal, votive, historic, literary and onomastic texts, coupled with 

inventories, help to reconstruct and verify her iconography. 

This interdisciplinary prerequisite is largely because one has often to reconstruct a 

composite background for an icon by deduction. Archaeological and artistic context must 

be ascertained and related to the function of the artefact, which may, in tum, be explained 

by texts and astronomical observations of Venus. I should like to encourage that all 

iconographic studies, like this one, clearly indicate and correlate date, findspot or origin, 

accompanying or related texts, and then iconographic considerations. Hopefully, studies 

6 W. G. Lambert, "The God As~ur", lrag 45, (1983), p. 86. 
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should also involve compilations of icons as comprehensive as possible, as greater 

numbers allow for significant variants and establish a pattern. One should not hesitate to 

seek abroad for related icons at least, in the case of major gods, so long as there is 

confirming/identifying textual evidence. 

It is hoped that the observations concerning Inanna/ !star, the functioning of her 

iconography and the recommendations made in this dissertation, will in some measure, 

justify the attempt. Solzhenitsyn, in his Nobel Prize Lecture, wrote, concerning the 

artist, words which could equally apply to anyone studying Inanna/Istar's artistic icons: 

" ... the whole irrationality of art, its blinding convolutions, its unpredictable discoveries, 

its shattering impact on people, are too magical to be exhausted by the philosophy of any 

one artist, by his intellect or by the work of his unworthy fingers". 7 

7 Alexander Solzhenitsyn, Winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, 1970: Lecture, Trans. N. Bethell, 
(London: Stenvalley Press, 1973), p. 9. 
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(A) The Uruk Vase, an alabaster cult vessel from Inanna's temple complex Eanna in 
Uruk. Sumerian, Protoliterate Jemdet Nasr period, ca. 3000-2900 B.C. This 
vase is not inscribed with script, but two of its icons will be seen to have the force 
of writing, identifying Inanna as the owner. 
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(B) Fragment of a basalt vase dedicated to Inanna by Entemena of Laga§. Sumerian, 
Early Dynastic period. 
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(C) Inscribed rockface relief of Anubanini, king of the Lullubi, naming Btar. At 
Zohab in the Zagros, east of the Diyala. Akkad Period, ca. 2300 B.C. 
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(D) Cylinder seal depicting gtar and naming her in the seal legend. No provenance. 
Akkad period, ca. 2300 B.C. 



(E) Limestone statue depicting and dedicated to Btar/Narunte. Dedicated in Akkadian 
and Elamite for Puzur-InSu~inak of Elam. From Susa, ca. 2230 B.C. 



(F) Cylinder seal depicting and referring to Ninibgal, a form of Inanna. Probably 
from LagaS, ca. 2050 B. C. 



(G) Sumerian Seal Naming lnanna, from her Nippur temple, Ur m period, ca. 2047-
2039 B.C. 
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(H) Egyptian stela of Turin depicting and naming c-s-t-(r). No provenance, but from 
Egypt. Ca. 1450-1400 B.C. 
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Egyptian stela of Wadi Abb~d in the Eastern Desert, depicting and naming 
'-s-t-(r). Reign of Seti I, ca. 1300 B.C. 
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(J) Egyptian relief in the Winchester Collection depicting and naming Qud!u-'Anat-
J\~tan. Theban necropolis, reign of Ramses III, ca. 1182-1151 B.C., but 
representing a type which flourishes ca. 1350-1100 B.C. 



(K) Syro-Egyptian cylinder seal depicting c_§-t-r-t and a wargod or king. From 
Bethel, Israel, ca. 1300 B.C. 
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(L) Hittite seal impression showing two forms of Sau~ka Htar accompanied by 
remains of the initial hieroglyphs of her name. From Ras Shamra, possibly ca. 
1300-1250 B.C. 
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(M) Egyptian stela of Ramses II to the warlike ~start. No provenance, ca. 1250 B. C. 



(N-1, 2) Hittite relief of TudJJaliya _ IV depicting the I:lurrian ~au~ (!star) in two forms. 
From Yazi)ikaya, Anatolia,. ca. 1250 B.C. 
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(0) Egyptian stela fragment in University College naming and depicting Pta~ and 
~~tart. From Memphis, dated to Merenepta}J, ca. 1200 B.C. 
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(P) Hittite rock relief "Malatya 'I"'; depicting and naming the Hurrian Sauska (Istar). 

From Malatya, Eastern Anatolia, ca. 1100-1000 B.C.? V 
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(Q) Neo-Assyrian styled seal with Phoenician inscription transcribing Aramaean. The 
seal scene depicts 'Atarsarnain, an Ararnaean or Arab !star, and the seal legend 
names the owner depicted, as servant of 4i\tarsarnain. From Byblos, Phoenicia, 
ca. 900-800 B.C. 



(R) Nco-Assyrian stcla depicting and naming Utar of Arbela. From the palace of the 
Assyrian governor at Aramaean Til-Barsip in North Syria.,ca. 800-700 B.C. 
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Egypto-Phocnician bronze votive statuette of a nude female. dedicated to the 
ljurrian Astart by two men. From Seville, Spain,. ca. 800-750 B.C. 
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Stela of Samd-rcs-u~ur, viceroy of Suh,u and Mari, in the mid-Euphrates area. 
Utar, Adad and a third god are depicted, the former two having their names 
alongside their icons. From Babylon, ca. 760 B.C. 
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(U) Egyptian relief naming and depicting three forms of c-s-tx>:lc.from the Temple of 
Amun at Hibis, Khargeh Oasis in the Libyan Desert,. ca. 540-404 B.C. 



(V) Egyptian relief depicting 'A§tart and naming her as ruler of horses and mistress of 
chariot. From the outer court of the Horus Temple of Edfu, period of Ptolemy 
XVI, ca. 50 B.C. 
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Fig. 1 Main Register of the Uruk V asc Depicting Inanna. 



Fig. 2 
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Table Illustrating Evolution of Neo-Assyrian Signs NUN, -~ SES 
and MUS (Inanna). From Pictographs (Uruk N - Fara), in Tum Based 
on Depictions of Reed Bundles. 
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Figs. 2a,b Uruk Pictographic Text Recording the "Shining Inanna". 

Fig. 2c Pictograph of Head in Homed Crown. 

Fig. 3 Modem Reed Mudhif. 
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10 •1 12. 
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Figs. 4-13 Proto-Elamite and Uruk-Jemdet Nasr Representations of Looped Reed 

Bundles on Huts and Shrines. 
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Figs. 14-Z.O 
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15 11 
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19 1.0 

Inanna Bundles and Single-Looped Bundles on Huts and Shrines (Uruk-
Jemdet Nasr). 
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Fig. 2.1 Terra Cotta Depiction of Shrine F~ade with dM(J~ Sign. 
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Figs. 22-2S Artefacts from Uruk Depicting Inanna Bundles with Sheep. 



Figs. 26-31 
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Ancfacts from Uruk Depicting Inanna Bundles with Sheep and Gazelles. 
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Figs. 32-34 Inanna Bundle in Scenes of Offering from Uruk. 
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Figs. 35-37 Scenes of the Inanna Bundle Independently with Pricstking and Priests. 
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Figs. 38-41 Inanna Bundle Affixed to Votive Platforms. 



. Figs. 42-45 
~s 

Female in Horned Crown, with Inanna Bundle, Receiving Offerings 
from the Pries~g. 



' 
Figs. 46-49 Inanna Bundle with the Priest King, Uruk. 



Figs. 50-51 Inanna Bundle Applied as Wall Relief at Uruk. 
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Fig. 52 Fragmentary Figure of the Warlike Inanna, From her Early Dynastic Temple, 

Nippur. 

Fig. 53 Detail of Miniature Deity in Early Dynastic Homed Crown. 

Fig. 54 Unveiling lnanna From Her Early Dynastic Temple, Mari. 
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Fig. 55 Akkad Seal Portraying the Martial !!tar with Samai at Sunrise. 

Fig. 56 Enlargement of Inanna's Maces, Entemena V asc. 
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Figs. 57-58 . Armed !stars On Akkad Period Seals. 



Fig. 59 Armed ~tar with the King in the So-called "Investiture Scene", Mari. 
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Figs. 60-63 Armed I~tars with Stars on Akkad Seals. 



Figs. 64-65 Mari Seals of the Old Babylonian Period Depicting !Star Attending 
Victay in Warlike and Hierodule Forms. 



Figs. 66-67 Akkadian Seals Depicting lltar with her Lion. 

Fig. 68 Akkadian Seal Showing Utar in a Mythic Rain Setting with Lion (Partial) · 



Figs. 69-72 · 

ll 

Ll 1broncs. . . I!W' on on- . Akkadian Seals Dep1cung 



Fig. 73 Rare Ur m Seal Impression of the Warlike Inanna with Astral Symbol and 
Lion Throne. 



Fig. 74 Dale-Buchanan Interpretation of Icon G. 



Fig. 7 5 Early Dynastic Plaque Showing the Armed Inanna on Mountain Throne. 



Fig. 76 Mari Wallpainting of the Armed !§tar and Sin/Adad on Mountain Throne. 
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Figs. 77-79 Akkad Seals Depicting the Warrior Utar in Mountain Conft.ct. 



1 Upper Heaven 

1 Earth 

- ~=~---_-___ _;:::::, ____ -mountains at the 
earth and leading to abyss3Abyss (apsu, ab.zu)··--= edge of the horizon 

and underworld "Bitter River" and en trance 
to underworld 

4' 

Passage of Stars above Apparitio\:d Setting 

Eastern Mou! 
__ ,, ____ _ . of Ev'-ening Star , ' :;3?;:\?:::?f:(?· ,' 

Period of Nightly Passage of Sun 

A = cross-section of earth with mountains of two horizons at right and left. 

B = upper surface, Land of the Living. 

C = lower surface, and in centre, source of rivers/oceans. 

Figs. 80-81 Three Dimensional and Schematic Illustrations of the Mesopotamian 
Concept of Cosmos. 
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Figs. 82-84 Lamastu, ~amai and the Early Dynastic Armed Utar in Underworld-
Boats. 



Figs. 85-87 Istar and Samas by Mountain Gates to the Underworld, Two of Them 
U-shapcd. 



Figs. 88-89 

Figs. 90-91 

samas plough 

' 

/.~~~f-~ 
waters · lionman 

9o 

waters 

prowgod 
· I - goddess ,wi_th maces 

I!tar and Sama( Arising From U-shaped Representations of the 
Underworld Entrance. 

~amas Plying the Underworld Waters, Led by Istar. 



Fig. 92 The Akkadian lltar with Lion in Mythic Rain Scene (Entire Seal Scene). 

Figs. 93-95 U-shaped Genii Forming an Aqueous Underworld Base for Ea and I~tar. 
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Fig. 96 Syrian Representation of U-shaped Bullmen Base Supporting ~amas. 



Figs. 97-99 

L 
Egyptian Depictions of the U-shaped Horizon, Entrance to the 
Underworld 
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Fig. 100 Susa,Vase Painting of the Underworld Gates, One with Venus Rising(?) 



Fig. 101 The Burney Relief of Utar '(Lilitu?) on U-shaped Mountain Base. 



Fig. 102 "Qudsu" on Horseback with Wargoos, Plaque From Tell Qamayim. 



Fig. 103 "Qudfo" on Horseback with Lotuses, Gold Plaque From Lachish, 12th 
centuryB.C. · 



Fig. 104 

Fig. 105 
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Nude Goddess on Horseback, Terra Cotta From Ur III period (?), 
Nippur. 

Nude Asiatic Wargoddess, Probably Btar, on Horseback; From the !star 
Temple, Nineveh. 
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Figs. 106-lfT/ Wargoddcsscs on Horseback, Egyptian Ostraca (N.K.). 
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Fig. 108 Nude Wargoddess Riding Astride, Egyptian Ostracon (N.K.). 
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Fig. 109 Wargoddcss Possibly cAstart as Charioteer, Egyptian Ostracon (N.K.). 
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111 
Figs. 110-111 Nude "Qud!u" Mounted on a Lion, Egyptian Reliefs (N.K.). 



112. 

Fig. 112 Clothed "Qud~u" with Wargods, Egyptian Relief (N.K.). 
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Figs. 113-115 "~" in Anthroporoorphic and Abstractional Form, on Artefacts from 
Ugarit. 
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Fig. 116 Early Dynastic Mesopotamian Terra Cotta Showing a Goddess with Spears(?). 

Fig. 117 Armed litar tn a Votive Model Chariot, Old Babylonian. 
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Fig. 118 Goddess in a Chariot with God, Terra Cotta, Kit 
Fig. 119 Sculpted Horsehead From Zinjirli Depicting the Frontlet with Apotropaic 

Nude, Probably Btar/A§tart. 



Fig. 120 Seal From Ugarit Portraying Winged Wargoddess and Associated Nude 
Goddess. 



Fig. 121 Seal Impression From Kiiltepe Depicting a Goddess with Birds, and Seated on 
Lions. 
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God Procession, Left (West Wall) 
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Fig. 122 Yazilikaya Shrine Relief; God Procession, including Sauska, Niriatta and 
Kulitta (West Wall). 
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Fig. 123 Yazilikaya Shrine Relief; Goddess Procession, Including Second ~au~a (East 
Wall). 
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Figs. 124-126 Unveiling IltarS Found in the Early Levels of Her Temple at Assur. 
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Figs. 127-129 Unveiling !stars Found in Her Temples at Altur, Uruk and Mari. 



Figs. 130-132 Unveiling Winged Istars of the Middle Assyrian Period. 
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Figs. 133-136 Unveiling Winged Iltars of the Neo-Assyrian Period. 



l~l 

Figs. 137-138 Old Babylonian Terra Cotta Portrayals of a Probable !star Armed with an 
Axe. 



Fig. 139 Ivory/bone Statuette of the Hurro-Mesopotamian Warring and Unveiling Istar. 
From Her Temple at Nuzi . .,, 



t4S 

Figs. 140-148 Representations of Syrian Armed and Unveiling Goddesses on Seals, 
and Seal Impressions of Syria and Anatolia. 



1 '. 2.. 

Figs. 149-150 Associated Figures of Ninatta and Kulitta from Yazilikaya. 

. Figs. 151-152 Old Babylonian Seals from Mari lliustrating the Interchangeable Figure 
of Isw-as Hicrodulc and Warrior Attending Victory. 
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Figs. 153-154 Nude Turbaned Goddesses Probably Btar on a Mould from Mari and 
Statuette from Kiiltepe. 
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Fig. 155 Syro-Egyptian Seal Depicting Probable 'Astart with Ptah. 

Figs. 156-157 Old Babylonian Seal and Terra Cottas Illustrating Vertical Neckpieces. 

Fig. 158 Egyptian Relief Showing Hathor with Naos-Sistrum Crown. 



Figs. 159-167 Syrian Seals Depicting Winged Armed Probable Iitar!Aitart with Spears 
and Cuned Sticks. 
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Figs. 168 a-d Shapes of Egyptian, Hittite and Syrian Shields Depicted on Egyptian 
Monuments. 



110 

Figs. 169-170 The Recurved Syrian Shield as Illustrated on an Egyptian Relief and 
- Canaanite Statuette. 



Fig. 171 Hurro-Hittite Relief, Malatya "D" Portraying Two Forms of Probable 
Htar~au~kas. 
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Fig. 172 The Coiffureless Nude Unveiling Her Cape, with Birds and Bucranium 
Alalakh. 

Fig. 173 The Coiffureless Nude Unveiling Her Cape, from Ijurrian Nuzi. 



115 ,11 
116 

Figs. 174-178 ljurro-Syrian Coiffureless Goddesses Nude, Unveiling and Clothed. 
Figs. 175-177 on Ki.iltepe Seals, Fig. 178 on an Alalakh Seal and Fig. 
17 4 on an Ebla Relief. 



Fig. 179 Syrian Bronze $~tuette Group, Smiting God and Archer-Charioteer Goddess, 
Probably Iftar/Astart. 



Fig. 180 Syrian Bronze Representing a Wargoddess, More Probably ¼nat Than 
'l~tarfA~tart. 
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Figs. 181-184 Syrian Fenestrated Axe Portraying Dual 'Astart(?) as Quds"u and Winged 
Goddess (figs. 181-182). Detail of Leonine Face (figs. 183-184) (14+\. 
century B.C.). 
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'\5' 
Figs. 185-186 Syro-Palestinian Terra Cottas Depicting Nude of the "Qudsu"fAstart 

Type, Having a Lion-Face. 
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Fig. 187 Old Babylonian Terra Cotta of Caped, Armed, Astral Goddess, Probably Utar. 
From Sippar. 
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Figs. 188-192 Old Babylonian Terra Cottas, from Mari, Some Near the !star Temple, 
Showing Goddess with an Axe. 



Fig. 193 Mitannian Seal Showing Goddess with a Lion and Axe. 

Figs. 194-196 Terra Cotta and Seals which Depict Goddesses with Hammer (fig. 194) 
and Twirling Maces or Hammers (Mcsopotamia1Alalakh). 
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Figs. 197-204 Variant Renditions of the Unveiling Goddess on Syrian Seals. 
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Fig. 205 Exceptionally Fine Unpublished Old Babylonian Terra Cotta in the Iraq 
Museum Depicting the Armed Utar on Her Storm Monster. <1 • 1) 
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Fig. 206 Old Babylonian Painting From Mari Depicting I~tar and King at the 
"Investiture(?)" Scene. 



Figs. 207-200 Unveiling Goddesses with Armed Kings and Gods, From Syrian Seals. 



Figs. 210-214 Unveiling Goddesses on Lion or Bull Mounts, From Syrian Seals. 

L_ - - -



Fig. 215 Alalakh Mould Showing the Nude Goddess Unveiling Her Cape, with Birds 
and Bucranium. 



Birds · 

2..16 2.11 

Figs. 216-217 Terra Cotta Temple Models, Showing Birds on Beams/Eaves, From the 
lltar Templc,(A~~ur)and From Beth Shan. · 



2.20 

Figs. 218-220 · Depictions of Goddesses with Birds at Foot or Head;(Konya) Seal, fig. 
218; Mitannian Seal, fig: 219; Hittite Seal, fig. 220). 



Fig. 221 Plaque from Acebo Depicting "Qudsu"-c:Astart Bearing Bird on Head (14th 
century). 

Fig. 222 Assyro-Phoenician Horsetrapping Depicting "Qudsu"-J\start with Bewigged 
Bird on Head (Salamis, Cyprus). 



2.2• 

Fig. 223 Syrian Horsetrapping Showing Nude, Probably I!tar/Astart on Lions with 
Bewigged Bird Above. 

Fig. 224 Motif of Winged Istarf Al tart(?) Protecting the Royal Chariot, Phoenician 
Bowl. 
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Fig. 225 Unveiling Nude on Bull, Vulva Beneath. Syrian Seal. 

Fig. 226 Representation of Frit Vulva, Pubic Triangle and Penis from the Htar Temple 
at A'Sfor. 



Fig. 227a 

Fig. 227b 

227a. 121b 

Unveiling Warrior Goddess on a Relief from Teima' Arabia (6th century 
B.C.). 

Unveiling Goddess with Bandolihe and Arch/Rainbow(?) on a Safaitic 
Graffito . . 



Fig. 228 Astral Armed I~tar with Dog (N.A. Seal). 



) 
Figs. 229-230 Armed Utars (N.A. Seals). 



1:~~ 
Fig. 231 Armed Astral "Bowstar" I~tar on Lion (N.A. Seal). 

Fig. 232 Zinjirli Pendant Depicting Astral Htar on Lion and Mountain Base (N.A.). 
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Figs. 233-235 Seated Astral Warrior l~tars with Lion (N.A. Seals). 



· /J17 ,>. -~'~-:;::::::-
Figs. 236-237 Seated lltars with Ring (N.A. Seals). 



Fig. 238 Astral litar with Scorpion-Man (N.A. Seal). 



Fig .. 239 Seated astral Btar with Scorpion-Man (N.A. Seal). 
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Figs. 240-241 Warrior !star in Star Nimbus (N.A. Seals). 



Fig. 242 Rare Depiction of lstar with Star Nimbus, Star Weapons and Storm Monster 
(N.A. Seal). 
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Figs. 243-246 Old Babylonian Seals (to be Compared with Fig. 242). Depicting Armed 
I~tar with Storm Monster Underfoot. 



Fig. 247 Apotropaic Figure of Probable Btar in Nimbus, on Front of a Royal Chariot 
Depicted on an Assyrian Relief (N .A ). 
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Fig. 248-251 Armed !stars with Adad (N.A. Seals). 



Fig. 252 Armed Astral Istar as Bowstar Flanked by Date Spathe Genii (N.A. Seal). 
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Fig. 253 Nco-Assyrian Depiction of Ninlil and Lion on the Vassal Treaty Seal (N.A.). 

Figs. 254-255 Fine Neo-Babylonian Terra Cotta Depicting !star Armed on Lion Neo-
Babylonian Terra Cotta From the !star Temple in Babylon. Showing 
Crowned !star. 



Fig. 256 Sargon Stcla Showing Astral Istar Seated on Lion (Zinjirli, 680 B.C.). 
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Figs. 257-262 Old Babylonian Figures of the Warrior !star on Lions with Lead .(Seals, 
Terra Cottas). 
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Figs. 263-266 Old Babylonian Armed Iltars in Variant Poses on Lions (Seals, Terra 
Cottas). 

Figs. 267-269 Old Babylonian !stars with Lions (ferra Cottas). 
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Fig. 270 Neo-Babylonian Seal of l~tar the Bowstar with Lion. 

Fig. 211 Middle Babylonian Kudunu Depicting lstar(s)(?) with Adad. 



, . . . 

Fig. 212 lstar-Manzat as Bowstar, with Lion. (Neo-Elamite Seal, 8th.century B.C.). 
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Figs. 273-276 Phoenician Ivories of the 11Woman-at-the-Window 11
, viz. lstarfAstart as 

Whore, two with Pomegranate Forehead Pieces. 



Frame Omitted Frame Omitted 

Figs. 277-278 Heads of "Window-Women" Depicting Single Pomegranate Fillets. 



.Ul 

., l~ Figs. 279-281 Phoenician Ivory Horse Frontlets Showing the Apotropaic Nude ~start 
with Pomegranate Fillets and Lions. -
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Figs. 282-283 Phoenician Ivory Variants of the Pomegranate and Rosette Fillet 
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Fig. 284 Rhodian Pendant Portraying Nude "Altarts with Lion, Pomegranates and 
Rosettes. 

Fig. 285 Double Figure of "Woman-at-the-Window" on a Neo-Assyrian Relief. 



Fig. 286 Botanical Drawing of the Pomegranate Fruit and Flower. 



Figs. 287-288 Old Babylonian Terra Cottas Depicting the Caped, Bejewelled ~tar at the 
Window. 



Figs. 289-290 Old Babylonian Terra Cottas Depicting the Caped, Bejewelled and 
Armed Utar at the Window. 



Fig. 291 Old Babylonian Terra Cotta of Bejewelled Caped Htar at the Window, Bearing 
Star on Breast. 

Figs. 292-293 Old Babylonian Terra Cotta of Caped Bejewelled I§tar Under Gable of a 
Window. In fig. 293, the Unveiled Abdomen and Star Rosettes Appear. 



Fig. 294 

Fig. 295 

Abstractional Representation Labelled dl.SJJU:, in Form of 8-Pointed Star 
(Neo-Baby Ionian Relief). 

Multi-pointed Star Corresponding with Nearby Anthropomorphic Htar 
(Neo-Assyrian Relief). 
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Figs. 296-298 Variant 7- and 8-Pointed Stars, Abstractional Representations Nfil 
Labelled, but Believed to be Btar, on Middle Babylonian Kudurrus and a 
Middle Assyrian Cult Socle. 



Fig. 299 Relief of Marduk Showing Star Roundels and Water Base. 



300 

Figs. 300-301 Akkad Period Scenes of !star as Rainbringer, Attending Slaughter of the 
Bull of Heaven. (Fig. 300, Seal; Fig. 301, Mari Palace Relief). 

Figs. 302-303 Nude lstar as Rainbringer, Attending Slaughter of the Bull of Heaven, 
(Mari Seal and Akkadian Seal). 



Fig. 304 Representative Egyptian Relief Portraying the Lionheaded Sekhmel 

Fig. 305 Egyptian Statuette of a Lionheaded, Snakeholding Nude Goddess, Possibly 
~~tart. 




